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CONSTITUTION.

REVISED AT THE FIFTH, EIGHTH, TWELFTH, TWENTY-THIRD AND TWENTY-
FOURTH ANNUAL CONVENTIONS.

ARTICLE I.

Name, Object and Location.

Name.

1. The name of this Association is the American Railway Engi-

neering Association.

Object.

2. Its object is the advancement of knowledge pertaining to the

scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance

of railways.

Means to Be Used.

3. The means to be used for this purpose shall be as follows

:

(a) Meetings for the reading and discussion of reports and papers

and for social intercourse.

(b) Investigation of matters pertaining to the objects of the Asso-

ciation through Standing and Special Committees.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

(d) The maintenance of a library.

Responsibility.

4. Its action shall be recommendatory, and not binding upon its

members.

Location of Office.

5. Its permanent office shall be located in Chicago, 111., and the

annual convention shall be held in that city.

ARTICLE II.

Membership.
Membership Classes.

1. The membership of this Association shall be divided into three

classes, viz. : Members, Honorary Members and Associates.

Membership Qualifications.

(2) A Member shall be

:

(a) Either a Civil Engineer, a Mechanical Engineer, an Electrical

Engineer, or an official of a railway corporation, who has had not less

11



12 Constitution,

than five (5) years' experience in the location, construction, maintenance

or operation of railways, and who, at the time of application for member-

ship, is engaged in railway service in a responsible position in charge of

work connected with the Location, Construction, Operation or Mainte-

nance of a Railway; provided, that all persons who were Active Members

prior to March 20, 1907, shall remain Members except as modified by

Article II, Clause 9.

(b) A Professor of Engineering in a college of recognized standing

Honorary Membership Qualifications.

3. An Honorary Member shall be a person of acknowledged emi-

nence in railway engineering or management. The number of Honorary

Members shall be limited to ten.

Associate Membership Qualifications.

4. An Associate shall be a person not eligible as a Member, but

whose pursuits, scientific acquirements or practical experience qualify

him to co-operate with Members in the advancement of professional

knowledge, such as Consulting, Inspecting, Contracting, Government or

other Engineers, Instructors of Engineering in Colleges of recognized

standing, and Engineers of Industrial Corporations when their duties are

purely technical.

Membership Rights.

5. (a) Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(b) Honorary Members shall have all the rights of Members, except

that of holding office, and shall be exempt from the payment of dues.

(c) Associates shall have all the rights of Members, except those of

voting and holding office.

Age Requirement.

6. An applicant to be eligible for membership in any class shall not

be less than twenty-five (25) years of age.

"Railway" Defined.

7. The word "railway" in this Constitution means one operated by

steam or electricity as a common carrier, dependent upon transportation

for its revenue. Engineers of street railway systems and of railways

which are used primarily to transport the material or product of an

industry or industries to and from a point on a railway which is a

common carrier, or those which are merely adjuncts to such industries,

are eligible only as Associates.
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Changes in Classes.

8. A Member, elected after March 20, 1907, who shall leave the

railway service, shall cease to be a Member, but may retain membership

in the Association as an Associate, subject to the provisions of Article II,

Clause 9; provided, however, if he re-enters the railway service, he shall

be restored to the class of Members.

Supply Men.

9. Persons whose principal duties require them to be engaged in

the sale or promotion of railway patents, appliances or supplies, shall

not be eligible for, nor retain membership in any class in this Association,

except that those who were Active Members prior to March 20, 1907,

may retain membership as Associates; provided, • however, that anyone

having held membership in the Association and subsequently having be-

come subject to the operation of this clause, shall, if he again becomes

eligible, be permitted to re-enter the Association, without the payment of

a second entrance fee.

Transfers.

10. The Board of Direction shall transfer members from one class

to another, or remove a member from the membership list, under the

provisions of this Article.

ARTICLE III.

Admissions and Expulsions.

Charter Membership.

1. The Charter Membership consists of all persons who were elected

before March 15, 1900.

Application for Membership.

2. The Charter Membership having been completed, any person

desirous of becoming a member shall make application upon the form

prescribed by the Board of Direction, setting forth in a concise statement

his name, age, residence, technical education and practical experience.

He shall refer to at least three members to whom he is personally known,

each of whom shall be requested by the Secretary to certify to a personal

knowledge of the candidate and his fitness for membership.

Election to Membership.

3. Upon receipt of an application properly endorsed, the Board of

Direction, through its Secretary, or a Membership Committee selected

from its own members, shall, make such investigation of the candidate's
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fitness as may be deemed necessary. The Secretary will furnish copies

of the information obtained and of the application to each member of the

Board of Direction. At any time, not less than thirty days after the

filing of the application, the admission of the applicants shall be canvassed

by letter-ballot among the members of the Board, and affirmative vo
#
tes

by two-thirds of its members shall elect the candidate; provided, how-

ever, that should an applicant for membership be personally unknown to

three members of the Association, due to residence in a foreign country,

or in such a portion of the United States as precludes him from a suffi-

cient acquaintance with its members, he may refer to well-known men
engaged in railway or allied professional work, upon the form above

described, and such application shall be considered by the Board of

Direction in the manner above set forth, and the applicant may be elected

to membership by a unanimous vote of the Board.

Subscription to Constitution.

4. All persons, after due notice from the Secretary of their elec-

tion, shall subscribe to the Constitution on the form prescribed by the

Board of Direction. If this provision be not complied with within six

months of said notice, the election shall be considered null and void.

Reinstatement.

5. Any person having been a member of this Association, and hav-

ing, while in good standing, resigned such membership, may be reinstated

without the payment of a second entrance fee; provided his application

for reinstatement is signed by five members certifying to his fitness for

same, and such application is passed by a two-thirds majority of the

Board of Direction.

Honorary Membership.

6. Proposals for Honorary Membership shall be submitted by ten or

more Members. Each member of the Board of Direction shall be fur-

nished with a copy of the proposal, and if, after thirty days, the nominee

shall receive the unanimous vote of said Board, he shall be declared an

Honorary Member.

Expulsions.

7. When charges are preferred against a Member in writing by ten

or more Members, the Member complained of shall be served with a copy

of such charges, and he shall be called upon to show cause to the Board

of Direction why he should not be expelled from the Association. Not

less than thirty days thereafter a vote shall be taken on his expulsion,

and he shall be expelled upon a two-thirds vote of the Board of Direction.
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Resignations.

8. The Board of Direction shall accept the resignation, tendered in

writing, of any Member whose dues are fully paid up.

ARTICLE IV.

Entrance Fee.
DuES -

1. An entrance fee of $10.00 shall be payable to the Association

through its Secretary with each application for membership ; and this

sum shall be returned to the applicant if not elected.

Annual Dues.

2. *The annual dues are $10.00, payable during the first three months

of the calendar year.

Arrears.

3. Any person whose dues are not paid before April 1st of the cur-

rent year shall be notified of same by the Secretary. Should the dues

not be paid prior to July 1st, the delinquent Member shall lose his right

to vote. Should the dues remain unpaid October 1st, he shall be notified

on the form prescribed by the Board of Direction, and he shall no longer

receive the publications of the Association. If the dues are not paid by

December 31st, he shall forfeit his membership without further action

or notice, except as provided for in Clause 4 of this Article.

Remission of Dues.

4. The Board of Direction may extend the time of payment of

dues, and may remit the dues of any Member who, from ill-health,

advanced age or other good reasons, is unable to pay them.

ARTICLE V.

Officers Board of Direction.

1. The officers of the Association shall be Members and shall con-

sist of:

A President,

A First Vice-President,

A Second Vice-President,

A Secretary,

A Treasurer,

Nine Directors,

*The annual payment of $10.00 made by each member Is to be sub-
divided and credited on the books of the Association, as follows: To mem-
ber's subscription to the Bulletin, $5.00; annual dues, $5.00.
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who, together with the five latest living Past-Presidents who are Mem-

bers, shall constitute the Board of Direction in which the government

of the Association shall be vested, and who shall act as Trustees, and

have the custody of all property belonging to the Association.

Vice-Presidents' Priority.

2. The offices of First and Second Vice-Presidents shall be deter-

mined by the priority of their respective dates of election.

Terms of Office.

3. The terms of office of the several officers shall be as follows

:

President, one year.

Vice-Presidents, two years.

Secretary, one year.

Treasurer, one year.

Directors, three years.

Officers Elected Annually.

4. (a) There shall be elected at each Annual Convention:

A President,

One Vice-President,

A Secretary,

A Treasurer,

Three Directors,

(b) The candidates for President and for Vice-President shall be

selected from the past and present members of the Board of Direction.

Conditions of Re-election of Officers.

5. The office of President shall not be held twice by the same per-

son. A person who shall have held the office of Vice-President or

Director shall not be eligible for re-election to the same office until at

least one full term shall have elapsed after the expiration of his previous

term of office.

Term of Officers.

6. The term of each officer shall begin with his election and con-

tinue until his successor is elected.

Vacancies in Offices.

7. (a) A vacancy in the office of President shall be filled by the

First Vice-President.

(b) A vacancy in the office of either of the Vice-Presidents shall

be filled by the Board of Direction by election from the Directors. A

Vice-Presidency shall not be considered vacant when one of the Vice-

Presidents is filling a vacancy in the Presidency,
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(c) Any other vacancies for the unexpired term in the membership

of the Board of Direction shall be filled by the Board.

(d) An incumbent in any office for an unexpired term shall be

eligible for re-election to the office he is holding
;

provided, however,

that anyone appointed to fill a vacancy as Director within six months

after the term commences shall be considered as coming within the pro-

vision of Article V, Clause 5.

Vacation of Office.

8. When an officer ceases to be a Member of the Association, as

provided in Article II, his office shall be vacated, and be filled as pro-

vided in Article V, Clause 7.

Disability or Neglect.

9. In case of the disability or neglect in the performance of his

duty, of an officer, the Board of Direction, by a two-thirds majority

vote of the entire Board, shall have power to declare the office vacant,

and fill it as provided in Article V, Clause 7.

ARTICLE VI.

Nomination and Election of Officers.

Nominating Committee.

1. (a) There shall be a Nominating Committee composed of the

five latest living Past-Presidents of the Association, who are Members

and five Members not officers.

(b) The five Members shall be elected annually when the officers

of the Association are elected.

Number of Candidates.

2. It shall be the duty of this Committee to nominate candidates to

fill the offices named in Article V, and vacancies in the Nominating Com-

mittee caused by expiration of term of service, for the ensuing year, as

Number of Candi- Number of Candi-

dates to be named dates to be Elected

by Nominating at Annual Election

Office to be Filled. Committee. of Officers.

President 1 1

Vice-President 2 1

Secretary 1 1

Treasurer 1 1

Directors 9 3

Nominating Committee 10 5
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Chairman.

3. The Senior Past-President shall act as permanent chairman of

the Committee, and will issue the call for meetings. In his absence from

meetings, the Past-President next in age of service shall act as Chair-

man pro tern, at the meeting.

Meeting of Committee.

4. Prior to December 1st each year, the Chairman shall call a meeting

of the Committee at a convenient place and, at this meeting, nominees

for office shall be agreed upon.

Announcement of Names of Nominees.

5. The names of the nominees shall be announced by the perma-

nent Chairman to the President and Secretary not later than December

15th of the same year, and the Secretary shall report them to the mem-

bers of the Association on a printed slip not later than January 1st

following.

Additional Nominations by Members.

6. At any time between January 1st and February 1st, any ten or

more Members may send to the Secretary additional nominations for the

ensuing year signed by such Members.

Vacancies in List of Nominees.

7. If any person so nominated shall be found by the Board of

Direction to be ineligible for the office for which he is nominated, or

should a nominee decline such nomination, his name shall be re-

moved and the Board may substitute another one therefor; and may

also fill any vacancies that may occur in this list of nominees up to the

time the ballots are sent out.

Ballots Issued.

8. Not less than thirty days prior to each Annual Convention,

the Secretary shall issue ballots to each voting member of record in good

standing, with a list of the several candidates to be voted upon, with

the names arranged in alphabetical order when there is more than one

name for any office.

Substitution of Names.

9. Members may erase names from the printed ballot list and may

substitute the name or names of any other person or persons eligible for

any office, but the number of names voted for each office on the ballot

must not exceed the number to be elected at that time to such office.
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Ballots.

10. (a) Ballots shall be placed in an envelope, sealed and endorsed

with the name of the voter, and mailed or deposited with the Secretary

at any time previous to the closure of the polls.

(b) A voter may withdraw his ballot, and may substitute another,

at any time before the polls close.

Invalid Ballots.

11. Ballots not endorsed or from persons not qualified to vote shall

not be opened; and any others not complying with the above provisions

shall not be counted.

Closure of Polls.

12. The polls shall be closed at twelve o'clock noon on the second

day of the Annual Convention, and the ballots shall be counted by three

tellers appointed by the Presiding Officer. The ballots and envelopes

shall be preserved for not less than ten days after the vote is canvassed.

Requirements for Election.

13. The persons who shall receive the highest number of votes for

the offices for which they are candidates shall be declared elected.

Tie Vote.

14. In case of a tie between two or more candidates for the same

office, the members present at the Annual Convention shall elect the offi-

cer by ballot from the candidates so tied.

Announcement.

15. The Presiding Officer shall announce at the convention the names

of the officers elected in accordance with this Article.

First Nominating Committee.

16. Except as to the Past-Presidents, the first Nominating Commit-

tee and the three additional Directors provided for shall be appointed

by the Board of Direction, one of the Directors for one year, one for

two years and one for three years.

ARTICLE VII.

Duties of President.
Management.

1. (a) The President shall have general supervision of the affairs

of the Association, shall preside at meetings of the Association and of

the Board of Direction, and shall be ex-officio member of all Committees,

except the Nominating Committee.
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(b) The Vice-Presidents, in order of seniority, shall preside at

meetings in the absence of the President and discharge his duties in

case of a vacancy in his office.

Duties of Secretary.

2. The Secretary shall be, under the direction of the President and

Board of Direction, the Executive Officer of the Association. He shall

attend the meetings of the Association and of the Board of Direction,

prepare the business therefor, and duly record the proceedings thereof.

He shall see that the moneys due the Association are collected and without

loss transferred to the custody of the Treasurer. He shall personally

certify to the accuracy of all bills or vouchers on which money is to

be paid. He is to conduct the correspondence of the Association and

keep proper record thereof, and perform such other duties as the Board

of Direction may prescribe.

Duties of Treasurer.

3. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys and deposit same in the

name of the Association, and shall receipt to the Secretary therefor. He

shall invest all funds not needed for current disbursements as shall be

ordered by the Board of Direction. He shall pay all bills, when properly

certified and audited by the Finance Committee, and make such reports

as may be called for by the Board of Direction.

Auditing of Accounts.

4. The accounts of the Treasurer and Secretary shall be audited

annually by a public accountant, under the direction of the Finance

Committee of the Board.

Duties of Board.

5. The Board of Direction shall manage the affairs of the Associa-

tion, and shall have full power to control and regulate all matters not

otherwise provided in the Constitution.

Board Meetings.

6. The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days after each

Annual Convention, and at such other times as the President may direct.

Special meetings shall be called on request, in writing, of five members of

the Board.

Board Quorum.

7. Seven members of the Board shall constitute a quorum.

Board Committees.

8. At the first meeting of the Board after the Annual Convention,

the following committees from its members shall be appointed by the
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President, and shall report to and perform their duties under the

supervision of the Board of Direction:

a. Finance Committee of three members.

b. Publication Committee of three members.

c. Library Committee of three members.

d. Outline of work of Standing Committees of five members.

Duties of Finance Committee.

9. The Finance Committee shall have immediate supervision of the

accounts and financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all bills

before payment, and shall make recommendations to the Board of Direc-

tion as to the investment of moneys and as to other financial matters.

The Finance Committee shall not have the power to incur debts or other

obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money

other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current expenses of

the Association, except by previous action and authority of the Board

of Direction.

Duties of Publication Committee.

10. The Publication Committee shall have general supervision of

the publications of the Association.

Duties of Library Committee.

11. The Library Committee shall have general supervision of the

Library, the property therein, and the quarters occupied by the Secre-

tary; shall make recommendations to the Board with reference thereto,

and shall direct the expenditure for books and other articles of perma-

nent value, from such sums as may be appropriated for these purposes.

Duties of Committee on Outline of Work of Standing Committees.

12. The Committee on Outline of Work of Standing Committees

shall present a list of subjects for committee work during the ensuing

year at the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the Annual

Convention.

Standing Committees.

13. The Board of Direction may appoint such Standing Committees

as it may deem best, to investigate, consider and report upon questions

pertaining to railway location, construction or maintenance.

Special Committees.

14. Special Committees to examine into and report upon any sub-

ject connected with the objects of this Association may be appointed

from time to time by the Board of Direction.
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Discussion by Non-Members.

15. The Board of Direction may invite discussions of reports from

persons not members of the Association.

Sanction of Acts of Board.

16. An act of the Board of Direction which shall have received the

expressed or implied sanction of the membership at the next Annual

Convention of the Association shall be deemed to be the act of the

Association, and shall not afterwards be impeached by any Member.

ARTICLE VIII.

Annual Convention. Meetings.

1. The Annual Convention shall begin upon a Tuesday during the

month of March of each year, between the tenth and twentieth day of

the month, and shall be held at such place in the City of Chicago as the

Board of Direction may select.

Special Meetings.

2. Special meetings of the Association may be called by the Board

of Direction, and special meetings shall be so called by the Board upon

request of thirty Members, which request shall state the purpose of

such meeting. The call for such meeting shall be issued not less than

ten days in advance, and shall state the purpose and place thereof, and

no other business shall be taken up at such meeting.

Notification of Annual Convention.

3. The Secretary shall notify all members of the time and place of

the Annual Convention of the Association at least thirty days in advance

thereof.

Association Quorum.

4. Twenty-five Members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings

of the Association.

Order of Business.

5. (a) The order of business at annual conventions of the Asso-

ciation shall be as follows:

Reading of minutes of last meeting.

Address of the President.

Reports of the Secretary and Treasurer.

Reports of Standing Committees.

Reports of Special Committees.
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Unfinished business.

New business.

Election of officers.

Adjournment,

(b) This order of business, however, may be changed by ar majority

vote of members present.

Rules of Order.

6. The proceedings shall be governed by "Robert's Rules of Order,"

except as otherwise herein provided.

Discussion.

7. Discussion shall be limited to members and to those invited by

the presiding officer to speak.

ARTICLE IX.

Amendments. Amendments.

1. Proposed amendments to this Constitution shall be made in writ-

ing and signed by not less than ten Members, and shall be acted upon in

the following manner:

The amendments shall be presented to the Secretary, who shall send

a copy of same to each member of the Board of Direction as soon as

received. If at the next meeting of the Board of Direction a majority

of the entire Board are in favor of considering the proposed amend-

ments, the matter shall then be submitted to the Association for letter-

ballot, and the result announced by the Secretary at the next Annual

Convention. In case two-thirds of the votes received are affirmative, the

amendments shall be declared adopted and become immediately effective.



GENERAL INFORMATION.
(Subject to change from time to time by Board of Direction.)

GENERAL RULES FOR THE PREPARATION, PUBLICATION

AND CONSIDERATION OF COMMITTEE REPORTS.

(A) Appointment of Committees and Outline of Wohk.

Standing Committees.

1. The following are Standing Committees

:

I. Roadway.

II. Ballast.

III. Ties.

IV. Rail

V. Track.

VI. Buildings.

VII. Wooden Bridges and Trestles.

VIII. Masonry.

IX. Signs, Fences and Crossings.

X. Signals and Interlocking.

XI. Records and Accounts.

XII. Rules and Organization.

XIII. Water Service.

XIV. Yards and Terminals.

XV. Iron and Steel Structures.

XVI. Economics of Railway Location.

XVII. Wood Preservation.

XVIII. Electricity.

XIX. Conservation of Natural Resources. (Abolished.)

XX. Uniform General Contract Forms.

XXI. Economics of Railway Operation.

XXII. Economics of Railway Labor.

XXIII. Shops and Locomotive Terminals.

XXIV. Co-operative Relations with Universities.

Special Committees.

2. Special Committees will be appointed from time to time, as may

be deemed expedient, in the manner prescribed by Article VII, Clause

14, of the Constitution.

The following are Special -Committees:

Stresses in Railroad Track.

Standardization.

Clearance Diagram.

24
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Personnel of Committees.

3. The personnel of all Committees will continue from year to

year, except when changes are announced by the Board of Direction.

Ten per cent, of the membership of each Committee shall be changed

each year.

Members of committees who do not attend meetings of committees

during the year or render service by correspondence will be relieved and

the vacancies filled by the Board at the succeeding Annual Convention.

Outline of Work.

4. As soon as practicable after each Annual Convention the Board

of Direction will assign to each Committee the important questions

which, in its judgment, should preferably be considered during the cur-

rent year. Committees are privileged to present the results of any

special study or investigation they may be engaged upon or that may be

considered of sufficient importance to warrant presentation.

General (^ Preparation of Committee Reports.

5. The collection and compilation of data and subsequent analysis

in the form of arguments and criticism is a necessary and valuable pre-

liminary element of committee-work.

Collection of Data.

6. Committees are privileged to obtain data or information in any

proper way. The Secretary will issue circulars of inquiry, which should

be brief and concise. The questions asked should be specific

and pertinent, and not of such general or involved character as to

preclude the possibility of obtaining satisfactory and prompt responses.

They should specify to whom answers are to be sent, and should be in

such form that copies can be retained by persons replying either by

typewriter or blueprint.

Plan of Reports.

7. Committee reports should be prepared as far as practicable to

conform to the following general plan

:

(a) It is extremely important that every Committee should examine

its own subject-matter in the "Manual" prior to each Annual Convention,

and revise and supplement it, if deemed desirable, giving the necessary

notice of any recommended changes in accordance with Clause 6 (a) of

the General Rules for the Publication of the "Manual." If no changes

are recommended, statement should be made accordingly.
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(b) When deemed necessary, the previous report should be reviewed.

(c) Subjects presented in previous reports on which no action

was taken should be resubmitted, stating concisely the action desired. It

may not be necessary to repeat the original text in the report, reference

to former publication being sufficient, unless changes in the previously

published version are extensive. Minor changes can be explained in the

text of the report.

Definitions.

(d) Technical terms used in the report, the meaning of which is

not clearly established, should be defined, but defined only from the

standpoint of railway engineering.

History.

(e) If necessary, a brief history of the subject-matter under dis-

cussion, with an outline of its origin and development, should be given.

Analysis.

(f) An analysis of the most important elements of the subject-

matter should be given.

Argument.

(g) The advantages and disadvantages of the present and recom-

mended practices should be set forth.

Illustrations.

(h) Illustrations accompanying reports should be prepared so that

they can be reproduced on one page. The use of folders should be

avoided as much as possible, on account of the increased expense and in-

convenience in referring to them. Plans showing current practice, or

necessary for illustration, are admissible, but those showing proposed

definite design or practice should be excluded. Recommendations should

be confined to governing principles.

Illustrations should be made on tracing cloth with heavy black lines

and figures, so as to stand a two-thirds reduction ; for example : To come

within a type page (4 inches by 7 inches), the illustration should be made

three times the above size.

To insure uniformity, the one-stroke, inclined Gothic lettering is

recommended.

Photographs should be clear and distinct silver prints.

Conclusions.

(i) The conclusions of the Committee which are recommended for

publication in the Manual should be stated in concise language, logical
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sequence, and grouped together, setting forth the principles, specifications,

definitions, forms, tables and formulas included in the recommendation.

Portions of the text of the report which are essential to 'a. clear inter-

pretation and understanding of the conclusions, should be included as

an integral part thereof.

(C) Publication of Committee Reports.

Reports Required.

8. (a) Reports will be required from each of the Standing and

Special Committees each year.

(b) Although several subjects may be assigned to each Committee

by the Board of Direction, a full report on only one subject is expected

at each Annual Convention, but the preliminary work on some of the

remaining subjects should be in progress, and, when deemed advisable,

partial reports of progress should also be presented. This method allows

time for their proper preparation and consideration.

Date of Filing Reports.

9. Committee reports to come before the succeeding convention for

discussion should be filed with the Secretary not later than November

30th of each year.

10. Committees engaged upon subjects involving an extended investi-

gation and study are privileged to present progress reports, giving a

brief statement of the work accomplished, and, if deemed expedient, a

forecast of the final report to be presented.

Publication of Reports.

11. Committee reports will be published in the Bulletin in such

sequence as the Board of Direction may determine, for consideration at

the succeeding convention. Reports will be published in the form pre-

sented by the respective Committees. Alterations ordered by the conven-

tion will be printed as an appendix to the report.

Written Discussions.

12. Committees should endeavor to secure written discussions of

published reports. Written discussions will be transmitted to the

respective Committees, and if deemed desirable by the Committee, the

discussions will be published prior to the convention and be considered

in connection with the report.

Verbal Discussions.

13. Each speaker's remarks will be submitted to him in writing

before publication in the Proceedings, for the correction of diction and

errors of reporting, but not for the elimination of remarks.
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Seauence. &) Consideration of Committee Reports.

14. The sequence in which Committee reports will be considered by

the convention will be determined by the Board of Direction.

Method.

15. The method of consideration of Committee reports will be one

of the following:

(a) Reading by title.

(b) Reading, discussing and acting upon each conclusion sep-

arately.

(c) By majority vote, discussion will be had on each item.

Clauses not objected to when read will be considered

as voted upon and adopted.

Final Action.

16. Action by the convention on Committee reports will be one of

the following, after discussion is closed:

(a) Receiving as information.

(b) Receiving as a progress report.

(c) Adoption of a part complete in itself and referring re-

mainder back to Committee.

(d) Adoption as a whole.

(e) Recommittal with or without instructions.

(f) Adoption as a whole.

(g) Recommendation to publish in the Manual.

Note.—An amendment which affects underlying principles, if adopted,

shall of itself constitute a recommittal of such part of the report as

the Committee considers affected.

The Chair will decline to entertain amendments which in his opinion

are in the nature of editing.

(E) Publication by Technical Journals.

The following rules will govern the releasing of matter for publica-

tion in technical journals:

Committee reports, requiring action by the Association at the annual

convention, will not be released until after presentation to the conven-

tion; special articles, contributed by members and others, on which no

action by the Association is necessary, are to be released for publication

by the technical journals after issuance in the Bulletin; provided, appli-

cation therefor is made in writing and proper credit be given the Asso-

ciation, authors or Committees presenting such material.
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PROCEEDINGS

The Object of this Association is the advancement of knowledge pertaining to the scientific

and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of railways.

Its action is not binding upon its Members

TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 1923

MORNING SESSION

The Twenty-Fourth Annual Convention of the American Railway

Engineering Association, functioning also as the Engineering Division of

the American Railway Association, was called to order by the President,

Mr. J. L. Campbell, Chief Engineer, El Paso Southwestern System, at

9:30 o'clock.

The President :—The Twenty-Fourth Annual Convention will please

come to order.

The first order of business is the reading of the Minutes of the last

convention, but as the Minutes have been published and distributed, the

reading of them will be dispensed with at this time and they will be ap-

proved as published unless there is objection. The Minutes are approved

as printed.

The next order of business is the address of the President.

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT J. L. CAMPBELL
During the year now closing, the activities of the American Railway

Engineering Association have been varied and important. As usual, the

Board of Direction convened once in Canada in recognition of the interna-

tional character of our Association; as a tribute to our Canadian mem-
bership ; for the pleasure of meeting Canadian friends ; for the profit of

contact with virile character and ideals, individually and nationally ad-

mirable, on their native soil; and for the promotion of international

goodfellowship.

Since we met here a year ago, the Association has been sorely afflicted

by the hand of Time. Death has claimed the following members :

A. S. Baldwin A. F. Rust

C. E. Lindsay W. F. Purdv

William McNab F. J. Angier

A. L. Johnson A. T. Hardin

S. B. Rice C. H. Niemeyer

W. A. Bostwick John Ehrke

A. W. Gibbs
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We pause in reverent memory of these men and while our loss is

irreparable and our sorrow poignant, we are grateful that it has been our

privilege and profit to have known them and to have been their friends

and associates. Our pioneer leaders passing on, become the inspirational

heritage of the Association.

.Financially and numerically, the Association is in a sound condition.

During the year, receipts were $42,580.25 and expenditures $39,297.09.

Excess of receipts over expenditures $3,283.16. The net membership in-

creased from 1,960 to 2,010.

Revision of the Manual of Recommended Practice to 1922 was completed

and the new edition issued. Every member who has not already done

so should acquire a copy of this authoritative statement of the conclusions

of more than twenty years of association work. Every railroad company

should supply each department interested with the proper number of

copies. The portfolio of Track Plans, published separately, is a part of

the Manual, which is now a volume of a thousand pages.

Outstanding in the activities the committee-work remains pre-eminent.

Shortly after the development of the labor troubles last summer, your

President inquired of each committee chairman about the effect of the

strike upon committee-work. All replied saying that while the burdens

and responsibilities thrown upon the committeemen by the situation were

handicapping the Association's work, the committee reports would be

maintained to the usual high standard. In your examination of the re-

ports, now before you, you have the confirmation of the forecast of the

chairmen ; the demonstration of the loyalty, resourcefulness and effective-

ness of the members who do the work; and the proof of the capacity of

the American Railway Engineering Association to function successfully

under adverse conditions. On behalf of the Board of Direction, grateful

acknowledgment is made to the membership of an association that has

always been distinguished by the work done by it.

In the development of the work, committee reports and the Proceed-

ings have become voluminous, involving large publication labors and costs.

The record of the annual Proceedings now fill about 1,400 pages, not in-

cluding pre-convention printing of the reports in Bulletin form. It is

also stressful properly to consider all the reports in the three days allowed

for the annual convention. Curtailment of committee-work and produc-

tion is to be avoided as far as practicable, for it is the comprehensiveness

and thoroughness of that work which has made the Association out-

standing in success and value. But it is becoming necessary to limit the

amount of work in one year and to compress the results into reports of

as much brevity as comprehensiveness and thoroughness admit.

The general rule is that reports be in the hands of the Secretary by

the end of November each year. Frequently, reports delayed beyond the

end of the year cannot be issued in Bulletin form sufficiently in advance

of the convention to give members time enough to study the reports and

come entirely prepared to discuss essentials with comprehensive point

and brevity. Such discussion is most desirable.
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Time and space forbid specific reference to each report. Attention

may be directed to the progress report of the Committee on Stresses in

Track, of valuable research and demonstration, laying a foundation

for full discover}- and application of the principles which should apply

in track construction ; to the tentative experimental rail specifications

promulgated by the Rail Committee, accepted by the manufacturers and

approved by the American Railway Association, for experimental purposes,

to enable railways to test under service conditions experimental lots of

rail designed in chemical composition and action to eliminate segregation

and resulting forms of rail failure; and to the report of the Committee

on Wood Preservation, reviewing to date its collaboration with the

National Research Council in the study of marine borers and their ravages

along the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific coasts—a subject of pressing import-

ance to railways having terminals at tidewater.

During the year, there has been, through appropriate committees or

representatives, collaboration with other organizations as follows

:

(a) With the American Committee on Electrolysis.

(b) With the Associated General Contractors of America on a uni-

versal contract form.
(c) With the universities on the creation of a joint committee on

co-operative relations between the Association and the Universities.

(d) With the Interstate Commerce Commission on revision of the

classification of accounts of steam railways.

(e) With the American Engineering Standards Committee on stand-

ardization.

The American Railway Engineering Association does the work of

the Construction and Maintenance Section and of the Electrical Section

of the Engineering Division of the American Railway Association. Col-

laboration with the Central Committee on Lumber Standards of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association on standardization of lum-

ber grades, and with the United States Air Service on marking air routes,

has been initiated. The International Railway Congress applied to the

American Railway Association for a topic for consideration at the Railway

Congress to be held in London, in 1925. Upon request, the Engineering

Division recommended to the Railway Association for transmittal to the

Railway Congress the subject of "Grade and Alignment Revision Versus

Heavy Steam Power or Electrification" as a problem of general im-

portance.

The Interstate Commerce Commission is revising the classification

of accounts of steam railways. This revision is important. The engineer-

ing department is now specifically interested in having a classification and
system of accounting that directly yields in workable segregation all the

facts required by Valuation Order No. 3 in keeping up to date the valua-

tion of railway property required by law. The Commission responded

cordially to the suggestion that the Association be permitted to collaborate

in the revision through its Committee on Records and Accounts. This

contact has been established between the Committee of the Association
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and the Bureau of Accounts of the Commission. The chairman of the

Committee is handling the matter intelligently under the supervision and

counsel of the Board of Direction.

There is still need and room for improvement in the quality and

service of the track rail, notwithstanding the notable degree of perfection

and dependability to which it has been brought. Segregation of metal is

still a problem and it does not appear that the best method of, testing

rails has been found. Solution of such problems undoubtedly requires

a vast amount of research and laboratory work, requiring collaboration

between the Committee on Rail and the Special Committee on Stresses

in Track. For the purposes indicated, these two committees could well

be related in a joint committee on rail and stresses in track, adequately

financed to cover the cost of the work.

The industrial countries are gravitating to standardization of things

in common use. In no less than fifteen of them there is a national stand-

ization body composed by association of representative engineering, in-

dustrial and governmental organizations for the work of standardization.

In the United States this body is known as the American Engineering

Standards Committee. International contact between the bodies of the

various countries is established. The standardization body does not initiate

or formulate standards. It is a clearing house wherein the constituent

members thereof agree as to what shall be a standard for a particular

thing. A proposed standard is presented for approval by one of the

members known as the sponsor therefor. Any proposed modification of

the proposed standard as presented must have the approval of the sponsor

before it can be approved and promulgated as a standard by the standard-

ization body. For a lucid statement of the organization and work of the

American Engineering Standards Committee, see the report of November

21, 1922, by a special committee of the Signal Section of the Engineering

Division of the American Railway Association.

There is a division of opinion in the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation and in the American Railway Association as to whether they should

continue (or as to the degree of) affiliation with and participation in the

work of the American Engineering Standards Committee. Specifically,

the adverse opinion rests primarily on the reasoning that since the re-

quirements of the railways are so large, distinctive and important, they

should make their own standards untrammeled by entangling alliances.

As to things exclusively used by the railways, this argument has great

force. As to things used in common by them and others, it loses weight.

This is a rather pressing question that should be settled at an early date.

Considering per se, there is a consensus of conviction that standard-

ization is desirable ; that it eliminates confusion and a material part of

the time and cost of production and distribution ; and that it results in

reliability, efficiency and profit in industrial and commercial activites. The

general objection to standardization is that it tends to stagnation of progress

and improvement as to the thing standardized. Standardization must not

become fossilization. If standardization was synonymous with perfection
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in the thing standardized, the objection would disappear; but with it

would go also standardization, for perfection is rarely, perhaps never, at-

tained. So, while there should be standardization of things highly de-

veloped and thoroughly proved, it should be with the understanding that

the standard is subject to revision from time to time as progress in the

art or thing warrants or requires.

For more than a score of years, the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation has been engaged upon the work of standardization for the roadway

and track of the railways, and it has recorded the results of its labors

and conclusions in its Manual under the title of Recommended Practice.

Recommended Practice is a tentative stage of standardization. It is,

nevertheless, a standard. The Association may well consider whether it

should begin advancement of its recommended practice to the weight,

dignity and positiveness of avowed standards.

Your President addressed a letter to the chief executive of each rail-

way having 200 or more miles of road, calling attention to the track plans

and specifications for frogs, switches and crossings which had been in

preparation and revision from year to year by the Track Committee and

finally approved by the last annual convention for publication in the

Manual as recommended practice, and requesting that the suggestion that

they be adopted as standard for the road receive due consideration. Re-

plies representing 117,495 miles of road were received. Of this mileage,

27,563, or 23.5 per cent, have made the recommended practice standard or

as nearly so as practicable. Forty-two thousand four hundred sixty-five,

or 36 per cent of the mileage represented have taken the recommended
practice as a guide. The replies indicate interest and approval. For ex-

ample, one executive says

:

"The work performed by the Association is of great assistance to our
Engineering Department in connection with design of many railroad ap-
pliances, as well as the various practices recommended in the Manual,
twenty copies of the present issue of which have been ordered for distribu-

tion on this railroad."

Another says

:

"Notwithstanding the fact that this road had its own standards for

frogs and switches, we have recently revised our plans in essential details

to conform to the Association's standards. We already have several

copies of the Association's new Manual and it is our purpose to secure

sufficient copies to equip each Division Engineer's office."

Another says

:

"I desire to take advantage of this opportunity to express my ap-

preciation of the valuable work your Association is carrying on, and to

express the hope that the present year of the Association under your

guidance now approaching its end will be a very successful one."

These three quotations represent 21,000 miles of road. Every member

of this Association should sell it to his road. In this connection, your

Secretary has developed by a questionnaire that 60,053 miles of road

have adopted as standard in complete form the Association's General
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Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges and that 88,853 miles have in-

corporated the essential features of this general specification into their own
specifications.

Until the Committee on Economics of Railway Labor was created,

the work of the American Railway Engineering Association was directed

only to the solution of the problems of railway construction, maintenance

and operation of the physical property of the railways. The economics

of labor covers more than that and includes the welfare of labor.'

Railway engineers are masters in solving the physical problems of

transportation. They have done very well indeed in that. But the most

difficult problem of the transportation or any other business is not physical.

The really formidable problem is the man behind the gun—the human
equation. If mind and heart were amenable to the principles and rules

of physical science as they are applied in solution of physical problems,

the Engineering Department would be the department in which the prob-

lem of the human factor could be solved. But it is not so. The human
equation, overshadowing every other in all the relations of life, requires

for its solution (and it must be solved) a department of religion. Its

solution will be found in the teachings of Jesus Christ equally assimilated

and jointly practiced by employer and employe. There is no hope in the

rule of might uncontrolled by right. "The fear of God is the beginning

of wisdom" and the secure foundation for industrial association and

activity.

While no department of a railway is fashioned primarily for the

purpose of solving the human problem, railway engineers are, by training

and necessary familiarity with and loyalty to that part of truth found

in the principles and facts of nature involved in the science and art of con-

trolling and directing the physical forces of nature to the use and convenience

of man, qualified to become proficient in the higher science and art of

directing the spiritual forces in nature to the end that there shall be

more fully established among men and between employer and employe

right relations and purposes. In this higher kingdom wherein lie the des-

tinies of men and nations and the keys to the solution of the problems

of life and society, the members of the American Railway Engineering

Association have individually opportunity for service of fundamental

value to the transportation business and to society. As I look upon

the part of that membership massed in this hall today, I am impressed by

its potential power for right leadership.

In closing I wish to say that the service of your President during

the past year has been a service of delight and profit to him, and this

and whatever success we have had is due to that generous support

and co-operation and to the loyal and efficient work confidently forecast of

you as I stood here a year ago and which I now find fulfilled by you;

and, for all this, I thank you. [Applause.].

The President:—The next order of business is the reading of the

reports of the Secretary and of the Treasurer.

Secretary E. H. Fritch presented the following reports:
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY

March 1, 1923.

To the Members:

Your Association has completed another successful year in its long

career of usefulness and achievement, and the members have reason to

feel gratified at the results attained.

Committee Work.

The activities of the Standing and Special Committees have always

been a notable factor in the attainments of the Association. Notwith-

standing the adverse conditions prevailing in the railway service during the

past year, the series of reports presented for your consideration and action

at this annual meeting fully maintain the high standards of excellence and

importance by which the publications of your Association have hitherto

been distinguished.

The Manual.

The Revised Manual issued during the past year contains in concise

form the net results of the Association's activities since its formation. In

this volume of one thousand pages your Association sets forth what it

considers good practice in railway engineering and maintenance of way
work. The Manual is a truly monumental achievement, and will prove

invaluable to every railway employe—from president to section foreman.

Finances.

The following items are abstracted from the Financial Statement, ap-

pended hereto

:

Receipts $42,580.25

Expenditures 39,297.09

Excess of Income over Expenditures $ 3,283.16

Total Cash Assets $48,025.67

Membership.

Membership March 1, 1922 1,960

Additions 96
Deceased members 13

Resignations 33
. 46

Gain 50 50

Membership March 1, 1923 2,010

Co-operation with Other Organizations.

Your Association has continued collaboration with various organiza-

tions on matters of mutual interest. Contact has also been established to

carry on studies of a number of new and timely subjects. The following

table contains a summary of such co-operative activities

:
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Subject

Classification of Accounts

Concrete and Reinforced Concrete

Concrete Pipe Specifications

Construction Contract Form

Cross-tie Statistics ; Timber Preser-

vation

Drinking Water Supplies

Electrolysis

Grading of Lumber and Timber

Layout and Design of Engine
Houses, Car Shops, Power Plants,

etc.

Marking of Airways for the Guid-
ance of Fliers in Air Service

Marine Piling Investigations

National Electrical Safety Code

Rail Manufacture

Scale Specifications

Standardization—various projects

Stresses in Railroad Track

Storehouses

Taper of Tread of Car Wheels

Tests on I-Beams and Pins

Water Power
Wire Crossings Over Railways

Name of Organization

Interstate Commerce Commission.

Joint Committee on Concrete and
Reinforced Concrete.

American Concrete Pipe Associa-

tion; Iowa State College; Bureau
of Public Roads.

Associated General Contractors of

America.

Forest Products Laboratory, U. S.

Department of Agriculture.

Public Health Bureau, U. S. Treas-
ury Department

American Committee on Electro-

lysis.

Central Committee on Lumber
Standards.

Mechanical Division, American
Railway Association.

Chief of Air Service, U. S. Govern-
ment.

National Research Council.

Bureau of Standards.

Manufacturers' Rail Committee.

Bureau of Standards; Scale Manu-
facturers' Association.

American Engineering Standards
Committee.

American Railway Association

;

University of Illinois; American
Society of Civil Engineers.

Purchases and Stores Division,

American Railway Association.

Mechanical Division, American
Railway Association.

Lafayette College.

U. S. Geological Survey.

Telegraph and Telephone Section,

A. R. A.; Am. Electric Railway
Association ; Western Union Tele-
graph Company; American Tele-
graph and Telephone Company.
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Deceased Members.

Losses by death from the membership during the past year have been

as follows :

F. J. Angler, Superintendent Timber Preservation, Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad.

A. S. Baldwin (Past-President), Vice-President, Illinois Central Rail-

road.

W. A. Bostwick, Assistant to President, International Nickel Com-
pany.

John Ehrke, Assistant to General Superintendent, Grand Trunk
Railway.

A. W. Gibbs, Chief Mechanical Engineer, Pennsylvania System.

A. T. Hardin, Vice-President Operation, New York Central Lines.

A. L. Johnson, Corrugated Bar Company.

Charles E. Lindsay (Director), Special Engineer, New York Cen-

tral Railroad.

William McNab (Past-President), Chairman Valuation Committee,

Grand Trunk Railway.

C. H. Niemeyer, Assistant Engineer Maintenance, Pennsylvania Sys-

tem.

W. F. Purdy, Resident Engineer, Monongahela Southern Railroad.

S. B. Rice, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Richmond, Fredericksburg

& Potomac Railroad.

A. F. Rust, Consulting Engineer, Kansas City Southern Railway.

Amendment to Constitution.

The vote on the proposed amendment to the Constitution, involving a

change of time for the annual meetings of the Association, resulted as

follows:

For the amendment 696 votes
Against the amendment 57 votes

A majority of the votes being in the affirmative, the change will take

effect March 15, 1923.

Acknowledgment.

Grateful acknowledgment is made of helpful assistance given by the

American Railway Association during the year.

Respectfully submitted,

E. H. Fritch,

Secretary.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1922

Balance on hand January 1, 1922 $44,742.51

RECEIPTS
Membership Account

Entrance Fees $ 1,090.00

Dues 9,266.09

Subscription to Bulletins 9,266.09

Binding Proceedings and Manual 1,453.50

Badges 17.50

Sale of Publications
Proceedings 3,272.85

Bulletins 1,208.00

Manual 33.78

Specifications 420.55

Leaflets 68.10

General Index 15.00

Advertising
Publications 1,173.50

Interest Account
Investments 2,221.18

Bank Balance 125.62

Annual Meeting
Sale of Dinner Tickets 1,049.00

Miscellaneous 96.45

American Railway Association
Rail Committee 11,803.04

Total ! $42,580.25

DISBURSEMENTS
Salaries $ 6,900.00

Proceedings 6,679.81
Bulletins 8,567.27

Manual 83.18
Stationery and Printing 791.50
Rents, Light, etc 845.00
Telegrams and Telephone 15.58

Equipment .' 23.85
Supplies 104.90
Expressage 488.34
Postage 817.56
Exchange 49.44

Committee Expenses 158.91
Officers' Expenses 17.98
Annual Meeting , 2,475.99
Refund 20.50
Audit 150.00
Rail Committee 10,591.06
Miscellaneous 516.22

Total $39,297.09

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements 3,283.16

Balance on hand, December 31, 1922 $48,025.67

Consisting of:
Bonds $40,794.14
Cash in Bank 7,206.53
Petty Cash Fund 25.00

$48,025.67
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STRESSES IN TRACK FUND

Balance on hand January 1, 1922 $ 962.20
Received from interest during 1922 26.47

Total $ 988.67
Disbursements:

Supplies $ 47.97

Balance on hand in S. T. & S. Bank December 31, 1922. . .$ 940.70

REPORT OF THE TREASURER
Balance on hand January 1, 1922 $44,742.51

Receipts during 1922 $42,580.25
Paid out on audited vouchers, 1922 39,297.09

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements $ 3,283.16

Balance on hand December 31, 1922 $48,025.67
Consisting of:

Bonds $40,794.14
Cash in Bank 7,206.53
Petty Cash 25.00

$48,025.67

STRESSES IN TRACK FUND

Balance on hand January 1, 1922 $ 962.20
Received from interest during 1922 26.47

Total $ 988.67
Paid out on audited vouchers during 1922 47.97

Balance on hand December 31, 1922 $ 940.70

The securities listed above are in a safety deposit box of the
Merchants' Loan & Trust Safe Deposit Company, Chicago.

Respectfully submitted,

GEO. H. BREMNER,
Treasurer.

I have made an audit of the accounts of the American Railway
Engineering Association for the year ending December 31, 1922, and
find them in accordance with the foregoing financial statements.

CHARLES CAMPBELL,
February 20, 1923. Auditor.
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET

December 31, 1922
ASSETS 1922 1921

Due from Members $ 3,358.50 $ 4,710.84

Due from Sale of Publications 1,078.94 1,286.82

Due from Advertising 1,865.00 680 -°0

Due from American Railway Association 1,275.25 2,459.68

Furniture and Fixtures (cost) 997.40 997.40

Gold Badges 68.00 84.00

Publications on hand (estimated) 6,000.00 6,000.00

Manual 9,575.75 . ........

Bxtensometers 500.00 500.00

Investments (cost) 40,794.14 40-565.65

Interest on investments (accrued) 580.05 750.05

Cash in Standard Trust and Savings Bank 7,206.53 4,151.86

Petty Cash Fund 25.00 25.00

Total $73,324.56 $62,211.30

LIABILITIES
Members' Dues paid in advance $ 4,832.50 $5,211.50
Impact Test Fund on Electrified Railways 285.46 285.46

Advertising paid in advance 70.00 85.00

Due for Printing (Bulletins) 1,314.69 102.58

Due for Printing (Manual) 9,575.75
Surplus 57,246.16 56,526.76

Total $73,324.56 $62,211.30

On motion, duly carried, the reports were approved.

The President:—The next order of business will be to take up the

consideration of the Committee reports. In this connection, the courtesy

of the convention .floor is extended to professors of colleges and uni-

versities and to all railway officials, and their participation in the dis-

cussions will be welcome.

The first report on the program is that on Shops and Locomotive

Terminals. The report will be presented by Mr. F. E. Morrow, chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 65-67.)

The President:—The report of the Committee on Signals and Inter-

locking will be presented by Mr. W. J. Eck, chairman.

(For Report, see page 68.)

The President :—The next report is that on Standardization. Mr.

E. A. Frink, the chairman, will make the introductory statement.

(For Report, see pp. 69-172.)

The President :—We have with us this morning Mr. R. H. Aishton,

President of the American Railway Association, who has always been a

very loyal and effective friend of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation, and he has kindly consented to give us a few words of greeting.
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ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT R. H. AISHTON, AMERICAN
RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the American Railway Engineering

Association : First, I want to congratulate you gentlemen on being able

to pull off a stunt which I have never in all my travels seen equaled by

any association ; first, in getting together at nine o'clock in the morning,

and working for seven or eight hours a day with such an attendance as

you have here; and, second, on the very complete program which you

have for business to be disposed of at this convention.

I have been in the room for 45 minutes, and have listened to the dis-

cussion on standards. My interest in the discussion has been accentuated

by the fact that I was the fellow who put the baby in your lap for dis-

section. I am not going to discuss the question of standardization. I am
a believer in standardization to a certain point. I believe that progress

is going to be made along those lines. I have the greatest sympathy in

the world for your representative on that Standardization Committee,

Mr. Frink. Tears rolled down my cheeks when he told me how lonely

he was on the Committee, because I know it is so.

As far as the American Railway Association is concerned, whatever

your position on this subject may be, if you decide to participate in the

work of the American Engineering Standards Committee, you will have

in me an advocate to make effective for you whatever your decision

may be.

I am not going into the details of that matter at all. Mr. Katte, of the

New York Central Lines, put the picture before you perfectly and gave

you every phase of it. When you get through, tell me what you want and

I will go after it.

This is the twenty-fourth annual convention of your Association.

In 1925, the railroads have an opportunity to participate in the centennial

celebration of the opening of the first railroad in the world. Arrange-

ments, I believe, are being made for a fitting celebration by the Inter-

national Railway Congress, in the home of the first railroad—England.

There are a lot of us who will not be able to go there, as many of you

will feel an obligation to keep the machine over here running.

There is another centennial to be observed, a year or two later than

that, and that is the celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the first

railroad in the United States, on July 4, 1928. I believe on July 4, 1828,

the first spike was driven in the first railroad to be operated in the United

States.

It seems fitting that this Association should make a recommendation

of some kind to the railroads as to what, if any, action should be taken

on a matter of that kind, and whether there should be a centennial cele-

bration in 1925 of the first railroad in the world, or a centennial cele-
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bration in 1928 of the first railroad in this country. I have a decided

sentiment that a fitting celebration of some kind will have a good effect

on public opinion as indicating what has been accomplished by the railroads

in that period. After discussion of this subject, I think it would be

well for this Association to go on record with regard to this celebration,

and in announcing its decision, to make reference to the great progress

which has been accomplished.

In addition to this being the twenty-fourth annual convention of

your Association, it is also the annual meeting of the Engineering Divi-

sion of the American Railway Association. I have not been able to de-

termine whether the two associations are one, or twins or triplets, or

what not, but we seem to have brought about, by the affiliation, or

whatever you may call it, a close co-operation between all the essential

parts of railroads as represented in the American Railway Association.

I notice in your program for this meeting that you refer to the

question of drinking water supplies on trains and railway premises, and

I presume that your committees have also dealt with the Medical Section,

which has those questions in mind. Your reports also refer to the pitting

and corrosion of boiler tubes and sheets, and I also presume you are in

close accord with the Mechanical Division in the consideration of this

matter. I notice that you study the economics of railway labor, including

plans and methods of obtaining railway labor. That is a big problem, and

it is of the utmost importance to the railroads that the best and latest

thought be developed on that—not only to obtain the labor for the rail-

roads, but to retain that labor. That is one of the most important problems

before the railroads at this time.

I note also the work which has been done by your Committee on

Stresses in Railroad Track, as shown in Bulletin 253. That report shows

a tremendous amount of work, and it brings to my mind another thought,

and that is what Mr. Ford mentioned a short time ago, and which hit me
right between the eyes and gave me food for thought. He Was speaking

of the standardized ballast section and some machines that it was thought

would not work on one particular section and would work on another section,

and the advantage of standardization as indicated by the reports of the

various committees of this Association. If the railroads would take more ac-

tive interest in these matters, and the executives or those in charge of such

work would nose around amongst some of the different railroads, by a

discussion and interchange of ideas they would find that the American

Railway Engineering Association standards were after all the best thing

and would fit any ordinary condition.

There is the Manual—that represents twenty-four years of hard

work of the best trained engineering ability in the United States and

Canada, and probably in the world—I do not know what it costs. The

Secretary keeps copies in his office and when anyone calls for a copy

he sends it out and charges for it, I suppose?

Secretary E. H. Fritch :—Yes, sir.
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Mr. Aishton:—Your best specifications go out in one of these

Manuals, all of which represents years of hard work of the best talent

in this country on the subjects dealt with, and it should be accepted

and followed strictly when it goes out. What ordinarily happens? You
gentlemen pass a lot of resolutions after discussion and amendments

—

and there is not an association I know of where there is any more concise,

fearless and intensive discussion than in this Association—and when you

get all through you agree on standard specifications, a'nd then you go home,

and the next year you come here, and as Mr. Ford reports, there is

evidently little knowledge in tbe interim on the part of a good many rail-

roads or the appreciation of what that means. What I am getting at is

this : When your committees and the membership of the Association put in

as much hard work as they do on your recommendations and specifica-

tions, you have a further duty to perform—go home and sell the result

of your work to your higher officials—tell your neighbors, tell all of the

people with whom you come in contact the great value of the material

in this Manual, that is, those who are in a position to use it. You may
try to sell this Manual to the executives of your company and call their

attention to these things, but that is not enough. If you have voted

for these things, tell your people when you go home that you have voted

for them, that you believe in them, and show why it is a good thing and

recommend its adoption. Point out to them in exact detail just why
they should adopt such specifications. In that way, gentlemen, you will

make more progress in standardization. You will find that these reports

will greatly aid in the adoption of economical and efficient methods on the

various railroads. In my opinion your reports should be in the hands of

every maintenance of way officer and construction officer in charge of the

various kinds of work to which these reports refer, and this should be

true in regard to every railroad in the United States and Canada. In a

word, do your very best to sell the action as set forth in these reports,

which represents so much of your best thought, to the various officers who

can use them. I do not suppose the Association begins to get back the

money it puts into these things, but if the benefits which would come

through this standardization were fully realized and were put into opera-

tion, the public would have a better knowledge of the steps that the rail-

roads are taking to improve the operation of the roads.

What is one particular criticism of the railroads to-day? Lack of

economy and efficiency. Why? Because economy is reflected in freight

rates and passenger rates. Those are the things with which the public

are most largely concerned. Efficiency is reflected in service, and that is

what the farmer wants. Make it apparent to the public that the railroads

are doing all that is possible, both collectively and individually, in the

direction of economy and efficiency.

I am saying these things to you, as I have to other branches of the

American Railway Association, because I believe in it, and because for

the last couple of years one of the principal reasons for my existence has
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been to show the legislative bodies and to bodies which have to do with

the control of the railways, the work that the railroads themselves are

doing on these lines, what is actually being done to bring about economy
and efficiency.

My mind goes hack to the early days of this Association. It was a

bright day in my life, when, as a young railroad civil engineer, I was
elected a member of this Association. I have served on one of your

committees as member and chairman. I had a mighty good committee,

and I know something about the thoroughness with which your committees

cover a proposition.

I hope that the American Railway Association is of help to you. If

it is not, it is because you do not tell us what you want. We will be glad

to receive any suggestions from you in the way of being of assistance to

you in your work.

There is a very interesting exhibit at the Coliseum, as I understand,

and I am planning to go down there this afternoon, because I believe that

these exhibitions form one of the most practical means of education that

a man can get, particularly in this day when the use of labor-saving

devices and modern methods is so important. I have never made* a visit

to one of these exhibitions but what I have been able to take away with

me some very valuable information, and I am sure that everyone who
views these exhibitions must have a similar experience.

I cannot close without a word of appreciation for the splendid help

that President Campbell has given to the American Railway Association

in the past year. Also, I wish to mention that there has never been a

problem turned over to Secretary Fritch but that he has gone into it in a

thorough and enthusiastic way, and I wish to express to both of these

gentlemen and to your membership my appreciation of the great help you

have been to us in these matters. [Applause.]

The President :—I wish to express to Mr. Aishton the thanks of the

members for his having come here and made such an interesting address.

The next business will be the report of the Committee on Rail, which

will be presented by Mr. J. M. R. Fairbairn, vice-chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 73-99.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President :—The first business this afternoon is the report of the

Committee on Ballast, Mr. F. J. Stimson, chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 101-119.)

The President :—We will take up the report of the Committee on

Signs, Fences and Crossings, Mr. Maro Johnson, chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 121-131.)
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The President :—The next report is that of the Committee on Ma-

sonry* Mr. C. C. Westfall, chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 133-142.)

The President :—The next report is that of the Committee on Iron

and Steel Structures. Mr. O. F. Dalstrom, the chairman, will make the

usual introductory statement.

(For Report, see pp. 143-202.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Water Service will

be presented to you by Mr. A. F. Dorley, the chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 203-233.)

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 1923

MORNING SESSION

The President :—The report on Ties will be presented by the chair-

man, Mr. W. A. Clark.

(For report, see pp. 235-257.)

The President:—The report of the Committee on Economics of Rail-

way Location will be presented by the chairman, Professor Edward C.

Schmidt.

(For report, see pp. 259-262.)

The President :—In the absence of the chairman and vice-chairman,

the report of the Committee on Economics of Railway Labor will be pre-

sented to you by Mr. C. C. Cook, acting chairman.

(For report, see pp. 263-293.)

(Past-President Charles S. Churchill in the Chair.)

Past-President Churchill :—The report of the Special Committee on

Stresses in Railroad Track will be presented by the chairman, Professor

A. N. Talbot.

(For report, see pp. 295-450.)

The President :—'The report of the Committee on Track will be pre-

sented by Mr. W. P. Wiltsee, chairman.

(For report, see pp. 451-502.)
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The President :—We will now interrupt the proceedings and hold

the Memorial Meeting for the late A. S. Baldwin, Charles E. Lindsay

and William McNab.

(See pp. 57-62.)

The President :—The Chair will appoint the following members to

act as tellers to canvass the ballots cast for officers for the ensuing year:

P. H. Winchester, H. C. Smith, W. A. Spell, L. P. Rossiter, W. L. Darden,

S. R. Bakshi, H. L. Browne.

. The Secretary will turn the ballots over to the tellers and the tellers

will retire and be prepared to make a report at the close of the afternoon

session.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President :—Before resuming the consideration of the committee

reports, the Chair will read a communication handed in by Lieutenant-

Colonel W. G. Arn

:

"The United States adopted the law known as the National Defense

Act in 1920. This is the first time that our country has ever had, in times

of peace, even a plan for a system of preparedness and national defense.

"While many of us do not think that this plan gives adequate prepared-

ness, it is an excellent plan, and when finally in full effect, after the or-

ganization of all the units provided for, will form an excellent basis for

the rapid building up of a large army whenever the need arises. The act

provides for an army of three parts : The Regular Army, the National

Guard and the Organization Reserve, the latter being subject to call only

in case of a national emergency which requires more force than would be

provided by the Regular Army and the National Guard.

"All branches of service are represented in the Organized Reserve

and for all units except railway battalions the assignments are made by

states, or corps areas, each of which consists of a group of states. For

the railway battalions assignments are to be made by railway systems.

The War Department has already in some cases started the formation of

these battalions and is about to start in the rest of the country. The co-

operation and active aid of the various railway systems will be greatly

appreciated.

"In a general way, the tentative plan provides for one or more bat-

talions, composed of three companies each on each region of the largest

railway systems, one battalion each on some of the other large systems,

with possibly additional smaller units consisting of companies or platoons

assigned to the smaller systems. The plan will permit of officers and

employes from all points on any one railroad system being assigned to a
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unit formed on that system. This unit will be assigned to the army corps

headquarters in which the greater part of the railroad system or region

is located."

The President :—The report of the Committee on Economics of

Railway Operation will be submitted by Mr. G. D. Brooke, chairman.

(For report, see pp. 1043-1094.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Rules and Organiza-

tion will be submitted by Mr. W. C. Barrett, chairman.

(For report, see pp. 533-563.)

The President :—The Committee on Roadway will present its report

through Mr. C. M. McVay, chairman.

(For report, see pp. 565-577.)

The President :—The tellers appointed at the morning session have

just made their report. The Chair will announce the election of officers:

President, E. H. Lee.

Vice-President, J. M. R. Fairbairn.

Secretary, E. H. Fritch.

Treasurer, G. H. Bremner.

Directors : J. R. W. Ambrose, F. J. Stimson, Louis Yager.

Members Nominating Committee : C. W. Baldridge, W. A.

Clark, C. E. Denney, H. N. Rodenbaugh, W. H. Penfield.

THURSDAY, MARCH 15, 1923

MORNING SESSION

The President :—The report of the Committee on Uniform General

Contract Forms will be presented by Mr. W. D. Faucette, chairman.

(For report, see pp. 503-532.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Electricity will be

presented by the chairman, Mr. Edwin B. Katte.

(For report, see pp. 579-687.)

The President :—Mr. W. T. Dorrance, chairman, will present the

report of the Committee on Buildings.

(For report, see pp. 689-750.)
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The President :—The report of the Committee on Wooden Bridges

and Trestles will be presented by the chairman, Mr. A. O. Ridgway.

(For report, see pp. 751-775.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Records and Ac-

counts will be presented by Mr. H. M. Stout, chairman.

(For report, see pp. 777-807.)

The President :—In addition to this report, the Committee has pre-

pared a supplemental report on work done in connection with the Bureau

of Accounts of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The Board of

Direction revived contact with the Interstate Commerce Commission and

suggested that our Committee on Records and Accounts be permitted to

collaborate with the Bureau of Accounts on Classification. The chairman

of the Committee will now present this supplemental report.

The President :—I am very happy to say that we have with us the

Honorable F. B. Carvell, Chief Commissioner of the Board of Railway

Commissioners for Canada, whom many of us heard last night. He will

address a word to you this morning. I have very great pleasure now in

introducing Mr. Carvell. [Applause.]

Hon. F. B. Carvell :—Mr. President and Gentlemen : I only came
before you this morning to thank you for the very pleasant time you

have given me on this little pleasure trip, and to say that as long as I

live I think it will be one of the pleasant recollections of my lifetime.

I don't pretend to know very much about engineering. You may have

thought when you heard me talking last night that I knew a lot about

railroading. When a man practices law thirty-five or forty years, he

becomes quite a faker and sometimes he can put it over people, and that

is about the way with most lawyers when they talk about engineering.

I had some experience with engineers in my lifetime, Mr. Chairman.

My first experience with engineers taught me to respect their versatility

and their ability; it was as a lawyer fighting cases involved in the classifi-

cation in the construction of a railway. If you can tell me of any class of

people in the world who can make black look like white and make some-

thing else look like what it isn't, the question of classification on a railway,

especially when you have a rock cut about one-tenth rock and the rest

something else and trying to make it all rock, or, on the other hand, when
you have two-thirds rock and you want to make common material of it,

it is the engineer with his wonderful ability. You are very, very much
like the lawyer in that respect, because sometimes we try to make things

appear different from what they are.
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But taking it all around we perhaps don't realize how much we owe
to the engineers in the construction and especially in the operation of our

railways. It is quite true we ride along in the train and say, "That is a

fine road," and we enjoy everything that comes to us, but we don't

realize the amount of actual thought that has been taking place in order

to keep that road in the condition which we find it.

When a man comes here and watches what is going on around this

board and in your committee rooms, he commences to appreciate then

some of the things you are doing and some of the reasons why we are

enjoying the privileges we have. I can only say I had some idea before

I came here of what you were doing. I have learned that you are doing

a great deal more than I thought you were, and it seems to me that in

the whole realm of railway construction and operation perhaps there is

no person playing as important a part and yet as silent a part as is the

engineering profession.

Now, gentlemen, you have your work. I only again want to thank

you for the splendid outing you have given me and for the privilege of

meeting Some of the distinguished members of your profession. [Ap-

plause.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President :—The Committee on Yards and Terminals will present

its report through its chairman, Mr. Arthur Montzheimer.

(For report, see pp. 809-942.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Wood Preserva-

tion will be presented by Mr. C. M. Taylor, chairman.

(For report, see pp. 943-1041.)

The President :—This concludes the consideration of reports of Com-

mittees, and the meeting is now open for New Business.

The Chair has incidentally learned that there is a gentleman in the

audience, Member No. 9 (he doesn't know I am going to say this), who

not only has not missed any conventions of the American Railway En-

gineering Association since the Association was organized, but he was

at the preliminary meeting at which the organization was formed. I am

going to ask Mr. C. A. Wilson, Consulting Engineer, of Cincinnati, to

stand up so that you can see him. [Applause.]

Mr. C. A. Wilson:—<I can't stand up without saying something. I

was at the first meeting that was called before this Association was

formed. I have tried to remember who all were there then. One of the
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men is the man we have elected to be President of the Association this

year, Mr. Lee. While I am possibly younger than he is, I am not an

older member than he is. [Applause.]

We are now ready for the consideration of any further New Business.

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line):—It gives me the greatest

pleasure to propose the following resolution

:

Resolved, That the members of the American Railway Engineering

Association, in convention assembled, desire to place on record their

hearty appreciation of the capable manner in which this convention has

been presided over by Mr. J. L. Campbell, and for the efficient adminis-

tration of the affairs of the Association during his occupancy of the

Presidential Chair.

Resolved, That this resolution be spread upon the Minutes of this

meeting, and a suitably engrossed copy be presented to Mr. Campbell.

(The resolution was put to vote and carried unanimously.*)

Mr. W. P. Wiltsee (Norfolk & Western) :—I wish to offer the fol-

lowing resolutions

:

Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association in

convention assembled, that its thanks are hereby extended to the Honorable

F. B. Carvell, Mr. Floyd W. Parsons, and Judge Harry V. Osborne, for

their excellent addresses at the Annual Dinner on the evening of March

fourteenth

;

To the Chairmen, Vice-chairmen, and members of the several com-

mittees for their labors during the past year and for valuable reports

presented to the meeting;

To the Committee on Arrangements for the capable manner in which

all arrangements for the convention have been carried out;

To the Technical Press for courtesies extended during the year and

also during the convention;

To the National Railway Appliances Association for the compre-

hensive and instructive exhibit of railway devices used in the construc-

tion, operation and maintenance of railways, and for the courtesies ex-

tended to the officers and members of the Association.

(The resolutions were put to vote and carried unanimously.)

Mr. D. A. Steel (Railway Age) :—In line with what Mr. Aishton

said to us Tuesday morning, with regard to the celebration by the rail-

roads of their hundredth anniversary, I desire to introduce the following

resolution

:

"The American Railway Engineering Association in its twenty-fourth

annual convention assembled at Chicago, on the date of March 15, 1923,
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taking pride from the beginning in the development and achievements of

American railroads of which it is a part, knowing its problems and

looking solicitously to its future welfare, suggests the proximity of the

one-hundredth anniversary of American railroads, expresses the belief

this event will afford an invaluable opportunity for the railroads to

quicken the pride of railway men in the substantial and effective method

of giving an exhibition of progress in railway transportation and there-

fore recommends that the railroads should give serious and immediate

consideration to the holding of a centennial celebration, national in scope,

and even perhaps of international interest, representing the combined

energies of all American railroads, and declares itself ready and willing

to assist and co-operate as may be deemed fit in conducting the necessary

investigations and preparations directed to this end."

For your information, this is not my suggestion, alone. Men far

more prominent and older in this Association than I have examined and

studied it and as a result the resolution as presented may be considered

quite as much the product of their thought and attention as mine.

In concluding, I just want to leave this thought with you in regard

to the observation of a railway centennial by American railroads. What

organization is a more proper one to suggest to the railways that

such a centennial be held? It was the engineers who built the first

railroad. It was the engineers who built every other railroad, and if a

centennial celebration is held, it is the achievements of the engineers

which will constitute a principal basis upon which its successes will

depend. Having begun the traverse, therefore, let the engineers close it,

with the knowledge, too, in doing so, of having clothed themselves with

the distinction of being the first national body to have considered and

recommended a function, which, with its support and that of every other

organization, will undoubtedly result in a splendid success.

Mr. President, I move that this resolution receive the unanimous ap-

proval of this Association and be immediately delivered to Mr. Aishton

for the consideration of the American Railway Association.

Mr. H. R. Safford :—I take pleasure in seconding that resolution.

(The resolution was put to vote and carried unanimously.)

The President:—If there is no further new business, the Secretary

will read the report of the Tellers.
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REPORT OF THE TELLERS
March 14, 1923.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

We, the Committee of Tellers, report the following as the result of

the count of the ballots

:

President—
E. H. Lee 1058

Vice-President—
J. M. R. Fairbairn 668

Edwin B. Katte 399

G. J. Ray 1

Secretary—
E. H. Fritch 1066

Treasurer—

>

George H. Bremner 1058

Directors (three to be elected)—
F. J. Stimson 531

J. R. W. Ambrose 454

Louis Yager 415

W. D. Faucette 409

C. E. Johnston 350

G. D. Brooke 345

W. H. Kirkbride 271

W. T. Dorrance 252

W. J. Eck 173

J. M. Brown 1

A. H. Hogeland 1

W. H. Hoyt 1

Nominating Committee (five to be elected)—
C. W. Baldridge 674

W. A. Clark 611

C. E. Denney 609

H. N. Rodenbaugh 583

W. H. Penfield 574

J. V. Neubert 572

J. L. Haugh 443

J. A. Peabody 434

W. J. Burton 421

F. H. McGuigan, Jr 252

C. G. Delo.

A. L. Grandy

Robert Farnham
E. R. Lewis

P. Petri

L. J. Riegler

Respectfully submitted,

P. H. Winchester, Chairman; L. P. Rossiter,

H. C. Smith, S. R. Bakshi,

W. A. Spell, H. L. Browne,
Tellers
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The President :—The installation of the President-elect is now in

order, and I will ask Past-Presidents Morse and McDonald to escort

the President-elect to the chair.

(President-elect Lee escorted to the platform.)

President Campbell :—Mr. Lee : I know of no member of the Asso-

ciation to whom it would give me greater pleasure to relinquish this

office than to you, for two reasons : first, your entire fitness to receive

it ; second, delightful personal relations.

With every good wish and confident expectation that your adminis-

tration will be conducted with signal success, I deliver to you this emblem

of your office and hail you President of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association. [Applause.] .

President Lee:—Gentlemen of this Association: You have conferred

upon me a great honor and a great privilege. When I think of the long

line of able executives who have preceded me, I might feel some hesi-

tation in making promises as to future results ; but a remark made by

one of the able members of our Association only yesterday in conversa-

tion occurs to me. "The success of an executive does not depend upon

his training, his experience, his initiative. His success depends primarily

upon his ability to surround himself with men of brains, men of ability,

men of initiative."

As I look into the faces of this body of men, as I think of the able

makeup of its committees, and of the great work performed and of the

high quality of that work, I approach my duties for the ensuing year

with a world of confidence. I see that I already automatically have been

provided with all of the needs of a successful executive, and, gentlemen,

I thank you from my heart. [Applause.]

(Announcement pertaining to meeting of Board of Direction imme-

diately following adjournment and of meeting of committee chairmen

made by the President.)

President Lee:—A motion to adjourn is now in order.

(The convention adjourned sine die.)
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The twenty-fifth annual convention of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association will be held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, March

11, 12 and 13, 1924.

At a meeting of the Board of Direction held March 15, 1923, W. D.

Faucette was elected a Director to fill the unexpired term of .the late

C. E. Lindsay.

E. H. Fritch,

Secretary.
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The President :—Shakespeare began the immortal story of Romeo and

Juliet by introducing the families, ancient houses alike equal in the honor

and dignity of their nobility.

We are pausing in our proceedings at this time to make and write

into a memorial hour our tribute to three noblemen who were members

of this Association; they also being alike equal in the honor and dignity

of their nobility.

In making our tribute to them, we shall not forget the other twelve

members of the Association who have also passed to the great beyond

during the past year, although time will not permit probably specific ref-

erence to them.

It is fitting, however, that we should mention especially Archibald Stuart

Baldwin, Charles Elder Lindsay and William McNab. Mr. Baldwin died

last June, Mr. Lindsay died on the 17th, and William McNab on the

27th of last February.

These men were pioneers and leaders in this Association. They

were men with whom all of you became well acquainted. Most of you

perhaps had your acquaintance with them limited to your association

with them in this organization. However, you had an opportunity of

meeting them here once a year, and there is nothing that I can say that

will add to your estimation of them.

We will begin with Mr. Baldwin and will be glad to hear particularly

from those members who knew him not only as an engineer, but as a

man ; who were in close contact with him more or less in all the re-

lations of life. As time will permit, we want to have a tribute given by

many of you. However, our time will be limited to one hour and we
have these admirable characters before us. We will now begin with our

tribute to Air. Baldwin.

Mr. H. R. Safford (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—During the

last year the Almighty has taken a heavy toll in death among the

members of this Association. Naturally we make an estimate

of the value of these men and the influence which they exercised

upon our lives and upon this Association. Such contemplation

naturally makes us sad and yet in spite of that there are some

pleasant things which can be thought of and that will fill our minds with

happiness if we revert to them in the right way. In spite of this sorrow

it is a pleasant thing to remember, and to review their personal charac-

teristics as we saw them in the midst of life. It is a pleasant thing to re-

member the circumstances of our association with them. It is a particularly

pleasant thing to remember the circumstances of their service in con-

nection with this particular body. Many of us knew all of them. Some
of us knew only some of them. Some knew them from the beginning

of their activity.

57
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While these things are pleasant to remember, it is a difficult thing

when it comes to try to put into words the thoughts and sentiments that

rise in our minds in such a review. It does not seem to make much
difference as to the intensity or the warmth of the sentiment ; when it

comes to trying to put it into words, those words congeal and turn cold

in the atmosphere of our cold, busy, active life. But these men do hot

need a tribute of that kind to make their memories ineffacable.

It was my personal privilege to have the close social and professional

association and contact of all three of these men. It was my personal

privilege to have business contact with two of them, Mr. Baldwin and

Mr. McNab, and it was my privilege to serve on a board of this body

with Mr. Lindsay. I can look back to memories of those associations

with one very definite, outstanding result. These men, all three of them,

were faithful and loyal to our Association. I doubt very much if they

were connected with any organization that was closer to their hearts

than the American Railway Engineering Association. I know that was

particularly true of Mr. Baldwin. He helped to form the basic charac-

teristics. He helped it through its beginning and helped it to success.

He was particularly interested in seeing that the young men came into

this body, and they are, in my opinion, perhaps the greatest reason for

its success. He gave his service and the memory of that service is an

obligation that we can only attempt to repay in part by doing our little

bit in trying to perpetuate his principles and characteristics in this body.

Mr. Charles S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—I wish to confirm

what has just been said as to the lives of these three men who have just

left us. They were all men—each one in his own line—who helped to build

up this Association.

Mr. Baldwin joined in 1902 as I recall. He immediately became in-

terested in a committee and began doing very valuable work, not only

on committees, but afterwards, as the efficient President of the Associa-

tion. Mr. Baldwin was eminently fitted and efficiently served our mem-
bership in all ways. He helped us in discussions to bring out the meat

of the subject and greatly aided the closing of discussions.

Finally, I can best refer to the closing paragraph of his address

when he ended his work as President of the Association. I regard this

as one of the most prophetic statements in the records of the Associa-

tion. He foresaw the conditions that have prevailed in this country

since the close of the great war, and outlined them in that address in the

most admirable and complete manner.

Mr. McNab, like Mr. Baldwin, was a personal friend of mine. They
had both been to my home. They were, as you know, always ready to do

the greatest amount of work possible along the lines assigned to them.

Mr. McNab perhaps is described best as being the wheelhorse of

the Association in the kind of work he undertook. He was the first one

to make a report of the important committee on Graduation, which after-

wards advanced its work very rapidly. All through his membership he
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was one who helped in the social activities of this Association, especially

in its annual conventions. As its President, he did great work, while

since he became Past-President we all know what he had been doing for us.

Mr. Lindsay was one of our watchers. He was very careful in follow-

ing the proceedings of this Association. Everything he did was to its

gain and advantage.

I cannot think of any three men who did such work as these three.

We shall all greatly miss them.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :— I know
of no three men of whom I could speak with greater feeling of apprecia-

tion than I can of these three. I have always been drawn to Mr. Bald-

win, not only on account of his very genial and attractive qualities, but

through the fact that we had a common ancestor. Our forbears were

neighbors. We were both born in the same vicinity. I have known him

since he first began his railroad career. He always struck me as being

a man who was very tenacious of his convictions as to what he considered

right, but when convinced of the fact that he was wrong, he was always

willing to concede it, and I think that is a virtue to be admired in everyone.

I, of course, cherish a very fond remembrance of Mr. McNab. He
often expressed to me a desire to come South but very seldom ever did,

and when he did, he did not stop over. However, he always promised

to come down and have beaten biscuits and waffles with us and I regret

that he did not live long enough to have enjoyed them at my table. I

think Mr. McNab had an ambition to acquire that same ability to tell

stories of the negro race that he had of the Scotch race and of the

Canadians. He was a very warm friend always and everyone with whom
he ever came in contact regarded him as a friend. I presume you all re-

member how well he had succeeded in bringing orators from Canada

over here to address us at our conventions. In the selection of these

men he certainly proved himself to be a very fine judge of human nature

and ability.

With regard to Mr. Lindsay, it has been my good fortune to sit here

year after year and enjoy the pungent, witty and just criticisms that he

always made of things that appeared to be faulty in the reports. I sat on

a committee at Washington for about six weeks, during war times and

often had lunch with Mr. Lindsay, who was then serving on one of the

Boards, and I was convinced from the few conversations that I had

with him that he was very conscientiously endeavoring to hold up the

railroad side of a situation in which he was very decidedly in the minority.

I believe that Mr. Lindsay's life was to some extent shortened by the

tremendous pressure under which he worked while serving on that

committee, and I feel that the railroads of this country owe him a great

debt of gratitude for the work that he did on that committee.

Mr. G. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway Commission) :—I wish to

pay tribute to the memory of Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Lindsay and Mr. McNab.

My knowledge and association with Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Lindsay were
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largely in connection with meetings of the Association, and I always

listened with admiration and appreciation of Mr. Baldwin's work in con-

nection with this Association, and the same applies to that of Mr. Lindsay.

I was shocked when I heard of the death of Mr. Baldwin as he was passing

through my country, in the vicinity of St. Thomas.

Probably in speaking of the late Mr. McNab, 1 knew him personally

longer than even the Grand Trunk officers in this room. I was associated

with him in the middle eighties in connection with the formation of the

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, in which he took a very active part.

I might say in connection with this Association that I do not know of

anything that can describe his ability better than the article published in

the Railway Age of yesterday when they alluded to him in this manner

:

"The name of William McNab, who died on February 27th, appears
on the rolls of the Association as an engineering officer of the Grand
Trunk, with headquarters at Montreal, Quebec. Those who knew the
place he occupied in Association affairs will always consider him as
Canada's representative in the American Railway Engineering Associa-
tion. He was President of the Association for the year ending March,
1910, but for many years prior, subsequent to his term as presiding officer,

played an important part in the conduct of the ' Association's affairs

through a long period of service on the Board of Direction."

I was with him from the early formation of this Association and I

know what Mr. McNab did in getting Canadians to come in and join.

You know the knowledge we have gained from it. As Mr. Hunter

McDonald said, he was instrumental—and I wish to diverge here for a

moment—he was instrumental in bringing Canadian speakers to this

Association's banquets, but I would like to say that was no arduous task,

for Canadian speakers are only too delighted to come here and to express,

as they have done, the international goodwill at these banquets, and there

is no dearth of men who will be willing to come. They all so much

appreciate the honor conferred on them.

I have very little more to say, except that Mr. McNab was a God-

fearing man, brought up in a Christian home, with a family of three

sons, who served in the war, and fortunately returned uninjured. They
are now in prominent positions in their respective communities, and

brought up under the care of such a man, they are a tribute to him.

Therefore, sir, I consider it my duty to express the feelings of myself

and of this Association on the death of these men.

Mr. E. H. Lee (Chicago & Western Indiana) :—I have little to add

to what has already been said. In view of the fact that I knew these,

our former associates, intimately well, however, I regard it a privilege

to briefly offer a few thoughts regarding them.

I knew Mr. Baldwin in a business way and as a friend since we had

been here in Chicago together. He always impressed me as one of the

keenest intellects whom I had ever met, of singular tenacity of purpose,

and with an unusual ability to make friends. With these characteristics

he had an almost unlimited capacity for hard work.
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One of the things that always impressed me in Mr. Baldwin was

his unusual courage. I doubt whether any of his friends, even those closest

to him, appreciated the great physical handicap under which he did his

work. Since his death they have come to believe that for years he realized

his own condition and that he must have accomplished his great work

in the face of constant, severe physical limitations which no one but

he knew.

Mr. Lindsay was an ornament to our profession. He had qualities

which endeared him to his friends. He was the type of man who was more
or less retiring, but those who came to know him intimately found a con-

stantly growing respect for his ability and character.

It was my privilege to know Mr. McNab over a term of years par-

ticularly well, because we were thrown together in a business way. Mr.

McNab was typically the companionable, hard-headed Scotchman. He
loved a good story. He loved a pleasant time with his friends. He had

a wonderful ability in meeting men and making them his friends.

As one of our speakers has said, it cannot be other than a matter of

great regret to the members of this Association that we have lost these

friends, these ornaments to the profession, these outstanding members
of our particular Association, but, gentlemen, I think we may very properly

at this time think of the other side of the picture. They are gone but

they have each left a record of work well done, each a record of fine

character and standing among friends. Can any of us hope for anything

better when our time comes?

Mr. C. A. Morse (Rock Island Lines) :—I had the pleasure of a per-

sonal acquaintance with Mr. Baldwin, Mr. McNab and Mr. Lindsay. Mr.

Baldwin was a man with a faculty of inspiring confidence. He apparently

took a great interest in whatever association he happened to be connected

with. He was a deacon of the church to which he belonged here in Chi-

cago. He was connected with the Western Society of Engineers and was

president of it at one time. He worked diligently in connection with the

affairs of this Association and was President of this Association and up

to the time that he ceased his services as a Director he was a hard worker

on all Association matters. I had business relations with Mr. Baldwin and

had known him socially and always admired him greatly.

Mr. McNab was one of the characters that I think I can say we all

loved. If you knew him you loved him and admired him and he was

altogether a lovable character. We always enjoyed having him drop in

to see us at the office and we loved to meet him here in the Association

and we also, as has been referred to here before, loved to hear him tell

his Scotch stories. I was a great admirer of Mr. McNab.
Mr. Lindsay had a special character also. Apparently Mr. Lindsay

was a man who took a great deal of interest in public welfare. I know of

his being connected with public welfare work in the city of Albany. In

connection with the work of our Association, whenever Mr. Lindsay got

up, you knew there was one man at least who had read the reports before
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coming into the convention, and he was ready to criticize and call attention

to what he considered weak points. He has been spoken of well here

to-day as the watchdog of the Association. I had the pleasure of being

associated with Mr. Lindsay in a semi-social way during about nine months

at Washington. For two or three months we lived at the same club and

we played pool together evenings and I got better acquainted with Mr.

Lindsay's social character than I would otherwise in ordinarily meeting

him here. I was a great admirer of Mr. Lindsay and 'I think in the loss

of all three of these members this Association has suffered greatly, and

I think it would be well for all of us, in looking at the past work of these

three men and in reviewing their accomplishments and considering their

character, to hope that when our time comes, we can be spoken of as well

and deserve as good an eulogy as is being delivered here today by the

members of this Association.

Mr. W. T. Dorrance (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—Mr.

President, it has been my privilege to have known Charles E. Lindsay for

nearly twenty years. The acquaintance began through business relations,

soon grew into a close personal friendship and I am proud to be able to

number among my friends a man such as he

:

Simple— Straightforward— Sympathetic— Strong—The Soul of

Honor—Anxious to help others in every way—A clear, logical thinker

—Efficient in accomplishment of his undertakings—A fine type of

American Citizen—-A Real Man

—

Association with such a man is something to value and his influ-

ence will be lasting.

One of the charter members of this Association, he has always taken

an active interest in its proceedings and the value of his influence can

not be overestimated. He has done much to keep things going as they

should. The Association will miss him from his accustomed seat in the

convention and will miss his helpful criticism and advice.

Personally I have known him under all kinds of conditions

:

I knew him through business relations.

I knew him through social relations.

I knew him when I was in trouble.

I knew him when he was in trouble.

I have lost a Real Friend.

Mr. John V. Neubert (New York Central) :—Unfortunately, I did

not know Mr. Baldwin or Mr. McNab personally, but I knew Mr. Lindsay

very well. Mr. Lindsay graduated from the University of Pennsylvania

when he was a little past eighteen. He started in, directly after his col-

lege career, on the Pennsylvania Lines ; from there he went to the South-

ern Railway; and he entered the service of the New York Central in 1901.

I was, I believe, one of the first assistant engineers he had when he entered

the service of the New York Central, and I have been intimately asso-
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ciated with him more or less directly or indirectly until the time of his

death.

I believe the most of you here know of the good work that he has

done for this Association. As you all know, he was at one time on the

Federal Labor Board at Washington. I believe when serving on the

Labor Board down there it was a thing that was quite a hardship on him,

because I remember six months ago he told me of those problems that

were confronting him down there, especially in that field, and the problems

we had were quite the reverse of his career in the railroad service.

He was a man of excellent character, a clean liver, and not only his

career and qualities as a man with the railroad, but he was a good

Christian liver. He was interested in his community. He was a property-

owner and interested in the community at Albany. His passing was very

sad. He went West and became ill ; he thought it only a minor cold, an

attack of "flu" or something that would pass away, but it developed that

he had spinal meningitis. The attending doctors stated that the last few

hours of his life were almost torture.

Mr. Lindsay was not what you would call an old man. He was
fifty-eight years old. When you think of it, two-thirds of his life, or

approximately forty years, was spent in the engineering field. I believe as

he passed out of this world he said, "I have done my service- Please do

yours." He may be a great loss to us, as I said, to the Association, but

doubly so to the property he left behind.

Prof. S. N. Williams:—Mr. President, it is my privilege to-day to drop

a flower on the pathway of each of these three honored members of our

Association, the red typifying the love which all of us have for their

character, their lives and their memory; the white typifying the purity

of their lives and their devotion to the interests of humanity; the orange,

a tribute to the excellence of the intellects which have won distinction

in the field of civil engineering.

I am very glad to be able at this time to express my high apprecia-

tion of the kindness which Mr. Baldwin and other officials of the Illinois

Central Railroad have shown me during the forty-one years that I was an

active Professor of Civil Engineering at Cornell College in appointing

and assisting my graduates or students to positions which helped them

materially in fighting the battle of life that was before them, as it was

with all of us. I drop a tear when I think of the kindness which was done

me personally by those actions.

I am pleased when I think that last summer I called on Mr. Lindsay

in his office in New York City and there expressed the high appreciation

which this Association had and has for the excellence of his work and

his assistance in developing the interests of the engineering profession.

I am very pleased when I think of the friendly and kindly associations

with Mr. McNab in committee-work during the past few years. It is my
regret that .1 have not been able to meet him more frequently than here

;

also Mr. Rice, who did much work for us in the Committee on Ballast.
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I trust, gentlemen, that sooner or later, in God's own providence, we

may all meet these beloved members of our organization who have

passed up into the better land where we all hope to go in the future.

Mr. W. H. Elliott (New York Central) :—Mr. President, I am pleased

to be able to state my appreciation of the work of these three men and

my sorrow at their death. Like many of us, I merely knew Mr. Baldwin

and Mr. McNab by association at these meetings.

Being a fellow associate and employe of the New York Central with

Mr. Lindsay since 1903, I have learned to respect him as a gentleman,

for his personal integrity, his friendliness, and also for his wide experience

and ability in his profession. His work in the Maintenance Department

was very dosely associated with that in which I was interested as Signal

Engineer. While we did not always agree, I felt that to him 1 could go

for an opinion and assistance in my work. He was a very close student

of engineering problems and very thorough in following the details of

his work.

We of the New York Central liked him very much and shall surely

miss him in his work and at these meetings.

Mr. H. T. Douglas (Chicago & Alton) :—I rise to pay homage to my
friend, Mr. Baldwin, and to my friend, Mr. McNab, and to my friend, Mr.

Lindsay. It was my privilege nearly forty years ago to be associated with

Mr. Baldwin. At that time he and I were just beginning our careers.

In a little while our pathways again crossed in southern Kentucky, where

we were engaged in the construction of a railway line. Then, after many
years, we again renewed our acquaintance, our friendship, and our intimate

associations here in Chicago. Mr. Baldwin "was my friend, ever faithful

and just to me," and I believe it may be truthfully stated this was a
characteristic of his great life to be similarly just and faithful with all

those with whom he came in contact in all the relations of his life.

It was my privilege only to know Mr. McNab when I would attend

the meetings of our Association here, but it was always a genuine pleasure

when it was my opportunity to meet him and to shake his hand and to

receive from him the cordial greeting of his generous nature.

During the last year it became my very great privilege and pleasure

to frequently meet Mr. Lindsay, and many very delightful evenings were

spent at the club in a social way together, and when I learned the strength

and greatness of the man, and I feel that I may remember him as a dear

friend.

I can add little to what has already been said regarding the great

accomplishments, regarding the earnest work, and regarding our great

indebtedness to these three distinguished members of our Association.

Being fully persuaded not only of their high accomplishments, but of the

purity of their lives, I honor myself in honoring their memory.
Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Consulting Engineer) :—Mr. Baldwin, Mr.

Lindsay and Mr. McNab have ceased from their labors, but, in the

language of Scripture, their good works do follow them. They are not
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dead : they live in the hearts and minds of men, particularly in the hearts

and minds of members of the engineering profession.

I was associated on the Board of Direction with all three of these

men for many years. Mr. Baldwin was a man who, it seems to me, was
possessed of an outstanding character and when I read the tribute to him

published in the Bulletin I said to myself, "What a wonderful life Mr.

Baldwin lived." He was honored greatly by his fellow-men and his life

was an inspiration to all of us.

Mr. Lindsay and myself were both associated for many years on the

New York Central Lines, but I knew him best during the two years that

he devoted to the Government service in wartime. He came to Washing-

ton in 1918 and during the two years of his work there we met each other

almost daily and I want to pay tribute to the great public work which

Mr. Lindsay did during the war while the railroads were operated by the

Government.

I had the closest relations with Mr. McNab of all of these three men.

I met him in 1900, when this Association was formed. I met him in his

home, in his office, and in business conferences. Speaking of the individual

traits of these three men I wish to take just a moment to speak of the

broad sympathy of Mr. McNab. He was, as you know, a man of large

acquaintance. I visited him at Montreal at one time and he insisted on

taking me to Ottawa, where I found that he knew the principal officers of

the Canadian Government and he took great pride in his acquaintances

and in the knowledge which that gave to him. When he came to the city

of Washington, he was well acquainted with those in authority. He knew

President Roosevelt, President Taft, President Wilson and President

Harding. He was a man who paid respect to his friends and to those in

authority. He believed in government and he believed in honoring those

who were members of the Government. My personal acquaintance with

Mr. McNab convinced me that he had a broad sympathy for humanity

and this was one of his characteristics which we can imitate for the reason

that by so doing we contribute to the welfare of others, and in so far as

we contribute to the welfare of others, we contribute to our own happiness

and success. It seems to me, Mr. President, that, measured by proper

standards, these three men were successful. They did not not seek for

money. Engineers as a class do not strive for money. These men were

successful because they were men of character, men of knowledge and

men of broad human sympathy.

Mr. C. F. Loweth (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :— I think it

highly proper that this Association should set aside an hour for a memorial

meeting of this character. I deem it a great privilege to add my tribute

of respect and esteem to the officers of this Association, Mr. Baldwin,

Mr. McNab and Mr. Lindsay, who have passed on during the past year.

I value the memory of an acquaintance with these men. Their sterling

qualities were an inspiration. They gave the best they had as engineers

to the engineering profession, and as citizens to the communities in which
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they lived ; they did so not alone as a matter of service, but I think they

felt it a pleasure to be of service.

My acquaintance with Mr. Baldwin was most intimate, extending over

fifteen years, and was something more than the acquaintance of a fellow

engineer and worker in Engineering Society activities. We were neigh-

bors, our families grew up with some degree of intimacy, and we were

fellow officers for a number of years in a large church in this city. Out

of these associations, I came to hold Mr. Baldwin in high regard as a

friend, a citizen, an engineer and a Christian gentleman. In all of these

several capacities, he assumed many responsibilities for service, and to all

he gave the same conscientious thought and sacrifice of time that he gave

to the work of this Association, and you who are assembled here today,

with many others, know that Mr. Baldwin's service to this Association

contributed very largely to its success- With Mr. Baldwin, life was some-

thing more than merely living; he was interested in the things pertaining

to the spirit and he took time for the higher things of life.

Mr. D. J. Brumley (Illinois Central):—It was my good fortune to

have known Mr. Baldwin for more than twenty years. That associa-

tion extends back to his service as Roadmaster on the Louisville & Nash-

ville Railroad and through practically all that with the Illinois Central

Railroad and was in the relation of a subordinate to him through all

these years. During much of this time he was concerned with the whole

engineering policy of the Illinois Central Railroad and at the time the

Company was engaged in making extension into new territory and

rebuilding and enlarging the parent property. During the later years he

was the Chicago executive of the Railroad Company through the period

of Federal Control, and also was its representative in the negotiations

with the City of Chicago and South Park Commissioners for the Lake

Front Electrification and Improvement Ordinance.

In the Lake Front Ordinance negotiations there were many trying

situations in conferences. A thrust by an unfriendly speaker he did not

meet in a spirit of acrimonious retaliation. He had made such a careful

study of the problem he was able to show an opponent the demand was

unfair and could not be supported. The members of the Chicago City

Council, the South Park Commissioners, and all organizations interested

in the ordinance soon learned that his attitude on matters in dispute was

one of fairness and equity toward both the City and his Company. In

the early discussions of the problem Mr. Baldwin made it clear he did

not propose to maneuver for position and later retract if the point was

not conceded.

I knew Mr. Baldwin as an officer of a railroad company, as an en-

gineer among his fellows in the profession, as a man in his community,

and as an intimate associate. I have never known a more resourceful

or persevering man. He gave, without reservation, his entire physical

and mental force in furthering the interests of his employers. The days
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were not too cold nor too stormy for him to visit some point when the

Company's property was in jeopardy or required the personal inspection

and advice of its chief engineering officer. Too many times he did not

assume he had done his day's work when the office was closed or the

inspection trip ended, but the hours he should have called his own and

devoted to recreation were given to the Company and it may be said

that he did not know the meaning of "give up." Hundreds of engineers

who, like myself, have worked with him would join me in speaking of

his ability to inspire young engineers to take advantage of every oppor-

tunity to analyze all data before making any conclusions. We all knew
that any reports submitted to him must be self-contained and answer any

question his analysis would suggest. We all respected him. Any decision

he made which affected our standing with the Railroad Company we
realized was made after a complete review of all the circumstances and

desire to reward meritorious service.

By Mr. Baldwin's death his services were not lost to the Railroad

Company alone, but as well to his community, the city at large, and

above all to members of the engineering profession.

The President :—I know there are many others who would like to add

their tribute, but time will not permit. A memorial for Mr. Baldwin has

already been prepared and there will be memorials prepared to Mr. Lind-

say and Mr. McNab. With this, we will be compelled to close our Mem-
orial meeting this morning.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XXIII—SHOPS AND
LOCOMOTIVE TERMINALS

F. E. Morrow, Chairman; A. T. Hawk, Vice-Chairman;
C. N. Bainbridge, L. P. Kimball,
G. W. Burpee, W. T. Krausch,
Leland Clapper, L. H. Laffoley,
K. B. Duncan, J. M. Metcalf,
G. H. Gilbert, J. W. Pfau,
Walter Goldstraw, L. K. Sillcox,
E. M. Haas, John Schofield,
R. J. Hammond, B. S. Voorhees,
G. W. Harris, J. M. Weir,
R. L. Holmes, A. M. Zabriskie,
Geo. W. Hand, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(1) Report on Ashpits (Appendix A).

Action Recommended

1. That the conclusions in Appendix A relating to Ashpits be approved

for publication in the Manual, and that the recommendations covering

Ashpits, shown on pages 240 to 242 inclusive, in the chapter on Buildings,

be withdrawn.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Continue the study and make final report, if practicable, on General

Layouts of Engine Terminals, collaborating with the appropriate Committee

of Division V—Mechanical, A.R.A.

2. Continue the study and report on General Layouts and Design of

Car Shops, collaborating with the appropriate Committee of Division V

—

Mechanical, A.R.A.

3. Continue the study and report on General Layouts and Design of

Coaling Stations, collaborating with the appropriate Committee of Division

V—Mechanical, A.R.A.

4. Continue the study and report on Typical Layouts for Storage and

Distribution of Fuel Oil, including Fuel Oil Stations between Terminals,

collaborating with the appropriate Committee of Division V—Mechanical,

A.R.A.

5. Study and report on Storehouses, related to Shops and Locomotive

Terminals, collaborating with the appropriate Committee of Division VI

—

Purchases and Stores, A.R.A.

6. Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Shops and Locomotive Terminals,

By F. E. Morrow, Chairman.

Bulletin 251, November, 1922.
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Appendix A

(1) ASHPITS

G. H. Gilbert, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. N. Bainbridge, Leland

Clapper, R. J. Hammond, F. E. Morrow.

Types of Pits.

Ashpits and methods of ash disposal may be conveniently grouped in

the following types

:

(1) Ashes are discharged directly onto ordinary track con-

struction and thence removed by hand.

(2) Ashes are discharged into small shallow pits with the rails

supported either on non-combustible walls or metal ties.

(3) The depressed track pit, where engines discharge ashes

onto a platform a few feet below the rails, from which the ashes

are shoveled into cars on an adjacent depressed track.

(4) The deep water pit, where ashes are discharged into a pit

eight to twenty feet deep, nearly full of water, from which the

ashes are loaded into cars with clam shell buckets operated by

various types of cranes.

(5) The shallow water pit where the ashes are discharged into

long shallow pits constructed between the rails and nearly filled

with water, from which the ashes are removed with clam shell

buckets operated by overhead traveling cranes.

(6) Pits where ashes are discharged into hoppers or a series

of buckets, and thence removed by a great variety bf mechanical

means.

Track Layouts.

The following features of track layouts are favorable to rapid handling

of engines over ashpits and should be provided wherever possible:

(1) Sufficient track standing capacity at the approach to the pit

to accommodate all engines which may arrive in fleets in rush

hours, and which cannot be immediately taken care of on

the pit.

(2) Crossovers and other track connections to open yard or run-

ning tracks so that preferred attention may be given to any

engine regardless of its time of arrival, and so that ash cars

may be switched with a minimum interference with the move-

ment of engines over the pit.

(3) Except at minor terminals, two or more tracks over the pit.

(4) Sufficient track space beyond the pit to enable the pit to be

cleared of engines regardless of all other terminal work, par-

ticularly operations at the turntable.

(5) Track connections between the pit and turntable to allow en-

gines to proceed outbound without using the turntable.

6fr
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Capacity of Pits.

Capacity may be denned as the number of engines that can be moved
over a pit in a given period of time, and is determined for any given pit by

the number of engines that can be accommodated on a pit at one time, and

the average length of time the engines stay on the pit. The length of time

an engine stays on the pit varies over a wide range, depending on the num-
ber of men cleaning the fire, the size of engine, kind of coal in the engine,

length of run of the engine and the character of the fire cleaning per-

formed, weather conditions, and unavoidable delays in moving engines

after fires have been cleaned. Unless accurate information is obtained as

to local conditions, for estimating purposes forty-five (45) minutes may
be used.

General Requirements.

(1) A pit should be designed to meet the requirements of the rush

hour, which should take into account abnormal conditions which may
obtain due to engines arriving in fleets on account of delays on the road,

unusual weather conditions, etc.

(2) The design should, so far as possible, take into account the

destructive effect of hot ashes and sulphuric acid upon the parts of the

structure exposed to contact with the ashes and water.

(3) All pits should be equipped with water pipes conveniently arranged

for quenching fire and for attachments of hand hose for use of fire

cleaners on each side of each engine.

(4) In cold climates a hot water supply under pressure is desirable

to expedite the cleaning of frozen ashpans at the more important terminals.

(5) All pits should have proper drainage.

(6) All pits should be designed to provide as great a degree of safety

as practicable.

(7) The work of removing ashes should be done mechanically, so far

as possible, to reduce the force employed to a minimum or to make the

work easy and attractive to labor.

(8) Spare parts of mechanical equipment should be kept on hand, and,

generally, no mechanical equipment should be used which cannot either be

replaced or repaired quickly.

(9) Liberal storage space for ashes should be provided. At most

terminals the switching of ash cars should not be necessary more than

once a day. There is a decided advantage where ashes can be handled

directly to a storage pile.

(10) The disposal of ashes should be so arranged as not to actually

delay cleaning of locomotive fires and handling of engines over the pit.

References.

For information and reports covering the various types of pits, their

advantages, disadvantages and detailed requirements, see

:

Proceedings Volume 18, 1917, pages 816 to 819.

Proceedings Volume 21, 1920, page 151.

Proceedings Volume 22, 1921, pages 621 to 648.

Proceedings Volume 23, 1922, pages 263 to 322.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE X—SIGNALS AND
INTERLOCKING

W. J. Eck, Chairman; W. M. Vandersluis, Vice-Chairman;

Azel Ames, J. C. Mock,

H. S. Baixiet, F. P. Patenall,

A. M. Burt, J. A. Peabody,

C. E. Denney, A. H. Rudd,

F. L. Dodgson, A. G. Shaver,

W. H. Elliott, Thos. S. Stevens,

G. E. Ellis, E. E. Worthing,

H. K. Lowry, Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Signals and Interlocking respectfully submits

the following report.

(1) Revision of the Manual

No changes in the Manual are recommended.

(2) Conferences With Other Committees

Sub-committees have been appointed to confer with other committees

of the Association as directed in the instructions. No matters of im-

portance have been considered which have required co-operation on the

part of these committees.

Recommendations for Future Work

Your Committee recommends the following outline of work for 1923

:

1. Study the Manual and submit proposed revisions thereof.

2. Confer with other committees and report on subjects affecting

signal systems, viz.

:

Committee on Ballast on standard ballast sections.

Committee' on Ties on methods of preservative treatment.

Committee on Track on switches and track details.

Committee on Masonrv on concrete.

Committee on Signs, Fences and Crossings on signs for highway
grade crossings.

Committee on Rules and Organization on rules for conduct of sig-

nal work and guidance of signal employees.
Committee on Yards and Terminals on signaling and switching

for classification yards.

Committee on Iron and Steel Structures on rules for operation
and lighting of drawbridges.

Committee on Electricity on interference with signal lines caused
by propulsion circuits ; overhead wire crossings and specifica-

tions for materials used in siernal work.
Committee on Economics of Railway Operation on methods of

increasing track capacity.

3. Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the en-

suing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Signals and Interlocking,

By W. J. Eck, Chairman.

Bulletin 251, November, 1922.
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REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
STANDARDIZATION

E. A. Frink, Chairman; J. R. W. Ambrose, Vice-Chairman;
W. C. Barrett, Edwin B. Katte,
F. L. C. Bond, C. M. McVay,
G. D. Brooke, A. Montzheimer,
W. A. Clark, F. E. Morrow,
O. F. Dalstrom, G. J. Ray,
A. F. DORLEY, A. O. RlDGWAY,
W. T. Dorrance, Edward C. Schmidt,
W. J. Eck, F. J. Stimson,

J. M. R. Fairbairn, H. M. Stout,

W. D. Faucette, C. M. Taylor,
Maro Johnson, C. C. Westfall,
C. E. Johnston, W. P. Wiltsee,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

1. No subjects were assigned this Committee for study and report

and no instructions were issued.

Committee Meetings

2. Meetings of the Committee were held in New York, April 21,

and in Chicago, June 12. The names of the members in attendance have

been given in the Minutes of the meetings, which have been sent to the

Secretary for printing in the Bulletin.

Progress Report

3. XVIII.

—

Electricity. During the past year the Committee on

Electricity has completed a revision of the "Railroad Specifications for

Electric Light, Power Supply and Trolley Lines Crossing Steam Rail-

ways;" this specification has been submitted to the United States Bureau

of Standards as outlining the requirements recommended by the railroads

for revision of Part 2 of the National Electrical Safety Code under the

procedure of the American Engineering Standards Committee. Revisions

have been made in the "Specifications for Adhesive Tape for General Use

for Railroad Purposes" and in the "Specifications for Rubber Insulating

Tape." The "Rules for the Protection of Oil Sidings from Danger Due

to Stray Currents" have also been revised and all of the above will be

submitted at the annual meeting for approval as recommended practice

and inclusion in the Manual. Some progress has been made in the col-

lection of data tending toward the Standardization of Insulators for

Transmission Purposes. This work will be continued and in addition

next year the Committee expects to prepare standard plans and specifica-

tions for knife and snap switches.

Conclusions

4. The Committee has no conclusions to report
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Recommendations for Future Work

5. The prospect of standardization is improving from year to year.

Progress in other countries is noteworthy', that in Germany being perhaps

the most productive. Their work covers practically the whole field of in-

dustry and up to last year they had published 144 approved standard sheets

and 504 others were published as proposed standards. Their central or-

ganization has a large staff, including a number of experienced engineers,

and is kept in very close contact with industrial concerns, over 5,000 firms

contributing to their support. They are apparently planning and execu-

ting a far-reaching program of standardization as a necessary step to

build up a large foreign commerce.

The British Engineering Standards Association, formed in 1901, has

likewise made noteworthy progress. Their standardization of steel sec-

tions has reduced the number from 175 to 113, and the number of rail

sections has been reduced from 75 to 5. The saving is stated to be at

least 5 shillings per ton, or, in round figures, 1,000,000 pounds sterling a

year in the cost of these materials.

Standardization is also progressing in Canada, where the Canadian

Engineering Standards Association was formed in 1919, and although not

a government institution, is recognized by the Canadian Government. The
business of the Association is carried on by a Main Committee, to which

members are nominated by various bodies, such as Canadian Manufactur-

ers' Association, Engineering Institute of Canada, the Engineering Schools

of different universities, railway authorities, important industrial firms

and departments of the Canadian Government. The work of preparing

specifications or formulating standards is done by sub-committees, on

which are fully represented the producers and purchasers. Their first

publication was "Specification for Steel Railway Bridges," issued in May,

1920, and revised in February, 1922, which agrees in many respects with

the requirements of the A.R.E.A. and has been accepted by the Canadian

Railways and by the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada. The
association has also issued publications on Standard Requirements for

Single-phase Distribution Type Transformers, Standard Specifications

for Galvanized Telegraph and Telephone Wire, Wire Rope for Mining,

Dredging and Steam Shovel Purposes and Portland Cement. In the

course of preparation at the present time are Standard Specifications for

Steel Highway Bridges, Incandescent Lamps, Watthour Meters, Wood
Poles for Transmission Lines, Flexible Wire Rope and Strand for Air-

craft Purposes, Reinforcing Materials for Concrete and Commercial Bar

Steel, which they expect to publish shortly.

In other countries, much progress is being made, although it is not

as great as in Germany and in England. In this country, progress in

general standardization has been slower, although the Mechanical and

Signal Sections of the A.R.A. have done noteworthy work in this direction.

This year Secretary Hoover has started a campaign along the same lines,

establishing his Division of Simplified Practice under the direction of
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William A. Durgin. They are actively engaged in working along

standardization lines and a working arrangement has been made between

this Division of Simplified Practice and the American Engineering Stand-

ards Committee, whereby each assists in and supplements the work of

the other.

Your Committee has endeavored as far as possible to keep in touch

with the progress of this work, and our Association has, at the present

time, 29 members serving as representatives and alternates on committees

considering the following:

Standardization of Electrical Sym-
bols Representative

:

Standardization of Steel Shapes Representative:

Standardization of Crossings of

Overhead Lines Representative :

Standardization of Pipe Flanges and

Fittings Representative :

Standardization of Steel Forgings ... Representative

:

Standardization of Aluminum for

Conducting Purposes Representatives :

Standardization of Specifications for

Wood Cross and Switch Ties Representatives:

Standardization of Safety Code for

Electrical Power Control Representative :

Alternate

:

Standardization of Insulated Wires

and Cables Representatives :

Standardization of Bolt, Nut and

Rivet Proportions Representative :

Alternate

:

Representative

:

Alternate

:

Representative

:

Alternate

:

Standard Methods of Testing Wood. Representative:

Alternate

:

Representative

:

Alternate

:

Specifications for Materials for Use
in the Manufacture of Special

Track Work Representatives :

E. B. Katte.

O. F. Dalstrom.

George Gibbs.

F. W. Mahl.

O. E. Selby.

F. D. Hall,

W. H. Elliott.

John Foley,

F. R. Layng.

Martin Schreiber,

W. M. Vandersluis.

E. B. Katte,

L. S. Wells,

Sidney Withington.

P. G. Lang, Jr.

O. E. Selby.

J. V. Neubert.

J. B. Myers.

E. E. Adams.

C. F. W. Felt.

W. T. Dorrance.

J. W. Orrock.

C. E. Paul.

C. J. Hogue.

W. S. McFetridge,

W. C. Cushing.
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Specifications for Conveyors and

Conveying Machinery Representatives : W. T. Krausch,

Hadley Baldwin.

Specifications for Wood and Tubular

Poles Representative : A. E. Owen.

Mr. O. F. Dalstrom, Chairman, Committee XV, advised on, September

30 that the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures had adopted a reso-

lution to submit to our Committee, "Specifications for Steel Railway

Bridges" and for "Movable Railway Bridges," with recommendation that

they be submitted to the American Engineering Standards Committee for

action. The plurality vote of our Committee being in favor of submission

of these specifications to the procedure of the American Engineering

Standards Committee, the matter was presented to our Board of Direction

for action on October 25, the final result of vote being transmitted on

November 2.

Your Committee feels that much good will result from the work of

the A.E.S.C. and recommends a very close cooperation between this Asso-

ciation and the A.E.S.C. in order that standardization work, as far as

possible, may be conducted along lines that are favorable to our interests.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Standardization,

By E. A. Frink, Chairman.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE IV—RAIL

G. J. Ray, Chairman; J. M. R. Fairbairn, Vice-Chairman;
E. E. Adams, H. D. Knecht,
W. J. Backes, Hunter McDonald,
F. L. C. Bond, R. Montfort,
W. C. Cushing, G. L. Moore,
Dr. P. H. Dudley, J. R. Onderdonk,
J. B. Emerson, F. L. Thompson,
C. F. W. Felt, F. M. Waring,
L. C. Fritch, Louis Yager,
C. R. Harding, J. B. Young,
J. D. Isaacs, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Rail respectfully submits its report to the Twenty-

fourth Annual Convention

:

(1) Revision of Manual

The Committee proposes material for Manual revision as follows

:

Appendix B—Revised Specifications for Quenched Car-
bon Steel Track Bolts.

Appendix D—Revised Specifications for Coiled Spring
Washers.

Appendix D { Revised Form 402A, Rail Failures in Main
Exhibit A j Track.

(2) Mill Practice

The Committee has continued the study of rail manufacturing prac-

tices and has collected considerable data on the materials, equipment, and

methods of the various manufacturers. Some progress has been made
in digesting the information.

As the Committee reported last year, the extent to which the steel

is oxidized when poured into the ingot molds is probably the most

important variable in general mill practice. Many believe that excessive

segregation in the upper central part of the ingot, with consequent brit-

tleness in the center of the rail head, can be largely restrained by such

mill practice and specified analysis as will insure the quiet setting of

the steel in the ingot molds.

The Association has undertaken to test this conclusion by authoriz-

ing circulation of the so-called "Specifications for Experimental Lots of

Dead Setting Open-Hearth Carbon Steel Rails," and has requested the

railways to secure a substantial amount rolled to its provisions. So

far only four such rollings have been made and as yet the quantity is

too small to warrant general conclusions. The results of test appear

to show an increased toughness in the rail head. The Committee expresses

Bulletin 251, November, 1922.
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keen interest in the showing and urges the Association membership to

co-operate in securing a sufficient tonnage this year so that ample data

may be available.

(3) Intensity of Pressure

Little progress has been made in the study of this important topic,

due to the continued difficulty in settling upon a suitable basis of experi-

mental attack.

(4) Rail Failures

The Committee presents rail failure statistics for the period ending

October 31st, 1921, as Appendix A. The average failures per 100 track

miles for all the rails reported on are given below

:

5

398.1

277.8

198.5

176.3

107.1

91.9

74.0

82.4

105.4
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Your Committee has earnestly considered the determination of a

method of charting the number of rail failures against the tonnage carried

by the failed rails, rather than as against the length of time the rails

have been in track.

A questionnaire circulated this year among the reporting railways

has brought expression from a considerable numerical majority in favor

of such a change. The Committee has, however, so far been unable to

devise a method satisfactory to multiple-track railways, as it is very

difficult for them to correctly estimate tonnage over their individual

tracks. Conclusions on this matter are postponed for further considera-

tion during the coming year.

(5) Methods of Inspection

The Committee has nothing to report upon this subject this year.

(6) Rail Joint Design

The Committee can only report progress. Various designs for the

100-lb. and 110-lb. sections are being studied. It appears quite difficult

to secure a balanced bar without encroaching upon patented shoulder

designs.

(7) Joint Bar Material

The Committee presents for approval two specifications

:

(1) For heat treated track bolts, submitted in Appendix B.

(2) For heavy duty and common coil spring washers, commonly
known as "Nutlocks," submitted in Appendix C.

Expression from the manufacturers has been sought in working out

these specifications and due consideration has been given their attitude.

While the requirements demand superior quality, it is believed that they

are entirely reasonable in view of the development of the manufacturing

processes.

(8) Rail Sections

The Committee is still working on a design for a 150-lb. rail section

but has nothing to report as yet. It is hoped that something further may
be presented to the convention.

(9) Transverse Fissures

The Committee reports preparation and circulation of new forms

402E and 402F, shown herewith as Exhibits B and C. These forms

provide for collection by quarters of all interior fissure failures together

with the rail history, both at the mill and in the track.
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(10) Rail Length

The Committee submits its belief that a rail length of over 33 ft. is

desirable. A length of 39 ft. seems especially favored on the part of

those who have been trying out such rails. The Committee, however,

desires to further study the relative economies of manufacturing and

maintenance before expressing a conclusion as to an alternative recom-

mended practice.

(11) Rail Wear

The Committee has accumulated some data on the relative abrasion

losses between light and heavy section rail on tangents under equal

amounts of traffic, but a great many more contours must be taken on

rails over which the tonnage can be accurately estimated before con-

clusions can be obtained.

The Committee thanks those members who have co-operated in this

work and solicits all the additional information available this year.

(12) Rail Canting

A joint meeting has been held of the Sub-Committee on Rail Canting

with similar Sub-Committee of the Committee on Track. These Sub-

Committees have failed to agree upon a report. The joint meeting resolved

to invite the Committee on Stresses in Track to co-operate, and the

Mechanical Division of the A.R.A. have suggested the co-operation of

their Committee on Taper of Wheel Tread.

The Canadian Pacific, New York, New Haven & Hartford, Boston &
Maine, and the Lehigh Valley have standardized on a canting of 1 in 20;

the Erie has standardized on a canting of 1 in 40, and the Southern Pacific

on canting of 1 in 44.

So far as the Rail Committee is advised the above roads comprise

the entire number who have standardized this feature, but about a dozen

other roads are co-operating in experimental work.

Action Recommended

1. Your Committee recommends that the Rail Record Form 402-A,

Rail Failures in Main Track, presented as Exhibit A, be adopted by the

Association and substituted for the form now published in the Manual.

2. Your Committee recommends that the Rail Record Forms 402-E,

Interior Fissure Rail Failures in Track, and 402-F, Manufacturing Record

Interior Fissure Rail Heats, shown herewith as Exhibits B and C, be

adopted by the Association for publication in the Manual.

3. Your Committee recommends that specifications submitted with

this report in Appendix B, Specifications for Quenched Carbon Steel and

Alloy Steel Track Bolts, be adopted by the Association and substituted

for the specifications now published in the Manual.
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4. Your Committee recommends that specifications submitted with

this report as Appendix C, Specifications for Coiled Spring Washers, be

adopted by the Association and substituted for the specifications for

Spiral Spring Nutlocks, now published in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Continue the study of details of mill practice and manufacture

as they affect rail quality.

3. Continue the study of fair and correct methods of reporting rail

failures.

4. Continue the study of rail joints and bolts covering important

dimensions affecting interchange of both. Revise joint bar drillings on

all R. E. sections of rail, with especial reference to the 110-lb. section.

5. Continue the study of the most desirable length for rails.

6. Continue the study of material for joint bars and methods of

treatment.

7. Continue the study of sections for rails over 140-lb. per yard.

8. Continue the study of transverse fissures.

9. Continue the study of comparative wear of various weights of

rail under similar traffic conditions.

10. Continue the study of rail canting.

11. Study the movement of contiguous rails through standard bolted

joints, with especial reference to the force necessary to produce move-
ment and advisability of lubrication of contact surfaces between joints and
rail.

Your Committee desires to express to the Association its feeling

of great loss through the deaths of A. S. Baldwin and A. W. Gibbs.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Rail,

By G. J. Ray, Chairman.
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RAIL FAILURE STATISTICS FOR 1921

By J. B. Emerson, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee

This report deals with the statistics of rail failures collected for

the year ending October 31, 1921. The information furnished by each
railway shows the number of tons of each year's rolling from each

mill, the equivalent number of track miles, and the total number of fail-

ures that occurred in each year's rolling from the date laid until October
31, 1921.

This report is based solely on the number of years of service in track

endured by the rail, the same basis on which all previous statistical reports

have been issued by the Committee. It is expected that the report issued

next year, while continuing the years in service basis, will also include

tabulations of rail performance based on the tonnage carried by the

failed rail.

This report covers the rollings for 1916 and succeeding years, and
the tonnages and track miles of rail represented by the statistics in

this report are as follows

:

Year Rolled Tons Track Miles
1916 1,162,837 7,820.14
1917 1,057,611 7,025.25
1918 944,899 6,313.98
1919 929,931 6,271.82
1920 1,118,187 7,374.71

1921 726,132 4,797.22

The average results of all the rails reported on are shown in Table

1, together with the results taken from previous reports including both

Bessemer and Open-Hearth rails. The measure of the performance of

the year's rolling is taken as the failures per 100 track miles for five

years' service.

The remarkable record of rapidly decreasing failures, notwithstanding

steadily increasing average wheel loads, was broken in the 1915 rollings,

and the 1916 rolling, whose period observation is concluded in this report,

shows another increase, which will undoubtedly be augmented by next

year's record. Both the disturbed manufacturing conditions and roadbed

under-maintenance, due to the war, are jointly responsible for this result.

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically the general average results.

Table 2 presents a summary from nine years' reports showing track

miles and total failures in addition to the failures per 100 track miles

shown in Table 1. The average results of the rails from each of the

mills for the rolling since 1908 are given in Table 3. The failures of the

rollings from each of the mills are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2.

Table No. 4 presents the performance of the rails rolled at each of

the mills in recent years. The failures per 100 track miles are shown
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per year of service and the average shown for the rollings from 1916

to 1920, inclusive, for each mill. This average is weighted by the mileage

represented in each of the five years' rollings and the average results are

also presented diagrammatically in Fig. 3. Colorado still exhibits the

lowest failures per 100 track miles per year with a figure of 12J7. Illinois

has displaced Carnegie for the next lowest position. Cambria, Pennsyl-

vania and Dominion show heavy increases in their average failures,

due to relatively large failures occurring during the last year in their

war-time rollings.

Table 5 presents the average weight of the rail rolled at each

of the mills.

While the effect of war conditions will continue to be reflected in

these reports for the next two or three years, it is believed that the

intensive study of metallurgical practice in the production of gun and

other fine steels, necessitated by the conflict, is now resulting in better rail

mill practice. The combination of better steel with rehabilitated roadbeds

should show in the not distant future better rail performances in track

than we have ever known.
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TABLE 1- AVERAGE JAILORES ffiR XOO TRACE MILES

Year
Rollefl .
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FIG. 2 - RECORD OF FAILURES PES 100 TRACK MILES FOE FIVF. EARS' SERVIG:

FOR ROLLINGS FROM 1906 to 1916
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Diagram Showing Failures per 100 Track Miles per Year by Mills for

Period Ending October 31, 1921

Failures Par
100 trk Mia .

P«r Y»ar 10 £0

t r
40 50

PEHNSYLVA1JIA

t— I

Fig. 3.

—

Average Failures Classified by Mills for the Rollings from
1916 to 1920, Inclusive
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DIAGRAM SHOJIHG FAILUI-E4 PER 100 TOACKMIIf 5 BTf ITILIS A!t> YEARS
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Appendix B

SPECIFICATIONS FOR QUENCHED CARBON STEEL AND
ALLOY STEEL TRACK BOLTS

J. B. Young, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; L. C. Fritch, Louis Yager, J. R.

Onderdonk, F. M. Waring, J. B. Emerson.

.(1) MATERIALS

1. (a) The steel for the bolts shall be made by the open-hearth

process.

(b) The steel for the nuts shall be made by either or both the fol-

lowing processes : Bessemer or open-hearth.

(II) CHEMICAL REQUIREMENTS

2. The steel for the bolts shall conform to the following require-

ments as to chemical composition

:

Carbon—Not under 0.30 per cent.

Phosphorus—Not over 0.04 per cent.

3. An analysis of each melt of steel shall be made by the manu-

facturer to determine the percentage of carbon, manganese, phosphorus

and sulphur. This analysis shall be made from drillings taken at least

J^-inch beneath the surface of a test ingot obtained during the pouring

of the melt. The chemical composition thus determined shall be reported

to the Railway Company or their representatives, and shall conform to

the requirements specified in Section 2.

4. An analysis may be made by the Railway Company from a finished

bolt representing each melt. The phosphorus content thus determined

shaH'conform to that specified in Section 2.

(III) PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

5. (a) The bolts shall conform to the following minimum require-

ments as to tensile properties :

Carbon Steel Alloy Steel

Ultimate Tensile Strength, lb. per sq. in. 100,000 110,000

Yield Point, lb. per sq. in 75,000 85,000
Elongation 'in 2 in. per cent 10 12

(b) The yield point shall be determined by the drop of the beam or

by the dividers, the method being optional with the inspector and at a

cross-head speed not to exceed J/% inch per minute. The tensile strength

shall be determined at a speed not to exceed 1^ inches per minute.

(c) The capacity of the nut in developing the full strength of the

bolt shall be determined by a strip test. The threads must not strip
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when the bolt, with nut fully mounted, is tested in tension to its yield

point, the load being applied to the head and the outside of the nut.

6. Full-size bolts shall bend cold through 45 degrees around a pin,

the diameter of which is equal to the diameter of the bolt, without crack-

ing on the outside of the bent portion.

7. Tension test specimens shall be taken from the finished bolts

and shall conform to the dimensions of the A.S.T.M. standard test speci-

men. The ends shall be of a form to fit the holders of the testing machine

in such a way that the load shall be axial.

8. (a) One tension, one bend, and one strip test shall be made
from each lot of 50 kegs or fraction thereof.

(b) If any test specimen shows defective machining or develops

flaws, it may be discarded and another specimen substituted.

(c) If the percentage of elongation of any tension test specimen

is less than that specified in Section 6 (a) and any part of the fracture

is more than Y$ inch from the center of the gage length, as indicated

by scribe scratches marked on the specimen before testing, or if the

bend test specimen breaks in the threaded portion, a re-test shall be

allowed.

(IV) DESIGN AND TOLERANCE

9. The bolts and nuts shall conform to the dimensions specified by

the Railway Company subject to the following variations : A variation of

a"2 inch under and 1/64 inch over the specified diameter of the shank

of the bolt will be permitted. The diameter of the shank shall not be

below the diameter of the rolled thread by more than -fa inch for bolts

y% inch in diameter and under, nor more than $z inch for bolts 1 inch

in diameter and over. The length of the bolt under the head shall not

vary more than J
/& inch from that specified. A variation in the dimensions

of the elliptical shoulders under the head of & inch will be permitted.

(V) MANUFACTURE

10. The bolts and nuts may be neatly formed and free from fins or

nicking. The head of the bolt shall be concentric with and firmly jointed

to the shank, with the under side at right angles to the axis of the bolt.

The threads shall be sharp and true to gage and may be rolled or cut.

The nuts shall have a hand free fit on the bolt from four to six turns

and tight with a 15-inch wrench the balance of the screw length without

distorting the threads. They shall be screwed on the bolts before

packing a sufficient number of turns to hold them in place until used.

The bolts shall enter the quenching medium at a temperature of not

less than 790 degrees C. (1,450 degrees Fahr.).

11. The finished bolts and nuts shall be free from injurious defects

and shall have a workmanlike finish.
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(VI) INSPECTION '

12. The inspector representing the Railway Company shall have

free entry /at all times, while work on the contract of the Railway Com-
pany is being performed, to all parts of the manufacturer's works which
concern the manufacture of the bolts and nuts ordered. The manu-
facturer shall afford the inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities

to satisfy him that the bolts and nuts are being furnished in accordance

with these specifications. All tests (except check analyses) and inspec-

tion shall be made at the place of manufacture prior to shipment, unless

otherwise specified, and shall be so conducted as not to interfere unneces-

sarily with the operation of the works.

13. (a) Unless otherwise specified, any rejection based on tests

made in accordance with Section 4 shall be reported within five working

days from the receipt of samples.

(b) Bolts and nuts which show injurious defects subsequent to their

acceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected and the manu-
facturer will be notified.

14. Samples tested in accordance with Section 4 which represent

rejected bolts shall be preserved for two weeks from the date of the

test report. In case of dissatisfaction with the results of the test, the

manufacturer may make claim for a hearing within that time.

(VII) SHIPMENT

15. (a) A letter or brand indicating the manufacturer and the initials

"H T" shall be pressed on the head of the bolt when it is formed.

(b) All containers shall be marked by the manufacturer as follows

:

(1) Name of manufacturer.
(2) Material (carbon or alloy steel).

(3) Size of bolts (diameter and length).

(4) Weight.

Conclusion

The Committee recommends that the foregoing specifications be

adopted by the Association and substituted for the specifications now pub-

lished in the Manual.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR COILED SPRING WASHERS

E. E. Adams, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; G. L. Moore, L. C. Fritch, H. D.

Knecht, R. Montfort, W. J. Backes, C. F. W. Felt, Hunter Mc-
Donald, J. B. Emerson.

(I) GENERAL SCOPE

1. These specifications cover two classes of coil spring washers:

High spring pressure, and low spring pressure or common coil spring

washers. These classes are entirely distinct in intensity of spring pres-

sure and the Railway Company will instruct the inspectors under which

class inspection shall be made.

(II) MATERIALS

2. Material for coil spring washers shall be of a carbon steel or an

acceptable alloy steel, manufactured by the Basic or Acid Open-Hearth

Process, the Electric Furnace Process, or the Crucible Process.

(Ill) CHEMICAL REQUIREMENTS

3. The chemical composition of the spring washers manufactured

from each melt of steel shall be within the following limits

:

Phosphorus—Not to exceed 0.05 per cent.

Sulphur—Not to exceed 0.04 per cent.

(IV) PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

Spring Pressure.

4. After test specimens have been subject to the preliminary loads

of the following table for three successive times, they shall withstand

the test loads stipulated without becoming compressed to within .01 inch

of solid height.

High Spring Pressure

Test Load
in Pounds

5,000

7,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

Reaction.

5. After test specimens have been subjected to preliminary loads as in

Section 4, their reaction shall not be less than two-thirds the height or

thickness of section, provided thickness is less than width of section. If

90

Low Spring Pressure
or Diameter
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the section is square, the reaction must not be less than one-half its thick-

ness. If height or thickness of section is more than its width, reaction

shall not be less than the width of section.

Fracture Test.

6. When test specimens are slowly twisted until broken, the struc-

ture at the fracture must be of fine grain, homogeneous, or of uni-

formly silky structure.

Hardness.

7. The test specimens shall show hardness on Brinell scale of between

400 and 475.

Temperature of Test Specimens.

8. The temperature of specimens at time of testing shall be between

60 and 110 degrees Fahr.

Proportion of Tests.

9. (a) Tests shall be made of specimens selected by the inspector at

random from lots of not over 15,000 pieces of finished product offered for

inspection. Two specimens shall be selected for each test (pressure, frac-

ture, and hardness), and if both meet the requirements of the specifica-

tions, the lot will be accepted. If one of the specimens fails, a third

shall be selected and tested, and if it meets the requirements of the speci-

fications, the lot will be accepted. If, however, the third test piece fails,

the lot will be rejected.

(b) When required, the manufacturer shall furnish samples from a

preliminary lot before proceeding with the fulfillment of the order and

give sufficient notice in advance of the date when they will be ready

for inspection.

Reheat Treatment.

10. (a) If the results of the physical tests do not conform to the

requirements specified, the manufacturer may reheat-treat each lot, but

not more than three additional times, unless authorized by the Railway

Company, and retests shall be made as specified in Section 9.

(b) No lot which has failed to pass the tests shall be offered for

further test until after the spring washers in that lot have been re-treated.

(V) DESIGN AND TOLERANCE
Design.

11. Spring washers shall be made in accordance with the standard

sizes, dimensions and forms, as specified by the Railway Company.

Tolerance.

12. The weight of finished spring washers per thousand lot shall be

at least 97 per cent, of the theoretical weight, the weight of a cubic inch

of steel being taken as 0.2833 lb.
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(VI) MANUFACTURE

13. (a) Previous to offering any lots of spring washers for inspec-

tion, each individual piece shall have been subjected as a part of the

routine manufacturing process to shock or pressure sufficient to eliminate

permanent set and any individual pieces defective through seams, quench-

ing cracks, etc.

(b) Heat treatment shall conform to the best known methods for

securing the desired physical properties.

(c) All spring washers must be clean, smooth, without burrs or

rough edges, of uniform size, with well shaped symmetrical coil and

cross-section, free from injurious mechanical defects, and be finished

in a first-class, workmanlike manner.

(VII) INSPECTION

Place of Tests.

14. All tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manu-

facture prior to shipment, except that check tests may be made at any

other place selected by the Railway Company without holding the manu-
factured articles at the mill awaiting the results of the check tests, and

shall be so conducted as not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation

of the mill.

Access to Works.

15. Inspectors representing the Railway Company shall have free

entry at all times, while the contract is being executed, to the works of

the manufacturer, and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded by the

manufacturer to satisfy them that the spring washers are furnished in

accordance with the terms of these specifications.

Defects Found After Delivery.

16. Spring washers to the extent of five per cent, or more of the

order which show injurious defects subsequent to their acceptance at the

place of manufacture or sale will be rejected and returned to the manu-
facturer, who shall pay the freight charges both ways and replace the

defective spring washers with new ones fulfilling the requirements of

the specifications.

(VIII) SHIPMENT

Packing and Branding.

17. (a) The finished spring washers shall be packed in quantities of

1,000 or 1,500 in securely hooped kegs or well fastened boxes. Contain-

ers shall be left open until the inspection is completed.
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(b) All containers shall be marked by the manufacturer as follows

:

(1) Name of manufacturer.

(2) Class (high spring pressure or low spring pressure)

(3) Size of spring washers (inside diameter, width and
thickness).

(4) Number of spring washers.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends that the foregoing specifications be

adopted by the Association and substituted for the specifications for Spiral

Spring Nutlocks, now published in the Manual.
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REVISED FORM 402-A, RAIL FAILURES IN MAIN TRACK

W. C. Cushing, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. Montfort, L. C. Fritch,

C. R. Harding, F. L. Thompson, F. L. C. Bond, Louis Yager, J. B.

Emerson.

The Committee submits Revised Form 402-A, Rail Failures in Main

Track, shown herewith in full size as Exhibit A, and recommends that it

be adopted by the Association and substituted for the form now published

in the Manual.

Explanation of Changed Divisor in Calculating Rail Failures for

the Yearly Summary

The Committee found several years ago that railways were not

using the same methods for determining the number of rail failures per

100 miles of track, the discrepancies creeping in by reason of differences

in reckoning the amount of rail expressed in miles as a divisor.

The original plan of the Committee was to use the original lot in

each case of rail laid as the divisor, making no deductions for renewals

during its life, while others made changes on account of rail renewals

which resulted in a new divisor each period. This latter method was quite

inaccurate in the case of rail failures over a period of years to the end

of the life of the rail, and some of the roads expressed this by cumulative

failures, which has not been considered any more accurate than the

Association plan.

An acceptable plan which is believed to be based on accurate methods

has finally been suggested and the Committee submits it herewith.

There can be no question regarding the correctness of the method

of computing the rate of failures for a period of one year, which is

based on the miles of track in service during that year ; for example

:

Failures for Year Rate ofFailures

Miles of Track Miles of Track in Ending Per 100 Miles
Laid, 1910 Service, 1920 Oct31st, 1920 Track

38.00 20.00 32 160.00

%

Table 1 shows the method your Committee recommends in arriving

at the rate of failures, both for periods of one year and of a number

of years. For this purpose actual performance of Gary, 1910, 100-lb.

P.S. Rail, laid on the Fort Wayne Division of the Pennsylvania System,

is taken. The number of failures for September and October, 1922, is

estimated.
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Table 1

38.00 Miles Originally Laid in 1910
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Year
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The rate of failure for twelve years ending 1922, according to the

present method, is based on the miles laid, 38.00, whereas there were only

6.00 and 2.00 miles of track in service, which shows that the rail removed

from track is disregarded in computing the rate for a period of years.

As long as the number of failures are the same, regardless of the life of

the rail, the rates of failure are the same under both "A" and "B," accord-

ing to the present method. The average life of the rail under "A" is

9.42 years, while under "B" it is 7.13 years. Therefore, it will be readily

understood that the rate of failures under "B" should be greater than the

rate under "A," and the method which the Committee recommends shows

this to be the case, the rail having an average life of 9.42 showing a lower

rate than the rail having an average life of 7.13 years. The rate shown by

the present method would seem to indicate that the service of the rail

under "A" and "B" is equal, which is misleading.

The advantages of the method recommended under Table 1 seem to

be as follows

:

(1) It takes into consideration the life of the rail as well as the num-
ber of failures.

(2) Column 3 in Table 1 would be very useful information, as the

average life of any rolling of rail could be computed at any time without

any trouble.

(3) Column 7 shows the rate of failures based on something definite

and actual.

(4) The rates of failures both for one year and a period of years

are computed in the same manner, that is, on year miles.

The essential elements of the foregoing plan are being made a part

of the pending revision of Form 402-C, Annual Summary of Rail Failures.

When the revision is completed, this form will be submitted for your ap-

proval and printing in the Manual.

Your Committee will undertake to collect rail failures for the period

ending October 31, 1922, calculated on the above basis, and submits this

explanation as information.
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FORM 402-E, INTERIOR FISSURE RAIL FAILURES IN

TRACK; FORM 402-F, MANUFACTURING RECORD
INTERIOR FISSURE RAIL HEATS

C. F. W. Felt, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Dr. P. H. Dudley, W. C.

CUSHING, R. MONTFORT, J. B. EMERSON

The Committee desires the reporting railways to furnish, as a matter

of routine, data covering each transverse fissure failure in track, and

submits the above forms herewith as Exhibits B and C. They cover the

history of the failed rail in the track and provide for the reporting of as

much information on the mill history of the heat as the railway may pos-

sess. It is recognized that many railways will not be able to fill out the

Manufacturing Record Form completely, but it is requested that as much
information as possible be supplied.

Conclusion

The Committee recommends that these forms be adopted by the

Association for publication in the Manual.
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Exhibit C
Form 402-F

Manufacturing Record of Interior Fissure Rail Heats
Reported by

, From , 192 ... to , 192..
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE II—BALLAST

F. J. Stimson, Chairman;
C. W. Baldridge,

O. F. Barnes,
Theo. Bloecher, Jr.,

h. e. boardman,
R. R. Bragg,
C. J. Coon,
C. E. Dare,
M. H. Doughty,
Paul Hamilton,
K. H. Hanger,

G. H. Harris, Vice-Chairman;
A. G. Holt,
F. A. Jones,

J. S. McBride,
W. C. Reisner,
Hans Schantl,
M. A. Stainer,
Paul Sterling,
D. W. Thrower,
P. H. Winchester,
Lef Winship,

Committee.

To the American Raihmy Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Revision of Manual.

(2) Cost studies covering the application of ballast. (Ap-

pendix A.)

(3) Revision of plan and specifications for ballast shovel.

(Appendix B.)

(4) Size of stone for stone ballast. (Appendix C.)

(5) Mechanical Tie Tampers, with special reference to

care and handling of machines. (Appendix D.)

(6) Revision of Roadbed Section for Gravel Ballast.

(Appendix E.)

Action Recommended

1. That no change in the Manual be made.

2. That the matter presented in Appendix "A" be received as in-

formation and the subject closed for the time being.

3. That the specifications and plan, amended as shown in Appendix

"B," be adopted as recommended practice.

4. That the matter presented in Appendix "C" be received as in-

formation, and the subject continued.

5. That the rules for "Care of Mechanical Tampers," as given in

Appendix "D," be adopted as recommended practice ; that balance of mat-

ter in Appendix "D" be received as information, and the subject con-

tinued.

6. That the ballast section for gravel ballasted track, shown in Ap-

pendix "E," be adopted as recommended practice.

Bulletin 251, November, 1922.
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Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Size of stone for ballast.

3. Mechanical tampers with special reference to methods of use and

handling.

4. Concrete foundations for crossings and tracks.

5. Ballasting by contract.

6. Cleaning ballast, description of machines, cost data, both by hand

and by machines.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Ballast,

F. J. Stimson, Chairman.

Appendix A

(2) COST STUDIES COVERING THE APPLICATION OF
BALLAST

C. W. Baldridge, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. C. Reisner, Hans
Schantl, Lef Winship.

The second subject assigned to the Ballast Committee reads:

"Make final report, if practicable, on time and cost studies
covering the application of ballast, giving special attention to the
organization of the ballast gang and also of small emergency
gangs."

The subject was passed on to the Ballast Sub-Committee No. 2

for study and report.

The sub-committee studied the subject both as to what has been

done and what can be done with it.

It found that the subject in its present form has been assigned and

reassigned to the Ballast Committee each year, beginning with 1916, and

its natural ancestor, "Cost Statement of Ballast Materials," was one of

the subjects assigned to the Ballast Committee in 1904, which appears

to be the first year in which committee work was assigned by subjects

as it is at present.

The Ballast Committee, in its report to the convention of 1916, gave

on this subject a description of the, then new, method of ballasting by

the use of mechanical tampers, and in the Proceedings, Volume 17, are

found cuts and descriptions of the "air" tamping machines. The report

also contains a short table of cost figures.

In the Committee's report to the convention of 1917, it gave a

proposed scheme of organization of a ballasting gang of 118 men.

In the Committee's report to the convention of 1918, it discussed

methods, and submitted chart showing proposed organizations of bal-

lasting gangs of 53, 61 and 106 men.
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In its report to the convention of 1919, the Committee did not

attempt to secure cost figures owing to the war conditions, but sub-

mitted a chart for a proposed ballasting gang organization of 77 men.

In its report to the convention of 1920, the Committee submitted a

report on the cost of the various operations connected with ballasting in

detail.

In its report to the convention of 1921, the Committee made a report

on a newly added portion of the subject as assigned for that year,

in the form of "Instructions for ballasting an operated line," and also

reported progress on the collection of ballasting "cost data."

In its report to the convention of 1922, the Committee submitted a

report on cost of ballasting, showing cost figures which included all the

costs of securing, distributing and applying of ballast. The figures,

sixteen printed pages, are to be found in Volume 23 of the Proceedings

of this Association. The Committee also submitted an organization chart

for a ballasting gang of 24 men.

On account of the ever changing conditions, it is the conclusion

of the Committee that a final report on the "Cost of Ballasting" is an

impossibility and since cost of ballasting is a matter of information and

not a matter of recommended practice, there is little that can be prepared

on the subject for inclusion in the Manual.

Organization charts for ballast gangs of 77 and 24 men each have

been submitted and adopted, therefore the Committee decided that no

more such charts are needed.

It was also thought hardly worth while to send out another request

for the same form of cost figures which were submitted last year.

It is probable that an urgent appeal would have brought out some
additional figures on total cost of ballasting operations, but the Committee

had spent two years in securing the figures submitted last year, conse-

quently decided to allow further investigation along that line to wait until

some future time.

Another line of ballasting costs suggested itself in connection with

labor saving machinery, and it was decided to seek cost figures for the

tamping of ties by machine tampers as compared with tamping by hand

tools.

There are now two types of successful machine tampers on the mar-

ket, the older machine being the pneumatic tamper, a description and

several pictures of which are given in Volume 17 of the Proceedings

of this Association. The newer machine is the electric tie tamper.

The tamping hammers have a foot piece or tamping bar very much
like the one used by the pneumatic tampers, but are driven by electric

power instead of by air. The electricity is furnished by a small dynamo
which is driven by a gasoline engine, both of which are mounted upon a

frame work which can be moved to and from the work on a motor

car, or trailer, and can be left upon the track or can be set off at

the side of the track very readily.
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The power is transmitted from the power plant to the tamping

machines by means of insulated cables, and it is possible to use cables of

a thousand feet in length, thereby giving a radius of action of two

thousand feet at one set off of the power plant. However, it is ques-

tionable whether or not a cable more than five hundred feet in length is

desirable.

The tamper proper consists of an eccentrically loaded shaft operated

by an induction motor, the armature of which is built directly upon

the shaft, there is consequently no moving parts except the shaft with

its weight and armature. These moving parts are housed within a

metal case which forms the outer shell of the induction coils of the motor.

The tamper runs at 3,200 revolutions per minute and delivers a blow

at each revolution, thus delivering a very high tamping speed.

A request was made of the makers of both kinds of tamping machines

for the names of railways which are using their devices and lists of such

roads were furnished us by both companies and requests were sent to such

companies for statements of cost of tamping -ties by machines and by

hand.

Replies were received from the following roads and owing to the

lateness of the sending out of the request, the result is gratifying and the

Committee thanks those who have aided them with the cost data

:

Arizona Eastern Railroad.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad.

Florida East Coast Railway.
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway.

Illinois Central Railroad.

Louisville & Nashville Railroad.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

A tabulation of the cost figures as received shows the following:

Cost of Surfacing Tracks by Pneumatic Tie Tamping Machines on

Road "I"
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Appendix B

BALLAST SHOVEL

A. G. Holt, Chairman, Sub-Committee; K. H. Hanger, F. A. Jones,

J. C. McBride.

This Committee has submitted a revision of the plan of the Wooden
"D" handled shovel reported as information at the last meeting of the

Association. The revised plan now conforms with the provisions of the

specifications.

This Committee has been studying the features of the specifications

submitted last year relating to Brinell tests, and recommend that only a

minimum test for hardness be retained in the specifications, and that a

test for brittleness be added to take the place of the maximum Brinell

test. The brittleness test as recommended consists of placing the blade in

a testing machine, or vise, and applying enough pressure to flatten the

blade. If there is no failure and the blade springs back to its manu-

factured shape it will be considered satisfactory.

This matter has been discussed with a representative of the Com-
mittee on Track and has his approval.

Paragraph 11 of the Specifications for Ballast Shovels has been re-

vised, and the specifications in their amended form are re-submitted here-

with.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR BALLAST SHOVELS

Scope.

1. These specifications cover ballast shovels.

Material.

2. Blades shall be open hearth, crucible or alloy steel.

3. Straps shall be of softer steel than blades.

4. Handles shall be smooth and properly seasoned of the best grade

straight, grained, commercial XX second growth, northern ash.

Design.

5. The dimensions of shovels shall conform to plans which are made

a part of these specifications.

6. Carbon steel blades shall be not less than No. 13 gauge and alloy

blades shall be not less than 14 gauge U. S. standard.

7. The straps shall be one gauge heavier than the blade and rolled

down to one gauge lighter at the extreme and farthest end and shall be

welded or riveted to the blade.

8. The straps shall be pressed flush with the handle. All the rough

edges pressed down to uniform surface with the other parts of the handle

107
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and fastened to the handle by three rivets, the edges of which shall be

pressed down flush with the surface of the straps.

Physical Properties.

9. Shovels shall be made in a workmanlike manner and free from
all defects. The handles shall be bent to shape and free from knots,

shake, wane or worm holes.

10. The blades shall be of natural color and coated with a high

proof rust preventative and the entire strap shall be polished.

11. All shovel blades shall show a Brinell hardness of not less than

300 and shall be tested for brittleness by placing the lower two inches of

the blade in a testing machine, or vise, and applying sufficient pressure to

flatten it out. After the pressure is removed, if the blade assumes its

manufactured shape without failure, the blade shall be considered satis-

factory.

12. The shovel as a whole shall not be deformed permanently more
than Yi inch of its lift after six 2-minute applications made at 2-minute

intervals of the following test

:

The point of the blade shall rest on a support; at a point 10J4 inches

from the edge of the blade, a chain shall be passed over the heel of the

blade and drawn up and blocked with no slack and to be fastened to an

I-bolt in the floor; a ratchet jack standing on a platform scale shall be

placed under the "D" of the handle and the jack pumped until 175 lb.

(plus the weight of the jack and the paraphernalia used in making the

test) is registered on the beam of the scale.

13. The manufacturer's name, quality of the steel and the date of

manufacture shall be stamped plainly on the back strap and the name of

the railroad shall be stamped on the front strap of each shovel.

Inspection.

14. For the Brinell test and the test of strength, the inspector shall

select at random one shovel from every ten dozen of each type purchased

and should this shovel fail to meet the requirements in paragraphs 11

and 12, two more shovels shall be selected from the ten dozen and both

must meet the specification requirements.

15. Inspection of tools shall ordinarily be made at the place of manu-
facture. The manufacturer shall notify

of the railroad company at least days in advance when shovels

will be ready for shipment.

16. The manufacturer shall allow the railroad company's inspectors

such access to the work as may be necessary to satisfy them that the pro-

visions of these specifications are carried out.

17. The manufacturer shall furnish, without charge, all necessary

facilities, and assistants, for making thorough inspection and tests at the

works.

Rejection.

18. Individual tools, defective in any respect, and lots of tools not

meeting the above requirements, shall be rejected.
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Weight approx 6 lb.

Name of manufacturer with month and year made to be stamped on strap

Tne following variations m dimensions shown on plan will be permitted

Length of handle I'

' blad<? t" BALLAST SHOVEL
Width of blade £ less

Lift of blade V
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Blsdes to be tested for brinnet hardness.
Handles to be tested for lb. strain.
The handles to be selects of second growth Northern White Ash.

Pressed Steel "D" With Wooden Spool
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Bladesto be tested for brinnel hardness.
Handles to be tested for Ib.strairi.
The handles to be selects of second growth Northern White Ash.

Malleable Iron "D" With Wooden Spool



Appendix C

(4) SIZE OF STONE FOR STONE BALLAST

Theo. Bloecher, Jr., Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. J. Coon, C. E. Dare,

M. H. Doughty.

The subject assigned the Sub-Committee was as follows:

"Study and report on revision, with reference to size of
stone, of the specification for stone ballast."

The membership was circularized and the result is tabulated in state-

ment "A" appended to this report.

Of 53 replies received, 12 were from roads using no stone ballast

and contained no data of value to the Committee. Of the remaining

41 replies, 20, or practically 50 per cent., indicated the Association's

specifications as to size had been adopted.

A careful study of the accumulated data leads to the conclusion that

the specification as to size should be amplified. There is lack of uniform
practice as to how a specified size should be obtained, some specifications

mentioning a ring through which the stone should pass in any position

and others specifying size of holes in screens indicating that the Asso-

ciation's specifications are not generally followed. The effect of size on

cost is an important factor on which no definite data was available. The
physical characteristics of different rock and how they crush would have

a bearing on the question, all of which considerations lead the sub-com-

mittee to recommend that the subject be continued without any definite

stand being taken this year. The Committee is now in touch with the

"Crushed Stone Association," and expects to pursue its inquiries along

the lines indicated above.
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Statement "A"

Road No. What Size
is

Specified

1 N. &W.

2 A.C.L
3 N. S. R. R
4 C. &N. W
5 N. Y. C

6 N.Y. N.H.&H.

7 S. A. L,

8 E.P.&S.W.
9 R. R. R

2%, '-pea.

mr- w
VA- *A'

25A'-V4'

2H*- H'
2}4'- H'

10 c. c. &0.

11 C. G. W.

12 D. L. &W..

13 F. E. C

14 B. &M...
15 T. H. &B.

16 L. E. &W.

17 K. O. &G.

18 C. I. &L...

19 I. &G. N
20 C. C. C. & St. L.
21 W. &L. E
22 D.&H
23 S. P. L

24 L.&N

25 B. &0
26 W. M. Ry
27 I. C. R. R
28 N. C. &St. L....
29 K. C. S
30 U. P
31 W. P. Ry

32 M. C

33 P. &L. E.

34 M. K. &T.

35 E. R. R....

36 S. P

37 P. &R
38 C. P. Ry..

39 Wabash...

40 S. L.-S. F.

iy,'- %•*

2H'-U

m'- H'*

3 '-%'

m'-H'

m m
-H'*

VA'-H'*
2y2 "-*A"
VA"-lA"

Screen
with

3 '-1 "holes

2 '-I'

VA'-V%'
VA'-M'*
VA'-W*
w-h"
2y2 '-*A'*

2y2 '-H'*

fSlag only

2H'-H'*

2K'-*A'*

VA'-V
VA'-K'

VA'-W*

VA'-%A'

Q-2
Is any
Change

Considered

No. Recent-
ly changed
from3"-lM'

No
No
No
No

No

No
No
No

Q-3
Is Size in Manual
Considered Proper

No

No

No

No
No

No

Yes

No

No
No.
No
Nq

Have con-
sidered
2y2 "-%"
No

No

No
No
No
No
No
No

\ Considering

/ 2M'-l*

No

No

No

No

No
No

Yes. Re-
duce Max
to 2'

No

Too large

O. K.

/O. K., except permit
smaller stone.

O. K.
Spec, allows too much

fine stone should be
changed.

O. K.
fToo large. Should
\ change to 2"-%".

Yes
Think too large; want
to get away from pick
tamping.

Should be amplified;
different kinds crush
differently. Some
better crushed
smaller.

Think O. K.
O. K., except for char-
acter of stone avail-
able.

O. K.
Max. is too large.

O. K.

O. K.

Too large

Yes
O.K.
Yes
Yes

About right

O. K. as to size

fO. K. for certain kinds
stone, not applicable

[ to certain conditions.
No

About right
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

[About right but dif-

\ ferent stones need
I different specification

O. K. for stone

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
/Max. O. K. Min. should

\ bey2 '

No. Too much large
stone.

Yes

Remarks

(Smaller stone prevents
coal sifting through to
bottom.

None

None

None
|
Pneumatic tampers not
satisfactory with
large stone.

|
Max. O. K. but Min.

\ should be varied with
J

kind of stone.

[S i z e reduced from
A. R. E. A. ace t .

stone available
breaking peculiarly.

Formerly used
A. R. E. A. found
unsatisfactory.

Used crushed slag only

Use limestone. For
harder stone prefer
2' Max.

On ballast deck trestles

use \"~%A' as prefer-

able.

*A. R. E. A. Specification.



Appendix D

(5) MECHANICAL TIE TAMPERS, WITH SPECIAL REF-
ERENCE TO CARE AND HANDLING OF MACHINES

George H. Harris, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. E. Boardman, Paul
Sterling, P. H. Winchester.

The Committee believes that the care of tie tampers and the han-

dling of same should be considered separately, feeling that, while at the

present time definite rules governing the care of the machines may be

offered, the adoption of any rules for handling, in light of the present

diversified use of this class of tool, should be deferred. Rules for care

of tampers are offered for adoption, while some details of handling are

advanced for information.

In the study of this question, there came into the hands of the

Committee a detailed account of the method followed on the New York

Central in care and handling of mechanical tie tampers. This appeared

to the Committee to be of sufficient interest to warrant publishing it for

the benefit of the Association, and it is appended to this report.

Care of Mechanical Tampers

The Committee finds that successful results cannot be hoped for

unless there is a definite policy adopted governing the inspection, adjust-

ment and repair of the machines, and recommends the adoption of the

following fundamental rules as a basis upon which to later build rules

for the handling of the machines.

Rules for Care of Mechanical Tamping Machines

1. Divide the territory upon which the mechanical tampers are to be

operated into district upon which there is a sufficient number of tamping

machines, section motor cars or other railway gasoline equipment to

warrant employing a gasoline engine mechanic, whose duties would be to

make a periodical inspection of all such equipment on his district ; make
light running repairs ; supply small parts as needed ; and instruct and

advise foremen and operators in use of machines; this mechanic to carry

a small supply of parts for light repairs, so that there may be no delay

in the making of running repairs.

2. Select one or more central points where there are facilities for

heavy repairs and general overhauling, which cannot be handled by

district gasoline mechanics, to which equipment may be sent for heavy

repairs when needed or for general overhauling during seasons when
equipment is not in use, establishing at such point or points, if possible,

a staff of mechanics belonging to the maintenance of way organization.

At such point or points carry a small stock of parts necessary for heavy

repairs and overhauling.
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, 3. Have all tamping equipment overhauled during winter months, so

that it will be in first class condition at the beginning of the season's

work.

4. It being desirable to provide sufficient work at the heavy repair

points to hold the organization intact throughout the year, the over-

hauling of section motor cars, hand cars and other maintenance equip-

ment should be undertaken during periods when the general overhauling

of tamping equipment is not in progress.

Handling of Tampers

Investigation by the Committee develops the fact that, despite the

somewhat long period mechanical tampers of various kinds have been

on the market, their use is still more or less in the experimental stage,

and it is apparent that any attempt at present to frame hard and fast

rules governing the handling of such machines would be inadvisable

when it may be cited that four representative railways that have gone
somewhat extensively into the use of mechanical tampers, have four

widely divergent methods of handling, as follows

:

1. Using a two-tool machine as a section tool, that is, assigning one

such machine to each section as a part of its permanent equipment.

2. Assigning a four-tool machine to alternate sections, moving it from

one to the other as occasion demands.

3. Assigning a permanent force to the four-tool outfits and moving

such single unit from section to section over a supervisor's district to take

care of surface lifting out of face.

4. Assigning a permanent force to each four-tool unit and combin-

ing a number of such units to make a battery of tampers to be worked as

an extra or floating gang making ballast lifts over somewhat extensive

stretches of track.

Each method has its supporters, labor supply, class of traffic, financial,

and ballast conditions probably determining for each the policy it has

adopted. It may be stated, however, as a general proposition that methods

3 and 4 will probably find favor with the roads not in best financial condi-

tion, inasmuch as the machines will be kept continuously in use all of the

season, thus allowing the road to realize the greatest return on the invest-

ment. The interest cost on the investment per day's work is somewhat

large when tampers are worked under methods 1 and 2, as records will

show under method 1 that the tamper operates not more than 25 to 30

per cent, of the days in the year, while days worked per year would be

somewhat greater under method 2, though probably not in excess of 33

per cent.

The Committee merely offers the matter under Handling of Tamp-

ers as information and suggests further investigation into the subject.

Pertaining to the Care and Handling of Mechanical Tie Tampers

The New York Central Railroad has had the present types of gasoline

driven compressed air mechanical tie tampers in service for the past
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eight years, so that the many advantages have become well apparent, and

at the same time a well worked out system has been evolved for their care

and operation.

Most of these machines in use in the track department are of two-

tool size, these being a part of the standard equipment for Main Line

sections; for with a capacity of tamping 2,000 ties per working season this

size machine meets all the requirements of the ordinary section gang with-

out unreasonable idleness for the machine as would be the case were
the four-tool machines put with a section gang that does

_
not exceed

ten men. The four-tool machine has its place, however, as in the large

extra gangs more men are available for preparing track ahead of the

machine. The same results can be obtained in case of the extra gangs

by the use of the two-tool machines from adjoining sections.

The use of the two-tool machine for general Main Line section

gang work has been amply justified, for it has been possible to maintain

heavy high speed traffic through periods of labor shortage largely because

of the more thorough and even tamping that has been possible with the

machines as against hand tamping. Track put up with air tool tamping

machines holds its line and surface much better than is possible with hand
work alone.

As soon as the preliminary spring work as to getting main tracks

into good riding condition has been completed, where this is found neces-

sary, continuous work is begun, and the tamping machines are then in

almost constant use. With a gang of eight or ten men the usual method
is for part of the gang to go ahead and spot in the ties, two men work-

ing with the jacks and two following up continuously with the guns after

the new ties have been given a preliminary hand tamping to temporarily bed

them. Some foremen keep a third man with the gun to fork ballast,

handle the hose, and keep a lookout for the approach of trains. Tamp-
ing with the guns is usually carried along on one side of the track for

say half a rail length, after which the tamping is followed up on the

other side. The foreman starts and cares for the machine along with

his other duties. Tamping is usually carried only from under the rail

to the outer end of the tie, though some prefer to also tamp from six to

twelve inches inside the rail as well. Either method gives good_ sub-

stantial track, though there is some saving in time if the inside tamping is

omitted. With outside tamping only, 200 ties per day can be tamped in

seven hours actual tamping, as against about ISO ties if tamped both

inside and outside.

In connection with extra gang work in making heavy track lifts

four guns are necessary, either with the use of a four-tool or two two-

tool machines, the preliminary tamping being done with spades and

followed up with the air tamping guns.

With the machines in good condition at the beginning of a season

they will give very satisfactory service continuously but some minor
adjustments are necessary from time to time, with occasional repairs

that necessitate bringing a machine in to headquarters. With a subdivision

having ten or more tampers and an equal number of motor cars a gas

engine mechanic, with in some cases a helper, is assigned to the care and

maintenance of the machines, and his duties necessitate his traveling oyer

the assigned territory making minor adjustments, observing the working

of the machines and instructing the men in their operation. At the

close of the working season the machines are picked up by work train

and assembled at headquarters. There they are carefully gone over by
the gas engine mechanics, thoroughly cleaned and taken down, new parts

supplied where necessary, and made ready for the next season's work.

In this connection the air compressor end of the machines is given

particular attention, for though apparently a simple piece of mechanism
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this end of the mechanical tie tamper is worthy of all the attention that
can be given it, for there is more probability of serious trouble at this
end of the machine by ten to one than at the gas engine end. The
air inlet and discharge valves must receive yearly attention even though
the machine may have been working perfectly. During the working
months the slightest disturbance in the working of the air end of the
machines should call for the presence of the mechanics before the machine
is allowed to continue work. These disturbances are discernable through
the change in the sounds emanating for the air end, a falling off in pres-
sure, unusual speed, inability of the engine to carry its load, and in
other ways that are apparent at once to anyone at all familiar with an
air compressor. The outlet valves and outlet passages become encrusted
with carbon which eventually impedes the flow of air if not removed.
After the carbon has been removed, valve seats should always be ground,
to insure tightness. Signs of wear in the inlet valves show up very
plainly, and the mechanic who works on them must be able to judge
whether the valve needs renewing or not. These valves wear at a
constantly increasing rate and if the retaining lugs are worn so that the
valve lifts SO per cent, more than its original amount, both it and the
retaining ring should be renewed. The seat of this valve usually wears
more on one side than on the other, and considerable grinding is neces-
sary when a badly working valve is renewed. Clearance between the air
piston and the outlet valve should frequently be checked up and must
be kept as small as mechanically possible, to get the greatest efficiency

from the compressor. The foregoing but illustrates the attention that
must be given a high speed air compressor, but the most skilled care that
can be given them is none too good.

Air hose, simple in itself, requires some little attention to realize the
most service possible, and should never be purchased and stored more
than six months without use. When stored it should be in a cool and
dark place to prevent oxidation as far as possible, which destroys the life

of the rubber. Oil fed in the air inlet to lubricate the compressor and
brought on with the heated air from the receiver causes most of the dam-
age to hose in service. Eight drops per minute for either a two or a four-
tool machine is the maximum amount which should be allowed, and four
drops per minute is ample if it can be maintained without interruption.
The opening of the sight feed at this rate, however, is so small that any
impurity in the oil is apt to clog the flow, rendering such a close adjust-
ment impractical unless it can be constantly watched. Very little hose is

actually worn out by the rough handling or dragging about that it

receives. The average life is from two to three seasons with the grade
provided, and this is considered the maximum service that can be
expected.

The guns themselves, while exceedingly sturdy, need a certain amount
of attention. While in use the few bolts on them should receive fre-

quent inspection to know that they are tight and securely locked. This
is extremely important, as the tool is subjected to such vibration that any
loose part will wear rapidly, so that once worn it can never again be
kept tight. Prevent the initial looseness and a gun will wear for years,

as the air from the compressor carries enough oil to thoroughly lubricate

the working parts and prevent internal wear. Many barrels and pistons
of guns received in 1914 are still in use because of careful attention to
this detail. Where air from outside sources is used, oil must be poured
into the inlet hose several times daily to insure proper lubrication of the
guns. In cold weather special equipment must be used to removed all

moisture from the air, or enough ice will form in the outlet ports to stop
operation. In the winter time or when otherwise out of use for long
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periods, the guns should be prepared for storage by standing inverted and
pouring a small amount of very heavy oil or melted grease into the ex-
haust ports. At some places where oil is available the guns are stood up
in a half barrel filled with enough oil to submerge the barrels of the guns.
This does not injure the oil, which may afterwards be used for other
purposes.

Tamping steels should be cared for the same as tamping picks, and
enough provided so that they can be frequently sent to the blacksmith for
repairs. The correct face of $^"x3" should always be maintained for 2"

stone ballast. Due to the constant vibration to which the bars are sub-
jected, it is impossible for blacksmiths to consistently weld them, either

in the shank or in the head, so that they will hold. Long experience has
taught that when the head becomes so small it can no longer be dressed

to the proper size it is most economical to supply a new bar. It is a well

known fact that every track supervisor has the best blacksmith that

ever dressed a bar, but one has yet to be found who can consistently weld
tamping steels and have them hold in use.

Appendix E

(6) REVISION OF ROADBED SECTION FOR GRAVEL
BALLAST

Paul Hamilton, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. R. Bragg, M. A. Stainer,

D. W. Thrower.

The Committee was instructed to study and report on cross-section

outline for gravel ballast roadbed with consideration of a uniform ballast

and ditch section, and the form of same by ditchers and spreaders. Such

a section for Class "A" track has been prepared by the Committee and

is presented herewith. The Association having adopted 24 inches as a

minimum depth of ballast for Class "A" track, the cross-section has been

worked out on that basis.

The Committee recommends this cross-section for gravel ballast for

adoption.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE IX—SIGNS, FENCES AND
CROSSINGS

Maro Johnson, Chairman; T. E. Rust, Vice-Chairman;
Anton Anderson, R. A. Harry,
Arthur Anderson, E. T. Johnston,
F. D. Batchellor, S. C. Jump,
G. F. Blackie, L. C. Lawton,
A. Crumpton, O. H. Sessions,
L. B. Curtiss, S. E. Shoup,
A. Daniels, W. C. Swartout,
G. N. Edmondsox, A. H. Utter,
A. B. Griggs, K. G. Williams,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(1) Revision of the Manual.

No changes are recommended in the Manual.

(2) Specifications for highway grade crossings (Appendix A).

(3) Substitutes for wood crossing planks (Appendix B).

(4) Plans and specifications for concrete line fence posts

(Appendix C).

(5) Economy of steel, wood, and concrete fence posts.

(6) Plans and specifications for concrete corner and end fence

posts.

On subject 5 additional information has been assembled; on subject 6,

no work has been done this year.

Action Recommended

1. That the general specifications for highway grade crossings as

given in Appendix A be approved for publication in the Manual.

2. That the matter in Appendix B relating to crossing materials be

received as information.

3. That the specifications and plans for round and square concrete

line fence posts as given in Appendix C be approved for publication in

the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Study and report on the various substitutes for wooden crossing

planks for highway crossings and city streets and prepare specifications

for bituminous crossings.

3. Study and report on the application of the laws of the various

states and practice of Utility and Highway Commissions respecting the

division of cost of eliminating highway grade crossings.

Bulletin 251, November, 1922.
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4. Study and report on the relative economy of steel, wood, and

concrete fence posts, submitting the information in such form that rela-

tive economy can be determined on varying prices for the several kinds of

posts, including a statement of use of and results obtained from concrete

posts by railways.

5. Study and report on plans for end, corner and gate posts of

concrete and a method of bracing the same.

6. Recommend an outline of work for the ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Signs, Fences and Crossings,

By Maeo Johnson, Chairman.

Appendix A

(2) SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSINGS

S. C. Jump, Chairman, Sub-Committee; A. B. Griggs, O. H. Sessions,

G. F. Blackie, E, T. Johnston, W. C. Swartout.

This subject was assigned in 1920 and tentative specifications having

special reference to plank crossings appear in Vol. 22 of Proceedings, page

286. The specifications as now presented are applicable to any type of

crossing. It is expected that at a later time they will be supplemented

with detail plans and specifications applying to various types of crossings.

General Specifications for Highway Grade Crossings and Approaches

Other Than Those for Which Requirements Are Stipulated by Law

(1) A railroad grade crossing should be so constructed that it will

not limit the traffic on a highway, in respect to the number of vehicles or

load carried by the highway.

(2) The grade of the surface of the highway should be level with

the top of the near rail for a distance of 1 ft. outside thereof ; should be

3 in. lower 10 ft. outside of the rail; and should be not more than 3 in.

higher nor 9 in. lower than the top of the rail at points 30 ft. from it,

measured at right angles thereto. The grade beyond these 30 ft. points

should not exceed that which prevails in the section of the country, for

highways of the class under consideration.

This is illustrated on the accompanying sketch, marked Fig. 1.

(3) When a highway crosses a railroad at an angle less than a right

angle, consideration should be given to changing the alignment of the high-

way, so that the portion within the limits of the railroad right-of-way

would be at right angles to the track.

This is illustrated on the accompanying sketch, marked Fig. 2.

(4) The width of embankments at the crown, and of cuts exclusive

of ditches, should be not less than 20 ft.

(5) Ample drainage for track and highway should be provided.
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Square Post. Round Post

Dimensions of base are for 7'posts. If a lonqer post it required on ac-
count of soft ground or'high fence, increase the bottom diameter or length

of side. % per foot of additional length.

'Fence wires shall be attached to post by means of Western Union tie,

rholded holes thru post, loops of galyanijed wire projecting from the post,

or .pther suitable device.

In case climatic conditions or unusually heavy service make a stronqer
post seem advisable this increased sfronqth is mere economically secured by
increasing the s^e of the reinforcing rather than the sere of the post.

Plan of Concrete Fence Posts.
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(6) A crossing should be constructed with continuous surface

between points not less than 8 in. outside of each rail. The surface should

be not more than % inch below the top of the rail and should be beveled

at each end. Flangeways 2% in. wide should be provided on straight track

and on curves of 8 degrees and under, and 2^ in. wide on curves in excess

of 8 degrees. They should be flared at the ends to 3^2 in. As far as it

may be practicable to avoid them, there should be no rail joint's within

the limits of the crossing.

Appendix B

(3) SUBSTITUTES FOR WOOD CROSSING PLANK

F. D. Batchellor, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Arthur Anderson, G. F.

Blackie, A. Daniels, K. G. Williams.

Favorable reports have been received as to the service being given

by concrete slab crossings installed on the Illinois Central Railroad at

Champaign, 111., in 1920 and by concrete plank crossings at La Grange,

111., on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad in 1918. In general,

bituminous crossings included in last year's report are giving satisfactory

service, but some of those examined by members of the Committee have

been giving trouble around the rail joints and in a few instances wood
plank have been installed adjacent to the rail. The trouble is believed to

be due to improper track conditions at the time the crossings were installed,

and emphasizes the necessity for putting the track in first-class shape

before laying the crossing materials. Advice has been received of the

construction of 184 crossings of bituminous materials during the past year.

Appendix C

(4) PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR ROUND AND
SQUARE CONCRETE FENCE POSTS

T. E. Rust, Chairman, Sub-Committee; L. B. Curtiss, Vice-Chairman;

R. A. Harry, W. C. Swartout, E. T. Johnston.

This subject was assigned to the Committee last year and tentative

plans and specifications were submitted to the Association in March, 1922.

Since that time these plans and specifications have been carefully studied

and revised by the Sub-Committee and by the Committee as a whole, and

they are now presented with the recommendation that they be adopted

and printed in the Manual.

The Sub-Committee has endeavored to obtain as much constructive

criticism as possible of the plans and specifications from practical men
engaged in the manufacture of concrete posts or post machinery as well

as from technical sources. The Committee especially desires to thank
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the Structural Materials Research Laboratory of the Lewis Institute,

Chicago, and the Portland Cement Association, for a thorough study of

and comment upon the tentative plans and specifications.

The principal criticism 6i the specifications was that the concrete was

not strong enough, and that a colorimetric test for sand and bank gravel

should be added. The tentative specifications provided for a strength of

2,000 lb. in 28 days and it seemed to be the almost unanimous opinion

that this should be increased. On the other hand, the posts as designed

would fail in tension and it is certain that most of the posts now in satis-

factory use on various railroads were made from a concrete that would

have a strength less than the above. The American Concrete Institute

in their tentative specifications for concrete fence posts have also used a

minimum strength for the concrete of 2,000 lb. in 28 days. The Com-
mittee feels that from the standpoint of strength of post this quality

of concrete would be satisfactory, but in order to afford better protection

to the reinforcing steel, have decided to specify concrete with a strength

of 2,500 lb. in 28 days. A colorimetric test for sand and bank gravel

has also been added to the tentative specifications.

From technical sources the plans have been criticized on the ground

that the size of posts was too small, that the reinforcing was not heavy

enough and that the depth of embedment of the steel was insufficient. It

was pointed out that the percentage of steel was so small as to develop

only comparatively small stresses in the concrete when the steel was

stressed to the elastic limit. After a full discussion, however, the Com-
mittee decided to retain the plans submitted last year, making only a

few minor changes in the wording of some of the notes.

The Committee believes that it is not practicable to make smaller con-

crete posts than those shown on the plans. If this could be done heavier

reinforcement could be used and equally strong posts produced at a lower

cost. But even if a smaller post were practicable from a manufacturing

standpoint the posts would probably be so small as not to offer sufficient

resistance to overturning except in unusually hard ground. The Com-
mittee, therefore, started with a certain minimum size of post and added

sufficient steel to produce a post as strong as they considered to be neces-

sary, though not enough to develop the full strength of the concrete.

It is undoubtedly true that concrete line posts made to the Committee's

plans and specifications would show some breakages in service and it is

probable that in some localities and for some kinds of service a larger

and stronger post would be advisable. But the Committee believes that

in the great majority of cases the use of a stronger post would result in

a greater annual cost and cannot be justified. At the present time about

a million concrete line posts are in use on various railroads throughout

the country which posts are no stronger than those shown on the Com-
mittee's plans and regarding which the Committee has sufficient data to

predict an average life of a hundred years or more. It is possible that

the annual percentage of failures of these posts may show a sharp
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increase at some later date but it is scarcely possible that the average life

can be less than 50 years and any increase in the average life beyond

50 years would result in practically no decrease in the annual cost. These

posts also conform to the conclusion adopted by this Association in 1918,

that it is not economical to make posts that will have the strength to

support a load of over 200 lb. when the post is tested as a cantilever beam

60 inches long and the load applied at the small end of the post. The
round posts shown on the plan would have the theoretical strength to

support a load of about 192 lb. when tested as above and the square post

would support a load of about 219 lb.

As to the depth of embedment of the steel it may be said that it was

no greater on the million posts referred to above than that shown on

the plans. There is no evidence to show any considerable number of

failures due to insufficient embedment and consequent corrosion of the

steel. It has been suggested that the reinforcing steel could be galvanized,

but the Committee does not have sufficient data as to the effect this might

have on the bond between the concrete and the steel to feel like advocat-

ing such a radical departure from ordinary practice.

To summarize, it may be said that while the Committee gave much
weight to the criticisms of the various authorities who advocated a

stronger post than that designed by them they felt that they must be

guided by practical results rather than theoretical considerations. This

was particularly true in view of the fact that owing to the high cost

of cement and labor concrete posts more expensive than those advocated

could not compete on a basis of annual cost with the wooden post except

in a few localities where the life of wood posts was exceptionally short

or the cost exceptionally high.

The Sub-Committee suggests that it might be well to supplement the

present designs of square and round posts with a design for "U" shaped

posts. This type of post offers considerable advantages from a manu-

facturing standpoint and should give as good service as a square post at

about the same cost. A large number of posts of this kind are in service

and the Sub-Committee feels that our plans would be more complete and

serviceable if they included this design.

Specifications for Concrete Fence Posts

(I) MATERIALS

Intent.

1. The intent of these specifications and the plans of which they

form a part is to produce concrete fence posts having a uniform and

sufficient strength and durability at a minimum of cost. On account of

the thinness of the section, this can only be accomplished by intelligent

and constant attention to securing proper proportions of all the ingredients.
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Method of fixing approach grades for

highway crossings as described in paragraph 2

of specifications.

Fig. 2. Method of relocating highway grade

crossing to cross tracks at right angles as

suggested i.n paragraph 3 of specifications.

DECEMBER 1922
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Cement.

2. Cement shall conform to the present Standard Specifications and

Tests for Portland Cement of the A.R.E.A. and subsequent revisions

thereof.

Fine Aggregate.

3. Fine aggregate shall consist of sand, stone screenings, or a com-

bination thereof, having clean, hard, strong, durable, uncoated grains, and
free from injurious amounts of dust, lumps, soft or flaky particles, shale,

alkali, organic matter, loam or other deleterious substances. It shall range

in size from fine to coarse, preferably within the following limits:

Passing through a No. 4 sieve not less than 90 per cent.

Passing through a No. 50 sieve not more than 30 per cent.

Weight removed by decantation. . .not more than 3 per cent.

Sand shall be tested for organic impurities as follows : Fill a 12 oz.

graduated prescription bottle to the Al/z oz. mark with the fine aggregate

to be tested. Add a 3 per cent, solution of sodium hydroxide until the

volume of the sand and solution, after shaking, amounts to 7 oz. Shake

thoroughly and let stand for 24 hours. If the solution resulting from

this treatment is darker than straw color the fine aggregate shall not be

used unless the concrete made with the materials and in the proportions

to be used in the manufacture of concrete posts is shown by tests to be

of the required strength.

Coarse Aggregate.

4. Coarse aggregate shall consist of crushed stone, gravel, or com-

binations thereof, having clean, hard, strong, durable, uncoated particles

free from injurious amounts of soft, friable, thin, elongated or laminated

pieces, alkali, organic or other deleterious matter. It shall range in size

from fine to coarse within the following limits

:

For line posts:

Passing a J/2-inch screen not less than 95 per cent.

Passing a No. 4 screen not more than 15 per cent.

Passing a No. 8 screen not more than 5 per cent.

For corner and end posts:

Passing a 54-inch screen not less than 95 per cent.

Passing a No. 4 screen not more than 15 per cent.

Passing a No. 8 screen not more than 5 per cent.

Bank Gravel.

5. Natural combinations of fine and coarse aggregate, in the form

of bank gravel, may be used, providing its particles meet all the require-

ments in Sections 3 and 4 above, including the colorimetric test, and pro-

vided such particles are properly graded from fine to coarse within the

following limits

:

Passing a J^-inch screen not less than 95 per cent.

Passing a No. 4 screen from 40 per cent, to 70 per cent.

Passing a No. 50 screen not more than 15 per cent.

Weight removed by decantation. .not more than \y2 per cent.
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Water.

6. Water for concrete shall be clean and free from oil, or injurious

amounts of acid, alkali, organic or other deleterious substance.

Metal Reinforcement.

7. Steel reinforcement shall be steel of hard grade and shall conform

to the present Standard Specifications for Steel Reinforcement of the

A.R.E.A. or, if wire is used, to the present Tentative Specifications for

Cold-Drawn Steel Wire of the A.S.T.M., or to such modifications of

either of such specifications as may hereafter be adopted by the A.R.E.A.

Reinforcement shall be in the form of round or square bars, preferably

deformed, or steel wires. Crimped, stranded or flat reinforcing shall

not be used. Reinforcing, before being placed in the molds, shall be

thoroughly cleaned of mill and rust scale, and of coatings that will destroy

or reduce the bond.

(II) PROPORTIONING AND MIXING CONCRETE

Proportioning.

8. The unit of measure shall be the cubic foot. One bag of Portland

cement shall be considered as one cubic foot. Each of the constituent

materials shall be measured separately by volume, using a method which

will secure the necessary proportions to produce concrete of the specified

strength. The water shall be measured by an automatic device that will

secure the same quantity in successive batches.

Strength.

9. The proportions of cement, water and aggregate shall be such as

to produce a concrete having a compressive strength at 28 days of 2,500 lb.

per square inch. The proportions of fine and coarse aggregate to produce

such a concrete shall be determined by making a screen analysis of the

available aggregates and using such a mixture of cement, aggregate and

water as will give a dense, workable concrete of the desired strength.

Consistency.

10. The quantity of water used in mixing shall be the least amount

that will produce a plastic or workable mixture which can be properly

compacted in the forms and around the reinforcement. Under no cir-

cumstances shall the consistency of the concrete be such as to permit a

separation of the coarse aggregate from the mortar in handling. The
consistency shall be measured by the slump test as follows

:

The newly mixed concrete shall be placed in a truncated cone-shaped

metal mold, 12 in. high, 8 in. in diameter at the base, and 4 in. in diameter

at the top, and provided with handles at the sides. The concrete shall be

lightly tamped with a rod as it is placed in the mobi which, when filled,

shall be immediately removed and the slump or settlement of the concrete

noted.
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The maximum slump shall not exceed 5 inches. The consistency shall

be checked at the beginning of each daily run and also whenever there is

a change in the size or moisture content of any aggregate.

Mixing.

11. Mixing shall be done in a batch mixer of approved type, equipped

with a suitable charging hopper, water storage, and water measuring device.

The entire contents of the drum shall be discharged before recharging.

Each batch shall be mixed for not less than 2 minutes after all the

materials are in the mixer, during which time the mixer shall rotate at a

peripheral speed of about 200 feet per minute. The volume of the mixed

batch shall not exceed the manufacturer's rated capacity. The retempering

of concrete which has partially hardened shall not be permitted. In cold

weather aggregate shall be heated, if necessary, to remove frost and

frozen lumps.

(Ill) DEPOSITING CONCRETE

General.

12. Before depositing concrete the molds shall be thoroughly cleaned

and coated with non-staining mineral oil or other approved material. The
mixer should be so located that the concrete can be discharged directly

into the molds or conveyed to the molds in such a manner as to cause

no separation of the ingredients. Each mold shall be completely filled

in one continuous operation.

Molds.

13. Molds shall be substantial, rigid, and true to plan. Metal molds

are more satisfactory than wooden molds.

Placing Reinforcing.

14. The reinforcing shall be securely and continuously held in its

proper position in the post during the placing of the concrete and until the

post is removed from the mold. Metal spacers that would cause distinct

lines of cleavage in the post shall not be used. The reinforcing shall be

supported as often as is necessary to prevent its sagging to any appreci-

able extent due to its own weight or to the weight of the wet concrete.

Compacting.

15. Concrete shall be thoroughly compacted into the molds and

around the reinforcing. This is best accomplished by giving the molds a

jogging or vibratory motion during and after depositing.

Finish.

16. All posts shall have a clean, smooth finish. If any pockets or

holes are discovered upon removal from the molds, they shall be im-

mediately filled with a mixture of one part cement to two parts fine aggre-
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gate. Pockets or holes more than ^2 inch in depth or more than J^ inch

in diameter, or any exposure of the reinforcing shall cause the rejection

of the post.

(IV) CURING AND HANDLING POSTS

Curing.

17. The posts shall remain in the molds until the concrete has thor-

oughly hardened and in no event for less than 24 hours after placing. Dur-

ing this time and until they are cured the posts shall be carefully handled

and protected from shock. When the posts are removed they shall be

stacked in a nearly vertical position and protected from direct sunlight.

They shall be kept thoroughly wet for eight or ten days after being made.

They shall be cured for not less than 90 days, when cured naturally,

before being shipped or set. Posts shall not be cured out of doors during

freezing weather.

(V) MISCELLANEOUS

Inspection.

18. All materials and all processes of manufacture shall be subject

to inspection and approval at all times. Free access shall be provided for

all authorized inspectors to all parts of the plant in which the posts or

the materials are made, stored or prepared.

Tests.

19. All testing of materials used in the manufacture of posts, all

preparing, storing and testing of concrete specimens, as provided in

Section 8 hereof, and all screen analyses of aggregates, shall be made in

accordance with the methods adopted or approved by the A.R.E.A. and in

effect at the -time such tests, analyses, etc., are carried out. In case the

A.R.E.A. shall not have approved or adopted any methods for such tests,

analyses, etc., the same shall be made in accordance with the methods then

adopted or approved by the A.S.T.M.

Patents.

20. The manufacturer or contractor shall pay all royalties for the

use of patented designs or devices or forms of construction and protect

the Railway Company from all claims of infringements or liability for the

use of such patents.
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To the American Raihvay Engineering Association

:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(4) Continue the study and make final report, if practicable,

on factors causing deterioration of concrete structures.

(Appendix A.)

(5) Study and report on the developments in the art of mak-

ing concrete. (Appendix B.)

The Committee has studied the other subjects assigned to it, but offers

no report on them at this time.

Action Recommended

1. That the report given in Appendix A, relating to factors causing

deterioration of concrete structures, be accepted as information and be

published in the Proceedings.

2. That the report given in Appendix B, relating to the development

in the art of making concrete, be accepted as information and published in

the Proceedings.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Continue study of the Manual and recommend revisions thereof.

2. Study and report on principles of design of concrete, plain and

reinforced, for use in railway structures.

3. Continue representation on the Joint Committee on Concrete and

Reinforced Concrete and report progress thereon.

4. Continue representation on the Joint Committee on Standard Speci-

fications for Concrete Pipe and report progress.

5. Study and report on developments in the art of making concrete.

6. Keep in touch with and cooperate with the Committee on Marine

Piling Investigation of National Research Council.

7. Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the ensuing

year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Masonry,

By C. C. Westfall, Chairman.

Bulletin 251, November, 1922.
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Appendix A

FACTORS CAUSING THE DETERIORATION OF CONCRETE
STRUCTURES

S. C. Hollister, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. T. Andrews, T. L. D.

Hadwen, Paul Kircher, J. A. Lahmer.

In making investigation of this subject, the Committee sent out a

questionnaire requesting information as to specific cases where concrete

had deteriorated from causes other than faulty materials or workmanship.

The form of questionnaire is attached. Replies were received from 42

railroads, but in the majority of cases it was reported that there had been

no experiences of the kind falling within the scope of this investigation

;

however, some reports were received which were pertinent to this subject.

The primary causes for deterioration of concrete, mainly improper de-

sign, material and workmanship, are not covered in detail by this report.

The importance of securing a high quality of concrete is well understood.

Your Committee feels that it would merely be a repetition to mention these,

for which reason they were eliminated from the questionnaire. Instances

where lack of hydration due to atmospheric conditions or other causes have

prevented the concrete from attaining its full strength have been called to

the attention of your Committee; these are not included because they were

not believed to properly come within the scope of this investigation.

It is possible that a careful study of the reported cases, where deterio-

ration of concrete has been observed, will reveal the fact that different

design or methods of construction would have eliminated much of the

trouble. They will serve to point out, however, the need for care under

these conditions. The examples cover construction that has been cited as

having been carried on under conditions that were considered good practice

at the time the work was done. The cases cannot be taken to be representa-

tive of the entire field of construction, but merely indicate typical instances

of deterioration.

A general outline of the cases of deterioration reported is shown in

Table 1. It will be noted that the destructive agencies fall on three general

groups, listed as chemical, mechanical and thermal or meteorological. In

many cases, however, the deterioration is probably due to a combination

of two or more of these.

Under the classification of factors of a chemical nature are given cases

where concrete has been affected by acid, alkali or sea water action. Of
the specific cases reported, the most notable are those of tunnel linings and

bridge masonry attacked by acid.

In the case of tunnels, the concrete has been seriously damaged at

points where seepage has tended to keep it wet and thereby more liable

to attack by the locomotive gas. The chemical reactions taking place cause

the concrete to become soft and pasty and this effect is cumulative, the
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action gradually extending deeper into the concrete. Where seepage does

not occur, this action does not take place, or at least to only a very limited

extent. In one case reported, the seepage consisted of mine drainage,

which in itself was highly acid, but this, while probably aggravating the

adverse conditions, had practically the same general results as where such

seepage was not of an acid nature.

Several cases were reported where concrete bridge and culvert masonry
was affected by water of streams carrying free acid. The concrete gradually

softened and crumbled away, having been cut back 6 in. or 7 in. in some
instances. The percentage of free acid which will produce such deteriora-

tion has not been determined.

Other cases where acid was at least a contributing factor occur in the

deterioration of deck slabs and parapet walls where seepage contains acid

from cinders or brine drippings, and also in cinder pits where the water

used is generally made highly acid by the hot cinders.

Sea water action on concrete has been subject of considerable previous

study, this matter having been covered in report made in 1921. This Com-
mittee has developed nothing new as to the effect of sea water.

Alkali may have an adverse effect on concrete, acting either through

the medium of seepage water or direct ground contact, but the Committee
has not had reported to it any well defined cases of this nature.

With regard to the second general cause of deterioration, namely
mechanical, this will generally be found to be of an abrasive nature. The
blast from locomotives has been found to have a destructive effect, and
while this may have been a slight contributing factor in the cases of

tunnels, the most notable cases where deterioration can be ascribed to this

cause are of overhead bridges, either having solid slab floors or steel

encased in concrete ; low overhead clearance will intensify the effect and
the action of seepage will also contribute to the deterioration.

Abrasive action of clam shell buckets, such as used in cinder pits, and
of ice and other floating objects will also come under this classification,

and, in the presence of other adverse factors, will hasten the destructive

effect. These latter factors together with wave action itself are undoubtedly

responsible to some extent for deterioration of sea coast structures.

The third general cause, which is shown as of a thermal nature, might

also in some instances be called meteorological, especially in the case of

freezing.

The first sub-factor, heat, as a contributing cause to deterioration, is

exemplified in conditions that prevail in cinder pits, where the concrete is

subjected to frequent and extreme variations of temperature. It is prob-

able that this thermal action in itself would have a deleterious effect on the

concrete, but the destructive effect is usually hastened by chemical and

mechanical action.

With regard to freezing, it is difficult to definitely establish cases

where this alone has caused deterioration in well-made concrete. Where
initial deterioration has set in from some other cause, freezing will, 6f

course, continue the destructive action.
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Seepage of water is probably one of the worst enemies of concrete and

is a large contributing factor in many cases of deterioration. It is the

action of the seepage which permits other factors to exercise their adverse

effect, although of itself, it is not particularly destructive. Usually seepage

occurs from the back of the masonry, although moisture may enter the

body of the concrete through hairline cracks. In such case, the destructive

effect will be most marked in reinforced concrete where rusting and corro-

sion is started.

In this connection, it should be noted that seepage will usually indicate

lack of density, which may be due to poor workmanship, poor proportion-

ing or from some other cause, such as construction joints or difficult condi-

tions of placing. The porosity may, however, occur only in one spot and

it must be recognized that with the human element always present there

will be some variation in the quality of concrete produced.

Protective measures have been adopted for resistance to attack by the

various agencies above cited, but the degree of success obtained by these

already used in a number of cases cannot as yet be definitely determined.

Where the concrete is attacked by some exterior agency, such as acid water

or gas, sea water, or the abrasive action of ice or locomotive blast, the

concrete may be surfaced with a protective material less subject to the

destructive action. This has been done in tunnels by placing hard-burned

brick in front of the concrete and at other structures a sheathing of timber

or stone has been used. The placing of a coating with a cement gun will

also create a hard dense surface which will, to a large extent, resist the

destructive action. This latter expedient has been very successfully used

in several cases of overhead bridges where the original concrete had

suffered serious deterioration. Considerable effort is also being made to

obtain a hard and impermeable surface by use of surface washes and

integral compounds, but to date results obtained are somewhat uncertain,

and it is probable that sufficient care used in obtaining a dense concrete

would bring about a more desirable result.

In cases where the initial deterioration is due to seepage, the remedy

would seem to lie in the proper waterproofing of the structure or in the

proper designing to permit a speedy escape of the water before it enters

the body of the concrete. While this is entirely practicable for structures

such as bridges and arches, it constitutes a difficult problem in long tunnels.

A case for which it is also difficult to provide a remedy is presented •

by concrete cinder pits. The combined action of heat, abrasion and acid

water will attack a structure of almost any type and apparently the only

action to be taken is to provide for a sufficiently heavy and strong design

to resist the destructive agencies for a maximum period.

As this subject covers only factors which enter into the deterioration

of concrete, the Committee has not recommended remedies, the protective

measures as cited being given primarily as a matter of information ; how-

ever, the Committee wishes to again emphasize its belief that deterioration

may be lessened to a considerable extent, and in some cases altogether

avoided, by the closest possible adherence to the best practice in concrete

design and construction.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Sub-Committee (4) of the Masonry Committee is collecting informa-

tion to assist in determining the factors causing deterioration of concrete

structures. They have already considerable data concerning the damage to

structures in sea water, but desire also to secure information as to other

structures which are deteriorating under service conditions besides those

subjected to action of sea water.

In compiling cases of this kind, they wish to study only those involving

structures built in accordance with accepted practice at the time of their

construction and eliminate cases of defective workmanship and poor mate-

rials from consideration.

The factors causing damage will be either chemical or mechanical or

a combination of both ; among contributing causes may be abrasion, absorp-

tion, rusting of reinforcement, temperature variation, frost action, inade-

quate drainage, action of acid or alkali, construction joints, failure to

provide in the design of structure for the proper protection of the concrete

surface, extreme temperatures, improper hydration, and other agencies.

If you have any concrete structures suffering deterioration, the Com-
mittee would ask that you give the following particulars in regard to same

:

1. Structure number.
2. Location.

3. Kind of structure.

4. Date built or approximate age.

5. Nature of deterioration.

6. Extent of same.
7. When was deterioration first noticed?
8. What cause do you attribute condition to?
9. What remedial measures have been employed or are pro-

posed ?

10. State fully the surrounding service conditions and any
injurious influences to which the structure is subjected.
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Appendix B

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ART OF MAKING CONCRETE

C. P. Richardson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. A. Howard, S. A.

Jordan, J. E. Freeman, D. A. Tomlinson.

During the past four years the Committee has presented information

relative to the more important developments in the art of making concrete,

and in this connection has submitted data showing the results of extensive

laboratory tests.

The more important developments relate in greater part to the factors

of strength and uniformity of concrete work. These may be summarized

as follows

:

1

.

Quantity of mixing water, and its relation to the resultant

strength of concrete, with a discussion of the "water-cement
ratio."

2. - Uses of the slump test and the flow table.

3. Time of mixing and the speed of rotation of mixing drum,
and their relation to the strength of concrete.

4. Sieve analysis and its uses.

5. Colorimetric test for sand and its uses.

6. Effect of proper curing conditions upon the strength and dur-
ability of concrete.

Users of concrete, as a general rule, have given careful attention to

laboratory tests and the advice issued by the laboratory, but when on the

work it is often noted that there is an inclination to return to their usual

practice, which, from past experience, seemed satisfactory. The entire dis-

regard of such advice often leads to inferior work, but on account of the

relatively small number of tests of field concrete generally made, the

results of such inferior work are not, as a rule, impressed upon the memory
of the user at the time the work is underway, and for this reason, the

matter generally escapes his attention.

This condition is, without doubt, due to the fact that prior to com-

paratively recent years, concreting processes have been developed through

years of practice in the field and without the aid of the laboratory, and

inasmuch as many engineers have, in the past, felt that any laboratory

methods had a tendency to add nonessential refinements in some parts

of the work, if not add unnecessary expense, they have appeared somewhat
hesitant in making any great variations from their usual practices.

In recent years, however, the rapidly increasing use of concrete for all

classes of masonry now demands an intensive investigation of the economics

of its design and construction, and the advancement in the art gained

from laboratory studies must be given cognizance by every engineer en-

gaged in the use of concrete. .

Reference will be made to a number of recent projects which have been

noted, as of particular interest in this connection.

The wide publicity given to the injurious effect of excess mixing

water has led to a reduction in the quantity of mixing water used, and
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a gradual adoption of the slump test as a means of controlling the water

content. Similarly, the colorimetric test for organic impurities in sands

is extensively used and more attention being given to modern methods in

connection with the care of concrete during the hardening period.

An increasing number of specifications for concrete pavements now
contain clauses providing for the use of the slump test and the limiting

of the slump to a small amount (usually less than 2 in.), the specifications

of 15 state highway departments having been noted as requiring this test.

Similarly, many highway specifications include the use of the colorimetric

test and a protection during the early hardening period, either by cover-

ing the pavement with damp sand or by flooding it with water.

Tests for the grading of aggregates and the determination of economic

proportions are also coming into use and are of great value.

In the concrete road construction of the Utah Highway Commission,

the quantity of water is strictly limited and the consistency regulated by

the Slump Test. All sand is subjected to the colorimetric test before use.

Screen analyses are frequently made of all aggregates and the proportions

are changed accordingly. The proportions are varied to get the greatest

strength from a given cement content (1.7 bbl.) per cubic yard of concrete,

in place of the more usual practice of maintaining a uniform strength.

The strength of the concrete obtained has averaged between 4,000 lb. and

6,000 lb. per sq. in. at 28 days.

The Iowa Highway Commission limits the quantity of mixing water

used in concrete road construction and varies the proportions in accord-

ance with the grading of the aggregates used. Slump tests and sieve analyses

of aggregates are made several times a day on each job. A concrete hav-

ing a strength of 3,500 lb. per sq. in. at six months is desired, and it is re-

ported that for the entire year 1920, the average strength obtained by

the test specimens taken in the field was 4,200 lb. at six months, or 20 per

cent, above the requirements. The minimum strength was 3,700 lb. and the

maximum 4,600 lb.

The State Highway Engineer of Nevada reports that "the new propor-

tion of material from Lahotan Plant enabled us to use our entire output,

thus saving approximately one-sixth of the material which we had to

dispose of in some other manner, and also the new mix with the reduced

water content increased our unit strength from 2000 lb. to 3000 lb. at once."

The Bridge Department of the Maine Highway Commission is con-

tracting for concrete on a strength basis and with unit prices rather than

lump-sum bids. Specifications dated May, 1921, specify four classes of

concrete for culverts and bridges, viz.,

Grade 28 Day Compressive Strength
A 3000
B 2300
C '. 1700

D 1200

Compressive strength is determined from an average of five tests, made
from concrete cylinders molded from concrete taken from the middle of

batches, and at such intervals as directed by the engineer.
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In the placing of 410,000 cubic yards of concrete in canals, dams and

power-houses, on the Queenston-Chippewa project (*) in a period of 13

months, the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario limited the

quantity of mixing water, used the Slump Test, maintained given water-

cement ratios, studied the grading of the aggregate, and varied the pro-

portions from time to time to fit conditions.

Sand from several different sources was used. The pit sand was found

to have an average fineness modulus of 2.7 and the lake sand 3.2. Mainly

because of this difference in grading, the pit sand required about one-

half bag of cement more per cubic yard of concrete than the lake sand,

to attain the same results under identical conditions. Crushed rock from

the canal excavation was used as coarse aggregate. Its grading was prac-

tically uniform.

Fig. 1

—

Slump Test Being Made of Concrete Used in the Construction

of an Apartment Hotel, Chicago, III. Test Shows a Slump of 5H in.

Four classes of concrete were used. Class A was of such quality as

to have a strength of 2500 lb. per sq. in. at 28 days when tested according

to methods essentially the same as those of the A.S.T.M. Classes B, C
and D concrete were required to have strength of 2000, 1500 and 1000 lb.

per sq. in., respectively, under the same conditions. This requirement made
it necessary for field forces to regulate materials, proportions and con-

struction methods, so as to obtain concrete of the desired quality.

The grading of sand was inspected at the source of supply, inspectors

being provided with sieves, and sand not meeting specifications was re-

jected. Other inspectors at each concrete plant made further tests and had

authority to change the proportions within limits specified by the Chief In-

*Engineering News-Record of April 6 and April 13, 1922. Articles by A. C. D.
Blanchard and R. B. Young.
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spector, as required by the grading of the aggregates.

The field laboratory was equipped with a 100-ton hydraulic compression

machine of simple and inexpensive design, and the usual equipment of

sieves, scales and miscellaneous apparatus for testing aggregates. Space

was also provided for the storage of concrete test cylinders during the

curing period.

In 1921, the Canada Cement Company contracted a ten-story rein-

forced concrete office building, with exterior of cast stone (precast

concrete units). It was specified that the concrete in columns must show
a strength of 3000 lb. per sq. in. at 28 days, and the concrete in the floor

slabs, beams, etc., 2500 lb.

In the construction of a concrete office building of the Canada Cement

Company, Montreal, Canada, the slump test was used throughout the work
to check the consistency of the concrete. A relatively stiff mixture was

used, the average slump being only 4 in., the minimum being 2 in. and

the maximum 8 in.

As will be noted, the information submitted pertains to the general

uses of concrete rather than that pertaining directly to the railroads. This,

however, does not evidence any lack of appreciation of the development

work now being done by a number of railway companies. The Com-
mittee contemplates a review of this work during the coming year.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The Committee on Iron and Steel Structures respectfully presents

herewith its annual report to the Association.

Subject No. 1—Revision of the Manual.

The following changes in the General Specifications for Steel Rail-

way Bridges, 1920, are recommended

:

Article 48—Change to read: The gross area of the compression

flanges of plate girders and rolled beams shall not be less than the gross

area of the tension flanges, but the stress per square inch of gross area

shall not exceed

I

16000-150— in which
b

I = the length of the unsupported flange between lateral connections

or knee braces.

b= the flange width.

Article 67—Change the third sentence to read : In main members,

the length of the end stay plates shall be not less than \Y\ times the

distance between the lines of rivets connecting them to the outer flanges,

and the length of intermediate stay plates shall be not less than three-

quarters of that distance.

Article 69—Change the last sentence to read : The thickness shall be

made as required by Article 38, in which / shall be taken as the distance

between connections of the lacing to the main sections.

Article 74—Change to read: Abutting joints in compression members

faced for bearing shall have all component parts spliced. The gross area

143
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o! the splice material shall be not less than 50 per cent, of the gross area

of the smaller member. In determining the number of rivets in compres-

sion splices, the stress in the splice material shall be taken as 16,000 lb. per

square inch of gross area.

Article 213—Change to read : Holes in other material more than

Yi, inch thick shall be drilled.

Subject No. 2—General Specifications for the Erection of Steel Railway

Bridges.

The Specifications, Appendix A, are submitted as a conclusion for

printing in the Manual, replacing the part under the heading "Specifica-

tions for the Erection of Railway Bridges."

The Specifications in preliminary' form were printed in Bulletin No.

240, submitted to the convention in 1922, and printed in the Proceedings,

Vol. 23. Suggestions and constructive criticisms were invited and a num-

ber received. These were carefully considered in the final revision.

Subject No. 3—Classification of Bridges.

The report, Appendix B, is submitted as information. This subject

was assigned to the Committee in 1918, at that time being combined with

the subject of Rules and Unit Stresses for Rating the Capacity of Exist-

ing Bridges. The Committee submitted a report in 1921 on Rules and

Unit Stresses for Rating Existing Bridges, carefully pointing out that the

report did not cover Classification of Bridges. That report was adopted

by the Association for printing in the Manual.

The report on Classification submitted herewith is the result of careful

study by the Committee and it is submitted for the purpose of inviting

discussion and comments by members of the Association and others.

Such discussions will be considered in the revision of the report which the

Committee will submit for adoption next year.

Subject No. 4—Specifications for Turntables and Turntable Pits.

The Committee reports progress on this subject and recommends its

continuation, and that the title be changed to Specifications for the De-

sign of Turntables.

Subject No. 5—Specifications for Steel Highway Bridges.

The Specifications, Appendix C, are submitted as information.

This subject was assigned to the Committee in 1921. The Association

had recognized the necessity for Specifications for Steel Highway Bridges,

comparable with the Association's Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges,

adapted to the live loads represented by modern power driven trucks and

heavy road machinery, and embodying the latest approved practice in the

design and fabrication of structures of this type. The Specifications sub-

mitted are a departure in some respects from previous specifications, and

mark a distinct advance in this field.

Following the established practice of this Committee in reporting new

and comprehensive specifications, they are submitted as information, to
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be placed before the engineering profession through the Bulletin and the

Proceedings, allowing at least one year for trial, suggestion, and criticism,

before recommending for adoption as a conclusion.

Subject No. 6—Electric Welding of Connections in Steel Structures.

Subject No. 7—Rules for Lighting Bridges, and Regulations and Sig-

nals for Operating Movable Bridges.

Subject No. 8—Economics of Maintenance of Bridges, including

Equipment for that Purpose.

Subject No. 9—Rules for Field Inspection of Existing Bridges.

Subject No. 10—Investigation and Tests of I-Beams Connected in

Groups by Diaphragms and Bracing, from which Conclusions

may be drawn and Good Practice in Designing Established.

Subject No. 11—Tests and Study of the Behavior of Bridge Pins.

Subject No. 12—Column Tests.

The Committee recommends the continuation of Subjects No. 6 to

No. 12, inclusive.

Considerable progress has been made on Subjects No. 7 and No. 9.

On each of the other five subjects the plan of work has been outlined in

preparation for active work by the subcommittee.

Subject No. 13—Outline of Work.

The Committee recommends reassignment of the following subjects in

the form given

:

I. Study the Manual and submit proposed revisions thereof.

3. Continue the study and submit final report on classification ol

bridges.

4. Continue the study and submit final report, if practicable, on

specifications for the design of turntables.

5. Continue the study and report on specifications for steel highway

bridges.

6. Continue the study and report on the electric welding of connec-

tions in steel structures.

7. Collaborate with Committee on Signals and Interlocking on rules

for lighting bridges and uniform code of regulations and signals for the

operation of drawbridges, and submit report.

8. Study and report on the economics of maintenance of railway

bridges, including equipment for that purpose.

9. Submit rules for field inspection of existing bridges.

10. Make investigations and tests and report on I-beams connected

in groups by diaphragms and bracing from which conclusions may be

drawn and good practice in designing established.

II. Make tests and a study of the behavior of bridge pins and sub-

mit report.

12. Continue study and report on column tests.
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13. Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the en-

suing year.

The following new subjects are recommended:

1. Make a report on methods of waterproofing and drainage of solid

floor bridges as a preliminary to the drafting of specifications.

2. Submit report on specifications for structural steel frames for

railway buildings other than office buildings and apartment houses.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Iron and Steel Structures,

O. F. Dalstrom, Chairman.

Appendix A

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ERECTION OF
STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES

For Fixed Spans Less Than 300 Feet in Length

1923

J. A. Bohland, Chairman; W. R. Edwards,

M. F. Clements, J. M. Salmon,

Thomas Earle, G. E. Tebbetts,

Subcommittee.

Foreword

These Specifications lay down general rules for erection, with specific

instructions covering work ordinarily encountered in railway bridge erec-

tion. For work of a special nature, or work to be done under unusual con-

ditions, they may be modified to adapt them to the special requirements.

They are intended for a guide in erection by railway company forces as

well as for a basis for contracts.
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Information to Be Given Bidders
Article

1

.

A copy of the agreement form 1

2. A set of general and design plans of the proposed structure, with

estimated quantities 5

3. A plan or description of the structure to be replaced, with esti-

mated quantities 2

4. A statement showing the name of, and distance to, the station

where the material will be delivered, whether loaded or un-

loaded, the nature and amount of traffic, and the side-track

and storage facilities to be furnished to the Contractor 6

5. What transportation will be furnished?

6. What work train service will be furnished? 25

7. Will conductor or pilot service be furnished ? 23

8. What rolling equipment will be furnished ? 24

9. Shall the Contractor furnish and place the falsework? 8

10. Shall the Contractor frame and place the timber deck, etc? 17

11. Shall the Contractor place the track rails and tie-plates? 17

12. Will the old structure be scrapped or re-erected? 20

13. Shall the Contractor load the falsework material and material from

old structure on cars for shipment or pile it at the site? 20

14. The probable date when the structure will be ready for erection.

15. Shall the bidder furnish a brief description of the method of

erection he proposes to follow ?

16. Shall the field painting be done by the Contractor? .19
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ERECTION OF
STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES

For Fixed Spans Less Than 300 Feet in Length

1923

Definitions of Terms.

1. The term "Engineer" refers to the Chief Engineer of the Com-
pany or his subordinates in authority. The term "Inspector" refers to the

Inspector or Inspectors representing the Company. The term "Com-
pany" refers to the Railway Company or Railroad Company party to the

agreement. The term "Contractor" refers to the erection contractor

party to the agreement.

Work to Be Done.

2. The Contractor shall erect the metal work, make all connection?

and adjustments, remove the old structure and falsework, and do all

work required to complete the bridge or bridges, as covered by the agree-

ment, in accordance with the plans and these specifications.

Drawings to Govern.

3. Where the drawings and the specifications differ, the drawings

shall govern.

Plant.

4. The Contractor shall provide all tools, machinery, and appliances,

including drift pins and fitting up bolts, necessary for the expeditious

handling of the work. The Contractor shall protect the Company against

claims on account of patented devices or parts used by him on the work.

Plans.

5. The Company will furnish complete detail plans for the bridge or

bridges to be erected, including shop details, camber diagrams, erection

diagrams, match-marking diagrams, list of field rivets and bolts, and copy

of shipping statements showing a full list of parts and weights.

Delivery of Materials.

6. The Contractor shall receive all materials entering into the finished

structure, free of charge at the place designated, loaded or unloaded, as

specified in the information given bidders.

Handling and Storing Materials.

7. The Contractor shall unload material promptly upon delivery,

otherwise he. shall be responsible for demurrage charges. Stored material

shall be piled securely outside the tracks, and no material shall be placed

closer than six feet to the near rail. Material shall be placed on skids,

above the ground. It shall be kept clean and properly drained. Girders

and beams shall be placed upright and shored. Long members, such as
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Handling and Storing Materials.

columns and chords, shall be supported on skids placed near enough to-

gether to prevent injury from deflection. The Contractor shall check all

material turned over to him against shipping lists and report promptly

in writing any shortage or injury discovered. He will be held responsible

for the loss of any material while in his care, or for any damage1

resulting

from his work.

Falsework.

8. Unless otherwise provided, the Contractor shall prepare and

submit to the Engineer for approval, plans for falsework, or for changes

in an existing structure necessary for maintaining traffic. The false-

work shall be properly designed and substantially constructed and main-

tained for the loads which will come upon it. Approval of the Con-

tractor's plans shall not be considered as relieving the Contractor of any

responsibility. Temporary structures or falsework placed by the Com-

pany, if suitable, may be used by the Contractor.

Masonry.

9. The Company will construct the masonry to correct lines and

elevations, and will establish the lines and elevations required by the

Contractor for setting the steel.

Bearings and Anchorage.

10. Bed plates, bolsters, and shoes shall be set level in exact position.

They shall be given full and even bearing by setting them on a layer of

Portland cement mortar or dry cement, or by tightly ramming in rust

cement after blocking them accurately in position, as directed by the

Engineer.

11. The Contractor shall drill the holes and set the anchor bolts,

except where the bolts are built into the masonry. The bolts shall be

set accurately and fixed with Portland cement grout completely filling the

holes.

Methods and Equipment.

12. Before starting work, the Contractor shall advise the Engineer

fully as to the method he proposes to follow, and the amount and charac-

ter of equipment he proposes to use, which shall be subject to the

approval of the Engineer. The approval of the Engineer shall not be

considered as relieving the Contractor of the responsibility for the safety

of his method or equipment or from carrying out the work in full accord-

ance with the plans and specifications. No work shall be done without

the sanction of the Engineer.

Assembling Steel.

13. All parts shall be accurately assembled as shown on the plans

and any match-marks carefully followed. The material shall be carefully

handled so that no parts will be bent, broken or otherwise damaged. Ham-
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Assembling Steel.

mering which will injure or distort the members will not be permitted.

Bearing surfaces and surfaces to be in permanent contact shall be cleaned

just before the members are assembled. Unless erected by the cantilever

method, truss spans shall be erected on blocking so placed as to give the

trusses proper camber until all tension chord splices are fully riveted and

all other truss connections pinned and bolted. Rivets in splices of butt

joints in compression members shall not be driven until the span has been

swung. Splices and field connections shall have one-half of the holes

filled with bolts and cylindrical erection pins (half bolts and half pins)

before riveting. Splices and connections carrying traffic during erection

shall have three-fourths of the holes so filled.

Fitting up bolts shall be of the same nominal diameter as the rivets,

and the cylindrical erection pins shall be s^-inch larger.

Rireting.

14. Riveting preferably shall be done with pneumatic riveters and

buckers. Rivets larger than ^6-inch in diameter shall not be driven by

hand. Connections shall be accurately and securely fitted up before the

rivets are driven. Light drifting will be permitted to draw the parts

together, but drifting to match unfair holes will not be permitted. Unfair

holes shall be reamed or drilled. Rivets shall be heated to a light cherry

color, and in driving shall be upset to completely fill the holes. Heads shall

be full and symmetrical, and concentric with the shank, and shall have full

bearing all around. They shall be of the same shape and size as the heads

of the shop rivets. Rivets shall be tight and shall grip the connected

parts securely together. No recupping or caulking will be permitted.

Rivets shall not be overheated or burned. In removing rivets, the sur-

rounding metal shall not be injured; if necessary, rivets shall be drilled

out. Cup faced dollies, fitting the head closely to insure good bearing,

shall be used.

Bolted Connections.

15. In bolted connections, bolts shall be drawn up tight and threads

burred.

Pin Connections.

16. Pilot and driving nuts shall be used in driving pins. They will

be furnished by the Company and shall be returned to the Company
on completion of the work. Pin nuts shall be screwed up tight and

threads burred.

Deck.

17. Where so specified, the ties, guard timbers, guard rails, fire

decking, concrete decking, waterproofing, ballast, and deck planking, and

the track rails and tie plates, shall be placed by the Contractor. The

timber deck shall be placed in accordance with the Company's plans. If

treated timber is used, the Company will deliver it properly framed to
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Deck.

the Contractor. If untreated, it shall be framed by the Contractor. The
ties shall be framed to give a full and even bearing on the girders and

under the rails. The guard timbers shall be dapped and framed to a

snug fit over the ties and fastened as shown on the plans. If necessary

to do any framing or cutting of treated timber, the resulting surfaces

shall be given a brush treatment with wood preservative, as directed by

the Engineer. Where concrete decking is used, or waterproofing is re-

quired, the specifications therefor will be furnished by the Company.

Misfits.

18. Corrections of minor misfits and a reasonable amount of ream-

ing and cutting of excess stock from rivets will be considered a legitimate

part of the erection. Any error in shop work which prevents the proper

assembling and fitting up of parts by the moderate use of drift pins or a

moderate amount of reaming and slight chipping or cutting, shall im-

mediately be reported to the Inspector, and his approval of the method of

correction obtained. The correction shall be made in the presence of the

Inspector, who will check the time and material. The Contractor shall

render within thirty days an itemized bill for such work of correction

for the approval of the Engineer.

Painting.

19. The heads of field rivets shall be given a coat of the shop paint

by the Contractor. This painting shall not be done until the Inspector has

examined the rivets and found them satisfactory. The tops of stringers

and girders which are to carry ties shall be given one coat of field paint.

If the field painting is to be done by the Contractor, the specifications

therefor will be furnished by the Company.

Removal of Old Structure and Falsework.

20. The Contractor shall dismantle the old structure and falsework

and load the material on cars for shipment, or pile it neatly at a site

immediately adjacent to the tracks, at an elevation convenient for future

handling, as directed by the Engineer. When the old structure is of iron

or steel and is to be used again, it shall be dismantled without unnecessary

damage and the parts match-marked.

21. The Contractor shall remove the piling to the surface of the

ground, and all debris and refuse resulting from his work, leaving the

premises in good condition.

Superintendence and Workmen.

22. During the entire progress of the work the Contractor shall have

a competent foreman or superintendent in personal charge of the work.

Instructions given to the foreman or superintendent shall be considered

as given to the Contractor. All work shall be done by skilled, competent

workmen.
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Interference With Traffic.

23. The Contractor shall conduct his work in such a manner that

the track, while in service, will be safe and clear for the passage of

trains. Tracks shall be disturbed or removed for the prosecution of

the work during such times only as allowed by the Company. While the

Contractor is actively engaged in the erection, trains will be required to

approach the bridge prepared to come to a stop before crossing and will

proceed only on signal. During the time the Contractor operates his

equipment on the tracks or has occasion to make the tracks unsafe for

the operation of trains, his operations will be in charge of a conductor

or pilot who will arrange and control the train movements.

Company Equipment.

24. When the agreement provides that the Company shall furnish

equipment to the Contractor, such as flat cars, water cars, bunk cars, etc.,

the Contractor shall repair all damage to such equipment furnished for

his use and return it in as good condition as when he received it.

Work Train Service.

25. When, under the agreement, work train or engine service is fur-

nished the Contractor without charge, the Contractor shall state in his

bid the number of days such service will be required. Any excess over

the time specified in this bid shall be paid for by the Contractor at the

Company's schedule of rates.

Risk.

26. The Contractor shall be responsible for loss of or damage to

materials, for all damage to persons or property, and for casualties

of every description caused by his operations during the progress of the

work. Injuries or losses due to events beyond the control of the Con-

tractor shall not be borne by him unless they occurred because of his

dilator}- methods in handling the work, extending the time beyond the

time limit designated in the agreement.

Inspection.

27. The work shall be subject at all times to inspection by the

Engineer.

Laws and Permits.

28. The Contractor shall comply with Federal, State and local laws,

regulations and ordinances, and shall obtain at his own expense the neces-

sary permits for his operations.
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1. The classification of a bridge, as herein determined, is based on

the heaviest moving load which may be operated over it in regular

service for a limited time without subjecting it to such severe stresses,

vibration, or wear of parts as seriously to impair its safety or service-

ability.

2. Iron and steel bridges shall be classified according to their rated

carrying capacity as determined by the "Rules and Unit Stresses for

Rating Existing Bridges" adopted by the American Railway Engineering

Association in 1921, page 787 of the Manual, 1921.

Division of Subject.

3. The work of classifying bridges consists of three steps:

(A) The determination of the capacity and rating of the bridges.

(B) The determination in corresponding terms of the effect and

rating of each type and size of engine or other equipment

used, in order that the territorial operating limits of each

class of equipment may be assigned.

(C) The presentation of such data in form convenient for the

operating personnel.

(A) RATING OF BRIDGES

Plans and Records.

(a) Complete plans and records of each bridge shall be kept on file.

Where no plans exist, field measurements shall be made and record plans

prepared.

Bridge Sketches.

(b) For ready reference, a sketch, or line diagram of each bridge

shall be prepared.

Record of Bridge Material.

(c) The records shall show the material of which each bridge is

composed. If necessary, the character of the material shall be determined

from small specimens obtained in the field.
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Assignment of Ratings.

(d) Each bridge shall be calculated on the basis of the rating rules

and specification loading in effect. The strength of each member, includ-

ing connections and other details, shall be determined and the capacity of

the bridge ascertained. The bridge shall then be given a rating corre-

sponding to the rating of its weakest member.

Filing of Calculations.

(e) The calculations shall be made in permanent form and filed for

future reference.

Bridge Lists.

(f) Lists of all bridges shall be prepared* showing for each bridge

the identifying number or name, location, lengths and number of spans,

type, number of tracks carried, material of which composed, date built,

and capacity.

(B) RATING OF EQUIPMENT

Line Diagrams of Engines.

(a) A line diagram of each engine shall be obtained and filed for

reference. Such diagram shall show the axle loads and wheel spacing of

the engine and tender, and the distance between the tender and the follow-

ing engine when double-headed.

Moments and Shears.

(b) The effect of each engine with its train load shall be ascertained

by calculating the bending moments and shears. The calculations shall

be based on an arrangement of loads similar to that used in the specifica-

tions; that is, if the specification loading provides for double-heading, the

calculations shall be made on that basis.

Relation of Loads to Specification Loading.

(c) For each span length for which moments and shears are de-

termined, the effect of the load in terms of the specification loading shall

be obtained.

Engine Rating.

(d) The rating of the engine for operating purposes shall be expressed

in terms of the engine for which the bridges are rated, and for that span

length on which it produces its maximum effect.

List of Engine Ratings.

(e) The rating of an engine may be lower on a particular bridge than

its rating for operating purposes if its rating for the span length of that

bridge is lower than for the span length on which it produces its maximum
effect. For that reason a list of engines should be prepared, giving for each

engine its number, class, type, total weight, rating for operating purposes,

and rating for each span length.
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(C) FORM OF PRESENTATION

Common Standard for Rating.

(a) Following the procedure outlined will result in assigning to each

bridge and to each engine a rating based on a common standard.

Cooper Series as the Common Standard.

(b) The long use of the Cooper series as a standard of railroad bridge

loading has already imparted to the operating personnel the significance

of an operating condition involving engine loadings expressed in such

terms. For this reason the Cooper series is adopted as the common
standard.

Form for Use of Operating Department.

(c) The ratings of the various lines shall be shown by means of a

diagrammatic map, or arranged geographically in a table, or both ; the

rating of each engine shall be listed.

Special Cases.

(d) Special conditions involving particular bridges on a lfne or the

operation of special engines in certain territories, may be covered by the

use of the asterisk or other symbols calling attention to exceptions to a

general rule.

Rating of Foreign Engines.

(e) Frequently questions are raised in regard to the movement of

foreign engines over a line. The approximate ratings of such engines

can readily be determined, if similar engines have previously been rated.
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Foreword

The purpose of the Committee in writing these specifications was

to formulate specific and detailed rules for the design and manufacture of

steel highway bridges, as a guide to both the designer and the shop,

rather than to confine the specifications to a statement of principles or to

limit them to rules defining the duties of the contractor. The intention

was to describe the best practice and to advance the causes of good

design and workmanship.

There have been kept in mind particularly the requirements of high-

way bridges which must be built by railways, or in the design and con-

struction of which railways must participate, but the specifications are

intended to be comprehensive enough to apply to highway bridges in

general.

The loadings, clearances, widths, and some of the minor features of

design reflect the requirements of present-day vehicles using the highways,

and while it is recognized that the character of highway traffic is chang-

ing rapidly, it is believed that the bridges designed under these rules will

be safe for any traffic reasonably to be expected on highways of the

different classes.

State or municipal laws or local conditions may require loadings or

unit stresses different from those set forth herein. To the extent that

such requirements are more severe they must of course be followed, and

that can be done without setting aside any of these rules which are not

inconsistent therewith. To the extent that these rules are more severe

than the requirements of local laws, these rules should be followed in

the interests of good design and construction. It is hoped that the

influence of these specifications will help along the tendency toward uni-

formity in legislative requirements.

Many of the paragraphs on design, materials and workmanship are

identical with those of the General Specifications for Steel Railway

Bridges, 1920, of the American Railway Engineering Association, and

others have been modified slightly to suit the special conditions of highway

bridges. It is recognized that highway bridges for modern heavy motor

truck traffic should be on an equality with railway bridges in the matters

of unit stresses, details of design, materials and workmanship and should

differ only in the matters of loads and methods of applying and carrying

the traffic.
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(1) PROP'OSALS AND DRAWINGS

Definitions of Terms.

1. The term "Engineer" refers to the Chief Engineer of the Company
or his subordinates in authority. The term "Inspector" refers to the

inspector or inspectors representing the Company. The term "Company"
refers to the Railway Company or Railroad Company party to the agree-

ment. The term "Contractor" refers to the manufacturing or fabricating

contractor party to the agreement.

Proposals.

2. Bidders shall submit proposals conforming to the terms in the

letter of invitation. The proposals preferably shall be based on plans

and specifications furnished by the Company, showing the general dimen-

sions necessary for designing the structure, the stresses and the general

or *typical details. Invitations covering work to be designed or erected by

the Contractor shall state the general conditions at the site, such as spacing

of tracks either upon or under the bridge, character of foundations, exist-

ing bridges and adjacent buildings, traffic conditions, etc.

Drawings to Govern.

3. Where the drawings and the specifications differ, the drawings

shall govern.

Patented Devices.

4. The Contractor shall protect the Company against claims on ac-

count of patented devices or parts proposed by him.

Drawings.

5. After the contract has been awarded and before any work is com-

menced, the Contractor shall submit to the Engineer for approval duplicate

prints of stress sheets and shop drawings, unless such drawings shall have

been prepared by the Company. The tracings of these drawings shall be

the property of and be delivered to the Company after the completion of

the contract. Shop drawings shall be made on the dull side of the tracing

cloth, 24 by 36 inches in size, including margins. The margin at the left

end shall be 1^4 inches wide, and the others V2 inch. The title shall be

in the lower right-hand corner. No changes shall be made on any ap-

proved drawing without the consent, in writing, of the Engineer.

6. The Contractor shall be responsible for the correctness of his

drawings, and for shop fits and field connections, although the drawings

may have been approved by the Engineer.

7. Any material ordered by the Contractor prior to the approval of

the drawings shall be at his risk.
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(2) GENERAL FEATURES "OF DESIGN

Materials Used.

8. Structures shall he made wholly of structural steel except as

otherwise specified. Cast steel preferably shall be used for shoes and

bearings. Cast iron may be used only where specifically authorized by

the Engineer.

Types of Bridges.

9. The different types of bridges may be used as follows:

Rolled beams for spans up to 45 feet.

Plate girders or riveted lattice girders for spans from 30 to

125 feet.

Riveted trusses for spans from 100 feet to 300 feet.

Pin-connected trusses for spans from 150 feet to 300 feet.

Number of Trusses.

10. Preferably through spans shall have only two trusses or girders.

Dimensions for Calculation.

11. The dimensions for the calculation of stresses shall be as follows:

Span Length

For trusses, girders and rolled beams, the distance center to center

of end bearings.

For floor beams, the distance center to center of trusses or girders.

For stringers, the distance center to center of floor beams.

Depth

For riveted trusses, the distance between centers of gravity of chord

sections.

For pin-connected trusses, the distance center to center of chord pins.

For plate girders, floor beams and stringers, the distance between

centers of gravity of the flanges, but not to exceed the distance

back to back of the flange angles.

Spacing of Trusses, Girders and Floor Beams.

12. The width center to center of trusses or girders shall be suf-

ficient to prevent overturning under the assumed lateral loading. Pane!

lengths shall not exceed \ l/2 times the width center to center of trusses

or girders.

Clearances.

13. For bridges carrying primary highway or electric street railway

traffic, the minimum clearances shall be not less than shown on the

diagram, Fig. 1. The distance from the center line of a tangent street

railway track to the clearance line shallbe not less than 6 feet. If the align-

ment of street railway tracks on the bridge is curved, the lateral clearance

shall be increased so as to provide the same minimum clearance for a car
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General Features of Design—Loads.

56 feet long, 9 feet 6 inches wide, 13 feet high and 36 feet center to center

of trucks, allowance being made for curvature of track.

14. For bridges carrying secondary highway traffic, the minimum
clearances shall be as shown in Fig. 2.

15. At least 10 feet clear width of roadway shall be provided for each

line of traffic to be carried.
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Guards.

16. Where not otherwise determined, or provided by law, there shall

be a curb 9 inches high on each side of the roadway. The end posts and

web members of trusses shall be protected against injury from truck

bodies by two lines of continuous metal guards placed respectively 3 feet

and 5 feet from the top of the roadway.

Spacing of Tracks.

17. The spacing of street railway tracks shall be not less than 10

feet center to center.

Ambiguity of Stress.

18. Structures shall be so designed as to avoid, as far as practicable,

ambiguity in the determination of the stresses.

(3) LOADS
Loads.

19. The structures shall be proportioned for the following loads

:

a. The dead load.

b. The live load.

c. The impact or dynamic effect of the live load.

d. The lateral loads and forces.

20. Members shall be proportioned for that combination of stresses

which gives the maximum total stress, except as otherwise provided.

Dead Load.

21. The dead load shall consist of the estimated weight of the entire

suspended structure. In computing the dead load, the following units are

to be used:

Ballast 120 lb. per cu. ft.

Concrete, plain or rein forced 1501b. per cu. ft.

Earth ' 100 lb. per cu. ft.
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Loads.

Pavement, other than wood block 150 lb. per cu. ft.

Pavement, creosoted wood block 75 lb. per cu. ft.

Timber, treated or untreated A l/2 lb. per F. B. M.
Rails and fastenings 150 lb. per ft. of track

Live Loads. »

22. The live load shall consist of motor trucks followed by a uni-

form load on the roadways, and a uniform load on the sidewalks, as speci-

fied herein. In calculating the stresses produced by trucks, the truck loads

shall be considered applied as follows

:

Clear Widths Lines of

of Roadway Trucks
Less than 18 feet 1

18 feet to 30 feet 2

30 feet to 40 feet 3

More than 40 feet 4

Spacing of Trucks.

23. Trucks shall be assumed as spaced relative to one another as

shown in Fig. 3. Groups of trucks shall be so arranged relative to the

members of the bridge as to produce the maximum stresses in those mem-

bers.
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Distribution of Truck Loads.

24. Truck loads shall be assumed as distributed 80 per cent on the

rear axle and 20 per cent, on the front axle. The wheel loads shall be

assumed as distributed laterally on the roadway surface at 1,000 pounds

per inch.

Multiple Lines of Traffic.

25. In calculating the maximum stresses when two or more lines of

traffic are assumed simultaneously on the bridge, the following percentages

of the specified loads shall be used

:

On stringers, floor slabs and planking 100 per cent.

On floor beams

For two lines of traffic 100 per cent.

For three lines of traffic 90 per cent.

For four lines of traffic t 80 per cent.
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Loads.

On main trusses and girders

For two lines of traffic 90 per cent.

For three lines of traffic 80 per cent.

For four lines of traffic 75 per cent.

Intensity of Loads.

26. Truck loads and uniform loads shall be assumed as follows:

(a) For bridges carrying primary highway or electric street railway

traffic, three 20-ton trucks followed by a uniform load of 800 pounds per

linear foot for each line of traffic on the roadways and 80 pounds per

square foot on the sidewalks.

(b) For bridges carrying secondary highway traffie three 15-ton trucks

followed by a uniform load of 600 pounds jper linear foot for each line

of traffic on the roadways, and 60 pounds per square foot on the side-

walks. A single 20-ton truck shall be used as an alternative loading on the

roadway for bridges of this class.

(c) For bridges carrying light country traffic three 10-ton trucks

followed by a uniform load of 600 pounds per linear foot for each line of

traffic on the roadways, and 60 pounds per square foot on the sidewalks.

A single 15-ton truck shall be used as an alternative loading on the road-

ways for bridges of this class.

(d) For foot bridges a uniform load of 80 pounds per square foot.

27. The truck loads shall be as shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The truck

loads specified shall be the total weight of the trucks loaded.
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All loads arc axle loads.
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Loads.

Street Railway Loads.

28. For bridges carrying street railway tracks on the roadway, the

car loads on each track shall be considered as alternative loads displacing

an equal length of one line of trucks.

29. The size, weight and wheel spacing of street railway cars shall

be as shown in Fig. 7, unless otherwise specified.

IU1
6-0
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jggj /4:d
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All loads are axle loads.

Cantilevered Sidewalks.

30. In bridges with cantilevered sidewalks, only one sidewalk shall

be considered loaded when calculating the stresses in the truss or girder,

and floor beam hangers, adjacent to that sidewalk.

Distribution of Concentrated Loads on Concrete Slabs.

31. The wheel loads shall be assumed as distributed uniformly over a

width of slab measured parallel to the supports, as computed by the fol-

lowing formulas, in which

E = effective width of slab, or width over which the load shall be

assumed as uniformly distributed.

L = length of span center to center of supports, in feet.

T = width of tire, in feet, taken as one inch for each 1,000 pounds of

wheel load.

For Moment
' (a) Slab supported by longitudinal stringers with load applied

midway between supports :

2
E = — (L + T), but not more than 5 ft. 6 in.

3
&offfoor6ea/r>-

\

"U I

2 off/oorbeet/r?-?

ft

/VS. 8
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Loads.

(b) Slab supported by transverse floorbeams without longitudinal
stringers, with load applied midway between supports
2L

E = + T, but not more than 5 ft. 6 in
3

j— &ofF/oorbeam

¥x

i.of F/oorbeerm

r/6.9

For Shear

(c) Slab supported by longitudinal stringers with load applied at

a distance ".v" from center line of nearest support equal to

2 J/2 times the effective depth of the slab:

E = — (x + T)
3

£ofF/oorbea/7?

£ofF/oorbea/77

S76.fO

(d) Slab supported by transverse floor beams without longi-

tudinal stringers with load applied at a distance "x" from
center line of nearest support equal to 2^ times the effective

depth of the slab:

4.r

E = + T.

3

£of F/oorbeet/n

-fi

I
W^

£of f/oorb-eam

F/6.//
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Loads.

Distribution of Concentrated Loads to Stringers and Floorbeams.

32. In calculating moments in stringers, the portions of two maxi-

mum truck wheel loads spaced 4 ft. 6 in. center to center (two trucks

passing), assumed as carried by one stringer, shall be determined by the

following formulas

:

WS
(a) Through planks L =

4
WS

(b) Through concrete slabs L*= —

—

5

L i:=load carried by one stringer.

W<= concentrated load on one wheel.

S i= spacing of stringers, in feet.

33. In calculating moments in transverse floor beams (without

longitudinal stringers) supporting" concrete slabs, the distribution of each

wheel load shall be determined by the following formula

:

WS
L>= , but not less than y2 .

8

34 In calculating the end shears and end reactions of stringers and

floor beams, ho lateral or longitudinal distribution of concentrated loads

shall be assumed.

Impact.

35. . The dynamic increment of the live load shall be added to the

maximum computed live load stresses and shall be determined by the fol-

lowing formulas

:
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Loads—Unit Stresses and Proportioning of Parts.

Lateral Forces.

37. The lateral (or wind) force shall consist of a moving load equal

to 30 pounds per square foot on V/2 times the vertical projection of the

structure on a plane parallel with its axis, but not less than 200 pounds

per linear foot at the loaded chord, and 150 pounds per linear foot at

the unloaded chord.

38. In calculating the uplift in viaduct tower legs, due to lateral

force, the viaduct shall be considered as loaded with one line of live

load placed on the leeward side of the roadway. The live load shall be

assumed to weigh 500 pounds per linear foot and the lateral force on

the live load shall be assumed as 300 pounds per linear foot applied 6

feet above the roadway.

39. The lateral bracing between compression chords or flanges shall

be capable of resisting a transverse shear in any panel equal to 2 l/i per

cent, of the total axial stress in the chords in the end panel.

(4) UNIT STRESSES AND PROPORTIONING OF PARTS

40. The several parts of the structure shall be so proportioned that

the unit stresses will not exceed the following, except as modified in

Articles 50 and 51

:

Pounds per
sq. in.

Axial tension, net section 16,000

/

Axial compression, gross section 15,000— 50 -

r

but not to exceed 12,500
/ = the length of the member in inches.

r=the least radius of gyration of the member in

inches.

Tension in extreme fibers of rolled shapes, built sections
and girders—net section 16,000

Tension in extreme fibers of pins 24,000
Shear in plate girder webs, gross section 10,000
Horizontal shear in flange angles of girders 4,000
Shear in power-driven rivets and pins 12,000
Bearing on power-driven rivets, pins, outstanding legs of

stiffener angles, and other steel parts in contact 24,000
The above-mentioned values for shear and bear-

ing shall be reduced 25 per cent, for countersunk
rivets, hand-driven rivets, floor-connection rivets, and
turned bolts.

Bearing on expansion rollers, per linear inch 600d
d= the diameter of rollers in inches.

Pounds
per sq.

inch
Bearing on granite masonry 800
Bearing on sandstone and limestone masonry 400
Bearing on concrete masonry 600
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Unit Stresses and Proportioning of Parts.

41. For cast steel in shoes and bearings, the above mentioned unit

stresses shall apply.

42. The diagonal tension in webs of girders and rolled beams at

sections where maximum shear and bending occur simultaneously, shall

not exceed 16,000 pounds per square inch.

43. Reinforced concrete construction shall be proportioned in accord-

ance with the "Specifications for Plain and Reinforced Concrete and Steel

Reinforcement" of the American Railway Engineering Association, adopted

1910, Vol. 11, pp. 967-969, 1019 and 1020, or current revisions thereof.

44. Unit stresses for timber shall be in accordance with the following

requirements :

Table I
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Unit Stresses and Proportioning of Parts.

Table II

Kind of Timber.

Compression.

Perpendic-
ular to the

Grain.

SB
OX'

Parallel to

the Grain.

m a
1.5

ox
ft

13 c
3-^

O C m
o.s£

oi
_ a
mQ

" u

C
.S'E

1 )ouglas Fir
Longleaf Pine
Shortleaf Pine. . .

.

White Pine
Spruce
Norway Pine
Tamarack
Western Hemlock

.

Redwood
Bald Cypress
Red Cedar
White Oak

630
520
340
290
370

440
400
340
470
920

310
260
170

150

180
150

220
220
150
170

230
450

3000
3800
3400
3000
3200

t2600
f3200
3500
3300
3900
2800
3500

1200
1300
1100
1000
1100
800
1000
1200
900
1100
900
1300

900
980
830
750
830
600
750
900
680
830
680
980

1200 (1

1300 (1

1100 (1

1000 (1

1100 (1

800 (1

1000 (1

1200 (1

900 (1

1100 (1

900 (1

1300 (1

l/60d

)

l/SOd)
l/60d )

i/60rf

)

l/Q0d)
l/Wd)
l/QOd)
l/60d)

7/60 d)
l/QOd)
1/60 d)

-l/60d )

These unit-stresses are for a green condition of timber and are to be used without increasing

the live load stresses for impact.
fPartially air-dry. / = Length in inches.

d= Least side in inches.

Effective Bearing Area.

45. The effective bearing area of a pin, a bolt or a rivet shall be

its diameter multiplied by the thickness of the piece, except that for

countersunk rivets, half the depth of the countersink shall be omitted.

Effective Diameter of Rivets.

46. In proportioning rivets, the nominal diameter of the rivet shall

be used.

Proportioning of Parts.

47. In proportioning web members of trusses, use two-thirds of the

dead load stress plus one and one-sixth times the live load stress, includ-

ing impact, where this sum is greater than the sum of the dead load

stress and the live load stress, including impact.

Reversal of Stress.

48. Members subject to reversal of stress under the passage of the

live load shall be proportioned as follows

:

Determine the resultant tensile stress and the resultant compressive

stress and increase each by 50 per cent, of the smaller ; then proportion

the member so that it will be capable of resisting either increased resultant

stress. The connections shall be proportioned for the sum of the resultant

stresses.
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Unit Stresses and Proportioning of Parts—Details of Design.

Combined Stresses.

49. Members subject to both axial and bending stresses (including

bending due to floor beam deflection) shall be so proportioned that the

combined fiber stresses will not exceed the allowed axial stress. In mem-
bers continuous over panel points, only three-fourths of the bending stress

computed as for simple beams shall be added to the axial stress.

50. Members subject to stresses produced by a combination of dead

load, live load and impact, with lateral forces, or bending due to lateral

action, may be proportioned for unit stresses 25 per cent, greater than

those specified in Article 40; but the section shall not be less than that

required for dead load, live load and impact.

Secondary Stresses.

51. Designing and detailing shall be so done as to avoid secondary

stresses as far as possible. In ordinary trusses without sub-paneling, no

account usually need be taken of the secondary stresses in any member

whose width measured in the plane of the truss is less than one-tenth of

its length. Where this ratio is exceeded, or where sub-paneling is used,

secondary stresses due to deflection of the truss shall be computed. The

unit stresses specified in Article 40 may be increased one-third for a

combination of the secondary stresses with the other stresses; but the

section shall not be less than that required when secondary stresses are

not considered.

Compression Flanges.

52. The gross area of the compression flanges of plate girders and

rolled beams shall not be less than the gross area of the tension flanges,

but the stress per square inch of gross area shall not exceed

I

16,000-150—, in which
b

I i= the length of the unsupported flange, between lateral connec-

tions or knee braces.

b = the flange width.

(5) DETAILS OF DESIGN

Limiting Lengths of Members.

53. The ratio of length to least radius of gyration shall not exceed 120

for main compression members nor 140 for wind and sway-bracing.

54. The lengths of riveted tension members shall not exceed 200

times their least radius of gyration.

Depth Ratios.

55. The depths of trusses preferably shall be not less than one-

twelfth of the span. The depth of plate girders preferably shall be not

less than one-fifteenth of the span. The depths of rolled beams used as
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Details of Design.

girders preferably shall be not less than one-eighteenth of the span.

If less depths than these are used, the sections shall be so increased that

the maximum deflection will not be greater than if these ratios had not

been exceeded.

Parts Accessible.

56. Details shall be so designed that all parts will be accessible for

inspection, cleaning and painting. Closed sections shall be avoided if

possible.

Pockets.

57. Pockets or depressions which would hold water shall have ef-

fective drain holes, or shall be filled with concrete.

Eccentric Connections.

58. Members shall be so connected that their gravity axes will

intersect in a point. Eccentric connections shall be avoided, if practicable,

but, if unavoidable, the members shall be so proportioned that the com-

bined fiber stress will not exceed the allowed axial stress.

Effective Area of Angles.

59. The effective area of single angles in tension shall be assumed

as the net area of the connected leg plus 50 per cent, of the area of the

unconnected leg. Single angles connected by lug angles shall be considered

as connected by one leg.

Counters.

60. If web members are subject to reversal of stress, their end con-

nections preferably shall be riveted. Adjustable counters shall have open

turnbuckles.

Strength of Connections.

61. Connections shall have a strength at least equal to that of the

members connected, regardless of the computed stress. Connections shall

be made, as nearly as practicable, symmetrical about the axes of the

members.

Limiting Thickness of Metal.

62. Metal shall be not less than & inch thick, except for fillers.

Metal subject to marked corrosion shall be increased in thickness or

specially protected.

Size of Rivets.

63. Rivets shall be not less than Ya inch in diameter except in

unimportant parts.

Pitch of Rivets.

64. The minimum distance between centers of rivet holes shall be

three diameters of the rivet, but the distance preferably shall be not less

than Z l/z inches for 1-inch rivets, 3 inches for ^-inch rivets, 2y2 inches for
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Details of Design.

34-inch rivets and 2 inches for 5^-inch rivets. The maximum pitch in the

line of stress for members composed of plates and shapes shall be 7 inches

for 1-inch rivets, 6 inches for %-inch rivets, 5 inches for -34-inch rivets

and 4 inches for 3^-inch rivets. For angles with two gage lines and

rivets staggered, the maximum pitch in each line shall be twice the amounts

given above. If two or more web plates are used in contact, stitch rivets

shall be provided to make them act in unison. In compression members,

the stitch rivets shall be spaced not more than 24 times the thickness ot

the thinnest plate in the direction perpendicular to the line of stress, and

not more than 12 times the thickness of the thinnest plate in the line of

stress. In tension members, the stitch rivets shall be spaced not more

than 24 times the thickness of the thinnest outer plate in either direction,

In tension members composed of two angles in contact, a maximum pitch

of 12 inches may be used for riveting the angles together.

Edge Distance.

65. The minimum distance from the center of any rivet hole to a

sheared edge shall be: 134 inches for 1-inch rivets, V/2 inches for ^-inch

rivets, l]4 inches for 34-inch rivets and 1 inch for 54-inch rivets; to a

rolled edge V/> inches, 1^4 inches, VA inches and 1 inch, respectively.

The maximum distance from any edge shall be eight times the thickness

of the plate, but shall not exceed 6 inches.

Size of Rivets in Angles.

66. The diameter of the rivets in any angle whose size is deter-

mined by calculated stress shall not exceed one-fourth of the width of

the leg, in which they are driven. In angles whose size is not so deter-

mined 1 inch rivets may be used in 3^4-inch legs, V% inch rivets in 3-inch

legs, and 34 inch rivets in 2 1/2-inch legs.

Long Rivets.

67. Rivets which carry calculated stress and whose grip exceeds four

and one-half diameters shall be increased in number at least one per cent.

for each additional -iVinch of grip. If the grip exceeds six times the

diameter of the rivet, specially designed rivets shall be used.

Pitch of Rivets at Ends.

68. The pitch of rivets at the ends of built compression members

shall not exceed four diameters of the rivet for a distance equal to one

and one-half times the maximum width of the member.

Compression Members.

.69. In built compression members, the metal shall be concentrated

in the webs and flanges. The thickness of each web shall be not less

than one-thirtieth of the distance between the lines of rivets connecting

it to the flanges. The thickness of cover plates shall be not less than

one-fortieth of the distance between the nearest rivet lines.
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Outstanding Legs of Angles.

70. The widths of the outstanding legs of angles in compression

(except where reinforced by plates) shall not exceed the following:

(a) For stringer flange angles, twelve times the thickness.

(b) For main members carrying axial stress, twelve times the
thickness.

u
.

(c) For bracing and other secondary members, sixteen time^' .me
thickness.

' doni

tfi

Stay Plates.

71. The open sides of compression members shall be provided with

lacing bars and shall have stay plates as near each end as practicable.

Stay plates shall be provided at intermediate points where the lacing is

interrupted. In main members, the length of the end stay plates shall

be not less than 1^4 times the distance between the lines of rivets con-

necting them to the outer flanges, and the length of intermediate stay

plates and stay plates on bracing members shall be not less than three-

quarters of that distance. Their thickness shall be not less than one-

fiftieth of the same distance.

72. Tension members composed of shapes shall have their separate

segments stayed together. The stay plates shall have a length not less

than two-thirds of the length specified for stay plates on compression

members.

Lacing.

73. The lacing of compression members shall be proportioned to resist

a shearing stress of 2^2 per cent, of the direct stress. The minimum
width of lacing bars shall be 2^4 inches for 1-inch rivets, 2 l/2 inches

for ^-inch rivets, 2^4 inches for 24-inch rivets, and 2 inches for 5^-inch

rivets. The thickness shall be made as required by Article 40, in which

/ shall be taken as the distance between connections of the lacing to the

main section; but not less, in main members, than one-fortieth of / for

single lacing and one-sixtieth of / for double lacing. The corresponding

limits for bracing members shall be one-fiftieth and one-seventy-fifth.

74. In members composed of side segments and a cover plate, with

the open side laced, one-half the shear shall be considered as taken by

the lacing. Where double lacing is used, the shear in the plane of the

lacing shall be equally distributed between the two systems.

75. Lacing bars of compression members shall be so spaced that the

/

— of the portion of the flange included between their connections will be

r

I

not greater than 40, and not greater than two-thirds of the — of the

r

member.

76. In connecting lacing bars to flanges, §^-inch rivets shall be used

for flanges less than 2 l/2 inches wide, 34-inch rivets for flanges from 2 l
/i
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to ZYz inches wide, and ^-inch' rivets for flanges 3^4 or more inches wide.

Lacing bars with at least two rivets in each end shall be used for flanges

over 5 inches wide.

77. The angle of lacing bars with the axis of the member shall be

not less than 45 degrees for double lacing, and 60 degrees for single

lacing. If the distance between rivet lines in the flanges is more than 15

inches and a single rivet bar is used, the lacing shall be double and riveted

at the intersections.

Splices.

78. Abutting joints in compression members faced for bearing shall

have all component parts spliced. The gross area of the splice material

shall be not less than 50 per cent, of the gross area of the smaller mem-
ber. In determining the number of rivets in compression splices, the stress

in the splice material shall be taken at 16,000 lb. per sq. in., gross section.

79. Joints in riveted work not faced for bearing, whether in tension

or compression, shall be fully spliced.

Net Section at Pins.

80. In pin connected riveted tension members, the net section across

the pin hole shall be not less than 140 per cent, and the net section back of

the pin hole not less than 100 per cent, of the net section of the body of

the member, and there shall be enough rivets to make the material effective.

Net Section Defined.

81. The net section of riveted members shall be the least area which

can be obtained by deducting from the gross sectional area the areas

of holes cut by any plane perpendicular to the axis of the member and

parts of the areas of other holes on one side of the plane within a distance

of four inches, which are on gage lines one inch or more from those of

the holes cut by the plane, the parts being determined by the formula

:

P
1 .

1
|
in which

4J
A = the area of the hole.

F=the distance in inches of the center of the hole from the plane.

82. In determining the net section, the diameter of the rivet hole

shall be taken one-eighth inch larger than the nominal diameter of the

rivet.

Pin Plates.

83. Where necessary to give the required section or bearing area,

the metal at pin holes shall be reinforced on each segment by plates, one,

of which on each side must be as wide as the outstanding flanges will per-

mit. These plates shall contain enough rivets and be so connected as to
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transmit and distribute the bearing pressure uniformly over the full cross-

section and to reduce the eccentricity of the segment to a minimum. At

least one full-width plate on each segment shall extend to the far edge of

the stay plate and the others not less than 6 inches beyond the near edge.

Indirect Splices.

84. If splice plates are not in direct contact with the parts which

they connect, rivets shall be used on each side of the joint in excess of

the number required in the case of direct contact to the extent of two

extra lines for each intervening plate.

Fillers.

85. Where rivets carrying stress pass through fillers, the fillers shall

be extended beyond the connected member and the extension secured by

enough additional rivets to develop the value of the filler.

Forked Ends.

86. Forked ends on compression members will be permitted only

where unavoidable. Where forked ends are used, pin plates shall be

provided to make the jaws of twice the sectional area of the member, and

they shall be extended as far as necessary to carry the stress of the

main member into the jaws, but shall not be shorter than required by

Article 83.

Pins.

87. Pins shall be long enough to secure a full bearing of all parts

connected upon the turned body of the pin. They shall be secured by

chambered nuts or by solid nuts with washers. Where the pins are bored,

through rods with cap washers may be used. The screw ends shall be

long enough to admit of burring the threads.

88. Pin connected members shall be held against lateral movement

on the pins.

Bolts.

89. Where members are connected by bolts, the turned bodies of the

bolts shall be long enough to extend through the metal. A washer at least

54-inch thick shall be used under the nut. Bolts shall not be used except by

special permission.

Upset Ends.

90. Bars with screw ends shall be upset so that the area at the

root of the thread will be at least 15 per cent, larger than in the body of

the bar.

Sleeve Nuts.

91. Sleeve nuts shall not be used.
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Expansion.

92. Provision shall be made for expansion and contraction at the

rate of one inch for every 100 feet in length or width. The expansion

ends shall be secured against undue lateral movement.

Expansion Bearings.

93. Spans more than 70 feet in length shall have rockers or rollers

at one end. Shorter spans shall be designed to slide on smooth surfaces.

94. Bearings and ends of spans shall be secured against undue lateral

motion.

Rollers.

95. Expansion rollers shall be not less than 6 inches in diameter.

They shall be coupled together with substantial side bars, which shall be

so arranged that the rollers can be cleaned readily. Rollers shall be

geared to the upper and lower plates.

Pedestals and Shoes.

96. Pedestals and shoes preferably shall be made of cast steel. The

difference between the top and bottom bearing widths shall not exceed

twice the depth. For hinged bearings, the depth shall be measured from

the center of the pin. Where built pedestals and shoes are used, the web

plates and the angles connecting them to the base plate shall be not less

than 3^-inch thick. If the size of the pedestal permits, the webs shall

be rigidly connected transversely. The minimum thickness of the metal

in cast steel pedestals shall be one inch. Pedestals and shoes shall be so

constructed that the load will be distributed uniformly over the entire

bearing. Spans more than 70 feet in length shall have hinged bearings at

both ends.

Inclined Bearings.

97. For spans on an inclined grade and without hinged bearings,

the sole plates shall be beveled so that the masonry surfaces and the

sliding surfaces will be level.

Name Plates.

98. There shall be a name plate, showing in raised letters and figures

the name of the manufacturer and the year of construction, bolted to

the bridge near each end at a point convenient for inspection.

(6) FLOORS

Types of Floors.

99. Bridges carrying primary or secondary highways shall have paved

floors. Bridges carrying country roads may have plank floors.
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Paved Floors.

100. Pavements of stone, brick, asphalt, or macadam shall be sup-

ported by reinforced concrete slabs carried on steel or reinforced con-

crete floor members. Where the concrete floor slab forms the pavement,

the thickness shall be increased 1^3 inches to allow for wear.

101. Pavements of wood block may be supported by a creosoted plank

base.

102. Usually, in bridges over steam railroad tracks, which have rein-

forced concrete slabs, the steel members below the floor shall be pro-

tected from locomotive gases and blast. Pockets which would hold loco-

motive gases shall be avoided if practicable.

Plank Floors.

103. Plank floors shall consist of single or double layer planking,

supported on either timber or steel stringers.

104. Timber stringers shall be not less than 3 inches thick and the

depth shall be not more than four times the thickness. The roadway

planking, when but one layer is used, shall be not less than 3 inches in

thickness. When a double layer is used, the under layer shall be dressed

to a uniform thickness of not less than 2^4 inches, and shall be laid at

right angles to the supporting members, with open joints. The upper layer

shall be not less than \y2 inches thick and shall be laid diagonally to

the line of traffic. Timber stringers and sub-planking shall be creosoted.

Bolt holes shall be filled and cuts mopped with hot creosote oil.

105. Planking for sidewalks shall be of uniform width, not more than

8 inches, shall be dressed to a uniform thickness of not less than 154

inches, and shall be laid with one-quarter inch open joints.

106. A wheel guard timber, not less than 6 inches by 6 inches in size,

shall be provided on each side of plank roadways, set on blocks 3 inches

high spaced not over 4 feet apart, and shall be held in place by a 54-inch

bolt at each block. Joints in wheel guards shall be half-scarfed 6 inches

and supported on riser blocks. The inner edges of wheel guards shall be

chamfered or protected by steel angles not less than -fk-inch thick, attached

through the top by means of lag screws.

Nailing Strips.

107. Where floor planks are supported on steel stringers, nailing strips

not less than 4 inches, nor less than the thickness of the plank, in depth,

shall be bolted to the top flanges of the stringers with 54-inch bolts stag-

gered and spaced not more than 2 feet apart. The top flanges of the

stringers shall be protected by strips of heavy tarred felt projecting beyond

the flanges and mopped in place with hot bitumen.

Creosoted Timber.

108. Creosoted timber shall be treated by injecting not less than 10

lb. of creosote oil to each cubic foot of timber. The oil and method of
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treatment shall conform, respectively, to the "Standard Specifications

for Creosote Oil" and "Specifications for Tie Treatment—Plain Creosot-

ing," of the American Railway Engineering Association, as published in

the 1921 Manual, pp. 819-821 and 835-844, or current revisions thereof.

Floor Members.

109. Floor members shall be designed with special reference to stiff-

ness.

110. Specifications for plate girders shall apply to floor-beams and

stringers.

Floor Beam Connections.

111. Floor-beams preferably shall be square to the girders or trusses.

They shall be riveted direct to the girders or between the posts of through

and deck truss spans.

Sidewalk Brackets.

112. Sidewalk brackets shall be connected direct to the top and to

the bottom flanges of the floor beams.

End Connection Angles.

113. The end connection angles of steel stringers and floor beams
shall be not less than 2>

l/2 inches by 3^4 inches in size, and not less than

nj-inch thick. For street railway stringers they shall be not less than

^2-inch thick. Where timber stringers frame into the floor beams, shelf

angles with stiffeners shall be provided to carry the whole reaction. Shelf

angles shall be not less than iVinch thick.

114. Steel stringers shall preferably be riveted between floor beams.

End Connections of Timber Stringers.

115. Alternate timber stringers shall be held in position by one lug

angle at each end. The outstanding legs of the angle shall be at least

5 inches wide and they shall be attached to floor beams and stringers.

116. Timber stringers meeting over a floor beam shall lap by one

another.

Stringer Frames.

117. In bridges with wooden floors, intermediate cross frames shall

be placed between stringers more than 20 feet long.

Drains.

118. Cast iron scuppers with slotted covers shall be provided in

paved bridges and they shall be of sufficient size and number to drain the

gutters adequately. Where drainage gutters and downspouts are required,

the downspouts shall be cast iron not less than 4 inches in diameter,

provided with suitable clean-out fixtures.
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Expansion Joints.

119. Suitable means shall be provided at expansion joints to make
the roadway and sidewalk surfaces continuous. The wearing surfaces of

the joint preferably shall be steel castings with deep corrugations. The
joint shall be as narrow as practicable. The wearing parts shall be easily

removable for cleaning and renewal.

Blast Protection Plates.

120. Members of bridges spanning steam railroad tracks, and which

have a clearance over the tracks of less than 20 feet, shall be protected

from the blast of locomotives by cast iron blast plates at least 4 feet wide

located over the center line of each track and so supported that they

may be replaced conveniently.

Railings.

121. Provision shall be made for substantial railings. Railings may
be of wrought pipe, structural lattice work, timber, or reinforced concrete

panels, and shall be not less than 3 ft. 6 in. high above the adjacent floor

surface of sidewalk or roadway. Railings shall be designed to resist a

lateral force of 100 pounds per linear foot at the top rail.

Utilities.

122. Provision shall be made for lighting poles and trolley wire sup-

ports, and suitable spaces shall be made available as required, for electric

conduits, water pipes and gas pipes.

(7) BRACING

Design of Bracing.

123. Lateral, longitudinal and transverse bracing shall be composed

of shapes with riveted connections. Lateral bracing shall have concentric

connections to chords at end joints, and preferably throughout. The con-

nections between the lateral bracing and the chords shall be designed to

avoid, as far as practicable, any bending stress in the truss members.

124. When a double system of bracing is used, both systems may be

considered simultaneously effective if the members meet the requirements,

both as tension and compression members.

Lateral Bracing.

125. Bottom lateral bracing shall be provided in all bridges except

deck plate girder spans less than 75 feet in length.

126. Top lateral bracing shall be provided in deck spans, and in

through spans having sufficient head room.

127. Bracing in the plane of concrete floor slabs shall be sufficient

for erection purposes only.
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Bracing—Plate Girders.

128. Deck truss spans shall have vertical sway bracing at each panel

point. They shall also have bracing in the planes of the end posts. The
end reactions of the top lateral system shall be carried through vertical

end bents to the masonry.

129. Through truss spans shall have portal bracing, with knee braces,

as deep as the specified clearance will allow.

130. Through truss spans shall have sway bracing at each intermediate

panel point if the height of the trusses is such as to permit of a depth

of 6 feet or more for the bracing. When the height of the trusses will

not permit of such depth, the top lateral struts shall be of the same

depth as the chord and shall have knee braces.

Cross Frames.

131. Deck plate girder spans shall be provided with cross frames at

each end proportioned to resist the lateral forces, and shall have intermedi-

ate cross frames at intervals not exceeding 20 feet in bridges with timber

floors nor 30 feet in bridges with concrete slab floors.

Laterals.

132. The smallest angle in lateral bracing shall be 3^2 inches by

2^2 inches. There shall be not less than three rivets at each end

connection of the angles. Angles shall be connected at their intersections.

(8) PLATE GIRDERS

Design of Plate Girders.

133. Plate girders shall be proportioned either by the moment of

inertia of their net sections, including compression side; or by assuming

that the flanges are concentrated at their centers of gravity. In the latter

case, one-eighth of the gross section of the web, if properly spliced, may
be considered as flange section. For girders having unusual sections, the

moment of inertia method shall be used.

Flange Sections.

134. The flange angles shall form as large a part of the area of the

flange as practicable. Side plates shall not be used except when flange

angles exceeding one inch in thickness otherwise would be required.

135. Flange plates shall be equal in thickness, or shall diminish in

thickness from the flange angles outward. No plate shall have a thick-

ness greater than that of the flange angles.

136. Where flange cover plates are used, one cover plate of the

top flange shall extend the full length of the girder except where the flange

is covered with concrete. Other flange plates shall extend at least 18

inches beyond the theoretical end.
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Plate Girders.

Thickness of Web Plates.

137. The thickness of web plates except when encased in concrete

shall be not less than~™ \D, where D represents the distance between

flanges in inches.

Flange Rivets.

138. The flanges of plate girders shall be connected to the web
with enough rivets to transfer to the flange section the horizontal shear

at any point combined with any load that is applied directly to the flange.

Flange Splices.

139. Splices in flange members shall not be used except by special

permission of the Engineer. Two members shall not be spliced at the

same cross-section and, if practicable, splices shall be located at points

where there is an excess of section. The net section of the splice shall

exceed by 10 per cent, the net section of the member spliced. Flange

angle splices shall consist of two angles, one on each side.

Web Splices.

140. Web plates shall be symmetrically spliced by plates on each side.

The splice plates for shear shall be of the full depth of the girders between

flanges. The splice shall be equal to the web in strength in both shear and

moment. There shall be not less than two rows of rivets in each side

of the joint.

End Stiffeners.

141. Plate girders shall have stiffener angles over end bearings, the

outstanding legs of which will extend as nearly as practicable to the outer

edge of the flange angles. These end stiffeners shall be proportioned

for bearing of the outstanding legs on the flange angles, and shall be

arranged to transmit the end reaction to the pedestals or distribute it

over the masonry bearings. They shall be connected to the web by

enough rivets to transmit the reaction. End stiffeners shall not be

crimped.

Intermediate Stiffeners.

142. The webs of plate girders shall be stiffened by angles at intervals

not greater than

:

(a) Six feet.

(b) The depth of the web.
t

(c) The distance given by the formula ef="^j<12000— S).

d = the distance between rivet lines of stiffeners in inches.

t = the thickness of the web in inches.

S= web shear in pounds per square inch at the point considered.
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143. If the depth of the web between the flange angles or side plates

is less than 50 times the thickness of the web, intermediate stiffeners may
be omitted.

144. Stiffener angles shall be placed at points of concentrated loading.

Such angles shall not be crimped.

145. Intermediate stiffeners shall be riveted in pairs to the web of

the girder. The outstanding leg of each angle shall not be less than 2

inches plus one-thirtieth of the depth of the girder, nor more than 16

times its thickness.

Gusset Plates in Through Girders.

146. In through plate girder spans, the top flanges shall be braced

by means of gusset plates or knee braces with solid webs connected to the

floor-beams and extending usually to the clearance line. If the unsup-

ported length of the inclined edge of the gusset plate exceeds 18 inches,

the gusset plate shall have one or two stiffening angles riveted along

•its edge. The gusset plate shall be riveted to a stiffener angle on

the girder.

Ends of Through Girders.

147. If through plate girders project two feet or more above the top

of the roadway, the upper corners shall be rounded. In multiple span

bridges, usually only the extreme ends shall be rounded. Exposed ends of

through girders shall be neatly finished with end plates.

Masonry Bearings.

148. End bearings on masonry preferably shall be raised above the

coping by metal pedestals.

149. Sole plates shall be not less than ^4 incn thick and not less

in thickness than the flange plus Y& inch. Preferably they shall not be

longer than 18 inches.

Anchor Bolts.

150. Anchor bolts shall be 1*4 inches in diameter and shall extend

12 inches into the masonry. There shall be washers under the nuts.

Anchor bolt holes in pedestals and sole plates shall be \% inches in

diameter, except that at expansion points the holes in the sole plates

shall be slotted.

(9) TRUSSES

Type of Truss and Sections of Members.

151. Trusses shall have single intersection web systems and, prefer-

ably, inclined end posts. The top chords and end posts shall be made

usually of two side segments with one cover plate and with stay plates

and lacing on the open side. The bottom chords of riveted trusses shall
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be symmetrically made, usually of vertical side plates with flange angles.

Web members shall be made of symmetrical sections.

Camber.

152. The length of members of truss spans shall be such that the

camber will be equal to the deflection produced by the combined dead and

live loads without impact.

Riveted Members in Pin Connected Trusses.

153. In pin-connected trusses, hip verticals and members performing

similar functions and the two end panels at each end of the bottom

chords shall be riveted members.

Half Through Trusses.

154. Half through trusses shall have braces composed of angles

located at points where floor-beams connect. Where sidewalks are sup-

ported on brackets outside the trusses, knee braces shall be used as

specified for through plate girders, and the trusses and web members

shall be made as wide as practicable to obtain lateral stiffness. Bracing

shall be sufficiently strong to provide for a moment caused by a shear

of 2 l/i per cent, of the chord stress at the middle of the span.

Eye-Bars.

155. The cross-sectional area of the head through the center of

the pin hole shall exceed that of the body of the eye-bar by at least 37y2
per cent. The thickness of the bar shall be not less than one-eighth of the

width nor less than one inch, and not greater than 2 inches. The form

of the head shall be submitted to the Engineer for approval before the

bars are made. The diameter of the pin shall be not less than seven-

eighths of the width of the widest bar attached.

Packing.

156. The eye-bars of a set shall be packed symmetrically about the

plane of the truss and as nearly parallel as practicable, but in no case

shall the inclination of any bar to the plane of the truss exceed h inch

per foot. They shall be packed as closely as practicable. They shall be

held against lateral movement, and arranged so that adjacent bars in the

same panel will not be in contact.

Gusset Plates.

157. The thickness of gusset plates connecting the chords and web

members of the truss shall be proportionate to the stress to be trans-

ferred, but shall not be less than Y% inch.

Facilities for Lifting Span.

158. Provision shall be made for lifting the span at the ends.
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Trusses—Viaducts.

Masonry Plates.

159. Masonry plates shall not be less than one inch thick.

(10) VIADUCTS

Type of Viaduct.

160. Viaducts shall consist usually of alternate tower spans and

free spans of plate girders or riveted trusses supported on bents.

Bents and Towers.

161. Viaduct bents shall be composed preferably of two supporting

columns, and the bents usually shall be united in pairs to form towers.

Horizontal diagonal bracing shall be placed in all towers having more

than two vertical panels, at alternate intermediate panel points. Towers

shall be braced, both transversely and longitudinally, with riveted members.

The sections of the members of longitudinal bracing in each panel shall

be not less than those of members in corresponding panels of the trans-

verse bracing.

Single Bents.

162. Where long spans are supported on short single bents, such bents

shall have hinged ends, or else have their columns and anchorages pro-

portioned to resist the bending stresses produced by changes in temperature.

Bottom Struts.

163. The bottom struts of viaduct towers shall be proportioned for

the calculated stresses, but in no case for less than one-fourth of the dead

load reaction on one pedestal, considered as compressive stress. Pro-

vision shall be made in the column bearings for expansion of the tower

bracing.

Batter.

164. The columns shall have a batter sufficient to make the base

of a bent not less than one-third of its height.

Depth of Girders.

165. The depths of girders in viaducts preferably shall be uniform.

Girder Connections and Bracing.

166. Girders of tower spans shall be fastened at each end to the

tops of the posts or cross girders.- There shall preferably be a line of

girders resting directly over the posts. Girders between towers shall have

one end riveted, and shall be provided with an effective expansion bearing

at the other end. No bracing or sway frame shall be common to abutting

tpant.
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Viaducts—Materials.

167. If the outer lines of girders do not rest directly over the tower

posts, bracing shall be provided to carry the longitudinal force into the

tower bracing without producing lateral bending stress in the cross-

girders or posts.

Sole and Masonry Plates.

168. Sole and masonry plates shall be not less than 24 inch thick.

Anchorage for Towers.

169. Anchor bolts for viaduct towers and similar structures shall be

designed to engage a mass of masonry the weight of which is at least

one and one-half times the uplift.

(11) MATERIALS*

(a) Structural and Rivet Steel

Process.

170. Structural and rivet steel shall be made by the open-hearth

process.

Properties.

171. Test specimens of structural and rivet steel shall (except as

modified in Articles 174, 177 and 178) conform to the following require-

ments as to chemical and physical properties

:

Structural Rivet
Steel Steel

Phosphorus, maximum
Acid 06 per cent .04 per cent

Basic 04 per cent .04 per cent

Sulphur, maximum OS per cent .045 per cent

Tensile strength, pounds per square inch . . 55,000 46,000
to to

65,000 56,000
Yield point, pounds per sq. in., minimum. . 30,000 25,000

Elongation in 8 in., minimum, per cent. ._™000_. 1500000

Tens. Str. Tens. Str.

Ladle Analyses.

172. An analysis of each melt of steel shall be made by the manu-
facturer to determine the percentages of carbon, manganese, phosphorus

and sulphur. This analysis shall be made from a test ingot taken during

the pouring of the melt. The chemical composition thus determined shall

be reported to the Engineer.

Check Analyses.

173. Analyses may be made by the Engineer from finished material

representing each melt. The phosphorus and sulphur content thus deter-

"Specifiations for materials conform to A. S. T. M. Standards. Serials A7-16.
A27-16 and A-48-18 except as to the yield point requirements and Articles 192 ana
193, and the footnote to Table IV in A.S.T.M. Standards of 1921.
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mined shall not exceed that specified in Article 171 by more than 25

per cent.

Specimen Tension Tests of Eye-Bar Material.

174. In order to meet the minimum tensile strength of full size an-

nealed eye-bars required in Article 300, the Contractor may determine the

tensile strength to be obtained in specimen tests, the range not to exceed

14,000 lb. per sq. in. and the maximum not to exceed 74,000 lb. per sq. in.

The material shall conform to the requirements as to physical properties

other than that of tensile strength as specified in Articles 171, 177 and 180.

Yield Point.

175. The yield point shall be determined by the drop of the beam
of the testing machine.

Speed of Testing Machine.

176. The cross-head speed of the testing machine shall be such that

the beam of the machine can be kept balanced, but in no case shall the

values given in the following table be exceeded

:
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(a) For material -;4 inch or less in thickness, around a pin the
diameter of which is equal to the thickness of the specimen.

(b) For material more than 34 inch to and including 1*4 inches in

thickness, around a pin the diameter of which is equal to

twice the thickness of the specimen.

(c) For material more than \
l
/\ inches in thickness, around a pin

the diameter of which is equal to three times the thickness
of the specimen.

181. The test specimens for pins, rollers and other bars, when pre-

pared as specified in Article 187, shall bend cold through 180 degrees

around a 1-inch pin without cracking on the outside of the bent portion.

182. The test specimens for rivet steel shall bend cold through 180

degrees flat on themselves without cracking on the outside- of the bent

portion.

Test Specimens.

183. Tension and bend test specimens shall be taken from rolled

steel in the condition in which it comes from the rolls, except as specified

in Article 184.

184. Tension and bend test specimens for pins and rollers shall be

taken from the finished bars after annealing when annealing is specified.

185. Tension and bend test specimens for plates, shapes and bars

(except as specified in Articles 186, 187 and 188) shall be of the full thick-

ness of material as rolled. They may be machined to the form and dimen-

sions shown in Fig. 12, or with both edges parallel, except that bend test

specimens for eye-bar flats may have three rolled sides.

f- -About 3 - **
i iJPorallel Section"

] *j <o i Inot less than 9".

I

About 2"

i

i

K$»U-f-*+»etc.-»4«4H

•8"---H

i, About 18" J

Fig. 12.

186. Tension and bend test specimens for plates and tension test

specimens for eye-bar flats more than W? inches in thickness may be ma-
chined to a thickness or diameter of at least fa inch f° r a length of at

least 9 inches.
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187. Tension test specimens for pins, rollers and bars (except eye-

bar flats) over V/2 inches in thickness or diameter may conform to the

dimensions shown in Fig. 13. In this case, the ends shall be of a form to

fit the holders of the testing machine in such a way that the load will b«

ftadius
not less

than i'^. I*
N 1

2r --

1

k 2 Gaqe Lenqth

Fig. 13.

Note.—The gage length, parallel portions and fillets shall be as shown, but the
ends may be of any form which will fit the holders of the testing machine.

axial. Bend test specimens may be 1 by ^2-inch in section. The axis of

the specimen shall be located at any point midway between the center and

surface and shall be parallel with the axis of the bar.

188. Tension and bend test specimens for rivet steel shall be of the

full-size section of the bars as rolled.

Number of Tests.

189. One tension and one bend test shall be made from each melt,

except that if material from one melt differs Y& inch or more in thickness,

one tension and one bend test shall be made from both the thickest and

the thinnest material rolled.

190. If any test specimen shows defective machining or develops

flaws, it may be discarded and another specimen substituted.

191. If the percentage of elongation of any tension test specimen

is less than that specified in Article 171, and any part of the fracture is

more than 24 inch from the center of the gage length of a 2 inch specimen,

or is outside the middle third of the gage length of an 8 inch specimen,

as indicated by scribe scratches marked on the specimen before testing, a

retest shall be allowed.

Character of Fracture.

192. Test specimens of structural or rivet steel shall show a fracture

of uniform silky or bluish gray appearance, entirely free from visible slag

inclusions or other foreign substances.
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Surface Defects.

193. Finished rolled material shall be free from cracks, flaws, inju-

rious seams, blisters, ragged and imperfect edges, and other surface

defects. It shall have a smooth finish, and shall be straightened in the

mill before shipment.

Permissible Variations in Weight and Thickness.

194. The cross-section or weight of each piece of steel shall not vary

more than 2.5 per cent, from that specified, except in the case of sheared

plates, which shall be covered by the following permissible variations.

One cubic inch of rolled steel is assumed to weigh 0.2833 lb.

(a) When ordered to weight per square foot, the weight of each lot

in each shipment shall not vary from the weight ordered
more than the amount given in Table III. The term "lot" as
applied to Table III, means all the plates of each group
width and group weight.

(b) When ordered to thickness, the thickness of each plate shall not
vary more than 0.01 inch under that ordered. The overweight
of each lot in each shipment shall not exceed the amount
given in Table IV. The term "lot" as applied to Table IV,
means all of the plates of each group width and group thick-
ness.

Table III.

—

Permissible Variations of Plates Ordered to Weight.
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Table IV.

—

Permissible Overweights of
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Check Analyses.

200. Check analyses may be made by the Engineer from a broken

tension or bend test specimen. The phosphorus and sulphur content thus

determined shall not exceed that specified in Article 198 by more than

20 per cent. Drillings for analysis shall be taken not less than *4 mcn
beneath the surface.

Yield Point.

201. The yield point shall be determined by the drop of the beam of

the testing machine. The speed of the machine shall conform to the

requirements of Article 176.

Bend Test.

202. The test specimen shall bend cold through 120 degrees around

a 1-inch pin without cracking on the outside of the bent portion.

Test Specimens.

203. Sufficient test bars from which the test specimens required by

Article 206 may be selected, shall be attached to castings weighing 500 lb.

or more, when the design of the castings will permit. If the castings

weigh less than 500 lb., or are of such a design that test bars cannot be

attached, two test bars shall be cast to represent each melt. Test bars shall

be annealed with the castings they represent.

204. Tension test specimens shall conform to the dimensions shown

in Fig. 13.

205. Bend test specimens shall be machined to 1 inch by ]/2 inch in

section with corners rounded to a radius not over iV inch.

Number of Tests.

206. One tension and one bend test shall be made from each annealing

charge. If more than one melt is represented in the annealing charge, one

tension and one bend test shall be made from each melt.

207. If the percentage of elongation of any tension test specimen is

less than that specified in Article 198 and any part of the fracture is

more than 24-inch from the center of the gage length, as indicated by

scribe scratches marked on the specimen before testing, a retest shall be

allowed.

208. If the results of the physical tests of any test lot do not conform

to the requirements specified, the manufacturer may re-anneal such lot not

more than twice and retests shall be made as specified in Article 198.

Workmanship and Finish at Foundry.

209. The castings shall conform substantially to the drawings and

shall be made in a workmanlike manner. The castings shall be free from

injurious defects.

Inspection at Foundry.

210. Tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manufacture
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prior to shipment, and shall be so conducted as not to interfere unneces-

sarily with the operation of the works.

Rejection.

211. Castings which show injurious defects subsequent to their

acceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected, and the manu-

facturer shall be notified.

(c) Cast Iron

Process.

212. Cast iron shall be of tough gray iron, and shall be made by

the cupola process.

Finish.

213. Castings shall be true to pattern and free from excessive

shrinkage. They shall be free from cracks, cold shuts, blow holes and

other flaws.

Chemical Composition.

214. The sulphur content of cast iron shall not exceed the following:

Light castings 0.10 per cent.

Medium castings 0.10 per cent.

Heavy castings 0.12 per cent.

Drillings taken from the fractured ends of the transverse test bars

shall be used for the sulphur determinations. One determination shall be

made from each set of bars.

Classification.

215. Castings shall be classified as light, medium and heavy.

(a) Light castings are those having any section less than J^-inch

thick.

(b) Heavy castings are those having no section less than two

inches thick.

(c) Medium castings are those not included in either of the two

classes above.

Test Bar.

216. Tests shall be made on the "Arbitration Test Bar", of the Ameri-

can Society fojr Testing Materials, as shown by Fig. 1, Serial A48-18..

Tension Tests. ,-. .. ........

217. Tension tests will be made only when specified by the Engineer

and at the expense of the Company.

Number of Tests.

218. Two sets of two test bars each shall be cast from each melt in

thoroughly, dried green sand molds, one set from the first iron poured
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and the other set from the last iron poured. Where the melt exceeds 20

tons, an additional set of two bars shall be cast from each additional

20 tons or fraction thereof.

Transverse Tests.

219. A transverse test of each bar cast shall be made. The load

shall be applied at the middle, and the supports shall be spaced 12 inches

apart. The load on the test bar at rupture shall be not less than the

following

:

Light castings 2500 pounds
Medium castings 2900 pounds
Heavy castings 3300 pounds

The deflection at rupture shall in no case be less than 0.10-inch. The
rate of application of the load shall be such that a central deflection of

0.10 is produced in from 20 to 40 seconds.

(d) Reinforced Concrete

220. The materials entering into reinforced concrete construction

shall be in accordance with the "Specifications for Concrete, Plain and

Reinforced," of the American Railway Engineering Association, adopted

1920, Proc, Vol. 21, pp. 87-101, or current revisions thereof.

(e) Timber

Specifications.

221. Timber used in highway bridge construction shall be in ac-

cordance with the "Specifications and Classification and Grading Rules for

Lumber and Timber to be used in the Construction and Maintenance of

Way Departments of Railroads," as published in Proc, Vol. 22, dated 1921,

pp. 494-541, of the American Railway Engineering Association, or current

revisions thereof.

Kinds and Grades.

222. The kinds and grades of timber to be used shall be as specified

on the drawings.

(12) WORKMANSHIP
Class of Work.

223. The work shall be "Punched Work" or "Reamed Work," as

stipulated.

General.

224. The workmanship and finish shall be equal to the best general

practice in modern bridge shops. Material at the shops shall be kept

clean and protected from the weather as far as practicable.

Straightening Material.

225. Rolled material, before being laid off or worked, must be

straight. If straightening or flattening is necessary, it shall be done by
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methods that will not injure the material. Sharp kinks and 'bends may be

cause for rejection.

Finish.

226. Shearing and chipping shall be neatly and accurately done and

all portions of the work exposed to view shall be neatly finished.

Punched Work.

227. In punched work, holes in material whose thickness is not greater

than the diameter of the rivets plus ^j-inch, may be punched full size.

Holes in material of greater thickness shall be drilled.

Reamed Work.

228. In reamed work, holes in material %-inch thick and less, used

for lateral, longitudinal and sway bracing, lacing, stay plates and dia-

phragms, may be punched full size.

229. Holes in other material 24-inch thick and less shall be sub-

punched and reamed.

230. Holes in other material more than $-inch thick shall be drilled.

Punched Holes.

231. Full size punched holes shall be iV-inch larger than the nominal

diameter of the rivets. The diameter of the die shall not exceed the

diameter of the punch by more than sVinch. If any holes must be en-

larged to admit the rivets they shall be reamed. Holes must be clean

cut, without torn or ragged edges. Poor matching of holes may be cause

for rejection.

Sub-Punched and Reamed Holes.

232. In sub-punched and reamed work the holes shall be punched

iVinch smaller and, after assembling, reamed ife-inch larger than the

nominal diameter of the rivet. The diameter of the punch used shall be

iVinch smaller than the nominal diameter of the rivet and the diameter of

the die not more than sVinch larger than the diameter of the punch.

Outside burrs shall be removed with a tool making a ig-inch fillet.

Accuracy of Punching in Reamed Work.

233. In sub-punched and reamed work the punching shall be so

accurately done that, after assembling and before reaming, a cylindrical

pin ^6-inch smaller in diameter than the nominal size of the punched hole

may be entered, perpendicular to the face of the member, without drifting,

in at least 75 of any group of 100 contiguous holes in the same plane.

If this requirement is not fulfilled, the badly punched pieces shall be re-

jected. If any hole will not pass a pin ^-inch smaller in diameter than

the nominal size of the punched hole, this shall be cause for rejection.
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Reaming After Assembling.

234. Reaming shall be done alter the pieces forming a built member
are assembled and so firmly bolted together that the surfaces are in close

contact. Before riveting, they shall be taken apart, if necessary, and any

shavings removed. When it is necessary to take the members apart for

shipping or handling, the respective pieces reamed together shall be so

marked that they may be reassembled in the same position in the final sel-

ling up. No interchange of reamed parts will be permitted.

Accuracy of Reaming and Drilling.

235. When holes are reamed or drilled, 85 of any group of 100 con-

tiguous holes in the same plane shall, after reaming or drilling, show no

offset greater than rfe-inch between adjacent thicknesses of metal.

Reamed Holes.

236. Reamed holes shall be cylindrical, perpendicular to the member,

and not more than rib -inch larger than the nominal diameter of the rivets.

Reamers preferably shall not be directed by hand. Outside burrs shall

be removed with a tool making a iV-inch fillet.

Drilled Holes.

237. Drilled holes shall be iV-inch larger than the nominal size of the

rivet. Burrs on the outside surfaces shall be removed.

Assembling for Drilling.

238. Connecting parts requiring drilled holes shall be assembled and

securely held together while being drilled.

Shop Assembling.

239. The parts of riveted members shall be well pinned and firmly

drawn together with holts before riveting is commenced. The drifting

done during assembling shall be only such as to bring the parts into

position, and not sufficient to enlarge the holes or distort the metal.

Surfaces in contact shall be painted. Bolts in field connection holes shall

be left in place.

Field Connections.

240. In reamed work, riveted trusses and skew portals shall be as-

sembled in the shop, the parts adjusted to line and fit, and the holes for

field connections drilled or reamed while so assembled. Holes for other

field connections, except those in lateral, longitudinal and sway bracing,

shall be drilled or reamed in the shop with the connecting parts assem-

bled, or else drilled or reamed to a metal template.

241. In punched work the field connections (except those in lateral,

longitudinal and sway bracing) shall be reamed to metal templates.
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Match-Marking.

242. Connecting parts assembled in the shop for the purpose of

reaming or drilling holes in field connections shall be match-marked, and

a diagram showing such marks shall be furnished the Engineer.

Rivets.

243. The size of rivet called for on the plans shall be the size of

the rivet before heating.

244. Rivet heads, when not countersunk or flattened, shall be of

approved shape and of uniform size for the same diameter of rivet. Rivet

heads shall be full, neatly made, concentric with the rivet holes, and in

full contact with the surface of the member.

Riveting.

245. Rivets shall be heated uniformly to a light cherry red and

driven while hot. Rivets, when heated and ready for driving, shall be

free from slag, scale and carbon deposit. When driven, they shall com-

pletely fill the holes. Loose, burned or otherwise defective rivets shall be

replaced. In removing rivets, care shall be taken not to injure the ad-

jacent metal, and, if necessary, they shall be drilled out. Caulking or

re-cupping will not be permitted.

246. Rivets shall be driven by direct-acting riveters where practicable.

The riveters shall retain the pressure after the upsetting is completed.

247. When necessary to drive rivets with a pneumatic riveting ham-

mer, a pneumatic bucker shall be used for holding up, when practicable.

Field Rivets.

248. Field rivets shall be furnished in excess of the nominal number

required to the amount of 15 per cent, plus ten rivets for each size and

length.

249. Field rivets shall be carefully selected, and shall be free from

fins oh the under side of the head.

Turned Bolts.

250. Where turned bolts are used to transmit shear, the holes shall

be reamed parallel and the bolts shall make a tight fit with the threads

entirely outside of the holes. A washer not less than ^-inch thick shall be

used under each nut.

Planing Sheared Edges.

251. Sheared edges of material more than jHs-inch in thickness and

carrying calculated stress shall be planed to a depth of J^-inch. Re-

entrant cuts shall be filleted before cutting.
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Lacing Bars.

252. The ends of lacing bars shall be neatly rounded, unless other-

wise called for.

Fit of Stiffeners.

253. Stiffeners under the top flanges of deck girders and at all bear-

ing points shall be milled or ground to bear against the flange angles.

Other stiffeners must fit sufficiently tight against the flange angles to

exclude water after being painted. Fillers and splice plates shall fit within

j4-inch at each end.

Web Plates.

254. Web plates of girders which have no cover plates may be

J^-inch above or below the backs of the top flange angles. Web plates of

girders which have cover plates may be J/2-inch less in width than the

distance back to back of the flange angles.

255. When web plates are spliced, not more than ^-inch clearance

between ends of plates will be allowed.

Facing Floor Beams, Stringers and Girders.

256. Floor beams, stringers and girders having end connection angles

shall be made of exact length after the connection angles are riveted. If

facing is necessary, the thickness of the angles shall not be reduced more
than J^-inch at any point, nor to a thickness of less than 2^-inch.

Finished Members.

257. Finished members shall be true to line and free from twists,

bends and open joints.

Abutting Joints.

258. Abutting joints in compression members, and girder flanges,

and, where so specified on the drawings, in tension members, shall be

faced and brought to an even bearing. Where joints are not faced, the

opening shall not exceed ^-inch.

Eye-Bars. .

259. Eye-bars shall be straight, true to size, and free from twists,

folds in the neck or head, and other defects. The heads shall be made

by upsetting, rolling or forging. Welding will not be allowed. The form

of the head will be determined by the dies in use at the works where the

eye-bars are made, if satisfactory to the Engineer. The thickness of the

head and neck shall not overrun more than is inch for bars 8 inches or
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less in width, % inch for bars more than 8 inches and not more than 12

inches in width, and re inch for bars not more than 12 inches wide.

260. Eye-bars which are to be placed side by side in the structure

shall be bored so accurately that, upon being placed together, the pins will

pass through the holes at both ends at the same time without driving.

Eye-bars shall have both ends bored at the same time.

Annealing.

261. Eye-bars shall be annealed by heating uniformly to the proper

temperature followed by slow and uniform cooling. Proper instruments

shall be provided for determining at all times the temperature of the bars.

262. Other steel which has been partially heated shall be properly

annealed except where used in minor parts.

Boring Pin Holes.

263. Pin holes shall be bored true to gage, smooth, straight, at right

angles with the axis of the member and parallel with each other, unless

otherwise required. The variation from the specified distance from out-

side to outside of pin holes in tension members, or from inside to inside

of pin holes in compression members, shall not exceed aVinch. In built-up

members the boring shall be done after the member is riveted.

Boring Pins.

264. Pins larger than 9 inches in diameter shall have a hole bored

longitudinally through the center of each not less than 2 inches in diameter.

Pin Clearances.

265. The difference in diameter between the pin and the pin hole

shall be 1/50-inch for pins up to 5 inches in diameter, and aVinch for

larger pins.

Pins and Rollers.

266. Pins and rollers shall be accurately turned to gage and shall be

straight, smooth and free from flaws.

Screw Threads.

267. Screw threads shall make close fits in the nuts and shall be

U. S. Standard, except that for pin ends of diameters greater than W%
inches they shall be made with six threads to an inch.

Welds.

268. Welds in steel will not be allowed, except to remedy minor de-

fects.

Forging Pins.

269. Pins larger than 7 inches in diameter shall be forged and an-

nealed.
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Bearing Surfaces Planed.

270. The top and the bottom surfaces of base and cap plates of col-

umns and pedestals, except those in contact with masonry, shall be planed,

or hot-straightened, and parts of members in contact with them shall be

faced to fit. Connection angles for base plates and cap plates shall be

riveted to compression members before the members are faced.

271. Sole plates of plate girders shall have full contact with the

girder flanges. Sole plates and masonry plates shall be planed or hot-

straightened. Cast pedestals shall be planed on the surfaces in contact

with steel and shall have the bottom surfaces resting on masonry rough

finished.

Pilot Nuts.

272. Two pilot nuts and two driving nuts shall be furnished for each

size of pin, unless otherwise specified.

(13) WEIGHING AND SHIPPING

Weight Paid for.

273. The payment for pound price contracts shall be based on the

scale weight of the metal in the fabricated structure, including field rivets

shipped. The weight of the field paint and cement, if furnished, boxes

and barrels used for packing, and material used for staying or supporting

members on cars, shall be excluded.

Variation in Weight.

274. If the weight of any member is more than 2 l/> per cent, less

than the computed weight, it may be cause for rejection.

275. The greatest allowable variation of the total scale weight of

any structure from the weights computed from the approved shop draw-

ings shall be V/> per cent. Any weight in excess of 1^ per cent, above

the computed weight shall not be paid for by the Company.

Computed Weight.

276. The weight of steel shall be assumed at 0.2833 lb. per cubic inch.

277. The weights of rolled shapes, and of plates, up to and including

36 inches in width, shall be computed on the basis of their nominal

weights and dimensions, as shown on the approved shop drawings, de-

ducting for copes, cuts and open holes.

278. The weights of plates wider than 36 inches shall be computed

on the basis of their dimensions, as shown on the approved shop drawings,

deducting for cuts and open holes. To this shall be added one-half of

the allowed percentages of overrun in weight given in Article 194.

279. The weight of heads of shop-driven rivets shall be included in

the computed weight.
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280. The weights of castings shall be computed from the dimensions

shown on the approved shop drawings, with an addition of 10 per cent,

for fillets and overrun.

Weighing of Members.

281. Finished work shall be weighed in the presence of the Inspector,

if practicable. The Contractor shall furnish satisfactory scales and do

the handling of the material for weighing.

Marking and Shipping.

282. Members weighing more than 5 tons shall have the weight

marked thereon. Bolts and rivets of one length and diameter, and loose

nuts or washers of each size, shall be packed separately. Pins, other

small parts, and small packages of bolts, rivets, washers and nuts, shall

be shipped in boxes, crates, kegs or barrels, but the gross weight of any

package shall not exceed 300 pounds. A list and description of the con-

tained material shall be plainly marked on the outside of each package, box

or crate.

283. Long girders and trusses shall be so loaded and marked that

they may arrive at the bridge site in position for erection without turning.

284. Anchor bolts, washers and other anchorage or grillage materials

shall be shipped in time for them to be built into the masonry.

(14) SHOP PAINTING

Shop Cleaning and Painting.

285. Unless otherwise specified, steel work, after it has been accepted

by the Inspector and before leaving the shop, shall be thoroughly cleaned

and given one coat of approved paint, applied in a workmanlike manner
and well worked into joints and open spaces. Cleaning shall be done with

steel brushes, hammers, scrapers and chisels, or by other equally effective

means. Oil, paraffin and grease shall be removed by wiping with benzine

or gasoline. Loose dirt shall be brushed off with a dry bristle brush before

the paint is applied.

Surfaces in Contact.

286. Surfaces coming in contact shall be cleaned and given one coat

of paint on each surface before assembling.

Erection Marks.

287. Erection marks shall be painted on painted surfaces.

Painting in Damp or Freezing Weather.

288. Painting shall not be done in damp or freezing weather except

under cover, and the steel must be free from moisture or frost when the
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paint is applied. Material painted under cover in damp or freezing weather

shall be kept under cover until the paint is dry.

Mixing of Paint.

289. Paint shall be thoroughly mixed before applying, and the pig-

ments shall be kept in suspension.

Machine Finished Surfaces.

290. Machine finished surfaces of steel (except abutting joints and

base plates) shall be coated with white lead and tallow, applied hot as

soon as the surfaces are finished and accepted by the Inspector.

(15) MILL AND SHOP INSPECTION

Facilities for Inspection.

291. Facilities for inspection of material and workmanship in the

mill and shop shall be furnished by the Contractor to the Inspectors, and

the Inspectors shall be allowed free access to the necessary parts of the

premises.

Mill Orders and Shipping Statements.

292. The Contractor shall furnish the Engineer with as many copies

of material orders and shipping statements as the Engineer may direct.

The weights of the individual members shall be shown.

Notice of Rolling.

293. The Contractor shall give ample notice to the Engineer of the

beginning of rolling at the mill, and of work at the shop, so that inspec-

tion may be provided. No material shall be rolled nor work done before

the Engineer has been notified where the orders have been placed.

Cost of Testing.

294. The Contractor shall furnish, without charge, test specimens, as

specified herein, and all labor, testing machines and tools necessary to

make the specimen and full size tests.

Inspector's Authority.

295. The Inspector shall have the power to reject materials or work-

manship which do not come up to the requirements of these specifications

;

but in cases of dispute, the Contractor may appeal to the Engineer, whose

decision shall be final.

Rejections.

296. The acceptance of any material or finished members by the

Inspector shall not be a bar to their subsequent rejection, if found de-

fective.

297. Rejected material and workmanship shall be replaced promptly

or made good by the Contractor.
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(16) FULL-SIZE TESTS

Full-Size Tests of Eye-Bars.

298. The number and size of the bars to be tested shall be stipulated

by the Engineer before the mill order is placed. The number shall not

exceed 5 per cent, of the whole number of bars ordered, with a minimum
of two bars on small orders.

299. The test bars shall be of the same section as the bars to be used

in the structure and of the same length if within the capacity of the test-

ing machine. They shall be selected by the Inspector from the finished

bars preferably after annealing. Test bars representing bars too long for

the testing machine shall be selected from the full-length bar material

after the heads on one end have been formed and shall have the second

head formed upon them after being cut to the greatest length which can

be tested.

300. Full-size tests of eye-bars shall show a yield point of not less

than 29,000 pounds per square inch, an ultimate strength of not less than

54,000 pounds per square inch, and an elongation of not less than 10 per

cent, in a length of 20 feet measured in the body of the bar. The fracture

shall show a silky or finely granular structure throughout.

301. If a bar fails to meet the requirements of Article 300, two addi-

tional bars of the same size and from the same mill heat shall be tested.

If the failure of the first test bar is on account of the character of the

fracture only, the bars represented by the test may be reannealed before the

additional bars are tested.

302. If two of the three bars tested fail, the bars of that size and mill

heat shall be rejected.

303. A failure in the head of a bar shall not be cause for rejection

if the other requirements are fulfilled.

304. A record of the annealing charges shall be furnished the En-

gineer showing the bars included in each charge and the treatment they

receive.

305. Bars thus tested which meet the requirements of the specifica-

tions shall be paid for by the Company at the same unit prices as the

structures. Bars which fail to meet the requirements of the specifications,

and all bars rejected as a result of tests, shall be at the Contractor's

expense.
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Water Service presents below its report to the

Twenty- fourth Annual Convention on the following subjects:

(1) Revision of the Manual.
Report of sub-committee on this subject appears

in Appendix A.

(2) Drinking water supply on trains and premises of

railways.

A progress report on this subject appears in

Appendix B.

(3) Specifications for contracting water service work.

A final report on this subject appears in Appendix C.

(4) Pitting and corrosion of boiler tubes and sheets.

A progress report on this subject is submitted in

Appendix D.

(5) Oil engines for railway water service.

A final report on this subject appears in Appendix E.

(6) Value of water treatment.

A progress report on this subject is submitted in

Appendix F.

(7) Methods of water analysis.

A progress report on this subject is submitted in

Appendix G.

(8) Relative merits of materials for pipe lines.

A final report on this subject appears in Appendix H.

Action Recommended

Your Committee requests the following action on its report:

(1) That the changes recommended be made in the Manual.

(2) That the report on progress of drinking water regulations be

received as information, and that the subject be reassigned to (he Com-

mittee for further study and report.

Bulletin 252, December, 1922.
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(3) That the final report on specifications for contracting watetf

service work be accepted as information.

(4) That the progress report on the study of pitting and corrosion

of boiler tubes and sheets be received as information, and that the subject

be reassigned to the Committee for further study and report.

(5) That the final report on oil engines in railway water service be

received as information.

(6) That the progress report on value of water treatment to

railways be accepted as information.

(7) That the progress report on standard methods of water analysis

be received as information and that the subject be reassigned to Committee

for further study and final report.

(8) That the final report on relative merits of cast iron, steel, wood
and other materials for pipe lines be received as information.

Recommendations for Future Work

(1) Study of subject-matter in the Manual with view to recommenda-

tions for changes.

(2) Continue study of progress of regulations of Federal or State

authorities pertaining to drinking water supplies.

(3) Continue study and report on pitting and corrosion of boiler

tubes and sheets, taking into consideration the character of the metal

used, method of manufacture, construction of boilers, and quality of water.

(4) Continue study and make final report on the value of water treat-

ment to railways.

(5) Continue study and make final report on standard methods of

water analysis and interpretation of results, for inclusion in the Manual.

(6) Study and report on automatic control of electrically operated

pumps.

(7) Study and report on use of lead as compared with substitutes for

joints in cast-iron pipe.

(8) Study and report on methods of watering and showering live

stock in transit.

(9) Study and report on preservation of wooden water tanks.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Water Service,

By A. F. Dorley, Chairman.
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Appendix A

REVISION OF THE MANUAL

F. D. Yeaton, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. G. Dalton, E. G. Lane,
W. M. Neptune, W. M. Barr, C. P. VanGundy, E. M. Grime, H. H.

Johntz, E. H. Olson, D. A. Steel.

Oil Engine.—An internal combus-
tion engine which is started and
operated on a non-volatile oil

of low specific gravity, the fuel

being ignited from a surface
heated by previous combustion
of the fuel.

Incrusting Solids.—Matter in solu-

tion or suspension which upon
the application of heat and
evaporation of water forms
scale.

Filtration.—A mechanical process

for removing suspended mat-
ter, or bacteria from water.

Single-Acting Pump.—One in

which one end of the plunger
or piston only acts on the fluid

column.

Working Barrel.—The metal tube
fastened to the lower end of
the drop line which contains the

valves and piston.

Artesian Deep Wells.—Artesian
deep wells, where obtainable,

are a satisfactory source; how-
ever, their flow is liable to con-
stant decrease and finally cease.

Oil Engine.—An internal combus-
tion engine which is started and
operated on a non-volatile oil of
medium low Baume degrees,

the fuel being ignited from a
surface heated by previous com-
bustion on the fuel.

Incrusting Solids.—Matter in solu-

tion or suspension which upon
the application of heat forms
scale.

Filtration.—A mechanical process

for removing suspended matter
or bacteria from water by pass-

ing through sand or other close

grained medium.

Single-Acting Pump.—One in which
only one end of the plunger or
piston acts on the fluid column.

Working Barrel.—The metal tube

or pump cylinder, fastened to

the lower end of the drop line

and which contains the valves

and piston.

Artesian Deep Wells.—Artesian
deep wells, where obtainable,

are a satisfactory source; how-
ever, their flow is liable to con-

stant decrease and final cessa-

tion.
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Appendix B

STUDY OF PROGRESS OF REGULATIONS OF FEDERAL
AND STATE HEALTH AUTHORITIES PERTAINING

TO DRINKING WATER SUPPLIES

S. C. Beach, Chairman, Sub-Commit tec; C. R. Knowles, R. C. Bardwell,

W. M. Barr, J. H. Davidson, B. W. DeGeer, M. E. McDonnell, A. B.

Pierce, H. L. Roscoe, C. P. Van Gundy.

An important ruling was made by the Ohio Court of Appeals on the

subject of Drinking Water, September 12, 1921, to the effect that corpora-

tions were to be held directly responsible for typhoid contracted by em-

ployees from drinking water furnished by said corporations, the Court

also holding that death resulting from typhoid, contracted by drinking

contaminated water furnished by the corporation, would be compensable.

The importance of this decision and the possible tendencies are readily

apparent and if, as has already happened, it is followed by other decisions

of a similar character, the effect on railways and other corporations may
be far-reaching. It is possible that employees and others ill from various

obscure causes, may take advantage of these decisions thus causing more

or less trouble and expense to railways by reason of claims, which in

some cases may be made in good faith, yet be absolutely without founda-

tion. Full reports of this matter appear in Public Health Report for

November 11, 1921, and Engineering News-Record for October 26, 1921.

At a meeting of the Joint Committee of the A.R.A. and A.R.E.A. held

in Chicago on November 23, 1922, at which the Surgeon-General, United

States Public Health Service, was represented by Sanitary Engineer Gor-

man, the question of the separation of ice and water in railway stations

was raised and the Committee informed that it was not at present

necessary, the stations not being included in the ruling which goes into

effect July 1, 1924. Your Sub-Committee, in view of the above Court

citation, would advise that no relaxation be made in the supervision of ice

and water handling in stations.

Two new drinking water hose nozzles were submitted for considera-

tion by the Joint Committee, one of the disappearing nozzle type with

collar and the other a smooth-collared nozzle, the latter being the choice

of the Committee by vote.

Attention is called to the fact that there are now nineteen States which

have adopted the Railway Sanitary Code, viz. : Alabama, Florida, Georgia,

Illinois, Kentucky, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, Mississippi, Min-

nesota, Maryland, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Wisconsin,

Washington, District of Columbia, and West Virginia.

A Chicago paper published a statement made by Assistant Surgeon

General W. F. Draper to the effect that dirt was being placed in the drink-

ing water supplied travelers to the possible injury of their health, this

being based upon inspection of the Chicago coach yards, adjudged unclean.

It is purposed to extend this coach yard inspection to other large cities,

with the idea of obtaining a greater degree of cleanliness.

The Joint Committee, A.R.A. and A.R.E.A., formed for the especial

purpose of more careful consideration of the handling of drinking water

on railways, have held two meetings and the advisability of making this

Committee a permanent formation is now under consideration.
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Appendix C

REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONTRACTING WATER
SERVICE WORK

E. H. Olson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. M. Neptune, H. H. Johntz,

Thomas Lees, H. G. Dalton, F. D. Yeaton, E. G. Lane.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONTRACTING RAILWAY WATER
SERVICE FACILITIES

GENERAL

Specifications.

These specifications are in general intended to cover the kind and

grade of material and equipment, class and character of the work

and manner of performing the same, together with any special specifica-

tions covering any particulars.

The term Chief Engineer has reference to the Chief Engineer of the

Carrier.

Drawings.

These are intended to show the general layout together with details,

and consist of sheets bearing Chief Engineer's file number

i-\
The drawings and specifications are to be considered co-operative.

All shop drawings made by Contractor must be submitted to the Chief

Engineer for approval.

All plans and specifications are the property of the Carrier and must

be returned with the bids.

Scope of Work.

The Contractor shall furnish all labor, tools, apparatus, utensils, equip-

ment, supplies and all material necessary for the proper and rapid conduct

of the work consistent with good workmanship.

Subcontractors.

Portions of the work or project may be sublet to competent and respon"

sible parties that are acceptable to the Chief Engineer.

The General Contractor shall be required before final payment is maoe

to furnish sufficient proof to the Chief Engineer that all labor and material

entering into the work has been paid for, and that the job has been com-

pleted as called for in the contract.
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Interpretation of Specifications and Plans.

The Chief Engineer shall be the sole and final interpreter of these

specifications and plans.

If the Contractor desires to make or file any comments or excep-

tions, he shall do so in writing, within ten (10) days, otherwise the matter

will be considered satisfactorily disposed of.

Execution of Work.

Every part of the work shall be performed in the best, most sub-

stantial and workmanlike manner using the several kinds of material best

adapted to each particular purpose and finished complete to the true intent

and meaning of the specifications and plans.

All work necessary to complete as shown on plans but not outlined

in specifications and vice versa, or reasonably implied by either or both,

shall be executed as if fully shown and specified.

The work shall be so conducted as not to interfere with the operation

of the railway, other contractors, thoroughfares, or the public without

written consent.

The Contractor must provide and maintain all necessary guards,

lights, temporary walks, etc., as may-be needed or as he may be directed by

the Chief Engineer.

The Contractor shall begin work as soon as possible after being

awarded the contract and shall carry on the work continuously with ade-

quate force and diligence to insure its completion within the specified time.

Force and Equipment Reports.

The Contractor shall furnish daily reports regarding number of men
with their classification and number of teams and how employed and

amount of and kind of equipment or material received when requested.

Supervision.

As the representative of the Chief Engineer there will be a local

inspector or engineer who will convey all instructions and pass on all

work and material, and with whom the Contractor shall carry on all

negotiations.

The Contractor shall at all times keep a responsible and competent

foreman on each class of work; he shall also at all times keep a responsible

and dependable man, foreman or superintendent with executive powers.

Alterations.

It is mutually agreed that the Chief Engineer shall have the right to

correct any omission, rectify errors and to make any alterations, either

deducting from or adding to the work, material or equipment that he

may find desirable.

Permits.

The Contractor's estimates shall be increased or diminished by such

sum as the Chief Engineer shall consider equivalent to difference in value

of the work done and that originally indicated.
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The Contractor shall obtain and pay for all necessary permits rela-

tive to the work as required by law.

He shall have all work inspected when so required by the authorities.

He shall be responsible for the observance of all laws applicable

to the work.

Material Furnished by Carrier.

All material, equipment, etc., furnished by the Carrier for use by

the Contractor on the job in question shall be considered as having been

delivered to the Contractor when he or his authorized representative has

been notified of the arrival of the same at the nearest practical point to

the site.

All material, equipment, etc., arriving in cars shall be promptly

unloaded by the Contractor.

Care of Material.

The Contractor shall be responsible for the protection and safe-

keeping of all material, equipment, etc., regardless of whether it is fur-

nished b}f the Contractor or Carrier, and shall replace all losses or damaged
portions at his expense.

Reports.

The Contractor will make progress reports for the

various classes of work at regular intervals as directed by the Chief

Engineer.

Measurements of Quantities.

All measurements of quantities for work done on a unit price basis

will include only the quantities which actually enter into and form a

part of the permanent part of the project.

No constructional, conventional or local rules or customs which

may conflict with the above will be considered.

Repairs.

The Contractor shall make good any defects appearing in the work

due to defective material, equipment or workmanship furnished by him.

Rubbish.

The Contractor shall at intervals remove all rubbish and waste

materials which may obstruct the progress of the work or add to the

fire hazard.

Upon completion the site shall be left neat and clean, nor shall there

be left any signs or advertisements.

Acceptance of Work by Chief Engineer.

When in the judgment of the Chief Engineer of the Carrier all the

various conditions have been fulfilled by the Contractor as called for

in the specifications, plans and contract and any supplements thereto,

the Contractor will then be informed of the acceptance of the work
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and his final estimate and voucher will be furnished to him within the

next thirty (30) days, provided the Contractor has furnished sufficient

evidence that there are no outstanding obligations which may become a

lien on the property'of the Carrier.

If the work is stopped before completion by order of the Chief

Engineer, the Contractor shall receive the actual cost of the work per-

formed and for the material furnished, plus the percentage specified for

extra work.

Temporary toilet facilities shall be provided, located as directed by

the Chief Engineer.

Transportation—Payments.

The Contractor shall comply with the conditions in the contract

that governs.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DUG WELLS

Dug Wells.

These to be located at

The work will be staked out by the Carrier including the placing of

a bench mark.

The well when completed shall be feet inside

diameter at the top and feet inside diameter at . the

bottom and shall be dug to a depth of feet below the

present surface of the ground.

The well wall shall be carried up feet above the

present surface of the ground to elevation based on the

Carrier's datum.

The thickness of the well wall at the bottom shall be

inches and at the top . . . : inches.

The well shall first be excavated placing cribbing as this work

progresses. The cribbing plans shall be furnished by the Contractor

and they must have the approval of the Chief Engineer.

The clear inside diameter of the cribbing should be sufficient to

permit the well wall within. Where possible, the cribbing shall be

salvaged as the wall work progresses.

The well wall shall be built upon a shoe whose cutting edge shall be

level and the design for which shall have the approval of the Chief

Engineer.

The outside diameter of the cutting shoe shall be a little larger than

that of wall.

Care must be exercised in excavating so that the shoe is maintained

in a horizontal plane.

The back surface of the wall should be made as smooth as possible

and may be battered when directed by the Chief Engineer.

The wall shall be built tight except such portions that will be

opposite the water strata to be tapped where the wall shall be perforated

to permit the infiltration of the water. The Chief Engineer will direct
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the location, size or amount of opening and the manner in which they

shall be provided.

The top of the wall shall be finished level with anchor bolts placed

as specified.

Ladder rungs of at least Y% inch round rods with bent ends shall be

firmly built in the wall at 18-inch intervals from the bottom to the top

of the well or other approved type of ladder and located as directed

by the Chief Engineer.

The outside of the well wall above the grade line shall be finished

as directed.

For excavation below the specified depths or for any additional exca-

vation, the Contractor will be reimbursed on a cubic yardage basis at the

unit price costs for the various classes of work specified in the contract.

All bailing up to 100 gallons per minute is included in the contract

price but for bailing in excess of this amount, pumping for test pur-

poses or any other extra work, the Contractor shall be paid actual cost

plus the percentage specified in the contract.

The excavated material shall be placed and graded around the well or

the excavated material shall be placed in one pile the location of which

will be designated by the Chief Engineer. Or, the excavated material

shall be placed in piles keeping the several classes of materials separate.

The well wall is to be of brick, concrete or stone. The brick or stone

to be laid in 1 to 3 cement mortar.

The brick shall be good, hard, well-burned, free from cracks, of

uniform size, shape and quality. Horizontal joints shall not exceed

% in.; they shall be laid well bonded with headers.

Brick Well Walls.

The brick shall be well laid and bonded and neatly struck on exposed

surfaces. They shall be placed flat and radially with joints not to exceed

Y% in., the vertical joints to be staggered.

The brick shall be thoroughly wetted (except in freezing weather)

before laying.

Concrete Well Wall.

The concrete work and material shall conform to the A.R.E.A.

specifications on page 400 of the Manual of 1921.

Stone Well Wall.

This material and work shall conform to the A.R.E.A. specifications

on page 394 of the Manual of 1921 as far as they apply to coursed rubble

masonry.

Well Roof.

This shall be built as per plans, other data and A.R.E.A. building

specifications (on page 875, Vol. 22 of the Proceedings) as far as they

are applicable.

There shall be a ventilator in the roof as designated by the Chief

Engineer.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR DRILLED WELLS

Location.

This well, to be furnished under these specifications, will be at

Station, its exact location to be given the Con-

tractor by an authorized employee of the Railway Company.

Size and Depth.

The size of the well casing at the top shall be not more than

inches or less than inches inside diam-

eter, optional with the Its finished size at

the bottom shall not be less than inches in diameter

and its depth shall be from feet to

feet, optional with the Railway Company, and will be determined as the

work progresses.

Casing.

The well shall be cased with standard wrought pipe unless other-

wise specified. Other pipe to be used only under special agreement

between the Railway Company and Contractor.

The casing shall be placed in sections of varying sizes as follows

:

First section of inch pipe shall extend from the

surface to a depth of at least feet below the surface.

Second section of inch pipe shall extend from the

first section to a depth of at least feet below the surface

unless the well is completed at a less depth.

Third section of inch pipe shall extend from the

second section to a depth of at least feet below the sur-

face unless the well is completed at a less depth.

Fourth section of inch pipe shall extend from the

third section to a depth of at least feet below the sur-

face unless the well is completed at a less depth.

Each section of casing shall overlap the adjoining section by ten

feet as nearly as practicable, and, if in sand, shall be provided with a

substantial lead packer properly driven in place or other approved method

of sealing to prevent any leakage of sand into the well. If the bottom

of the casing is seated in rock formation it must be driven tightly

against the rock to insure against leakage of undesirable water, sand or

mud into the well through the joint between the rock and casing, and a

forged steel drive well shoe must be used on the casing to accomplish

this purpose.

Well Screen (Strainer).

Where the supply is obtained from sand or gravel strata and not

from sandstone, a well screen should be used in the bottom of the well,

properly packed and connected to the bottom of the casing. The

screen should be set by first driving the casing down to the depth at

which the bottom end of the screen is desired, then placing the, screen

and pulling the casing back, allowing the casing to overlap the top end
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of the screen at least one foot, then driving the packer to place to secure

sealing. While pulling the casing back the well tools must be set,

resting on the bottom of the screen to prevent danger of screen pulling

up with the casings.

The screen will be ordered after the casing has penetrated the water

bearing strata and it has been definitely ascertained as to length and gago
of screen necessary. The screen, if used, shall be set in place by the

Contractor without extra charge over the price bid on the work.

Test.

Whenever, in the judgment of the Chief Engineer of the Railway

Company, the well may furnish a sufficient quantity of water, the Con-
tractor shall, upon the request of the Carrier, furnish the necessary

appliances for and make pumping tests of the capacity of the well. The
appliances shall have a pumping capacity of not less than

gallons per minute, and the tests shall continue as long, and be repeated

as often as, in the judgment of the Carrier's representative, is necessary.

The depth of the well is to be determined by the result of such tests. The
Carrier will pay the Contractor at the rate of a day,

or per hour for the actual time occupied in preparing

for and making the tests.

Material.

Where a screen is used the Carrier will furnish it, ordering same
as soon as its proper length and gage has been determined.

General.

The Contractor shall, on completion of the well, remove all remain-

ing material, rubbish, etc., incident to his work, and leave the well in a

safe condition, securely plugging the top end of the casing and filling all

excavations.

On completion of the work, the Contractor will furnish a complete

and correct log of the well.

Shallow drilled wells for depots, section and bunk houses, and stock

yards shall have concrete platform of an approved design 6 in. higher

than the surrounding grade to prevent surface waters from flowing or

seeping into the well. Each well shall be equipped with a hand or wind

mill pump or other approved devise.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR PIPE LINES AND FITTINGS

Cast Iron.

These shall comply with American Water Works specifications as to

dimensions, shape, weight, thickness and test, character of metal, finish

and coating.

Grade Line

This will be established by the Carrier's Engineers and must be

accurately adhered to by the Contractor.
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Excavation.

The depth of trench shall be below the frost line or at least

feet between ground surface and top of pipe. The bottom of the trench

shall be even and true to the established grade and of sufficient width

to permit proper caulking at joints.

Where necessary the trench should be shored to prevent caving and

to protect the workmen. If trench is left open after working hours, some

protection shall be installed, and after dark a red lantern shall be hung

in a conspicuous place as additional protection.

If classified material is encountered the Contractor will receive

additional compensation based upon the excess cost over that of earth

plus the percentage specified in the contract.

Laying.

All pipe, fittings and castings shall be internally cleaned of all

earth, rubbish and other objectionable matter before or at the time

of laying.

All open ends shall be closed before stopping work.

Air relief and blowoff valves of approved make shall be placed where

directed by the Chief Engineer or as indicated on the plans.

In laying the pipe the spigot shall be so adjusted in the bell or hub

as to give a uniform space all around and if any pipe or fitting does not

allow sufficient space for proper caulking it shall be replaced.

Caulking.

The caulking shall be faithfully executed and in such a manner
as to secure a water tight joint without overstraining the pipe.

Gaskets of hemp, jute, yarn, etc., shall be braided or twisted and

tightly driven before running or pouring the joint. . Before pouring the

lead the joint shall be clean and dry. The joint shall be run full in one

pouring and the melting pot shall always be kept close to the joint poured.

Lead joints shall not be at any point or place less than ts inch in

thickness nor less than 2^4 in. deep.

No change of alinement of pipe shall be permitted after the joint

is caulked.

The pipe line shall be water tight, 25 per cent, over the working

pressure.

Back Filling.

This shall be done as soon after the laying and testing as is con-

sistent. The back fill from bottom of trench to top of pipe or fitting shall

be first filled and well rammed or tamped. The material above the pipe

can be loose filled and heaped to prevent depression, except at road

crossings.

If for any reason the pipe or fitting is blocked up or if it does not

securely rest on the bottom of the trench, the space under the pipe shall

be carefully filled and well tamped.

At road crossings the back fill shall be placed in 6 to 8 inch layers
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and well tamped, and if necessary, puddled so that no depression will

occur.

Wrought or Steel Pipe, Black or Galvanized.

The pipe fittings, valves, etc., shall comply with the Carrier's specifi-

cations.

Grade Line.

Same as for cast iron pipe.

Excavation.

Same as for cast iron pipe except instead of "to permit proper

caulking at joints'' make it read "to permit proper tightening of the

pipe joints and fittings."

Laying.

All pipe and fittings shall be internally clean before laid. All open

ends shall be closed before stopping work. All threaded joints to be given

a coat of lead, plumbago, or other approved material

before assembling.

Air relief and blowoff valves of approved make shall be placed

where directed by the Chief Engineer or as indicated on the plans.

The pipe line shall be water tight at 25 per cent, over the working

pressure.

Back Fill.

Same as for cast iron pipe.

Wood Pipe.

Both solid and staved pipe and fittings shall comply with the Carrier's

specifications. All sizes may come in unit lengths. Staved pipe may
either be in unit lengths or in staves to be built up in the field. The
outside steel reinforcing for staved pipe may be either hooped or spirally

wound.

The pipe and fittings should be laid according to the manufacturer's

specifications.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR BUILDINGS
Buildings.

Pump Houses.
Derricks.
Treating Houses.
Frost Boxes.

These structures shall be built according to the A.R.E.A. Building

Specifications (see page 853, Vol. 22, of the Proceedings).

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ERECTION OF STEEL TANKS
FOR STORING WATER

Steel Tanks.

(See A.R.E.A. 1921 Manual, page 667.)
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR WOODEN TANKS

Wooden Tanks.

(See page 660, 1921 A.R.E.A. Manual.)

For Erection of Steel Towers, see page 667 of the 1921 A.R.E.A.
Manual.

For Erection of Wooden Towers, see A.R.E.A. specifications, and for

Carpentry, see page 874, Vol. 22, of the Proceedings.

The posts shall be accurately framed so that entire end areas shall

bear.

Painting.

All timber and metal surfaces shall have one coat primer and two
coats of finishing paint. Metal surface shall be steel brushed and cleaned

before applying.

Inside of steel tanks shall have two coats of cement wash applied

with a brush after the surface has been steel brushed and cleaned.

The wash to consist of V/i parts of cement to one part of fine sand

and mixed with water. The sand must pass through a 16-mesh screen.

First coat to be dry before the second coat is applied.

Foundations.

Steel tanks resting directly on the foundation (i.e. without towers)

shall have a level smooth, even top surface of uniform supporting value

to receive the tank, and may consist of a bed of crushed stone firmly

tamped in 6" to 8" layers, or an even concrete slab.

Where towers are used, the spread of the footings under each post

shall be proportional to the loading.

(a) Concrete: This shall be made and placed to meet the

A.R.E.A. specifications, page 400 of 1921 Manual.

(b) Cement: This shall meet the requirements of A.R.E.A.
specifications, page 375 of 1921 Manual.

(c) Brick shall conform to the carriers' specification. The speci-

fications of the A.S.T.M. may be used, see page 578, issue of 1921.

(d) Sand: This shall be in accordance with the A.R.E.A. speci-

fications, page 87, Vol. 21, of the Proceedings.

(e) Stone for Concrete: This shall meet the requirements of the

A.R.E.A. specifications on page 401, of Manual for 1921.

(f) Water Used for Concrete: Shall be as per A.R.E.A. re-

quirements, page 401, in 1921 Manual.

(g) Steel, Both Reinforcing and Structural: Shall meet the re-

quirements of the A.R.E.A. 1921 Manual, page 412, for "Billet-Steel

Concrete Reinforcement Bars."

(h) Timber: This shall conform to and meet the requirements
of the A.R.E.A. Specifications, Classifications and Gradings, page 303

of 1921 Manual.

(i) Paint: This shall conform to the carrier's specifications.

The A.S.T.M. specifications may be used, see page 696, issue of 1921.
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(j) Pipe—Steel and Wrought: These shall comply to the A.R.A.

Specifications, Mechanical Division, Manual, Division "A," page 181.

(k) Drain or Sewer Tile: This shall be in conformity to the

Carrier's specifications. The A.S.T.M. specifications may be used, see

page 584 in the 1921 issue.

Tank Fixtures.

These shall be of the Carrier's approved type and shall be installed

as per plans.

Tank Piping.

All piping shall have a swinging or expansion joint just before it

enters the tank, to provide for adjustments in case there is any movement
or settling of the tank. All joints to be water tight. There shall also

be a valve of an approved type just outside the tank on each pipe line.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TREATING MACHINERY

Treating Machinery.

The metal shall conform to the A.R.E.A. specifications for each

class.

It shall be carefully assembled according to plan. It shall be accu-

rately placed, tightly bolted on firm and true footings.

All bearings and shafting shall be in true alignment. All pulleys,

sprocket wheels and gear wheels shall (except idlers) be perfectly tight

on the shafting.

There shall be no binding in any of the moving parts. Wherever

there are moving contacts, approved methods of lubrication shall be

provided.

All pipe runs shall be (wherever possible) either horizontal or vertical

and so arranged that the piping system can be readily and thoroughly

drained.

All machinery, shafting, hangers, tanks (on outside surface only),

supports, and all other metal surfaces (except such portions that are

immersed in liquids) shall have two coats of approved paint, the metal

surfaces having first been cleaned.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR UNDERGROUND OIL AND GASOLINE
TANKS (SMALL SIZE) USED FOR ENGINE SUPPLY

Tanks.

These shall be of the manufacturer's dimensions. Horizontal tanks

to have three openings on top. The tanks can be either riveted or

welded.

All tanks to be tested to a 5-lb. sq. in. air pressure. Tank must be

perfectly tight. Metal not to be less than & in. thick.

Tank to have one coat of an approved paint on

outside.
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Water Columns.

These shall be of the Carrier's adopted or approved standard.

They shall be located from the center of the track in conformity

to the clearance regulations of the State in which they are placed.

The height of spout shall be the Carrier's standard.

The pit shall be accurately staked out. The pit shall be shored until

the walls are built. The materials and the manner of building shall con-

form to the A.R.E.A. specifications.

The floor of the pit shall pitch toward the drain.

Openings shall be made for the supply pipe, column pipe and manhole.

The roof may be either of concrete or timber, but strong enough

to insure a good footing for the water column. The walls may be either

concrete, brick, stone or creosoted timber, preference in the order given.

The water column shall be so placed that it locks with spout parallel

to the adjacent track or tracks.

Frost Protection.

This to be in accordance with A R.E.A. requirements, page 91, Vol.

17, of the Proceedings.

}
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Appendix D

PITTING AND CORROSION OF BOILER TUBES AND
SHEETS, CHARACTER OF METAL, METHODS OF

MANUFACTURE, CONSTRUCTION OF BOIL-
ERS AND QUALITY OF WATER

CONSIDERED

M. E. McDonnell, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. C. Bardwell, W. M.
Bare, J. H. Davidson, B. W. DeGeer, O. W. Carrick, C. H. Koyl,

C. R. Knowles, J. H. Gibboney, P. M. LaBach, H. L. Roscoe, T. W.
Sedwick, C. P. VanGundy, D. A. Steel.

The progress report of this Committee submitted at the last conven-

tion covered a digest of the work done on this subject during the past

sixty years and it covers the basic and fundamental principles involved.

During the past year we have devoted work to the study of specific

conditions as outlined in last year's report; however, our experiments

covering the determination of hydrogen-ion concentration developed un-

expected difficulties which have retarded the progress of the work. The
colorimetric method of determination of hydrogen-ion concentration in

boiler water samples has proved impractical, as has also the measurement

by conductivity method using open electrodes. It is expected to continue

the study along this line using closed electrode method which is now
under investigation.

Consideration is still being given to the possibility of reducing pitting

and corrosion by eliminating the dissolved oxygen from the feed water.

The opinion still prevails that oxygen plays an important part in pitting

and corrosion, not as a primary cause but as a phase in the cycle consist-

ing in the removal of ionic iron from the water in the boiler, thus dis-

turbing the equilibrium and permitting further attacks on the boiler

metals by any corrosive agent present in the water. It is hoped that con-

tinued observation of results obtained where open feed water heaters

are in service will furnish information which will have an important

bearing on the subject.

Efforts have been made to determine the difference of potential in

various parts of the boiler. Readings obtained indicate that such differ-

ences exist, but the irregularity both in amount and location prevent our

drawing any definite conclusions up to the present.

No special study has been made of the character of metals due to

the fact that Committee A-5 of the A.S.T.M. has now under investiga-

tion the rate of corrosion of different classes of metals and the Com-
mittee does not feel justified in duplicating this work. The Bureau of

Standards is also conducting elaborate tests of various classes of metals,

these tests having special reference to rate of corrosion where metals are

imbedded in soil. Although the conditions are somewhat different to

those which the metal in a locomotive boiler is subjected to, there is a

possibility that the results may have some bearing on the rate of corrosion

of locomotive boilers.

It is recommended that a study of this subject be continued. Al-

though no promise can be made to complete the work it is hoped that

development will furnish information of considerable benefit.
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Appendix E

USE OF OIL ENGINES IN RAILWAY PUMPING STATIONS

E. M. Grime, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. R. Knowles, H. G. Dalton,

R. L. Holmes, Thomas Lees, P. M. LaBach, W. M. Neptune, E. H.

Olson, A. B. Pierce, F. D. Yeaton.

Historical.

Internal combustion engines were actually used before Watts con-

structed his steam engine, but these engines did not come into commercial

favor until the latter part of the 19th century.

The first practicable internal combustion engine employing the explo-

sion of a flammable gas in a cylinder was that designed by Robert Street

in 1794 but it was not until 1860 that Lenoir built the first engines of

this type that were sold commercially for the production of power.

In 1862 the French Engineer, Beau de Rochas, advanced the theory

of the cycle of operation which should be carried out in a gas engine

so as to best utilize the heat energy and these principles still govern

wherever engines of this type are built. His proposal of a single cylinder

with a cycle of four strokes was as follows

:

(1) Drawing in charge of air and gas.

(2) Compression of air and gas.

(3) Ignition at dead point with subsequent explosion and
expansion.

(4) Discharging the products of combustion from the cylinder.

The four-stroke cycle, commonly known as the Otto cycle engine,

embodying these principles, was first brought out at the Paris exposition

in 1878 and created a revolution in the construction of gas engines.

The next important development in the internal combustion engine

was the invention of Dr. Rudolf Diesel of Augsburg, Germany, in 1897.

Modified types of these Diesel engines have been rapidly gaining favor

during recent years and it is these engines which appear to promise the

highest efficiency for all ordinary water service work.

Diesel Types.

The characteristic oil engine, or the one which uses petroleum oil for

fuel, is now manufactured in three distinct types, which may be described

as low pressure, medium and high pressure. The chief difference between

these engines and those previously manufactured to operate on gas,

gasoline or other light distillates capable of being handled through a

carburetor is in the method of fuel injection.

The low pressure oil engine is so named from the fact that the com-

pression is low, usually not exceeding 60 pounds per square inch. This

is built on the four stroke cycle principle. The fuel is sprayed into the

combustion chamber during the compression stroke and ignition is usually

secured by means of a hot bulb heated by outside means before starting

the engine and thereafter kept hot by successive explosions. The pres-
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sures resulting from explosions are not high, combustion is not as

thorough and the resulting efficiency is lower than in the higher pressure

engines.

The high pressure oil engine is the true Diesel. It operates on the

two or the four stroke cycle. On the initial stroke air only is drawn into

the cylinder and on the second stroke it is compressed to about 500 pounds

per square inch. At the end of this stroke the fuel is injected into the

compressed air. The temperature of the compressed air is then sufficiently

high to set up ignition of the oil and the expansion of the gases resulting

from the combustion drives the piston on the power stroke.

This engine is particularly favorable for marine service and for other

purposes where practically continuous duty is required. It is generally

used for large installations and units as high as 2,000 h.p. are in use.

The medium pressure oil engine, or so-called Semi-Diesel type, has

now been brought to a state of perfection where it is generally the most

economical and practicable type for all ordinary railroad water service

installations. A typical design of this class is the two-stroke cycle valve-

less injection engine first designed by Dugan Clerk. This operates on

the crank-case compression plan using the front of the cylinder as a

scavenging air compressor. As the piston moves forward on the power

stroke the inlet port from the crank case opens just after the exhaust

port has been opened and air under slight pressure is forced into the

cylinder against a baffle plate on top of the piston and thence to the end

of the cylinder, partially driving out the dead gases. The piston return-

ing compresses the air into the combustion chamber or igniter ball, as the

case may be, and the fuel oil is injected into the compressed air by the

oil pump. The heat in the compressed air, combined with the heat

retained after each explosion in the combustion chamber and the walls of

the cylinder, now causes ignition and the piston moves on the power

stroke. This operation is repeated at every revolution of the engine.

When starting the engine the igniter ball or combustion chamber

is first heated by means of a torch and successive explosions then main-

tain the proper temperature. The pressures used in Semi-Diesel engine

vary from 125 to 250 pounds.

General.

By reason of simplicity of operation, small floor space required, con-

venience in storing and handling the fuel, usually lower cost of installa-

tion, and low attendance cost, the internal combustion engine has proven

most desirable for all ordinary intermittent power service.

Many gasoline. engines are still in use and will continue to be used,

especially since by the application of devices for preheating the oil before

it enters the cylinder, lower grade cheaper oils than gasoline may be

used. These devices permit the use of oils such as kerosene and dis-

tillates of 39 degrees Baume and over having a flash point of 230 degrees

and under, and a burning point of 280 degrees and under. As a rule these

devices lower the mechanical efficiency of the engine but in many cases
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where the engines are not fully loaded, large economies may be shown by
the use of the cheaper fuels.

The remaining distillates of 26 degrees Baume and over are used

to advantage in the Semi-Diesel crude oil burning engine which, by
reason of the wide range of cheap fuel available, is rapidly becoming
the standard for water station work. To avoid trouble oil engines

should not be operated in excess of their rated H.P. A properly designed

engine of the so-called Semi-Diesel two-cycle type should operate on 0.6

lb. of fuel per brake horse-power hour with a consumption of not over

one gallon of cylinder lubricating oil per 400 rated H.P.H. in the sizes

of engines up to 25 H.P. and one gallon per 800 H.P.H. in the larger

sizes.

These engines are easily started, simple in operation, have few parts

to get out of order, and hence are most convenient for the intermittent

service required at the average water station.

Appendix F

PROGRESS REPORT ON VALUE OF WATER TREATMENT
TO RAILROADS

C. H. Koyl, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. R. Knowles, R. C. Bardwell,

W. M. Barr, O. W. Carrick, J. H. Davidson, B. W. DeGeer, E. M.
Grime, P. M. LaBach, H. L. Roscoe, C. P. Van Gundy, D. A. Steel.

The conditions prevailing during the past year have emphasized the

value of water treatment to railroads. While the value of treat-

ment has been recognized on the roads having water softening plants in

service, the results from the use of treated water during recent months if

generally known would remove any doubt that may have existed in the

minds of the most skeptical. Your Committee, however, is hoping to

reduce to a money basis the acknowledged benefits of clean soft water

so as to be able to balance its value against its cost.

It is apparent to your Committee that the savings in coal and in

boiler repairs, large as they are, do not always constitute the principal

value of treated water, but that in most cases the chief benefit lies in

the maintenance of regular railroad service. The Committee has de-

termined in a few typical cases the value of treated water in the three

items of coal saving, boiler repairs and improved service, but the difficul-

ties of such work during the prevailing conditions of last year were so

great and the subject covers such a wide field that the Committee is not

in a position to submit a final report and requests that the subject be

reassigned.
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Appendix G

STANDARD METHODS OF WATER ANALYSES AND INTER-
PRETATION OF RESULTS

R. C. Bardwell, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. M. Barr, S. C. Beach,

O. W. Carrick, J. H. Davidson, B. W. DeGeer, J. H. Gibboney, C.

H. Koyl, M. E. McDonnell, H L. Roscoe, T. W. Sedwick, C. P.

Van Gundy.
b

The subject of water analyses and interpretation of results has long

been a source of controversy. It has been a not infrequent occurrence

to find reports on the same water made by different analysts apparently

showing different constituents present. This fact is due, not so much to

the method and accuracy of the analysis, but to the method of reporting

the actual matter found, in the hypothetical combinations which is popu-

larly presumed to represent the condition occurring in the water supply.

The amounts of the various elements are commonly determined separately,

or in the simplest combination possible, according to recognized methods

and the possibility of appreciable errors is slight.

This subject is assumed to cover only the method of analysis directly

applicable to boiler water supplies containing the constituents. Abnor-

mal conditions or special research work requiring individual methods

cannot be included in a general report. For this work, the extremely

careful methods used in research work or by the Geological Survey are

not necessarily required. Considering an error of as high as 10 per

cent., the opinion on a water quality would not be materially altered, i. e.,

a water with 5.0 or 5.5 grains per gal. would be considered good, 10 or 11

grains per gal. fair; 20 or 22 grains per gal. poor; and 50 or 55 grains

per gal. very bad.

The customary and accepted practice for reporting results of water

analysis is by hypothetical combination of the elements. This practice

should be standardized and the following modification of the Fresenius

method is recommended for uniformity.

Silica—as Found

Iron and aluminum as oxides (except in special cases of acidity where

these should be calculated to sulphates).

Positive Radicals Negative Radicals

Calcium Carbonate
Magnesium Sulphate
Sodium (Alkali salts) Chloride

It is to be understood that the silica, iron and aluminum oxides, and

the calcium and magnesium combinations be classed as incrusting solids,

while the sodium and alkali salt combinations be classed as non-incrust-

ing and reports should show total amounts of each in pounds per 1,000

gallons.
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Survey of present practice indicates that in approximately 90 per

cent, of water analyses for railroads, reports are made in grains per

gallon, the balance being in parts per 100,000. Although it would appear

that reports as grains per gallon, which is equivalent to parts per 58,341,

is not the best scientific procedure, this method seems to convey a

better impression of the actual condition of the water, which is the ulti-

mate purpose of the analysis. It is therefore recommended that reports

of water analysis in grains per gallon be adopted as Standard Practice.

There are three classes of analyses wiiich should be standardized.

(1) Field survey tests.

(2) Rapid laboratory method.

(3) Complete and full laboratory analyses.

Check of present practice in the case of field survey tests as a

preliminary check of raw water quality and the means for rapidly deter-

mining the results of treatment have developed considerable variance.

It was found that some railroads have developed different systems of

practice and reports for this purpose which have proved successful for the

individual condition. Although the results in the end are the same, your

Committee could come to no definite recommendation as to the particular

method for standardization at this time.

The following method is recommended for rapid and semi-complete

boiler water determinations in the laboratory. This method was developed

at the University of Illinois and has been in successful use for over 15

years with satisfactory results where absolutely accurate results are not

required. Sufficient data is furnished for filling out the usual form

reports of ordinary water analysis and experience will largely eliminate

many of the experimental errors which are at times encountered.

Outline of Method for Rapid Boiler Water Analysis

1. Evaporate 58.3 c.c. to dryness in weighed dish, and bake one hour

at 110 deg. C. Weigh up as total solids, milligrams giving grains per

gallon direct.

2. Neutralize 58.3 c.c. with 50th normal sulphuric acid, methyl

orange indicator, which gives the number of grains per gallon of car-

bonate and hydrate alkalinity direct from the number of c.c. used, as

calcium carbonate.

3. Take 116.6 c.c. in Erlenmeyer flask and boil for fifteen minutes.

Add from 5 to 10 c.c. from pipette (so that, as shown from soap test,

there will be a convenient excess of a tenth normal soda reagent made

up of one-half 10th normal sodium hydrate and one-half 10th normal

sodium carbonate). Boil ten minutes longer and pour into a graduated

200 c.c. flask, making up to mark by washing with distilled water. When
cool the solution should be at the mark. Filter off 100 c.c. and titrate

with 50th normal sulphuric acid and methyl orange indicator. Along with

this sample a blank should be run, using the same amount of distilled

water as the sample and treated with the same amount of soda reagent.

The difference between the 50th normal needed on 100 c.c. sample for
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the blank and sample titration gives grains per gallon direct of incrust-

ing sulphates in terms of calcium carbonate. If the difference is negative

it gives the amount of free sodium carbonate direct in terms of calcium

carbonate.

4. Take 116.6 c.c. of sample in Erlenmeyer flask and exactly

neutralize with 50th normal sulphuric acid, methyl orange indicator.

Boil fifteen minutes to expel all free carbon dioxide and then add 25

c.c. of a clear saturated solution of lime water (made up by shaking

excess of C.P. lime in two liter bottle with distilled water and let settle).

Continue boiling for 10 or 15 minutes and magnesium is precipitated

as magnesium hydrate. Pour into a 200 c.c. graduated flask and make
up to mark with distilled water. When solution has cooled it should be

on the 200 c.c. mark, filter and titrate 100 c.c. with normal sulphuric

acid. A blank should be run using the same amount of distilled water as

the sample and using the same amount of lime water. The difference

between the sample and the blank titrations gives the amount of mag-
nesium present direct in grains per gallon in terms of calcium carbonate.

5. In making final report compare results from No. 3 and No. 4.

If No. 3 is in excess of No. 4 calculate No. 4 direct to magnesium sul-

phate and the difference to calcium sulphate, No. 2 being calcium car-

bonate.

If No. 3 is less than No. 4 calculate No. 3 direct to magnesium
sulphate and the difference in No. 4 to magnesium carbonate, this dif-

ference in No. 4 being also subtracted from No. 2, the remainder being

calcium carbonate.

If No. 3 is negative make proper allowance in No. 2 for the amount
of sodium carbonate, calculate No. 4 to magnesium carbonate, making
allowance in No. 2, and the remainder of No. 2 being calcium carbonate.

6. Titrate 58.3 c.c. sample with silver nitrate solution made up so

that one c.c. is equivalent to one c.c. solution of sodium chloride which
contains one gram per liter, potassium chromate indicator. This gives

sodium chloride direct in grains per gallon.

7. If the silica and iron aluminum content amount to more than

one grain per gallon it may be well to separate them and weigh them
up by the usual gravimetric methods, using a sample of 291 c.c. and
multiplying the . decigrams by two (2) to get grains per gallon. If,

however, the amount is below this, which is usually the case, same
can be estimated with sufficient accuracy, especially with a little experi-

ence by standard colorimetric determination.

8. The difference between No. 1 and the sum of the calculations

in No. 5, No. 6, and No. 7 gives the amount of sulphates (non-incrusting),

nitrates, and organic matter. There is no necessity in separating these

in a boiler water analysis unless after heating the dish after making the

determinations in No. 1 the residue is shown to contain high organic

matter which might induce foaming. The sulphate may then be deter-

mined as barium sulphate or rapidly by the Farr Sulphotometer and the

organic taken as the difference.
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(3) For full and complete examination of boiler waters, it is recom-

mended that the procedure outlined in the latest edition of "Standard

Methods of Water Analysis," published by the American Public Health

Association, 289 Fourth Avenue, New York, be followed. These methods

were adopted as standard by that Association, after collaboration with

other scientific societies and are universally accepted.

It is the opinion of your Committee that the present work on hydro-

gen-ion determination has not as yet been developed or simplified to

such an extent that it can be considered as practical for use on railroad

boiler water supplies. The determination of dissolved gases is also a

field which involves special investigation for individual cases and dis-

cussion is not considered applicable to general report.

Conclusions

1. It is recommended that results of water analyses be reported as

hypothetical combinations based on procedure as outlined.

2. It is recommended that results of water analyses for railroad pur-

poses be expressed in grains per gallon and pounds per thousand gallons.

3. That three classes of analyses be recognized, i. e., field survey

tests, rapid laboratory method, and full and complete laboratory method.

4. That the subject be again referred to the Committee for prepara-

tion of concise and brief statement for inclusion in our Manual of Recom-

mended Practice.

Appendix H

RELATIVE MERITS OF CAST IRON, STEEL, WOOD AND
OTHER MATERIALS FOR PIPE LINES

C. R. Knowles, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. M. Neptune, H. H.

Johntz, H. G. Dalton, E. M. Grime, P. M. LaBach, R. L. Holmes,

Thomas Lees, E. H. Olson, A. B. Pierce, J. H. Gibboney, F. D.

Yeaton.

Introduction.

The relative merit or value of the various materials used for th"

construction of pipe lines are dependent upon a number of factors and

their effect not only upon the pipe, but also upon the fluid passing through

it.

The soil in which underground pipe is laid and other exterior influence

affecting both underground and overhead pipe are factors to be considered.

Pressure, size of pipe and general service conditions are also features to

be given consideration in selecting the material to be used. It is difficult

to lay down set rules for the selection of the proper material of pipe lines,

but some general conclusions may be drawn from experience.

The intent of this report is to briefly discuss the merits of trie various

kinds of pipe, and make certain recommendations, not to cover each and

every installation but as representing the best of current practice. In
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preparing this report, it is assumed that the subject as assigned is intended

to include only such pipe now in general use or readily available for the

purpose of carrying water.

Historical.

The first application of a pipe or tube for carrying water or other

liquids is lost in antiquity, although some form of pipe has probably

played its part in every age of man's struggle for existence. One writer

offers the suggestion that the giant cane, or bamboo, which grows to a

diameter of four to six inches and forms a natural tube with very little

labor, answered for the first pipe line ever constructed by man.

The earliest known pipes were earthen or pottery tubes and stone pipe

cut from solid blocks. Researches have brought to light earthen pipe which

according to the archaeologists was used for water supply as long ago as

4500 B. C. There is also evidence to show that the ancients used lead,

bronze and copper for pipe lines. The earthen pipes were sometimes

encased with blocks of stone cut to surround the pipe and the joints were

filled with mortar to secure greater strength. Some of the stone pipe

was made with male and female ends similar to the hub and spigot

of today and the joints made with cement. Iron clamps were also used

to add to the strength of the pipe.

Probably the oldest known pipe line still to be seen is that which

supplied a part of Jerusalem's water supply in Solomon's time (about

1000 B. C), This pipe line was constructed of earthen pipes about 10 in.

in diameter and was about 12 miles long. It brought water from reservoirs

near Bethlehem, known as the pools of Solomon, and terminated just

west of the temple. The ancient Romans were perhaps the first to make
pipes from metal for carrying water, but about the only material they had

was lead and it was too expensive for general use. The Roman pipes

were of a piriform shape and the joints were made with melted lead. Wood
pipe was finally substituted for the lead pipes in Rome, and for centuries

it was relied upon almost entirely for water mains.

The first water supply of the City of London had lead and wood
mains, the wood finally supplanting the lead pipes. The first public water

supply in America was constructed in Boston in 1652. The mains were

of wood and were taken up and replaced with wood again in the latter

part of the 17th century.

The Cast Iron Water Pipe Bureau gives the record of the first

installation of cast iron pipe at Versailles, France, in 1664. This pipe

is still in use after more than 250 years of service. This is given as

the earliest application of cast iron pipe of which continuous service

records are available. The first wrought iron pipe was used in this

country in the early part of the 19 century. Previous to this time the

welding of wrought iron pipe was done by hand and was a slow and

expensive process. The manufacture of steel pipe has been confined to

the last 25 to 30 years. A quarter of a century ago not over 5 per cent,

of the pipe was steel, yet 85 per cent, of the welded pipe made today is

steel pipe.
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Cast Iron Pipe.

Cast iron pipe has been in use for centuries and as the first installa-

tion of which there is any authentic record is still in service, it is gen-

erally conceded that its life is greater than that of any other pipe when

used for underground water service, with the possible exception of con-

crete pipe, which has recently come into use and is comparatively little

known.

The resistance of cast iron to corrosion is due largely to the presence

of other elements in combination with the metal. Another factor which

adds to the life of cast iron pipe and its resistance to corrosion is the skin

of the casting formed of a rough layer of silicate combined with the ex-

terior of the metal and is caused by the molten metal taking up some of the

material forming the mold, which is usually of sand. This skin on the

surface of cast iron pipe also forms a good surface for a protective

coating owing to the roughened surface of the pipe and porosity of the

skin.

So far as durability and life of material is concerned, it is impossible

to fix any definite period of usefulness for cast iron pipe under average

conditions. To quote John W. Hill, a well-known Water Works Con-

sulting Engineer and formerly Engineer of the Filtration System, Phila-

delphia: "The durability of cast iron pipe is so thoroughly proven and

so well-known to engineers and capitalists that no limit is placed on its

life, and for convenience of calculation in the appraisement of the value

of a water system is usually taken at 100 years, although with much pipe

now in the ground and serviceable after 100 years, it is clear that a life of

100 years is not the correct limit."

With certain waters cast iron pipe is sometimes subject to interior

incrustation which increases the friction and reduces the carrying capacity

of the pipe. This is, to a certain extent, common to all pipe and need

not materially affect the ultimate life of the pipe, as it may be readily

cleaned by mechanical means without taking it up.

Cast Iron Pipe in Railway Water Service.

The use of cast iron pipe for railway water service up to about fifty

years ago was limited; accordingly, the service record of cast iron pipe in

railway use is largely confined to this period. Fifty years ago pipe lines

serving railway water stations were small. In very few instances were

they larger than 3 or 4-in., and although there was a quantity of 3 and 4-

in. cast iron pipe in use at that time the increasing demand for water over-

taxed the small pipe lines and they were replaced with larger pipe, not on

account of deterioration, but because of the smaller lines becoming inade-

quate. Therefore, but few specific instances may be shown of cast iron

pipe in long service on railroads.

The following records are given of cast iron pipe in use on a middle

western railroad

:

Approximately 10,000 ft. of 4-in. cast iron pipe was laid at Centralia.

Illinois, in 1855. This pipe became inadequate to supply the increased
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demand for water in 1867. Upon examination it was found heavily in-

crusted and was cleaned and part of the line relaid with clean-out boxes

placed 100 ft. apart. This provided only temporary relief and about 5,000

ft. of the 4-in. pipe was taken up and relaid with 8-in. cast iron pipe in

1868. This 8-in. pipe is still in service after being in the ground fifty-four

years. The 4-in. cast iron pipe relieved at Centralia was relaid at Ram-
sey, Illinois, in 1868 or 1869. This pipe remained in service at Ramsey
until 1903, when it was found too small for that point and was replaced

with 6-in. cast iron pipe. The old 4-in. cast iron pipe relieved at Ramsey
was again used for various purposes, principally for drains, although

the deterioration was not marked on this relieved pipe.

About 7,500 ft. of 4-in. cast iron pipe was laid at Little Wabash River

in 1867 and remained in service until 1893, when it was replaced with a

larger pipe. The pipe taken up at Little Wabash was stored at Centralia

until 1894 or 1895, when it was relaid at Centralia, Effingham and Big

Muddy. This pipe was uncoated and evidently had never been coated

even when first laid. The old 4-in. pipe relieved from Wabash River

and relaid at Big Muddy and Centralia was replaced with larger pipe

later on. That laid at Effingham is still in service. The 6-in. cast iron

pipe laid at Centralia in 1868 and 1869 was taken up when the old shops

were abandoned in 1916. This old pipe was found in such excellent state

of preservation after forty-eight years of service that much of it was

used again, no distinction being made between the relieved pipe and new
cast iron pipe.

Wood Pipe.

Wood pipe is made in three types, Bored pipe, Machine Banded
Stave pipe and continuous stave pipe. Bored pipe is made in one piece

and is turned and bored the desired size, is usually furnished without

bands and is generally used where strong acid or other solutions prohibit

the use of metal. This type of pipe is available in the smaller sizes up

to 4-in. only, except at considerable expense, and is but little used for

general service.

Machine banded pipe is made up from staves machined on the edges

to form a tongue and groove ; the inner and outer surfaces of the stave

"are dressed to conform to a curve corresponding to the diameter of the

pipe. The staves are assembled in cylindrical form, after which they

are spirally wound with a steel band or wire. The joints for machine
banded wood pipe are usually of the male and female type made to a tight

driving fit and not requiring any form of packing or gasket. In some
cases a mortise is turned on one end and a tenon at the other; with other

makes the joint is provided by a collar or coupling and a tenon, the collar

or coupling being made from wood staves, steel or cast iron. The pipe

is furnished either coated or uncoated. The coated pipe receives a cov-

ering of hot asphaltum, and sometimes also after this coating it is wrapped
with one or more thicknesses of burlap saturated in the hot asphaltum.

After receiving its coating the pipe is finally rolled in sawdust or sand.
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Continuous stave pipe is formed of staves in the same manner as the

machine banded pipe except that the staves are assembled in the field, and

hoops and lugs similar to those used on wooden water tanks are used in-

stead of the spiral bands. Wood stave pipe is used extensively for carry-

ing water. It is much lighter and more easily handled than cast iron or

steel pipe, and can be laid at less expense. This is particularly true where

pipe is laid in isolated and mountainous country.

Wood stave pipe has been found satisfactory where the operating

conditions do not subject it to water hammer or to any severe changes

in pressure, but trouble from leakage is likely to be frequent when these

conditions are not obtained. Both the staves and bands are elastic to a

certain degree and increases in pressure have a tendency to open the

staves, causing leaks and disturbing the coating on the pipe. Therefore,

it would appear that its use is limited to pipe lines subjected to fairly

constant pressure if best results are to be expected.

When comparing wood pipe with cast iron or other pipe for use where

operating and other conditions are suitable to it, first cost should not be

the entire consideration. The annual cost of the different classes of pipe

on the basis of their probable length of service and cost of repairs, etc.,

should also be studied. Otherwise wood pipe would generally be favored,

as its first cost is usually less than any other class of pipe and it cannot

be considered as the most satisfactory in many cases. Therefore, the

capitalized cost does not always offer a fair comparison unless due con-

sideration is given all details of the installation and the conditions under

which it will operate.

Statistics on the life of wood stave pipe vary to such an extent that

they are of little value in fixing a definite figure on the approximate life

of this class of pipe. The life of the pipe depends upon the life of each

material entering into its construction, staves, bands and coating. It is a

generally accepted fact that the life of the timber itself when properly

manufactured and laid is indefinite, provided the wood is kept saturated.

Therefore, the ultimate life of the pipe is dependent on the life of the

bands. It is a very difficult matter to apply a coating to the pipe that will

completely protect the bands against corrosion under certain conditions.

This is particularly true of the flat bands, as nearly fifty per cent, of their

surface is concealed and that surface of the band against the pipe is pro-

tected by the coating applied to the pipe only to the extent that the coating

will flow between the pipe and band. Instances are known where flat

banded pipe has been abandoned after less than ten years of service chiefly

on account of the failure of the bands. The round galvanized wire band-

ing properly protected with asphalt, or other coating, should have a longer

life than the flat, ungalvanized band. Many estimates have been made as

to the life of wood stave pipe ranging from an estimated life of ten years

to a life of fifty years. It is safe to say that ten years may be fixed

as a minimum, while the maximum life may be placed at from twenty to

twenty-five years if the wood is kept saturated and the bands are protected

against corrosion.
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Wrought Iron and Steel Pipe.

The term "Wrought Iron Pipe" as commonly used is often accepted

in the general sense of the term, as referring to either wrought iron or

steel pipe, while, as a matter of fact, there is a wide difference in the phys-

ical characteristics of the two classes of pipe. To avoid confusion a dis-

tinction should be made and they should be specifically referred to as

genuine wrought iron pipe and wrought steel pipe, respectively.

Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe.

Genuine wrought iron pipe is rarely furnished on order unless so

specified and purchased on analysis and tests or by the trade name. The
larger manufacturers of genuine wrought iron pipe roll their name into

the metal. This is usually accepted as a guarantee that the pipe is made
from genuine wrought iron.

The principal advantage of genuine wrought iron over steel pipe is its

resistance to corrosion. Among other advantages is its resistance to re-

peated stresses, which make it more desirable for use in rotary well drill-

ing and for drive pipe in driven walls. It is also easier to thread in the

field, as wrought iron is fairly uniform in texture and is not as liable to

show hard spots. The resistance of genuine wrought iron to corrosion

is so well known that it is hardly necessary to go into details. Its com-
position, purity and comparative freedom from segregated impurities

are important factors in retarding corrosion and pitting.

Dr. Chas. B. Dudley, former Chief Chemist of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, advanced an explanation of the great resistance of wrought iron to

bending stresses, on the theory that a metal like wrought iron, which is

believed to be a bundle of fibres, each surrounded by slag, and which has

within itself power of distribution of the strain, is a more reliable metal

when subjected to bending stresses than a perfectly homogeneous metal

like steel.

Another important feature in wrought iron pipe is its welding qual-

ity as it welds much more readily and makes a better weld without a flux

than steel. This is of considerable importance in view of the increasing

use of welded pipe lines.

Wrought Steel Pipe.

Steel pipe has a greater tensile strength than genuine wrought iron

pipe and where the pipe is not subjected to corrosion it will answer for

general service above ground. The cost of steel pipe is much less than

the cost of genuine wrought iron pipe and as a result the great majority

of pipe installations (except underground pipe) are constructed of steel

pipe. Steel pipe is generally stocked by all dealers in water works and
plumbing supplies, while genuine wrought iron pipe is stocked only by
the larger dealers. This is an advantage to the manufacturers of steel

pipe, as it is more readily available.

Steel pipe undoubtedly has its advantage in the larger lines, 18-in.

and over, as the cost of genuine wrought iron in these sizes would be
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prohibitive and it is extensively used for large penstock power, water

and gas lines.

When steel pipe is laid underground it should be thoroughly protected

by some effective coating. A comparatively inexpensive method of pro-

tecting steel pipe against exterior corrosion is to coat it with asphalt or

pitch and wrap it with burlap before the coating has hardened, applying

a heavy coat of the paint to the burlap. The coating should be applied as

the pipe is laid and particular attention should be given exposed threads.

Concrete Pipe.

Concrete pressure pipe is still in the pioneer stages of development

and on account of lack of data cannot be considered in comparison with

the pipe now being generally used in railway water service. Considerable

progress is being made in the development and manufacture of concrete

pipe, however, and it is possible that in the near future railroads may find

it a satisfactory substitute for some of the pipe now being used.

Galvanized Pipe.

Galvanized pipe is used to a considerable extent in the smaller sizes up

to 3 in. and in a few instances even larger sizes. Galvanizing pipe consists

of applying a coating of zinc which protects the pipe against moisture and

the resultant corrosion from rust. It also prevents tastes or discoloration

of the water passing through the pipe. Zinc is readily attacked by acids

or alkalis and it is not always a protection against these elements in the

soil.

Miscellaneous Pipe.

Brass pipe, black tin pipe, fibre pipe, lead pipe and black tin and lead-

lined pipe are used to some extent for conveying chemical solutions and

acids, but their use in railway water service is limited and would not war-

rant a detailed description or discussion of their relative merits in this

report.

Conclusions

Cast iron pipe appears to be the most satisfactory pipe for under-

ground water service under practically all conditions, and its use is rec-

ommended for all installations where permanency and durability are

desired.

Wood stave pipe is satisfactory for underground water service where

operating and physical conditions are suitable, and with these conditions

it may be recommended for use in case where the supplies are liable to

be of a temporary nature or where, while not temporary in the usual sense

of that term, there may be some doubt of absolute permanency. It may
be recommended for use also under proper operating conditions for per-

manent supplies when its expectation of life may be high as in locations

where alkali soil conditions tending to corrosion of the banding are

known not to be present.
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From standpoint of durability genuine wrought iron pipe is recom-

mended for water lines above ground, for well casings and for all hot

water, air and steam lines where cast iron pipe cannot be used.

It is recognized that other classes and kinds of pipe have been used

successfully for certain services in the past and will continue to be used

in the future, but as it is impractical to attempt to enumerate and describe

the man)' different conditions under which pipe is used for each service

the above recommendations are submitted as representing the best of

current practice.

Comparative Cost of Pipe.

No attempt has been made to show the comparative cost of pipe in

place for the reason that local conditions as regard to depth of cover, char-

acter of excavation and cost of labor vary to such an extent that such

figures might prove misleading. The cost of pipe as shown in the follow-

ing are as of December 1, 1922, all prices being f. o. b., Chicago.

Cost of Pipe Per Foot
Size of Pipe 6-In. 8-In. 10-Iu. 12-ln. 14-In.

Genuine wrought iron pipe $1.55 $2.44 $3.50 $4.30 $6.50
Wrought steel pipe 0.88 1.27 1.82 2.34 4.57
Cast iron pipe (16-ft. length)... . 0.89 1.28 1.70 2.20 2.74
Wood stave pipe (redwood) 0.70 0.93 1.18 1.49 1.81

Wood stave pipe (creo. fir) 0.64 0.85 1.08 1.36 164
Wood stave pipe (pine) 0.63 0.81 1.06 1.25 1.44
Wood stave pipe (fir) . 0.56 0.74 0.95 1.20 1.45

Note.—Cost of cast iron pipe includes lead and jute.

It is realized that the cost of pipe as given above is of but little value

so far as determining the actual cost is concerned, and the figures are sub-

mitted only for the purpose of showing the comparative cost of pipe con-

structed of the different materials.
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(2) Substitute ties (Appendices A and B).

(3) Care of ties after -distribution (Appendix C).

(4) Installing and keeping records of test sections (Appendix D).

Action Recommended

1. That the material in Appendix A, relating to substitute ties in

service, be received as information.

2. That the fundamentals to be considered in designs of substitute

ties, found in Appendix B, be approved for publication in the Manual.

3. That the conclusions and recommendations in Appendix C, relating

to care of ties, be approved for publication in the Manual.

4. That the conclusions contained in Appendix D, relative to test

sections, be approved for publication in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Report on substitute ties, including design.

3. Report on ties of foreign woods in this country.

4. Report on the dimensions of cross-ties in theory and practice.

5. Study and report on the subject of reforestation as related to tie

and timber supply for railroads.

6. Report on tie life data derived from test sections.

7. Recommend an outline of work for next year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Ties,

By W. A. Clark, Chairman.

Bulletin 252, December, 1922.
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Appendix A

REPORTS FROM RAILWAYS MAKING TESTS OF
SUBSTITUTE TIES

L. J. Riegler, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. Boardman, W. J. Burton,

J. F. Deimling, G. F. Hand, F. R. Layng.

Baltimore & Ohio.

Kind, Metal Tie Company, Wyckoff Ties.

Reported by Earl Stimson, Chief Engineer Maintenance.
Date, July 28, 1922.

Metal Tie Co.—Fifty of these ties are in track near Martinsburg,

W. Va. They were inspected on July 24, 1922. Twelve of the wood blocks

are slipping off the metal part of the ties. Some of these have slipped as

much as two inches. At least ten of the blocks are so badly split that

renewal is necessary. A number of the ties have a tendency to tilt in the

direction of traffic. No maintenance has been done on these ties since the

last inspection.

Wyckoff.—Four of these ties were installed in the west bound Locust

Point track, Bailey's Tower, Baltimore, Md., on Dec. 9, 1920. This tie

is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Bessemer & Lake Erie.

No new steel ties have been purchased since our previous report, and

it is not intended to make any purchases in the very near future.

Nothing of unusual interest had developed in our use of steel ties,

and we believe that previous reports fully cover all that we have to report

at the present time.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

Kind, Carnegie.
Reported by C. A. Paquette, Chief Engineer.
Date, July 12, 1922.

"The Carnegie ties which are in our main track east of Grcensburg

were inspected on April 30, 1922.

These ties were put in in the spring of 1906. Originally there were

3,000 ties, and of that' number twenty-four have been removed. Of those

removed, seven were removed in 1921 and eight in 1922. Of the 24 re-

moved, eight were taken out because of failures of the web of the tie, and

16 because of the failure of the top flange directly under the rail. The
web failures resulted from corrosion of the metal so that holes developed

through the web. In the flange failures, the top flange broke off on each

side of the rail seat and these fractures united under the rail through the

web. In many of the ties still in service there is evidence of buckling of

the web. This condition is caused by weakening of the section through

corrosion.

The ties are laid in gravel ballast and the corrosion is such as occurs

from moisture retained in the ballast. There are no brine drippings over
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this track worth mentioning. It is difficult at this time to predict how
much longer life we will get out of the remainder of the ties, but I appre-

hend an increasing number of them will be removed each year. It is cer-

tain that the average life of these steel ties will compare unfavorably with

the average life of creosoted ties.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

Kind, Hardman.
Reported by A. J. Neafie, Principal Assistant Engineer.

Date, July 19, 1922.

These ties were inspected on July 1, 1922, on which date 22 were in

track. All of these will be removed during 1922. The Hardman tie is a

complete failure on account of the bands of metal corroding and giving

away ; also on account of timber decay.

Duluth & Iron Range.

Kind, Carnegie.
Reported by W. A. Clark, Chief Engineer.
Date, July 19, 1922.

These ties were inspected on June 19, 1922, on which date 1,214 were

in track. The condition was generally good, but some may need renewal

during the next year. During the past year twenty-eight were removed,

due to the special fastenings which had become worn and the bolt holes

enlarged from corrosion so that the fastenings were unsatisfactory. Seven-

teen were removed due to crushing under the rail, making a total of 45

removed during the year.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern.

Kind, Carnegie—Kimball.
Reported by W. H. Hoyt, Chief Engineer.
Date, July 25, 1922.

Carnegie.—We installed 22,380 Carnegie Steel Ties in 1908 and 1909.

The following have been taken out of track: In 1918, 10; in 1919, 64; in

1920, 121 ; in 1921, 204, making a total of 399 removed and 21,981 remain-

ing in track as of Dec. 31, 1921.

Kimball.—Thirty of these steel ties were installed in 1914 and they

were all in track as of Dec. 31, 1921.

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.

Kind, Bates—Carnegie—Carnegie Switch Ties.

Reported by A. Montzheimer, Chief Engineer.
Date, July 17, 1922.

Bates.—The Bates concrete ties are still in track at Whiting and

giving good service. We recently had a derailment on these ties which

slightly damaged the concrete but has not affected their efficiency.

Carnegie.—Statement below gives the Carnegie Steel Cross and Switch

Ties in track on July 1, 1922. We have installed 517,867 linear feet of
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steel switch ties beginning with the year 1912 and have removed 113,633

feet, leaving a total of 404,234 linear feet of switch ties in the track on

July 1, 1922. Some of these ties were taken out on account of being

damaged by derailment and others were taken out on account of failure in

the web of the tie. A heavier section of steel tie is required for our traffic.

Up to July 1, 1922, we have removed 2,795 steel cross-ties, leaving

12,167 steel cross-ties in track at the present time. As stated in my letter

last year, most of the steel cross-ties were removed on account of failure

of the web under the rail.

Steel Switch Ties

Year

Linear feet of
switch ties

used in

renewals

1912 30,452
1913 196,333

1914 142,939
1915 58,314
1916 17,856
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922 to 7-1-22

3,789

4,511

6,483

575
4,712

00

Linear feet of

steel switch
ties taken up
a/c renewals

10

1,907

3,006
526

22,737

24,855

9,629

Linear feet of

steel switch
ties used in

construction

5,580

11,527

5,135

2,023

7,120

8,623

6,564

1,582

2,588

717
444

Totals... 465,964 62,670 51,903

Linear ft. of steel switch ties used in Renewals...
Linear ft. of steel switch ties used in Construction.

Linear feet of

steel switch ties

taken up a/c
tracks retired

430

1,615

16,498

17,340

5,453

1,582

2,774

4,744

527

50,963

.465,964

. 51,903

Total 517,867
Linear ft. of steel switch ties taken up account Renewals 62,670
Linear ft. of steel switch ties taken up account tracks Retired 50,963

Total •.•••••.•••. 113,633
Linear ft. of steel switch ties in track at present 404,234

Steel Cross-Ties

Number of steel cross-ties laid in track 14,962
Number of steel cross-ties removed from track 2,795

Number of steel cross-ties in track on July 1,

Steel cross-ties removed as follows

:

Year
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922

1922 12,167

. 50

. 260
182

. 453
306

1,165

379

2,795
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Lake Erie & Western.

Kind, Buhrer Concrete.
Reported by J. K. Conner, Chief Engineer.
Date, July 15, 1922.

There are five of these ties in track at Tipton. When inspected on

May 12, 1922, they were found to be in poor condition.

Long Island Railroad.

Kind, Carnegie—Combination concrete and steel.

Reported by E. M. Weaver, Engineer M. of W.
Date, July 20, 1922.

Carnegie.—We still have 18 of the Carnegie Steel Ties in track at

Hicksville, and they appear to be in good condition with the exception of

the rail fastenings, which are somewhat worn.

Combination Concrete and Steel.—Our last report on the concrete

ties at Long Island City was made on July 15, 1921, at which time 8 of

these ties were still in track. These ties were removed from track on

August 15, 1921, on account of the concrete breaking off and the tie prac-

tically falling apart.

Los Angeles Railway.

Kind, McDonald.
Reported by B. H. Eaton, Engineer M. of W. & S.

Date, July 27, 1922.

There are 4,283 of these ties in track in good condition.

New York Central Railroad.

Kind, Silver.

Reported by Francis Boardman, Division Engineer.

Date, July 25, 1922.

The Silver Ties are in the same condition as reported on Sept. 13,

1921, except that the concrete shows further indication of cracking and

loosening from the metal.

Pennsylvania System (Eastern Region).

Kind Champion
Reported by W. G. Coughlin, Chief Engr., M. of W.
Date July 12, 1922.

. . ^ .

These ties were inspected July 11, 1922. Of the 767 remaining in

track on that date, 528 showed slight damage by derailed car, but still

serviceable ; otherwise all ties remaining in track were in good condition.

During the past year 228 of these ties were removed account of damage

by derailed car.

Pennsylvania System (Central Region)

Kind Mechling & Smith—Riegler—Snyder
Reported by W. D. Wiggins, Chief Engr., M. of W.
Date Aug. 30, 1922.
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Mechling & Smith.—The 15 remaining Mechling & Smith ties were

removed from track in Wilkinsburg Yard about April, 1922. The wooden

part had failed so that it was impossible to properly maintain gauge. No
Mechling and Smith ties remain in track.

Riegler Armored Concrete Tie.—These ties are illustrated on pp.

893-4-5 of Vol. 11 of A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1910. Fifteen were placed

in high speed, heavy service main tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad

near Emsworth, Pa., in May, 1908. The ties were first placed in No. 1

westbound track, where they were subjected to through and suburban

passenger business. In December, 1914, they were taken out and placed

in No. 3 eastbound track, where they were subjected to freight and through

passenger business. The removal was for the purpose of separating these

ties from some other test ties in No. 1 track, so as to determine the

cause of signal failures. The separation showed that the failures were

caused by the other ties ; in fact, there have been no signal failures on these

ties during the thirteen years the ties have been in track.

The ties originally supported 85 lb. A.S.C.E. rail, which was changed

to 100 lb. in 1910. The ties were temporarily removed on October 31, 1921,

when rail was changed to 130 lb. It was necessary to plane off the old

100 lb. clips or provide new ones to fit the new 130 lb. rail and in order

not to delay the laying of rail, the ties were temporarily removed from

track. This gave a good opportunity of examining all of the ties out of

the track, after a service of thirteen years and five months under heavy

traffic.

The photographs, Figs. 2 and 3, show the ties after removal. A
careful inspection was made and it was determined that the insulating

material should be renewed before the ties were replaced in track, and

also the. bolts, as some had been bent by a derailed wheel and others had

the threads damaged. The concrete on one tie was so badly cracked that

it was determined to clean out the steel shell and refill before replacing

in track. On another tie the concrete on one end was replaced. Three

other ties have been repaired in the same manner since 1908. There has

been very little deterioration, due to corrosion, although a great many re-

frigerator cars have passed over them while in No. 3 freight track. All

of the original fifteen ties first put in the track in 1908 were replaced in

No. 3 track in July, 1922.

Snyder.—These ties were inspected on July 17 and Aug. 9, 1922. At

Conemaugh Yard there were 1,030 still in track and at Derry Yard 683

still in track. They were in fairly good condition with the exception of a

few on which the clips had become worn. The ties removed from Cone-

maugh Yard during the past year had been damaged by wrecks.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

Kind Atwood—Standard
Reported by A. R. Raymer, Chief Engineer.
Date Aug. 16, 1922.

Atwood Steel Tie.—Installed in No. 4 main track at McKees Rocks,

Pa., in October, 1908. All of these ties will be removed this season. The
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cause of removal is on account of the steel which covers the ties under

the rails being broken, permitting the rails to cut into the ties to the

extent of about one-fourth of an inch. The concrete is broken off and

the reinforcing rods in the center of two ties and the bolts in all of the

ties have become set so that they cannot be removed or tightened. Five

ties are involved in this test. This tie is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Standard.—Twenty Standard Steel ties are still in main track at

Glassport, Pa. They were installed May 4, 1914, and are still giving good

Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern.

Kind Carnegie
Reported by J. N. Thompson, Supt. M. of W.
Date Aug. 2, 1922.

These ties were inspected on July 21, 1922, and 61 were found re-

maining in track. These were in failing condition. The ties removed dur-

ing the past year failed by crushing of the web.

Southern Pacific Company.

Kind Goodlett
Reported by W. H. Kirkbride, Engineer of M. of W. & S.

Date July 25, 1922.

Four of these ties were still in track when inspected on July 18, 1922.

Two of these were in good condition, the other two being cracked. The

ties taken out during the past year were badly broken.

Southern Pacific Lines.

Kind Concrete—Indestructible—Percival—Moore
Reported by H. M. Lull, Chief Engineer.

Date Aug. 8, 1922.

Indestructible.—Twenty-three of these ties were installed on the

Houston Division, Eagle Pass Branch, in May, 1916. When inspected on

July 24, 1922, they were found to be in good condition, the same as when

new.

Percival.—These ties are located near San Leon (Edgewater), Texas.

Our record on these ties is as follows

:

Test No. 1.

50 Ties installed October, 1906.

3 Ties removed in 1908 account of derailment.

57 Ties only considered in the test.

10 Ties had been renewed up to July, 1914, account breaking.

16 Ties renewed in 1915 account relaying rail with heavier steel

and screw spikes breaking off, damaging blocks and ties.

9 Ties renewed in 1918—5 account of ties broken under rail and

4 ties taken out and shipped to manufacturer for examination.

1 Tie renewed in 1919 on account of breaking.

11 Ties taken out Sept. 16, 1921, account of general poor condi-

tion, wooden blocks completely gone, screw spikes bent and

broken, ties cracked or broken.

Test closed out Sept. 16, 1921.
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Test No. 2.

53 Ties in original test, installed Oct., 1906. \

2 Ties removed in 1914 account of being broken.
3 Ties removed in 1915 account one broken tie and two having

broken screw spikes account relaying rail.

16 Ties removed in 1918 account being broken and having broken
screw spikes.

1 Tie removed in 1919 account of being broken.

Final inspection of July 25, 1922, shows 31 Percival Concrete ties

still in track, of which 3 are broken under rail, 2 are failing in center,

due to cracked on top and exposing reinforcement to rust. Screw spikes

are all in poor condition and wood cushion blocks require 90 per cent

renewal.

There are 26 unbroken concrete ties still remaining in track but they

should be removed this year as screw spikes are no longer effective.

Moore.—The 38 ties remaining in track were found to be in very

poor condition when inspected on June 1, 1922. They should be removed

from track.

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.

Kind Chamberlain
Reported by H. J. Pfeifer, Chief Engineer.

Date July 14, 1922.

Ten of these ties are located in a yard track where the speed is slow.

When inspected on June 30, 1922, they were found to be cracked and

broken and they will require removal soon.
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Appendix B

SUBSTITUTE TIES

L. J. Riegler, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. J. Burton, J. F. Deimling,

G. F. Hand, F. R. Layng, A. J. Neafie.

The Committee has not yet undertaken to prepare a design of a

Substitute Tie, but feels that better results can be obtained by selecting

from those already submitted or to be submitted, such as seem to have

sufficient merit to warrant further extensive trial. Based upon past

experience and upon the fundamentals in Exhibit A, the following ties,

in the opinion of the Committee, warrant further trial.

Atwood—Steel and Concrete.

Bates—Reinforced Concrete.

Carnegie—Stael.

Metal Tie Company—Steel and Wood.
Railway Tie Company—Steel and Wood.
Riegler—Steel and Concrete.

Snyder—New—Steel.

In making the above selection, the Committee has had in mind four

different classes of service, as follows : Heavy service high speed insulated

tracks ; heavy service non-insulated tracks ; branch lines ; and side tracks.

It believes that some substitute ties not suitable for high speed main track

may be found economical in side tracks, thereby conserving the timber

supply of main track use. Also that some, on account of high first cost,

can be used economically only in heavy service tracks.

The Committee again calls attention to the desirability of extensive

tests of substitute ties, notwithstanding the improbability of immediate

general use. Only by extensive tests and gradual development can a

satisfactory substitute be produced. The Committee, therefore, recom-

mends that the larger railways make extensive tests of one or more of

the above ties, and that the Engineering Departments follow up the tests

with a view of developing defects and determining what improvements, if

any, can be made.
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Exhibit A

FUNDAMENTALS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DESIGNS OF
SUBSTITUTE TIES

1. Safety.—The substitute must be designed so as to have suffi-

cient strength to prevent failure of the tie or its fastenings, and sufficient

bearing surface on the ballast, and with the rail to properly support the

loads imposed, and provide against undue deflection in the rail.

2. Performance.—Track will not remain permanently to gage,

surface and line under the loads imposed upon it, and labor operations,

more or less frequent, will always be necessary to restore it. Therefore,

the tie should be designed as far as practicable to resist the forces

tending to disturb these conditions and to readily permit restoration.

Fastenings

The fastenings must be of sufficient strength to maintain gage and so

designed that without taking the tie from the track and without change

to the holes, or fixed bolts or projections in the tie, a reasonable change

of width or thickness of the base of rail, or variation of gage, may be

made. The fastenings should be such as to offer as little obstruction

to derailed wheels as possible. They should permit shimming where

necessary, the change of defective rail, or the renewal of rails with

ease, and should be replaceable if broken or defective, without disturbing

the tie.

Gage

If the design provides one support under each rail, united by a

transverse member to hold gage, the transverse member must be of

sufficient strength to maintain gage and plane, and of such design as to

withstand a reasonable amount of the damage incident to derailment.

The bearing of the rail on the tie must in all cases be of sufficient

area to prevent widening of gage by canting.

Line

The tie should be of such shape that it will not only resist the tend-

ency of track to get out of line, but also permit the track to be thrown back

to line. Projections on the base of the tie that project into the ballast

make it necessary to lift the track out of surface before relining, and

are therefore objectionable. Ties clamped in pairs which enclose a con-

siderable amount of ballast between their several parts, to such extent

that the ballast must be removed before the track is lined, add a material

burden to the labor necessary to line track.
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Surface

The tie should have sufficient length and breadth to provide a bear-

ing surface per rail length of track at least equal to that obtained with

wood ties, for the same class of track, without reducing the space between

the ties to such an extent as to make tamping difficult. It should have

sufficient stiffness as a beam to develop the full bearing area on the

roadbed.

The base of the tie must be so shaped that the ballast can be readily

and effectively tamped under the tie and also not cut into or disturb the

tamped bed.

Insulation

When insulation is desired, the design should permit of insulation

without a material change in the tie proper. The fastenings must be so

designed that the insulation material will not be subjected to abrasion or

to great stress other than compression.

3. Economy.—The annual cost per unit of length of track for

renewals and track maintenance should compare favorably with wood ties.

Economy in renewals depends upon first cost and durability. Economy in

maintenance will depend upon how closely the requirements heretofore

specified are met.

Causes of Failure

Past experience indicates that some of the features productive of

failure in substitute ties are as follows

:

(1) Lack of efficient protection against corrosion.

(2) Failure of rail fastenings.

(3) Failure of insulation.

(4) Loss of beam strength due to weakening tie in vicinity of
rail to accommodate rail fastening features.

(5) Use of sharp interior angles or square holes, from which
cracks are developed.

(6) Lack of resistance to derailed wheels.

(7) Design of base of tie such as to render tamping difficult or
impossible and such as to make maintenance of proper sur-

face of track impracticable.

(8) Design of tie such that track will not hold line, or such as

to make lining of track impracticable.

(9) Lack of beam strength causing breakage on yielding roadbed.

(10) Lack of protection in concrete ties from abrasion by ballast.

(11) Lack of provision for expansion and contraction in combina-
tion ties of steel and concrete.
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Appendix C

(3) CARE OF TIES AFTER DISTRIBUTION

John Foley, Chairman, Sub-Committee; M. S. Blaiklock, H. A. Cassil,

S. B. Clement, S. E. Shoup, J. W. Williams.

The results obtainable from ties of the character procurable under

the standard specifications of the A.R.E.A. depend in no small measure

on the care given to the ties after their delivery to the railroad which

has inspected and purchased them. Maximum results from good ties can-

not be expected if they are abused while stored or handled.

To obtain information regarding present practice in the care of ties,

a questionnaire was sent to the members of the Association, and the replies

are detailed in the accompanying tabulation. They show variations which

indicate that the latest knowledge of the subject is not everywhere applied,

and make evident the need for standard regulations which can be set

forth as recommended practice for inclusion in the Manual. The replies

are summarized in the following separation of the subject into its several

phases.

Storing.

Place.—Approximately 90 per cent, of the roads reporting store

their ties on right-of-way and at treating plants. Only nine roads use

exclusively storage, shop, and material yards for their tie reserves. Three

roads do not store ties.

The Committee recommends that

:

Ties should be stacked on ground bare of debris or vegetation

for at least two feet around each stack and clear of vegetation over
six inches high within ten feet of any stack and sufficiently well-

drained so that water will not stand under the stacks or in their

immediate vicinity. Decaying wood debris should be thoroughly

removed.

Manner.—Two by seven is the commonest stacking reported, with

1x7 and 2x8 almost as popular. Other open stacks are made of ties laid

1x8, 1x9, 1x10, 2x2, 2x9, and 2x10. Close stacks are made of ties laid

6x6, 7x7, 8x8, 9x9, 10x10, and 11x11. Twelve roads use triangular stacks,

and ten roads pyramid their ties, while five roads rick ties "cordwood"

or "windrow" fashion. Only one road reports the use of special stickers

(
J/2 inch strips), one road piles ties "so air can circulate freely," and

one road has no specific method of piling.

Thirty-five roads report the use of dirt covers on stacks, while thirty

roads report that dirt is not used to cover stacks. Of the former, 80 per

cent, cover only creosoted ties, principally for fire protection, although

three roads do so specifically as protection against weathering and two

roads as protection against checking.
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The Committee recommends that

:

Untreated and zinced ties should be stacked so as to obtain free

circulation of air, minimum contact, and where storage space is

limited maximum economy of space consistent with economical han-
dling, for which purposes the best stacks are one or two by seven to

nine, depending on the widths of the ties (Figs. 1, 2 and 3), except
when or where the ties would be subject to splitting from too rapid

drying, in which seasons or localities semi-solid stacks (7-9x7-9), with

the end ties on their sides (Fig. 4) should be employed. Stacks should
not be over 20 layers high, and the bottom layers should be kept at

least six inches above the ground. Decayed ties should not be used as

sills, nor untreated ties if treated ties or non-decaying materials are

available. Alleys at least three feet wide should be maintained
between rows of stacks.

Creosoted ties should be stacked as compactly as practicable (Figs.

5 and 6) and should be covered with cinders or dirt wherever exposed
to falling sparks.

Stored ties of any kind should not be accumulated in groups of

stacks without adequate spacing between the groups to permit fire con-

trol nor without the maintenance of bared or plowed ground at least

three feet wide around the storage yard wherever fire from adjacent

areas may spread.

S-Ironing.—Although the questionnaire referred to did not cover

the use of anti-splitting devices, the Committee is satisfied that many ties

would be serviceable much longer if their serious splitting were stopped,

and recommends that

:

Hardware ties received without anti-splitting devices should have

S-irons effectively placed in each end as they are stacked for storage. Any
kind of tie which starts to split in track should be S-ironed promptly.

Seasoning.—The desirability or utility of seasoning untreated ties

before they are placed in track is shown by the reports received to be a

question on which extremely divergent views are held. Thirty-five roads

report they do not endeavor to season Class U ties before use; twenty-

six roads wish untreated ties seasoned two to six months; twenty-eight

roads desire them to season six to twelve months; and one road prefers

them seasoned more than a year before they are placed in track.

Zinced ties are seasoned after treatment for one to three months by

twelve roads, and three to six months by four roads. Only four roads

report creosoted ties seasoned after treatment, and two of these hold their

ties one to three months, while the other two hold them three to six

months.

Since there is not now available sufficient data on which to base

recommendations concerning the seasoning of untreated ties, the Com-

mittee recommends only that

:

After treatment zinced ties and fir ties which have been boiled should

be seasoned at least two months before insertion in track.

Choosing.—The choice of stored ties for use in track has been

enough of a problem to thirty-seven roads to cause thirty-one of them to

issue instructions that the oldest ties be used first; three of them to in-

struct that white oaks, treated ties, and untreated ties be used first, and
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three of them to issue instructions based on special conditions. While

thirty-one roads have not felt the necessity or advisability of issuing in-

structions concerning the use of uneven-aged ties of different classes or

groups, the Committee believes that considerable waste can be eliminated

by the practice of selecting ties to minimize the loss of track service, and

recommends that

:

Where choice has to be made between distributed ties of unequal age,

but equal suitability for given trackage, the oldest ties should be used

first, provided it is not practicable to determine and use the least durable

tie first and to see that no tie is held in storage longer than one-fifth of its

estimated life in track.

Adzing.—Although four roads report that adzing of ties is not

done, and eleven roads that they have issued no instructions concerning

adzing, the replies show that when necessary full bearing of rails or plates

shall be obtained by adzing. Because there is an ever-present danger of

facilitating decay by cutting into and exposing untreated wood in preserved

ties, it is good practice to minimize that risk by doing necessary surfacing

prior to preservation.

The Committee recommends that

:

Ties shall be adzed only when necessary to obtain a full bearing
under rail or plate, and as far as practicable all adzing of uneven
bearing surfaces should be done by machine rather than by hand.

Handling.—Fifty roads report that tongs are not used in the

handling of ties. Presumably the forty-one roads reporting the use of

tongs have learned the advantages of minimizing mechanical injury to

the ties before they are placed in track, and believing the practice of tong

handling should be extended, the Committee recommends that:

Ties should be moved with tongs so as to reduce the damage inci-

dent to handling them; picks, mauls, sledges, and spiking hammers
should not be used in moving ties or placing them in position beneath
rails.

Installing.—Of the roads which specify a method of tie place-

ment based on heartwood and sapwood surfaces, over 80 per cent, require

that the surface with the most heartwood be placed down. Of these roads

which base placement on width of surfaces nearly 85 per cent, require the

surface of greatest width down. Two roads require the "best face up."

General practice is therefore in accordance with the known superior service

of ties placed with the pith farthest from the rail bearing, and the Com-

mittee recommends that

:

Untreated ties should be placed in track with the wide surface

having the most heartwood down ; treated ties should be placed in

track with the wide surface nearest the pith down, or if the pith is not

present in the tie, with the widest surface down.
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Appendix D

INSTALLING AND KEEPING RECORDS OF TEST SECTIONS
OF TRACK WITH REFERENCE TO SERVICE

LIFE OF TIES

G. P. Palmer, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. L. Crugar, W. T. Evans,

0. H. Frick, R. M. Leeds, R. C. Young.

Historical.

This subject was studied by the Tie Committee in 1919 and 1920 and

reassigned this year. In 1919 a preliminary questionnaire was sent out.

The fifty-five replies received showed that twenty-one railroads were using

test sections and only seven attempting to record all ties. Seventeen of

the twenty-one use dating nails on test sections.

This year a questionnaire was sent to the twenty-one roads requesting

a description of the type of section used, records of each section and forms

used for such records. Replies were received from fourteen roads.

Data Received.

The information received shows two general types of test track in

use today, commonly known as "Renewal" and "Out-of-Face" test sections.

The oldest records are of the "Renewal" type, but in recent years the

"Out-of-Face" method has been adopted by a number of roads, including

some of those also using the "Renewal" type.

The recording of the facts obtainable from existing test sections has

been done in an exceedingly variable manner. No two roads use exactly

the same forms or collect the same data. However, it is apparent that

each of the two general types of section used has a field of its own. The

"Renewal" type furnishes data on the life of ties under average condi-

tions for the period and place selected. Such a test section may be started

and stopped at any time, but the longer its records are compiled the more

reliable the determinations from them.

The "Out-of-Face" type is designed to give a comparative record of

different kinds of ties, under exactly the same conditions of traffic, ballast,

drainage, weather, etc. Its period of existence is fixed by the life of the

tie in the section which lasts the longest, and the reliability of the results

for use as data elsewhere depends on the care with which the uniformity

of conditions governing the selection of the section was determined.

Summary.

The Committee, finding so many variations of test sections in use

to-day, and realizing the importance of continuing these tests to a con-

clusion, since they will serve the purpose for which installed, believes it

is unwise to recommend a specific type or length of section to be used
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The forms in use also vary so much that it is thought best to leave it to

the individual road to use its own form until experience with the many

forms employed demonstrates the most desirable. However, to make

comparisons feasible and thus enhance the value of all test tracks, it is

suggested that, wherever practicable, data on existing test sections con-

form as nearly as possible to that outlined in the following recommenda-

tions regarding future installations of test sections.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends

:

1. The continuance of all tests now under way.

2. The installation of either "Renewal" or "Out-of-Face" test sec-

tions, or both.

3. Each "Renewal" test section should be not less than one mile and

not more than one section foreman's territory in length.

4. Each "Out-of-Face" test section should contain not less than one

hundred ties of each kind under test, and at least two different varieties,

including the standard test tie, should be used in each section for com-

parison.

The total length of each section should be so limited that the align-

ment, ballast, drainage, other track material, rail and traffic will be as

nearly as possible the same for each tie.

The possibility of establishing long "Out-of-Face" test sections under

predetermined conditions, when constructing new main tracks or on ex-

tensions of road or second track work, should also be considered.

5. Records should be kept to show for each test section of either type

its location, kind and depth of ballast, alignment, rail, other track material,

size of tie, spacing of ties, kinds of wood, details of preservative treat-

ment, date installed, date removed, cause of removal, such as decay,

mechanical wear or wreck. (See Proceedings 1921, Vol. 22, pp. 339-

340, and 1922, Vol. 23, p. 235.)

On "Renewal" type of sections, a record of ties in track when test

section is started should not be compiled unless the date installed and

kinds of ties are known.

On "Out-of-Face" type of sections additional records should be kept

to show the condition of sub-grade, drainage, fill or cut, annual gross

tonnage, freight plus passenger, and maximum scheduled speed of each,

mean temperature of the locality for January and July and annual rain fall.

All ties on this type of section should be installed within thirty days and

records kept of only the ties originally installed, until all have been re-

moved and test completed.

<
6. Where the "Out-of-Face" type of test section is used, a certain

kind of tie, preferably white oak, grade 3 (6"x8"), Class U, untreated,

8 ft. long, should be used as the standard test tie," as recommended and

adopted last year. (See Proceedings 1922, Vol. 23, pp. 238 and 1079.)
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7. Test sections should be so selected as to be representative of the

territory where installed, and should be located where there are no

switches and no likelihood of disturbance by new construction or abnormal

rail renewals.

8. Test sections should be marked by suitable monuments at each end.

9. Regular inspections should be made of test sections at least once

each year by someone qualified to make accurate observations and keep

good records, and so arranged that the tests will be continuous and not

affected by changes in the personnel.

10. Ties should not be removed from test sections except in emer-

gencies, without the approval of the official responsible for the maintenance

of the tests, and should not be destroyed until inspected by him or his

representative.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XVI—ECONOMICS OF
RAILWAY LOCATION

Edward C. Schmidt, Chairman; Willard Beahan, Vice-Chairman;
R. N. Begien, H. C. Searls,
John C. Beye, A. K. Shurtleff,
H. R. Carpenter, C. W. Stark,
A. S. Cutler, John G. Sullivan,
A. S. Going, A. M. VanAuken,
Fred Lavis, R. H. Washburn,
E. H. McHenry, Walter Loring Webb,
E. W. Metcalf, M. A. Zook,

Committee. ,

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee is able to report only upon subject No. 1—Revision

of the Manual. The proposed changes are set forth in Appendix A, and

we recommend that these revisions be incorporated in the Manual.

On subjects 3 and 4 the Committee has made considerable progress,

particularly on the former, "Suitable Units for Comparing Costs of Mainte-

nance of Way, Equipment, and Transportation." Certain tentative con-

clusions have been reached ; but the Committee has not been able to dis-

cuss them sufficiently to warrant their presentation at this time.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Submit proposed revisions of the Manual.

2. Continue the study and report on the economics of railway location

as affected by the introduction of electric locomotives, collaborating with

the Committee on Electricity.

3. Continue the study and report on suitable units for comparing

costs of maintenance of way, equipment, and transportation, collaborating

with Committee XXI.
4. Continue the study and revise to date the subject of locomotive

tractive force, collaborating with the appropriate committee of Division

V—Mechanical, of the American Railway Association.

5. Continue the study and report on methods of estimating speed,

time, and fuel consumption, collaborating with the appropriate committee

of Division V—Mechanical, of the American Railway Association.

6. Study and report upon the relative merits of increasing tonnage by

reducing ruling grades or by the introduction of more powerful locomo-

tives, including consideration of momentum grades and the availability of

the locomotive "booster."

7. Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the ensuing

year.

All except subject No. 6 are continuations of subjects assigned to the

Committee for the current year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on the Economics of Railway Location,

By Edward C. Schmidt, Chairman.

Bulletin 252, December, 1922.
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Appendix A

REVISION OF THE MANUAL
Willard Beahan, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The Sub-Committee on Revision of the Manual has reviewed pages

800 to 817 inclusive, of the latest revised Manual, and recommends the fol-

lowing revisions:

1. Definition 3 on page 800 now' reads

:

(3) The most general formula for the economic value of a lo-

cation is

:

R— E
p, where

R— Annual revenue (receipts from operation).

E= Annual expense of operation, including depreciation and taxes.

C= Capital invested (cost of construction).

p = Percentage of profit on investment.

We recommend that the last line be changed to read

:

p '•= Percentage of income on investment.

2. We recommend the following revisions in Section (12), on page 803 :

Present Form

Comparison of Alternate Lo-

cations

(12) The location of terminal

points, ruling gradient, and pusher

gradients having been decided upon,

the effect of the minor details of

location, namely, distance, curva-

ture, and rise and fall, upon op-

erating expenses may be determined

approximately in the following man-
ner

:

Alternative locations may be com-

pared by distance, curvature and

line resistance. Distance is the

length of the line measured along the

center line of location. Curvature is

the number of degrees of central

angle subtended by the center line of

track; it may be divided into sharp

curvature, necessitating a reduction

of speed for trains, and ordinary

curvature, which will again be sub-

Proposed Form
Comparison of Different Lines

(12) A line may be a reconnais-

sance, a preliminary, a projection,

a location, or a railroad (constructed

line).

Comparisons may be made be-

tween any two or more lines of

the same* or different kind.

The location of terminal points,

ruling gradient, and pusher gradi-

ents having been decided upon, the

effect of distance, curvature, rise

and fall upon operating expenses

may be determined in the following

manner

:

Different lines may be compared

by distance, curvature and line re-

sistance. Distance is the length of

the line. Curvature is the number

of degrees of central angle sub-

tended by the line ; it may be divided

into sharp curvature, necessitating a

reduction of speed, and flat curva-

ture, which can be divided into

curvature increasing line resistance

in both directions and curvature in-
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divided into that increasing line re-

sistance in both directions and that

increasing line resistance in one di-

rection only. Line resistance is the

sum of the rolling resistance (or

friction resistance), plus the resis-

tance of gravity overcoming differ-

ence in elevation on ascending

grades, plus the resistance due to

curvature, minus the energy of

gravity on trains on descending

grades, from which has been sub-

tracted the loss of energy (or ve-

locity head) due to the application

of brakes.

In comparing different locations

the resistance under average con-

ditions should be used.

creasing line resistance in one di-

rection only. Line resistance is the

sum of the rolling resistance (fric-

tional resistance) plus the resistance

of gravity overcoming difference in

elevation in ascending grades, plus

the resistance due to curvature,

minus the energy of gravity on

trains on descending grades, from

which has been subtracted the loss

of energy (velocity head) due to

application of brakes.

In comparing different lines, the

resistance under average conditions

should be used.

3. Change the first sentence of Section (14) on page 804 as follows:

Present Form
Minor Details

(14) To determine the relative

value of the minor details of lo-

cation under consideration (curva-

ture, distance, rise and fall), it is

first necessary to decide upon a

method of studying the effects of

these factors on the cost of opera-

tion.

4. Change Section (16) on page

Present Form

Time

(16) Time will not as a general

thing constitute an important factor

in the consideration of the minor

details of location, but if the dif-

ference in time required to operate

over alternative locations is of suf-

ficient importance to affect the

amount of equipment to operate the

line, and consequently the annual

charge for same, or the earnings of

the line, or the trainmen's wages

through overtime, then this item

must be taken into consideration.

Proposed Form
Relative Value of Distance,

Curvature, Rise and Fall

(14) To determine the relative

value of distance, curvature, rise and

fall, it is necessary to decide upon

methods of studying the effects of

these factors on the cost of main-

tenance and operation.

805 as follows:

Proposed Form

Time

(16) As saving of time is an ec-

onomic operation, this item should

be taken into consideration and given

proper value as the conditions may
warrant.
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5. We recommend the insertion in Table 2 on page 808 of the fol-

lowing values to fill in the gap now left between cylinder diameters of

23 and 28 inches.

Diameter of

Cylinder in

Inches



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XXII—ECONOMICS OF
RAILWAY LABOR

C. E. Johnston, Chairman; C. H. Stein, Vice-Chairman;
J. R. Sexton, C. C. Cook,
A. N. Reece, R. H. Gaines,
A. F. Blaess, L. C. Hartley,
G. M. O'Rourke, A.. L. Grandy,
R. H. Ford, W. H. Penfield,
John C. Sesser, Earl Stimson,

J. L. Starkie, L. E. Dale,
John Evans, J. L. Haugh,
T. T. Irving, E. R. Lewis,
R. L. Pearson, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association

:

Herewith report of Committee on Economics of Railway Labor, on

subjects assigned as follows:

(1) Continue the study and report on plans and methods for

obtaining railway labor.

(2) Continue the study and report on standard methods for per-

forming Maintenance of Way work for the purpose of

establishing units of measure of work performed.

(3) Study and report on the use of labor saving and mechanical
devices.

(4) Recommend a carefully considerd outline of work for the

ensuing year.

Note—By reason of a similar assignment to Committee XII—Rules
and Organization—Subject No. 3—"Study and report on the use of labor
saving and mechanical devices" has been withdrawn from Committee
XXII since the original assignment.

Your Committee finds it inadvisable at this time to submit further

definite recommendation with respect to Subjects 1 and 2, and suggests

that the data submitted herein be accepted as information only. The

greatly disturbed railway labor situation since July 1st last, caused by

the nation-wide strike of shopmen and other classes of employees,

makes such appear impossible.

Your Committee feels, however, that much has been gained by the

experience in handling these difficulties and that sooner or later it will be

able to arrive at some definite and practical conclusions most helpful in

dealing with the situation.

Action Recommended

1. That this subject be continued for another year to give oppor-

tunity for further study and report.

Attention is called to Appendix "A," included herein, and made a

part of this report.

Bulletin 252, December, 1922.
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2. That this subject be continued for another year.

Your Committee urges full co-operation on the part of the Mem-
bership in furnishing correct data when requested, from which it may
develop standard methods for performing Maintenance of Way work
for the purpose of establishing units of measure of work performed.

See Appendix "B."

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Continue the study and report on plans and methods for obtaining

railway labor.

3. Continue the study and report on standard methods for performing

Maintenance of Way work for the purpose of establishing units of

measure of work performed.

4. Study and report on methods of programming Maintenance of

Way work looking to the most economical application of labor.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics of Railway Labor,

C. E. Johnston, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) CONTINUE THE STUDY AND REPORT ON PLANS AND
METHODS FOR OBTAINING RAILWAY LABOR

J. R. Sexton, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; A. Craine, R. H. Gaines, J. L.

Haugh, W. H. Penfield, J. L. Starkie, G. M. O'Rourke.

Based upon result of investigation conducted during the past year,

no attempt is made to make any change in the conclusions heretofore sub-

mitted by your Committee and adopted for publication in the Manual.

On the other hand, since these conclusions were adopted, they have been

strengthened by replies received from questionnaire to develop new phases

of the subject in connection with the late strike of the shop crafts.

In the general study of the subject your Committee is impressed with

the advancement in the industrial and manufacturing fields in the develop-

ment of methods for obtaining, caring for and retaining labor.

Mr. L. F. Loree, President of the Delaware & Hudson Company, and

Chairman, Kansas City Southern Railway Company, in his book published

during 1922 and entitled "Railroad Freight Transportation," presents a

thorough analysis of every phase of the subject, and in that we find

much helpful matter applicable to the subject before us.

For ready reference your Committee feels it advisable to quote

:
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"THE PERSONNEL"

(Paragraph 260, page 651)

"The efficiency of labor depends upon an effective method of man-
agement and discipline.

"Sir George Findley, who spent most of a long life in the service of

the London and Northwestern Railway and was for some years its

general manager, wrote a book on The Working and Management of

an English Railway, in which he lays down that

:

" '1. Every man should be chosen with special reference for the duties

he is called upon to perform. There should be no "round pegs in square

holes."

" '2. Care should be taken that every man entrusted with a respon-

sible duty is thoroughly trained for its performance and competent before

responsibility is cast upon him.

" '3. Every . man should be fairly remunerated for his labor, and
should be, as far as lies with the management to make him so, a cheerful

and contented employee.

" '4. Every man should have his duties thoroughly defined,_ should

know exactly what is required of him. "What's everybody's business is

nobody's business," or, in other words, a piece of service which is equally

the duty of two or three men is likely to be performed by neither, for

each will shift it to the others if he can, and the one who ultimately dis-

charges it will do so grudgingly, thinking the others might have done it

rather than himself. Moreover, if, after all, it is neglected, it is difficult

to fix the responsibility for the omission on any one individual.

"'5. There should be at all times active and vigilant supervision in

every branch of the service. It is not enough that every man should be

fit for his duties and trained for their performance, but it must be the

duty of some one to see that he actually does perform them, and that no

slackness or carelessness is allowed to supervene in carrying out the work
from dav to day. The railroad service is preeminently one requiring

for its efficient conduct a high degree of smartness, alacrity, energy and

zeal on the part of every individual engaged in it.'

"And the efficiency obtained is very high indeed. As Sir Daniel

Gooch has pointed out

:

" 'Such a service cannot be carried on under all circumstances,

whether by day or night, in fogs, in snow storms, in wind or rain,

and all other adverse conditions, without entailing hardships and

dangers upon the men engaged in the operation; yet this vast

army of men of all grades employed in the services of the various

railroad companies exhibit at all times a state of complete dis-

cipline and cheerful devotion to duty, which could not be exceeded

by any body of men whatever, and which, although perhaps not so

well understood or appreciated bv the public as might be the case,

reflects the highest credit upon them.'

"Bearing in mind the vast importance of the interests entrusted to

their charge, and the serious consequences that might arise from any

carelessness or dereliction of duty on their part, the public may well con-

gratulate themselves that their lives and limbs.^ their property and interests

are confided to hands so trustworthy and reliable."
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"EMPLOYMENT"
(Paragraph 261, page 653)

"I used to print in a box in one corner of the employment blank

:

" 'There are three ways to improve the character of the personnel

:

" '1. Employ a better class of men.
" '2. Educate those kept.
" '3. Discharge the vicious and incompetent.'

"Ii I were to discriminate between these steps as to their relative
importance, I should be inclined to lay emphasis on the last. Railroad
employment is to a marked degree regarded as a protected service. Once
a man's name gets on the payroll, he is hedged about by constant and
numerous artificial restraints as a permanent fixture. In gardening it is

not sufficient that the soil be good and well sustained by fertilizers and
the seed the best. The resulting crop depends largely upon cultivation and
weeding; and similarly in railroad service carefully selected men, educa-
tion, and, above all, systematic and unwearied weeding is essential.

Know your men, and those who from whatever cause are palpable misfits
eliminate at once.

"The greatest difficulty in securing competent help and in honest,
capable workers, securing positions of trust exists in the very limited
number of persons who may be known intimately by any one employing
others in positions of responsibility. Many are in need of faithful and
efficient help, many deserving workers need employment. Too often the
trainmaster supplies himself with men by waiting until a head is pushed
through the opened door of his office and a voice inquires whether he
wants to hire a brakeman. That in itself is sufficient explanation of many
of the conditions of which so great complaint is made. The railroad
should adopt a schedule of its requirements, in order to insure uni-
formity in their enforcement; the number of officers authorized to receive
applications and employ men should be reduced to a minimum, and the
employment records kept by these officers should be systematically
inspected at reasonably short intervals by some superior authority or
duplicates sent to some central office where they may be examined and
checked. So far as possible, men should be employed from those living
along the line of the road and the station agent should be the principal
recruiting officer. Their moral character, physical fitness, mental capacity
and education, and past record should be rigidly examined. Only the
best and most suitable should be employed. For example, experience
points to the conclusion that the man with a short back stands better the
labor of firing and that the man of average size possesses the greater
activity and endurance in the train and yard service. A waiting list

sufficient to protect the seasonal demands should be maintained and,
where preliminary instruction or training can be given, this should be
done. It is quite possible to give the applicant for the fireman's job a
good deal of preliminary training and instruction on the ash pit and as

a hostler. The easiest place to educate a fireman is in the head brake-
man's position. It is very desirable that some systematic method of
handling the entire question of employment should be adopted and rigidly

applied.
m

"It is as. much to the interest of the railroad as it is to the army
or navy that men inducted into its service should be physically sound
and the same care-ful physical examination should be made to eliminate
bad hearts, weak lungs, hernias, color blindness and other prohibitive
defects. This must further be considered in connection with the Work-
man's Compensation Law since these are not occupational defects.

"We have sufficient cause for anxiety without being bothered with
stupidity. The system known as the "Binet Simon," and used to deter-
mine the level of mental intelligence of men taken in the draft might,
it would seem, find application in the railroad service. The chief criticism

made of it was the emphasis laid upon the time factor, but here the rail-

road and army requirements are much the same.
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"Most men of the kind desirable for employment in train service
are ready and fully able physically before they are 21. Where possible,
there should be no hesitation in employing such men at 19. Very many
of the men now in high official life entered as minors. It is a real hard-
ship to youth and a serious injury to the community that the desire to
'create jobs' has led so much restrictive and ill-considered legislation

on this subject.

"The Biographical Directory of Railway Official in America (1913)
contains 4,061 names. Of these, the date of birth or date of entering the

railroad service is not shown for 311, leaving a balance of 3,750 for

whom such information is shown. Tbe ages at which these 3,750 officers

entered the railroad service were as follows:

Age at Entry Into Service.
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"TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION"
(Paragraph 263, page 660)

"With his induction into the service should begin the systematic in-

struction of the employee in his duties, the use of the appliances he must
handle, the observance of signals, the rules of operation, the filling out of

reports, etc., etc. There should be examinations at regular intervals to

test the knowledge acquired, to disclose failure in attainment, and to

direct attention to weakness needing strengthening. Some of this work
must be repeated at intervals all through the employment period. Much
more should be done than is done in stimulating interest and giving oppor-
tunity for experience, especially in those who show capacity for advance-
ment. Practically all those holding official positions are moved along from
one post to another, beginning at the bottom. There is now, of course, a

very great amount of instruction given in the rules, the signals, the air-

brake, to the special apprentices, etc. Teaching of this kind, not only by
the railroads, but by industries also, forms a very considerable part of

our general system of education. But much more, I am sure, remains
to be done. I think it would be to the interest of some of the larger com-
panies to establish at some central point on their system a technical school,

to which men might be sent in two reliefs, say for five and a half months
each and for two calendar years for each man. Here might be taught
the elements of physics, chemistry, electricity, heating, lighting, lubrica-

tion, accounting, operating practices and kindred subjects bearing upon
the daily work. And here might be kept a general and technical library

for circulation among the men and from here, too, there might be con-

ducted a correspondence course both for the students temporarily back on
the road or permanently returned to it, and for those to whom circum-
stances did not permit attendance at the school.

"It is to the interest of every man to devote some portion of his time

to the practice of reading, writing and the general improvement of his

mind. A canvass of the officers of one of the larger railroads, in 1921,

indicated that 46 per cent, did no reading ; 40 per cent, read only technical

journals or books, and only 14 per cent read systematically to broaden
their general information. There are several thousand languages used

by the human race, divided among some 15 to 20 types, including the click-

click group of the Hottentots and allied tribes. In the small countries

of Europe, where a few hours' run of a passenger train will take the

citizen into a foreign country with a strange language, the children in

the schools are taught generally their own and two foreign tongues,
but in the United States and Canada, where one may make a continuous
journey, from Key West to Prince Rupert, traveling eight hours a

day, of 21 days, and meet only by accident a person speaking a foreign
tongue, such linguistic ability has but little if any value. On the other
hand great attention should be given to teaching the foreigner and par-
ticularly to perfecting ourselves in the correct, precise and definite use
of English. Many of our words have many meanings and shades of
meanings. If you heard a man speak the word 'spring' could you know
whether he meant the vernal season of the year, the flow of water from
the hillside, the act of a boy in leaping from the ground, the shape the
tailor gives to the bottom of the trouser leg, or the resilient device used
to absorb a shock? And our grammar, too, has many pitfalls. If you
heard a man say, T have rented the house on Main Street,' would you be
certain whether he had become a landlord or a tenant?

"It is, therefore, to my mind one of the most important things that

a transportation man can do, that he drill himself in the correct, precise

and definite use of English. Nor should he regard this as a hard thing

to do. In using 100,000 words in household correspondence or in the

news of the newspaper, one-half of the words consist of the repetition

of the 50 following words in the numbers indicated.
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"It will be noted that with the exception of the word 'very' these

words are all of one syllable and that they convey but the one meaning:

the 6,393 with 822 me 444

and 3,438 be 816 so 432

of 3,422 your 793 one 428
to 3,217 at 698 if 408

I 2,387 we 695 they 400

a 1,911 in 667 had 397

in 1,904 he 619 has 391

that 1,422 by 611 very 383

you 1,306 but 572 were 368

for 1,241 my 557 been 370

it 1,197 this 551 would 362

was 991 his 543 she 359

is 931 which 540 or 348

will 873 dear 523 there 341

as 854 from 488 her 311

have 846 are 468 an 296

not 831 all 448

"The English language contains approximately 400,000 words. The
Bible makes use of from 10,000 to 12,000 words and Shakespeare of about

15,000 words, and the vocabulary of the average educated person includes

perhaps 6,500 words. We employ in the conversation with which we
conduct the ordinary intercourse of life only about 4,000 words and the

most of those present no difficulties. The same may be said of the per-

haps 1,500 words used in speaking of the various appliances and practices

used in the railroad business. Thus the problem is greatly simplified.

"I would urge, then, that you do two things:

"First, that you do not take for granted in the discussion

of matters of importance that you understand what is said to you,

but that you endeavor to have the subject presented in other forms
so that you make sure of a correct conception, and, conversely,

in giving instructions or information, that you amplify them with
some further explanation of your meanings.

"Second, that you watch carefully to see what words are used
that leave doubts in your mind as to the idea intended to be con-

veyed and each night look up in the dictionary five such words, if

there were so many, and inform yourself fully as to each. Also
make a lead pencil check on the margin opposite such words and
occasionally review them to fix their meanings in your memory.

"I fancy there is nothing that would remove so many of the difficulties

of our living together in amity as precision in our use of language.

"I was much struck at the meetings of the President's War Labor
Conference Board (in March, April and May, 1918) by the insistence of

the representatives of labor that because the employer's group conceded

'the right of collective bargaining' they thereby committed themselves to

its practice and were guilty of bad faith in their insistence that they were

reserving the right to deal individually or solely with their own employees.

It was urged by the employers in explanation that to concede the right

of the man Brown, being a bachelor, of suitable age and in good health,

to marry the woman Smith, in no way committed her to the matrimonial

alliance. She was quite free to wed Jones or to remain single as she

might elect. But, put forward as many examples as were possible, argue

the question at length, nothing removed the misunderstanding. Assuming
that the labor leaders were contending in good faith, they seemed hypno-

tized by a phrase; having given it one interpretation, their minds could

not receive another. They could see only one meaning of the word 'right'

—that of 'possession'; that the word 'right' also had the meaning of 'a

course of conduct' they could not bring themselves to conceive.
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"It has been said that 'The world of letters is the world of the wolves.'
As you must spend so much of your time in that world, go well armed
and be always alert. There, on the other hand, you will be assailed with
many speeches and much writing, for the most part made up of imposing
sophisms, beautiful expressions and intense fervor, all handled with so
admirable an art that you are made to feel that now for the first time
truth itself is revealed. These are the expressions peculiar to men who
have handled ideas without ever coming into contact with realities. On
the other hand, you will be assailed by the activities of men having great
power through their control over large numbers of men, in constant and
direct touch with realities, the realities of one side only of the problem,
who have almost no ideas and even less of ability to look ahead. The
wolves could do you no more harm than these men, were you to fall

into their power. You may read Rousseau and believe that 'Man is good,'

but if you rule your actions by that belief, your head will fall like that

of Louis XVI under the ax of the guillotine. And when men are in the

mass, remember that nothing so excites the passions of the mob as words
they do not understand.

"DISCIPLINE"

(Paragraph 264, page 664)

"The most that can be done by management is to lay down certain
rules and principles and extend by every means its oversight and control.

Mistakes of various sorts may appear more quickly, but the results of
improper or hasty administration of discipline are inevitable and far
reaching.

"It is impossible to keep house without breaking dishes. While the

company risks the property and money, the men risk their limbs and
lives. The officer must protect all, and he must especially charge himself

with the protection of the men from each other. The men are away from
their families a great portion of their time, depriving them of their pro-

tection, and many of their fellow employees have knowledge of their

whereabouts. The officer must fully appreciate and discharge his own
responsibilities under these conditions. Fortunately the standard of moral-

ity is very high.

"Not only will uniform discipline relieve the men of what is a serious

grievance—the difference in treatment at the hands of the several super-
intendents of a property—but a guide is provided as to what may be
reasonsably expected under the varying conditions. Too many officers seem
willing to forego their chances of success for the chance of being liked.

Discipline, to be effective, must be prompt, certain, reasonable, impartial,

uniform, dignified, severe enough to be felt, and of lasting benefit.

"Lack of uniformity in discipline and treatment promotes the growth
of labor organizations. Nothing is a greater breeder of discontent than
constant nagging and repetition of short suspensions. While it is important
that the officer cultivate his capacity for observation, he should cultivate

also his judgment so as not to see too many things. The exigencies of
the service present constant opportunity for the exercise of good temper,
patience and common-sense. Officers should cultivate these qualities and
to this end observe a civil bearing, quiet, dignified and manly, and accord
respectful hearing to all communications properly addressed. Duty thus
discharged will command the respect of all the well disposed.

"Watch always that the witness speak not only the truth but the whole
truth and nothing but the truth. Watch that he does not enlarge on the

facts; exaggeration is more dangerous than falsehood, being the addi-

tion of a falsehood to truth. It is difficult to detect and to separate that

which is exaggerated from that which is strictly true. On the other

hand everything suppressed is short of the whole truth. It is astonishing

how seldom we find a really accurate observer and still more rarely one
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with an accurate memory. Under examination almost always one of
three prime defects are disclosed; they report what did not happen; they
do not report what did happen; they report events in the wrong order.
Submit yourself to a simple test. You have doubtless handled a pack of
cards many thousands of times. Which and how many of the kings look
out at you with both eyes, and similarly with but one eye? We see but
we do not observe.

"When I was division superintendent, I used to take care that all

members of the crews involved in an accident, as well as any others who
might be involved or had helpful knowledge, were present at the investi-
gation. Separate and apart they were examined, one by one, to assemble
all ascertainable facts, and care was taken to let the facts tell their own
hard story. The whole matter was then discussed with the trainmaster,
road foreman of engines or with such other officials as might be present.
The cause of the accident and the relative responsibility therefor were
determined ; the character, fitness and past record of the men discussed
and the discipline agreed upon. All were then called into the room, the
case explained in detail, an effort made to enforce the lesson to be drawn
and to avoid a recurrence, and the discipline of the brakeman or fire-

man or whoever it might be announced. The room was then cleared of
all but the enginemen and conductors and the discipline in their cases

announced.
"What could be done was done to give dignity to a serious business

and to avoid violence to the self-respect of those in responsible positions.

Nothing so angers a man as to be treated with disdain, nor does anything
more surely wound him, for men see all too clearly that arrogance is often
the mask of incapacity. One should have in mind the admonition of
the ancients: 'Take care always to remember that you are a judge and
let every action be done with perfect and unaffected gravity, humanity,
freedom and justice.'

"In the early railroad practice, punishment was imposed in the form
of fines; later these fines were credited to a fund from which payments
were made to employees brotigh into conditions of distress ; and still later,

because of the attitude of the brotherhoods, the system of fines was
abolished and suspension substituted.

"In the late 1880's, George R. Brown, General Superintendent of the

Fall Brook Railroad, put in force a system intended to improve discipline

by recording demerit and merit marks, accumulating to a total that indi-

cated, in the case of the former, discharge, accompanied by bulletin board
notices giving explanations of causes of accidents and resulting discipline,

omitting names. As the Brown system came to be adopted by one line

after another, a general discussion arose as to its merits. Some years

after it had come into vogue, I expressed an opinion that subsequent

years have confirmed. 'The arguments for Brown's system are very

attractive but I do not believe the method is adaptable to this wicked
world. You may catch flies with molasses but mankind is differently

constituted. Next to the influence of the labor unions I think the great-

est element in the general let-down of discipline so manifest of late years

is the general use of Brown's method. The records, of course, should be

kept. They were kept on the better properties long before this system was
heard of. My experience is that the bulletins soon cease to be read by

the men. If the investigations are properly conducted, with all the men
of the crews present when the finding is announced, and pains are then

taken to draw and enforce the lesson to be learned therefrom, I believe,

in the long run, much better results are obtained with the_ present^ prac-

tice. As to punishment, I do not see how we can safely eliminate it and

in any event the gap is wide between chiding and suspending or dismissing.

"You may be familiar with the story of the English schoolboy, who,

being asked as to his headmaster, replied : 'He's a beast, but he's a just

beast.' The saving grace in the administration of discipline is painstaking

justice.
. .

A
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"What the officers must keep in mind is that, quite aside from their
relation to any specific rule, there exists among the mass of men a
strong desire for 'liberty' which to them means the power to do what
they want to do, and this desire cannot be dealt with in terms of reason.
The men may be looked to, to strive to give expression to their will, the
officer must find the means to give expression to his judgment. The
most powerful instrument that he can use and the one upon which he
must rely is a just but inexorable strictness.

"It is much more important to watch the 'bad-order' men than it is

to watch the 'bad-order' cars. As in the case of the latter, so also in the
case of the former. If you keep the number down to 5 per cent., they are
not likely to be more than an annoyance, but if you permit them to

accumulate to 10 or 12 per cent., they are likely to ruin you.

"RAILROAD PROVIDENT INSTITUTIONS"
(Paragraph 266, page 673)

"From the early days of railroading the primitive subscription panpr
circulated among the friends of those needing aid and was usually sup-
plemented by appeals to the management of the property. Before the
establishment of the relief association there was hardly a case of sick-
ness, accident, or death, where the fellow-members of the division or the
department were not called upon, or at least expected, to make a con-
tribution towards its relief.

"The mutual benefit associations and fraternal organizations among
the employees that followed, in the great majority of the cases rising and
flourishing for a time, were found to lack the elements of stability and
permanence. First of these would appear to have been the 'Old Reliable,'

an insurance organization established by conductors in 1868. It is on
record that in a comparatively small portion of the country, more than
400 of these and kindred associations failed and were wound up within
the short period of eight years. Great injustice resulted to those members
most faithful in the support of these organizations. Paying maximum
contributions, by reason of long continued memberships they received
minimum benefits, the result of reduced membership in the later years ; or
nothing at all when at last the institutions were closed up. Manifestly
something more permanent and reliable was a necessity.

"From a very early period measures were taken by interested officers

in the railroad service, in many cases involving the financial assistance
of the road itself as well as the service of its management and the use of
its property, for the betterment and general care of the employees. There
resulted certain institutions which came to bear the technical name of
'Provident Institutions.' These were taken over by the railroads in the
belief that closer and more intimate terms might be cultivated with the
employees, improving and bettering their condition and firmly uniting their
highest interests with those of the company. These provisions, so evi-

dently actuated by truly humane purposes, have been largely followed by
manufacturing and other forms of industrial enterprises. They affect

directly and largely the comfort and well-being of the men and un-
doubtedly promote 'esprit de corps,' but they have not in themselves been
enough to attach the men to interests and welfare so truly their own.

"The first formal organization of this character appears to have baen
instituted on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad on May 1, 1880. It w«as

largely the creation of Dr. William T. Barnard, who brought great en-
thusiasm to the service, and gave careful study to the practices abroad and
to their application here. He was a pioneer in a service of great bene-
ficence. It was succeeded on April 1, 1889, by the organization of the
plan now in operation on that system. This original organization was
followed by that of the voluntary relief association of the Pennsylvania
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Railroad Company on February 15, 1886, and these two have served as
models for like undertakings by other roads. Where such organizations
are handled with liberality and skill they can be made to embrace about 70
per cent, of the employees, which is perhaps all that can be expected con-
sidering the seasonal nature of much of the traffic and the consequent
fluctuation in the forces.

"Provident institutions take the form of

:

"1. Insurance and relief provisions.
"(a) Employees' Mutual Insurance.
"(b) Employees' Relief Association.

"Associations of this character in considerable number have been at
various periods brought into existence, sometimes on one road, some-
times on a group of roads, and sometimes for one type of service. When
organized and managed by employees alone, they have, for the most part,
been short-lived, lacking the numbers necessary to furnish the distributive
protection relief upon by insurance companies and because of the lack
of financial responsibility, resource and experience of the employing
organization.

"(c) Life, accident and sickness insurance.
"(d) Endownment insurance.
"(e) Railroad relief department.

"These organizations formulated and managed under the auspices
of the railroad companies all follow the same general plan, based upon
the experience of the great insurance companies and working in accord-
ance with their actual system. They are provided with ample reserve
funds; the expenses are low and usually paid by the railroad companies.
There are, I think, some institutions that provide for

:

"2. Those with pension or retirement provisions.
"As a rule such provision on the railroads in this country is made

by the company at its sole expense.
"3. Those with unemployment provisions.

"The superintendents of insurance of the several states have gen-
erally opposed laws providing for unemployment insurance as likely to

create unwholesome conditions.

"The five major hazards of life, which are the cause of apprehension
and anxiety to the workman, are death, accident, sickness, unemployment
and superannuation. Four of these are provided for by forms of insur-
ance issued by insurance companies. Of recent years there has developed
a group plan of insurance under which the loading or overhead expense
has been much reduced by elimination of physical examination, solicitation

and collection, but the cost for annuities is very heavy, and, as stated, the
insurance companies are not permitted to insure against unemployment.
On Jan. 1, 1922, the Delaware & Hudson Company inaugurated a policy
to cover these five hazards as a protection in tempering unexpected, often
cruel, blows from fate.

"For this purpose unemployment was defined as being out of work
because of the action of the employer, and relief was extended for a
period of six weeks. Such a feature will greatly increase the independence
of the employee and, paradoxical though that may seem, I believe will

correspondingly attach him to his job.

"It will be noted that three of these hazards are definite, but great
difficulty is experienced in dealing with sick and accident benefits. Malin-
gering is a recognized drain on the existing relief funds and, before the

World War, threatened, in the opinion of some authorities, to break down
government insurance in Germany.

"The failure of the working people, who are in the best position to

know the facts, either personally to assist tniblic officers, or by creating

public opinion, to control conditions of which they complain, is the

explanation of many disappointing failures and well-meant efforts at relief

in this field.
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"4. Savings funds.
"5. Loan provisions.

"In most institutions the deposits in the savings funds are treated like

those in a savings bank, interest thereon being paid the depositor and
the principal invested in interest-bearing securities, and sometimes in

loans to depositors.

"On the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad loans are made in multiples of $100

upon first mortgages to the amount of three-quarters of the value, of the

property, counting in the valuation of the buildings erected. Repayment
is made in the amount of one and one-half per cent, monthly and interest

is adjusted on each payment. This liquidates the loan in 82 months. The
total interest paid on an advance of $1,000 in this period of six years and
ten months would amount to $219.43, or at an average rate of 3.21 per

cent, per year. In 1903 the Baltimore & Ohio had out on first mortgage
$1,207,078.06, used in building 1,505 houses, in the purchase of 1942, in

the improvements of 443 homesteads, and in releasing liens on 1,135 prop-
erties. In 1920 the Baltimore & Ohio employees in the number of 10,201

had on deposit $11,087,158, of which there was out on first mortgages

$5,987,989.47, in loans to 5,696 employees, on real estate representing homes
purchased, built or improved. During 1920 payment was completed on
942 homes and 1,405 new loans were made. Since the inauguration of

this institution loans have been made on over 21,000 pieces of property,

representing more than $30,000,000.

"Many railroad officers have been profoundly discouraged in work of

this character because of the attitude of some of the men and particularly

because of the attitude of organized labor. It is, however, a field of
vast possibilities and should receive encouragement and hearty support,

both in the disposition of individual funds and in the use of the joint

resources of the companies and employees. If all these activities were
gathered up under one department head, say an assistant to the vice-

president in charge of operation, and the incomes intelligently used, par-
ticularly as has been done on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, where
to an extent not known on any other road the emplovees own their own
homes, the savings of the employees and the contributions of the com-
panies would accomplish manifold purposes. There would be added to

saving and insurance the provision of a home for the family the unit of

civilized society.

"Second only to this should be the encouragement and aid given to

the employees to become proprietors in a business of which they are a

part through the acquisition of corporate stock.
"6. Co-operative capital stock scheme.

"This plan provides for employees becoming stockholders and some-
times has besides the characteristics of the ordinary savings fund.

"The relations between employer and employee have been so much
discussed of late years that I may be pardoned for again referring to one
aspect of the question frequently urged, namely, the participation of the

employee in the functions of management. It was a wise old saw that

'when two men ride a horse, one must needs ride behind,' and I have never
seen any way suggested to get around that rule which seems workable.
The management should manage and the men man the railroad, and this

line should be sharply drawn. To my mind the place to look for a voice

in the affairs of a company is in the corporation itself. The business cor-

poration is merely a form of association for the purpose of conducting
business. The development of mechanical production made necessary

the utilization of the capital of very many individuals under a single

control. The emergence of this necessity was the imperative demand for

a new type of association, and pointed at once to the deficiencies of the

only form of combination then known, the partnership, and to the new
requirements of the new industrial methods. The corporation swept away
the personal relation, the hazards of dissolution, the necessity for unani-
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mous consent, the ability of one to speak for all and by his separate action
to control and imperil the joint assets. It enabled large numbers of indi-
viduals to combine their capital for single undertakings and insured its

continued existence. It required the concurrence of a majority, but made
that majority's voice effective, and gave a voting power proportioned to
the respective contributions of capital. It was not a thing springing fully
developed from the mind of any man. It is an evolved product of neces-
sity; it is that it is because its every attribute was and is necessary to
industrial efficiency. No nation, whatever its system of law, has ever en-
joyed great industrial expansion until it has met this necessity by develop-
ing method of association similar to the business corporation as we
know it.

"Moreover, it lies with the potentiality of this device of association,
the business corporation, to make industry, so far as it may be, demo-
cratic; for this method of association is the means by which those whose
savings are the smallest can yet become participants in industrial enter-
prises organized upon the largest scale and can share the profits of in-
dustrial processes that require the most costly plant and machinery. With-
out this method such enterprises would be closed to all but the owners of
vast wealth. As it is, whoever can accumulate even as much as a fort-

night's wages of an artisan, may, with his savings, become a part owner
in almost any great undertaking, and thereafter the labors of its directions

and officers in whose choice he has a voice will be in part for his benefit.

Thus this modern method of association places at the service of those of
the most modest accumulations the skill, training and genius of the

relatively small but highly efficient group of men whose leadership in

matters of finance and industrial management has emerged as naturally

from controlling economic conditions as has the corporation itself. This
opportunity for safe and profitable investment is at once a stimulus to

frugality and an incentive to the employment of accumulations which, if

made at all, would in the absence of such an incentive, be hoarded.

"No substitute for the corporate method of association which does not
involve the abandonment of the institution of private property has ever
been suggested or devised. When the organization of industry loses its

efficiency, disaster must come. There cannot be, without the risk of
economic disaster, any crippling of the only effective system that human
experience has yet devised for utilizing in combination with modern dis-

coveries and processes, the capital of large numbers of investors, large

masses of labor applied under the best practicable conditions of comfort
and security, and directive ability of the highest type. If such impairment

could ever be risked with impunity, it would be especially injurious at this

moment on account of the numerous doubts and difficulties which now,
let us hope temporarily, confront the people of the United States.

"In connection with the many references of late to 'industrial democ-
racy' and the frequent demands being made by labor for participation in

the management of industry, the following is an interesting example of

how such participation can be secured through avenues widely different

from the 'Plumb plan' or other labor union proposals

:

"The United States Steel Corporation^ was organized in 1901. On
December 31, 1902, it announced and put into effect a plan whereby its

employees were encouraged to invest a certain percentage of their annual
wages and salaries (the percentage being based on the amount of such
wages and salaries) in the stocks of the steel corporation at varying prices,

depending upon the market prices of the period. As an inducement to do
this and to aid them in paying for the stock, they were to receive, in addi-

tion to the regular dividends, a further sum of five dollars per share per

year for five years following the acquisition of such stock, provided they

did not dispose of the same.
"The average annual market price of the preferred stock varied from

70 in 1903 to 119 in 1916, and its full seven per cent, dividend has been
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paid without interruption since the organization of the corporation. The
common stock varied in average annual price from 21 in 1904 to 108 in
1917. No dividend was paid in 1904, 1905 and 1915, but with the exception
of these years dividends have been paid each year varying from 1^4 to

16J4 per cent.

"If the employees each year had taken 10 per cent, of their annual
wages, together with the dividends received from the common and pre-
ferred stock previously acquired (but not including the extra payment of
five dollars per share) and had invested sufficient of this annual amount
in the seven per cent preferred stock to secure a four per cent, return
upon the total amount invested for the year, the surplus remaining could
then have been invested in the common stock. In this way they could
have been assured of at least a four per cent, (of savings bank) return on
their current investment, and could have had, in addition, the sums received
in dividends from the common stock purchased.

"If this practice had commenced in 1902, the employees could have
acquired by the end of 1905, or within four years, 309,682 shares of pre-
ferred and 1,032,203 shares of common stock, or a total of 15 per cent, of
the outstanding shares, sufficient under the usual practice to entitle them
to representation on the board and a voice in the management of the busi-
ness.

"By the end of 1912, or within eleven years, they would have acquired
1,410,120 shares of preferred and 2,333,924 shares of 'common stock, or
43 per cent, of the outstanding shares, thus giving them practical control
of the business.

"By the end of 1918, they would have acquired all the 3,602,811 out-
standing shares of preferred stock, and 4,311,974 common shares out of
5,083,025 outstanding, or a total of 91 per cent.

"At this rate, during 1919 they would have acquired the remaining
common stock, resulting, within eighteen years, in the purchase of and full
payment for all the outstanding shares of both issues of stock, through
the investment of 10 per cent, of their wages and the dividends received
thereon.

"As a matter of fact they actually did subscribe, from 1902 to 1918,
inclusive, under the plan put into effect by the corporation in December,
1902, for 355,222 shares of preferred and 364,690 shares of common stock,
or eight per cent, of the total shares outstanding, though, of course, it is

not at all likely that all the stock so purchased is now held by the present
employees or has been even retained by those originally subscribing for it,

whether remaining in the employ of the corporation or' not.

"The foregoing is of interest in view of the increasing demands being
made by labor, and by others in the interests of labor not only for a larger
share in the profits of industry, but for a voice in the management of in-
dustry. If labor is sincere in its desire for such financial and managerial
participation, and is willing to purchase it by thrift, as most of the present-
day stockholders have had to do, this is an example of what can be done
in the way of securing democratic representation in corporations by saving
and investment. It has at least the great merit of common honesty.

"There is another and much more powerful reason why employees
should become stockholders in the companies for which they work. They
need assistance to establish the habit of saving and they can secure this
through the company and in a manner peculiarly adapted to their necessi-
ties. In the discharge of their obligations to their children and to society,
and we hear much now of "social duties," they are under obligations to
make substantial contribution to the capital fund.

7. Hospital service, including railroad hospitals, contract
hospitals, emergency stations, dispensaries, first aid
classes, ambulance classes and crews, and hospital
cars.
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8. Leave allowances.

9. Young Men's Christian Associations and Railroad
Barracks.

Library and reading rooms.
Literary institutes.

Miscellaneous provisions—rest rooms, dining clubs
and other minor provisions.

10. Welfare work.
(a) Physical welfare, including provisions for clean-

liness, pure drinking water, proper toilet rooms,
ventilation, light, separate lockers for outdoor
clothing, dressing rooms, etc.

(b) Recreation, including gymnasiums, athletics, in-

door and outdoor, club houses with rooms for

dancing, entertainment and games, annual picnics,

dinners, orchestras, prizes for flower and vegeta-

ble gardens, Christmas and vacation funds, etc.

(c) Homes, including good drainage system, supply

of pure water, good paving and curbing.

11. Public and private (outside) provisions.

"Endowment provisions by private persons on behalf of railroad

employees have been considerable, both in number and variety.

"I shall mention only three that have come under my personal ob-»

servation and that have been found to work with much beneficence

:

"John Edgar Thomson Fund—John Edgar Thomson was president

of the Pennsylvania Railroad from 1852 until his death in 1874.

"It was his wish to devote his personal fortune to some end, helpful
to those dependent upon the calling in which he spent the greater part of
his own busy life. After careful consideration he decided that he could
do no more useful service than to make provision for young girls who,
by reason of the deaths of their fathers in the performance of railroad

duty, might be in danger of losing the advantages of home and schooling.

Mr. Thompson left for this purpose his entire estate of approximately
$1,500,000. By conservative administration this fund has been increased
until today it is $2,143,329.57.

"At present five ample dwelling houses on Rittenhouse Street, Phila-

delphia, are occupied by 45 girls, and in the summer a roomy, comfortable
country house at Elberon, N. J. Besides school studies, each girl receives

a practical course in domestic science, including cooking, sewing, laundry

work and housework, taught by four experienced instructors. It is more
than a school. It is a family of 45 bright, wholesome children under the

care of a few adults, all living a genuine, happy home life.

"Frank Thomson Scholarships—Frank Thomson was the president

of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company from February 3, 1897, to June
5, 1899. His children, Anne Thomson, Frank Graham Thomson and
Clarke Thomson, in 1907, established a trust fund of $120,000 in memory
of their father, the income of which is applied to afford the sons of living or
deceased employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad opportunities for tech-

nical education, to enable them to qualify themselves for employment by
the Pennsylvania Railroad. A scholarship income grant for four years,

payable quarterly, is made to eight holders who may each select the college

or technical school that he prefers to attend. In the past thirteen years

28 boys have enjoyed these benefits, matriculating at fifteen different edu-

cational institutions.

"Oscar G. Murray Fund—The Oscar G. Murray Fund is the residue

of the estate of a former president of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

administered by a corporation known as the 'Oscar G. Murray Railroad
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Employes' Benefit Fund' for the relief and assistance of needy widows
and orphans of employees of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, who have
died in the service of that company, preference being given to the widows
and orphans of employees living in Baltimore City. The fund upon the
expiration of certain annuities will have capital assets of $700,000. The
investigation of applications for relief and the distributions of the funds
have been largely through local charitable associations, which have very
kindly undertaken this work, and this method has so far been very satis-
factory, the beneficiaries being aided in their own homes.

"LEVELS OF HUMAN INTELLIGENCE"
(Paragraph 259, page 643)

"Human conduct is determined by a great variety of factors—emo-
tion, temperament, will, knowledge, attention, memory, perception, rea-
soning, etc. Some or all of these are combined into that function which
is called intelligence. Investigations made by Barnes, at Vineland, N. J.,

and by Binet, in Paris, determined: that the capacity for intellectual de-
velopment is largely independent of what we call learning or knowledge;
that not all develop to the highest level of intelligence, or even near to it,

many stopping at one of the lower levels of childhood; that every human
being comes into the world with a potentiality for mental development
that will carry him just so far, nothing affecting the mental level to which
he will finally attain, intelligence being believed to be dependent upon the
structure of the brain cells and upon their functioning; and, finally, that it

is possible to observe and measure this development independently of
acquired knowledge, intelligence being the potentiality of the machine and
knowledge the raw material upon which it works. Low grade intelligence
cannot use much knowledge, while the upper limit to which intelligence
can be utilized in correlation with knowledge is as yet not accurately
determined. The value of intelligence lies in the fact that it enables
instinct to_ adapt itself to the special circumstances of the moment and
thus to bring about its end more surely.

"We might long have regarded those additions to the sum of our
knowledge as holding a mild interest for us had it not been for our
entrance into the World War. One million and seven hundred thousand
men were drafted into the army, representing a fair sample of the popu-
lation of the United States. The facts determined in regard to that group
of men will probably be found applicable to the country as a whole. By
the methods employed, a depot brigade of raw recruits could be tested
by the psychologist in an hour or two, and the commanding officers be
given the results indicating each man's probable value in the service
which would take them six months to learn in the ordinary routine of drill.

" "The rating earned furnished a fairly reliable index of the man's
ability to learn, to think quickly and accurately, to analyze a situation, to
maintain a state of mental alertness, and to comprehend and follow in-

structions. The score was little influenced by schooling. Some of the
highest records were made by men who had not completed the eighth
grade. Those who were found to be the least intelligent proved also to be
dull in the daily routine and were recognized as of too low mentality to

be profitably dispatched overseas.

. . "The results were so uniformly accurate and in agreement with the
experience of the officers that they were quickly accepted and used as a
basis for procedure. The work was repeatedly reviewed and investigated
by the general staff and always approved, because it agreed with their
experience with the men and furnished results much more quickly*
. "From an inspection of Fig. 68, it will be seen that the men in the
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D minus group would have a mental age of 10 or less, the D group would
be made up of some of 10-year and some of 11-year mentality; C minus
includes the rest of the 11-year and all the 12-year; C is 13 and 14 years;
C plus holds the 15-year and half of the 16; B is the rest of the 16 and all

of the 17 and, finally, the A group exactly covers the 18 and 19-year
mentalities. The B group is of average college intelligence. This shows
at a glance the enormous proportion of the population of America that

is of moderate intelligence. That the mental level of the average per-

son is probably between 13 and 14 years explains a great many things not
previously understood. It makes clear why it is so difficult to carry
forward a great movement that appeals strongly to men of intelligence,

but cannot be expected to appeal to the masses whose intelligence is lower
than that of the 'C plus' group, and it explains the easy success of the
demagogue whose appeal is to the passions and is made with emotion and
earnestness.

c
25%
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Fig. 69—MENTAL LEVELS OF SOLDIERS, AGES AT WHICH CHILDREN LEAVE
SCHOOL, AND EARNINGS OF WORKERS

Intelligence of 1,700,000 Soldiers

10% in "D" Group, Mental Age 10.

.

15% in "D" Group, Mental Age 11.

.

20% in "C" Group, Mental Age 12. .

.

25% in "C" Group, Mental Age 13, 14

70% are below Mental Age 15

.

164% in "C+ " Group, Mental Age 15.

9% in "B" Group,MentalAgesl6, 17
4J%in"A" Group, Mental Ages 18,19

Data compiled and issued by the
United States Arm v.

School of 100 Children

13% Leave in 4th grade, Age 10. . .

.

13% Leave in 5th grade, Age 11

14% Leave in 6th grade, Age 12. . .

.

27% Leave in 7th and 8th grade
Ages 13, 14

67% do not finish 8th

23% Leave after 8th
10% Attend High School
3% Graduate High School
1.5% College

Data compiled and issued by the
United States Department of Ed-
ucation.

Wages (1910) of 100
Wage-earners

9% Earn $15O-$20O
12% Earn 250- 300
16% Earn 350- 400

31% Earn 450- 600

68% Earn less than
$15 per week.

27% Earn $750-$ 1000
3% Earn $1250
2% Earn over $1250

Data compiled and
issued by the United
States Department of

Labor.

"As soon as men began to congregate in groups, there arose at once
the question of social adjustment and the problem has increased in com-
plexity with every move which has tended to crowd individuals closer

together; to be able to adapt oneself to all kinds of human beings is indeed
difficult.

"Of prime importance is learning or knowledge, that stock of ex-
periences and general principles that enables the individual to adapt him-
self to all ordinary situations of life.

"The energy of the individual is mainly a physical matter, a question

of digestion and assimilation, heart activity and blood composition.

"It is very true that 'emotion' plays a large part in individual efficiency.

Probably the largest element with the adult population is 'a matter of
habit.' But fundamental instincts and emotions, as well as inherited tem-
peramental differences, more or less independent, are nevertheless to a
great extent controllable, and as to all it is the intelligence that is the

final determiner.
"It is the history of people of low mentality that they are constantly

changing jobs, and in the railroad business their early elimination is most
desirable. Those kept should be encouraged in self-control, surrounded
by a favorable environment, and given careful training while subjected to

constant supervision.

"In a man's relations with his subordinates, it is essential that he
keep constantly in mind that it is not a question of stature or age, but of
mentality that determines an individual's conduct. The fundamental
condition of winning a man to one's way of thinking is to convince him
of one's friendliness and interest in his welfare. Lower intelligence will

invariably and inevitably seek and follow the advice of higher intelligence

so long as it has confidence in the individuals having the higher intelligence.

It is the man whose activities show that he cares for the welfare and
happiness of those of less intelligence who has their confidence, their sup-

port and obedience.
"The really significant human relation is the relation of fatherhood.

Here from generation to generation, not alone the physical conformation,
habits and taste, but mental attributes as well, mark the succeeding gen-
erations, and such is the span of life that not infrequently from grand-
father to grandson are transmitted the lessons of actual, personal ex-

perience, which cover a span of more than a century. So significant a part

is played by these relations of descent, that in the animal kingdom one
cow sells for $50 and another for $50,000, that Man-o'-War becomes the
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largest winner in the history of the American turf, with $249,465 to his
credit in two campaigns, tracing back as he does in the direct ancestral
line 250 years or more to his dam, Layton's Barbary mare, Violet, from
whose female line, before the close of the nineteenth century, had come
seven winners of the Derby, eleven of the St. Leger, eleven of the Oaks,
while sixteen stallions of the same line were the sires of twenty-one classic
winners, including the Doncaster, Goodwood and Chester Cups. Can
anyone suppose that, had Hugh Capet or Louis XIV been king of France,
we should ever have had a French Revolution? It is true that Louis XVI
bore the name of Bourbon, but he was not a true scion of his race. In
his arteries flowed not the blood of the Bourbons, with their genius, but,
conforming to Mendel's law, he reflected at every movement the type and
the character of his grandmother, poor Mariz Leszinska.

"It was fatherhood that determined the character of the descendants
of Edwards and Judkes. In about 150 years the descendants of Jonathan
Edwards numbered about 1,400 persons. Among them there have been
120 graduates of Yale alone, 14 college presidents, over 100 professors;
135 books of merit have been written by various members of the family,
and 118 journals have been edited by them. Max Judke, born in 1720,

was a thriftless truant, who married an equally worthless woman. Up
to 1877 there had been five generations, with approximately 1,200 descend-
ants, among whom have been traced 310 paupers, seven murderers, 60
habitual thieves, 50 prostitutes, 130 convicted of crime, 300 who died in

infancy, 440 physical wrecks from debauchery; only 20 learned a trade

and ten of these learned it in prison.

"Mental qualities are the dominant ones for humanity. There is an
immense weight of probability that they are determined by heredity in

the same way as any other characters of the organism.

"THE GRAMMAR OF INDUSTRY"
(Paragraph 283, page 723)

"How has it come about that we have achieved civilization
—

'the

state of being reclaimed from the rudeness of savage life, and advanced
in arts and learning'?

"Geologists estimate that mankind has inhabited the earth for a period

variously estimated at from one-half million to one million years, and
historians discern on monuments, inscriptions and other remains of ancient

peoples much evidence of the methods and conditions of life and social

organization running back from the present time for more than five

thousand years. Unfortunately, the writers have not developed the

art of teaching history in a comprehensive fashion. Much as we know
of the past, they have not made the experiences of those who have gone
before a sure guide to us. And this is the more to be regretted since

next to bread the most urgent need is education.

"Nature is indeed a beautiful thing. Consider the glory of a sunset,

the sublimity of a mountain range, the soft sweet gentleness of the babe

in its crib. What shall we say of nature's ugliness? Consider the

maggots writhing in a carcass; lift the fur of a wild animal and see the

crawling vermin; think of it, gaunt with famine, or, past its prime, slink-

ing through the rocks until starvation or an enemy ends its existence.

Must we endure the sentimentalists, the romanticist, the neurotic, who,
seeming to challenge the industrial organization, in the last analysis chal-

lenge creation? Can we not concern ourselves with doing the best _ we
can with the means that are given us wherewith to do in this world into

which we are born?
"It is disconcerting to realize how little security we have won for

ourselves by our age-long struggle with nature. From the vegetable king-

dom we have brought into cultivation some 212 systems of plant life;

from the animal kingdom into a state of domestication some 49 types,
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of which 42 serve as food sources; from the mineral kingdom, of the 83
known elements, about 61 have been brought into serviceable use; and
of the 92 possible chemical elements, five remain to be discovered.

"The average daily consumption of food necessity to support human
life is a total of 3,400 grams; in proportion of protein, 100 grams;
fat, 100 grams ; carbohydrates 500. With our habit of overeating we con-
sume per adult man a daily average of 4,288 grams. Besides these
constituents, the food contains mineral salts and vitamines, the latter

food accessories that have not as yet been identified but are thought to

be essential to health and growth.
"Of the food consumed, only 29 per cent, is net nutriment ; the

remainder is water, ash and inedible refuse, so that we need for our
entire population more than 99,000,000 tons of foodstuffs annually. The
main sources of supply, cows, pigs and wheat, provide 65 per cent, of
all calories. While no possible source can be neglected, the increases of
the future will be most surely obtained by concentrating on these great
staples. Fortunately, for the time being, the food supplies of the United
States are increasing more rapidly than the population.

"We now have a population of more than 105,000,000. Our people
made their first settlement here 300 years ago. It was estimated in the
industrial census of 1912 that the accumulated wealth of the country,
including land values, was $187,000,000,000, probably substantially impaired
in the mad orgy of the war, and this is but little more than we are able

to produce in the space of five years. Nor has this wealth any great
permanence. A study of property with the appearance of permanence seen
in the railroad, and based on the tentative valuations of 55 railroads now
reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission, indicates a 'weighted
life' of no more than 20 years, so that it is probably true that each genera-
tion, in providing for the next, must twice replace the great bulk of its

wealth, as well as make the additions thereto necessary for advancing
comfort and security, and essential to the provision of employment for
increasing numbers.

"And this last is an element the magnitude of which must not be
underestimated. As shown in 1912, before an additional man can be
employed, his employment is conditioned upon a capital saving and
investment of : $2,700 for the farm laborer, $2,500 for the industrial

worker, $8,500 for the railroad employee.
"During the Napoleonic wars the white race numbered about 100,-

000,000 souls and .was increasing at the rate of five per cent, each decade

;

during the World War it numbered more than 500,000,000 souls and was
increasing at the rate of 15 per cent, each decade. And this was not at

all from an increase in the birth rate but from conservation of life by
police, medicine and surgery, and even more by vast increases in pro-

ductivity.

"The effect of this is to increase further the proportion and number
of those coming into employment, and if they are not to compete for

opportunity for work to the dispossession of the older and less fit among
those already employed, and to the breaking down of the wage scale, new
and additional opportunities must be made for them, and this is a situa-

tion that must be reckoned with by the workmen for their own preservation.

"Man has found only four ways of organizing for production and
these may be seen still in practice in various parts of the earth.

"He organized as a hunter, and it took about five and a half square

miles of land to support him. He organized as a herdsman and it took
about one square mile of land to support him. He organized as a

farmer, depending on his hand labor, almost without tools, and about three

persons could be supported on one square mile of land. He organized in

what is described as an 'industrial civilization,' and now in Massachusetts
we are supporting 407 people to the square mile of land, assembling from
the vicinage and from distant areas their means of support.
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"We could not support in this country under any organization that
has ever tried or ~iven any promise of success other than the industrial
organization, more than a fraction of our present population, unless they
lived in the stark poverty of the Chinese, dependent upon a farming occu-
pation, conducted with a few rude tools, reduced to hand labor and sub-
sisting on a vegetable diet.

"The activities of man in connection with material, after it has
been brought into the 'raw' state, that is, after it has been harvested,
lumbered or mined, divide along two main streams. The composition
and shape of the 'raw' material is changed, as when metallic iron is ex-
tracted from the ore and formed into pigs or billets, and as then, from
the trunk of a tree, wood is sawed, turned, carved and assembled into

a chair. The location of material 'raw' or fabricated is changed by col-

lection, transportation and distribution, as by the railroads, merchandising,
etc.

"These activities may be carried on by individuals, partnerships, cor-
porations and other forms of association, and may be pursued in the

narrow sense of one change only, or they may cover the whole range of
changes, as from mining to marketing.

"The industrial organization by which these processes are effected. is

organized, energized and directed by management. The enterpriser con-
ceives a plan. The conception is basic, fundamental. He makes the

necessary investigation of the field to be covered, the means essential for

its execution. Unfortunately, there is a dearth in the highly specialized

skill which results in prosperous business, not enough of it existing to

keep all industry in a high state of efficiency; or is it a quality that is

developed by government organization or by ordinary education. For to

specialized skill must be added knowledge of men and affairs, political

sense, an extraordinary perspicuity and self-effacement, those qualities

that makes the possessors of them towers of strength and resource.

"The enterpriser in his organization of industry uses in its service

the two instrumentalities of capital and labor.

"There is a wide distinction to be drawn between the laborer, a

human being, and labor used as a verb to denote an emanation of force

—

the product of a heat machine, the human body. Nor is the energy
generated by the human heat machine of any considerable amount. Labor
may indeed be associated with intelligence ; the conscious application of

the mind, in every move of some industrial processes ; while in others

the action of the mind is largely limited to co-ordination of the muscular
and bony systems, the articulating parts of the body, rather than to any
participation in the work itself. The phrase 'labor-saving machinery' is

not a misnomer. The energy furnished, by the human heat machine is in

this case furnished by the expansive force of steam, the co-ordination

effected in the parts of the human body by the mind is effected by com-
binations of belting, pulleys, levers, screws, wedges, cranes, wheels,

electric dynamos and apparatus, etc., etc.

"Observations by Sir William Ramsay, experiments with men walk-

ing on a moving platform, or pumping water, calculations of the efficiency

result of the intake of food, the relation of heat to power, all indicate in

a well-conditioned muscular man an energy output of four one-hundredths

of a horsepower.
"A prominent engineer who has had much service in the West is

fond of recalling, as an example of high activity, that in April, 1915, he,

then weighing 175 pounds, walked from the water's edge of the Colorado

River, three miles, to the Indian Village in the Grand Canyon, making the

ascent of 2,600 feet in 82 minutes. His energy output was .17 of a horse-

power. .

"In May, 1920, Howard Broome, a well-conditioned athlete of great

physical ability, weighing 215 pounds, ran from the sub-cellar to the

cupola on the top of the Equitable Building, 120 Broadway, New York,
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a height of 599 feet, in eight minutes 52 seconds, producing energy during
that time at the rate of .44 of a horsepower.

''Relating these examples to what is known of industrial occupation,

much of which is more of the character of watching and tending than of

the use of generative energy, it would seem as though one-hundredth of

a horse-power is a liberal estimate of the eight-hour work capacity of the

human machine. So feeble is the energy output of man that he has

only been able to raise himself from a state of nature by providing him-

self with tools, and of far greater significance, with other sources of power.
"The instrument of capital has been known to us since the earliest

times as a form of private property. Three thousand five hundred years

ago, Abraham took his wife, Sarah, and Lot, the son of his brother, and
the substance that they had gathered unto themselves and the souls that

they had gotten in Haran and went forth to go down into the land of

Canaan. The story goes on to say that Abraham was very rich in cattle,

in silver, and in gold, and you get a good picture of the nomadic, pas-

toral life, and of the city life in Sodom and Gomorrah, and you find there

a civilization which can be traced back through the five or six thousand

years in which we grope through history. That civilization depends

upon three prime factors—the institution of the family, the right in

private property, and a settled social order based on justice and morality.

"Capital is originally that product of labor, and intelligence which,

instead of being dissipated currently as produced, is saved and used either

by the saver or by him to put to the service of others, he looking for

recompense for his self-sacrifice and abstinence to a satisfactory reward

in rents, interest or dividends.

"There is no difference between the dollar earned and spent and the

dollar earned and saved, except that the latter has added to it certain

very significant virtues, the virtues of abstinence, self-denial, foresight,

and of being put to the service of others. There is no difference between

the dollar earned and saved and held in the possession of the man who
earned it, and the dollar earned and saved and passed on to heirs. Any-
one who can appreciate, in the great industries like the railroads, the

difference between a floating debt and a funded debt, will recognize the

difference between money that is simply held temporarily by its owner, and
money so placed by the owner that it may continue in service, passed

on through inheritance. The right in private property and the right to

dispose of it after death lies at the root of our civilization and are the

most powerful incentives we know to the production and conservation of

wealth.
"The accumulation of wealth is a very slow process and the benefits

flowing to the laborer from its saving by the owner and from its use

by the enterpriser are but little appreciated. It is because of .the super-

lative productivity of capital that so many of us are able to live in the

industrial organization. It is of the most vital importance to the laborer

himself that capital shall grow as rapidly as possible, and be made as

significant as possible in the industrial relation; and no more dreadful

harm could be done to the workman than to do things that prevent the

accumulation of capital or prevent its employment in the industrial

organization.
"In this vast activity, what are the relative contributions and what

are the relative rewards of the associates? The literature of the day
is filled with discussions as to the 'distribution of the products' ; almost

nothing is ever said as to the 'contributing effort.' I am not aware of

any considerable or well considered body of information regarding the

relative contributions to value by the brainworkers, the property owners

and the hand workers.
"The business is organized, energized and directed by management.

As to the reward paid management, it can only be said that no more
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fatal economy could be made than to curtail the application of brains
to industry, and it would be a very dangerous experiment to make any
great reduction in their remuneration. Nor it is likely that the admin-
istration and clerical staff is redundant or that many could be eliminated
without reduction of output.

"Sir Hugh Bell states that 75 per cent, of the total value of the com-
modities produced will have gone to pay the persons engaged in producing
them.'

"Extremists among the labor leaders claim that the laborer produces
it all. If we attach any significance to the words we use, this is mani-
festly impossible. Nor may we be unmindful of the rapidly changing
conditions. For example, such have been the improvements in wheat
growing that the employment of the laborer has been reduced from 164
minutes per bushel in 1840 to 36 minutes per bushel in 1920; that is,

the contribution made by the laborer in his labor is only twenty-three
per cent, of what it was eighty years ago.

"Extremists among the employers claim that in many industries the
laborer has become parasitic—not putting in through his help as much
as he takes out in his wage ; the balance of the help—the contribution of
management and capital—having become relatively so large. If this

be true, then the demand that the laborer be rewarded in proportion to

his contribution to production is unworkable. For on any such basis

he could not sustain life.

"Neither of these views gives consideration to the fact that a signifi-

cant proportion of the workmen bring to their work intelligence ranking
from good to high, fine character, real courage and steadfastness, giving
poise to the mass and furnishing to management recruits for essential

leadership. On one side, these men have been the victims of the Trades
Unions which, as Tannenbaum states, 'work by cumulatively reducing
economic incomes, economic ambitions and economic incentives to a
common denominator, wiping out the differentials between the unskilled

and the skilled,' and on the other side these men have been measureably
neglected by management, which has failed to provide adequate instruc-

tions and a proper measure of interest and consideration. We should

work out a system of compensation reflecting the range of intelligence,

character, and skill, which differentiates one man from another.

"The rewards of capital are often much overstated. Significance

must be given to the difference between income and spendable income.
Out of the income of capital must be set aside the sum necessary to make
good the years' destruction of capital, including the wasting assets spoken
of as depreciation, the savings necessary for progress and the provision
of plant to provide work for the increase of the industrial population;
a contribution to the expenses of government, federal, state, county, city,

etc., and these allotments absorb a very substantial part of the whole.

Further, much of the profit never comes into the hands of the individual

owner, as the investment of earnings by successful organizations in their

own business is one of the main sources of industrial progress. A
large part of the profits arises from professions and occupations to the

production of which wage-earners contribute very little, and another
part is due to special skill of management, and to partial monopoly, the

excess of whose profits is not due to the workers who helped to make
them. The contributions ascribed to management and capital are not

to be taken as furnished solely by the enterpriser and capitalists of today,

but owe much of their potency to the accumulated achievement of

science and invention during many generations, themselves the achieve-

ments of the enterpriser and capitalist.

"Capital for all its strength is characterized bv extreme timidity and
looks for its defense to its agility and fleetness in running, but that it

has ample capacity to take care of itself a long history makes clear.
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"Like the arguments in the fable as to the relative value of the

several parts of the body, the hands, mouth, heart, etc., from some stand-

points these considerations are negligible. The fact is that all three

elements: Management, capital and labor are essentially necessary, that

the relation is a voluntary association, and that it can be induced and
maintained only upon terms that are satisfactory to each.

"The number of men having the ideas, the 'look-ahead,' the specialized

skill necessary to create or keep industry in prosperous condition, is

exceedingly limited. Their ability to secure capital is much simplified by
the machinery organized for its handling and by its tendency to content

itself with a uniform rate of reward much as water seeks a level.

"Not so simple is the securing of labor. No satisfactory methods
have been instituted by management, while the organizations created by
the workman are obstructions rather than aids, since they have many
interests to which they attach greater value.

"While the foregoing considerations may not help in determining

the basis for wages further than to clear away obstacles, what they do

make clear is the extent to which it is to the interest of the workmen
that the volume of capital and the efficiency of management should

steadily and greatly increase.

"It is not feasible to raise the level of wages by raising the level of

prices. If prices are increased in one industry only, it is at the expense
of the others; if the rise spreads to all industries it benefits no one, while

during the considerable period necessary for the adjustment there are

great hardships.

"The return to capital may be brought too low by taxation, or its

possession rendered uncertain by alteration in the laws of inheritance,

by the plundering of estates through death duties or by confiscation.

The upkeep and development of the organization and plant necessary for

future production may be sacrificed, as to some extent they were during

the war. But these as methods of raising wages are suicidal.

"The temporary raising of wages by labor union pressure is shortly

reflected in unemployment : Employment by the state holds forth no
promise, since the state has no power or recourse not possessed in much
greater measure by competitive employers. If the enterpriser is abolished

it is only to bring the worker face to face with his real employer, the

consumer. It is not to be supposed that the whole of the consumers, whose
interests are certainly not on the side of costly concessions, will allow in-

dustry to be mainipulated against themselves. It is probable that when we
get the whole picture of what has been going on in Russia under Lenin

and Trotsky, there will be found very little that is attractive in the sug-

gestion of nationalization. Under their socialistic regime every incentive

that promoted prosperity or lessened adversity in other countries has

been obliterated. The individual's personal interest in the fruits of his

own endeavors has been wiped out ; that whole play of motive and calcula-

tion ; of social organization and individual ambition, on which the economic
activities of the world have rested for thousands of years has been brought

to an end. In its place has been substituted an organization of society

spun out of the brains of a group of fanatics; and put into operation with-,

out regard to the teachings of experience. After three years' trial of

this system, in a country of boundless resources, there .is reported a

state of destitution without parallel in the history of the world.

"There remains the one hopeful way—by increasing production. The
possibilities of the future should be at least as great as those of the past.

The skill of management may be increased, its field of activity extended,

its control strengthened. Capital can be better applied, its accumulation

encouraged, its integrity assured. Labor must not waste its productive

power; nor limit the maximum use of plant and machinery. Greater

encouragement of skill, more facilities for promotion from unskilled

work to skilled ; better education, together with full opportunity for the
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use of all intelligence, knowledge and strength, irrespective of sex in
tasks not disproportionate to woman's strength, and without insistence
on outworn rules as to previous training, will promote the fuller use
of the latent abilities of the race.

"These improvements are indicated, not accomplished ; they require
time, ability and patience. Any attempt to grasp the fruits of progress
before the tree that might produce them is cultivated can only result in

disappointment and failure.

"The wealth of the country, more evenly divided here than in any
other part of the world, was not sufficient before the war for a higher
standard of living than then obtained.

"If the rewards of the future are to be increased, the most important
task, incumbent upon employers and employees alike, is to increase the
national product."

In the consideration of this broad subject by the Membership, your

Committee suggests it read Part VII—"Men—First Section" (page 525) ;

and Part VII—"Men—Second Section" (page 671) of Mr. Loree's "Rail-

road Freight Transportation."

Your Committee is undertaking to approach and study this subject

from every angle and proposes to investigate the results obtained by steel

and oil companies and other large manufacturing industries in the selec-

tion and care of employees. The subject is of such magnitude and extent

that it will require further time to analyze and study the problem before

submitting any change or amplification in the conclusion reached

heretofore.

Appendix B

(2) STUDY AND REPORT ON STANDARD METHODS FOR
PERFORMING MAINTENANCE OF WAY WORK FOR

THE PURPOSE OF ESTABLISHING UNITS OF
MEASURE OF WORK PERFORMED

C. C. Cook, Chairman, Sub-Committee; A. F. Blaess, L. E. Dale, John
Evans, R. H. Ford, A. L. Grandy, R. L. Pearson, Earl Stimson.

PART 1

The report on this subject submitted last year, and adopted for

publication in the Manual, outlined a method for standardizing the per-

formance of the various items of Maintenance of Way work for the

purpose of establishing units of measure of work performed, and con-

tained forms to serve as guides for those who' may apply the plan.

The Committee has been advised of the use of the plan outlined

in that report by one of the large carriers of the Middle West who felt

the heed of arriving at some unit of measure for measuring the various

classes of work performed in the Maintenance of Way Department, and

therefore directed each of their divisions to determine by actual test the

amount of work of various classes which could be performed per man
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hour. This unit was established by selecting a first-class gang on each

division and arriving at a unit for performing the various classes of

work by keeping an accurate record of the time spent on each class

of work.

After the establishment of such a unit, and in order to successfully

carry out a scheme of this kind, each supervisor was instructed to allocate

his work as between the different foremen at the beginning of each

month, and also carefully plan the work of each foreman, and after

the amount of each class of work was allocated, he was allowed a

specified number of man hours for doing each kind of work. The fore-

man was required to keep a record each day on form properly drawn up,

of the amount of work done and the hours consumed in performing it;

at the end of the month total monthly performance and average for

month was worked up for the division as a whole.

This was done on a number of their divisions, and a summary of the

results obtained is shown in the following table

:

Units Per
Item Quantity Man-Hours Man-Hour

Renewing Ties

:

(a) In rock and cementing
gravel ballast 6,829 ties 5,880 1.2 ties

(b) In bank run, washed
gravel and cinders 139,215 ties 101,746 1.4 ties

(c) While surfacing ...... 88,893 ties 46,555 1.9 ties

Surfacing Track:
(a) In rock and cementing

gravel ballast 71,870 lin. ft. 18,323 3.9 lin. ft.

(b) In bank run gravel
ballast 852,872 lin. ft. 153,221 5.6 lin. ft.

(c) In washed gravel and
cinders 724,466 lin. ft. 94,720 7.6 lin. ft.

Dressing Track

:

(a) In rock and cementing
gravel ballast 15,386 lin. ft. 1,895 8.1 lin. ft.

(b) In bank run gravel
ballast 277,494 lin. ft. 27,225 10.2 lin. ft.

(c) In washed gravel and
cinders 165,672 lin. ft. 10,266 16.1 lin. ft.

Unloading and distributing rail

and fastenings 211,397 lin. ft. 3,369 62.8 lin. ft.

of track
Laying new rail 318,157 lin. ft. 52,204 6.1 lin. ft.

of track
Laying second-hand rail 43,417 lin. ft. 6,175 7.0 lin. ft.

of track
Uncoupling old rail 106,374 lin. ft. 3,014 35.5 lin. ft.

of track
Loading old rail and fastenings. 114,263 lin. ft. 2,899 39.4 lin. ft.

of track
Applying rail anchors 107,302 anchors 3,445 31.2 anchors
Applying tie plates 201,186 tie plates 11,830 17.0 tie plates

This carrier experienced the anticipated objections by a number of

the foremen to the added clerical work required by them, but states that

they had no real difficulty in getting the majority of their men properly
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lined up and intend to extend the work next year in such a way as to

insure best results.

The Committee again earnestly suggests that all carriers and mem-
bers of this Association make use of last year's report as a complete

guide to a method and forms required to enable measurement of per-

formance of maintenance of way work. It is requested that all parties

who do thus measure their work, arrange to forward to the Chairman

of this Committee, preferably at convenient times during the year, any

monthly or other periodical reports which will indicate the extent of

territory and number and character of maintenance operations included.

PART 2

This year it was considered to be the duty of the Committee to

determine upon economic methods of doing particular items of main-

tenance of way work, such as laying rail, renewing ties, surfacing track,

etc. That determination will not result from a historical review of aggre-

gated costs of those particular items of work as they may be summarized

for a railroad, a division, or even a gang. Results of such studies will

give interesting data, showing that rail laying costs from two to four dol-

lars per ton, that renewal of cross-ties in stone ballast costs from 25 to 50

cents per tie, etc. Still there is nothing in that average statement that

enables the suggestion of detail improvement in the gang organization

or the method of performance

The establishment of economic methods is essentially a study of

detail in each particular item of work. Each manual operation entering

into the accomplishment of that item of work should be made subject of

study of method, time study, and record. The information essential to

the establishent of economic and standard methods lies in the record of

time and method of each manual operation and it is upon that record to

be supplied by the many carriers who are represented in the membership

of this Association, that this Committee relies.

The Committee conceived it to be its duty not to simply secure such

data and submit it as information, but to make a thorough analysis of

the record submitted by each carrier and determine upon one or more

methods of performing specified operations which would be recommended

to the Association as approved practice.

Further, it was recognized that this was a work, the magnitude of

which was equaled only by the necessity for it, and that it would take

several years' investigation to cover the items of track work alone. Accord-

ingly it was decided to begin this year upon two of the major items of

track work, viz.

:

(A) Renewing Rail—Out of Face.
(B) Renewing Cross-ties.

Forms for statement of performance which should bring out the detail

specified above were sent to Committee members and to some others from

whom it was anticipated replies might be received for this year's con-

sideration.
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It was essential that statements of performance conform as closely as

possible to the form outlined by the Committee, in order that comparison

of detail might be made quickly and accurately.

This need for uniformity will be evident to all who are interested in

the study of relative economy in track oprations. It is necessary to

make time studies of particular operations of an individual gang in order

to specify the detail required by these statements of performance. A
sufficient number of time studies of gangs should be made to enable deter-

mination of a study which would be representative of the carrier's practice.

One or more competent men, preferably from the Engineering force,

should be assigned to make the time studies and record the results.

In extenuation of the failure of the roads to make reply, it should

be explained that the inquiries of the Committee were not forwarded

until the close of the season's work, which was approximately coincident

with the discontinuance of the shopmen's strike of 1922, as a result of

which it was doubtful whether adequate data could be made available.

Several roads did submit data on rail laying and enabled the Com-
mittee to make progress on study of performances. It will be necessary

to have studies from a representative number of the carriers, however, to

warrant the Committee to make recommendations as to approved method

;

action in that respect will therefore be postponed until next year, and in

order to get the full benefit of the report that can be made by carriers

during 1923, the forms have already been sent to the various carriers

requesting that with the beginning of their work of laying rail and renew-

ing ties, they arrange to have these studies made and report sent to the

Committee as soon as any are available.

Conclusions

In making recommendations that the study of this subject be con-

tinued
.
next year, the Committee submits as sample forms, two studies

which are in the form approved by the Committee, and asks that those two

operations, viz.

:

(A) Renewing Rail—Out of Face,

(B) Renewing Cross-ties,

be made subject of study and preparation of statements by all members

of the Association next year.

In our opinion this work is the most important feature of railway

labor economics and is one feature susceptible of definite statement. The
Committee should have and solicits the co-operation of each and every

member of the Association in order to obtain the data which will enable

it to arrive at results which will be of real benefit to the entire member-
ship in the development of economical methods of performing maintenance

of way work.

Two things are vital to the continuance of the investigations of this

subject:

First—Submission of statements of performance by the

various members of the Association,

Second—Preparations of those statements in uniform manner,
conforming as nearly as possible to the sample forrm
attached.
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Renewing Cross-Ties

Condition "A"
Single Track or Outside Track.
Track not raised.

Stone Ballast.

Cribs Full.

Ballast does not require cleaning.

Organization :

Sheet 1

X«=0ld Ties To Be Removed

Index Number
Letter of Men Force
A 6 Men work in pairs completing full operation of
X 1 tie renewal as detailed in Method.

Total .... 7

Method :

Before beginning tie renewal the Foreman will go over the new ties

marking (1) those ties to be used under joints, (2) which side of tie is

to be uppermost, and (3) a line indicating where the outside base of
outside rail should come.

One man should be assigned to draw spikes on all ties to be renewed,
except that spikes shall not be drawn on more than one of three adjacent

ties.

Sufficient ballast should be removed to allow old tie to be readily

moved sidewise in crib, then drawn out. The bed is then prepared and
new tie drawn in with tie tongs, after which tie is held up to rail and
tamped under both faces of the tie to outer end of tie and eighteen inches

inside of rail. Spiking follows.

Ballast is cleaned if dirty and returned to the crib, and the shoulder

dressed.

Renewing Cross-Ties
Condition "A" Sheet 2

Schedule :

Time Distribution—Minutes per Tie

Oper-
ation Minutes
No. Operation per Tie

1 Cribbing out 16

2 Drawing spikes 5

3 Removing old tie 2

4 Preparing new bed 3

5 Carrying tie to place 2

6 Placing new tie 2

7 Applying two tie plates 1

8 Driving four spikes 4
9 Tamping 13

10 Replacing and dressing ballast 10

11 Carrying old tie and piling for burning 2

Foreman, one-tenth of above time 6

Total minutes for one tie, cribs full 66

Standard Schedule, Hours per Tie, Cribs Full 1.1
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Average Performance:

7 men working 8 hours per day 56 hours
Schedule 1.1 hours per tie

Detention—Going to and from work and clearing track for
passing trains. Allowance being 10 per cent, of total actual hours
on tie renewals reported for the day .10

Actual hours renewing cross-ties—56 -f- 1.10"= 50.9 hours.
Standard Performance Per Day—50.9 -^ 1.1 — 46 ties.

Average Performance Per Day, 67% : 46 X .67 == 31 ties.

Renewing Rail—Out of Face

Condition Sheet 1

Single track branch line. Laying rerolled 100-lb. rail weighing 90-lb.
per yard in place of 100-lb. rail which had been sawed before laying in

branch line track. Rerolled rail in 33-ft. lengths. One-half inch narrower
than in sawed rail so that it is necessary to pull outside spikes only.

No tie plates.

Plain 4-hole angle bars on both old and new rail.

No anti-creepers applied.

Organization :

&»- Distance L « ««« >« » l L Distance

Force

Index Number
Letter Operation of Men
A Adzing around spikes to be drawn 1

B Drawing every third spike and starting the remainder of
outside spikes 3

C Pulling remainder of outside spikes 2
D Throwing out old rail 4
E Putting in tie plugs , 2
F Adzing 1

G Setting in new rail 12

H Placing expansion shims 1

I Distributing spikes, bolts and nutlocks 1

J Pulling spikes which would be in the way of new splice 1

K Holding rail against inside spikes with bar 1

L Driving two spikes' to rail 1

. M Pushing larry car with "tools 1

N Putting on splice 1

O Putting in and tightening two bolts to the joint 4
P Spiking every other tie 2

Q Waterboy 1

R Flagman 2

S Foreman 1

T Assistant Foreman 1

U Timekeeper 1

Total 44
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Method

Traffic in both direction is protected by flag.

An adzman cuts the ties around the spikes which are to be drawn.
He is followed by claw-bar men who pull every third spike on the
outside of the rail and start the remaining outside spikes. These men
continue at this work until they have reached the end of .the rail to be
relaid for the day.

As soon as it is permitted to break track, two men with claw-bars
pull the remaining spike on the outside of the rail. Next, four men with
bars line out the old rail. Two men put in tie plugs and one man com-
pletes the adzing.

Next, 12 men with rail tongs pick up the new rail which has been dis-

tributed outside the ends of the ties and lift it into place over the old rail.

One man puts expansion shims between rails as they are being put in place.

One man with a claw bar pulls the inside spikes which will interfere
with the placing of the new splice. One man holds the new rail against the
inside spikes with a bar while another man drives two spikes to each rail

to hold it in place.

One man puts on the splice bars and puts one bolt in each joint with-
out tightening up the nuts. He is followed by four men who put in

one additional bolt to each joint and tighten up all bolts put in. Two
men follow, spiking every other tie.

After track is closed the entire gang turns back and full bolts and
spikes.

Time Distribution Based on Ten Rails

Minutes for
Operatio » 10 rails

Adzing around spikes to be drawn 40
Drawing one line of spikes 139
Throwing out old rail 54
Putting in tie plugs 25
Adzing 14
Lifting in new rail 164
Distributing spikes, bolts, and nutlocks 14
Placing expansion shims 15
Pulling inside spikes which would be in way of new splice 15

Holding new rail against outside spikes with a bar 16
Pushing larry car with tools 16
Placing splice bars and full bolting 143
Full spiking 157
Water boy 34
Flagmen 68
Foreman 34
Assistant Foreman 34
Timekeeper 34
Uncoupling old rail 72

Total time for ten rails 1,088
Total minutes for one foot 3.30

Standard Schedule hours per 33-ft. rail 1.813

Average Performance:
44 men working 10 hours per day 440 hours
Schedule—1.813 hours per rail.

Detention—making four connections at an allow-
ance for each connection of Wz% of total actual hours
of rail laying reported for the day 0133 X4= .0532

Actual hours applying rail—440 "* 1.0532 = 418.

418 -^ 1.813 = 231 rails.

Average per day, 66%—231 X .66= 143 rails.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track herewith pre-

sents its third progress report.

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Preliminary.—Since its organization in 1914 the Committee
has been cooperating with the Special Committee to Report on Stresses

in Railroad Track appointed by the American Society of Civil Engineers,

the membership of the two corrynittees being the same with the exception

of one member of the American Railway Engineering Association who
does not hold membership in the American Society of Civil Engineers, and

the work has been carried on as one committee. This report is presented

simultaneously to the two societies and to the American Railway Asso-

ciation, which also has been cooperating in the work for the past four

years.

As stated in the earlier reports, the Committee has felt that an ade-

quate report on stresses in railroad track must be based largely on experi-

mental data derived from extensive tests on standard railroad track, and

that in view of the complexity of the action of track under load and the

variability of the condition to be found in track and load, the work of

conducting experiments and reducing the data would necessarily require

a large amount of time and effort. The development of methods of con-

ducting the tests and the work of devising the instruments and apparatus

has involved a considerable expenditure of time, effort and money. It

has been recognized that in obtaining data on the action of track under

variable conditions of both track and load great refinement of method was

not possible and that it was important to make tests under conditions
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of railroad service as nearly normal as is possible, also utilizing of

course the data of laboratory investigations where conditions would not

warrant satisfactory experiments in the field.

The first progress report was published in Vol. 19 of the Proceedings

of the American Railway Engineering Association (1918). It may also

be found in Vol. 82 of the Transactions of the American Society of Civil

Engineers. In this report a method of analysis for determining the

moments and stresses in the rail by considering the track as an elastic

structure was presented, the instruments and methods of testing were de-

scribed, the depression of the track and the rail profile under load were

given, and the stresses developed in the rail under a variety of loads were

recorded. The report relates principally to stresses in rail and to the

general elastic conditions of the track.

The second progress report of the Committee waS published in Vol.

21 of the Proceedings and in Bulletin 224. It may also be found in Vol.

83 of the Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers and

in Circular No. S-II-10 of the American Railway Association. This

report gives the results of tests on two railroads with several types of

locomotives to determine the stresses in rail in relation to speed and coun-

terbalance effect. It records the results of tests on two railroads to deter-

mine the depression of track and the flexure of ties and their action

under load for a variety of conditions found in track. Tests to find the

manner and the principles involved in the transmission of pressure from

one or more ties downward and laterally through ballast material were

reported and an analytical consideration of the transmission of pressure

given.

The work herein reported includes tests on straight track and curved

track. The tests on straight track considered the effect of counterbalance,

the effect of speed and the combined effect of speed and counterbalance,

and the lateral bending moments and stresses in the rail. For the curved

track there are taken up the general action of curved track as the locomo-

tive traverses the curve, the magnitude of the vertical bending stresses

in the rail and the corresponding vertical loads producing them, as con-

trasted with the normal loads, the lateral bending moments and stresses

under the several wheels, the distortion of the alinement of the curves,

and the general effect of speed, degree of curve and superelevation.

The tests were conducted on the Illinois Central Railroad, the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Railroad, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way, and the Southern Pacific Company. Eight distinct types of locomo-

tives were used; in several types there were variations in the design

of the locomotives of the different railroads and the number of locomo-

tives used in the tests was thirteen. The report is presented under the

heads of Tests on Straight Track and Tests on Curved Track.

The Committee is continuing work on the subject assigned to it.

2. Acknowledgment.—Since the second progress report was

issued the funds for use in carrying on the work of the Committee have
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been taken principally from contributions made by the American Railway

Association. The Committee expresses its appreciation of this support.

Expenditures have also been made from funds in the hands of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers and the American Railway Engineering-

Association contributed by the United States Steel Corporation, the

Bethlehem Steel Company, the Lackawanna Steel Company, and the

Cambria Steel Company.

The cooperation of railroad companies in furnishing facilities for

the test work has itself been a large contribution. The Illinois Central

Railroad, A. S. Baldwin, Vice-President, and F. L. Thompson, Chief

Engineer; the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad, G. J. Ray,

Chief Engineer, and A. J. Neafie, Principal Assistant Engineer ; the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, C. F. W. Felt, Chief Engineer,

have been liberal in providing locomotives, track, and other facilities in

the conduct of the tests. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway and

the Southern Pacific Company have also made it possible for the Com-
mittee to use such portion of the results of the tests made on the lines in

California as are related to the subject-matter of this report. A number

of engineers from the engineering, mechanical, and test departments of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway gave helpful assistance through-

out the work. The services of Mr. C. C. Huycke in aiding in the reduc-

tion of the data were also contributed.

Mr. E. E. Cress, Assistant Engineer of Tests in charge of field and

office work and the reduction of data and preparation of material, is

entitled to much credit ; his thorough familiarity with details, keen grasp

of the problem, and helpfulness in the study and preparation of the data

have made his services particularly valuable. Mr. Louis J. Larson, Asso-

ciate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics in the University of Illinois,

by reason of his special training and insight in testing work, has given

valuable service in both laboratory and field work during the summer
seasons. H. L. Parr and R. Ferguson have given helpful service in the

reduction of data and the preparation of the report. Others have assisted

in the wrork from time to time and all have given loyal and careful service.

The University of Illinois has continued to cooperate in the work by

giving the use of laboratory, shop, and office facilities, and through the

service of members of the staff of the Engineering Experiment Station

from time to time.

The Committee records with profound regret the loss of a member
by death, Mr. Archibald Stuart Baldwin. Mr. Baldwin from the time

of the organization of the Committee took a great interest in the work

and was active in the making of plans, the provision of means for carry-

ing on the tests, and the discussion and interpretation of the results. He
was especially helpful in making the arrangements for the extended use

of locomotives and track of the Illinois Central Railroad for test work.

3. The Track.—The test o^i the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway, made in September and October, 1920, were conducted on a
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section of single track of the 10° curve at the west approach to the

bridge over the Mississippi River at Fort Madison, Iowa, and on the east-

bound tangent track in Illinois some two miles east of this point; also

on tangent track and curves (single track) near Ribera, New Mexico,

about twenty-seven miles west of Las Vegas. The location, weight of

rail and its date of laying, tie spacing, depth of ballast, grade, gage,

superelevation of outer rail, and corresponding speed are given in Table

2. The ties were 6 by 8 in. by 8 ft., mostly oak in the test tracks in New
Mexico and Iowa, and pine in Illinois. Tie plates were in use on all

ties. No curve braces were in use. The ballast in the track in New
Mexico was rock and that in Iowa and Illinois was gravel. The test

section of the 10° curve at Ribera was on a fill of 12 to 14 ft.; the 10°

curve at Fort Madison was on 25-ft. fill. The 6° curve at Ribera was in

a shallow cut and the tangent on ground nearly at grade. The tangent

in Illinois was on 6- ft. fill. The rails were laid with alternate joints.

The track was used as it was found. The 10° curve at Fort Madison had

recently been resurfaced and realined and was in excellent condition. The
other track had not been tamped recently, but it was in fair surface

and alinement.

The tests on the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad, made

in July and August, 1920, were conducted on eastbound tangent track at

Dover, New Jersey, on eastbound 4° curve east of Dover, on eastbound

6° curve east of Mt. Tabor, New Jersey, and on eastbound l x/i° curve

at Paterson, New Jersey. Information about the track is given in Table

2. The ties were 7 by 9 in. by 8 ft. 6 in.; creosoted oak ties, creosoted

oak and pine ties, and creosoted pine ties, respectively, were used on

the three test sections. Tie plates were used throughout. Screw spikes

were in use; the 7 l/2 ° curve also had some driven spikes. The ballast

was rock, rock on cinder, rock on gravel, and rock on sand. The tangent

was a light fill, the 4° curve nearly at grade, the 6° curve on 10-ft. fill and

the 7^2° curve in 5-ft. cut. The rails were laid with alternate joints. The

track was tested as found and was in good surface and alinement.

The tests on the Illinois Central Railroad made in June and July,

1920, were conducted on a 7° curve at Murphysboro, Illinois, and on a

14° curve at Champaign, Illinois. The track was tested as found; the

surface and alinement were in fairly good condition. The 7° curve had

rock screenings for ballast. The 14° curve had cinder ballast. The gage

of the 7° curve was 4 ft. 9)4, in.; that of the 14° curve 4 ft. 8^ in. Tie

plates were in use.

The track at Bealville and Cajon, California, used in tests in 1922, is

described in the discussion of the tests at these two locations.

It is seen from Table 2 that there are some differences in the gage of

the track. For example, on straight track the gage on the test section

of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Ribera was 4 ft. 8>y2 in., at East Fort Madison

4 ft. 85/£ in., and on the D. L. & W. R. R. at Dover 4 ft. SV4 in. The

gage of the 6° curve of the D. L. & W. R. R. at Mount Tabor was 4 ft.
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834 in., and that of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Ribera 4 ft. &H in. The gage

of the 10° curve at Fort Madison was 4 ft. 9^ in., at Bealville 4 ft. &%
in., while the track at Cajon was spiked to standard gage of 4 ft. 8^ in.

at the time of the test. The foregoing values were obtained by averaging

several measurements. A variation of as much as % inch may be found

in a distance of 5 or 10 feet. It is to be expected that the gage will

widen with use after realinement, though measurements made at given

point showed no change after four or five days of testing work.

The recommendation of the American Railway Engineering Assoc-

iation, as given in the Manual, is to use standard gage (4 ft. 8 lA in.)

for straight track and for curves up to and including 8°. It is also recom-

mended that gage be widened one-eighth inch for each two degrees or

fraction thereof over 8° to a maximum of 4 ft. 9*4 in. It is stated that

Table 1

Properties of Sections of Rails Used in the Tests
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road, and Tables 8 and 9 similar data furnished by the D. L. & W. R. R.

The footnotes give the approximate modification in the counterbalance

obtained by the method outlined in the second progress report for finding

the effect of the outside rotating parts not being in the plane traversed by

the counterweights.

Locomotive ITO,

~S-0±-0-Z -t±- 6-0-+—10- 6—^r-iJ^-^tf-J^iJj^^^'o'J- 9'-0~-

-ee -s'—
Diam of drivers ST in Crank pin radius 16 in

Diam of drivers 69 in. Crank pin radius 14 in

Pacific Type
Locomotive 3406

Diam. of drivers 73 in Crank pin radius !4 in

Fig. 1.

—

Diagrams of Locomotives of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

The locomotives were used as they were found in service; all were

in ordinary working order. Contours of the tires of the driving wheels

were taken ; they may be said to have been in average condition—neither

newly turned nor badly worn. No measurement of the lateral play of

the driving axles in their boxes was made. The practice of the A. T. &
S. F. Ry. is to provide a total lateral play of 1/8 to 3/16 in. at the boxes of

the drivers when the locomotive leaves the shop. The regulations of the

Interstate Commerce Commission provide that this lateral play shall not be

permitted to exceed 24 in -
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The Santa Fe type locomotive received the name from its intro-

duction by the A. T. & S. F. Ry. The 1674 class, the first of this type to

be built by any railroad, is here called the light Santa Fe type. No. 1702,

the one used in the test, was built in 1903. The small size of the drivers

Bat. Comp Pratne Type
Locomotive 1030

Diam of drivers '69 in. Crunk pin radius 14 in.

l—i
—I:

Light Prairie Type
Locomotive 1090

Diam of drivers 69 in. Crank pin radius 14 in.

Fig. 2.

—

Diagrams of Locomotives of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

made full counterbalancing on the main driver impracticable, and counter-

balancing devices, known as bobs, were attached to the driver axle inside

the bearings. As the driver loads and spacing of these locomotives are

relatively small, the stresses developed in the rails used were smaller than

those found with the other locomotives, even though the effect of speed,

counterbalance and lateral bending was considerable. They were, of

course, built for use on lighter rail sections. It should be noted that many

Pacific Type
Locomotive 1131

Diam. of drivers 6J in Crank pin radius 15 in..

Fig. 3.

—

Diagrams of Locomotivfs of the D. L. & W. R. R.

Santa Fe type locomotives with 57-in. drivers still remain in use on a

number of railroads of the country, and some of these are not of as good

design as the 1674 class of this railroad. The Heavy Santa Fe type locomo-

tive was not only much heavier but the design was greatly improved and
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its general performance on the track was much better than the lighter loco-

motive; No. 3813, the one used, had been in service about a year, as had

the Mountain type and the Pacific type of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. Those

of the Prairie type had been in service fifteen to twenty years. The

A T&St Locomof/ve 38/3

A T&SF Locomotive /702

ZQ_
AT&SF Loco/nof/ve 37/o

D.L.5W Locomotive /2S0

AT&S.F Locomotive 3406

D.L5W Locomotive //3/

Fig. 4.

—

Diagrammatic Representation of Equalizing Systems of

Locomotives Used in the Tests.

only change made in the locomotives during the tests was in the Moun-
tain type ; the lateral spring holding the trailer was removed for the last

part of the tests. The Double Trailer Heavy Santa Fe type is the term

given to the one locomotive which the railroad had equipped with four

trailing wheels for experiment purposes; this is the only locomotive to

which the doab 1 " trailer had been applied.

The Mikado type locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R. was built in

1913 and the Pacific type used was built in 1915. These two types of

locomotives were also used in the tests made on this railroad in 1916.
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Table 2
DATA OP THE TRACK

Tie Spacing, Depth of Ballast and Superelevation are Given in Inches and
Gage in Feet and Inches
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Table 4
Weights of Rotating and Reciprocating Parts, in Pounds—Light Prairie

Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
RECIPROCATING PARTS

Piston 752
Crosshead 392
Weight of main rod on crosshead pin 297

1441
.666 x 1441 _ „

20
3

~

ROTATING PARTS

Driver Number

.

Main

Two-thirds of weight of reciprocating parts.

Main rod, weight on cmnk pin

Side rod, weight on crank pin

Crank pin
Crank pin hub

Total.

320

Equivalent weight required at center of counter weight
Weight used _ :

Difference between weight required and weight obtained
Equivalent difference at crank pin circle

Overbalance or underbalance at crank pin circle for rotating parts only.

163

100

673

410
410

+320

320
297
1100
280
160

2157

1630
1630

+320

320

170

100

90

680

414
414

+320

Table 5

Weights of Rotating and Reciprocating Parts, in Pounds—Mountain Type
Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

RECIPROCATING PARTS

Piston 904
Crosshead 610
Union link and lower end of combination lever 62

40% main rod, weight on crosshead pin 522

2098
.50 x 2098 „,,„

'

4 -y262

ROTATING PARTS

Driver Number. Main

50% of weight of reciprocating parts

Main rod, weight on crank pin

Side rod, weight on crank pin

Crank pin
Crank pin hub
One-half eccentric crank

Total.

262

180
135

129

Equivalent weight required at center of counterweight
Weight used _.

Difference between weight required and weight obtained
Equivalent difference at crank pin circle

Overbalance or underbalance at crank pin circle for rotating

parts only

706

417
417

+262

262

530
130
129

1051

640
640

+262

262
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Table 6
Weights of Rotating and Reciprocating Parts, in Pounds—Light Santa Fe

Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
RECIPROCATING PARTS

Piston 985
Crosshead 480
Union link and lower end of combination lever 65
48% main rod, weight on crosshead pin 470

2000
666 x 2000 _ „._

' 5
~ 267

ROTATING PARTS

Driver Number
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Table 8
Weights of Rotating and Reciprocating Parts, in Pounds—Pacific Type Loco-

motive of the D. L. & W. R. R.

RECIPROCATING PARTS
Piston 961
Crosshead 585
Weight of main rod on crosshead pin 335

1881
2x1881 .'
^—^— — US
3x3

ROTATING PARTS

Driver Number

.

Two-thirds of weight of reciprocating parts.

Main rod, weight on crank pin

Side rod, weight on crank pin

Crank pin
Crank pin hub
One-half eccentric crank

Total

.

Equivalent weight required at center of counterweight
Weight used
Difference between weight required and weight obtained
Equivalent difference at crank pin circle

Overbalance or underbalance at crank pin circle for rotating parts only.

418

159

116
113

47S
478

+4!8

Main

418
627
517
398
226
60

2246

1562
1562

+418*

145

114
113

790

468
468

+418

*If the effect of the rods and pin not being in the plane of the counter-
weight is calculated by the method given in the second progress report, this
becomes approximately an overbalance of 175 lb.

Table 9

Weights of Rotating and Reciprocating Parts, in Pounds-—Mikado Type
Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.

RECIPROCATING PARTS
Piston 1097
Crosshead 570
Weight of main rod on crosshead pin 405

2072
2x2072 „. c
"^ '»

—*" — "> 453x4

ROTATING PARTS

Driver Number. Main

Two-thirds of weight of reciprocating parts.

Main rod, weight on crank pin
Side rod, weight on crank pin
Crank pin :

Crank pin hub
One-half eccentric crank

Total

.

Equivalent weight required at center of counterweight
Weight used
Difference between weight required and weight obtained
Equivalent difference at crank pin circle.

Overbalance or underbalance at crank pin circle for rotating

parts only

345

130
83
135

693

530
530

+345

345
670
392
406
210
66

2089

2089
2089

+345*

345

308
77
135

S65

661

+345

345

135

67
127

674

515
515

+345

*If the effect of the rods and pin not being in the plane of the counter-
weight is calculated by the method given in the second progress report, this
becomes approximately an overbalance# of 95 lb.
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In the tests made in California, the locomotive of the A. T. & S. F.

Ry. used was the same as the Heavy Santa Fe type shown in Fig. 1

except that on account of the use of oil burnc~s the weight on the trailer

was only 22,900 lb. That of the S. P. Co. had nearly the same driver

loac's, but the load on the trailer was 29,400 lb. The Mikado type locomo-

tive used on the preliminary tests on the I. C. R. R. was of the same clas~.

as used on that railroad in 1918. The Ten Wheel type was a much lightcr

locomotive.

5. Conduct of the Test and the Reduction of the Data.—The
nu'thods employed in the tests of track were the same as those used in

ti tes*s described in the first and second progress reports. Eight strem-

lViutographs were used simultaneously. (A description of these instru-

ments will be found in the first progress report.) Four stremmatographs

were placed on one rail between ties at distances apart approximately

equal to the average spacing of the drivers of the locomotive used on the

test, and the other four instruments directly opposite on the other rail.

The driving mechanism used rotated the discs of all the instruments

simultaneously. The correlation of a point on the record of one of the

discs with the point of any other disc at the same moment was possible.

As the locomotive passed the test section a record of the strains in the

rail was made on each instrument. The passage of each wheel of one side

of the locomotive and tender thus was recorded on four instruments and

each wheel of the other side on four other instruments. A run then

gave records of what happened under one pair of wheels on eight ins.ru-

ments, and as each instrument holds two discs sixteen records in all were

made. As usually operated, a disc would hold the records of four runs.

Fresh discs would then be inserted.

The use of eight stremmatographs—four had been the largest number

used in previous tests—had advantages even on the tests of straight track.

The strain under companion drivers was recorded simultaneously; in

fact, with just the right spacing the strain under four pairs of wheels was

recorded at the same instant, thus giving the instantaneous effect c.
c

the

four pairs of drivers. The distance from the first instrument in the

fourth was generally about equal to the circumference of a driver ; this

facilitated finding the effect of counterbalance. The use of eight instru-

cts was more likely to give the general effect of the locomotive as a

mta. l
a given time than did the smaller number. The time taken to

whole at nate amount of data was shortened, thus reducing the length

obtain an adet^ *ive was taken from service.

of time the locomo-v. ' ' using eight instruments, however, was to facili-

The chief purpose m '" where, of course, the stresses in the two
tate the tests on curved tracix,

'" of two discs in each stremmatograph,

rails are generally unequal. The Us,.
F the base of rail and the other

one recording the strain at one edge o* •nent of the lateral bending

that at the other edge, permitted the measurtx. ' that these tests were

strains in the rails of curved track. It is believeu
'

qes developed on

the first to make a measurement of the bending stress
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curved track. The means employed were entirely successful. The pre-

liminary tests made to learn the precautions and methods necessary for

the satisfactory conduct in the testing of curved track were made on

a curve of a branch line. It will be noted that by the method used the

stresses in the two edges of both inner and outer rail of the curved track,

caused by both the vertical bending and the lateral bending of the rail,

were measured under four pairs of drivers at about the same time.
,

Unless otherwise noted, in all runs steam was shut off as the loco-

motive approached the test section of track and the locomotive "coasted"

past the instruments. The speeds were read from a speedometer in the

cab connected with the tread of the trailer or the front wheel of the tender,

the instrument having been checked up over a measured length of track.

The locomotive was then backed over the track and the next run made.

For each set of tests the order of speeds for consecutive runs was the

same, varying from the lowest speed to the highest.

The position of the counterweight with respect to one instrument was

observed for each run. It was found unnecessary to control the position

of counterweight on different runs; the starting and stopping and the

running over curves within the length of the runs gave sufficient distri-

bution of the position of counterweight with respect to the instruments

throughout the revolution of the driver.

Fig. 5 shows the position of the stremmatographs in one of the tests

of curved track. Variations from this arrangement were made, but the

diagram is representative of all of the tests. As all track was laid with

alternate joints it was necessary that a rail joint lie within the test sec-

tion. GeneraUv the ioint was between the two middle instruments, some-

S Oc/rsff Rail £j

rrrnn n;n n

Fig. 5.

—

Position of the Eight Stremmatographs in a Test of Curved

Track.

times on one rail and sometimes on the other. A study of the records

of the several instruments failed to show any general characteristics of

the strains recorded in the instrument nearest the rail joint.
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The process followed in the reduction of the data obtained by the

stremmatographs was the same as that which was described in the earlier

reports. The stremmatograph records were read with a binocular mic-

roscope fitted with a micrometer eyepiece. Readings were taken for points

in the record corresponding to a wheel over the instrument and to a point

between wheels, the high point of the record being assumed to have

been made when the wheel was directly over the instrument. In re-

ducing these measurements the readings were multiplied by the proper

microscopic constant and then reduced to stresses by multiplying by

a constant which involves the position of the neutral axis of the rail sec-

tion, the vertical distance of the needle bar below the base of rail, the

modulus of elasticity of steel (taken as 30,000,000 lb. per sq. in.), and the

gage length (which was four inches). A correction was also made to allow

for the variation of moment and stress over the gage length to obtain the

maximum stress at the middle of the gage length by multiplying the aver-

age stress over the gage length for wheel over instrument by the factor

1.04, as was done with the tests recorded in the first progress report, so that

the stresses reported at points of positive moment are stresses in pounds
per square inch at the base of the rail at the middle of the gage length.

The variation over the gage length at points of negative moment was
slight and no correction was used for the stresses at such points.

In general, on straight track the readings of the two discs of an

instrument, giving stresses at the two edges of the base of the rail, were

averaged and the average was taken as the observation for that instru-

ment for the given run for the given position of wheel. Usually on

straight track, in case the record of one disc of an instrument was defec-

tive and that on the companion disc was clears- the one good record was

generally also discarded. In the case of curved track, all readable records

were used, even though the record on the companion disc was defective. It

was desired to keep the strains at the two edges separated. It was also

found that on curved track there was less vibration in the rail and less

opportunity for errors being introduced through the use of a record at

only one edge. Besides, it was found that defective records were less

frequent on curved track, usually less than 10 per cent of the points hav-

ing to be discarded.

The accuracy of the records and their reduction is considered to be

as good as that of the stremmatograph data reported in the two earlier

reports.

The time required for the reduction of the data of the large number

of observations made in all the tests was considerable. The reading of

the stremmatograph records, the calculation of the data, and the represen-

tation of the results for study and interpretation involved a large amount

of work, as may be judged from a consideration of the number of

microscopic readings of strains made, approximately 470,000. With clear

records skilled observers learned to make 1,000 to 1,200 such readings in

a day.
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Table 1 gives the properties of the sections of the rails new. Profiles

were taken of the sections of the rail in the track. With the exception of

the 105-lb. rail on the D. L. & W. R. R. the rails were not worn enough

to have a sufficiently marked effect on the moment of inertia and section

modulus about the horizontal axis to make it seem necessary to use the

section modulus of the worn rail in the analytical calculation of stresses

in rail. On the 7y2 ° curve the moment of inertia and section modulus of

the inner rail were reduced about 3 per cent and the outer rail about 6

per cent, but here also the properties of the new rail have been used in

making comparisons. The effect of wear on the section modulus about a

vertical axis would be but little, since the base of rail, which is not

changed, forms the large factor in making up the section modulus. For

lateral bending of the rail on curved tr^ck the properties of new rails

were also used.

II. TESTS ON STRAIGHT TRACK

6. Results of Tests.—The tests on straight tra;ck >
although made

for the purpose of supplying a basis of comparison with results on curve

track, furnish considerable additional information on .

e actlon °

straight track, particularly on the effect of speed and COv
inter ':)alance

with several types of locomotives.

To determine the stiffness of track and the value of the modu* us °

. . . flip
elasticity of rail support u, measurements of track depression under ,.

truck of loaded cars were made. For the significance of the term

modulus of elasticity of rail support see the first progress report of the

Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track.* The method of making the

test was similar to that described in the first progress report, the level bar-

being used.

On the A. T. & S. F. Ry. the lighter of the two loads applied was an

empty car, and the heavier load was a heavily loaded coal car. On the

D. L. & W. R. R., the lightest load was an empty car, the medium load a

loaded coal car, and the heaviest load a coal car heavily loaded with ore.

In each case the load considered was that on one truck at an end of the

car. The load on the wheels of the truck used was carefully weighed,

a check on the weight being obtained by also weighing the load on the

other truck and the load on the whole car.

Fig. 6 and 7 give the results of test of track depression on the track

of A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Ribera, New Mexico, and Fig. 8 and 9 are for

tests on the track of the D. L. & W. R. R. at Dover, New Jersey. Loca-
tion A on the A. T. & S. F. Ry. covered the location of the stremmato-
graphs on the regular tests at Ribera; Location B was 130 feet east of

Location A. Location C coincided with the location of the stremmato-
graphs at Dover ; Location D was 260 feet east of Location C. The track

depression profiles indicate that the track on which the tests were made
was in fairly good condition, the "play curve" showing uniformity of play

*Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., 82, p. 1204; Proceedings A.R.E.A., Vol. 19, p. 884.
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between rail and tie and tie and ballast, and uniformity of stiffness in

each case.

The value of the modulus of elasticity of rail support u, calculated

from these track depression profiles by the method described in the first

progress report, was 1,600 lb. per lin. in. of rail, for the track on both

the A. T. & S. F. Ry. and the D. L. & W. R. R. These values indicate

a fairly stiff track.
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Fig. 7

—

Track Depression Profiles, Static Load T*ests on the A. T. &
S. F. Ry., Location B.

u i_i u u 'u~u—

u

-LT"u

—

u~i_r-i_r

Fig. 8.

—

Track Depression Profiles, Static Load Tests on the D. L. &
W. R. R., Location C.
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position of the counterweight for the Pacific type locomotive, the Light

Prairie type, and the Balanced Compound Prairie type, respectively, in

the tests of track of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. at East Fort Madison, Illinois.

In Fig. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 20 are given the corresponding stresses for

the tests with the Mountain type locomotive coasting down-grade, the

Mountain type running up-grade, the Light Santa Fe type, and the Heavy
Santa Fe type coasting down-grade, the Heavy Santa Fe type working
steam down-grade and the Double Trailer Heavy Santa Fe type coasting

down-grade, respectively, at Ribera, New Mexico.

In Tables 10 to 18 are given the average or mean values of the stresses

in base of rail under the locomotive wheels found in the tests, and also

the values at the high point and the low point of the counterweight.

u u i_i -u—u U"i_r~u u u u u u

Fig. 9.

—

Track Depression Profiles, Static Load Tests on the D. L. &
W. R. R., Location D.

The calculated stresses under the nominal static wheel loads are also

given. The calculations are based on the method of analysis given

in the first progress report, and the value of u found from the tests

of track depression was used. It will be noted that the calculated

values of the stresses for static loads in general do not differ greatly from

the observed values at a speed of 5 miles per hour. Where there is a

noticeable difference, it seems probable that the actual distribution of

load among the individual wheels is not the same as the assumed dis-

tribution. It is found, however, that the average of the calculated stress

under the several wheels of the locomotive is almost exactly the same

as the average of the observed stresses under the wheel at a speed of 5

miles per hour, the greatest difference in all the tests being about 6 per cent.

Attention should be called to the fact that the stresses given in the

diagrams and tables are average stresses, the result of averaging a num-
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Table 10

Stresses in Rail with Pacific Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Maximum, Minimum, and Mean Values from

Curves for Series 5450-58.

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch at base of rail.

Speed
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From an inspection of the diagrams and tables it will be noted that at

a speed of 5 miles per hour the average stress in the base of rail of the

85-lb. A.S.C.E. section ranged from 15,800 to 20,000 lb. per sq. in. under

the drivers of the Pacific type locomotive and the two Prairie types of the

Table 12

Stresses in Rail with Balanced Compound Prairie Type Locomotive of the
A. T. & S'. F. Ry.—Maximum, Minimum and Mean

Values from Curves for Series 5434-40.

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch at base of rail.

Speed
in

m. p. h.
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Light Santa Fe type, having much lighter wheel loads, the corresponding

stresses in the 90-lb. S. F. rail at the same speed range from 7,100 to

12,100 lb. per sq. in. For the Pacific and Mikado types of the D. L. &
W. R. R., the stresses in the 105-lb. D. L. & W. section under the drivers

Table 14

Stresses in Rail with Light Santa Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. P.
Ry.—Maximum, Minimum and Mean Values from

Curves for Series 5300-18.
Stresses are given in pounds per square inch at base of rail.

Speed
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stress named. It should also be remembered that the lateral bending of the

rail under the action of the locomotive on straight track will result in

stresses at the outside edge or the inside edge of the base of rail that

Table 16

Stresses in Rail with Double Trailer Heavy Santa Fe Type Locomotive of
the A. T. & S. F. Ry.—Maximum, Minimum and Mean

Values from Curves for Series 5416-24.

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch at base of rail.

Speed
in

m.p.h.
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7. Effect of the Locomotive Counterbalance.—In the Second

Progress Report of the Joint Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track,*

the problem of counterbalancing the locomotive is briefly considered.

For clearness of expression the term counterweight is there and here used

Table 18

Stresses in Rail with Mikado Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.

—

Maximum, Minimum, and Mean Values from
Curves for Series 5206-20.

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch at base of rail.

Speed
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given driver. In making calculations parts of the side rod and connect-

ing rod are considered as rotating parts. It seems proper then in making
calculations to consider the vertical dynamic augment of each driver as

being separate downward or upward loads which may be added algebrai-

cally to the individual driver loads on the rail.

The formula generally used for calculating the dynamic augment is the

formula for centrifugal force

:

W v2

C = : (12)
9 r

where W is the weight of the rotating or reciprocating part for which the

dynamic augment is desired or the unbalanced part of the rotating parts

in case the resulting rotational effect is wanted.

g is the acceleration of gravity.

v is the rotational velocity or speed of the part.

r is the radius of the circle described by the center of gravity of

the rotating part.

It is convenient to transfer all weights to the equivalent weight at

the center of crank pin and to use the radius of the circle taken by the

center of crank pin relatively to the center of the driver.

For determining the vertical dynamic augment W should include the

excess or deficiency of the rotating parts, and should not include the

reciprocating parts, a portion of the main rod being taken as a otating

part.

Attention should be called to the need for taking into account the

condition that the center of gravity of the rods and other rotating parts

is not in the same vertical plane as the counterweight and the rail. As
shown in the second progress report this condition has a considerable effect

upon the counterbalancing of the main drivers, but it is not generally

important with the other drivers. A main driver with a seeming over-

balance for the rotating parts as judged by the method of calculation gen-

erally used in design may really be an underbalanced wheel, while for an

underbalanc-ed main driver the deficiency in counterweight may be con-

siderably greater than that expected when this eccentricity of position is

not taken into account.

Sample cases of observed values of the stresses in rail throughout the

revolution of a driver are plotted in Fig. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. The
ordinates of the diagrams represent stresses at the base of the rail in

pounds per square inch. The abscissas represent the position of the

counterweight at the time the wheel passes over the instrument with

respect to its down position, the scale being in fractions of a complete

revolution of the wheel. Results given by the several instruments are

indicated by individual symbols. The curves representing the stress for

a given speed throughout an entire revolution were formed by first

averaging the values of the plotted points in groups for each tenth of a

revolution and then drawing a curve to represent as well as possible the

position and trend of these points. As may be expected, at a speed of 5

miles per hour the variation in stress due to other causes is so much
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Fig. 21.

—

Observed Values of Stress in Rail on Straight Track-

Series 5300-18, Light Santa Fe Type Locomo-

tive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Fig. 22.—Observed Values of Stress in Rail on Straight Track-

Series 5300-18, Light Santa Fe Type Locomo-

tive OF THE A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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o a/ ae 0.3 0.4 as ae 0.7 as 0.9 /.o
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Fig.. 24.—Observed Value of Stress in Rail on Straight Track-
Series 5434-40, Balanced Compound Prairie Type

Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Observed Values of Stress in Rail on Straight Track-
Series 5136-49, Pacific Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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greater than that due to the effect of counterbalance as to mask any

effect of counterbalance, and accordingly a straight line average of all

the points has been used for all the wheels for a speed of 5 miles per

hour. The average of all the observed values, which is approximately

the average ordinate for the curves, is called the mean value at the

given speed. The difference between this mean value and the high point

of the average curve may be taken to be the effect of the counterbalance in

increasing the stress (which may be due to overbalance or to under-

balance), and the difference in the value to the low point of the curve

represents the effect with the counterweight in the opposite position. The
position of the counterweight for the maximum and minimum values is

also represented on the diagrams.

The same method of determining the average curve of the stress

throughout the revolution of a driver was used for all of the tests. Fig.

26 to 32 give the curves so found.
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In Tables 10 to 18 are given the stresses with the counterbalance up

and counterbalance down and the mean value, and also the calculated

additional stress due to counterbalance at one speed, based upon the

assumed values of counterbalance given in the previous tables without

correction for the outside parts rotating in planes away from the driver.

It will be noted from the diagrams and tables that the highest

stress in rail under the main driver in all the locomotives, except the

Pacific type of the D. L. & W. R. R. and the Balanced Compound Prairie

type of the A. T. & S. F. Ry., occur when the counterweight is up. For

several of the locomotives a calculation for the counterbalance in the

main driver shown in the tables would indicate that in many cases the

high stress may be expected to occur when the counterweight is down,

if the method of calculation used is that so usually employed of neglect-

ing the effect of the plane of motion of the main rod and other outside

rotating parts not being coincident with the plane of motion of the counter-

weight and wheel and rail, whereas the opposite condition may be shown

by the results. It is evident from the discussion of this subject in the

second progress report that a proper consideration of the relative posi-

tions of the plane of the rotating parts and of the wheel will account

for this seeming contradiction.

Two locomotives of those used have characteristics which differ from

those just described. The Pacific type locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.

has no appreciable counterbalance effect under the main driver (see Fig.

32) ; this may be expected from the data of the counterbalance of

Table 8. The Balanced Compound Prairie type locomotive of the A. T.

& S. F. Ry. has four connecting rods; there is fair counterbalance

when these are at the high and low position (see Fig. 24 and 31). When
the counterweight is half way between high and low position there

is an unbalanced effect; at 50 miles per hour the additional stress due to

this is 6,200 lb. per sq. in. for one position and 3,400 lb. per sq. in. for the

other. The increased stress in rail due to counterbalance in this locomotive

is then greater than that found for the other locomotives except the Light

Santa Fe type, and this notwithstanding it may have been expected that the

balanced compound would give low counterbalance effects.

In the case of the Light Santa Fe type locomotive the smallness of the

diameter of the wheel prevented the application of sufficient counterweight

to the main driver to give a proper counterbalance, even though bobs

were employed. For the Heavy Santa Fe type locomotive, the counter-

weight on the main driver was nearly as heavy as that required when

all the rotating parts are considered to be in the same plane as the wheel,

but the high stress for counterweight up shows the need for a revision of

such calculations, as do the other locomotives.

A study of the values of the stresses attributable to counterbalance,

as given in the tables and diagrams indicates that these streses are not

unreasonably high with the exception of the Light Santa Fe type loco-

motive.
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In the Pacific type locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. the additional

stress in rail attributable to counterbalance at a speed of 60 miles per

hour is 5,500 lb. per sq. in. under the third driver, which is 29 per cent

of the average stress found at 5 miles per hour. The highest stress

under the main driver occurs when the counterweight is up.

In the Light Prairie type locomotive the highest counterbalance stress at

50 miles per hour is under the first driver, 5,200 lb. per sq. in., which is

33 per cent of the average stress under this driver at 5 miles per hour.

In the Mountain type locomotive the highest counterbalance stress

at 60 miles per hour is under the main driver when the counterweight is

up, 2,900 lb. per sq. in., which is 21 per cent of the average stress under

this driver at 5 miles per hour. It is well to note that this locomotive rode

smoothly and evenly. The counterbalance stresses were unusually small.

The Light Santa Fe type locomotive (an old design, the first of this

type) gives relatively high counterbalance effects. Although the driver

loads are small, only about 83 per cent of the wheel loads of the other

locomotives tested, the additional stress in rail under the first driver, due

to counterbalance, is 7,700 lb. per sq. in., and under the main driver 9,200

lb. per sq. in. These counterbalance effects are 64 per cent and 113 per

cent, respectively, of the average stresses under these drivers at 5 miles

per hour, unusually large counterbalance effects. The observed stresses

themselves are not exceptionally high, the rail being relatively heavy for

the wheel load of this locomotive, but the stresses indicate very poor

counterbalancing. This condition of counterbalance is doubtless due to

inability to add adequate counterweight to such small drivers.

For the Heavy Santa Fe type locomotive the greatest increase in

stress in rail due to counterbalance was under the fourth driver, 5,300 lb.

per sq. in. at 40 miles per hour, which is 43 per cent of the average stress

in rail under this driver at 5 miles per hour. The next greatest counter-

balance stress was under the first driver. The greatest stress under the

main driver occurred when the counterweight was up. This locomotive

rode smoothly and easily even at 40 miles per hour.

For the Pacific type locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R. the greatest

increase in stress in rail due to counterbalance was 4,300 lb. per sq. in.

under the first driver at 60 miles per hour, which is 35 per cent of the

average stress in rail under this driver at 5 miles per hour. The third

driver gave about as great counterbalance stress as this at 60 miles per

hour. Under the main driver the counterbalance effect was so small as

not to give a definite deviation from a straight line representation of the

tests. This locomotive was in general a smooth riding locomotive.

The Mikado type locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R. was not run

faster than 25 miles per hour on straight track; at the three speeds used

the plotted points showed no counterbalance effect.

In general for all the locomotives except the Light Santa Fe type

the stresses attributable to counterbalance at the highest speeds run,

which were in some cases greater than the scheduled maximum speed
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allowed for the locomotive, are less than 5,000 lb. per sq. in., and in most

cases considerably less than this. The counterbalance effect at the highest

speeds used may be said generally to be not more than 30 to 40 per cent

of the average stress in rail at 5 miles per hour; in some few cases it

runs higher, but in most cases it is lower. A counterbalance effect of

30 per cent will not be considered to be excessive, and the only question

is whether the scheduled speeds are likely to be exceeded very much. It

is seen that an increase of speed of 25 per cent will increase the counter-

balance effect by 56 per cent of itself and an increase of speed of 41

per cent will double the counterbalance effect. It is evident that great

care must be exercised to prevent the scheduled limits of speed being

exceeded very much if the stresses due to counterbalance are to be kept

within moderate bounds. It is also clear that every care should be taken

in the design, construction and maintenance of the proper counterbalance,

and checks should be exercised to insure that the conditions of counter-

balance are known with certainty, since it has frequently happened that

the counterbalance effect has varied from the reported or expected condi-

tion. Attention should be given to the main driver and a careful determi-

nation made of the effect of the outside rotating parts not being in the

plane of the wheel and counterweight.

In the locomotive for which the weights and positions of the rotating

parts seem accurately known, the value of the additional stress due to

counterbalance calculated by the use of the calculated vertical dynamic

augment agrees fairly closely with the observed counterbalance stress as

found by the method already described. For the main driver the difficulties

are increased, but accurate knowledge of the position of the several out-

side rotating parts with reference to the plane of the driver itself should

permit a fairly close determination of the counterbalance stress under

this driver. Any method of design or improvement in materials that will

help to keep the counterbalance effect small should be welcomed by both

the mechanical and the engineering departments.

8. Effect of Speed and Combined Effect of Speed and Counter-

balance.—If the stresses in rail found in tests made throughout the

revolution of a driver be averaged, the effect of counterbalance may be

considered to be eliminated. The ratio of this average of the stresses

throughout the revolution for a given speed to the average stress at

5 miles per hour may be taken to represent the effect of speed alone. In

general the tests show that the effect of speed upon stress

in rail under the drivers in all except the Light Santa Fe type locomotive

was not large. The speed effect under the leading truck wheels, trailer

and tender wheels is also of interest. The average values of the stress

in rail throughout the revolution of the drivers and of the other wheels

may be found in the tables and diagrams already referred to.

In Table 19 the principal values of the percentages of increase in stress

in rail under the various wheels of the locomotives, due to increase in

speed above 5 miles per hour are recorded, together with values of the

increase due to combined speed and counterbalance effect under the
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drivers. The general values given represent increases that are common to

several wheels, and the maximum value relates to the highest of the group

of wheels.

With the exception of the Light Prairie type and the Light Santa Fe

type it will be seen that the general increase in stress in rail under the

drivers due to speed alone in changing from 5 miles per hour to the

highest speed used in the tests ranges from 15 to 27 per cent, which may
be called a moderate and allowable speed effect. With the same exceptions

the maximum speed effect under any one driver ranges from 24 to 30 per

cent. For these locomotives and these tracks, then, the increase in stress

Table 19

Principal Values of Increase in Stress in Rail at a Given Speed Over the
Stress at 5 Miles Per Hour.

The increase is given in per cent of the stress at 5 miles per hour.
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The increase in stress due to speed alone for the Light Prairie type

locomotive by the method of analysis used is very small, much smaller

than for the other types of locomotive and varies from nothing to 5

per cent. No explanation for this is offered. The combined effect of speed

and counterbalance (by the method of analysis used, most of this is

effect of counterbalance) is 40 per cent for the first driver and about

20 per cent for the other two drivers.

Although the stresses found with the Light Santa Fe type locomotive

at the maximum speed were not exceptionally high, the driver loads being

light, and their spacing close, the percentage of increase in stress in rail

under the drivers for both speed and combined speed and counterbalance

was markedly high. The increase in stress due to speed alone was 47

per cent under the fourth driver and 77 per cent under the main driver

;

the increase in stress due to combined effect of speed and counterbalance

under the several drivers was 87, 74, 190, 97 and 73 per cent, respectively.

It may be added that this locomotive was built to be used with a rail

lighter than the 90-lb. S. F. rail section that was used in the track tested.

In none of the locomotives tested was the effect of the counterbalance

of the drivers transmitted to the trailer in sufficient amount to be brought

out in the stress-position of counterweight curves, as was the case in

some of the locomotives discussed in the second progress report. The

increase in stress under the trailer, due to speed, was in general less than

that under the drivers, though the value for the Balanced Compound
Prairie type locomotive (27 per cent) was as great as under any driver.

In general the increase noted at the highest speed was from 10 to IS

per cent.

For the locomotives with a two-wheel leading truck, the proportionate

increase of stress in rail under the truck due to speed is generally some-

what less than that found under the drivers. The value of the increase

in stress at the highest speed runs about 20 per cent. For the locomotives

with four-wheel leading trucks, the increase under the front wheel is

about 35 per cent for the two Pacific type locomotives and 20 per cent

for the Mountain type. The increase under the rear wheel is much

greater proportionally than that under the front wheel, though as the

stress under the rear wheel at static load is very small, because of the

proximity of the first driver, the stress at the highest speed is not large,

generally less than that under the front wheel.

The effect of speed upon stresses in rail under the wheels of the

tender varies with the type of locomotive; the percentage of increase is

generally considerably larger than is found under the drivers. In the

Pacific type of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. and the Heavy Santa Fe type,

the increase of stress in rail at the highest speed is approximately 75

per cent. In the other locomotives the range is from 40 to 60 per cent.

The stresses at both 5 miles per hour and at the maximum speed are smaller

than the corresponding stresses under the drivers. How much of this

large proportional increase in stress is due to the smallness of the wheel
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diameter and how much to the relatively small load on the wheels or to

the way in which the truck is directed and even to the condition of the

springs are not known.

9. General Discussion of Tests on Straight Track.—With the ex-

ception of those found with the Light Santa Fe type locomotive the tests

indicate no abnormal stresses in rail under any of the wheels at any

speed. The locomotive design is generally within the requirements of

what has been considered acceptable practice by mechanical departments.

With a single exception the locomotives rode smoothly, showing that there

was probably no abnormal strain on the frame of the locomotive. As
there are differences in the division of the loads and in the counter-

balancing and in the spacing of wheels, some consideration and comparison

of the stresses developed in rail under the various wheels of the loco-

motives may be useful.

In most cases the loads on the drivers are moderately heavy, in the

neighborhood of 30,000 lb. on a driver, reaching 33,000 lb. in the case of

the Pacific type locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R. The load on the

trailers differs considerably. The leading truck wheels, either two-wheel

or four-wheel trucks, each carries about half as much load as a driver.

Part of the tenders have four-wheel trucks and part six-wheel ; the wheel

loads of the latter are about the same as those of the former.

The spacing of the drivers is, of course, greater for the Pacific and

Prairie types than for the others; the greater spacing results in a some-

what greater proportional effect of the weight upon the stresses developed

under the drivers. On the other hand the shorter spacing of the drivers

in the Light Santa Fe type locomotive decreases the stresses.

Leaving out of consideration the Light Santa Fe type locomotive of

the A. T. & S. F. Ry. and the Pacific type locomotive of the D. L. & W.
R. R., the latter having heavier driver loads, it is seen that the several

locomotives develop stresses under the drivers at 5 miles per hour that

do not differ greatly if allowance is made for differences in rail section.

Also there is generally no great difference in stresses for any group of

drivers, the stress under the first and last driver naturally being somewhat
greater than under the others, as is indicated in Fig. 6 of the first

progress report. In the Heavy Santa Fe type locomotive, the stresses

vary more, ranging from 10,100 to 15,900 lb. per sq. in. The latter stress,

which is under the fifth driver, is even greater than would be expected

from analytical considerations (the stress under the trailer being corre-

spondingly less), indicating that the division of load is not that given in

the diagram of locomotive loading.

In general the effect of speed alone (omitting the effect of counter-

balance) is as small as could be expected. Even the 27 per cent increase

at 60 miles per hour found with the Pacific type locomotive of the A. T.

& S. F. Ry. seems moderate. The increase of 18 per cent at 40 miles per

hour found with the Heavy Santa Fe type locomotive, compared with the

Pacific type locomotive, is directly proportional to the increase of spee*^
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so that this freight locomotive appears to produce about the same relative

increase as the passenger locomotive, if the conditions of the truck are

considered to be the same. It will be seen that the increase at the drivers

that show the maximum speed effect gives somewhat the same comparison,

though the increase for one driver of the Santa Fe type (28 per cent) is

relatively larger.

The percentage of increase in stress in rail due to counterbalance at

the highest speeds used with the different locomotives (see Table 19) gen-

erally shows an average for the several drivers that is about the same as

the general value for the increase in speed alone. In the case of the Heavy

Santa Fe type locomotive the increase due to counterbalance is greater

proportionally than for the other types ; this may be due to a poorer oppor-

tunity for counterbalancing. The maximum increase due to counter-

balance for some one driver of a locomotive is generally considerably

greater than the average for the drivers ; this shows a need for more care-

ful study of the counterbalancing problem. Further, attention should be

called to the discrepancy between the condition of counterbalance in the

main driver usually assumed in design and the condition found in the test.

This discrepancy was found in every locomotive tested; the difference is

explainable at least partially by the neglect to recognize the effect produced

by the outside rotating parts not being in the same plane as that of the

wheel and rail. It would appear also that the counterbalancing of other

drivers of some of the locomotives might be improved. It should be

noted also that for speeds still higher than those used the effect of coun-

terbalance may be expected to increase as the square of the velocity.

The general values given in Table 19 for the general increase in stress

at the maximum speed used due to combined speed and counterbalance (ex-

cepting for the Light Santa Fe type as before) range from 30 to 53 per

cent. It would appear that these values may be considered to be represent-

ative of the increase which may be expected with locomotives of fair

design in good condition and with track in good condition. At an in-

dividual driver on the Heavy Santa Fe type locomotive the increase runs

up to 80 per cent. If speeds still higher than those used in the tests are

likely to be run even occasionally, the fact that the stress in rail will be

increased more rapidly than as the first power of the speeds should receive

consideration in judging of the effect on rail and track.

With the exception of the Light Santa Fe type locomotive, the nominal

load on the trailer ranges from 72 to 109 per cent of the average load on

the drivers. It will be recalled that analytical considerations show that

with the trailer well away from the rear driver the stress in rail will be

greater accordingly than that under a driver, and that to give an equal

stress under static conditions the load on the trailer should be in the

neighborhood of 75 to 80 per cent of that on a driver. (For an illustra-

tion of this effect see Fig. 6 of first progress report.) The observed

stresses bear out the relations shown by the analysis except in the case

of the Mountain type and the Heavy Santa Fe type locomotive, where
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the observed stresses under the trailer at 5 miles per hour were 15 to 20

per cent lower than the calculated stresses and the division of load among
drivers and trailer was evidently not as reported on the locomotive dia-

grams, the higher stresses under the drivers indicating that the drivers

were taking a greater share of the load than was planned and the trailer

less. The stresses under the trailer of the locomotives of the D. L. & W.
R. R. ageed closely with the calculated values. In four of the types of

locomotives used in the tests, the stress under the trailer at 5 miles per

hour is greater than the average stress under the drivers. The excess of

stress under the trailer over the average stress under the drivers at a

speed of 5 miles per hour was as follows: Pacific type, 15 per cent; Moun-

tain type, 22 per cent; Heavy Santa Fe type, 31 per cent, and Pacific

type of the D. L. & W. R. R., 18 per cent. The increase in stress under

the trailer due to speed is generally less than the increase in stress under

the drivers due to speed alone, and when the effect of counterbalance is

considered much or all of the discrepancy between the stresses under the

trailer and the drivers may disappear, and there will also be the lesser

effect of the depression of the track by a single load. It should be recalled

that in the tests recorded in the second progress report there was little

difference in effect of speed between trailer and drivers.

For the purpose of comparing the effect of two-wheel and four-wheel

leading trucks, the Pacific and Mountain type locomotives, both having

four-wheel trucks, may be compared with the Prairie and the Heavy
Santa Fe type locomotives, having two-wheel trucks. One wheel of the

four-wheel truck carries about one-half as much load as a driver, and in

the two-wheel truck a wheel also carries about one-half as much as a

driver. In the four-wheel truck the leading wheel develops 50 to 60

per cent as much stress in the rail at 5 miles per hour as does a driver

;

a second wheel produces 25 to 40 per cent as much as a driver, the smaller

values under this wheel being due to the proximity of the leading driver.

With the two-wheel truck the stress in rail under the wheel is 50 to 60

per cent of the stress under a driver. The highest stresses under a truck

wheel are found under the leading wheel of the Pacific type locomotive

(13,800 lb. per sq. in. at 60 miles per hour) and under the wheel of the

Balanced Company Prairie type locomotive (14,800 lb. per sq. in. at 50

miles per hour). These are not unduly high stresses. Those found with

the other types are smaller, but all of them are great enough to insure

sufficient pressure on the rail and sufficient depression of rail relatively to

that- under the other wheels to give stable conditions. It would appear

that so far as straight track is concerned either two-wheel or four-wheel

trucks will give stresses in rail which should be considered acceptable

;

this conclusion allows latitude in the designing of the locomotive.

The following locomotives have six-wheel trucks under the tender

:

Pacific, Mountain and Heavy Santa Fe types of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

All the other locomotives tested have four-wheel tender trucks. The
weights on the individual wheel when the tender is fully loaded do not
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differ greatly, ranging from 19,000 to 23,500 lb., except in the Light Prairie

type. At the time of test the effort was made not to have the loads vary

much, water being taken frequently; but the usual load was less than full

load. The stresses in rail on straight track at a speed of 5 miles per hour

were generally from 8,000 to 10,000 lb. per sq. in., being in the neighborhood

of two-thirds of those under the drivers. Although, as already noted, the

average increase at the highest speed is 40 to 75 per cent, the resulting

stress at the highest speed is usually considerably less than the average

stress developed under the drivers, though in the Heavy Santa Fe type

locomotive the stress under the wheels of the tender at the highest speed

reached almost as great a value as the average stress under the

drivers (about 16,000 lb. per sq. in.). The great variation in the effect of

speed under the wheels of the tenders of the various locomotives agrees

with the results noted in the second progress report. It seems that there

must be considerable difference in the design and construction of tenders

or in their maintenance.

The placing of a double trailer (two-trailer axles) under a Heavy

Santa Fe type locomotive for the purpose of learning experimentally the

effect of this form of construction in changing the stresses in rail under

the trailers and under the drivers was a novel undertaking that gave re-

sults of much interest. Although the double trailer was put in one of the

regular locomotives and thus the design did not have all the proportions

which would be desired in a new design, it gave very successful results

and decreased the stresses under both drivers and trailer, at the same time

working smoothly and satisfactorily. The introduction of the double

trailer brings a marked change in the distribution of stress under the

several wheels of the locomotive. The stress under the trailer in the

90-lb. S. F. rail is changed from 16,900 lb. per sq. in. in Locomotive 3813

to 9,000 lb. per sq. in. under each trailer in Locomotive 3829. Considerable

load has evidently been removed from the last three drivers, for the stress

at 5 miles per hour was decreased 40 per cent under the fifth driver.

With these changes have come an increase of 60 per cent in the stress

under the wheel of the front truck, though the resulting stress is not

especially high on the straight track. The speed effect under, the trailers

is 25 per cent increase of stress in the change from 5 to 40 miles per

hour. Even at 40 miles per hour the stress in the 90-lb. S. F. rail under

the trailers is only 11,300 lb. per sq. in. and the stresses under the drivers

(not including the effect of counterbalance) are only about 13,700 lb. per

sq. in. The stresses indicate a smoothly running locomotive on straight

track. It turns out, however, that the presence of two-trailer axles does

not give adequate room or load to permit the addition of booster equip-

ment, which is now desired with this type of locomotive.

Another locomotive not included in the preceding discussion is the

Light Santa Fe type. It differs from most of the other locomotives in

having lighter driver loads and in having nominally a very light load on

the trailer. The spacing of the drivers is somewhat closer and the trailer
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is but 7 feet away from the fifth driver. All of these differences favor

the development of small stress in the rail. At 5 miles per hour the stress

under the first driver is more than 50 per cent greater than that under

the third, fourth and
%
fifth drivers. The stress under the trailer is double

the value calculated from the weight given on the locomotive diagram.

It is evident that the weights are not distributed as given in the diagram

;

the average of the observed stresses under drivers and trailer, however,

closely agrees with the average of the calculated values. This locomotive

is marked by large increase in stress in rail under the drivers, due to both

speed and counterbalance. A change in speed from 5 to 45 miles per hour

increases the stress in rail under the main driver 77 per cent for speed

effect alone, and 113 per cent for counterbalance alone, the combined ef-

fect of speed and counterbalance being an increase in stress of 190 per

cent. Due to the lighter loads and close spacing of the wheels the stresses

in rail even at 35 miles per hour are below 20,000 lb. per sq. in. in the

90-lb. S. F. rail. At 45 miles per hour higher stress is found. This is a

rough riding locomotive. Its behavior in causing lateral bending of the

rail, which is discussed farther on, and the high increases in stress with

increased speed are undesirable features, though it should be noted that

the first of these locomotives were built in 1902 and were the first of the

2-10-2 class built by any road.

The calculation of stresses in rail by the analytical method given in

the first progress report in general gives results which agree closely with

the observed stresses at 5 miles per hour. The calculated stresses are given

in Tables 10 to 18. In some cases the stress under one wheel is higher and

that under another is lower, but the average of the stresses under all

the wheels checks closely, indicating slight differences between the actual

and the nominal distribution of load among the drivers. In one or two

cases the distribution of load evidently differs from the nominal values.

Some change in distribution is sometimes seen when the speed is increased.

This agreement of values should give added confidence in the accuracy

of the analytical method.

10. Stresses at the Two Sides of the Locomotive.—In view of

the experience with one of the locomotives reported in the second progress

report, it was thought desirable to make a study to learn whether the

stresses in the rail on one side of the locomotive differ from those on the

other side. Tests with three locomotives were made on straight track

with four instruments on the south rail and four instruments directly

opposite on the north rail. The first day the locomotive was run east-

ward at the several speeds, and the second day its direction was reversed

and runs were made over the same track at the same speeds. The
instruments were left on the rail over night and other conditions remained

the same. The four instruments on the south rail of the eastward runs

were averaged with the four instruments of the north rail of the westward

runs, giving the stresses for the right side of the locomotive. Similarly

the instruments at the left side of the locomotives were averaged for the
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two directions. It would seem that the tests obviated possible differences

due to variations in instruments and variations in conditions of the

track on the two sides, and that, therefore, the results of the tests for

the two sides of a locomotive may properly be compared.

In Fig. 33 the stresses under the sides of the Moimtain type locomotive

are given. It is seen that the stresses under the left side are nearly the

same as those under the right side. The only variation of any amount is

under the trailer at 5 miles per hour.

In Fig. 35 the stresses under the two sides of the Mikado type loco-

motive of the D. L. & W. R. R. are given for speeds of 5, 15 and 25
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Fig. 33.—Mean Stress in Rail at the Right and Left Sides of the

Mountain Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

miles per hour. At 5 miles per hour the stresses under the two sides of

the locomotive are very nearly equal. At speeds of 15 and 25 miles per

hour the stresses under the left drivers are somewhat more than those

under the right drivers, the reverse being true for the trailer. The stessses

under the left side of the tender at the three speeds average about 10 per

cent, higher than those under the right side. However, none of these

average stresses is as high as 15,000 lb. per sq. in.

Fig. 34 presents the results under the two sides of the Pacific type

locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R. at speeds of 5, 25, 40 and 60 miles per

hour. At the speeds of 5, 25 and 60 miles per hour the stresses under the
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two sides of the locomotive and tender average approximately the same,

but at the speed of 40 miles per hour the stresses under the left side aver-

aged about 10 per cent more than under the right side. None of the

average stresses is greater than 18,000 lb. per sq. in. ; in no case does

the stress under the right and left wheel of an axle differ more than 2,000

lb. per sq. in. and generally the difference is much less than this.

It may be said then that for both types of locomotive the stresses
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Fig. 34.—Mean Stress in Rail at the Right and Left Sides of the

Pacific Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.

in rail under the two sides of the locomotive were found to differ but

slightly. It appears that it more frequently happens that the stress under

the left wheel of an axle is somewhat greater than that under the right

wheel than does the reverse; about two times out of three the stress at

the left side is greater than at the right. There seems to be no noticeable

difference in this relation at the lower and the higher speeds, so that the
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variation found with these engines is not caused by speed or counter-

balance. Besides, the tender wheels show the same general variation as

the wheels of the locomotive. It seems probable then that in these loco-

motives the variations between the stress in the rail at the left and the

right sides are no more than are to be expected with any well-built machine.

11. Stresses at the Two Edges of the Base of Rail.—In the two
preceding progress reports reference was made to the frequent and com-
mon lateral bending of the rail in straight track and it was shown that

the stresses due to such bending attain considerable magnitude. The data

of the tests described in this report give added information on the subject.

In Fig. 36 is plotted the ratio between the stress at the outside edge

of rail and the average of the stresses at the two edges (mean stress in

base of rail) for each observation under the first pair of drivers of the
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Mean Stress in Rail at the Right and Left Sides of the
Mikado Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.

Light Santa Fe type locomotive and at three speeds. The ratio of the

stress at the inside edge of rail to the mean stress in base of rail may be

found by subtracting the ratio given in the diagrams from 2. It should

be noted also that the ratio of stress at outside edge to that at inside edge

may be found by dividing one of these ratios by the other. The value of

the stress which corresponds to an observation that gives a ratio of 1.00

is the same as the average stress for the given wheel as it is recorded in

the diagrams and tables of general stress values. A mean line drawn
through the average of the ratios is also shown. Fig. 36 also gives the

stresses at the inside edge and at the outside edge for the same drivers.
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Fig. 37 gives similar data for the first pair of drivers of the Heavy
Santa Fe type locomotive. Table 20 gives values of the average ratio

of the stress at outer edge of rail to the average stress at the two edges

for some of the wheels of several locomotives.

A study of the diagrams (confirmed by an examination of the

diagrams of the other wheels, which are not reproduced) shows consider-

Table 20

General Values of the Average Ratio of the Stress at Outer Edge to Mean
Stress in Base of Rail for Wheels of Several Locomotives.
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outside edge and the mean stress in base of rail under any wheel may
be taken to represent the general effect of lateral bending under that wheel.

At the same time the further fact must be considered, that the stress

at the given edge of the base of rail may be expected to vary from a

value 4,000 or 5,000 lb. per sq. in. more than this mean stress to a value

as much less, this variation being due to the variations in the way the

locomotive applies itself on different runs and being similar to 'variations

expected in stresses resulting from bending in the vertical plane. We
may then deal with the average ratio and average stress at the outside

edge given by the observations, with the understanding that the stresses

at the two edges may vary 4,000 or 5,000 lb. per sq. in. above and below the

mean value for the rail sections and loads used in the tests, and that these

variations may cause a change in amount or direction of the lateral bend-

ing of the rail.

In general this average value of the ratio between the stress at the

outside edge and the mean stress in base of rail was somewhat greater

than unity, though in certain of the wheels it was slightly less than unity.

As shown in Table 20, for the Heavy Santa Fe type (locomotive 3813)

the ratio under the first driver was 1.14, under the second driver 1.12, under

the third (the blind driver) 0.93, under the fourth 1.15, under the fifth

1.05, and under the trailer and tender wheels about 1.05, as averages for

the several speeds. Locomotive 3829 gives ratios nearer to unity. It

appears that in locomotives of the same class the condition of the tires or

other parts has much to do with the amount of the lateral bending of the

rail. It is also apparent that different wheels of a locomotive produce

lateral bending stresses of quite different magnitudes. At the blind driver

there seems usually to be less outward bending stress than at other drivers.

The ratio for the trailer is but little greater than 1.0.

The first and second drivers of the Light Santa Fe type locomotive

present an illustration of very marked outward lateral bending of rail,

the ratio of stress at outside edge of base of rail to mean stress at the

first driver being 1.33 at the speed of 5 miles per hour. The ratios for

the main driver and the trailer do not vary greatly from 1.00, being 1.01

and 0.96, respectively, at the speed of 5 miles per hour, indicating about

as much lateral bending inwardly as outwardly. The average ratio under

the first driver is markedly greater for the left rail than for the right.

Whether this is due to differences in the condition of the tread of the two

drivers on the same axle, to the difference in time of stroke of the two

pistons, or to other causes is not known. There is no marked difference

in the amount and nature of the lateral bending of the rails at the two

sides of the other locomotives.

Since the lateral bending strength of the rail is less than the vertical

bending strength, the bending moment corresponding to a given fiber stress

is less for lateral bending than for vertical bending. The section modulus

— for bending in a vertical plane for the rail sections used is about five
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times the section modulus for bending in a horizontal plane. For a ratio

of stress at outside edge to mean stress with a value of 1.33, it is seen

that the lateral bending moment in rail is about 7 per cent of the vertical

bending moment required to develop the mean stress in the base of

rail. A value of the lateral bending moment found quite frequently is

4 per cent of the vertical bending moment, though in a few cases it reached

14 per cent if the effect of the added 5,000 lb. per sq. in. of the belt of

stresses be taken into consideration. From a study of the observed

values it would seem that in designing a rail section for straight track

a lateral bending moment at least equal to 14 per cent of the vertical

bending moment should be provided for.

III. TESTS ON CURVED TRACK

12. The Action of Curved Track.—In traversing a curve the

action of a locomotive or car upon the rail and track differs in several

respects from the action on straight track. Some of the differences are

of importance in the development of stresses in the rail and in the effect

on the track structure as a whole. The principal elements of the action

of locomotives and cars on curves that need to be considered in the study

of the action of the curved track may be outlined as follows

:

1. Since the outer rail is longer than the inner one, the wheel on

the outer rail must slip backward or the wheel on the inner rail slip

forward, or both, to overcome the difference in travel; this motion of

itself may be expected to be accompanied by a force which acts in a

longitudinal direction along the rail rather than laterally, and thus does

not produce bending in the rail, though it may modify the magnitude of

the force required to produce lateral slipping and hence indirectly affect

the magnitude of the lateral bending force.

2. Since the driving wheels of a locomotive, and the wheels of a

truck having more than one axle, are grouped in a frame of some stiff-

ness, a lateral movement is involved in changing the direction of the

motion of the group of wheels in traversing a curve, and this involves a

slipping of one or more pairs of the forward wheels in a lateral direction

inwardly of the curve and generally of one or more pairs of the rear

wheels in a lateral direction outwardly. This action develops lateral pres-

sures against both the inner and the outer rail. A lateral force is

thus present at one or more wheels even when the speed is that correspond-

ing to the superelevation of the track. The lateral pressure thus devleoped

may be of considerable magnitude.

3. The lateral pressure at two or more of the drivers has been found

to give a large increase in the stress at one edge of the base of rail. By
reason of the lateral inclination of the track and the centrifugal force

developed at the given speed, the division of load between the two rails

will not be the same on curved track as on straight track, except at the one

speed corresponding to the speed of superelevation ; and even at that
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speed the load will generally not be divided equally between the two

wheels of most of the axles. It will appear also that there are transfers

of load from one rail to the other that are due to other causes.

4. For some reason the action of the system of equalizing levers

and springs of the locomotive is not the same on curves as on straight

track; at least a much greater vertical bending stress is found in the

inner rail under one of the intermediate drivers than under the' others,

especially at low speeds, and the abnormal action of the equalizers and

springs may be one explanation for this. It is also true that a greater

vertical bending stress is frequently found in the outer rail under the

front driver than under others, the amount of the difference in both cases

varying with the speed. This excess of stress under some of the drivers

must be due to a large increase of load carried by these drivers.

5. An effect of the lateral inclination of the track and the pres-

ence of centrifugal force is the development of a lateral pressure against

the rails; the amount of this lateral pressure may not be equally divided

between the two rails or even among the several drivers on one side of

the locomotive.

6. For sharp curves (curves of relatively small radius) there may
be a spreading action on the track caused by the flanges bearing against

the inner and outer rails; the lower limit of degree of curve above which

this spreading action may be expected to become important will depend

upon the length of wheel base and upon the difference between the wheel

gage and the gage of the track. For the curves in ordinary use other

sources of lateral pressure against the rail appear to be much more im-

portant.

The several elements of the problem just noted will now be considered

somewhat more fully.

(a) Difference of Length of Outer and Inner Rail.—It is shown by

Wellington* that the longitudinal slipping of the wheels of a freight car

truck necessary to overcome the difference in length of the outer and the

inner rail of a curve in some cases may occur on the outer rail and in

others on the inner rail, though usually not by both wheels of an axle

at the same time, since that wheel will slip which will slip more easily

and a slight variation in either the load or the coefficient of friction will

give one wheel or the other an advantage in this respect. Wellington

further states that either the superelevation or the centrifugal force is

alone competent to produce enough inequality of load to effect a difference

and that one wheel having begun to slip is likely to continue so to do for

some time, although it may not be the same wheel for two consecutive

axles and change from one to the other wheel may take place from time

to time. As most of the drivers of a locomotive will be found to be slipping

in a lateral direction continually, the matter of the difference between the

coefficient of friction for rest and motion will not enter into the question

of whether the wheel will have longitudinal slip to the extent that might

*The Economic Theory of Railway Location, p. 285.
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otherwise be expected from Wellington's analysis for freight car trucks.

The fact that the drivers are coupled together by the side rods is an added

feature which may make the action of locomotive drivers differ from

that of car trucks. Wellington also shows that the coning of the wheels

does not overcome the difference in the length of the rails, even for the

curves corresponding to the coning, because the axle usually does not main-

tain a radial position on the curve, especiallywhen grouped with others in

a frame or truck; the coning, therefore, may be neglected as an element

in the problem. The slipping of the wheel longitudinally on the rail

results in a force being developed in the direction of the rail length (pull

or push), which adds to the tractive pull required and produces wear of

rail and wheel. It does not, however, cause bending stresses in the rail

and so need not here be taken into account except as it may affect the

way in which lateral slip on the rail occurs in combination with it and

also as it may influence the magnitude of the lateral force, which is one

component of the force required to produce the resulting slip on the rail.

(b) Changing the Direction of the Locomotive in Passing Around
the Curve.—If in traversing a curve the axles of each pair of wheels took

a radial direction (normal to the curve), the principal force required to

change the direction of the motion of the truck or frame would be equal

to that commonly called the centrifugal force ; the centrifugal force and

the transverse inclination of the track cause a lateral reaction against the

rail. For a radial position of the axle the force producing lateral bending

in the rail would then be the resultant of the centrifugal force and the

component of the load due to the transverse inclination of the track.

When several axles are connected to a single stiff frame, as in a

locomotive, quite different conditions are set up. The axles of the drivers

must remain parallel to each other. The tendency of the whole group of

drivers to go straight ahead must be overcome by a lateral force exerted

by the outer rail against the flanges of one or more of the wheels at the

front of the frame. In the case of the locomotive this turning movement
is effected at the outer front driver, or at the outer wheels of the front

truck, or by a combination of these truck wheels and the first driver.

What wheel or combination of wheels will participate in this turning action

may be expected to depend upon the curvature of the track, the design

of the locomotive, and the stiffness and play of the front truck connection

with the locomotive frame, and also in some cases upon the flexibility of

the connections of the front pair of drivers with the other drivers of the

locomotive. The action of these forward outer wheels then is to press

against the outer rail, the outward lateral force thus exerted tending to

increase the curvature of the outer rail; in some cases by reason of

friction on the rail the truck wheel on the inner rail may exert a lateral

pull in the same direction on that rail. As a result of this turning action,

the front drivers (both inner and outer) will be made to slip laterally on

the rail ; that is, inwardly radially to the curve. Further back along the

frame of the locomotive will be a point which will act as a center of

rotation and about which the turning of the locomotive will take place.

A
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If the lateral slip at any wheel is inward with reference to the curve (that

is, toward the center of the curve), the effect on the rail is that of a

lateral force acting inwardly of the curve, thus putting an inward lateral

pressure on the inner rail and even on the outer rail, since the force may
be transmitted by a wheel to the rail by friction at the top of the rail.

The foregoing statement does not apply, of course, to those outer wheels

whose flanges are active in 'causing the locomotive to change direction;

for these the pressure against the rail is outward, tending to increase the

curvature of the rail.

The lateral slip of the drivers in front of the point about which

rotation takes place will be inward with reference to the curve; that of

the drivers back of the point will be outward. It is apparent that the

position of this center of rotation will depend upon the number of wheels

in the frame, the position the wheels take with respect to the two rails, and

the direction of the resultant slip of the wheels. If, as may happen, the

axle of the next to the last pair of drivers remains normal to the curve,

the center of rotation will be on the inner rail at this driver, provided, as

Fig. 38.

—

Position of the Wheels of a Mikado Type Locomotive When
Traversing a Curve at Low Speeds.

is probable, the longitudinal slip of the drivers of this axle is all taken

by the outer driver. It seems probable that the center of rotation in some

cases may be somewhat ahead of the next to the last driver. It is true,

of course, that the several drivers on one side may not lie exactly in a

straight line; the lateral play of the journals will allow side movement,

the amount depending upon the amount of the wear at the time. Fig. 38

represents the position of the wheels and the direction of a part of the

lateral forces exerted by the rails on the wheels of the Mikado type loco-

motive at low speeds under conditions similar to those named. It is seen

that the point of rotation is at or close to the third driver axle. The

greatest lateral slip for any driver may be expected to occur under the

front drivers. The lateral slip of the several drivers will then be propor-

tional to the distance along the inner rail from the point of rotation to the

inner driver of a given pair.

Generally the two-wheel front truck is connected to a radius bar, a

swinging arm that is pivoted at a point back of the truck, and a limit of

rotation is provided, so that after this limit is reached the flange of the

outer wheels will press against the outer rail and thus aid in the turning

action. To what extent the axles of the front truck will approximate a
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radial condition on the curve and thus will have minimum lateral slip

will depend upon the manner of the attachment and the sharpness of the

curve. The trailing wheels are also pivoted on a swinging arm so that

the axle possibly may take a radial position. When the limit of the

swing of this arm is reached, these wheels also contribute to the stiff-

ness of the frame and must be slid outwardly; thus an outward lateral

force on the rails is developed at the trailers.

In the figures of Article 15, Lateral Bending of Rail on Curves, the

position taken by the drivers and other wheels on curved track is shown

for several locomotives. A study of these diagrams and of the amount

and direction of the bending of the rails will indicate the position of the

center of rotation of the locomotive. The relative amounts of the lateral

slip at the several wheels may also be found rather closely.

It should be noted further that since both longitudinal and lateral

slip on the rail will usually occur at the same time, resulting in slip in a

diagonal direction, the force producing this slip of wheel in the diagonal

Fig. 39.

—

Longitudinal and Lateral and Resulting Slip of Wheels

on the Rail.

direction (its magnitude being the force necessary to overcome friction)

may be resolved into components along the rail and across the rail. In

Fig. 39 the diagonal line represents relatively the direction and amount

of the resultant slip, the line along the rail the longitudinal slip, and

the line drawn transversely of the rail the lateral slip. It is apparent

that the magnitude of the lateral component of the force producing slip-

ping is dependent upon the relative magnitudes of the longitudinal and

lateral slip. For the conditions at (a) the lateral component or lateral

pressure against the rail will be small. For equal slip in the two direc-

tions as at (b), which may be the condition for a short truck like a

four-wheel car truck, the lateral component will be 0.7 of the force

required to overcome friction. For a longer locomotive frame (c) will

represent the conditions.

Since the design of locomotives differs so greatly in detail even

among those of the same type, and since there are so many uncertain

and indeterminate features in the direction and relative magnitudes of the

slip and in the coefficients of friction, it does not seem profitable to attempt

to make an analytical treatment of the lateral forces developed at the

several wheels by the turning of the locomotive, though it would be easy
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to show that the magnitude of the lateral forces developed is necessarily-

considerable. Instead, it seems better to consider the data of the stresses

observed in the rails themselves and to discuss these data in the light

of the action here outlined. It may be added here that analytical con-

siderations indicate that for the same superelevation and at low speeds

the degree of curve has little effect on the nature and magnitude of the

turning fprces beyond a lower limit of curvature where the assumed

condition comes into action and within an upper limit where other

elements .may exert a controlling influence.

It should be pointed out here that these turning forces, together

with the centrifugal force and the component due to the transverse inclina-

tion of the track and the force required to produce lateral slip, and

including the reacting force at the inner rail, are the principal and

Center of Grav/Ap

Fig. 40.—Forces and Reactions on Curve Track Having Transverse

Inclination.

most important lateral forces producing bending moment and bending

stress in the two rails of curved track.

(c) Division of Load by Reason of Transverse Inclination of Track

and Centrifugal Force.—On straight track having the rails at the same

level transversely, it may be presumed that the load on one axle is trans-

mitted in equal amounts to the two rails. On curves an equal division

between the two rails may not be generally expected. At low speeds

(the centrifugal force being negligible), the superelevation of the outer

rail results in more than one-half of the load being transmitted to the

inner rail, with a corresponding decrease in that transmitted to the

outer rail. At the higher speeds the centrifugal force acts in an important

way to increase the proportion taken by the outer rail and decrease that
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on the inner rail. Both of these agencies enter also into the develop-

ment of lateral pressures against the two rails.

In Fig. 40, g is the distance between bearing points of the wheels on

the two rails (taken in the calculation as 59 in. for the curved track used

in the tests) ; e is the superelevation of the outer rail; and h is the dis-

tance of the center of gravity of the locomotive from the level of the

top of the rails. Use W as the weight which would be applied to the rail

through one wheel for straight and level track, and R' the reaction on

the outer rail and R" that on the inner rail which would be expected

from analytical considerations to correspond to the weight IV. Then if

the speed is such that the centrifugal force is negligible, it may be shown

that the load transmitted to the outer rail will be given approximately by

the following equation, the cosine of the angle of the transverse inclina-

tion of the track being taken as unity,

R' == W 1 + 2-^
9 9 ,

and that transmitted to the inner rail

(29)

R" = W i_ 2Ai. (30)

9 9 _

For h = 72 in. and e = 6 in., these equations indicate that for low

speeds the load transmitted to the outer rail is 25 per cent less than

that on track level transversely and that to the inner rail is 25 per cent

greater than the normal load. It is evident that the inequalities in the

division of load between the two rails may be a matter of some conse-

quence.

Equations (29) and (30) were derived on the assumption that the

body of the locomotive retains the same position with respect to the axles

of the drivers that it has on straight track. If as may be the case the

greater weight on the inside of the curve causes the springs on that

side of the locomotive to deflect more and those on the outside of the

curve less than would normally be found, the result will be to tilt the

locomotive still further and thus to throw greater weight on the inner

rail than is given by these formulas. The effect of this tilting upon the

transfer of load is less accordingly than that due to transverse inclination

of track alone, since the tilting action is about the point of attachment

of the equalizing levers to the frame of the locomotive, which is some-

what above the level of the axles of the drivers. Since the springs

deflect less proportionately for an overload than for a small load, the

effect of this change in deflection of the springs will not be as great

as would otherwise be expected. It, however, may need some considera-

tion.

For the higher speeds the centrifugal force tends to counteract this

inequality. For the speed corresponding to the superelevation given to

the track the inequality vanishes and it would be expected that the rails

will receive equal loads. For still greater speeds the outer rail will

receive the greater load.
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In any case the load on a rail would be expected to be the algebraic

sum of that due to equation (29) or (30) and that due to the centrif-

ugal force. The centrifugal force at V miles an hour on a D° curve due

2WV2D
to the weight 2W is approximately F = or n™ Consider this force

to be applied at the center of gravity of the locomotive. The reaction

of the outer and inner rails, respectively, will then be

Ri—W

R2=W

1-2^
9 9

l + z-i-S
9 9 }

2V*D
85 800

2V*D
85 800

h 1 e

.9
+ 2 ^
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widened gage), and as on curves there may be an increase in gage over

the standard, and as there may be some flexibility in the frame and
bearings, it is to be expected that for a given wheel base and other stated

conditions the limiting degree of curve below which no spreading action

Table 21

Ratio of Loads on Inner and Outer Rail—A. T. S. F. Ry.
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Table 22

Ratio of Loads on Inner and Outer Rail—D. L. & W. R. R.
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rear driver generally keeps well away from the outer tail at low speeds

and usually also at the higher speeds. This position of the rear driver in

effect lengthens the wheel base and decreases the degree of curve for

which clearance would be found sufficient if there were not other ele-

ments entering into the phenomenon. An important modification of the

assumptions is that the lateral deflection of the rails at some of the wheels

is found to be considerable, particularly in the inner rail at a rear inter-

mediate driver. With the Mountain type locomotive on a 10° curve

the inner rail was found to deflect inwardly of the curve at the third

driver as much as 0.5 in., the gage of the track increasing to more than

that extent because the outer rail also deflects somewhat. The Santa Fe

type locomotive with all drivers flanged and the Santa Fe type with

the main driver flangeless appeared to traverse the 10° curves without

the flanges of the intermediate drivers bearing against the inner rail,

and hence there was no spreading action of the nature of that usually

considered when this subject is discussed. As a very heavy thrust against

the inner rail on 10° and even on 6° curves is found, really an excessive

pressure, it is plain that some other explanation of its source than the

spreading action of the flanges must be sought for.

The explanation that appears plausible is connected with the change

of direction of the locomotive. Consider in Fig. 38 that the force chang-

ing the direction of the locomotive is applied by the rail to the flange of

the outer first driver at A, or by the wheels of the front truck at some

point ahead of this. Consider that the rotation is about the point B on

the inner rail and that the rear outer driver is slipped outwardly at C.

The lateral pressure at B will have to resist the two forces at A and C,

except as other wheels may assist. As the other wheels slip laterally, if

the wheel at B does not slip, as seems to be the case, the main part of the

resisting lateral thrust will be taken at B. This seems to be the more

plausible, when, as is found in most tests at low speed, the load transmitted

by the driver in question is greatly in excess of that taken by the others.

It will be found also from some of the tests with the Santa Fe type

locomotive that the conditions of this lateral thrust change materially

when all ten drivers are flanged and when four of them are flangeless.

Measurements of the lateral deflection of the inner and outer rails of

curved track confirm the action of the lateral forces referred to above and

show a considerable increase in gage without the flanges touching the

inner rail.

Altogether, it seems evident that the limiting conditions of curves

can not be determined by a study of ordinates and clearances alone. The

absence of wear on the gage side of the inner rail of such curves of itself

would seem to absolve the flanges of the drivers from spreading action

on the inner rail. The presence of very great lateral pressures against the

inner rail is quite evident in the tests. These pressures produce a widening

of the gage, something like a spreading action, but the origin of the

pressure should be attributed to other sources than lack of clearance of
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flanges of the intermediate drivers. It seems clear that the lateral force

is transmitted by the drivers to the inner rail by means of the friction

between the tread of the driver and the head of the rail. The very high

vertical pressures transmitted by one or more of the inner drivers and the

greater value of static friction combine in many cases to make the point

of contact of the rear intermediate driver on the inner rail the center of

rotation of the change of direction of the locomotive. Thus this driver

is kept from slipping laterally, while at the same time the great lateral

pressure on the inner rail developed at this driver causes the lateral deflec-

tion and spreading of the inner rail to be considerable even on track of

moderate curvature. In general it is evident that the method of calculating

clearances indicated in Fig. 41 is hot generally applicable.

(e) Other Sources of Lateral Pressure.—When the locomotive is

pulling a load around a curve the* tractive pull of the locomotive at the

coupling with the tender will not be in the direction of the tangent to

the curve at that point—in other words, there will be obliquity of traction.

This obliquity of traction will produce a lateral force on the rear end of

the locomotive itself, inwardly of the curve, a force that is the component

of the tractive force in the direction of the radius of the curve. The ap-

proximate direction of the frame of the locomotive may be found by

considering that the frame is tangent to the curve at the point of rotation

of the turning movement of the locomotive around the curve that has

already been referred to. The point of rotation has been found to be at

or near the next to the last inner driver. For the Santa Fe type locomo-

tive on a 10° curve the angle of the direction of the locomotive with

the tangent to the curve would then be not more than 2°, and prob-

ably less, and for the other locomotives and for lighter curves the angle

would be smaller still. It will be seen that under these conditions the

lateral component of the tractive force may be expected to be small in

comparison with the other loads and forces acting. The effect of this

lateral component applied at the point of the coupling will be to tend to

swing the rear end of the locomotive inwardly of the curve and the front

end outwardly. The effect at the rear drivers will be to relieve the out-

ward lateral thrust on the rail at that point if these drivers do not slip

outwardly, and to increase the lateral force acting on the locomotive at

that point if the rear drivers do slip outwardly. Both conditions would tend

to increase the lateral inward thrust of the driver at the point of rotation

and also the outward lateral thrust at the front driver or front truck

wheel. From the small value of the angle of obliquity and the possible

magnitude of the tractive force it seems very probable that the lateral

thrusts due to obliquity of traction are all small. Whether they actually

have any serious bearing on the lateral bending of the rail may best be

found from the experiments. It may be added that Wellington in the

discussion of the effect of obliquity of traction on train resistance came
to the conclusion that the additional force required to pull the train due

to this cause was too small to need consideration.
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On straight track there are ordinarily lateral movements of locomo-

tives and cars or so-called vibrations which cause lateral bending stresses

in the rail. These may be due to variations in. the track, or to lateral

motion of the locomotives and cars. The lateral bending stresses produced

in this way may be of considerable magnitude, as has already been shown.

On curved track the lateral outward and inward movements may be ex-

pected to be less than on straight track because of the action of the lateral

component of the load due to the transverse inclination of the track and

of the lateral forces developed in the turning of the locomotive. Even at

the speed of superelevation the lateral forces will be quite effective in

keeping the wheels in a given position. It is true, 01 course, that if the

curved track is not in well-kept condition of line and superelevation, the

lateral movement may be much greater than on straight track, as when

the locomotive and cars careen from side to side.

It should be understood that the discussion of the action of curved

track here made is preliminary to the discussion of the results of the

tests; no analytical treatment can have finality.

13. General Results of Tests on Curved Track.—In so compli-

cated a problem, it is not easy to present the data of the tests, interpret

the meaning of the results, and distinguish between the effects of the

various factors which together influence the action of the locomotive and

track. It is to be expected then that there may be some repetition or

duplication of statement in the discussion. Space will permit the presenta-

tion of only a part of the data, but representative parts have been selected

and general average values are given in the tables and diagrams.

Fig. 42 to 63 give the stresses at the inside edge and the outside edge

of the base of the inner and the outer rail under the wheels of six loco-

motives at several speeds throughout the revolution of the driver in the

tests on the A. T. & S. F. Ry. and the D. L. & W. R. R. The observations

from which these averages were obtained when plotted with respect to the

revolution of the driver were found to be somewhat more scattered than is

the case with straight track, as is to be expected from the greater number

of variable factors entering into the problem, but the body of the observed

values lie in a belt that is frequently within 6,000 lb. per sq. in. of stress

of the line of average stress, though in some cases the range is much

wider. This is true for diagrams representing mean stress, stress at

inner edge, and stress at outer edge of base of rail. It is evident then

that as in the case of straight track, the line or curve of average stress

may be taken to be representative of the values, with the understanding

that values may frequently be expected greater and less than this line of

average stress within the limits of the belt, with occasional values greater

or less than these limits, and that the range of stress above and below

the average line may be taken to be 4,000 to 12,000 lb. per sq. in. for the

rail sections and loads used in the tests.

In Fig. 64 to 67 are given the stresses at inside edge and outside

edge of the base of the inner and the outer rail under the several wheels

of three types of locomotives at the speeds used in the tests.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the
Inner Rail of the 6° Curve—Series 5383-5400, Heavy Santa

Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the
Inner Rail of the 10° Curve—Series 5366-82, Heavy Santa

Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Outer Rail of the 10° Curve—Series 5366-82, Heavy Santa

Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Inner Rail of the 10° Curve—Series 5425-33, Double Trailer

Heavy Santa Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Outer Rail of the 10° Curve—Series 5425-33, Double Trailer

Heavy Santa Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the
Inner Rail of the 6° Curve—Series 5191-5205, Mikado

Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Outer Rail of the 6° Curve—Series 5191-5205, Mikado

Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Inner Rail of the 7 lA° Curve—Series 5170-90, Mikado

Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Outer Rail of the 7H° Curve—Series 5170-90, Mikado

Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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—

Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Inner Rail of the 4* Curve—Series 5100-16, Pacific

Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Outer Rail of the 4° Curve—Series 5100-16, Pacific

Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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—

Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Inner Rail of the IV* Curve—Series 5117-35, Pacific

Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Outer Rail of the 7 r/2° Curve—Series 5117-35, Pacific

Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Inner Rail of the 10° Curve at Ft. Madison, Ia.—Series

5459-66, Pacific Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Outer Rail of the 10° Curve at Ft. Madison, Ia.—Series

5459-66, Pacific Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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In making comparisons between tests reference may be made to the

properties of the rail sections given in Table 1 and the weights of the

locomotives given in Fig. 1 to 3.

From an examination of the diagrams it is evident that there are

marked differences in stresses under the several drivers, that these differ-

ences vary greatly with speed, and that there are high lateral bending

stresses in the rail under certain wheels.

14. Stresses Due to Vertical Bending of the Rail.—The mean
stress in the base of rail (the average of the stresses observed at the two

edges and generally hereafter called the vertical bending stress) may be

taken as representative of the bending of the rail in a vertical plane, or

more strictly of the bending in a direction normal to the inclination of the

track, the two effects being practically identical for the superelevation of

the track used in the tests since the cosine of the angle of inclination is

very close to unity. Although stresses in rail are not exactly proportional

to the loads when the same total load is differently distributed among the

several wheels or differently divided between the two rails, yet when

the differences are not great the sum of the stresses in the rail under all

the wheels will generally not differ greatly for different divisions or dis-

tribution of load, and summations of the stresses for each rail may be

useful in making comparisons and in checking up on the action of the loco-

motive and track. By means of the analytical method given in the first

progress report and the solution for unknowns in equations based thereon,

the load which will produce the given mean stress may be estimated quite

approximately. It will be seen then that the values of the mean stresses in

base of rail (vertical bending stresses) not only will permit comparisons

with the stresses in straight track to be made, but will enable the vertical

load to be distinguished from the lateral forces or loads that are also de-

veloped in passing around the curve. A close estimate may then be made

of the distribution of vertical load among the wheels and between the two

rails as it is found on the various curves. A discussion will be given first

based on the average stresses in the two rails and then one based on the

loads at the individual wheels and the stresses in the rails.

Fig. 68 gives the average of the vertical bending stresses in the inner

and the outer rails for the Mountain type locomotive on the 6° curve

of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. and also the average vertical bending stress in

base of rail found on straight track with the same locomotive. These

stresses are the average of the stresses found throughout the revolution

of the driver. It is seen that the average of the vertical bending stresses

for the inner and outer rail does not differ greatly from the stress found

on straight track. Generally speaking, in most of the tests on the curved

track the sum of the vertical bending stresses under all of the wheels was

nearly that found on straight track, though in some cases it was some-

what larger on the curved track. It is evident that the total of the vertical
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Fig. 64.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Inner and Outer Rails of the 6° Curve with Mountain Type

Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry., at the Several Speeds.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the
Inner and Outer Rails of the 10° Curve with Mountain Type

Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry., at the Several Speeds.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Inner and Outer Rails of the 6° Curve with Heavy
Santa Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F.

Ry. at the Several Speeds.
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load effects does not differ greatly in the two kinds of tracks.

It may be interesting to find whether the load is divided between the

two rails in the manner indicated by equations (31) and (32), given in

Article 12, The Action of Curved Track. For this purpose the sum of

the vertical bending stresses in base of rail for each of the drivers, trailer

and front truck wheel on one rail was taken, and also the sum of the

vertical bending stresses in the base of the other rail. The ratio found

by dividing the sum in the outer rail by the average of the two sums for

the various tests is given in Tables 21 and 22, as is the corresponding ratio

for the inner rail. In a later discussion it is shown that the sum of the

stresses is closely representative of the relative loads on the two rails. If

the sum of the stresses found on straight track was used as the divisor,
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Fig. 68.

—

Values of the Average of the Stresses in the Inner and

Outer Rail of the 6° Curve and the Stress on Straight Track
—Heavy Santa Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

the resulting ratios would have quite similar values. The ratios are given

in the tables for the various speeds at which tests were made. The ratios

calculated by equations (31) and (32) are also given in the tables.

For the lower speeds it is seen that the division of stress between the

two rails (and presumably also the division of load) for the Pacific type

on the 4° and 7^4° curves of the D. L. & W. R. R. and the

Mountain type and Heavy Santa Fe type on the 6° and 10°

curves of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. agree very closely with the ratios calculated
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from the inclination of track and centrifugal force, thus confirming the

analysis. The stresses observed under the Mikado type on the 4°

curve at the lower speeds give ratios which are much closer to unity than

the calculated ratios; it is not known why these differ; for the 7 l/z

curve the agreement is close. The Pacific type of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

on the 10° curve with a superelevation of 2 inches gives ratios of

observed stresses which vary from unity by an amount that is about twice

as great as do the calculated ratios. It appears from this that for slight

superelevation curvature alone gives an effect in changing the division of

load between the two rails greater than that found from the inclination

of track and the centrifugal force. Evidently there is some transfer of

load by other means, possibly the action of the equalizing levers.

For the higher speeds, above those corresponding to the speeds of

superelevation, more variation in the results are found. The observed

stresses give ratios which correspond to those obtained by analysis in the

case of the Mikado type locomotive on the 4° curve, the Pacific type

on the 4° curve, the Mountain type on the 6° and 10° curves, and the

Heavy Santa Fe type on the 10° curves. Others give seemingly incon-

sistent ratios at the higher speeds ; the Mikado type locomotive on the

lYi curve gives ratios derived from the test values. which are larger than

those obtained from the analytical values.

Since the summation of the stresses under the wheels of the loco-

motive for each rail may be taken to represent closely the relative loads

on the inner and outer rail, it is evident that at the lower speeds, except

for the 10° curve with only 2 in. of superelevation, the division of

the total load between the inner and outer rails is closely represented by

the calculated values based upon the transverse inclination of track and

the centrifugal force. The distribution of load among the several wheels

and even its division between the two wheels of one axle are quite dif-

ferent matters, and important variations from the distribution found on

straight track will be noted.

Consideration will now be given to the vertical bending stresses under

the individual wheels and the loads necessary to produce them.

The vertical bending stress in base of rail under the various wheels

of the locomotive (the average stress throughout the revolution of the

driver) is recorded in Fig. 69 to 72 for both outer and inner rails for

the speeds used in the tests on curved track. Comparison may be made

with the stresses under the same wheels in the tests on straight track, as

given in Fig. 10 to 20 in Tables 10 to 18. In making a study of the

stresses it should be kept in mind that changes in values of the vertical

bending stresses at any wheel must be due to changes in the amount of

load on the wheel either by itself or in combination with adjoining wheels.

Values of the wheel loads necessary to produce the observed vertical

bending stresses may be calculated by the use of the analytical method

for determining the stress in rail caused by a group of wheel loads given

in the first progress report. An algebraic equation is written out for the
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Vertical Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of Curved Track
—Heavy Santa Fe Type Locomotives of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Fig. 71.—Vertical Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of Curved Track

—Mikado Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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vertical bending stress at each driver; the observed vertical bending stress

at the driver is a known quantity and the unknown wheel loads of the

several drivers are represented as unknown quantities. There will then

bf as many equations and unknown quantities as there are drivers. The

effect of the trailer and the wheels of the front truck is taken into account

whenever necessary. The solution of these equations is not troublesome.

The fact that the sum of all the loads thus found agrees quite closely

with the total load on the drivers should give some confidence in this

method of calculating the division of load among the wheels.
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Fig. 72.—Vertical Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of Curved Track
—Pacific Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.

In Table 23 are given the calculated vertical wheel loads on straight

track and on the inner and the outer rail of curves for several types of

locomotive at a speed of 5 or 10 miles per hour, as determined by this

method. The results of the calculations were changed proportionally to

make the sum of the wheel loads equal the total load on the drivers. The
values given in the table, while subject to some errer, may be taken as

representative of the vertical loads transmitted to the rail. The same

method may, of course, be applied to any speed.

It is evident from the diagrams and tables that the changes in vertical

bending stresses and in vertical loads at the several drivers are very

marked and that important additions to the bending moments in the rail
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and in the bearing pressures at the top of the rail are found on curves.

The increased stress in the inner rail under certain drivers is greatest

at the low speed, but even at speeds two-thirds the speed corresponding

Table 23

Vertical Loads on Drivers Calculated from Observed Vertical Bending
Stresses for Speed of Five and Ten Miles per Hour.

The nominal load on the drivers is also given.

Type of Locomotive, Degree of Curve and Location

Heavy Santa Fe Type:
Nominal loads on straight track
Calculated loads on straight track
co /-i n-i. /Outer Rail
6 Curve, Ribera

| Imler Rail

,r>o /-. t>u /Outer Rail
10° Curve, Ribera

j

Inner Rajj

10° Curve, Bealville-up-grade jgjjf/ gjjj

10° Curve, Bealville-wet rails \^^ g[j|

10° Curve, Cajon-up-grade {gj£ gg
10° Curve, S. P. Locomotive—up-jOuter Rail
grade \Inner Rail

Mountain Type:
Nominal loads on straight track
Calculated loads on straight track

6° Curve, Ribera fig? gjj
10° Curve, Ribera fc Rail

Pacific Type:
Nominal loads on straight track
Calculated loads on straight track

10° Curve, Ft. Madison {g^ gg
Mikado Type:

Nominal loads on straight track
Calculated loads on straight track
. „ -r. /Outer Rail
4° Curve, Dover

|
Inner Rap

,. „ ,,, n, u /Outer Rail
6° Curve, Mt. Tabor

|
Inner Rail

m /o m -r, •. ,. /Outer Rail
7V2 ° Curve, Paterson

|Inner Ray

Driver Number

32,000
32,000
25,000
37,000
26,000
41,000
25,000
35,000
25,000
32,000
9,000

52,000
25,000
29,000

31,200
33,000
20,000
46,000
8,000

64,000
7,000

60,000
16,000

45,000
21,000
33,000
16,000

50,000

30,200
29,000
22,000
33,000
23,000
32,000

29,600
29,000
29,000
29,000
14,000

38,000
18,000

36,000

31,500
33,000
19,000
47,000
18,000

45,000
21,000
50,000
22,000
44,000
22,000
47,000
20,000
47,000

30,200
31,000
21,000
42,000
16,000

53,000

30,700
28,000
20,000
37,000

29,600
31,000
22,000
38,000
10,000
53,000
18,000

45,000

29,800
29,000
21,000
37,000
18,000

37,000
18,000

37,000
20,000
41,000
17,000

46,000
20,000
36,000

30,400
33,000
21,000
44,000
19,000

45,000

29,200
32,000
20,000
45,000

29,600
31,000
24,000
37,000
15,000

50,000
21,000
46,000

30,200
28,000
29,000
29,000
28,000
24,000
23,000
26,000
25,000
32,000
24,000
31,000
27,000
27,000

30,700
29,000
22,000
38,000
23,000
32,000

29,900
30,000
19,000

39,000

29,600
27,000
28,000
30,000
19,000

38,000
20,000
33,000

to superelevation increases of stress of 75 to 85 per cent of the increase

found in the low speed were common. At the higher speeds the special

increase in load at the one driver vanishes, and the distribution among

the several drivers is much the same as would be expected from a con-

sideration of transverse inclination of track and centrifugal force, except

that the vertical bending stress in the outer rail under the outer front

driver is very great at the high speeds.

Consider the results for the Heavy Santa Fe type locomotive given

in Fig. 70. At 5 miles per hour the vertical bending stresses in the inner

rail of the 6° curve under the third and fourth drivers are much
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higher than the corresponding ones in the outer rail—far higher than

are to be expected from considerations of transverse inclination of track

and centrifugal force. In Table 23 it is seen that the loads transmitted

by these inner drivers estimated from the observed vertical bending

stresses are 47,000 and 46,000 lb., 50 per cent greater than the nominal

loads. On the 10° curve at Ribera, at 5 miles per hour, the vertical

bending stress in the inner rail under the fourth driver is 29,000 lb. per

sq. in. By calculation from the stresses, the load transmitted by this

driver is estimated to be 64,000 lb. (see Table 23), more than twice

the normal load. The stresses in the outer rail under wheels on the

same axles are correspondingly light, that on the 10° curve

under the fourth driver being nothing. Considering the stresses under

adjoining wheels, the load on the driver giving a rail stress of zero is

calculated to be 8,000 lb., about one-fourth that acting on straight track.

For both curves the high stresses in the inner rail become smaller at the

higher speeds, and at 35 and 40 miles per hour (above the speed of super-

elevation) they are fairly uniform under the several drivers. On the

10° curve the vertical bending stresses in the outer rail under all

the drivers increase with the increase in speed. The stress of 27,000 lb.

per sq. in. under the first driver at a speed of 35 miles per hour is the

highest vertical bending stress found in the outer rail, and the corre-

sponding calculated load is 47,000 lb.

In the Mountain type locomotive (see Fig. 69) the vertical bending

stresses in the inner rail of the 6-degree curve under the second and third

drivers at a speed of 5 miles per hour are 2 l
/z and 2% times those in the

outer rail. This means loads of 44,000 and 42,000 lb., 40 per cent more
than the normal load on straight track—far more than will be produced

by transverse inclination of track alone. On the 10° curve the cor-

responding vertical bending stress in inner rail under the second driver is

nearly three times as great as that in the outer rail and under the third

driver five times as great. This means loads of 45,000 and 53,000 lb.,

50 per cent more than on straight track for the second driver and 75 per

cent for the third driver, the latter driver thus giving a very high bearing

pressure on the rail. At the speed of 35 miles per hour the stresses in

the two rails of the 6° curve under the various wheels have ap-

proached each other and are nearly equal. A somewhat similar condition

exists in the 10° curve for the two rails though the tendency to

high stresses in the outer rail under the first and last driver is present

with this locomotive as with the Heavy Santa Fe type. At the speed of

25 miles per hour, the calculated load on the third driver on the inner

rail of the 10° curve is 42,000 lb. On the 6° curve at 50 miles per

hour the vertical bending stress in the outer rail at the first driver

is 25,400 lb. per sq. in. and that at the fourth 24,200 lb. per sq. in.

The trailer of the Mountain type gives high stresses in one rail or the

other, the highest value being reached in the outer rail of the 10°

curve at 35 miles per hour. It is seen that except for the trailer the speed
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that is higher than that corresponding to the superelevation gives the most

uniform values of the stresses under all the wheels and in the two rails.

The Pacific type locomotive on the 10° curve at Fort Madison,

Iowa (Fig. 69), develops a vertical bending stress in the inner rail under

the first driver at a speed of 5 miles per hour that is 2.2 times that in the

outer rail, and one under the second driver that is 2.4 times the corre-

sponding stress in the outer rail. The loads necessary to produce these

stresses in the inner rail are 39,000 and 45,000 lb., 1.3 and 1.5 times the

normal loads on these two drivers (the driver loads that apply to straight

track), although the calculated ratio of load on inner rail to normal

load for the superelevation of 2 in. is only 1.08. At 25 miles per

hour (the speed corresponding t'o the superelevation is 17 miles per

hour), the vertical bending stress in the inner rail under the main

driver is still nearly double that in the outer rail and the corre-

sponding calculated loads are 40,000 and 24,000 lb. The distribution of

load among the drivers at both speeds is evidently considerably different

from that which obtains on straight track. It seems that for this sharp

curve and small superelevation the equalizing system does not act to give

an equal distribution of load among the drivers. The Pacific type loco-

motive on the 4° curve of the D. L. & W. R. R. at 5 miles per hour

develops vertical bending stresses in the inner rail under the first and

second drivers that are 1.6 times the corresponding stresses in the outer

rail. These stresses indicate that the loads on these two drivers, 39,000

and 41,000 lb., are 20 and 25 per cent greater than the normal load, al-

though the calculated ratio (and also the ratio of observed values for the

locomotive as a whole) is only 1.5. On the 7^° curve at 5 miles

per hour the same drivers develop vertical bending stresses in the inner

rail 2.4 and 2.6 times those in the outer rail ; the corresponding loads on

the inner rail are 46,000 and 49,000 lb., 40 to 50 per cent greater than the

normal loads, while the ratio calculated from the transverse inclina-

tion of the track is only 1.27. On both the 4° and the 7^2° curve at speeds

at and slightly above those corresponding to superelevation the vertical

bending stresses in both rails under all the drivers of this locomotive

approach common values, showing that the distribution of load is much
the same as is given by the equalizing levers on straight track.

The Mikado type locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R., which has the

first and second drivers connected together by equalizing levers and also

the third and fourth drivers, shows a different distribution and grouping

of the stresses. The ratios of the vertical bending stress in the inner rail

of the 4° curve at 5 miles per hour to stress on straight track de-

rived by the analysis and calculation are, in the order of the drivers,

1.04, 1.22, 1.26 and 1.04. For each two drivers that are connected by

equalizers, the ratio is higher for the intermediate driver than for the

front or rear one, but the average is close to 1.15, the value calculated

from the inclination of track. On the 7l/z° curve at 5 miles per

hour the same transfer of load from first to second driver and from
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fourth to third occurs. The ratios of stress in inner rail to stress in outer

rail are 1.5, 2.3, 2.7 and 2.0, respectively. The corresponding loads on the

inner rail are 33,000, 46,000, 45,000 and 36,000 lb. These loads show that

there is a considerable increase in the bearing pressure on the inner rail

over its normal value. For the higher speeds the stresses in the two rails

are much the same for all the drivers. For the 6° curve the loads

on the second and third drivers on the inner rail calculated from the

stresses at 5 miles per hour (see Table 23) are 50,000 and 53,000 lb.,

respectively, and at 25 miles per hour 45,000 and 47,000 lb.

It is seen that for all the curves the relation of the average of the

vertical bending stresses under all the wheels of a locomotive on the inner

rail to the corresponding average of the stresses in the outer rail, taken

as a measure of the bending of the rail in a vertical plane, in the main

conform fairly closely to what may be expected from the analytical con-

sideration of the transverse inclination of the track and the centrifugal

force, so far as the locomotive as a whole is concerned. The principal

variation from this conformity to analysis is the Pacific type locomotive

on the 10° curve having a superelevation of 2 inches.

The outstanding result of the foregoing study of vertical bending

stresses on curved track is the variable distribution of load among the

drivers, and particularly the greatly increased loads found on some of

the drivers beyond that normally expected. These high loads occur prin-

cipally on the inner rail and are the most marked at the low speed, though

high values were found in a number of cases at speeds two-thirds the

way toward that of superelevation. Further examples of high loads under

individual drivers at moderate speeds are cited in the discussion of the

tests in California (see Article 20, Results of Tests on 10° Curves

in California). Loads ranging up to 100 per cent in excess of the normal

load were found with several of the locomotives. These excessive loads

produce high stresses in the rail, but more important still, they give very

high bearing pressures on the rail. It is a well-known fact, of course,

that the inner rail of curves suffers greatly from the high pressures on

the rail. The bearing pressures on the rail on straight track constitute a

serious problem in the study of the rail, and the conditions on the curves

seem to be far worse than have been thought. As the bearing pressures

found are considerably higher under some of the wheels than those which

ordinary analysis of the effect of transverse inclination of track and

centrifugal force would predict, it would seem well to have a study made

of the action of the equalizing levers and the springs on curved track to

try to find the cause of the concentration of load, and to attempt to modify

the design so as to obviate such gross inequalities.

15. Lateral Bending of Rail on Curves.—When forces are applied

laterally to the rails of a curve by the wheels of the locomotive (the com-

ponent forces in the direction of the radius of the curve, either inward

or outward, being meant), lateral bending of the rail is produced and a

set of stresses is developed, which may be termed lateral bending stresses.
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As the beam strength of the rail in a lateral direction is much less than

that which resists bending in a vertical direction (the section modulus,

— about a vertical axis being only about one-fifth of that about a hori-

zontal axis), large lateral bending stresses will be developed by a lateral

bending moment relatively much smaller than the vertical bending moment

that causes vertical bending stresses of the same magnitude. The stress

in any fiber will, of course, be the sum of the fiber stress due to vertical

s \t

e e

Locomotive 3813 on 6" Curve

Fig. 73.—Relative Position of Wheels of Locomotives and Tenders

with Respect to the Rails of Curved Track
on the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

bending and that due to lateral bending, the nature of the stress either

tension or compression being taken into consideration. It will help in

understanding the cause of the lateral bending and in applying the analysis

given in Article 12, The Action of Curved Track, if something is known

of the position and direction taken by the wheels of the locomotive in

traversing a curve.

In Fig. 73 and 74 are shown the relative positions of the wheels of

five locomotives on several curves; the dimensions are given in inches

and represent the distance from the gage side of the rail to the flange
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of the wheel. The measurements were made with a view of obtaining a

general notion of the position and direction taken by the wheels, but no

effort was made to secure great accuracy or completeness in the tests and

measurements. The results, however, may be taken to be fairly accurate.

The locomotive was run over the track at slow speed and allowed to

come to rest without the application of the brakes. The test was not

repeated. On the A. T. & S. F. Ry. measurements were made between

the gage side of the rail and the flange of the wheel. A steel scale was

used and notwithstanding the difficulties of measurement the data are

probably accurate to is in. On the D. L. & W. R. R. no measurements

were made except for the last diagram of Fig. 74, but observations were

taken to see whether the flange bore on the side of the rail or was away

Key for /eeo

- O-F/onge Touching Ra// L-Sma//Space-Up fo £ Inch

M-Large Space- Over£ /nch

Fig. 74.

—

Relative Position of Wheels of Locomotives and Tenders
with Respect to the Rails of Curved Track

on the D. L. & W. R. R.

from it a distance of less than one-half inch, or was more than one-half

inch away. The radial line on the diagrams is drawn at the position

where the radius of the curve is perpendicular to the line taken by the

wheel base, the determination being made on a large scale drawing. The

point where this radial line crosses the inner rail may be taken to be the

probable center of rotation of the locomotive frame. Generally speaking,

the flange of the outer front driver bears against or is close to the outer

rail, and a line along the gage side of the flanges of the drivers cuts the
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outer rail at the outer front driver or somewhat in front of it. The
flange of the outer rear driver does not touch the outer rail and in several

cases the flange of the inner rear driver is closer to the rail than that of

the outer one. The flange of the inner front driver is well away from

the rail. Generally, too, the flange of the driver next to the rear one is

close to the inner rail, though it does not bear against it as does the outer

front driver against the outer rail. The center of rotation (if this is the

center of rotation) is the point where the radial line marked on the draw-

ing crosses the inner rail. For the locomotives having eight or ten drivers

this point is located on the inner rail at the driver next to the rear driver.

Locomotive 3710 on the 10° curve appears to be an exception to

this; the point is here found under the second driver. In the case of the

Pacific type locomotive one diagram shows the point to be at the rear

driver and one between the second and third driver. The former has the

front driver flange against the outer rail ; in the second one it is well

away from it.

The flange of the outer wheel of the front truck generally bears

against the outer rail. In the case of the four-wheel leading truck, both

outer wheels have this bearing. The flanges of the trailers do not touch

the outer rail. In one case only do they touch the inner rail. They
take a position away from the two rails sometimes closer to one and

sometimes to the other. The first wheel of the trucks of the tender

generally bears against the outer rail and the line of the wheel base

is a secant line cutting the outer rail at this point. In some cases the

front truck does not take this position; its location seems to be some-

what variable. For those trucks having the front wheel bearing against

the outer rail the center of rotation seems to be at or near the rear

wheel of the truck.

The positions given in Fig. 73 and 74 may be taken to be represent-

ative of the position of the wheels at low speeds. For higher speeds

some modifications may be expected. The tendency will be for the

wheels to move somewhat towards the outer rail, though it seems evi-

dent that generally there will not be much change in position with

respect to the two rails. There will be, of course, an increase of the

pressure of the flange of the front wheel against the rail and also a

change in the amount of lateral pressure transmitted by means of fric-

tion between the wheel and the rail, but these changes may not be expected

to result in any marked change in relative position of the wheels and

rails. This conclusion is borne out by the nature and amount of the lateral

bending stresses found in the tests.

In Fig. 75 to 78 is recorded the magnitude of the lateral bending

stresses in the outer and inner rails under the several wheels of the

locomotive and tender at the speeds at which tests were made, the stress

being given in pounds per square inch, for the tests at Ribera, New
Mexico, Fort Madison, Iowa, and Dover, Paterson, and Mount Tabor,

New Jersey. This lateral bending stress is the stress by which the stress
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at one edge of the base of the rail exceeds that at the middle of the

base of rail; its magnitude is found by taking one-half of the differ-

ence between the stresses at the inside and outside edges of the base of

rail. The sign in front of the stress is indicative of the nature of the

lateral bending of the rail; a positive sign indicates that the bending

acts to increase the curvature of the rail, the negative that the bending
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Lateral Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of Curved Track
—Mountain and Pacific Type Locomotives of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

tends to straighten the rail. The signs apply alike to both outer and

inner rail. A positive bending in the outer rail at the point of contact

of a wheel implies an outward thrust against the rail at the given point

;

a positive bending in the inner rail that a lateral pull on this rail acts

toward the outer rail. An inspection of the diagrams will show that

they give important information on the presence and nature of lateral
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forces and the manner of the lateral bending in the rail. Some of

the outstanding features may be noted as follows

:

The lateral bending in the outer rail under the wheels of the

front truck is found to be always positive (indicating an outward thrust)

and it is generally positive also in the inner rail. This is true at all

speeds. It indicates that the flanges of the outer wheel of the front truck
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Lateral Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of Curved Track
—Heavy Santa Fe Type Locomotives of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

always have an important part in changing the direction of the locomo-

tive.

In the locomotive having two-wheel front trucks the lateral bending

of the outer rail at the outer front driver is positive at all speeds, with

the exception of the Mikado type on the 6° curve, where the super-

elevation is 8.5 in. With the locomotives having four-wheel leading
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trucks the bending at the outer front driver is generally negative at the

low speed, becoming positive at a higher speed, with the exception that

it remains negative in the case of the Pacific type locomotive on the

7 l/2 ° curve. The nature of the bending of the outer rail is in agreement

with what is to be expected from the position of the outer front driver

given in Fig. 73 and 74.
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Fig. 77.—Lateral Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of Curved Track
—Mikado Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.

The outer rear driver gives a positive lateral bending in the outer

rail (outward thrust on the rail) at all speeds, the one exception being the

Pacific type locomotive on the 4° curve at a speed of 5 miles per hour.

At low speeds all the other drivers generally give negative bending

in both inner and outer rail, tending to straighten the rail. The principal
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exception is that the bending moment under the inner fifth driver of the

Santa Fe type locomotive is sometimes positive.

An increase of speed results in an increase of lateral bending in the

outer rail, decreasing the value of the lateral bending stress if the

bending is negative and increasing the stress if it is positive.

An increase of speed results in a decrease in the lateral bending in

the inner rail, the numerical value of the lateral stress decreasing when

the bending moment is negative and increasing when it is positive.

The trailer has an outward thrust on the outer rail in every case

at the higher speeds and almost generally at the lower speeds. The
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Lateral Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of Curved Track
—Pacific Type Locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R.

lateral bending of the inner rail under the trailer may be one way or the

other.

For the wheels of the tender, a study of Fig. 42 to 63 will show
that when there is positive lateral bending at the outer front wheel of a

truck the position of the wheel in Fig. 73 and 74 shows its flange

bearing against the outer rail. There is no uniformity, however, in the

way in which the bending stresses under the trucks of the tender are

distributed in the various locomotives.

The lateral bending stresses in the base of rail found on curved

track and shown in these diagrams are of considerable magnitude—in
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many cases extremely high. Severe lateral bending stresses were found

in the inner rail of the 10° curve under the -fourth driver of the

Santa Fe type locomotive at the low speed. The value given on one of

the diagrams is 23,500 lb. per sq. in. In the tests at Bealville, California,

which will be described in Article 20, Results of Tests on 10°

Curves in California, the lateral bending stress under the fourth driver

of the Santa Fe type locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. at the low

speed was 25,800 lb. per sq. in. and that under the same driver of the

Southern Pacific was 20,300 lb. per sq. in. (see Fig. 96). Under the

outer front driver of Locomotive 3813 at the highest speed the lateral

bending stress in the outer rail was 22,600 lb. per sq. in. The lateral

bending stress in the inner rail of the 10° curve under the third

driver of the Mountain type locomotive at 5 miles per hour was 19,800

lb. per sq. in. and the similar stress on the 6° curve was 11,800

lb. per sq. in. (see Fig. 75). The lateral bending stress under the trailer

of the Mountain type on the 10° curve at 35 miles per hour was

14,900 lb. per sq. in. The Pacific type locomotive developed a lateral

bending stress of 11,600 lb. per sq. in. under the third driver in the

inner rail of the 10° curve at Fort Madison at 5 miles per hour

and of 10,100 lb. per sq. in. in the outer rail under the trailer at a

speed of 25 miles per hour (see Fig. 75). The Mikado type locomotive

developed a lateral bending stress of 21,000 lb. per sq. in. in the base of

the inner rail of the 6° curve under the third driver and one of

15,600 lb. per sq. in. under the second driver; these were at slow speeds

with the track having a superelevation of 8.5 in. (see Fig. 77). On the

7 J/2 ° curve with a superelevation of 6.4 in. the corresponding lateral

bending stresses were 6,200 and 7,600 lb. per sq. in., respectively (see

Fig. 77). On the 4° curve the corresponding lateral bending

stresses were 7,200 and 7,900 lb. per sq. in. The Pacific type locomotive

on the 4° curve of the D. L. & W. R. R. developed 9,200 lb. per

sq. in. lateral bending stress in the inner rail under the first driver

and on the 7 I
/
4° curve 11,700 lb. per sq. in. under the second driver;

even on a 4° curve it is seen that the lateral bending stress under

some of the wheels is considerable in comparison with the vertical bend-

ing stress in the rail under these same wheels (see Fig. 78).

When the stress due to lateral bending is combined with that due

to vertical bending it will be seen that the resulting stress may be

very great (see Fig. 42 to 67). This is the more marked because the

high lateral bending stresses generally occur under wheels giving very

high vertical bending stresses, much greater than those developed on

straight track. Thus, for example, the stress at the outside edge of the

base of the inner rail of the 10° curve under the fourth driver

of the Santa Fe type locomotive at 5 -miles per hour is the sum of 23,500

and 29,200 making a resulting stress here of 52,700 lb. per sq. in. This

value is the average of a large number of runs; not infrequently stresses

several thousand pounds greater than this were found—indeed one of
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75,000 lb. per sq. in. was recorded. It may be added that the value of

the lateral bending stresses under many of the wheels ranged from

40 to 100 per cent of the vertical bending stress under the same wheel.

The lateral bending stresses observed at points between wheels are

of measurable magnitude. Their values bear somewhat, the same relation

to the stresses under the wheels as is found with the vertical bending
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Lateral Bending Moments in Outer and Inner Rails of

Curved Track with Mountain Type Locomotive of

the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

stresses on straight track. In general, the direction of the bending at

points between wheels is opposite in character to those at the wheels,

positive bending if that at the wheels is negative and negative bending

if the other is positive. This inward and outward bending corresponds
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to the positive and negative bending moments found ordinarily at and

between wheels for vertical load alone. The torsional stresses developed

have not been analyzed.

16. Lateral Bending Moments.—The lateral resisting moment
developed in the rails, which, of course, at any point is equal to the
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Lateral Bending Moments in Outer and Inner Rails of

Curved Track with Heavy Santa Fe Type Locomotive

of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

lateral bending moment, may be readily calculated from the observed

lateral bending stress by the use of the lateral section modulus ~~~

of the rail. The variation in the lateral bending moment at and between

wheels throughout the length of the locomotive and at the several speeds
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offers an interesting view of the lateral bending action of the rails of

curved track as the load passes. Fig. 79 to 83 give diagrams of the

lateral bending moment in the outer and inner rails for four type of

locomotives on several curves of different degrees of curvature. As
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Lateral Bending Moments in Outer and Inner Rails of

Curved Track with Mikado Type Locomotive

of the D. L. & W. R. R.

before, positive bending is taken to be that which increases the curvature

of the rail, and negative bending that which tends to straighten the rail.

A study of these diagrams brings out interesting characteristics

of the different locomotives. The Mountain type on the 6° curve

(Fig. 79) has much the same characteristics as on the 10° curve,

though on the 6° curve except at low speed the lateral bending
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moments are small with the exception of the outer rail under the fourth

driver. Except at the speed of 50 miles per hour the principal turning-

action is given by the wheels of the front truck; on both curves at the

high speed the front outer driver also participates in the turning action.

With the Santa Fe type locomotive (Fig. 80) the magnitude of the bending
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Lateral Bending Moments in Outer and Inner Rails of

Curved Track with Pacific Type Locomotives

moment on the 10° curve is quite marked and it varies considerably

with the speed. In this, as with the other locomotives, it will be noted

that the lateral bending moment developed by the wheels of the front

truck does not vary greatly with a change in speed, while that under the

outer front driver generally increases materially with an increase in

speed. It is apparent that the trailer has sufficient lateral swing on
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the 6° curve to give freedom from lateral bending action upon
the rail; on the 10° curve the lateral bending in the outer rail

under the trailer is very noticeable. The Double Trailer Heavy Santa Fe
type locomotive (Fig. 83) gives small lateral bending at points back
of the fourth driver. It will be noted that the sum of the lateral bend-
ing moments in the outer rail under the front truck and first driver
with this locomotive is equal to the corresponding sum found under the
same wheels with the ordinary Santa Fe type locomotive. It will be
remembered that the locomotive diagrams and the observed vertical bend-
ing stresses show that in the double trailer type a part of the load has
been transferred from the first driver to the front truck wheel. The
Pacific type locomotive on the 10° curve (see Fig. 82) shows that
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Lateral Bending Moments in Outer and Inner Rails of

Curved Track with Double Trailer Heavy Santa Fe
Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

the lateral bending moment in the inner rail may be considerable, even

when the superelevation is small. It is evident also that the trailer of

this locomotive does not have full freedom to swing, but bears against

the outer rail as the locomotive is turned on the curve.

The Pacific type of the D. L. & W. R. R. (Fig. 82) shows a bend-

ing moment in the 105-lb. rail of only moderate magnitude except

ctt a speed of 5 miles per hour on the 7Yi° curve. The bending

moment in the inner rail under the second and third drivers of the

Mikado type locomotive on the 6° curve at a speed of 5 miles per

hour is much more marked than that on the 4° and 7^° curves. The
stress due to vertical bending in the inner rail under the main driver is not

much greater in the 6° curve than in the 7y2 ° curve, so that it may be

expected that the large amount of superelevation is not the only cause of

the large bending moment.
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Fig. 84.—Combined Lateral Bending Moments in the Two Rails of

Curved Track with the Mikado Type Locomotive

of the D. L. & W. R. R.
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Combined Lateral Bending Moments in the Two Rails of

Curved Track with the Heavy Santa Fe Type

Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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The lateral bending moments for the outer and inner rails have been

added algebraically and plotted in Fig. 84 and 85. The general trend

of the combined bending moments under and between the several wheels

is very striking. The diagrams in Fig. 79 to 83 brought out the

large bending action developed in the two rails separately; these diagrams

show the intense and severe lateral bending action which comes on the

track as a whole as the locomotive passes around the curve, tending to

push the ties and ballast first to one side and then to another and to

throw the curve out of line.

It may be of interest to estimate this lateral bending moment in

terms of the vertical bending moment of the rail under the same wheel.

The ratio of the lateral bending moment in the inner rail under the

fourth driver of three Santa Fe type locomotives (two of them belonging

to the A. T. & S. F. Ry. and one to the Southern Pacific Company) to

the vertical bending moments developed at the same time averages 0.16 at

the lowest speed on the 10° curves. It should be recalled too

that the vertical bending stress under this driver was far greater than

the normal and that the pressure of the driver on the rail must have

been nearly twice the normal load. The ratio of the lateral bending

moment under the same wheels to the vertical bending moment found

generally on straight track averaged 0.04, though values as great as 0.14

were found. As the section modulus of the rail about a vertical axis is

only about one-fifth that about a horizontal axis, the lateral bending

stresses in the rail are relatively great in comparison with the lateral

bending moments. It will be seen that the lateral bending effect on

the 10° curve under the fourth driver of this locomotive (taking

the average value found) is at least four times the average value

found on straight track and at least twice the highest value that may
be expected. >

17. Measurements of the Lateral Deflection of the Rail and the

Distortion of the Alinement of Curves.—In order to learn to what
extent the rail deflects laterally and the alinement of the curve changes

under the load of a locomotive and to see the conditions under which

lateral bending moments of considerable magnitude are developed, some
measurements were made on both 6° and 10° curves. An instru-

ment was devised with which the middle ordinate of a 6-ft. chord along

the rail was measured. The two bearing ends of the instrument were

placed in punch marks in the side of the head of the rail and the

plunger of an Ames dial at the middle of the instrument was also placed

in contact with the side of the head of the rail. The measurements were

taken at every 3 ft. of length of rail on both inner and outer rail, thus

overlapping one another. A set of readings (zero reading) with no

load on the track was taken ; the locomotive was then run on and a second

set of readings taken, check readings also being generally made. The
work of the tests was not as complete as would be liked ; it, however,

shows the nature of the movement of the rails. More tests of this nature

should give information of value.
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Fig. 86 shows the alinement of the track with the locomotive stand-

ing on the 6° and 10° curves at Ribera with reference to the

original alinement. The values recorded on the diagrams represent

the distance the rail is deflected from its original position, the measure-
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Changes in the Alinement of the Rails of Curved Track

with the Locomotive Standing on the Curve.

ment being given in inches. As the measurements were taken on the head

of the rail a part of the distortion of the alinement may be due to tilting

of the rail on the tie. Necessarily in enlarging the small dimensions

sufficiently to show the new position of the rails the lines on the diagram

appear distorted and also the axles are not shown as parallel to each

other. Attention is called to the position of the rail joints; their smaller

lateral stiffness evidently contributes to the lateral deflection.
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It is seen that with the Mountain type locomotive on the 10°

curve the inner rail deflects more than one-half inch from its original

position and that the gage of the track is increased from 4 ft. 8^5 in.

to as much as 4 ft. 9^2 in. The outward deflection of the outer rail

at the front truck wheel and first driver is large, 0.35 in. at the first

driver. The greatest deflection is that of the inner rail under the third

driver, 0.54 in. The changes from positive to negative bending between

wheel points are evident.

With the Mountain type locomotive on the 6° curve the lateral

deflection of both rails is much less, that of the inner rail under the

third driver being only 0.13 in., and the gage of the track was increased

only about J4 hi.

With the Double Trailer Santa Fe type locomotive on the 10°

curve the inner rail under the fourth driver was deflected 0.7 in. The
outer rail under the fourth driver was deflected inwardly of the track 0.14

in. so the gage of the track was increased 0.56 in. There was also 0.42 in.

outward deflection of the outer rail at the first trailing wheel.

The general shape of the alinement which the rails take and the

position of the many points of contraflexure are in general accord with

the lateral bending moment diagram given in the preceding article.

It is plain that the alinement of curves changes materially as the locomo-

tive passes around it and that the track as a whole has large and varied

stresses put into it.

18. Effect of Speed and Counterbalance on Curves.—It has

already been found that the average of the stresses in the two rails of

curved track under all the wheels of a locomotive at a speed of 5 miles

per hour, found by dividing the sum of the stresses under all the wheels

of the locomotive for both rails by the number of wheels in general agrees

closely with the average of the corresponding stresses under the same

wheels on straight track. If the average stress under all the wheels for

the two rails of any curve be found for each of the speeds of any test and

compared with the corresponding average stress on the straight track,

it will be seen that the average stress on the curved track is generally

no higher and sometimes lower than on straight track, or at any rate that

the effect of speed on the average stress under the locomotive as a whole

does not differ greatly on curves from that found on straight track, even

though the transfer of weight from wheel to wheel on one side of the

locomotive and from the wheel at one end of an axle to that at the

other, found on curves, does change the stresses under individual wheels

very greatly. The lateral bending stresses in rails on curves are, of

course, not involved in the foregoing statement.

The effect of counterbalance upon the stresses in rail on curved

track is much more variable than that found on straight track. In a few

cases well-defined counterbalance curves could be drawn through the

plotted points, but generally no line seemed representative of the effect

of counterbalance. The points are scattered throughout a large vertical
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range and there is much more variation in the results than is found

on straight track. In estimating the stress that will include the effect

of counterbalance the best that can be done is to take the average stress

throughout the revolution of the driver and then allow for a very

much greater variation in the stress above and below this line than

would be done for straight track. One interesting result of the study

of the data is that under a number of the wheels the stresses at the

outside edge of the rail showed marked effect of counterbalance, while

those at the inside edge show almost no counterbalance effect.

The effect of speed upon the division of the load of the locomotive

between the two rails of the curve is quite another matter. In most cases

the total load on the outer rail transmitted by all the wheels of one side

of the locomotive bears the numerical relation to the total load on the

inner rail that would be given by the analytical calculation of the

effect of transverse inclination of track and centrifugal force at the

given speed. This means that at slow speeds the load on the inner rail

is considerably greater than the normal load, the vertical bending stresses

in the inner rail with the Mikado type locomotive running at a speed of

5 miles per hour being found to be as much as 37 per cent greater with

the superelevation of 8.5 in. on the 6° curve of the D. L. & W. R. R.

than were found on straight track. At and near the speed of super-

elevation, in most of the tests on curved track, the vertical bending

stresses in the two rails do not differ much from each other. It may
be noted that analysis shows that the speed may be increased considerably

beyond the speed of superelevation before the load on the outer rail would

become equal to that imposed on the inner rail at low speeds. While the

ratio varies with the degree of curve and the superelevation used it may
be said that for the track used in the tests the speed may be increased

30 to 40 per cent beyond that of superelevation before the load on

the outer rail may be expected to equal that found on the inner rail at

low speeds. The foregoing discussion refers to the sum of the loads

under all the wheels ; the distribution of load among the several drivers

may be quite unequal, the vertical bending stresses in the rail under

one driver of one type of locomotive being as much as double what

might be expected in the case of the 10° curve and 50 per cent more on

the 6° curve.

The lateral bending stresses developed in the rails also vary with

the speed. The lateral bending stresses in the inner rails are very great

at the slow speeds, especially at the driver in front of the rear driver,

and sometimes the one in front of this, in the case of the locomotives

having eight and ten drivers. For medium speeds, say up to two-thirds

of the speed of superelevation the lateral bending stress under the rear

intermediate driver continues to be of considerable magnitude. For the

higher speeds the lateral bending stresses under these wheels decrease

markedly and at the speed of superelevation the highest lateral bending

stress in the inner rail may not differ greatly from the highest found in
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the outer rail. The greatest lateral bending stress in the outer rail under

a driver is found at the outer front driver in those locomotives in which

the wheel of the leading truck does not assume the principal part in

changing the direction of the locomotive. With an increase in speed this

lateral bending stress increases. As the stresses in the outer rail under

the wheels of the front truck do not increase with an increase in speed

it is evident that the greater effort to change the direction of the loco-

motive at the higher speeds is taken by the flange of this first outer

driver.

The effect of speed on the stress at the two edges of the base

of rail (combined vertical bending stress and lateral bending stress) is

well shown in Fig. 64, 65, 66 and 67. A marked decrease in the stress

at the outside edge of the base of the inner rail under the driver in

front of the rear driver with increase of speed is very noticeable. The
increase of stress in both edges of the outer rail under the companion

driver is also apparent. It may be noted also that the stresses at the

four edges of the two rails under the wheels of the tender generally

approach uniformity of magnitude at the speed of superelevation.

19. Effect of Degree of Curve and Superelation.—It has been

seen that both the vertical bending stress and the lateral bending stress

have wide ranges in value in the two rails and for the individual wheels

of the several locomotives used. It may be expected that these differ-

ences will vary with the degree of curve and the superelevation of the

outer rail, though it may not be possible to distinguish between the

effects of the two. In comparing the action of the locomotives it will

be convenient to refer to the values given in Fig. 69 to 72 and Fig. 75

to 78.

With the Santa Fe type locomotive on the 10° curve at 5 miles

per hour the vertical bending stress of 29,200 lb. per sq. in. in the inner

rail under the fourth driver may be contrasted with the stress of 19,400

lb. per sq. in. on the 6° curve having the same superelevation, 4.7

in. ; the corresponding stress on straight track being about 12,000 lb. per

sq. in. It is evident that vertical bending stress under this driver, which

must be considered an excessive stress for both curves, increases with

the increase in curvature although the curves have the same superelevation.

At the speed corresponding to the superelevation the stress under this

wheel in both curves decreased nearly to what might be expected under

an even division of load among the drivers. The vertical bending

stress in the inner rail of the 10° curve under the first driver at

a speed of 5 miles per hour is less than would be expected and decreases

with an increase of speed, while on the 6° curve it remains nearly

constant for the three speeds. The vertical bending stress in the outer

rail of the 10° curve under the first driver at 5 miles per hour is

not much above what would normally be expected. The high value of

27,000 lb. per sq. in. at 35 miles per hour is, of course, at a speed well

above that of superelevation. The vertical bending stresses in the outer
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rail under the third and fourth drivers are small; that under the

fourth driver at 5 miles per hour is very small, showing that the load

transmitted by this driver is but a small proportion of its normal load; the

driver opposite it on the inner rail takes most of the load. Even at the

highest speeds the stresses in the outer rail of both curves under this

driver are below normal values. It is evident that on both curves the

distribution of the load among the drivers given by the equalizing system^

is markedly different from that on straight track. The lateral bending"

stress in the inner rail at 5 miles per hour is very great under the fourth

driver, 23,500 lb. per sq. in. on the 10° curve and 11,800 lb. per sq.

in. on the 6° curve, very severe stresses in both cases. Even at 25

miles per hour the stress recorded for the 10° curve was 15,600 lb.

per sq. in. At the highest speed the lateral bending stresses in the

inner rail become much smaller. The lateral bending stresses in the

outer rail under the first driver, indicative of the participation of this

driver in changing the direction of the locomotive at a speed of 5 miles

per hour, are 12,600 lb. per sq. in. on the 10° curve and 8,800 lb. per

sq. in. on the 6° curve. These lateral bending stresses increase markedly

from the low speed to the highest, becoming 22,600 lb. per sq. in. on

the 10° curve at 35 miles per hour and 13,200 lb. per sq. in. on the

6° curve at 40 miles per hour. Bearing in mind that the lateral bending

stresses at the outer wheel of the front truck vary little with changes

in speed, the results indicate that altogether a larger amount of lateral

pressure is required to change the direction of 'the locomotive at the

higher speeds than at the low speeds. The amount of the lateral pressure

given by the front driver also increases somewhat with the degree of

curve, though the influence of the curvature seems not as great as that of

speed.

With the Mountain type locomotive on the 10° curve at 5 miles

per hour the greatest vertical bending stress in the inner rail (average

stress) is under the third driver, 26,700 lb. per sq. in. On the 6° curve

the vertical bending stresses are high under the first, second, and third

drivers, that under the third driver, 19,700 lb. per sq. in., being about

the same as that under the other two. An increase of speed to that

corresponding to the superelevation brings the vertical bending stresses

in the inner rail of two curves under the fourth drivers down to about

the same average value as the others, though that under the third driver

on the 10° curve, 20,600 lb. per sq. in., remains greater than the others.

At speeds above the speed of superelevation the vertical bending stresses

in the inner rail have decreased materially and are much the same on both

curves for all the drivers. The vertical bending stresses in the outer rail,

particularly under the second and third drivers, are somewhat smaller on

the 10° curve than on the 6° curve, these wheels being on the same axle as

those giving very high vertical bending stresses in the inner rail. The

stresses normally to be expected are not found until a speed higher than

that of superelevation is reached. The lateral bending stress in the inner

rail is greatest under the third driver at 5 miles per hour, 19,800 lb. per

A
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sq. in. on the 10° curve and 11,800 lb. per sq. in. on the 6° curve.

These values are roughly proportional to the degree of curve. On the

6° curve a small value is found at the speed of superelevation, but

on the 10° curve even- at 25 miles per hour the lateral bending stress

is 14,000 lb. per sq. in., though the stress decreases rapidly with further

increases of speed. In the outer rail, due probably to this locomotive

having a four-wheel leading truck, the first driver does not participate

in changing the direction of the locomotive except at the higher speeds.

At 50 miles per hour on the 6° curve the outward lateral bending

stress under the first driver becomes 7,800 lb. per sq. in. It is worth

noting also that the outward bending stress in the outer rail under the

fourth driver on the 6° curve reaches 11,800 lb. per sq. in. at a speed

of 50 miles per hour. At the lower speeds it is evident that there is a

transfer of load from the outer to the inner rail on both curves, but

the change is the greater on the 10° curve. It is apparent that the lateral

bending stress in the inner rail for low speeds is > a function of the

curvature, the superelevation being the same.

With the Mikado type locomotive on the D. L. & W. R. R. the even

distribution of vertical bending stresses in the inner rail under all the

drivers at a speed of 5 miles per hour is very apparent for all three

curves, but the stresses differ on the three curves and it may be a ques-

tion as to what extent these differences in stress are due to superelevation

and to what extent to curvature. The vertical bending stresses under

the four drivers average about 13,000 lb. per sq. in. on the 4° curve

(3.7 in. superelevation, 105-lb. rail), 18,000 lb. per sq. in. on the 7%°
curve (6.4 in. superelevation, 105-lb. rail), and 22,400 lb. per sq. in.

on the 6° curve (8.5 in. superelevation, 92-lb. frictionless rail). It may
be noted that this uniformity of stress under all the drivers is quite

different from that found with the locomotives on the track of the

A. T. & S. F. Ry. The vertical bending stresses in the outer rail have
small values under all the drivers, particularly under the main driver.

They do not reach the values found in the inner rail until a speed well

above that corresponding to superelevation has been reached. The lateral

bending stresses in the inner rail are much more marked in the 6°

curve and are somewhat higher in the 4° curve than in the 7^° curve.

It is not clear that the superelevation is the cause of this variation. It is

worth noting that although this locomotive has a two-wheel leading truck,

the lateral bending stresses in the outer rail under the first driver at a
speed of 5 miles per hour show that this driver does not participate in

changing the direction of the locomotive except on the 4° curve. On the

6° curve, which has the frictionless rail, the lateral bending moments in

the outer rail at the first driver are negative for all speeds.

With the Pacific type locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. on the

10° curve at Fort Madison, Iowa, there being only 2 in. of supereleva-

tion, the vertical bending stress in the inner rail under the three drivers

at a speed of 5 miles per hour is nearly double that in the outer rail.

This goes to show that the curvature is here the main cause of shifting
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the load of the locomotive to the inner rail, and not the superelevation.

With the Pacific type locomotive of the D. L. & W. R. R. the shift of

load to the inner rail is somewhat greater on the 7 l/2° curve than on the

4° curve; both the curvature and the superelevation may be responsible

for this. Considering the difference in the rail sections, the lateral bend-

ing stress in the inner rail at 5 miles per hour is really greater on the

7y2 ° curve than that found on the 10° curve of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.;

it is lower still on the 4° curve. The outer rail shows no turning action

by the front driver on any of the three curves at a speed of 5 miles per

hour, most of the change of direction evidently being accomplished by

the wheels of the front truck. At the higher speeds the front driver

participates in the turning action in the case of the 4° curve and the 10°

curve, but not the 7j4° curve.

To sum up the foregoing: On all the curves and for locomotives

having eight and ten drivers, at the lower speeds the vertical bending

stress is markedly greater in the inner rail under the next to the last

driver than that in either rail under any other driver; for locomotives of

the Pacific type the stress in the inner rail is greater but to a somewhat
less degree under all three drivers than that in the outer rail. The
vertical bending stress in the outer rail is correspondingly small under the

companion driver of the one giving the high stresses in the inner rail.

These effects are especially noticeable at the low speeds, they continue

at moderate speeds, and they generally disappear at or above the speed of

superelevation. Although part of the increased value of the vertical bend-

ing stress in the inner rail is due to the transfer of load to the lower

rail by reason of the transverse inclination of the track, the excess

over what may be expected on straight track is greater than may be

accounted for by the superelevation, and frequently this discrepancy

is unexpectedly great. It appears then that the equalizing system acts

differently on curves than on straight track and that much more load

is concentrated on this inner driver, the outer driver being relieved of a

corresponding amount of load. This phenomenon was found on all

the curves. Although this lack of even distribution of stresses under

the drivers of one side was not present in the tests with the Pacific

type locomotive, yet the vertical bending stresses in the inner rail with

this locomotive are higher than may be explained by the transverse inclina-

tion of the track. It will be seen that on all the curves an increase of

speed to one at or above the speed corresponding to the superelevation

results in vertical bending stresses under the different wheels of the

two rails more nearly what may be expected when the effect of

transverse inclination and centrifugal force are considered.

The lateral bending stress in the inner rail under the driver giving the

large vertical bending stresses and also under the one ahead of it is

quite marked at the lower speeds on all the curves. Although the value

of the stress is considerably greater on the 10° curve its magnitude is of

considerable importance on the 6° and 4° curves.
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The lateral bending stress in the outer rail under the first driver,

resulting from the flange of this driver assisting in the change of direc-

tion of the locomotive, when found at the low speed, seems not to

increase much with increased curvature of the track. As has already been

noted this lateral bending stress does increase with an increase in speed.

20. Results of Tests on 10° Curves in California.—The data of

tests made by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway and the

Southern Pacific Company in April, 1922, on the tracks of the two rail-

ways, as they relate to the purposes of this report, have been made avail-

able to the Joint Committee. These tests were conducted on a 10°

curve of the S. P. Co. at Bealville, California, and on a 10° curve of

the A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Cajon, California. The locomotives were the

Heavy Santa Fe type of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. and the Heavy Santa Fe

type of the S. P. Co., both of them having oil burners. The rail at

Bealville was 90-lb. A.R.A.-A. section; that at Cajon was 90-lb. S. F.

section. As already noted, the properties of these rails are nearly iden-

tical. At Bealville there were 5 inches of new rock ballast on a thick

mixed rock ballast foundation. At Cajon there were 10 inches of gravel

ballast. The former gave the stiffer track.

The purpose of the tests was to determine the action and rigidity of

the locomotives used in the tests. On the tests made at Cajon, a flange-

less tire was substituted for the flanged wheel ordinarily used for the

fourth driver, the third driver being flangeless as usual. As used at

the first part of the tests, the bearing part of the tread of the fourth

driver was cylindrical. Later a groove to approximate the conditions after

wear was machined into the tread. Speeds of 10 to 18 miles per hour

were used at both locations. The runs were made on 2.2 per cent

compensated grade, net grades of 1.8 per cent on the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

and of 2.0 per cent on the S. P. Co. Runs were made in two directions

—

up-grade and down-grade. The up-grade tests were made with the locomo-

tive working steam and pulling from 9 to 12 loaded cars, the load pulled

being altogether approximately 500 tons. The drawbar pull as measured

by the dynamometer car placed immediately back of the tender recorded

about 30,000 lb. on the various runs. On the down-grade tests the loco-

motives ran light and without working steam—coasting.

Fig. 87 to 94 give the average stresses for the several runs at the

inside edge and outside edge of both inner and outer rails of the 10°

curves at Bealville and Cajon, and at the two speeds. Fig. 95 and 96

give the values of the vertical bending stress and the lateral bending

stress at Bealville and Fig. 97 and 98 the values at Cajon. Attention

should be called to the fact that in the down-grade tests at Bealville with

both locomotives it was raining and misting all day and the rails were

continually wet; this seems to have had an effect on the stresses developed

under one of the locomotives and to a less extent on the other.

The stresses in the rails with the locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

at Bealville are, in general, very much the same in magnitude and character
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Fig. 89.—Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base

of the Inner and Outer Rails of the 10° Curve at

Bealville, California—Series 5513-16, Heavy Santa

Fe Type Locomotive of the S. P. Co.,

Pulling 540 Tons Up-grade.
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—

Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base
of the Inner and Outer Rails of the 10° Curve at

Bealville, California—Series 5508-12. Heavy Santa
Fe Type Locomotive of the S. P. Co.,

Down-grade, Light.
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Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base
of the Inner and Outer Rails of the 10° Curve at

Cajon, California—Series 5519-22, Heavy Santa
Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

with 4th Driver Flangeless and Tread
Cylindrical. Down-grade, Light.
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—Stress at the Inside and Outside Edges of the Base

the Inner and Outer Rails of the 10° Curve ax

Cajon, California—Series 5527-30, Heavy Santa

Fe Type Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

with 4th Driver Flangless and Tread

Grooved. Pulling 500 Tons
Up-grade.
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Fig. 95.—Vertical Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of the 10'

Curve at Bealville, California—Heavy Santa Fe Type
Locomotives of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. and the S. P. Co.
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Fig. 96.—Lateral Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of the 10*

Curve at Bealville, California—Heavy Santa Fe Type

Locomotives of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. and the S. P. Co.
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Vertical Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of the

Curve at Cajon, California—Heavy Santa Fe Type
Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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Lateral Bending Stresses in Base of Rails of the 10'

Curve at Cajon, California—Heavy Santa Fe Type
Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.
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as those found with a locomotive of the same class on the 10° curve

at Ribera, New Mexico, except that on account of the locomotive used

in California being equipped with oil burners the weight on the trailers was

only about three-fourths of that of the locomotive used in New Mexico,

and the stresses under the trailers were correspondingly smaller. The
stresses with the locomotive of the S. P. Co. differed in some important

respects from those under that of the A. T. & S. F. Ry., as did those

with the locomotive with modified drivers used at Cajon.
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Stress at Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Inner and Outer Rails of the 10° Curve at Bealville,

California—Series 5518, Heavy Santa Fe Type

Locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

Backing Down-grade, Light.

Table 23 shows that loads at individual wheels calculated from the

vertical bending stresses at a speed of 10 miles per hour are excessively

high, 50,000, 52,000, and 60,000 lb. These high loads do not neces-

sarily occur under the same drivers, the variations seemingly being

dependent upon the presence or absence of flanges. It will be seen,

from Fig. 95 and 97 that the vertical bending stresses under the inner
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driver that gives the high vertical bending stress and therefore transmits

the high load are nearly as great at 18 miles per hour as at 10 miles per

hour, the speed of superelevation being 26 miles per hour.

Fig. 99 and 100 give the average stress for the several runs at the

inside and outside edges of both inner and outer rail of the 10° curve

at Bealville when the locomotives were backing down-grade at 10 miles

per hour. The rails were dry. The records of the locomotives of the

two companies are given.
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—

Stress at Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the

Inner and Outer Rails of the 10" Curve at Bealville,

California—Series 5517, Heavy Santa Fe Type
Locomotive of the S. P. Co. Backing

Down-grade, Light.

The results of the tests on the 10° curves in California will be

discussed with those of the other tests in the articles which follow

on Type of Locomotive, Effect of Pulling and Coasting and Condition of

Rail, and Tests With Locomotives Backing Over Curved Track.

21. Type of Locomotive.—On straight track the. stresses devel-

oped in the rail are controlled by such matters as the wheel loads and
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the wheel spacing. Lateral bending stresses are developed by reason of the

coning of the wheels, the variations in the movement of the locomotive,

and by irregularities in track conditions. Variations in the design of

locomotives, such as the length of wheel base, the number of drivers, the

use of two-wheel or four-wheel trucks may be made without bringing

unduly high stresses into the rail, provided proper care is used in making

the design. On curved track other considerations will be found to

enter into the development of stresses in the track. The change of

direction of the locomotive in going around a curve is effected by pres-

sure between the flanges of the outer wheels of the front truck and the

outer rail and frequently also by the outer first driver, resulting in a

lateral bending of the outer rail. An unexpected effect is the greatly

increased load transmitted to the inner rail by one or more of the drivers

at low and medium speeds and a corresponding decrease in the load on

the opposite driver, the conditions producing excessive vertical bending

stresses in the inner rail. The lateral spreading action on the inner rail

develops marked lateral bending stresses in that rail. In all of these

matters the characteristics of the type of locomotive will be found to

influence the action of the locomotive and the nature and amount of

the stresses developed in the rail under the various wheels.

In the matter of changing the direction of the locomotive it seems

evident from the tests that the four-wheel truck of the Pacific and

Mountain types presents advantages over the two-wheel truck oj: the

Santa Fe and Mikado types. With the four-wheel leading truck used, the

loads on the wheels are such as to give moderate vertical bending stresses.

The lateral bending stresses in the outer rail under the outer wheels

of the four-wheel truck on the curves from 4° to 10° may be termed

moderate. With the locomotives having the four-wheel trucks there is

little or no outward bending stress developed in the outer rail under

the first driver, the first driver participating in the turning action only

at the highest speeds. With the two-wheel front truck the lateral bend-

inng stress in the outer rail under the first driver may become very

great, and the value 22,600 lb. per sq. in. found under the first driver of

the Santa Fe type on the 10° curve at a speed of 35 miles per hour

may be considered a very excessive stress. It would appear that the

use of a four-wheel truck would improve the conditions under the front

outer driver of this locomotive. In the case of the Double Trailer

Santa Fe type the load has evidently been redistributed in such way as to

give an increased vertical load upon the wheels of the front truck.

(It will be recalled that this locomotive was not redesigned for the use

of the four-wheel trailer.) The resulting lateral bending stress at

the outer wheel of the truck is very great, 16,000 lb. per sq. in.

The lateral bending stress in the inner rail under the intermediate

drivers of these locomotives is so important that its presence and possible

magnitude are matters that should receive careful consideration in

designing such locomotives. It is evident that the magnitude of the
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lateral bending stress in the inner rail may be expected to depend upon

the wheel base, though the lateral bending stress under the third driver

of the Mountain type on the 10° curve is nearly as great as that under

the fourth driver of the Santa Fe type, 19,800 as compared with 23,500

lb. per sq. in. The driver wheel base of the former is 18 ft.; of the

latter, 22 ft. The connection of the front truck of the Mountain type

(four-wheel) may be less flexible than that of the Santa Fe type loco-

motive (two-wheel).

It is of interest to note the effect of removing flanges from inter-

mediate drivers. The Santa Fe type locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry.

ordinarily has only the third drivers flangeless. In the tests at Cajon

both the third and the fourth drivers of the locomotive were equipped

with flangeless tires (blind drivers). This ommission of the flange

and the use of the cylindrical tire shifted the very high vertical bending

stress in the inner rail from the fourth driver to the fifth driver, and

the vertical bending stress was changed from 29,000 lb. per sq. in. under

the fourth driver to 29,000 lb. per sq. in. under the fifth driver. The
highest lateral bending stress was also shifted to the fifth driver and

changed to 25,900 lb. per sq. in. The Heavy Santa Fe type locomotive

of the S. P. Co. used in the tests on the 10° curve at Bealville was equipped

with flanges on all the drivers, the regular practice of this railroad. In

these tests the greatest lateral bending stress was under the fourth driver,

but the third driver helped considerably, and the lateral bending stress

under the fourth driver was smaller than that found with the locomotive

of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. on the same 10° curve; 18,600 for the former

as compared with 25,800 lb. per sq. in. for the latter.

It should be noted that the axle of the first driver of the locomotive

of the S. P. Co. was designed to have some lateral play in the bearings.

The lateral bending stress in the outer rail under the first driver at

the speeds used differed so little in nature and magnitude from those

found with the locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. that it appears that

this play had no effect upon the guiding action of this driver or upon

the lateral bending stresses developed by the intermediate drivers. It

seems also that the outward bending or deflection of the inner rail and

consequent temporary increase of gage at the fourth and fifth drivers in

case the third driver is flangeless, and also at the third driver in case it

is flanged, throw light upon the ability of a rigid wheel base to pass around

a sharp curve without permanently spreading the track, even though the

flange of the outer rear driver keeps away from the outer rail.

The lateral bending stresses under the trailers of the Mountain and

Santa Fe types have high values on the 10° curve though they are

moderate on the 6° curve. It is evident that there is sufficient freedom

in turning to give low lateral bending stresses on the 6° curve, but that

the restraint on the 10° curve develops high lateral pressures against

the outer rail. The double trailer Santa Fe type, however, has such

freedom of motion that relatively small lateral bending stresses are
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developed under these wheels on the 10° curve. It should also be

recorded that the lateral springs regulating the lateral swing of the

trailer truck in the Mountain type locomotive were loosened for one

day's runs; the lateral bending stresses developed in the two rails of the

10° curve with the trailer truck in this condition did not differ particularly

from those found when the springs were in their usual condition.

22. Effect of Pulling and Coasting and of Condition of Rail.—
In the discussion of the tests on straight track it has been shown that

the stress in rail under the wheels of the locomotive does not differ

greatly whether the locomotive is pulling a load or coasting. On the

curved track at Bealville, California, the average of the vertical bend-

ing stresses in base of rail for both outer and inner rails of the 10°

curve at all the wheels of the locomotive did not differ noticeably whether

the locomotive was pulling a load of 500 tons up-grade or whether it was

coasting down-grade. This load was about half the full capacity of the

locomotive in operating on the 2.2 per cent grade. The stresses under

individual wheels, however, showed some differences.

At Cajon the stress in the outside edge of the inner rail under the

fifth driver (see Fig. 91 to 94) was somewhat greater when the locomotive

was pulling load than when coasting for those tests when the tire of the

fourth driver was cylindrical (typical of new blind tire) and only

slightly greater in the tests when the fourth driver was grooved. It is

seen then that the lateral bending stresses were about the same in the

two cases. The vertical bending stresses in the outer rail under the

fifth driver were somewhat smaller when the locomotive was pulling.

The stresses in the inner rail under the second and third drivers were

somewhat smaller when the locomotive was pulling a load than when
coasting. The difference in the stresses in the outer rail at the first

driver and at the wheel of the front truck (and also the lateral bending

stress at other wheels) do not indicate a change that can be considered

characteristic. Altogether no very marked differences in stress under

the various wheels are noticeable in the two ways of operating the

locomotive.

The comparison of the results of the tests at Bealville is complicated

by the fact that the down-grade tests were made on wet rails, while in the

up-grade tests the rails were dry. It is seen, however, that the vertical

bending stress under the rear driver, which is the location giving appar-

ently somewhat higher stresses when the locomotive is pulling load and

the one for which higher stresses may possibly be expected for this

condition if at all, does not differ in either rail for the up-grade and

down-grade tests with either locomotive. It is apparent, however, that

there is a considerable difference in the distribution of the stresses

under the intermediate drivers due no doubt to differences in friction of

wheel on rail for the two conditions of wet and dry rail and, therefore,

to differences in the position of the center of rotation in the change of

direction of the locomotive on the curve. At the outside edge of the
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inner rail under the fourth driver of the locomotive of the A. T. & S. F.

Ry. the stress drops from 54,700 lb. per sq. in. when the rail is dry

(up-grade, pulling) to 36,600 lb. per sq. in. when the rail is wet (down-

grade, light). The stresses under the first, second and third drivers

are somewhat less with the dry rail. The lateral bending stresses in the

outer rail under the first driver and the wheel of the front truck are

higher with the wet rail. With the locomotive of the S. P. Co. a reduc-

tion in stress with the wet rail is found at the main driver, , that at

the fourth driver remaining the same. It is evident that the condition

of the rail has an effect upon the development of stress at the different

wheels.

23. Tests With Locomotive Backing Over Curved Track.—On
curved track with the locomotive moving forward the guiding and the

change of direction around the curve are effected by the flanges of the

outer wheel of the front truck and generally also by that of the first

driver. When the direction of the locomotive is reversed it is to be

expected that the turning action will be effected by the fifth driver and

also by the trailer if its connections are not too flexible. It is also to be

expected that the inner second driver will cause large lateral and vertical

bending stresses in the rail at the point where the fourth driver develops

these large stresses when the locomotive is moving forward. That this

reasoning is correct is shown by an examination of Fig. 99 and 100,

which give stresses in rail when the Santa Fe type locomotives of the two

railroads were backed around the 10° curve at 10 miles per hour, the

rails being dry in these tests. The magnitude of the stress at these

wheels is not as. great as may be expected. It will be noted that with

the locomotive of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. the turning action is effected by

the pressure of the flange of the trailer against the outer rail, while

with the locomotive of the S. P. Co. the turning action is taken more

largely by the fifth driver. Evidently the trailer of the former loco-

motive is more restrained in its connections. This restraint was also

noticed with a locomotive of the same type in the tests on the 10° curve

at Ribera (the locomotive moving forward), but as that restraint did not

show up on the 6° curve at Ribera it would seem that there is sufficient

freedom of action in the connection of the trailer not to develop lateral

bending stresses under the trailer on the 6° curve.

24. Lateral Bending of the Rail Section.—When a lateral force

is applied to the head of the rail and the base of the rail is held in place

either wholly or partly, it may be expected that the rail web will bend

and the head of the rail will deflect outwardly or inwardly relatively to

the original vertical axis of the rail. To determine whether this lateral

bending ef the rail section is a measurable quantity, an instrument was

made which was fastened firmly to the base of the rail and had a vertical

standard rising at one side of the rail. An Ames dial at the level of the

middle of the depth of the head of the rail was attached to this standard

;

its plunger bore against the side of the head of the rail. The locomotive
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was run by at a slow speed, 1 to 2 miles per hour, and readings were

taken as a wheel passed the instrument and again between wheels. The

observation proved to be definite and positive and succeeding runs con-

firmed the readings. It should be noted that the observations are

independent of any tilting of the rail about its base or its support upon

the tie; such tilting may also occur.

Measurable values of the lateral bending of the rail section were

found. Reference will be made only to the general nature of the results.

The deflection varied from to 0.016 in. The values on the 10° curve

were somewhat higher than on the 6° curve. The Santa Fe type gave

somewhat higher values than the Mountain type. As would be expected

from the low speed used the deflections were greatest in the inner rail

and the direction of deflection in the inner rail 'was generally away

from the track. The direction of the deflection in the outer rail did

not always correspond with the character of the observed lateral stress

in the base of rail. Since the lateral bending of the rail itself is the

result of a number of forces including those acting at the supports of

the rail, it is possible that the sign of the bending moment at a wheel

point may not be in keeping with the direction of the lateral force

acting at that point. An interesting feature occurred when the Santa

Fe type was backed over the track. A very high value of the deflection

was observed in the inner rail under the fifth driver, a deflection of

0.016 in. away from the track for the 10° curve and 0.014 in. for the

6° curve. The absence of leading wheels to guide the driving wheel base

is evident in these results. Values of the deflection as great as 0.007 in.

were found at the wheels of the tender, the middle wheel of a truck on

the inner rail giving large deflections.

25. Preliminary Tests on the Illinois Central Railroad.—Pre-

liminary to the main tests on curved track heretofore described, tests

were made on two curves on the Illinois Central Railroad for the pur-

pose of developing the method of testing curved track, of learning the

technique necessary for a successful test, and of trying out the instru-

mental equipment. The results are of sufficient interest to warrant

recording.

Fig. 101 gives the stresses in the inner and outer rail of a 7° curve

at Murphysboro, Illinois, with a Mikado type of locomotive (No. 1861)

of the same general class as that used in the tests on straight track

described in the second progress report, the rail being 90-lb. A.R.A.-A.

section, while in the earlier tests on straight track the rail was 85-lb.

A.S.C.E. section. The superelevation of the track was 3^4 i"-> correspond-

ing to a speed of 28 miles per hour. It is seen that the turning action

is taken by the flanges of the outer front truck wheel and the first driver,

and there is little difference in lateral bending stresses under these wheels

at the two speeds used. The fourth driver and the trailer push outwardly

on the outer rail at both speeds; the trailer also acts to increase the

curvature of the inner rail. The main lateral bending stresses in the
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Stress at Inside and Outside Edges of the Base of the
Inner and Outer Rails of the 14* Curve—Series 5035-41,

Ten-wheel Type Locomotive of the I. C. R. R.
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inner rail are at the second and third drivers. The vertical bending

stress at the third driver at a speed of 5 miles per hour is 80 per cent

more than that on straight track and at 25 miles per hour is 30 per cent

greater than on straight track. In the outer rail the stresses at the

second and third drivers are very small.

Fig. 102 gives the stresses in the inner and outer rail of a 14°

curve connecting the Havana Branch at Champaign, Illinois. The loco-

motive is a ten-wheel type (4-6-0). The wheel loads are relatively small.

The rail is 85-lb. section. The superelevation of the track, 3^4 in., cor-

responds to a speed of 20 miles per hour. It is seen from the stresses

that the turning of the locomotive at both speeds is produced by the

action of the flanges of the two outer wheels of the front truck. The
third driver pushes outwardly on the outer rail at both speeds. The
first and second drivers push outwardly on the inner rail, the lateral bend-

ing stress under the second driver being of considerable magnitude at

both speeds. The vertical bending stress in the inner rail at the second

driver is nearly 50 per cent greater than on straight track for both

speeds. It is seen that even this type of locomotive shows great variation

in stress on this curve.

26. Progress of Other Work.—Other investigations not reported

here have been carried on. Some further progress has been made on

the transmission of pressure through- granular materals. A few tests

made with a loaded car equipped with a wheel having a large flat spot

showed that strains of considerable magnitude are caused by this condi-

tion and proved the practicability of measuring these strains by means

of the stremmatograph.

Laboratory tests on several of the forms of rail joints commonly
used in track have been conducted. In these tests measurements of the

strains in different parts of the bars and the rail under ordinary loads

and somewhat higher loads have been made with a view of learning where

stresses are developed and how they are transmitted between rail and

joint, in an effort to learn more of the characteristics of the joints. A
few tests to find what stresses are developed in the joints in track have

also been made.

In the test program under consideration are included the effect of

canted rails, stresses under heavily loaded cars, and tests with electric

locomotives where the conditions of center of gravity, relation of

unsprung to sprung weight, and spacing of wheels may be quite different

from those of the steam locomotive.

Respectfully submitted,

The Special Committee on
Stresses in Railroad Track,

By A. N. Talbot, Chairman.

November 29, 1922.
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report on the subjects

assigned, as follows

:

(1) Study the Manual and submit proposed revisions thereof.

(Appendix A.)

(2) Resume the study and make recommendations on classification

of track. (Progress—no report this year.)

(3) Make final report, if practicable, on typical plans of turnouts,

crossovers, slip switches, double crossovers and railroad cross-

ings, and prepare detail plans for such work, conferring with

Committee on Signals and Interlocking. (Appendix B.)

(4) Submit final plans and specifications, if practicable, for track

tools, collaborating with Committee on Ballast. (Progress

—

no report this year.)

(5) Submit final report on specifications for performing main-

tenance work and laying new track. (Appendix C.)

(6) Submit final plans and specifications, if practicable, for switch

stands, switch lamps and switch locks. (Appendix D.)

(7) Make final report, if practicable, on tests of tie plates subject

to brine drippings and on the effect of brine drippings on track

appliances. (Appendix E.)

(8) Make final report, if practicable, on taper of tread of wheel and
on canting the rail inward, and to correlate it, conferring with

Committee on Rail, and with Committee E, Division V—Mechan-
ical, American Railway Association. (Appendix F.)

(9) Study and report on the method to be used in determining

recommendations for rail renewals. (Progress—no report this

year.)

(10) Study and report on curving of rails, recommending limits of

curvature within which various weights of rail may be laid in

track without having been previously curved to the required

radius. (Appendix G.)
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(11) Study and report on the use of guard rails on curves, including

specifications to cover the conditions of degree of curvature,

speed, traffic and grade. (Appendix H.)

(12) Study and report on results obtained from oiling track fixtures,

and recommend most economical method of applying the oil.

(Appendix I.)

(13) Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the

ensuing year. (The Committee's recommendations are given

under "Recommendations for Future Work.")

Committee Meetings

Meetings of the Committee were held in Chicago, June 13th, 1922,

and in Cleveland, O., November 20th and 21st, 1922.

Action Recommended

1. That the changes in the Manual in Appendix A be approved and

the revised version substituted for the present recommendations in the

Manual.

2. That the conclusions in Appendices B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I

be approved for publication in the Manual, or accepted as information as

recommended in the individual reports.

Recommendations for Future Work

Reassignment of the following subjects:

(1) Study the Manual and submit proposed revisions thereof.

(2) Resume the study and make recommendations on classification of

track.

(3) Make final report, if practicable, on typical plans of turnouts,

crossovers, slip switches, double crossovers and railroad cross-

ings, and prepare detail plans for such work, conferring with

Committee on Signals and Interlocking.

(4) Submit final plans and specifications, if practicable, for track

tools, collaborating with Committee on Ballast.

(7) Make final report, if practicable, on tests of tie plates subject

to brine drippings and on the effect of brine drippings on track

appliances.

(8) Make final report, if practicable, on taper of tread of wheel and

on canting the rail inward, and to correlate it, conferring with

Committee on Rail, and with Committee E, Division V

—

Mechanical, American Railway Association.

^9) Study and report on the method to be used in determining recom-

mendations for rail renewals.

(10) Study and report on curving of rails, recommending limits of

curvature within which various weights of rail may be laid

in track without having been previously curved to the required

radius.
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(13) Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the

ensuing year.

New Subjects

(1) Economics as to and specifications for resawing rails for re-

layers.

(2) Submit plans of tie plates.

(3) Consider standard gage (4'8j4") of tangent track and present

practice of gaging locomotive wheels. Make recommendations

as to amount of allowable tightening of standard gage, if any,

to prevent nosing and swaying of locomotives on tangent track.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Track,

By W. P. Wiltsee, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL
W. P. Wiltsee, Chairman, Sub-Committee

; J. V. Neubert, G. H. Bremner,

C. W. Breed, H. G. Clark, C. R. Harding, E. T. Howson, T. T.

Irving, J. de N. Macomb, J. B. Myers, L. B. Allen, E. D. Swift.

Item I.

The Committee recommends inserting in the Manual the following

paragraph having reference to switch and frog plans

:

"The designs for split switches and split switch fixtures, plans
Nos. 101 to 108, inclusive, and plans Nos. 201 to 204, inclusive,

and also the designs for spring rail frogs, plans Nos. 401 to 403,

inclusive, should apply in all details only to rails below 6>4" in

height."

Item II.

The Committee recommends that plan No. 253, dated November,

1922, and entitled "Detail of Switch Stand Target Shapes," be adopted,

and that Section 11 of Requisities for Switch Stands, Including Rods,

adopted March, 1921, be revised to refer to this plan, to read:

"11. Shapes and sizes of targets shall conform to plan No.
253."

There are at present in service switch stand targets of a great variety

of dimensions of the same shape or style, the dimensions varying in

some instances by only a small fraction of an inch, each set of dimensions

requiring expensive individual dies for manufacture. Plan No. 253 should

result in standardizing the dimensions of styles in most common use.

This plan shows a sufficient variety of shapes and sizes to meet various

operating requirements. This plan, presented as information last year,

is now offered with some slight revisions for adoption as recommended
practice.
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Appendix B

(3) TYPICAL PLANS FOR DOUBLE SLIP SWITCHES,
CROSSINGS, FROGS, ETC.

J. V. Neubert, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. P. Wiltsee, L. B. Allen,

V. Angerer, J. B. Baker, C. W. Breed, E. A. Hadley, C. R. Harding,

H. A. Lloyd, J. de N. Macomb, W. S. McFetridge, J. B. Myers, G. J.

Slibeck, J. B. Strong, E. D. Swift.

Plans for No. 8 Double Slip Switches with Movable Center Points,

Nos. 801, 802, 851 and 852, presented last year as information, are offered

this year for adoption as recommended practice, further notes added as

to application and with slight revisions to make them more consistent.

These plans have been considered in conference with the Committee on

Signals and Interlocking.

"Application of A.R.E.A. Crossing Designs and Recommended Prac-

tices," adopted last year, has been assigned plan No. 700, and supple-

mentary thereto Plan No. 700A, entitled "Data and Record Sheet for

Ordering Crossings," also two examples, Example No. 1 and Example No.

2, have been prepared.

There have been a number of requests made for data for ordering

crossings, and in order to make this uniform, we have prepared this

standard form plan, and to illustrate the use of this standard form plan

we are submitting Example No. 1, showing application to a definite layout,

specifying A.R.E.A. design crossings, also Example No. 2, showing appli-

cation to a definite layout, specifying designs other than A.R.E.A. recom-

mended practice.

As a supplement to details of spring rail frogs Nos. 10, 8 and 11,

plans Nos. 401, 402 and 403, we are submitting plan No. 420, covering

details for laying out spring rail frogs, Nos. 7, 9 and 12 and also giving

further details which will also apply to the plans already published.

Insulated Internal Joints for Crossings.

Insulated internal joints in crossings, when demanded by the rail-

roads for uninterrupted track circuits, may be provided in crossings of

the adopted A.R.E.A. designs as follows

:

In Single Rail and Two-Rail Designs Below 45° Angle of Bolted

Rail Crossings and Manganese Steel Insert Crossings, Plans Nos. 704,

706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 755, 757, 758, 759, 760, 761, 764, 765, 766, 767, and 768,

the conventional single rail or double rail insulated joint fixtures may be

applied to the internal joints indicated on the plans, or where no internal

joints are shown, as in the case of the bolted rail crossings, plan 704, the

crossing may be cut midway between the ends of the knees for the pur-

pose of introducing such a joint. With rail sections having a wide head

it may be necessary to somewhat shorten the knees. Plan 704 calls for

angles below 50° to 35°, inclusive, and between 50° to 45° room for such

joints may be provided by a further shortening of the knees.
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SECTION A-A
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A. R. E. A. DESIGNS
FOR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE SEE PLAN NO. 700

STANDARD DESIGN PLAN NOS. ALTERNATE & OPTIONAL

BOLTED RAIL CROSSINGS
FEATURES IN

A. R. E. A. DESIGNS
DESIGN.

SPECIFY A. RE. A. DESIGN. STANDARD PLAN OFR.R. CO.. OR MANUFACTURER'S DESIGf

ALTERNATE CONSTRUCTION
FEATURES

IN STANDARD DESIGNS.

MANGANESE STEEL INSERT CROSSINGS D Iftt^cTo^NElS^OMTRUCTiON

ADDED FEATURES.

GAGE & FLANGEWAY.

REQUISITION NO. DATE.

NUMBER OF CROSSINGS ON REQUISITION. NUMBERED-

RAIL SECTION. SECTION: LBS. PER YD.

END DRILLING. SEE SKETCH:

GAGE 8c FLANGEWAYS.

A. R. E. A. GAGE & FLANGEWAYS WILL B E USED UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

PLATES.

DESCRIBE PLATES WANTED OR CHECKMARK UNDER A. R. E. A. DESIGNS.

NEW RAIL OF SAME RAIL SECTION AS CROSSING SHOULD ABUTT CROSSING.

SPLICE BARS & BOLTS.

STANDARD SPLICE BARS 6 BOLTS WILL BE FURNISHED ONLY WHE N SPECIFI ED

MARKING-

MAINTAINED BY-

CROSSING TIMBERS-

CROSSING RECEIVED: DATE

SPLICE DRILLING SKETCHES.

INSTALLED: DATE

DIAGRAM OF CROSSING
IF ON SEPARATE DRAWING GIVE DRAWING No

€3-A

&C

THIS SPACE TO BE USED FOR LOCATION SKETCH

& DIAGRAM OF CROSSING SHOWING -

THE R.R.

RAILROAD CROSSING
WITH

THE R.R.

AT

DATA & RECORD SHEET FOR ORDERING CROSSINGS— PLAN NO 700-A
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A. R. E. A. DESIGNS
FOR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE SEE PLAN NO 700

STANDARD DESIGN PLAN NOS.

BOLTED RAIL CROSSINGS

ALTERNATE S OPTIONAL
FEATURES IN

A. R. E. A. DESIGNS

*fi

ALTERNATE CONSTRUCTION
FEATURES

IN STANDARD DESIGNS.

INTERLA
E
CE

F
D
E
C
D
ORNER°C0N

ADDED FEATURES.

™»A
GAGE & FLANGEWAY.

LOCATION. Kansas City, Mo.

REQUISITION NO. M. W. 1506 DATE. 6 7-22

NUMBER OF CROSSINGS ON REQUISITIONS NUMBERED- 183-184-185

DESIGN. A. R. E. A. Plan No. 701 for No. 184.

A. R. E. A. Plan No. 702 for Nos. 183 and 185.

SPECIFY A.R.E.A. DESIGN. STANDARD PLAN OFR.R. CO.. OR MANUFACTURER'S DESIGN

RAIL SECTION. SECTION: A. R. A.—A 90 LBS. PER YD.

END DRILLING. SEE SKETCH: A.

GAGE & FLANGEWAYS. As Specified.

A. R. E. A. GAGE & FLANGEWAYS WILL BE USED UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

PLATES. As Specified.

DESCRIBE PLATES WANTED OR CHECKMARK UNDER A. R. E. A. DESIGNS.

JSi°s





A. R. E. A. DESIGNS
FOR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE SEE PLAN No. 700

STANDARD DESIGN PLAN NOS. ALTERNATE & OPTIONAL
O«*«««PlA»IIIIWO10FDtSIGVCS!=E3 FEATURES IN

BOLTED RAIL CROSSINGS A. R. E. A. DESIGNS

MANGANESE STEEL INSERT CROSSINGS

ALTERNATE CONSTRUCTION
FEATURES

IN STANDARD DESIGNS.

ADDED FEATURES.

GAGE ft FLANGEWAY.

LOCATION. CHICAGO, ILL.

REQUISITION NO. M. W. 1234 DATE. 5-2-22

NUMBER OF CROSSINGS ON REQUISITION. 3 NUMBERED- 96-97-98

DESIGN. BlankFrog & Switch Co.design 472 for 96 & 97- SolidMang.
' " " " 490 " 98 - Mang. Insert.

SPECIFY A.R.E.A.DESIGN. STANDARD PLAN OFR.R. CO..OR MANUFACTURER'S DESIGN

RAIL SECTION. SECTION: A. R.A—A 90 LBS. PER YD.

END DRILLING. SEE SKETCH: A.

GAGE ft FLANGEWAYS. 2V Flangeway - A. B. & C. R. R.

2
7 »" " X.Y.&Z.R.R.

Gage as shown on diagram.

A. R E A GAGE & FLANGEWAYS WILL BE USED UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

PLATES. V under A. B. & C. R. R; for Nos. 96 & 97.

None under 98.

DESCRIBE PLATES WANTED OR CHECKMARK UNDER A. R. E. A. DESIGNS.

2-2-3-4 A.S.C.E.] 85* B

NEW RAIL OF SAME RAIL SECTION AS CROSSING SHOULD ABUTT CROSSING.

SPLICE BARS a BOLTS.

Manufacturer will furnish all special splice bars & special bolts.

STANDARD SPLICE BARS & BOLTS WILL BE FURNISHED ONLY WHEN SPECIFIED.

MARKING- Mark each separate part of crossing as shown:
96-A., 96-B., etc.

MAINTAINED BY- A. B. & C. R. R.

CROSSING TIMBERS- Right angles to X. Y. & Z. R. R.
7" x 9" timbers under crossing Nos. 96 & 97.

Diagonal 7" x 9" timbers under crossing No. 98.

CROSSING RECEIVED: DATE 6-2-22 INSTALLED: DATE 9-25-22

SPLICE DRILLING SKETCHES

zait-
5"

DIAGRAM OF CROSSING
IF ON SEPARATE DRAWING GIVE DRAWING No

TO NEW YORK—
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Location Sketch
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-
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. T CHICAGO, ILL-

DATA & RECORD SHEET FOR ORDERING CROSSINGS—PLAN NO. 700-A
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In Three-Rail Designs Below 45° Angle of Bolted Rail Crossings or

Manganese Steel Insert Crossings, Plans Nos. 703, 705, 754, 756, 762 and

763, it will be necessary to modify the designs for the introduction of

square joints across all three rails in place of the staggered internal joints

with the easer rail lapping past the joint of the running rail and guard

rail now called for on the plans. Insulation of the staggered joints is

considered impracticable as it would involve considerable difficulty in

renewing the insulated fibre in the field. Plan No. 770 is herewith sub-

mitted showing the proposed square joints employing the conventional

insulated fibre with special heavy joint bars. All four bolts are shown

insulated, but it may be sufficient to insulate only two of the bolts on

one side of the joint. While internal insulated joints may thus be provided

for the three-rail crossings below 45°, the square joints across all three

rails with the divided filler will affect the solidity and life of the crossings

and is not desirable from a maintenance standpoint. Internal insulated

joints also preclude the use of continuous base plates.

The modifications in the designs for the introduction of the square

joints are as follows:

Plan No. 703, Bolted Rail Crossings, angles below 50° to 35°, inclu-

sive. Crossings below 45° may be cut midway between the ends of

knees, introducing the necessary extra bolts, joint bars and divided fillers.

With wide head rails the knees may have to be shortened. Between 50°

and 45° the introduction of the internal joint would require an extreme

shortening of the knees and involve very short piece of rail between the

joint and the intersection and is therefore not considered practical.

Plan No. 705, Bolted Rail Crossings below 35° to 25°, inclusive. The

easer rail joint shown on the plan must be placed square with the joint

through the running rail and guard rail.

Plans Nos. 754, 756, 762 and 763, Manganese Steel Insert Crossings

below 45° Angle. Change the design of manganese steel insert of the

center frogs .as shown on plan No. 770. A square joint through the

rolled rail between intersections would, in these designs, involve very

short lengths of rails between the joint and the manganese steel insert. It

is therefore proposed to place the internal joint as close as possible to

the center frog insert to meet an extension of the manganese steel,

integral with the insert and combining the easer rail, running rail and

filler.

In Three-Rail Designs and Two-Rail Designs of Angles 90° to 50°,

inclusive, of Bolted Rail Crossings, Plans Nos. 701 and 702, the intro-

duction of an internal joint seems impracticable. The distance between

intersections becomes so short that it would involve extremely short

knees and short pieces of rail which would be objectionable. Neither

does it appear practicable to introduce insulations through fibre in the

intersections of crossings themselves and no adequate base plates of

any kind could be used.

Full protection of an uninterrupted track circuit in crossings between

90° and 45° of the three-rail type and above 50° of the two-rail type
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could only practically be afforded by the use of Solid Manganese Steel

Crossings cut into quarter crossings with internal insulated joints

between the quarter crossings.

For the Bolted Rail Crossings of these angles jumping the crossings

by cable to carry the circuit between outside insulated joints would seem
the only practical solution. In single track crossings by making the arms
as short as possible and putting insulated joints on the ends of the arms,

the length of track cut out from the circuit might be reduced to approxi-

mately 10 ft., which would confine the danger of equipment being left on

an unprotected part to short wheel base rolling stock, such as hand cars,

etc., and possibly to some short wheel base switching locomotives without

tender. In a nest of crossings of two or more tracks, if the separate

rails between the short arms of the crossings are electrically connected

into the track circuit, there would only remain the further remote danger

of the trucks of a car being the same distance apart as the unprotected

sections of the track, and being left in such an exact position that each

truck would stand on such an unprotected section.

Plan No. 770 is herewith submitted as information.

Conclusions

1. The Committee recommends that the following plans be adopted

as recommended practice and printed in the Manual

:

Plan No. 801, No. 8 double slip switch with movable center points with

uniform risers, dated revised November, 1922.

Plan No. 802, No. 8 double slip switch with movable center points with

graduated risers, dated revised November, 1922.

Plan No. 851, details of No. 8 double slip switch with movable center

points with uniform risers, dated revised November, 1922.

Plan No. 852, details of No. 8 double slip switch with movable center

points with graduated risers, dated November, 1922.

Plan No. 700A, data and record sheet for ordering crossings.

Plan No. 700A, example No. 1, illustration as applied to A.R.E.A. Designs.

Plan No. 700A, Example No. 2, illustration as applied to plans other than

A.R.E.A. design.

(The Committee also recommends that the assignment of plan No.

700 to Application of A.R.E.A. Crossings Designs and Recommended
Practices, adopted March, 1922, be approved.)

Plan No. 420, data for laying out spring rail frogs, dated November, 1922.

2. The Committee also recommends that Plan No. 770 and the report

on the subject of Insulated Internal Joints for Crossings be received as

information only.
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Appendix C

(5) SPECIFICATIONS FOR PERFORMING MAINTENANCE
WORK AND LAYING NEW TRACK

E. T. Howson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; L. B. Allen, J. B. Baker,

H. G. Clark, E. A. Hadley, C. R. Harding, H. A. Lloyd, J. B. Myers,

J. H. Reinholdt, J. R. Watt.

It is recommended that the following specification be adopted as

recommended practice and printed in the Manual

:

Specifications for the Laying of New Track

(1) The work covered by these specifications will include the lay-

ing and ballasting of the tracks mentioned, ready for the operation of

trains.

(2) The railway company's authorized representative shall arrive

at a clear understanding with the contractor as to the force to be employed

and the speed with which the work shall proceed. Prior to starting the

work the contractor shall notify, the railway company's representative a

sufficient time in advance so that adequate arrangements can be made for

the prosecution of the work.

(3) The railway company will furnish all track materials on cars

(or on the ground in the material yard at ).

(4) The contractor shall provide all tools needed in connection

with this work.

(5) The railway company will provide the necessary inspector or

inspectors and the instructions of such inspectors regarding the quality

and type of work to be done shall be complied with at all times by the

contractor.

(6) The contractor shall supply the necessary foremen and labor

to prosecute the work properly and in such numbers as may be required

by the Chief Engineer or his authorized representative, and at the request

of the Chief Engineer or his representative will remove any foreman or

man not satisfactory to the railway company.

(7) No' track shall be laid and no track materials shall be placed

on the roadbed until the sub-grade shall have been constructed and

finished to true planes according to the stakes set by the representative

of the railway.

(8) The railway company's representative shall set all center and

grade stakes, which stakes shall be followed by the contractor in lining

and surfacing track.

(9) Hewn or sawn ties shall be

laid in each 33-ft. panel in main tracks and ties shall be

laid in each 33 ft. panel in side and yard tracks. They shall be spaced

uniformly and laid at right angles to the rail with the ends lined uniformly

as may be specified.

(10) Ties must be laid with the heart side down.
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(11) Ties must be adzed carefully, giving full bearing with the

least possible cutting of ties. The bottom of the rail, the tie plate and the

bearing surface of the tie shall be cleaned before the rail is laid.

(12) Tie plates, when furnished, must be applied in a workmanlike

manner at time rail is laid to avoid unnecessary spiking and must be

so placed that the shoulder is in contact with the base of rail or the

splice bar for the entire length of the shoulder.

(13) Metal expansion shims must be used to provide for the

proper openings between the rails and a thermometer shall be used to

determine the thickness of the shims to be used, in accordance with the

standards of the A.R.E.A.

(14) Necessary gaging must be done at the time rail is laid and

should conform to the railway company's standard practice.

(15) All joints must be full bolted and rails drilled where necessary.

(16) All bolts must be tightened before track is turned over to

operation.

(17) In laying rail on tangents the staggering of joints must be

provided and in laying rail on curves care must be taken to put in short

length rails at proper intervals in the low rail and to maintain the proper

stagger throughout the curve.

(18) As far as possible all joints should be kept out of street and

road crossings.

(19) Rails must be fully spiked to each tie in accordance with the

standards of the railway. The inside and outside spikes shall be as far

apart as the face and character of the tie will permit. The inside spikes

shall be on the same side of the tie.

(20) All spikes shall be started and driven vertically and square

with the rail and so driven that the face of the spike shall have a full hold

on the base of the rail.

(21) On bridges and trestles no spikes shall be driven in slots or

against the ends of the angle bars, neither should track be anchored

to the bridge in any way.

(22) Rajl anchors shall be applied in accordance with the standards

of the railway company at the time the track is laid. Care should be

taken to give them a firm bearing against the ties when installed.

(23) On curves the outer rail shall be given superelevation accord-

ing to the railway company's standard practice.

(24) All switches, frogs and guard rails must be placed in accord-

ance with the railway company's standards.

(25) Switches must be left in proper adjustment, special care being

given to the bending of the stock rail.

(26) The railway company shall furnish all ballast as required

and shall transport and switch such ballast free of cost to the contractor

to the point where it is to be applied.

(27) Ballast shall be unloaded by the contractor by dumping or

plowing as the means provided by the railway company permit. If the

ballast is in center dump cars it shall be unloaded by having one or
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more cars opened at a time, allowing the required amount of ballast

material to flow out as the train is moved along slowly. If the material

is on flat or open cars, it shall be plowed off by means of an unloading

machine while the train is moving at such a rate of speed as to provide

the desired amount of material as uniformly distributed as possible.

The unloaded material shall be leveled down by means of a ballast plow

or spreader. Care shall be taken not to destroy or disturb the grade

stakes.

(28) The preliminary surfacing gang shall follow the unloading

as closely as the regularity of the ballast supply will permit. In using

jacks, they must be placed close enough together to prevent undue bending

of the rail or strain on the joints. Both rails must be raised at one time

and as nearly uniformly as possible. The track shall be so lifted that

after a period of not less than three days after the last lift it will be neces-

sary to give it a final lift of not less than one inch nor more than two

inches to bring it to the grade of the stakes. All ties that are pulled

loose shall be .replaced to proper position and must have a bearing against

the rail and be fully spiked, with all spikes driven home before tamping.

Spikes must not be straightened while being driven. Ballast shall be

well packed or tamped with pick, shovel, tamping bar or tamping machine,

as directed, from a point 15 inches inside of each rail on both sides of the

ties to the end of the ties, tamping the outside of the tie first.

(29) When the track has been raised to within one or two inches of

the final grade and properly compacted by traffic, a finishing lift shall be

made by jacking up the track to the exact height provided for by the

grade stakes. All allowance for settlement shall be taken care of in the

setting of the stakes and the necessary ballast forked or shoveled in, and

then driven to place by tamping machines, tamping picks, bars or shovels,

as directed by the proper representative of the railway company. In

making the finishing lift the spot board and level board must be used

with care and the track brought to a true surface.

(30) The track shall be placed in good alinement before the finish-

ing lift is made, but a lining gang shall follow one or two days behind the

finishing lift and shall spot up all places found not holding up to proper

surface, and shall line the track to accurate alinement. Stakes shall be

set for the alinement before the finishing lift is made and the final aline-

ment must conform to the stakes.

(31) The contractor shall trim the ballast to conform to the standard

roadbed section, and the railway company for this purpose shall supply its

standard cross-section template. The portion of the sub-grade outside the

ballast line shall be left with a full even surface and the shoulder of the

embankment properly dressed to the standard roadbed section. The

contractor shall dispose of any surplus ballast after trimming the ballast

section as directed by the representative of the railway company.

(32) If as the work proceeds ballasting shall lag behind the track

laying or if for any other cause the track shall require a running surface

to prevent the bending of rails or injury to the track by reason of trains
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being operated over the track at moderate speeds, such work shall be done
on the written order of the representative of the railway who shall specify

the stations between which such work shall be done.

(33) The contractor shall install and secure promptly all stock-

guards, crossing plank and similar facilities adjacent to or forming a

part of the track.

(34) The contractor shall remove from the railway company's

property all rubbish and waste from the work, or dispose of it as directed

by the representative of the railway company. After completing the work
the contractor shall remove from the railway company's property, and

from all public and privately-owned property, at his own expense, all

temporary structures and waste resulting from his camping operations.

(35) The contractor is to understand that any work not specifically

mentioned in the specifications, but which is necessary, either directly

or indirectly, for the proper carrying out of the intent thereof, shall

be required and applied, and he shall perform all such work just as if

it were particularly delineated or described. Unless specifically men-
tioned above, all work shall conform to the standards of the railway

company.

Appendix D

(6) PLANS FOR SWITCH STAND TARGETS AND SWITCH
LOCKS

C. W. Breed, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, L. B. Allen,

V. Angerer, E. A. Hadley, J. de N. Macomb, W. S. McFetridge, F. L.

Nicholson, G. J. Slibeck, J. B. Strong, J. R. Watt.

In Appendix A, Item II, plan No. 253, "Detail of Switch Stand

Target Shapes," is presented for adoption as a supplement to the Manual,

completing Section 11 of Requisites for Switch Stands, adopted March,

1921.

Plan No. 255, dated November, 1922, and entitled "Switch Lock," is

presented herewith. This plan gives the essential dimensions of the

shackle, the names of the parts and specification that will permit the use

of good standard locks now on the market, and that will at the same

time eliminate locks made of light or improper material. It has been

thought impractical to standardize the internal mechanism of the lock,

especially as there are a number of good designs varying considerably in

detail, most of which are covered by live patents.

Conclusions

1. The Committee recommends that plan No. 255, Switch Lock, dated

November, 1922, be adopted as recommended practice.
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Appendix E

(7) TESTS OF TIE PLATES SUBJECT TO BRINE DRIPPINGS
AND ON THE EFFECT OF BRINE DRIPPINGS ON TRACK
APPLIANCES.

E. D. Swift, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, G. H. Bremner,
G. W. Hegel, E. T. Howson, T. T. Irving, J. de N. Macomb, W. S.

McFetridge, J. H. Reinholdt.

Progress as reported in the following text is submitted. Final

report not practicable because the test instituted has not been brought

to a conclusion.

A test of tie plates was installed in the tracks of the Chicago Junc-

tion Railway in Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois, in the summer of

1921.

A total of 1,875 plates are included, comprising ten different kinds.

There are four groups of one kind, two groups of another kind, and

one group of each of the other eight kinds, making fourteen groups in

all. Where plurality of groups exists, one group represented naked metal

and the others, plates with protective coatings.

A record was taken of the weight of each plate prior to installation.

An inspection of the plates in the track was made after they had

been in service for about three months. None were removed from service

at that time, but the inspection showed that all had gathered rust in some
measure.

On July 27th, or about one year after installation, an inspection was
made and two plates of each lot were removed from service. These speci-

men plates were cleaned with chipping hammer and wire brush, then

weighed to determine the amount of loss, and stored for future reference.

On November 11th, again two specimen plates of each lot were
removed from the tracks and treated in similar manner to those removed
on July 27th.

The comparative weights at installation and removal determines that

considerable loss is occurring, and that possibly the rate of corrosion

has an accelerating tendency.

Data obtainable from the test in its present stage, while seemingly

indicative of certain tendencies, cannot be regarded as sufficient for con-

clusions or dependable comparative information, and consequently com-
ment on comparative performance of the plates is withheld.

It is planned that during the continuance of the test, and at such

intervals as experience indicates to be desirable for determining the

progress and other characteristics of their corrosion, specimen lots of

the plates shall continue to be removed from service and treated in a

manner similar to that described previously.
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Appendix F

(8) REPORT ON TAPER OF TREAD OF WHEEL AND ON
CANTING THE RAIL INWARD

C. R. Harding, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. B. Baker, R. A. Baldwin,

G. H. Bremner, H. G. Clark, E. A. Hadley, E. T. Howson, T. T.

Irving, F. H. McGuigan, Jr., J. B. Myers.

On the request of the Track Committee, the Chairman of the Rail

Committee appointed Sub-Committee No. 14, to study with Sub-Com-

mittee 8, Track Committee, the subject of rail canting.

A joint committee of the two sub-committees was held in New York

on September 18th. The subject was discussed at length and it was agreed

to ask that the Joint Committee on Stresses in Track appoint a sub-

committee to assist in the study of rail canting.

Arrangements have been completed for the appointment of this sub-

committee. Arrangements have also been made through the Secretary,

Mechanical Division, A.R.A., to confer with the Committee on Wheels

in regard to wheel taper.

Conclusions

The purpose of this report is to indicate progress. Sub-Committee

is not ready at this time to recommend conclusions.

Appendix G

(10) STUDY AND REPORT ON CURVING OF RAILS, RECOM-
MENDING LIMITS OF CURVATURE WITHIN
WHICH VARIOUS WEIGHTS OF RAIL MAY BE
LAID IN TRACK WITHOUT HAVING BEEN PRE-

VIOUSLY CURVED TO REQUIRED RADIUS.

J. B. Myers, Chairman, Sub-Committee; V. Angerer, W. P. Cronican,

W. J. Harris, I. H. Schram, E. D. Swift.

The question of precurving of rails was first referred to in the

Proceedings of this Association in the Track Committee report, Volume

2, page 266. The Committee on Rules and Organization reported on

this practice in connection with Rules for Laying of Rail, Volume 13,

pages 67 and 928—"Rails for curves four degrees and over, should be

curved before laying." This rule was accepted and printed in the 1915

Manual.

The present recommended practice is given in Volume 22, Proceedings

for 1921, page 828, paragraph 262, in which the Rules Committee sub-

mitted the following: "Except on very sharp curves, much sharper than

usually found in main line tracks, rail should not be curved before laying."
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To determine the present day practice of the various railroads who
are members of the Association, a questionnaire was sent to the railroads

represented. Replies received have been tabulated, Table I showing the

railroads that do not precurve rail ; Table II gives the answers in detail re-

ceived from the railroads that precurve rail before laying ; Table III is a

summary of answers to question 4; and Table IV is a summary of answers

to question 16. Exhibit "A" reports in detail the experience of the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Questionnaire

Railroad reporting

Do you precurve rails for use on curves
If this practice has at any time been in effect and later abandoned,

please give reason
Give the maximum degree of curve on which following weights of

rail are laid without precurving

:

75 lb. to 85 lb. 90 lb. to 100 lb. Over 100. lb.

Are rails precurved before laying on all tracks exceeding the degree

of curve given If not, give tracks

Is rail precurved for both inside and outside rails

What variation is allowable from the actual curve
Is practice same on grades as on level track

What devices, if any, are used to assist in holding rail to line

Describe method of precurving rails, type of machine or tool used,

and organization. In describing above, a separate report with
plans or photographs of methods and machines used will be
appreciated.

Give cost in man hours per ton or 33 ft. rail for precurving

Does cost vary for different weights and amount of precurving

necessary
Where precurved rails are used, has there been a noticeable difference

in work necessary in regaging and relining curves

Where precurved rails are used, has there been a noticeable difference

in wear on wheel flanges

Where precurved rails are used, has there been a noticeable difference

in abrasion on rail

What would be your recommendation as to the maximum degree of

curve, various weights and sections of rails, that may be laid

without precurving

Table I

Railroads That Do Not Precurve Rail Before Laying

Akron, Canton & Youngstown
Ann Arbor
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic

Atlantic Coast Line
Baltimore & Ohio
Bessemer and Lake Erie
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
Central of Georgia

Central Railroad of New Jersey
Central Vermont
Charleston & Western Carolina
Chesapeake and Ohio
Chicago and Alton
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville

Chicago River and Indiana
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chicago and North Western
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Table I—Continued

Cincinnati Northern New York, Chicago and St. Louis
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & New York Central (West of Buffalo)

St. Louis Norfolk and Western
Copper Range Peoria and Pekin Union
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Pere Marquette
Detroit & Toledo Short Line Philadelphia and Reading
Duluth, Missabe and Northern Pittsburgh and West Virginia
Evansville, Ind. & Terre Haute Richmond, Fredericksburg and
Elgin, Joliet and Eastern Potomac
Ft. Smith and Western Rutland
Gulf, Mobile and Northern San Antonio and Aransas Pass
Gulf and Ship Island Seaboard Air Line
Grand Trunk—Western Lines Southern
Hocking Valley

_

Toledo, St. Louis and Western
Kanawah and Michigan Toledo and Ohio Central
Lehigh and New England Texas Midland
Lehigh Valley Union Railroad
Louisville and Nashville Washington Terminal
Lake Erie and Western Western Maryland
New York, Ontario and Western Wheeling and Lake Erie
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Eight of the above railroads recommend precurving rails as follows

:

Ann Arbor recommends precurving rail on curves 5 degrees and over.

Central of Georgia discontinued practice in 1921, as they have no
curves over 7 degrees, but recommend precurving on curves exceed-

ing 8 degrees for 75-lb. rail and over for main line use.

Chicago & Alton recommends precurving on curves 15 degrees and
over for rail 80 lb. and over.

Lake Erie & Western recommends precurving for 12 degrees and over.

New York, Ontario & Western recommends curving all rail above 70

lb. for over 4 degrees if expense reasonable.

Norfolk & Western recommends precurving 85 lb. to 130 lb. for curves

8 degrees and over if it can be shown that the cost of precurving

will be offset by the saving in labor necessary to maintain proper

alignment on curves.

Peoria & Pekin Union recommends precurving main line, 60 lb. to 70

lb. curves over 6 degree, side track, 12 degree; above 70 lb., main
track, 4 degrees, side track 6 degrees.

Wheeling & Lake Erie recommends precurving 90 lb. rail and over

for 10 degrees and over.
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Table III

Showing the Number of Railroads, and the Maximum Curvature on
which Rail Is Laid Without Precurving
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In 1907 instructions were issued to precurve main track new rail for

all curves four degrees and over. Fourteen thousand tons of 85-lb. and

100-lb. A.S.C.E. rail were laid on one division alone, where about 35 per

cent., or about 5,000 tons, of the rail had to be precurved. The work of

precurving this amount of rail by hand was such a problem that a better

method was devised. Rail was unloaded from the gondola cars on to

work train flats. The rail curver was chained or bolted to another flat

which was placed between the load and an empty. The rail was pulled

from the loaded car through the curver on to the empty car by means

of work engine and cable. With this method two hundred 100-lb. A.S.C.E.

rails in ten hours was a good average, which made the cost equivalent to

2.6 man hours per 33-ft. rail, including the handling and work train ex-

pense.

It was found that the type of roller curver was so light that a heavier

design was necessary to avoid continual breakdowns, and after having

canvassed the different manufacturers with no results, a curver was built

in our own shops. This met all requirements except a low unit cost. The
unit cost for curving rail was still thought to be excessive, and to reduce

this cost all possible, the work engine and crew were replaced by a steam

hoisting engine mounted on a flat car. With this outfit an average of

300 rails per ten-hour day could be maintained, and the unit cost for curv-

ing and handling, including cost of fuel, was reduced to 1.12 man hours

per rail.

A table of middle ordinates for different rail lengths and various

degrees of curves was given the foreman in charge of the work, and each

rail after passing through the curver was checked and marked. A
tolerance of one-quarter inch less than the required middle ordinate was
allowable. In no case was the required middle ordinate exceeded.

The curving outfit was stationed at division headquarters, where two
or three shifts per day could be made with a regular yard engine with

very little interruption to service.

All curved rail for the entire division of 400 miles of high speed track

was curved at the one station and distribution made to points needed.

The accompanying (Plan A) shows details of rail curver, method of

fastening to car, and the arrangement of cars in the outfit.

From 1907 to 1914, both curved and straight rails were laid on curves

of four degrees and over, and an opportunity was afforded to compare

the results. Conclusions were reached that on curves up to 12° 30', which

was the heaviest curve in new rail territory, 100-lb. R.B. Open Hearth

rail laid with heavy reinforced joints, all ties fully tie plated and suf-

ficiently anchored, could be maintained for line and gage as economically

when laid with straight rails, as when laid with precurved rails.

It was found that precurved rail removed from track, especially from

curves 6 degrees or over, was unsatisfactory for use again as relaying rail

on branch or yard tracks. The practice of precurving rail was discon-

tinued in 1914, as the results obtained did not justify even the small addi-

tional expense incurred by this practice.
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During 1921 130-lb. R.E. rail was laid on curves 4 degrees to 12

degrees without precurving. No apparent difficulties have been encoun-

tered in the way of maintaining line and gage. This rail was laid on a

2.21 per cent, descending grade where train movement is frequent and

tonnage is exceptionally heavy.

Conclusions

Analysis of Tables I, II, III and IV shows that of the one hundred

and three roads answering the questionnaire, forty-four precurve rails.

Fifty-seven do not, but eight of the latter recommend that under various

conditions the practice be followed, and that six precurved rail at one

time, but discontinued the practice, as results obtained did not justify the

expense.

It will be seen that the practice of precurving rails differs widely in

the same section of country, even where the physical and operating con-

ditions of roads in the section are much the same. It, therefore, would
seem to be very much a matter of opinion as to whether the results ob-

tained in precurving rail justifies the expense.

Recommendations

The Committee is not ready to make definite recommendations at this

time and desires to give further study to the ultimate economy of this

practice and the effect on stresses in the rail.

Tables I, II, III, and IV, and Exhibit "A" are offered as information.

Appendix H

(11) REPORT ON THE USE OF GUARD RAILS ON CURVES,
INCLUDING SPECIFICATIONS TO COVER THE
CONDITIONS OF DEGREE OF CURVATURE,

SPEED, TRAFFIC AND GRADE

L. B. Allen, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. P. Wiltsee, J. V. Neubert,

V. Angerer, H. A. Lloyd, F. L. Nicholson, J. B. Strong, E. D. Swift,

J. R. Watt.

A questionnaire was sent out to the railroads in the Association, ask-

ing the questions given below as to the use of guard rails. Replies received

from sixty^four railroads were as follows:

Question 1—Conditions where guard rails may be applied to advan-

tage on curves to inner rails

:

A B C D
Degree For Speeds For Grade For Traffic

of in Miles per Hour in Per Cent. in Tons per Year
Curvature Exceeding Exceeding Exceeding

Do you recommend application, of guard rails on the outer rail on

any of the above cases?
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64 railroads answered this question.

53 railroads do not recommend the use of guard rails.

6 railroads recommend application of guard rails to guard outer
rail.

1 railroad recommends application guard rail to protect inner
rail where engines with long wheel base and bald or blind
driver operate.

4 No recommendation.

Question 2—Which is the principal function of guard rails

—

(a) As a measure tending to prevent derailments ?

(b) To retard wheel flange wear in guarded rails?

45 railroads answered this question.

34 claimed prevention of derailment.
7 claimed prevention of flange wear outer rail.

4 claimed equal results.

Question 3—Should the gage distance of guard rail from guarded rail

be such that each shall assume equal flange pressure or should the

gage distance be such that the guard rail functions only in cases of

developed tendency of wheels to mount the guarded rail?

29 railroads answered this question.

7 claimed gage distance should be such that each shall assume
equal wheel flange pressure.

22 claimed gage distance should be such that guard rail functions
only in cases of developed tendency of wheels to mounf
guarded rail.

Question 4—What are the advantages and disadvantages of

(a) Guard rails of equal height of traffic rails?

(b) Guard rails higher than traffic rails?

29 railroads answered this question.

23 claimed guard rails and running rails should be of equal height.

6 claimed guard rail should be higher than running rail.

Question 5—Does the presence of chipped or rough surfaces on the

inside rims of wheel flanges offer particular opportunity for derail-

ment, when in contact with guard rails?

29 railroads answered this question.

15 answers in the affirmative.

14 answers in the negative.

Question 6—Are there any practical disadvantages in the use of guard

rails which result from added difficulties of track maintenance brought

about by their use?

33 railroads answered this question.

29 claim it adds to the difficulties of maintenance.
4 claim it does not add to the difficulties of maintenance.
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Question 7—What is the degree of curvature of the minimum curve

on which you have actually used a guard rail on your road?

31 railroads answered this question as follows

:

Tangent 0°to5° 5° to 10° 10° to 15° 15° to 20° Higher

6 .... 8 4 11 2

Question 8—Give weight of rail on this curve and state whether it is

on level track or up-grade or down-grade?

(See attached table.)

Question 9—Do you follow any specific rule as to under what condi-

tions to apply guard rails to curves? If so, please give copy of your

rules.

This question answered by 28 railroads—all in the negative.

Question 10—Will a guarded curve permit of higher speed than an

unguarded curve of same curvature?

This question answered by 28 railroads.

IS answered in the affirmative.

13 answered in the negative.

Question 11—Have you observed the influence of guard rails on wear

of running rails, particularly the outside rail, and with what results?

24 railroads- answered this question.

7 railroads claim it does.

7 railroads claim it does not.

9 railroads claim the effect -slight.

I railroad claims the effect same.

Question 12—What method do you use in applying guard rails to

curves and what fixtures do you use or recommend in connection

with guard rails. (Special Tie Plates? Braces?)

Various—See attached table.

Question 13—Do you take into consideration the type of locomotive

operating on the curve in connection with desirability of guard rails?

28 railroads answered this question.

17 in the affirmative.

II in the negative.

Question 14—What method do you use in determining the flangeway

between guard rail and main rail?

Various—See attached table.
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Table V

Name of Railroad
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Conclusions

After a study of the subject and answers to the questionnaire the

Committee offers the following conclusions as information

:

1. The general use of guard rails for protecting curves is not recom-

mended. The use of guard rails for protecting extremely sharp curves in

special locations is desirable, especially on heavy grades where supereleva-

tion is a compromise between requirements of passenger and freight

service, or where there is no superelevation of the outer rail.

2. The principal function of guard rails is to prevent derailments.

Guard rails placed and maintained as per tables No. 1 and No. 2, plans

No. 791 and No. 792, adopted March, 1922, will decrease the side wear on

the outer rail and wear on the gage side of the flange of wheels.

3. The top of the guard rail should not be lower than the plane of

the top of the traffic rail—preferably in the same plane.

4. Local conditions will govern as to whether the advantage of the

use of guard rails outweigh the disadvantages on added cost of track

structure and maintenance.

5. It is recommended that allowable speeds are not to be increased

on curves because guard rails are installed.

6. Tables 1 and 2, plans No. 791 and No. 792, adopted March, 1922,

should be used for determining flangeways in placing guard rails for

various types of locomotives.

Appendix I

(12) RESULTS OBTAINED FROM OILING TRACK FIXTURES
AND MOST ECONOMICAL METHOD OF APPLYING

THE OIL

H. G. Clark, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. W. Breed, W. P. Cronican,

G. W. Hegel, E. T. Howson, H. A. Lloyd, G. J. Slibeck.

The oiling of rail, switch and track fixtures has been experimented

with to a greater or less extent for the past ten years—in fact, the oiling

of certain switch fixtures has always been practiced by railways, but the

more recent developments have been in the oiling of angle bars and track

bolts, particularly on the main traffic lines of various railroads, and further,

due to the action of brine drippings from refrigerator traffic, as well a's to

other conditions local to individual roads, these roads are now oiling, not

only the joints and bolts, but the entire steel track structure as well.

To determine the present day practice of the various railroads who
are members of the Association, a questionnaire was sent to the railroads

represented. Replies received have been tabulated, from which the follow-

ing information is supplied

:
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Total mileage of Class I Railroads in the

United States, exclusive of switching
and terminal companies 234,676.43 miles.

Total mileage of Class I Railroads in the

United States answering who oil

their rail or track fixtures 125,595.70 miles, or 53.6%
Total mileage of Class I Railroads in the

United States answering who do not
oil their rail or track fixtures 52,074.51 miles, or 22.2%

Total mileage of Class I Railroads in the

United States not answering ques-
tionnaire 57,006.22 miles, or 24.2%

The replies of the various railroads are shown in the tabulated state-

ment.

Questionnaire

For Study and Report on Results Obtained from Oiling Track

Fixtures and Recommend Most Economical Method

of Applying the Oil

1. To what extent are you oiling your track?

(A) How long have you followed this practice?

(B) What is the character of service to which this

track is subjected (brine dripping, etc.) ?

(C) What portion of the rail is oiled?

(D) What fastenings are oiled?

2. Name kinds of oils you have used, in order of their preference.

3. The amount required per mile of track?

4. The cost, divided between labor and material?

5. The frequency and method of application?

6. What class of oiling do you do by hand and what equipment do

you use?

(A) What class of oiling do you do by machine?
(B) What machine is best for this service?

7. How many times a year should oiling be done?

(A) What time of the year is best?

8. Should angle bars be oiled before or after applying to the rail?

(A) Should the face as well as the back of the angle

bar be oiled?

9. Do you use oil or a rust remover on bolts and nuts to be removed?
10. How long before removal should an application be made?

(A) What results have you secured?

If you have photographs showing the method of application of oil and
the condition of the rail and fastenings before and after the application

they will be appreciated.
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Table VI

Answers to Questionnaire on Results Obtained from Oiling Track
Fixtures, and Most Economical Method of Applying the Oil

(1)
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Table VI—Continued

(7)

No. 1-D
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Table VI—Continued
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Table VI—Continued

(19)

No. 8
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Table VI—Continued

(i) (2)

Name of Railroad

(3)

No. 1

(4)

No. 1-A

a if

(5)

No. 1-B

63-
; .s
> a
.1) o.

a •

5

(6)

No. 1-C

"S'2

s-
9

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific All Main Lines

.

8 Years. No distinction be-
tween character
of traffic Originally oiled

only joints. Dur-
ing 1922 oiled web
and base of rail.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
& Omaha

Chicago & Western Indiana. . .

.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis

None.
None.

Delaware, Lack & Western . .

.

Rail joints on[150 miles

All Main Lines.,

1 Year.

7 Years.

Brine Drippings.

.

Climatic conditions
and Brine Drip-
pings

None.

All except tread.

Denver & Rio Grande
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern. .

.

Duluth & Iron Range
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern

None
Rail joints

.

2 Years.

None
None.
All joints on Main Line 4 Years. Brine Drippings.... None.
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Table VI—Continued

(7)

No. 1-D
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Table VI—Continued

(14)

No. 6
(13)

No. 6-A
(16)

No. 6-B
(17)

No. 7

(18)

No. 7-A

I Name of Railroad

2TJ
§ e-o
fl«»
60 »

O w rt

O .Pi

m ^ S
3 „ o1

o

6(1 o
IJ

eS.h

a .2

a) 60

00.

S

0'S
£T3

Mi
g -a

£ 0J 4>

O >>Q .5.3

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Branch Lines
and light
traffic. Main
Lines by hand
with brush

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
& Omaha

Chicago & Western Indiana
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis

Delaware, Lack. & Western . .

.

None
See No. 5.

Denver & Rio Grande
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line..

.

All.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern.
Duluth & Iron Range
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern All.

Heavy traffic

Main Lines
Base and
Web of rail

and all fast-

enings

All
All possible.

Neafie.

Neafie

.

See No. 5. Summer and
Fall

Twice
Twice_ where
brine is
heavy

Spring and Fall

Spring and Fall

Once. Sept.

Twice. Spring and Fall
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Table VI—Continued

(19)

No. 8

S 85

o.g
.2 « >>

3*a s--<3!

.a-
1

oq

(20)

No. 8-A
(21)

No. 9

M ° .

(22)

No. 10

*448

§2 a

(23)

No. 10-A
(24)

Remarks

Results not co nclusive. Oil. One or more
days Reclaiming for

use again
large number
of bolts

Before.

Before

.

Both.

Both. Oil. Have had good results from rust
remover, but it is not necessary
when track is oiled.

After. No. Oil. 30 days. Good results, eliminates cutting
out bolts.

Before. Both. No.
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Table VI—Continued

(2)

Name of Railroad

(3)

No. 1

Is

H

(4)

No. 1-A

•—
< C> O

111
n

(5)

No. 1-B
(6)

No. 1-C

El Paso & Southwestern

.

Florida East Coast

Fort Smith & Western
Grand Trunk Ry. System

Grand Trunk Western

Great Northern
Gulf & Ship Island

Gulf, Mobile & Northern

Illinois Central

International & Great Northern
Iowa Railway & Light Co
Kansas City Southern

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf

Lehigh & New England. .

.

Lehigh Valley

Louisville & Nashville

Maine Central
Michigan Central

None
All Main Lines. 1 Year. Corrosion from salt

moisture in air. .

.

Not oiled. (Painted
on bridges over
Keys)

None
Very limited

.

Rail joints. . .

.

4 Years.

4 Years.

Brine Drippings. .

.

Brine Drippings. .

.

Not Oiled.

None

None
25% of Rail Joints.

Bolts only

.

Rail joints

.

2Years.

1 Year.

.

6 Years

.

None.

Brine Drippings . .

.

Brine Drippings
and Atmospheric
Conditions. .

.

None.

None.

None.._
All Rail Joints 33.5. mi

rail February, 1919

67 mi. rail October
1920 8 Years. Brine Drippings. . .

.

Base & Web

.

Rail Joints, Frogs and
Switches 1 Year.

Joints and Bolts

.

Angle Bars and Bolts

.

Angle Bars and Bolts

.

Just starting

.

11 Years

10 Years

Brine Drippings

Brine Drippings and
tracks near salt

water

None.

None.

None.

None.

None
Angle Bars and some
Frogs and Switches.

.

5 Years. Brine Drippings.
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Table VI—Continued

(7)

No. 1-D
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Table VI—Continued
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Table VI—Continued

(19)

No. 8
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Table VI—Continued

(2)

Name of Railroad

(3)

No. 1

(4)

No. 1-A

.2 a
J3 Q

Ml
§—

o CS
w

(5)

No. 1-B

I ill!
"Hi •

^3 G3 P.2cJ <D

(6)

No. 1-C

1 Minneapolis & St. Louis.

Minn., St. Paul & S. Ste. M.

Missouri Pacific

Missouri, Kansas & Texas. .

.

Miss. River & Bonne Terre.
Mobile & Ohio

Mus. Shoals, Birm. & Pens.
Nash., Chatta. & St. Louis.

New York Central

New York, Chgo. & St. Louis..

New York, Ont. & Western. .

,

Norfolk & Western

Northern Pacific
Northwestern Pacific ,

Oregon Short Line
Ore.-Wash. R. R. & Nav. Co.
Pennsylvania System

Rail Joints and Bolts of

Frogs and Switches

.

Angle Bars and Bolts

.

Angle Bars and Bolts

.

Angle Bars, Bolts and
Switches

2 Years.

6 Years.

.

4j Years.

Brine Drippings

Brine Drippings

5 Years.

None
Rail Joints and mov-
able parts of Frogs
and Switches 4 Years. Brine Drippings.

None
Rail Joints, Frogs and
Switches 5 Years. Brine Drippings.

Main Lines about 1600
mi. where corrosion
is great 1919 & 1920.

All Tracks. 2 Years, prev.
oiled only
joints Brine Drippings.

.

None
Bolts only

.

2 Years. Heavy traffic 30
Million Tons.

.

None
None
None
None
Bolts only

.

7 Years. Brine Drippings.

None.

None.

Base & Web under
new Angle Bars .

.

None.

None.

Web & Base.

Entire rail

.

None.

None.
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Table -VI—Continued

(7)

No. l-D

— o

(8)

No. 1

— T3 £

XS <u

3".5 o.

J3 3+3

(9)

No. 3

3 H

as.
4

(10)

No. 4

is H

o

(ii)

No. 4-A

IS
o

(12)

No. 5

S

(13)

No. 5-A

Angle Bars and
Bolts

Angle Bars and
Bolts

Angle Bars and
Bolts

Angle Bars, Bolts
and Switches.

Crude Oil.

Crude Oil.

S. O. Co. No. 4

Road Oil, Bar-
rett Co. 15%
Brine Solution
Tex. No. 45 Road
Oil

Fuel Oil.

6| Gal.

3.46 Gal.

9 Gal.

$2.80

$4.62

$5.00

28c

32c

30c

Twice a year. .

.

Twice a year. .

.

Twice a year. .

.

Twice a year. .

.

By hand with
brush

By hand with
broom

By hand with
brush

By hand with
brush

Rail Joints. Tex. Co. No. 45
Road Oil 6 Gal. $2.80 $1.60 Twice a year. By hand with

brush

Angle Bars, Bolts,
Frogs & Switches Crude Oil-

All fastenings

.

Tex. Co. No. 45
Road Oil 80 to 100 Gal. 1919

$1.16 I $4.28

1920
$11.04 $2.26

All fastenings, incl.

Tie Plates and
Spikes Tex. Co. No. 45

Road Oil 100 Gal. Total $10.75

Twice a year.

.

Once a year...

Once a year

—

By hand with
brush or
swab

Machine.

By hand thru
Stations
and where
mach. can-
not be used

Track Bolts only

.

Bolts only

Tex. Co. No. 45
Road Oil.. 2 Gal.

Fuel Oil. IGal. $1.90 10c

Twice a year.

Twice yearly.

By hand with
brush

By hand with
brush
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Table VI—Continued

U4)
No. 6

(15)

N0.6-A
(16)

No. 6-B
(17)

No. 7

(18)

No. 7-A

Name of Railroad

«T3
§OT3

Me
.a.s

°a

O

a a

lb

tJSS
j3.o a.

So
•5"0

.§«

M.i

Minneapolis & St. Louis.

Minn., St. Paul & S. Ste. M. . .

.

Missouri Pacific

All.

All.

All.

Twice.

Twice.

Twice.

May and Octo-
ber

October and
April

Missouri, Kansas & Texas

.

All. Twice.

Miss. River & Bonne Terre.,
Mobile & Ohio All. Twice. March and

October

Mus. Shoals, Birm . & Fens
Nash., Chatta. & St. Louis All. Twice. May and Oc-

tober

New York Central. None. All. Neafie. Once. Fall.

New York, Chgo. & St. Louis. See 5. All possible Neafie. Once. September.

New York, Ont. & Western.
Norfolk & Western All. Twice. Spring and Fall

Northern Pacific
Northwestern Pacific
Oregon Short Line
Ore.-Waah. R. R. & Nav. Co.
Pennsylvania System All. Twice. Conv. of Sec.

Men
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Table VI—Continued

(19)

No. 8
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Table VI—Continued

(2)
(3)

No. 1

(4)

No. 1-A
(5)

No. 1-B
(6)

No. 1-C

Name of Railroad

OT3
|JO

"3.81

in
n

=3^8 Si

a 2 2 .a

•"•Sin 3'2~
.SS'S.sSli

Pere Marquette

.

Philadelphia & Reading

.

Rich., Fred. & Potomac
Rutland R. R. Co.
St. Louis-San Francisco .

.

Seaboard Air Line

.

Southern

Southern Pacific . .

.

Temiskaming & Nor. Ont
Texas & Pacific

Union R. R. of Pa
Union Pacific
Wabash

Washington Term. Co. . .

.

Western Maryland R. R
Wichita Falls & Northwestern

.

Angle Bars, Bolts, Frog
and Switch Material 4 years

.

None
None
None
Main tracks

.

10 years

.

None
Angle Bars, Bolts,
Frogs and Switches.

Angle Bars and Bolts
on system. Oiled 80
miles of rail in 1920
as experiment

10 years

.

3 years

.

None
Angle Bars and Bolts .

.

6 years.

None
None
Main tracks

.

5 years

.

Angle Bars, Bolts,
Frogs and Switches

None.
None.

None.

Brine Drippingsand
Natural Rust. None.

Brine Drippings

Raw Sulphur Drip
pings and salt

water corr. in

Gulf Terr

None.

Base & Web

.

Brine Drippings. None.

Brine Drippings. None.

None.
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Table VI—Continued

(7)

No. 1-D
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Table VI—Continued
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Table VI—Continued

(19)
No. 8
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Conclusions

The conclusions of the Committee on Track at its meeting" in Cleve-

land, Ohio, November 21, 1922, are that the Committee recommends the

following practices for publication in the Manual

:

1. Oiling track bolts.

2. Oiling splice bars.

3. Oiling turnout fixtures.

4. Oiling rail, tie-plates and spikes when subjected to special cor-

rosive conditions when ultimate life is affected.

5. Oiling to be done twice a year—preferably in May and October

—

and only when the material is dry.

6. Oiling of rail, tie-plates and spikes to be done by machine; other

materials by brush; new track bolts and" joints to be oiled before applying.

7. Satisfactory oil for this purpose should conform to the following

general specifications

:

Asphalt Base Dipping Oil—Specifications:

Flash Point 130 Fahrenheit
Asphalt, 100 penetration. Min. 45%
Viscosity, Saybolt Universal, 100-150 deg.

Fahrenheit 140-375 seconds



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XX—UNIFORM GENERAL
CONTRACT FORMS

W. D. Faucette, Chairman; J. C. Irwin, Vice-Chairman;
C. F. Allen, B. Herman,
F. D. Anthony, O. K. Morgan,
Wm. G. Atwood, F. L. Nicholson,
W. H. Brameld, C. B. Niehaus,
J. B. Carothers, H. A. Palmer,
C. Dillenbeck, A. C. Shields,
W. A. Duff, E. L. Taylor,
E. M. Durham, Jr., C. A. Wilson,
F. H. Fechtig, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms respectfully

submits the following report

:

The subjects listed below were assigned your Committee for study

and report

:

(1) Study the Manual and submit proposed revisions thereof.

(2) Continue study and submit final report, if practicable, on
(a) Form of agreement for private road crossing;
(b) Form of agreement for trackage rights;

(c) Form of agreement for joint use of passenger stations;

(d) Joint use of freight facilities;

(e) Purchase of electricity.

(3) Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the Com-
mittee for the ensuing year.

Committee Meetings

Meetings of this Committee were held in New York twice during the

present year, June 7th and November 17th, and much correspondence was

interchanged between members of the Committee with respect to the work
assigned. The work was divided among sub-committees as hereinafter

mentioned.

(1) Revision of the Manual

In Appendix "A," covering revision of the Manual, certain changes

and revisions have been recommended for adoption by this Association.

This work was in charge of a Sub-Committee, the Chairman of which

was Clark Dillenbeck, the members of his Sub-Committee being B. Her-

man, F. D. Anthony, C. B. Niehaus and E. L. Taylor. Conclusions and

recommendations of the Sub-Committee are referred to hereinafter.

(2) Report on Certain Forms of Agreement

A Sub-Committee, composed of J. C. Irwin as Chairman, with the

following members: C. A. Wilson, G F. Allen, H. A. Palmer, E. L.

Taylor, J. B. Carothers and F. H. Fechtig, was assigned the preparation

and study of a Form of Agreement for Trackage Rights. In Appendix

Bulletin 253, January, 1923.

503
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"B" is submitted the report of this Sub-Committee, and there is printed,

for information and discussion, a tentative draft of "Form of Agreement
for Trackage Rights."

(3) Report on Agreement for Private Road Crossings and for

Purchase of Electricity

The work referred to under this head was assigned to a Sub-Com-
mittee, the Chairman of which was A. C. Shields, who was subsequently

succeeded by H. A. Palmer, the members of this Sub-Committee being

C. B. Niehaus, J. B. Carothers, W. A. Duff and W. H. Brameld. This

Sub-Committee has given considerable thought and further study to the

subjects assigned and its report is submitted in full in Appendix "C."

This Sub-Committee has completed the proposed "Form of License

for Private Road Crossings" and submits the same for adoption by this

Association.

The proposed "Form of Agreement for the Purchase of Electricity"

is still under investigation and study and a tentative draft is printed in

Appendix "C" for information of the Association and for any comments
or criticisms which may be offered.

Work of Committee XX

The work of this Committee has proceeded as well as possible under

the strike conditions that existed during the summer, and it is with pleas-

ure that it is able to make final report on the subjects listed in the con-

clusion hereinafter following.

The Chairman of your Committee, who was continued as representa-

tive of the American Railway Engineering Association to Joint Con-

ference on Uniform General Contract Form, has continued the work
during the past year. The previous record of our representation is

referred to on pages 530, 531 and 532 of Bulletin 242, and also in the

Proceedings, Volume 23, page 529.

J. C. Irwin was appointed by the President of the Association to act

as alternate delegate and Mr. Irwin and the Chairman attended a two-day

conference on April 14th and 15th in Washington in the office of Secretary

Hoover of the Department of Commerce; and Mr. Irwin attended another

joint conference in Washington on November 27th, your Chairman being

unable to attend this meeting.

Complying with instructions of the Board of Direction of the Associa-

tion, this whole question of Uniform General Contract Form was given

very thorough consideration at meetings held by your Committee, and a

special report was made to President Campbell on September 15th, giving

him the results of the Committee's consideration, and again making a

further report on November 21st.

Without going into details which these reports covered, broadly

speaking, the vital questions involved are embraced in a large degree in

the question of whether or not such a Uniform General Contract Form
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can be made acceptable to the American Railway Engineering Association,

and, if so, will an arbitration clause in such a document be satisfactory

to the American Railway Engineering Association.

At this writing the question of a further attitude of your Association

and the policy thereof is .being considered by the President and a Special

Committee of the Board of Direction. In the meantime, it is our under-

standing that a further tentative draft of Uniform National Construction

Contract Form is being drafted and will probably be submitted to the

Joint Conference when it meets at Washington on call.

There is little, therefore, to report and your delegates are awaiting

further advices from the President and Board of Direction.

In the spring meeting of your Committee in New York, General

R. C. Marshall and J. W. Cowper, representing the Associated Contractors

of America (both of whom are members of the Joint Conference), ap-

peared before your Committee in the interest of a Uniform National

Construction Contract, explaining their views and pointing out the reasons

they felt made desirable the formulation of such a uniform document.

As pointed out in the Annual Report of this Committee last year,

it is possible that if your Association continues to attend these Joint

Conferences that some day a contract form may be submitted the Asso-

ciation for either adoption, rejection or modification. At this time, and
in the absence of any further instructions from the Board of Direction,

it is not possible to forecast the next progressive step in this matter; that

is, so far as we are concerned. In the meantime, your Chairman is con-

tinuing, with Mr. Irwin's assistance, as your representative.

The other national associations who are members of this Joint Con-

ference are listed on page 532 of Bulletin 242.

Conclusions

1. Your Committee recommends the changes in the Manual as set

forth in Appendix "A" be adopted. These changes embrace (a) revised

form for Lease Agreement for Industrial Site, and (b) Industry Track

Agreement.

2. Your Committee recommends that the report of the Sub-Com-
mittee, referred to in Appendix "B," being a tentative draft of "Form of

Agreement for Trackage Rights," be received as information and requests

that any suggestions or criticisms be furnished your Committee in order

that a final report, if practicable, may be made in the next year or two.

3. Your Committee recommends the adoption of the "Form of

License for Private Road Crossings," as submitted in Appendix "C."

Recommendations for Future Work

Your Committee recommends that the following list of subjects be

considered in making future assignment of work to this Committee. We
desire to specifically point out that your Sub-Committee No. 3 is engaged

in the study of Agreement for Purchase and Sale of Electricity, which
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should be continued next year, and on which considerable progress has

been made

:

1. Study the Manual and submit proposed revisions thereof.

2. Agreement for joint use of passenger and freight facilities. (Two
agreements.)

3. Agreement for hopper pit for loading device.

4. Agreement for placing snow or sand fences on private lands.

5. Standard form of option for purchase of land.

6. Continue study of agreement for purchase and sale of electricity.

Next attached and in order are Appendices "A," "B" and "C," re-

ferred to in the early part of this report.

It is proper to state that in the adoption of these agreements, espe-

cially with reference to "Side Track Agreement" and "Lease Agreement

for Industrial Site," that much discussion has taken place among the

members of your Committee with regard to the Liability Clause, and this

report gives the majority recommendations and conclusions of the Com-
mittee. Your Chairman feels it well, however, to point out that the

Liability Clause as contained in Appendix "A" report should, in the

opinion of some of your members, contain a clause protecting the railroad

from fire due to operation of locomotives on side tracks for the shipper

(or from main tracks).

In closing out the report of this year, and in view of the strike and

other disturbing conditions, the Committee records with pleasure a satis-

factory attendance of the membership of this Committee and the interest

manifested by the membership and the work done by them, individually

and collectively.

Respectfully submitted,

The Commttee on Uniform General Contract Forms.

By W. D. Faucette, Chairman
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Appendix "A"

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

Clark Dillenbeck, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The work assigned to this Committee was

:

1. Study the Manual and submit proposed revisions thereof.

2. Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the en-

suing year.

3. Agreement for joint use of passenger stations.

Form of "Lease Agreement for Industrial Site," and "Form of

Agreement for Industry Track."

The joint meetings of this Committee with a Special Committee of the

American Railway Development Association for the consideration of these

forms of agreement, which were started last year, have been continued,

a total of three meetings having been held. After giving very careful con-

sideration to these forms in all essentials and details, at our last joint

meeting these forms, as revised at our joint conferences, were approved

with recommendation for adoption with the exception of the Liability

Clause in the "Industry Track Agreement," there being differences of

opinion on this clause, which could not be reconciled to joint agreement.

These revised forms, as approved by Committee XX at its last meeting,

with slight modications then added, are attached hereto.

The present form of "Lease Agreement for Industrial Site" appears

in Volume 22, Proceedings 1921, and the present "Form of Industry Track

Agreement" in Bulletin 207, July, 1918, page 103.

Recommendation

Your Committee recommends that the revised "Form of Lease Agree-

ment for Industrial Site" and "Form of Agreement for Industry Track"

be approved for change in the Manual.

(3) Form of Agreement for Joint Use of Passenger Stations

The Sub-Committee reports progress on this item. It has collected

forms of agreements for joint use of passenger stations now in effect, has

given careful study to these agreements, preparing lists of subjects and

essential points that should be covered in such form of agreement, and

expects to soon be in position to start writing the form of agreement.

(4) For convenience, the present form of agreement for "Industrial

Site" and for "Industry Track" are printed on lefthand side of the page

and the proposed form submitted for final adoption is printed on righthand

side. This will enable a quick comparison to be made by the membership.

Attention is called to the Liability Clause, regarding which reference

is made in previous reports.
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FORM OF LEASE AGREEMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL SITE

Present Form (1922)

Parties.

(1) THIS LEASE, made in....

this

day of 19

by and between the

: .
.

, a corporation,

the Lessor, hereinafter called the

Company, and ,

having a principal office or place of

business in ,

in the and
, herein-

after called the Lessee,

WITNESSETH:
That the Company, in considera-

tion of the agreement of the Lessee
herein contained, hereby leases unto

the Lessee all those certain prem-

ises, situated in ,

County of , State of

, described as

follows

:

Description.

(2)

Proposed Form (Submitted for
Adoption 1923)

PARTIES.
1. THIS LEASE, made this...

day of ,

19. . . ., between the

a corporation, the

Lessor, hereinafter called the Rail-

way Company, and
having a prin-

cipal office or place of business in

the
County of and
State of , herein-

after called the Lessee,

WITNESSETH

:

That the Railway Company, in

consideration of the rents to be
paid and agreements to be per-

formed by the Lessee, hereby leases

unto the Lessee all those certain

premises, situated in the

County of
State of , described

as follows :

.

DESCRIPTION.
2.

the location and dimensions of said

premises being more definitely

shown on the plan hereto attached,

designated as

and dated

and hereby made a part hereof.

Purpose.

(9) The said premises shall be

used for the following purposes:

in accordance with plan numbered
dated ,

designated as

hereto attached and made a part

hereof.

PURPOSE.
3. The said premises shall be

used for
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Present Form (1922)

Term.

(3) To have and to hold the

same from
19 , to

19 , unless sooner termin-

ated, as hereinafter provided.

Termination.

(4) Either party hereto may ter-

minate this lease at any time, by
giving to the other party
days' written notice to that effect.

Acceptance of rent in advance by
the Company shall not act as a
waiver of the right to terminate
this lease.

Notice.

(5) Any notice given by the

Company to the Lessee shall be
deemed to be properly served if

the same be delivered to the Lessee,

or if left with any of
agents, or if posted on said prem-
ises, or if deposited in the post-

office, postpaid, addressed to the

Lessee at

last known place of

business.

Rent.

(6) The Lessee shall pay a ren-

tal of per

, payable
in advance, beginning

on for the

use of said premises, payable to

the of
the Company, at

Refund.

(7) Rent paid in advance for a

period extending beyond the ter-

mination of this lease shall be re-

paid to the Lessee within thirty

days after demand, unless such ter-

mination shall be on account of
violation of non-fulfillment of any
of the terms of this lease by the
Lessee, or on account of abandon-
ment of said premises by the
Lessee, in which case the amount
paid as rental shall be retained by
the Company.

Taxes.

(8) The Lessee shall pay all

taxes, licenses and other charges

Proposed Form (Submitted for
Adoption 1923)

TERM.
4. To have and to hold the same

from
19 to

19 unless sooner termin-
ated, as hereinafter provided.

TERMINATION.
5. Either party hereto may ter-

minate this lease at any time, by
giving to the other party
days' written notice to that effect.

Acceptance of rent in advance by
the Railway Company shall not act

as a waiver of the right to ter-

minate this lease.

NOTICE.
6. Any written notice given by

the Railway Company to the Lessee
shall be deemed to be properly
served if the same be delivered to

the Lessee, or one of Lessee's
agents, or if posted on said prem-
ises, or if mailed, postpaid, ad-
dressed to the Lessee at Lessee's

last known place of business.

RENT.
7. The Lessee shall pay to the

Railway Company a rental of
per

payable

in advance, beginning
19

REFUND.
8. Rent paid in advance for a

period extending beyond the ter-

mination of this lease shall be re-

funded to the Lessee, unless such
termination shall be on account of
violation or non-fulfillment of any
of the terms of this lease by the

Lessee, or on account of abandon-
ment of said premises by the

Lessee, in which case the amount
paid as rental shall be retained by
the Railway Company.

TAXES.
9. The Lessee shall pay all taxes,

licenses and other charges which
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Present Form (1922) Proposed Form (Submitted for
Adoption 1923)

which may be assessed or levied may be assessed or levied upon said

upon said premises, improvements premises, including improvements
thereon, and upon the business of thereon, and upon the business of
the Lessee upon said premises, or the Lessee upon said premises, or
against the Company by reason of against the Railway Company by
occupation or use of said premises reason of occupation or use of said
by the Lessee. premises by the Lessee.

Assignment. ASSIGNMENT.
(10) This lease shall not be as- 10. This lease shall not be as-

signed or in any manner trans- signed or in any manner transferred
ferred nor said premises or any nor said premises or any part
part thereof sub-let, used or oc- thereof sub-let, used or occupied by
cupied by any party other than the any party other than the Lessee,
Lessee, nor for any purpose other nor for any purpose other than
than that specified herein, without that specied herein, without the

the written consent of the Com- written consent of the Railway
pany. Company.

Abandonment. ABANDONMENT.
(11) The failure of the Lessee to 11. The failure of the Lessee to

occupy or use said premises for occupy or use said premises for the

the purpose herein mentioned for purpose herein mentioned for ....

days at any one days at any one time
time shall be deemed an abandon- shall be deemed an abandonment
ment thereof. An abandonment of thereof. An abandonment of said

said premises by the Lessee shall premises by the Lessee shall, at the

operate as an absolute and immedi- option of the Lessor, operate as an
ate termination of this lease with- absolute and immediate termination
out notice. of this lease without notice.

Improvement. IMPROVEMENT.
(12) The Company hereby gives 12. The Railway Company here-

to the Lessee, subject to all of the by gives to the Lessee the privilege

conditions hereof, the privilege of of erecting, maintaining and using
erecting, maintaining and using on on said premises, suitable buildings

said premises, suitable buildings and and other structures for the afore-

other structures for the aforesaid said purposes; provided that such
purposes, provided that such build- buildings and other structures shall

ings and other structures shall be be approved by* the

first approved by of of the Railway Company, and there-

the Company, and thereafter main- after maintained and painted to the

tained as to meet with the approval satisfaction of the Railway Com-
of the pany.

of the Company ; that

the Lessee shall, so long as this

lease continues, keep all buildings
and other structures on said prem-
ises in good repair, including paint-

ing, so as to present a good ap-
pearance, so far as required by such

and that

the Lessee shall install, re-arrange
and maintain such improvements as

may reasonably be required by said

Company for the reduction of fire

hazard.
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Present Form (1922)

Clearance.

(13) The Lessee shall neither

erect nor place, nor permit to be
erected or placed, upon said prem-
ises any structures or obstruction
that will in any way imperil the

safety of trains, engines or cars
upon such railroad tracks as are
now or may hereafter be located
on, or adjacent to said premises,
or the safety of persons or property
in, upon, or about such trains, en-
gines, cars or tracks. The mini-
mum horizontal and vertical clear-

ances from the tracks shall be
prescribed by
of the Company upon request.

Removal of Improvements.

(14) Upon the termination of
this lease in any manner, the Lessee,
upon demand of the Company,
without further notice, shall de-
liver up to the Company the pos-
session of said premises, and shall

if required, remove all the improve-
ments placed thereon by the Lessee,
and restore said premises to sub-
stantially their former state and in

case the Lessee shall fail, within
days after the date of

termination of this lease, to make
such removal or restoration, then
the Company may, at its election,

either remove said improvements
and restore said premises for the^

account and at the sole cost of the

Lessee, or may take and hold the
said improvements as its sole prop-
erty.

Inflammables.

(15) No goods of an explosive,
dangerous or inflammable nature or
character shall, in any case, be
stored in or upon said premises
without the written consent of the
Company.

Condition of Premises.

(16) The Lessee shall at all times
keep said premises and the vicinity
thereof, in a safe, clean and sani-
tary condition. The Lessee shall
not mutilate, damage, misuse, alter
or commit or suffer waste in prem-
ises.

Proposed Form (Submitted for
Adoption 1923)

CLEARANCE.
13. The Lessee agrees not to per-

mit any obstruction over any rail-

way track or tracks on said prem-
ises, less than
feet above top of rail, or alongside

of said track or tracks less than
feet from

center of track, with the necessary
additional clearance on curves.

REMOVAL OF IMPROVE-
MENTS.
14. Upon the termination of this

lease in any manner, the Lessee
shall deliver to the Railway Com-
pany the possession of said prem-
ises, remove all the improvements
placed thereon by the Lessee, and
restore said premises to substan-
tially their former state. Should
the Lessee fail, within

days after the date of termination

of this lease, to make such removal

or restoration, then the Railway
Company may, at its election, either

remove said improvements and re-

store said premises to substantially

their former state at the sole cost

of the Lessee, or may take and hold
the said improvements as its sole

property.

INFLAMMABLES.
15. No goods of an explosive,

dangerous or inflammable nature
shall, in any case, be stored in or
upon said premises without the

written consent of the Railway
Company.

CONDITION OF PREMISES.
16. The Lessee shall at all times

keep said premises in a safe, clean
and sanitary condition, and shall

not mutilate, damage, misuse, alter

or permit waste therein.
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Present Form (1922)

Right of Inspection.

(26) The said premises shall be
open at all reasonable times to the
inspection of the Company, its

agents, and applicants for purchase
or lease.

Advertising.

(17) No advertising shall be
placed upon said premises or upon
any structures thereon, except for
the Lessee's own legitimate pur-
poses, and all advertising so placed
shall be to the satisfaction of the

of the Company.

Laws and Regulations.

(18) The Lessee shall in all re-

spects abide by and comply with
all laws, rules, regulations and or-
dinances affecting the said prem-

Proposed Form. (Submitted for
Adoption 1923)

RIGHT OF INSPECTION.
17. The said premises shall be

open at all reasonable times for in-

spection by the Railway Company,
its agents, and authorized applicants

for purchase or lease.

ADVERTISING.
18. No advertising shall be placed

on said premises without the writ-

ten permission and approval of the

of the Railway Company.

LAWS AND REGULATIONS.
19. The Lessee shall, without cost

to the Railway Company, comply
with all laws, rules, regulations and
ordinances affecting said premises.

Miscellaneous Charges.

(19) The Lessee shall pay all

charges for water and lighting and
for street or ' road sprinkling,

sweeping or oiling, that may be
levied or assessed against said
premises, covering the period of oc-
cupancy.

Snow and Ice.

(20) The Lessee shall at all times
keep the sidewalks in front of said
premises free and clear of snow
and ice, and any expense to the
Company by reason of the failure

of the Lessee so to do shall be paid
by the Lessee to the Company upon
demand therefor; such expense to

include all loss or damage of what-
soever character, either to persons
or property.

Use of Tracks.

(21) The Lessee shall not permit
nor allow tracks belonging to oth-
ers than the Company to be con-
structed upon said premises, and
the_ Lessee will not permit nor allow
trains or engines belonging to oth-

ers than the Company to be used
upon or given access to said prem-
ises, without the written consent of
the Company.

MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES.
20. The Lessee shall pay all

charges for water, lighting, street

sprinkling, sweeping and oiling, that

may be levied or assessed against

said premises, during the period of
occupancy.

SNOW AND ICE.

21. The Lessee shall at all times
keep the sidewalks abutting said

premises free from snow and ice,

and any expense to the Railway
Company by reason of the failure

of the Lessee so to do shall be paid
by the Lessee to the Railway Com-
pany upon demand therefor; such
expense to include all loss of or
damage to property and injury to

or death of persons.

USE OF TRACKS.
22. The Lessee shall not allow

any tracks to be constructed or op-
erated upon said premises, without
the written consent of the Railway
Company.
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Company's Right of Entry.

(22) The Company shall have the

right at all times to enter upon and
to construct railroad tracks on said

leased premises, and to maintain
and operate, and to extend or

change the location at any time, of

such tracks as are then on said

premises, upon
days' written notice to the Lessee.

If any structure on said premises
shall obstruct or interfere with the

construction of additional main or
passing tracks of the Company, or,

if required, for proper clearance of
tracks, the Lessee at

expense, shall promptly move such
structure to another location, either

on or beyond said premises as may
be necessary, upon
days' written notice to the Lessee.

Access to Premises.

(23) In the event it is necessary
for the Lessee or his agents, serv-

ants, workmen and customers to

pass over other lands of the Com-
pany and railway tracks of the
Company, to have access to and
from said premises, all such per-

sons shall make use only of the

way indicated by the

, of the Company for

that purpose, and the Lessee hereby
expressly assumes all the risk of ac-

cident and injury to the person
and property of all such agents,

servants and workmen, and all oth-

ers resorting to the leased premises
in connection with the Lessee's

business, whether the same be occa-
sioned by the negligence of the
Company's servants or in any other
manner whatever, and the Lessee
shall indemnify the Company from
and against all claims, suits, costs
and charges made upon or incurred
by the Company by reason or in

consequence of any such accident,

loss and injury.

Liability.

(24) (a) The Lessee assumes all

responsibility for and agrees to in-

demnify the Company against loss
or damage to property of the
Lessee or of others upon said prem-

Proposed Form (Submitted for
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LIABILITY.
23. The Lessee agrees to indem-

nify the Railway Company and save
it harmless from any and all claims

and expenses that may arise or may
be made for death, injury, loss or
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ises, regardless of negligence of the

Company, arising from fire caused
by locomotives operated by the

Company in serving the Lessee upon
said premises, or in the vicinity

thereof, except to rolling stock be-
longing to the Company or to oth-
ers, and to shipments in the course
of transportation.

(b) The Lessee agrees to indem-
nify, protect and save harmless the
Company for loss of, damage to,

or destruction of property of the
Lessee or of others upon said prem-
ises whether caused by fire or other-
wise (except fire caused by locomo-
tives as hereinbefore provided for),
or for death of or injury to, any
person or persons, arising out of
the construction, maintenance, use,

or operation on said premises (ex-
cept where such death or injury
was due solely to negligence of the
Company)

.

Forfeiture.

(25 )_ Any breach of any coven-
ant, stipulation or condition herein
contained to be kept and performed
by the Lessee, shall after
days' written notice, if continued,
at once terminate this lease, and all

rights of the Lessee hereunder. No
further notice of such termination
or declaration of forfeiture shall be
required, and the Company may at
once re-enter upon said premises
and repossess itself thereof, - and
remove all persons therefrom, or
may resort to an action of forcible
entry and detainer, or any other
action to recover the same.
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damage resulting to the Railway
Company's employees or property,

or to other persons or their prop-
erty, by reason or in consequence of
the occupancy or use of said prem-
ises by the Lessee.

FORFEITURE.
24. Any breach of any covenant,

stipulation or condition herein con-
tained to be kept and performed by
the Lessee, shall be sufficient cause
for the immediate termination of
this lease.

INSOLVENCY OR BANK-
RUPTCY.

25. If the Lessee at any time
during the continuance of this

agreement should become insolvent
or bankrupt, or if Lessee's affairs

should be placed in the hands of a
Receiver, then this lease shall, at

the option of the Railway Company,
terminate, and the Railway Com-
pany shall have the right to resume
and retake possession of said prem-
ises without any accountability
whatsoever to the Lessee or to
Lessee's estate.
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Renewal.

(27) If the Lessee, with the con-

sent of the Company, holds over
and remains in possession of said

premises after the expiration of

said term, this lease shall be con-
sidered as extended, and shall con-

tinue in effect from
to subject,

however, to termination as herein

provided, and upon the same terms
and conditions as are herein con-
tained. Until terminated as here-

inbefore provided, this lease shall

inure to the benefit of and be bind-

ing upon the parties hereto, their

heirs, executors, administrators,

successors and assigns.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the

parties hereto have executed this

lease on the day and year first

above written.

Company.

Witness :

Witness :

By
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RENEWAL.
26. A lawful continuance of the

tenancy beyond said term shall be
deemed a renewal thereof for the

further term of

to end at the expiration thereof,

without further notice ; and every
further lawful continuance shall be
deemed a further renewal for a like

term, to end in like manner, and
every renewal or holding over shall

be subject to the provisions of this

lease.

Until terminated as hereinbefore
provided, this lease shall inure to

the benefit of and be binding upon
the parties hereto, their heirs, ex-
ecutors, administrators, successors

and assigns.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the

parties hereto have executed this

lease on the day and year first above
written.

WITNESSES:

By
Railway Company.

By
Lessee.

FORM OF INDUSTRY TRACK AGREEMENT

Present Form

THIS AGREEMENT, made this

day of
in the year
by and between

Proposed Form (Submitted for
Adoption 1923)

THIS AGREEMENT, made this

day of
19 between

party of the first part, hereinafter

called the Railroad Company, and

hereinafter called the Railway
Company, and

party of the second part, herein-

after called the Shipper

:

WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Shipper desires

industry track facilities, hereinafter

hereinafter called the Industry;
WITNESSETH,
WHEREAS, the Industry desires

track facilities, hereinafter called

sidetrack, for the economical and
convenient conduct of the business
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called sidetrack, for the more eco-

nomical and convenient conduct of

I his \
business, at or near

Station, County of
State of ,

described as follows

:

(Here describe length and exact
location of track)

in accordance with plans dated

(Note—If desire insert "identified

by the signature of ")

hereto attached and hereby made a
part hereof; and,

WHEREAS, the operation of
cars and engines over said side-

track at other than the regularly
established station facilities of the
Railroad Company involves the risk

of damage to or destruction of
property and injury to or death of
persons;

Now, therefore, in consideration
(Note—If necessary insert one
($1) dollar, etc.) of the above
premises, the covenants and agree-
ments herein contained to be kept
and performed by the parties hereto,
and of the payments hereinafter to

be made, it is mutually agreed that

the said sidetrack shall be con-
structed and maintained, and the

Railroad Company hereby agrees to

operate the same, under the follow-
ing terms and conditions

:

Right-of-way.

1. The Shipper shall furnish at

) its

S

\
own exPense a^ necessary

right-of-way outside of the right-

of-way of the Railroad Company,
required for the proper construc-
tion and operation of said sidetrack,

said right-of-way to be satisfactory

to the
of the Railroad Company.
The cost and expense of procur-

ing or complying with any ordi-

nance, order, permit or consent
whatsoever required by Municipal,
State, or other lawfully constituted

authorities for the construction, op-
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of the Industry, at or near
Station, County of
State of
described as follows

:

in accordance with plan numbered
dated

, designated

as

hereto attached and made a part

hereof ; and,

WHEREAS, the operation of
cars and engines over said sidetrack

at other than the regularly estab-

lished station facilities of the Rail-

way Company involves the risk of
damage to or destruction of prop-
erty and injury to or death of per-

sons
;

Now, therefore, in consideration
of the covenants and agreements
herein contained, it is mutually
agreed that the said sidetrack shall

be constructed and maintained, and
the Railway Company hereby agrees

to operate the same under the fol-

lowing terms and conditions

:

RIGHT-OF-WAY.
1. The Industry shall provide,

without cost to the Railway Com-
pany, all necessary right-of-way
outside of the right-of-way of the

Railway Company, required for the

proper construction and operation
of said sidetrack, said right-of-way
to be satisfactory to the

of the Railway Company.
The cost and expense of procur-

ing or complying with any ordi-

nance, order, permit or consent
whatsoever required by Municipal,
State, or other lawfully constituted

authorities for the construction,

operation, maintenance and use of
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eration, maintenance and use of
said sidetrack shall be borne by the
Shipper.
During the continuance of this

agreement the Railroad Company
shall have the right at all times to

enter upon the property of the

Shipper, for the purpose of con-
structing, maintaining and operat-

ing said sidetrack.

Construction.

2. The actual cost of construct-
ing said sidetrack, including road-
bed, trestles, bridges, and all other
appurtenances in connection there-

with, shall be borne as follows :

(Herein insert details covering
terms and conditions as to furnish-
ing labor and material and division
of expense as agreed upon.)

(Note—If desired, insert "The
Shipper shall also assume the ex-
pense of recording this agree-
ment.")

Maintenance.

3. Said sidetrack shall be main-
tained and renewed to the satisfac-
tion of the

of the Railroad Company; the work
shall be performed and the cost

thereof borne as follows

:

(Herein insert details.)

Ownership.

4. The title and ownership of
said sidetrack shall be vested as
follows

:

(Herein insert details.)

Use.

5. The Railroad Company shall

have the right to use, without cost,

the whole or any part of said side-
track for general railroad purposes,
provided such use shall not unrea-
sonably interfere with the use
thereof by the Shipper.

The Shipper agrees that < -^ /•

will not permit or authorize the

use of said sidetrack by or for the
benefit of any other person, firm
or corporation not one of the par-
ties hereto, nor assign his contract

Proposed Form (Submitted for
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said sidetrack shall be borne by the

Industry.
The Railway Company shall have

the right to enter upon the prop-
erty of the Industry, for the pur-
pose of constructing, maintaining
and operating said sidetrack.

CONSTRUCTION.
2. The cost of constructing said

sidetrack, including roadbed, trestles,

bridges and all other appurtenances
in connection therewith, shall be
borne as follows

:

MAINTENANCE.
3. Said sidetrack shall be main-

tained (including removal of ice

and snow) and renewed to the sat-

isfaction of the

of the Railway Company; the work
shall be performed and the cost

thereof borne as follows

:

OWNERSHIP.
4. The title and ownership of

said sidetrack shall be vested as

follows

:

USE.
5. The Railway Company shall

have the right to use, without cost,

the whole or any part of said side-

track for general railway purposes,
provided such use shall not unrea-
sonably interfere with the use
thereof by the Industry.
The Industry shall not permit

or authorize the use of said side-

track by or for the benefit of any
other person, firm or corporation
not one of the parties hereto, nor
assign this contract or any rights

thereunder, without the written
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or any rights thereunder, without
the written consent of the Railroad
Company.

Changes or Enlargement.

6. If any change, rearrangement,
extension or enlargement of said

sidetrack or its structures shall at

any time be required by reason of

any change in the Railroad Com-
pany's track or tracks or because of

any changes in the operating prac-

tice of the Railroad, or for any
other cause, all expense resulting

therefrom shall be borne by the

Shipper, unless otherwise mutually
agreed by the parties hereto.

Clearances.

7. The Shipper shall not erect

nor permit to be erected any build-

ing or structure, nor permit any
material to be placed above top of

rail within ( )

feet of the nearest rail of said

sidetrack on straight track or within

( ) feet on curve,

nor permit anything to be placed

above said sidetrack lower than a

height of

( ) feet above the top of rail.

Accidents.

8. The Shipper agrees to exercise

the greatest care in the use of said

sidetrack to prevent cars or other

obstructions from getting upon or

too close to main or other tracks

and generally to use such means
and care as will avoid accidents of

every kind.

Liability.

9. The Shipper hereby agrees to

indemnify, protect, and save harm-
less the Railroad Company for loss

of, damage to, or destruction of

1 h \
property, or the property of

any other person or persons upon
the premises of the Shipper by

j !;.
s

V request or consent, whether

by fire or otherwise, or of death or

injury to any person or persons

(except where it can be shown
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consent of the Railway Company.

CHANGES OR ENLARGE-
MENT.

6. If any change, rearrangement,
extension or enlargement of said

sidetrack or its structures shall at

any time be required by reason of

any change in the Railway Com-
pany's track or tracks, or because

of any changes in the operating

practice of the Railway, or for any
other cause, the Railway Company
shall not be required to bear any
expense resulting therefrom.

CLEARANCES.
7. The Industry agrees not to

permit any obstruction over said

sidetrack, less than
feet above top of rail, or alongside

of said sidetrack less than
feet from center of track, with the

necessary additional clearance on
curves.

LIABILITY.
8. The Industry agrees to indem-

nify the Railway Company and
save it harmless from any and all

claims and expenses that may arise

or be made for death, injury, loss

or damage, resulting to the em-
ployees or property of the Railway
Company or to the employees or
property of the Industry, or to any
oth.er persons or property upon the

premises of the Industry, by request

or consent of the Industry, whether
by fire or otherwise (except where
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that such death or injury to per-

son or persons was due solely to

negligence on the part of employees
of the Railroad Company) arising

out of the construction, mainte-
nance, use or operation of said

sidetrack.

Discontinuance.

10. The Shipper shall assume and
bear any and all loss or damage

sustained by \ . £ in conse-

quence of any temporary or per-
manent elimination of said side-

track, due to the relocation or
change in the grade of the track
or tracks of the Railroad Company
by virtue of any municipal action or
otherwise, or in event the disposi-

tion of the property of the Rail-

road Company or its future use or

development shall make it imprac-
ticable in the judgment of the

of the Rail-

road Company to continue the con-
nection, and the Shipper hereby
waives any and all claims therefor.

Cancellation, Termination and Re-
moval.

11. It is expressly understood and
agreed that if for the space of

consecutive months
said plant be not operated, unless
prevented by a strike or strikers,

or if the title to said plant become
vested in or the operation thereof
be transferred to some party other
than the Shipper, or if any other

party operating said plant refuses

to adopt this agreement and to

agree in writing to be bound
thereby, or if the Shipper fails to

keep and perform any of the coven-
ants, agreements, terms, or condi-

tion, hereinbefore set forth to be by

]
-

1"1
r kept and performed, then

the Railroad Company reserves the

right to terminate this agreement
upon days' written

notice to the Shipper.

Upon termination of this agree-
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it can be shown that such death or

injury to persons or loss of or

damage to property was due solely

to negligence on the part of em-
ployees of the Railway Company),
arising out of the construction,

maintenance, use or operation of

said sidetrack for account of said

Industry.

DISCONTINUANCE.
9. Any and all loss or damage

sustained in consequence of any
temporary or permanent elimination

of said sidetrack, shall be assumed
by the Industry, or in event the

disposition of the property of the

Railway Company or its future use

or development shall make it im-

practicable in the judgment of the

of the

Railway Company to continue the

connection, the Industry hereby
waives any and all claims therefor.

CANCELLATION, TERMINA-
TION AND REMOVAL.

10. This agreement shall be ter-

minable upon
( ) days' written notice from
either party to the other.

Upon termination of this agree-

ment the Railway Company shall

have the right to enter upon the

property of the Industry and re-

move any or all of the material

owned by the Railway Company,
and shall not be liable to account

in any way to anyone for any
monies paid or expended on ac-

count of any of the track or tracks

covered by this agreement, nor for

any damages resulting from the

removal of any or all of the ma-
terial owned by the Railway Com-
pany.

Until terminated as hereinbefore

provided, this agreement shall inure

to the benefit of and be binding

upon the parties hereto, their heirs,
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ment the Railroad Company shall

have the right to enter upon the
property of the Shipper and take
up and remove any or all of the
material owned by the Railroad
Company as aforesaid, and shall

not be liable to account in any way
to anyone for any monies paid or
expended on account of any of the
track or tracks covered by this

agreement, nor for any damages
resulting from the removal of the

track or tracks owned by the Rail-

road Company as aforesaid.
Until terminated as hereinbefore

provided, this agreement shall inure
to the benefit of and be binding
upon the parties hereto, their heirs,

executors, administrators, succes-
sors and assigns.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the
parties hereto have executed this

agreement in

the day and year first above written.

Railroad Company.
By

Witness for Railroad Company:

(Shipper)
By

Witness for Shipper

:
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executors administrators, succes-

sors and assigns.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the

parties hereto have executed this

agreement in

the day and year first

above written.

Witness for Rail-

way Company

:

By
Witness for

Industry:

Railway Com-
pany.

Industry.

Bv
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Appendix B

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR TRACKAGE RIGHTS

J. C. Irwin, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Your Sub-Committee has made a study of thirty-four forms of agree-

ment for trackage rights submitted to it by representative railways

throughout the United States and Canada, and has prepared a tentative

"Form of Agreement for Trackage Rights," which is submitted herewith

for presentation to the Association as a progress report. This is intended

for use as a typical form containing the general features common to

the majority of such agreements; indicating the best practice and serving

as a guide, but it is recognized that each agreement will have to meet

the conditions of its special case.

The tentative form is now submitted for first printing and for

discussion.

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR TRACKAGE RIGHTS

(Tentative Draft for Information and Discussion)

Memorandum—In writing the agreement, the condensed names of the

Grantor and the Grantee should be used where terms (Grantor) and
(Grantee) are shown in form; as Central Company and the Pennsylvania
Company.

Preamble.

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of

19. .... by and between
(Corporate name of Grantor)

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

, hereinafter called the

(Condensed name of Grantor)

and
(Corporate name of Grantee)

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

, hereinafter called the

(Condensed name of Grantee)
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WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS the owns or operates a certain

(Grantor)

portion of railway, extending

(Description)
and

WHEREAS the
(Grantee)

wishes to acquire the right to use the same and the
(Grantor)

is willing to grant such use,

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the

mutual conditions and agreements hereinafter set forth, the parties

hereto covenant and agree as follows

:

Grant.

1. The
(Grantor)

hereby grants to the
(Grantee)

and the agrees to exercise during
(Grantee)

the term and subject to the provisions of this agreement, the right to use

j ointly with the
(Grantor)

and any other parties to whom the
(Grantor)

may grant similar rights, the
(Grantor's)

railway between and

a distance agreed upon for the purposes of this agreement as

( ) miles and the rights to move thereover its

own through trains, hauled by its own motive power.

Description of Joint Section.

2. The facilities covered by this agreement are herein referred to

as the "joint section." A schedule thereof as of the effective date of

this agreement, together with the values agreed upon for the purposes of

this agreement only, is attached hereto, marked Schedule

and is hereby made a part hereof.

The tracks included in said joint section are shown in red lines on

the map marked

:

which is hereto attached and hereby made a part of this agreement.

The joint use hereby granted shall include the property and appur-

tenances which the
(Grantor)

may at its option find necessary to construct and maintain for the safe

and prompt passage of trains over the joint section during the life of

this agreement.

Connections.

3. The shall, at its own expense, construct
(Grantee)

the necessary connections between its tracks and the tracks of the

at , and shall there-
(Grantor) [ ,

after properly maintain and operate the same at its own expense, and shall

indemnify, protect and save harmless the , its

(Grantor)
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successors and assigns, from all loss or damage which they or any of

them may suffer or become liable for, on account of, or growing out of,

the construction, maintenance or operation of said connection. Any switch

connections in the track of the
(Grantor)

shall be constructed and maintained by the
(Grantor)

at the expense of the
(Grantee)

Changes in Interlocking.

4. If it shall be found necessary to install any interlocking plant, sig-

nal device or other safety appliances, or make changes in any existing

interlocking plant, signal device or other safety appliances resulting from

any and all of said connections between the tracks of the parties hereto,

such extensions shall be made and the expense shall be borne on the fol-

lowing basis

:

Conditions of Use.

5. The right of use hereby granted to the
(Grantee)

is the right to run trains manned by *the employees of the

over the joint section, but not to do any
(Grantee)

local freight, passenger or express business within the limits of said

joint section.

Management.

6. The shall have entire charge and control
(Grantor)

of the operation and maintenance of the joint section, the use of which

is hereby granted to the •

(Grantee)

Rental.
__

7

7. The agrees to pay to the
(Grantee)

during the continuance of this agreement

:

(Grantor)

(a) A sum equivalent to of the interest at the rate of

per cent ( % ) per annum on

Dollars ($ ), hereby agreed upon between the parties hereto as the

value of said joint section as of the effective date of this agreement;

(b) A sum equivalent to of the interest, at like rate, on all

assessments and on the cost of additions, extensions, improvements and

betterments used by the , which may from time
(Grantee)

to time be made to said joint section

;

(c) A sum equivalent to of the taxes assessed against

said joint section

;

(d) A sum equivalent to of the depreciation and obso-

lescence on structures as listed in the following schedule

:

Note.—See alternate bases for rental at end of this form.
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(e) That proportion of the cost and expense of operation and main-

tenance of said joint section which the car and engine mileage of the

thereover in each month shall bear to the
(Grantee)

total car and engine mileage (each engine to be counted as two cars)

thereover in such month ; insurance to be included in operation and

maintenance.

(f) All bills shall be payable monthly, 30 days after rendition. To
the cost of all material there shall be added, and from all credits for

scrap or secondhand material there shall be deducted fifteen per cent.

(15%).

Other Tenants.

8. In event of any other company or companies being granted a

similar right to the joint use of said joint section or any part thereof,

bills for rental under paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) hereof shall be

subject to a proportionate reduction with respect to the facilities used by

any other company or companies.

Express Business.

9. Neither party to this agreement shall have any agreement with

any Express Company for carrying express matter upon or over said

joint section which will in any way interfere with the rights of the other

party to carry its express matter or messengers on or over the same.

Telephone and Telegraph Lines.

10. (To suit local conditions.)

Rights of Trains.

11. Trains of a superior class of either party shall have preference

over trains of inferior class of both parties. Trains of the

shall have preference over trains of the

of the same class.

Schedule and Time Tables.

12. Joint schedules for the movement of trains over said joint sec-

tion shall be made by the
(Grantor)

The expense of printing time tables and supplements thereto shall be

borne by the party requesting the change of time, or if made necessary

by a general change of time it shall be borne on the basis of operating

expense.

Operation and Maintenance.

13. Each party to this agreement shall furnish, without expense to

the other party, all labor, fuel and train supplies necessary for the opera-

tion of its own trains. The shall furnish
(Grantor)

all other labor, materials and supplies necessary for the operation and

maintenance of said joint section, the expense to be divided in accordance

with the provisions of Section 7 (e). The joint section shall be main-
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tained in a condition considered necessary by either party for its best

class of service over said joint section.

Joint Employees.

14. All persons employed for the common benefit of the parties

hereto, in the maintenance or use of the said joint section, shall, while so

employed, be considered as joint employees. Persons engaged partly in

the maintenance or use of said joint section shall be considered as joint

employees only while engaged in the work for the joint use and benefit

of both parties. Train employees except employees of work trains work-

ing on the joint section shall not be considered joint employees.

Removal of Employees.

15. If any employee of the '. .shall neglect or
(Grantee)

refuse to abide by the rules and regulations established by the

governing the operation and maintenance
(Grantor)

of said joint section, such employee upon written request of the

shall be prohibited from working upon or
(Grantor)

over said joint section.

Bonding.

16. All employees collecting or receiving money so far as concerns

the business or revenues of the shall be
(Grantee)

the employees of that company and shall report and remit direct to it.

The may bond such employees or require
(Grantee)

them to furnish bonds, and the shall not be
(Grantor)

liable to the for their neglect or default.
(Grantee)

Liability.

17. Liability for all loss of or damage to property and injury to or

death of persons (all hereinafter collectively referred to as damage), in

any manner originating or occurring .upon or in connection with the opera-

tion of the property and facilities covered by this agreement, shall be

governed by the following provisions

:

For the purposes of this article, all property, the joint use of which

is herein granted, shall be considered the joint property of the parties

hereto; and employees of either party engaged in or charged with the

duty of the operation, care or maintenance of the property and facilities

covered by this agreement shall be considered joint employees of the

parties hereto.

Each party hereto shall be liable for all damage to whomsoever oc-

curring, which shall be caused in any manner by or in connection with

its trains, engines, cars, business or traffic, when the trains, engines, cars,

business or traffic of the other party are in no wise involved.

Each party hereto shall be liable for all damage to whomsoever
occurring, which shall be caused solely
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(a) By defect in its sole property or property separately used by it.

(b) By act or by the negligence of its separate employees.

Otherwise, each party shall be liable for all damage to its separate

property, employees or traffic. All other damage and costs and expenses

in connection therewith, including those resulting from undetermined

causes, shall be borne equally by the parties hereto.

Each party shall adjust the claims of its own passengers and em-

ployees, but no settlement for which the other party is to be held wholly

responsible, and no settlement in excess of Five Hundred Dollars

($500.00), for which the other party is to be held jointly responsible, shall

be made without its concurrence.,.

Clearing Wrecks.

18. The shall promptly pick up and re-

(Grantor)

move all wrecks which occur on the joint section.

AH equipment and salvage so picked up, which belongs to or is being

handled in the business of the shall be
(Grantee)

promptly delivered to it.

The cost of picking up and removing wrecks, including rental for

equipment used in connection therewith, shall be borne in accordance with

the provisions of Section 18 hereof.

Suits.

19. In event of any suit being brought against either party hereto, for

which the other party may be held liable, the party against whom such

suit is brought shall at once give the other party notice in writing thereof

in order that the other party may make such defense as it may deem

proper, and in such case the party that is liable as herein provided shall

pay all attorneys' fees, costs and expenses incurred in defending such suit,

as well as damages that may be recovered therein.

Interruption of or Delay to Traffic.

20. During any time traffic over the joint section is interrupted, the

shall not be required to furnish the
(Grantor)

use of any other of its tracks. The
(Grantee)

shall make its own arrangements for
(Grantee)

detouring its trains and shall assume the entire cost thereof.

Neither party shall under any circumstances have any cause of action

against the other for loss or damage of any kind caused by or resulting

from such interruption or delay to its business.

Examination of Accounts.

21. The accounts of the , so far as they
(Grantor)

relate to the valuation or expenses of operation and maintenance of said

joint section, shall be open at all reasonable times to the inspection of the

proper officers of the
(Grantee)
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Default.

22. If the shall make default in
(Grantee)

any of the payments hereinbefore required of it to be made, or shall

fail to faithfully perform any of the covenants herein required by it to

be performed, then in such case, and if such default or failure shall con-

tinue for a period of (••••) days after the

shall have given the
(Grantor) (Grantee)

a written notice thereof, the may, by a
(Grantor)

( ) days' notice in writing to the
(Grantee)

declare this agreement terminated, and may at the termination of the

(••••) clays in said notice mentioned, exclude the

from the use and enjoyment of any and
(Grantee)

all of the premises and rights hereinbefore granted to it and the

shall surrender to the
(Grantee) (Grantor)

all of said premises, and shall have no claim or demand upon it by suit at

law or otherwise, on account of such exclusion. Provided, that failure

to make any payment or perform any covenant which is the subject of

arbitration or of litigation between the parties hereto, shall not pending

arbitration or litigation, be deemed a cause of forfeiture hereunder.

The may waive any such default or
(Grantor)

failure, but no action of the in waiving
(Grantor)

such default or failure shall extend to, or be taken to affect any sub-

sequent default or failure, or impair its rights.

Arbitration.

23. In case any question arises under this agreement or concerning

the subject matter thereof, upon which the parties hereto cannot agree,

such question shall be settled by a sole disinterested arbitrator experienced

in railway management, to be selected jointly by the parties to this

agreement.

The expense of arbitration shall be proportioned between the parties

hereto, or wholly borne by either party, as may be determined by the

arbitrator.

Successors.

24. All the covenants and agreements herein contained shall be

binding upon and inure to the benefit of the successors and assigns of the

respective parties hereto, provided, however, that the
(Grantee)

shall not assign or transfer the rights hereby granted to it, without the

written consent of the
(Grantor)

Term.
25. This agreement shall take effect on the day of

,19 and shall continue in force for

the period of years from said date and thereafter until
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terminated on a date specified by a written notice given to either party

by the other party at least prior to such date

of termination.

Execution.

26. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this

agreement to be executed in by their proper

officers thereunto duly authorized, the day and year first above written.

(Corporate name of Grantor)

By

(Corporate name of Grantee)

By

Alternate Bases for Rental.

Note.—In the place of the provisions of Section 7 the rental may be a

lump sum or may be on the basis of train miles.

In any case the elements which usually enter into the expense on

which rental is based are as given in Section 7.

Appendix C

FORM OF LICENSE FOR PRIVATE ROAD CROSSING

H. A. Palmer, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

The work assigned to this Sub-Committee was

:

(a) The submission of a final report on agreement for private

road crossing.

(b) Submit form of agreement for purchase of electricity.

The Sub-Committee has completed its work on the first item and

submits herewith the "Form of License for Private Road Crossing" and

recommends its adoption.

The Sub-Committee reports progress on the second item. It has

prepared a tentative form of agreement for purchase of electricity, but it

requires further study and revision before submitting it to the Committee

on Electricity for its opinions and suggestions, after which it is hoped to

have it ready to be included in next year's report.

PROPOSED FORM OF LICENSE FOR PRIVATE ROAD
CROSSING

(Final Draft, Submitted for Approval)

The , hereinafter called the

Railway Company, hereby gives to ,

hereinafter called the Licensee, the license and privilege of constructing,

an overhead
maintaining and using a grade crossing over the lands and right-of-way

an undergrade
over

and across the tracks of the Railway Company situated in

under
and substantially as shown on the plan hereto attached, designated as

and dated and made a part hereof

:
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1. The term of this License shall date from , 19

and shall continue until terminated by a written notice given by either

party to the other at least days prior to the date of

termination.

2. The Licensee shall pay to the Railway Company .as consideration

for said license and privilege the sum of

on the day of every

during the continuance of this license, and pro rata for a shorter period;

a proportionate part of said consideration to be refunded to the Licensee

in case of termination hereof by the Railway Company prior to the date

to which the consideration shall have been paid.

3. The Licensee shall, at its own expense, construct and maintain

said crossing in compliance with all statutory regulations and to the satis-

faction of the Railway Company, and under the Railway Company's super-

vision and direction, and, except in case of emergency, shall do no work

with reference to the maintenance of said crossing except under such

supervision and direction, and after reasonable notice in writing to the

Railway Company. The Railway Company may, at its option, construct

and maintain such crossing and, in such event, the Licensee shall pay to

the Railway Company the entire cost and expense of all labor performed

and materials furnished by the Railway Company in constructing and

maintaining said crossing.

4. The Licensee shall provide and maintain such protection by signs

or otherwise, as the Railway Company may consider necessary.

5. The Licensee shall permit said crossing to be used only by the

Licensee's agents and servants and by persons having business with the

Licensee.

6. The Licensee shall not obstruct or interfere with the passage of

the Railway Company's trains. The Licensee shall indemnify and save

harmless the Railway Company against all claims or payments on account

of loss, damage or expense to the property either of the Licensee, or the

Railway Company, or others, or to the persons of the Licensee, the Rail-

way Company's agents and servants, or others, which may be due directly

or indirectly to said crossing, even if such loss, damage or expense may

be due to contributary negligence by the Railway Company.

7. The Licensee shall, on request of the Railway Company, remove

said crossing from the premises of the Railway Company or make such

changes in said crossing as may be required by the Railway Company, if

such removal or changes shall in the judgment of the Railway Company

be needed in connection with the development or use of the premises of

the Railway Company. The Railway Company may, at its option, do such

work and in such event, the Licensee shall pay to the Railway Company

the entire cost and expense of all labor performed and materials furnished

by the Railway Company in connection with such work.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed their

agreement to this License this day of 19. .
.

.

Railway Company.

By...... •

Witness

:

(Licensee)

Witness

:
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PROPOSED TENTATIVE FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR THE
PURCHASE OF ELECTRICIY

(Submitted as information and discussion only.)

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of , 192. .,

between (hereinafter called the "Railway

Company"), and (hereinafter called the

"Electric Company"), WITNESSETH:
1. The Electric Company agrees to sell and deliver to the Railway

Company electricity for the Railway Company's requirements for power

and lighting at during the continuance of this

agreement up to K.W.H. demand, as hereinafter provided.

2. The electrical energy supplied under this agreement shall be in

,, £ r , alternating current of.... cycles and. .. .volts.
the form of Phase direct current of volts

3. The frequency and voltage at points of delivery shall be subject

to the ordinary fluctuations incidental to the usual practice in generation

and transmission of electrical energy, but the fluctuations shall not, except

under unusual circumstances beyond immediate control, exceed a maxi-

mum variation of
alternating current of cycles above or below

cycles and of volts above or below volts.

direct current of volts above or below volts.

4. The Railway Company shall have the right to take current for

lighting purposes up to per cent, of the total connected power load.

5. The Railway Company shall pay to the Electric Company monthly

upon rendition of bills for electric current under this agreement a net

fixed primary charge at the rate of per year per K.W. of

yearly maximum demand as determined by the indication of a standard

instrument recording the highest average demand in K.W. during

consecutive minutes, and a secondary charge of per K.W.H. for

all electrical energy consumed, on the basis of reading of a meter or

meters. The type of measuring instruments and their location shall be

mutually agreed upon and they shall be furnished by the Electric Company
and installed at its expense.

In event the Electric Company supplies electricity to any consumer

under conditions similar to and at rates lower than those herein provided,

the Electric Company agrees to charge the Railway Company such lower

rates in lieu of the rates provided for herein.

6. It is agreed that the meter or meters to be installed by the Electric

Company shall accurately measure the energy in electrical units as re-

quired by the terms of this agreement. The reading, checking, adjusting

or changing of any meter or meters shall be done in the presence of repre-

sentatives of both of the parties hereto. All meters shall be tested and

calibrated in January and July of each year and may be tested at any

time by due notice by either party to the other. Such tests shall be by
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comparison with accurate standards, in the manner prescribed by the

Commission of the State of

If, as a result of such a test, a meter is found to be inaccurate, it shall

be promptly restored to an accurate condition or a new meter shall be

substituted. Any meter so tested and found to register not more than

2 per cent, either way from normal shall be considered accurate. If, as a

result of any such test, any meter shall be found to register in excess of

2 per cent., either above or below normal, then the readings of such meter

previously taken shall be corrected according to the percentage of inac-

curacy so found, but no such correction of readings shall be made in

excess of 30 days prior to the date of the test and in no case prior to the

date of the last prior test. If any such test shall be made at the request

of the Railway Company with the result that such meter shall be found

to register accurately or within 2 per cent, of normal, the Railway shall

bear the expense of such test. The expense of all other tests shall be

borne by the Electric Company.

If at any time a meter shall fail to register the current supplied here-

under the amount of current delivered during said period of failure shall

be determined by taking the average of the amount delivered for the next

preceding and the next succeeding period of like duration.

7. It is further agreed that the prices to be paid under this contract

for electrical energy consumed by the Railway Company to the Electric

Company are based upon a cost of coal delivered F.O.B. alongside

of per ton of 2,240 pounds. If at

any time during the continuance of this agreement the cost of coal as

aforesaid is increased or decreased, the Railway Company shall pay the

Electrical Company after such increase or decrease an additional or lesser

amount for the electrical energ}' consumed under this agreement equal to

mills per K.W.H. for each ten cents of such increased or

decreased coal cost, respectively.

It is understood and agreed that wherever the Electric Company is

subject to the jurisdiction of any State Commission or other lawfully

constituted authority having power to control rates charged by the Elec-

tric Company under this agreement, the rates set forth herein for electric

current shall be subject to the lawful directions and orders of said Com-
mission or other lawfully constituted authority.

8. Bills for electricity delivered and received under this agreement

shall be rendered to the Railway Company by the Electric Company on

or before the first day of each calendar month for the electrical energy-

consumed under this agreement during the preceding calendar month, and

such bills shall be due and payable when rendered.

9. A discount of per K.W.H. will be allowed on any
monthly bill rendered as herein agreed, provided such monthly bill is paid

on or before the day of the calendar month in which it is

first rendered and provided further that all other sums for electrical

energy under this agreement then or therefore due to the Electric Company
from the Railway Company have been paid.
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10. It is hereby further agreed that the Railway Company shall

operate the switches connecting the Railway Company's apparatus with the

Electric Company's lines, provided such switching apparatus is located on

the premises of the Railway Company.
11. The Railway Company shall not permit anyone other than the

authorized employees of the Electric Company to interfere with the meters

or other appliances of the Electric Company.

12. Should any dispute arise between the parties hereto concerning

their respective obligations or rights hereunder, the same shall be referred

to a board of three arbitrators, to be chosen as follows : one to be chosen

by each party hereto, and the third by the two so chosen. If either party

shall fail to appoint its arbitrator within fifteen (15) days after the party

desiring arbitration has appointed its arbitrator and given notice to the

other of such appointment and of the matters to be arbitrated, then the

arbitrator so appointed shall appoint an arbitrator for the defaulting

party, and the board thus created shall appoint a third arbitrator to com-

plete the board above provided. The said board so appointed shall hear

and determine the matter in dispute and the decision of said arbitrators,

or a majority of them, shall be final and conclusive upon the parties

hereto concerning the matters upon which the arbitration was demanded.

The said arbitrators shall also determine how the reasonable com-

pensation of the arbitrators and expenses connected with the arbitration

shall be paid between the parties.

13. The Electric Company shall have the right of access to the

premises of the Railway Company at all reasonable times during the

period of this agreement for the purpose of reading meters and inspecting

and repairing the Electric Company's equipment and on the termination of

this agreement for the purpose of removing its property.

14. This agreement shall take effect as of the day of

, 192. ., and shall continue until the

day of , 192 .. , and thereafter

until terminated by a written notice given by either party to the other at

least days prior to the date of termination.

15. This agreement and each provision herein contained is hereby

made binding upon the legal representatives, successors and assigns of

each party hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have duly executed

and sealed these presents the day and year first above written.

(Railway Company)

(Electric Company)
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E. H. Barnhart, Vice-Chairman;

R. H. Hallsted,
w
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(4) Continue study of use of mechanical appliances and tools, with

organization of labor involved, in maintenance of way work.

(5) Continue study of uniform nomenclature for maintenance of way
operation and materials, submitting final report if practicable.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Rules and Organization,

W. C. Barrett, Chairman.

Appendix A

USE OF MECHANICAL APPLIANCES AND TOOLS, WITH
ORGANIZATION OF LABOR INVOLVED

J. M. Fair, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. H. Harsh, Vice-Chairman

;

S. E. Coombs, F. D. Anthony, J. L. Downs.

General Organization

The Sub-Committee recommends the following organization for han-

dling and care of the work equipment of a railroad. At the head of this

organization there should be a

:

Supervisor of Work Equipment, reporting to the Chief Engineer,

or to the Chief Engineer of Maintenance, depending upon the road's or-

ganization. This officer's duties include the following

:

Has charge of all work equipment including

—

Hoists or clam shells, in the yards, at the engine house or out

on line.

Hoists in the store department.
Steam shovels.

Ditchers.

Spreaders.
Motor cars.

Weed mowers.
Tie tampers.
Rail layers.

Portable rail saws, etc.

Arranges for systematic inspection of equipment.

Instructs operators in charge of equipment.

Has charge of all equipment inspectors.

Has general supervision over district or division repairmen on special

equipment.

Arranges for distribution of equipment and transfer of equipment when

so directed by his superior officer.

Has charge of repair shops where machines are repaired if there is

sufficient work to justify one shop, otherwise he instructs and

directs shop superintendent as to nature and amount of repairs

to be done.
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Employees

Engineers on hoists and everyone above the rank of laborer on all

steam work equipment are employed by the Supervisor of Work Equip-

ment and then are turned over to the division forces. But they must be

satisfactory to the division men to whom they report.

To the Supervisor of Work Equipment they are responsible only for

care of the machine they are in charge of. These men are considered

"system men" and they go where the machine goes and keep the same
machine.

Organization of Outfits

Steam Shovels

Equipment moved over the system as a unit.

Shovel.

Bunk Car.

Tool Car.

Dump Cars.

Crew :

Engineer

Craneman Employed by Supervisor of Work Equipment.

Fireman [Carried on Division Payroll.

Watchman j

Ditchers : Each one is considered as a complete unit and moved to-

gether over the system. It consists of

:

Ditcher.

Flat car.

Dump car.

Bunk car.

Spreader.

Clam shell attachment.

Crew

:

Engineer ~1 Employed as wanted through the Supervisor of

Fireman J Work Equipment.

Labor : Is employed by the division where machine is in operation.

Locomotive Crane:

Crane.

Bunk car.

Boom car.

Crew:

Engineer "I Employed as wanted by Supervisor of Work
Fireman J Equipment.

Spreader :

One Operator. Employed as wanted by Supervisor of Work
Equipment.
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System, of Repairs
Inspected

Repair parts ordered and sent to where repairs are to be made.

Work list is made out showing what is to be done.

Engineer of the machine is sent to the shop where the repairs are made
and oversees the work done.

Distribution of Machines

The distribution for the season is fixed by the Supervisor of Work Equip-

ment in conference with the Chief Engineer or Chief Engineer of

Maintenance of Way, or whoever decides for the whole system what
the outline of the season's expenditures is going to be.

Points to consider

:

Men who operate the machines should be so assigned as to be

nearest their homes.

New machines should be put on the hardest work. If rock work,

be governed accordingly.

Sources of water and fuel for the machines come in for thor-

ough consideration.

The individuality of the men is better adapted to some locations

than to others. A little powder work of blasting can be done by

some men and not by others.

Division Repair Shops

These are used for motor cars only—division repair shops under

the control of the Division Engineer; but they can also be used to repair

track mowers and other small maintenance of way equipment.

Motor Cars

District Inspector.—One to about 4,000 miles—700 cars. Reports to En-

gineer of Maintenance of Way of the District. Looks after motor

cars and tie tampers.

Division Inspectors.—One or two motor car inspectors to each division,

30 to 40 cars to each inspector. Reports to Division Engineer.

Each has a standard list of parts, and keeps in stock one or two extra

power-plants, motor engines for the cars.

Travels on a motor car of his own, and carries an outfit of tools,

and small repair parts.

He makes minor repairs and adjustments in the field and instructs

the foremen in the care and operation of the cars. If he finds a bad

power plant on a car, too bad to be repaired on the ground, he sends in

for his extra engine and when it arrives installs it.

Does not handle steam shovels or water service.

Reports on Motor Cars

Each car the Inspector inspects and repairs he reports on and the

report is signed by the foreman, to whom car is assigned.

This gives the Supervisor information on what their foremen are

doing to keep up their cars.
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SPECIAL MACHINES AND COMBINATIONS

Ballast Handling Equipment

Tie Plow.—The tie plow used in the spreading of ballast which has

been dumped on track by center dump cars, is a device made from a

9-foot tie and old angle bars, to the dimensions shown in Fig. 1.

The total cost of plow is

:

Material $12.61

Labor 1.78

Total $14.39

In operation the plow is placed under the front of the front car with

the wrought iron bars resting on the ball of the rail. Ties are placed on

top of plow and wedged into position under drawbar of car. Car is

pushed with plow in front through ballast which has been unloaded,

pushing out ballast from between the rails. This throws out all ballast

to within one inch of the surface of the ties. Remaining ballast is then

forked out from between the rails.

In usual cases the plow is applied and operated by the section gang

on whose section the ballast is being unloaded, although the plow can be

handled by foreman and two men. While in motion the plow is watched

and signals passed to enginemen on work train.

^Btttomflttss from tM IVeier Jowtt'
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Tie used as bo//ast p/ow
Fig 1.

The accompanying photographs show plow in operation with gang of

foreman and nine men. Four cars of rock ballast were unloaded and

spread in 20 minutes, 10 minutes being used in each operation. By using

this type of plow, from 75% to 80% of the ballast is plowed out from

between the rails; the remainder must be cleaned out by hand.

This device can readily be made by a section foreman from material

on hand.
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Tie Used to Plow Ballast and Track Before Ballast Was Dumped.

Special Tie in Place with Cross-Ties and Wedge.

Plowing.
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Snow Flanger Used for Ballast Plow

After ballast has been dumped on track by center dump cars and

leveled to the top of rail by using tie in front of rear truck of ballast

car, it can be thrown from between the rails by use of snow flanger.

Snow flanger consists of a box car with two plows hung between the

trucks in such a manner that one plow will operate in each direction.

The plow is pushed by the rear truck and suspended from the body of

the car in such a manner as to permit it to be raised or lowered by air.

The lowest position of plow is 5" below top of rail and highest position

4" above top of rail. In using snow flanger as ballast plow the blades

of plow should be strengthened by application of heavier plates.

In operation the flanger which is carried in the ballast train is pushed

over the track through the ballast which has been dumped, leveling the

ballast to approximately one inch above the top of ties. The ballast re-

maining between the rails is then cleaned out to proper depth by hand.

Approximately 75% of the ballast is taken out by the flanger; the remain-

ing 25% must be removed by hand.

Snow Flanger Used as Ballast Plow in Use on the Pennsylvania.

The organization used in handling of flanger consists of work train

crew, one man to operate levers, raise and lower plow, and one man to

watch plow and signal operator and engineman. The work of leveling by

flanger of four cars of ballast requires approximately 10 minutes.
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Lidgerwood Unloader for Gravel Ballast

The most economical method of unloading train loads of gravel bal-

last in side door cars is to use Lidgerwood unloader with plow.

This apparatus consists of a plow, of slightly less width than the

inside width of the cars, a cable which can be purchased in length for

10, 20, 30, 40, etc., car lengths, and the Lidgerwood. This latter is a

power driven drum upon which the cable is reeled.

In operation the cable is stretched over the cars from the Lidger-

wood to the plow, the plow being placed at the rear of the train. The
cable is usually stretched by hand, although where a number of trains

are to be unloaded a boom is erected to assist in stretching cable. The
train is then run to location at which gravel is to be unloaded. The
doors are opened and with the train in motion the Lidgerwood drum
reels in the cable pulling the plow through the cars plowing off the gravel.

The plow is left standing in the ballast car next to the Lidgerwood. The

doors of cars should be closed before leaving the work.

The organization used is work train and crew, one foreman and 10

to 14 laborers, depending on the length of cable to be used. While

Lidgerwood is in operation one man passes signals to operator of Lidger-

wood and to engineman to control the amount of ballast unloaded. The

plow is followed through the train by the gang, which cleans up cars

and prepares to close doors.

In a recent test of cost of unloading 40 cars of gravel from Haskell-

Barker cars, 1 foreman and 14 men performed as follows

:

Stretch Cable 40 minutes

Open Doors 30 "

Plow Off Ballast 25

Close Doors 40 "

Total 135 " (2 hrs. 15 min.)

Pneumatic Tie Tampers

There is no part of track maintenance which has required more labor

in the past than that of surfacing of track. The production of mechanical

means of tamping of ties has been the aim of a number of manufacturers.

In the last seven years considerable progress has been made in the

development of pneumatic tampers. The results obtained by tests run on

efficiency of these machines have proved their economy over the old

method of hand tamping.

The experience of the roads who have used this machine considerably

indicates that the machines are a success and that it is a matter of edu-

cation and organization to secure favorable results. There appear to be

three factors which should be considered for their successful operation

:

(a) Mechanic familiar with a machine to supervise its operation

and to educate the section foreman and machine operator.

(b) Foreman and laborers should be educated as to the proper

method of tamping and as to the time that each tie should be tamped.
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(c) A general overhauling of the machines at the end of the sea-

sons so as to have them in first class condition for the following season.

This to eliminate repairs, barring accident, during the season of surfacing.

In order to secure the full efficiency of the machines it is desirable

that some type of report be furnished daily by the foreman operating

the machine. This report should in general show the hours worked, the

cost of the gang, ties tamped, quantity and. cost of oil, gasoline and

grease, character of work, loss of time, and cost of repairs. From this in-

formation, data can be accumulated by the Division Engineer's office

which can be used in increasing the efficiency of the machine if they

have fallen below the standard for that type of machine.

The results which have been obtained by several of the railroads who

have used the pneumatic tampers for several years justify more exten-

sive use of tampers. The following statement shows the cost in money

per tie tamped which was secured by tests on the D. L. & W., B. & O.,

and I.C.:

Cost Per Tie Tamped

D. L. & W $0,113 8 weeks special test

D. L. & W " 0.15 2 machine season

B. & 0.166 20 machine season

I. C 0.092 1 week special test

L. V 0.136

In the handling of four tamper outfit the following organization is

usually used:

Foreman.

Operator of Compressor.

Four laborers operating tampers.

The foreman's time is divided between the tamping machine and the

supervision of the remainder of the gang who are used in throwing bal-

last, dressing and spacing of ties. The operator is usually one of the

men of the gang who spends a small portion of his time in care of the

machine, this being approximately 1 hour 30 minutes per 8-hr. day, re-

mainder of his time is spent with the gang, in dressing. The four labor-

ers tamping usually work 6 hours in the 8-hour period; the remainder of

the time is spent working with the gang, in lining and finishing of

surface.

Machines should be detailed to the Division by the General Officers,

being under the direct supervision of Division Officer who reports to the

Division Engineer. Repairs and maintenance to machines should be

handled by the same organization handling repairs to motor cars.

The Lehigh Valley has been using during the past season 8-tamper

Ingersoll-Rand machines. The compressor is a 4-cylinder gasoline engine

mounted on timbers and is moved from place to place by a locomotive

crane. Not less than 1,000 ft. of pipe is used, so that at least 2,000 ft. of

track can be tamped for each move. We understand the advantage of this
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machine lies in a more powerful compressor and in its ability to furnish

continuous service. The Committee expects to submit full details on this

machine next year.

Track Mowers

These machines are successful as long as the operator understands

that they must be regulated according to the kind of weeds to be cut.

The experience of the different roads with these machines has varied

considerably and it is not possible to give a definite opinion as to their

operation.

One railroad has found that it is hard to keep the speed down and

therefore has discarded gasoline and substituted a mule. They now
haul their track mowers along by horsepower or mulepower at 2^4 miles

per hour and get along very nicely.

Another road has found that if it is run at a high rate of speed,

four miles per hour, it will cut the tougher stuff such as heavy sweet

clover and hemp and that it takes a high speed to accomplish any results

with this tough stuff, but at the same time going at a high speed it will

not cut quack grass or the ordinary grasses. This road is in favor of

using two lengths of cutter bar, one to get the grass far out and another

to trim up close in. Also they have adopted a wrinkle which while it

may not be new is ingenious in saving. They take out two of the bolts

and substitute wooden pins for them and then when the cutter bar acci-

dentally hits an old rail rest or a rail itself the pins will break out and

the bar be saved.

One machine will cover about ten times as much as a man.

Bonding Machines

There are several styles of bonding machines, any one of which will

do about twice as much work as hand labor.

The M. K. & T. Railway have developed an electric bonding machine

which was used on some recent signal construction work. The machine,

which consists of a storage battery and two drill frames, is supported

and carried on a light safety first type motor car. The battery, which is

assembled in two trays with slip electrical connections, is carried on each

side of the car, while the two drill frames are suspended ahead of the

car on a light steel framework, all of which is easily disconnected, and

removed from the car. Each drill frame carries two Black & Decker

32-volt electric drills which are operated in multiple and so arranged that

two holes required for each wire are drilled simultaneously. Each frame

weighs 115 lbs., while each tray of the battery weighs approximately 150

lbs. The drills are high speed and high speed steel bits are used with

the result that it requires only thirty seconds actual drilling time to drill

a joint, so that in actual work one signal man and two helpers have

accomplished practically the same amount of drilling and bonding in a

day that was formerly done by a foreman and six men with hand

machines.
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Electric Bonding Machine, M. K. & T. Railway.

4
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Pneumatic bonding machines are being used successfully in the laying

of new rail. The accompanying photographs show a compressor car

equipped with four pneumatic drills, two working on each rail. The drills

are light and equipped with clamps for attaching quickly to the head of

the rail. They are carried when not in use on a light frame work fastened

to the car. The car is stopped every rail length and four holes drilled

simultaneously.

The organization for bonding consists of one foreman, four drillers,

one operator, one bond wire distributor and two bonders. This organiza-

tion will average 250 Y% in. holes per hour drilled and bonded, and a

marked economy in bits is shown over hand labor.

Pneumatic Bonding Drills.

Pneumatic Bonding Outfit.
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trigger line fouling on a portion of car and releasing before desired,

making it very unsafe.

Universal Crane—This is a crane operated by gasoline power con-

siderably lighter in construction than the ordinary Locomotive Crane,

self propelling, equipped with clam shell, electric magnet. and hoist block.

It has a capacity of 4 to 5 tons, depending on length of boom used.

Generally furnished with 28 ft. boom. Gasoline power is furnished by a

40 h.p., 4-cylinder, 4-cycle engine with all modern special attachments.

It can be mounted on its own truck or a base to travel over tops of flat

cars (as such it has a clearance diagram 12 ft. high, 7 ft. 3 in. wide).

Weight of this machine is 13,000 lbs.

It can be used, as its name designates, universally.

Chief advantage over locomotive crane is the lower operating cost,

using one man instead of two.

Rail Unloader—For unloading rail from stock cars. As the move-

ment of stock cars west is an empty movement it is often desirable to

use these otherwise empties to haul fail westward. Therefore, a special

arrangement has to be made to unload rail from stock cars. There is a

machine for this purpose. In connection with it a push car is necessary

with a sloping protection of iron over it. This is formed by three bent

rails and a covering of 3/i scrap boiler plate.

Push Car with Sloping Iron Protection for Unloading Rail from

Stock Cars.

The covered push car which receives the rails is chained to the car

loaded with rails by a chain 15 feet in length, depending on the length

of rails to be unloaded.
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Unloading Rail from Stock Cars, Two Rails at a Time Falling Onto
Push Car with Sloping Iron Protection.

(b) Laying

Locomotive Crane—The Lehigh Valley Railroad used two loco-

motive cranes in relaying 136-lb. rail on main track during June, 1921.

The track was abandoned during the operation and all traffic was
handled over the other main, using a work train engine as pilot. Each
crane handled the rail on one side only, and the following organization

was used on each

:

North Rail South Rail
Loco. Crane Loco. Crane
No. 95556 No. 95564

Foremen Men Foremen Men
Pulling spikes ahead of crane 2 28 3 30
Throwing out old rail 1 10 1 8
Adzing 1 7 1 8
Removing old and laying new tie plates.. 14 15
Laying new rail with crane 1 9 1 10
Applying new joints and full bolting 5 35 4 36
Gaging new rail 2 16 1 15

Full spiking new rail 4 37 4 49
Applying rail anchors 19 19
Removing and replacing road crossing.... 1 9
Loco, crane crew, Engineer 1 . . 1

Loco, crane crew, Fireman 1 . . 1

Total "19 166 17 172

First rail laid 8:15 a.m. 7:42 a.m.
Last rail laid 4 :30 p. m. 3 :17 p. m.
Total number of 136-lb. rails laid 490 647
Track closed fully bolted and spiked 5:30 p. m. 5:00 p. m.

Universal crane, described on preceding page, can be used for laying,

similar to locomotive crane.
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Madden Track Laying Machine—This machine consists of a light

steel frame with a crab and fixed boom, which rests on one running rail

and a small auxiliary rail which is carried with it, the gauge of the

machinery being somewhat less than standard. The normal speed of the

machine on 130-lb. rail is about one rail per minute, or a trifle faster.

The organization with various sized gauge is shown below

:

Men
Pulling spikes 8
Throwing out old rail 4
A.dzing and plugging 7

Changing tie plates 1

Madden Rail Layer—
Tongman 1

Railmen 2
Windlass 4

Foremen :

Applying splices and bolting 4
Gaging and spiking 9
Filling in spikes 11

Flogging 2

Total 53

On busy lines, where the track is obtained for stretches of 45 min-

utes to one hour, a trained gang of tongmen will work faster than the

machine.

Stationary Rail Saw

Considerable saving has been effected by reclaiming battered end rails

by sawing off these damaged ends and redrilling the rails. The Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad have a rail sawing plant at their Martinsburg (W. Va.)

Maintenance of Way shops which handles the operation very economically.

The attached diagram shows their arrangement ; the method of handling

is as follows

:

Cars from line of road are spotted at Crane No. 1, the rails being-

unloaded by this crane and placed one at a time directly on Rollers No.

2. These power-driven rollers carry the rails to the far end where they

are skidded to Rollers No. 3, which operate in reverse direction. While

on Rollers No. 2 bond wires are cut off. On Rollers No. 3 they are

moved to Stop Block No. 4 at the friction saw. The high speed 54-inch

Friction Saw No. 5, operated by electric power, is then fed to the rail

by hydraulic pressure, which is gradual and uniform, and the end is cut

off in fourteen seconds. No. 4 Stop Block is turned back out of position

and Rollers No. 3 carry the rail forward to No. 6 Rollers, which carry

the rail past Stop Block No. 7. Roller No. 8 is then brought up against

the rail by a lever on an eccentric shaft and rail is moved back against

Stop Block No. 7 and the saw then cuts off the end. Roller No. 8 is

lowered and Roller No. 9 raised and moves rail to a position on rollers

equidistant between drill presses. The rail is next skidded to pneumatic
handling table No. 13 and fed to the drill presses. One end of one rail
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is drilled in Press No. 14 while opposite end of next rail is drilled in

Press No. 15, opposite end of first rail is drilled in Press No. 16 and the

other end of second rail is drilled in Press No. 18. The time required to

drill three l^r-inch holes in 100-lb. R. B. Rail is 37 seconds. After the

rail is drilled it is passed on to the Skids No. 17 and loaded into car and

ready for movement to point of distribution.

The force required to operate is as follows

:

1 Foreman.
2 Cranemen.
2 Men assist hooking rail.

2 Men assist landing rail.

4 Men handling rail at saw.
1 Saw operator.
1 Pneumatic table operator.

4 Drill pressmen.
1 Tool dresser.

18 men—Total.

The average capacity is about 300 rails per eight hours.

A test of one friction saw, which was Y% inch thick and 54J4 inches

in diameter, was used for a period of ten weeks, being removed at that

time due to a defect developed in the saw. During this period there were

23,410 cuts made, 21,190 of which were square cuts and the balance were

special cuts of various angles made in connection with the construction

of frogs, crossings and switches. The most of the cuts were made on

100-lb. R. B. section rail. At the end of the test the diameter of the saw

was found to be 53^4 inches, or a reduction of 34 inch.

Owen Tie Changing Machine

This machine is of comparatively recent development and is designed

to force the tie out of the roadbed with as little ballast disturbance as

possible. It consists of a framework carrying a winch from which cable

is threaded around wheel at end of frame, thence under both rails and

around shoe at end of tie, thence back along the tie and is fastened to

the rail.

The ballast is first removed from the end of the tie to be pulled to

permit placing the shoe around end of tie. The track is then raised

slightly by jacks and a roller clamped on each rail to allow tie to move
more easily. Then two men turning the winch handles force the tie out

of the ballast. The bed is then prepared for the new tie.

Only two men are required to operate the machine and best results

have been obtained by allowing these two men to go ahead of the men
installing the ties. The machine will pull out the ties at the rate of about

twelve per hour and keep well ahead of four to six men placing the ties

by hand, spiking and tamping.

The savings effected by the rapid removal of the tie are very pro-

nounced where it is desirable or necessary to renew ties without raising
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the track or disturbing the ballast, and it is with the small gang that the

use of the machine is especially desirable.

Although the device travels on the track, as shown in accompanying

illustrations, it can he removed very quickly by two men to clear for

passing trains.
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FROjq AND SWITCH
SHOP

BLACKSMITH

SHOP

BALTl/vlO«C and OMORailPOAD
ARRANGEMENT OF RAIL SAWING

AND PRILLING FACILITIES
AT MARTiNSBuRG, W. VA
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Setting Up Tie Changing Machine.

,'-

Operating Machine.
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Ditcher Cleaning Ballast.

Ditcher Cleaning Ballast.
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Ballast Cleaning Machines

The Committee has considered three mechanical devices for cleaning

ballast, a rotary screen into which the ballast is thrown by hand ; a ditcher

and clam shell bucket by which ballast is hoisted onto a sloping screen,

letting the dirt go into a car and the ballast back into the track, and the

principle of pneumatic suction or vacuum. The Committee wishes to

encourage further use of these machines to gath ir more data

(a) Ditcher with Clam Shell Bucket and Screen.

This operation consists in lifting the ballast from the center ditch

with a clam shell bucket and dropping it on a sloping screen mounted on
a gondola car. The dirt goes through the screen into the car and the

stone passes over the screen and through a chute back to the intertrack

space. The clam shell digs the ballast to a depth of about 10 inches below
the bottom of tie and from end of tie to end of tie, but does not reach any
of the ballast in the cribs. The ballast in cribs can be thrown to center

ditch ahead of machine or cleaned separately by forking, as desired.

Two ditchers or locomotive cranes with clam-shell buckets, each

ditcher accompanied by a screen on a gondola car, work as a unit in one

train. These two ditchers will clean twelve to fourteen rail lengths of

intertrack space per hour and the average daily run on a busy four-track

railroad has been found to be about fifty rail lengths. This is equivalent

to about 60 cu. yds. of ballast per hour that the track is occupied.

The organization is as follows

:

Engine and train crew, including :

Engineman,
Fireman,
Conductor,

2 Brakemen,
2 Ditch operators,

2 Ditcher firemen,
1 Foreman,
4 Laborers, two in each car distributing the dirt and two placing

the bucket in the intertrack space.

(b) Power Ballast Cleaner.

This machine travels on the track which is being cleaned and consists

of a trough into which the dirty ballast is shoveled, and a revolving

screen which separates the stone from the dirt, the stone returning to

the track and the dirt being carried on a moving canvas and deposited

clear of the ballast.

The machine is most efficient with a gang of about 18 men, distributed

as follows

:

1 Operator,
2 Men flagging,

3 Men dressing screened ballast,

12 Men shoveling ballast into conveyor.
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The customary operation is to skeltonize the track ahead of the

machine throwing the dirty ballast from the gauge to the border. This

work can usually be done while the machine is clearing for passing trains.

The above organization will clean thoroughly upwards of 18 cu. yds. of

stone ballast per hour.

Power Ballast Cleaner.

Power Ballast Cleaner.

(c) Ballast Cleaning—Vacuum.

To our knowledge no practical and commercially successful vacuum

ballast cleaner has yet been developed. However, the application of a

partial vacuum to handling coal, grain and other commodities indicates

that ballast can be handled in this way. In addition, this system has been

tried in a small way and it has been shown that stone ballast can be lifted
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from the cribs to some depth below the bottom of tie. The problem is to

develop a machine which will do the work economically.

The subject has been approached from two angles—first, to pick up

the dirt and cinder from the top of the stone ballast, and second, to lift

stone and dirt, separate them, replacing the clean stone in the track and

disposing" of the cinder and dirt.

The latter method is the more desirable, and it is the belief of the

Committee that a machine can be built that will lift the ballast from cribs

and center ditch, separate the stone from the dirt, return the stone to the

track and deposit dirt in an open top car. It is estimated that such a

machine could clean ballast at the rate of one-half mile of track per day.

Its initial cost would be about $50,000.

It is hoped that experiments along this line will be continued and that

an efficient ballast cleaner will be placed at the service of the railroads.

Appendix B

STUDY AND REPORT ON NAMES, TERMS AND DEFINI-

TIONS COVERING MATERIAL, WORK AND ACCOUNTING
INVOLVED IN THE OPERATIONS OF MAINTENANCE
OF WAY DEPARTMENT, WITH A VIEW TO ADOPTION
OF UNIFORM NOMENCLATURE.

H. H. Edgerton, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. E. Warden, Vice-Chair-

man; H. L. Browne, E. F. Manson.

Subject Construed

The above subject was brought up by a member of the Committee in

a meeting in 1921 and according to the ideas expressed by the members

the Committee was to compile a short work which could afterwards be

published by the different railroads in pamphlet form for the guidance

of Maintenance of Way workers and accountants to make their reports

and accounts uniform so far as the nomenclature was concerned. And it

was decided to go farther and tell the foreman and the junior accountants

what an A.F.E. is, what it is for, and how they should handle it.

There is but little likelihood that a mere glossary was intended, for

already there are several good ones out, most notably "The Maintenance

of Way Encyclopedia," compiled ih cooperation with the A.R.E.A.

Therefore it was probably intended we should make clear the way

of the foreman and the accountant, so they would not clash on so many

different ways of carrying out an A.F.E., of making the distribution, and

closing the work.
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Railroad Organization

President—The man in charge of the railroad.

Vice-President—Acts in place of the President when he is so instructed.

Treasurer—Keeper of the money.

General Manager—Directs the movement of trains, and approves the ex-

penditure of money.

Purchasing Agent—The one who huys the supplies, ties, rails, etc.

Auditor—Has charge of the bookkeeping of the railroad.

Chief Engineer—Has charge of all surveys, makes plans, writes specifica-

tions for buildings, bridges, tracks, water tanks, culverts, etc.

Superintendent of Motive Power—Has charge of the locomotives, cars

and shops.

General Superintendent—Has charge of a number of divisions.

Division Superintendent—Has charge of a division.

Division Engineer—Generally reports to the Division Superintendent and

is the Division Superintendent's chief officer in maintaining the track

and structures.

Division Master Mechanic—Attends to the engines and cars and has

charge of the engine houses and shops on one division.

Division Accountant—Keeps the accounts of cost of all work on the di-

vision.

Storekeeper—The one who receives, distributes, and accounts for the sup-

plies after they are purchased.

Roadmaster or Supervisor of Track—Has charge of section foremen and

track on a whole or part of a division.

Supervisor of Bridges and Buildings, or sometimes called "Master Car-

penter"—Has charge of buildings and bridges and the bridge and

building foremen on a division.

Foreman of Water Supply.—Has charge of water service.

Supervisor of Signals—Has charge of the signals.

Section Foreman—Has charge of a section.

Government Authorities

I.C.C.—Interstate Commerce Commission, has charge of all the railroads

in the United States, directs the bookkeeping and operation of rail-

roads. This Commission has its headquarters in Washington D. C.

U.S. Labor Board—Decides on the wages the men are to receive.

State Railroad Commission, sometimes called Public Utilities Commis-

sion—Applies the state laws to the railroads.

A.F.E., means Authority for Expenditure, and authorizes a certain amount

to be expended for track work, rails, ties, labor; for a new siding;

for a new water station ; new bridge, building, stockyard, etc., etc. It

is a paper generally of several pages and is accompanied by a blueprint

of a map or plan. It has to be signed by the superior officers of the
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road, generally the President, the Auditor, Chief Engineer, Division

Superintendent, or Division Engineer, and perhaps many others. One
name for an A.F.E. on some roads is Work Order.

The reason for using the A.F.E. (Authority for Expenditures) plan

is to keep railroad officials from spending more than the road earned, and

to have the money well spent where it is most needed. Naturally enough

a Division Superintendent would have his division kept in a high state

of efficiency if he was given a free hand as to what he might spend, while

other parts of the road might suffer. And likewise the Chief Engineer in

charge of maintenance would have his track in fine shape, while the loco-

motives and cars were running down ; and the reverse of this, the Super-

intendent of Motive Power would have a complete and up-to-date lot of

engines and cars at the expense of the track.

The traffic over some parts of a railroad system demands 60-lb. rails,

on another part 70-lb. and on some 85-lb. rails and a double track line.

Also on some of the branches very light locomotives are used, while on

the main line heavy ones. To meet these different conditions it is neces-

sary that a standard be established for each part or branch of the line.

Now, to keep this continuously this way, so that one branch does not get

heavier rail or better ties than the weight of the locomotives demand, the

A.F.E. is drawn up and submitted to all the officials and they compare its

requirements with the set standards for that part of the line where it is to

be used, and thus an even condition is maintained, which would not be the

case if every Foreman and Superintendent was allowed to decide for

himself.

Requisition—Is a bill or list of the required material issued on the Store-

keeper by some one in authority to do so. A copy is sent to the Fore-

man or his superior.

Handling an A.F.E.

As fast as the material arrives the Foreman should unload it at some

convenient spot so as not to interfere with the grading or telegraph poles

or other structures, and a careful check should be kept to see that the re-

quired amount of material is unloaded at the right place, and a report

should be made of anything that is missing.

The Foreman should state whether the material is new or second-hand

and should classify the ties, whether treated or white oak or soft ties.

Account or Accounting—Is the putting down in the time book the amount

of work done, and putting down in the material book the amount of

material received.

Distribution—Is the placing of the accounts in the right place in the books

so they can be understood by the Division Accountant ; in other words,

he should distribute the number of hours worked and the amounts of

material received and used to the different kinds of work, and to the

different places he worked.
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Construction—Is the building of something entirely new and is an addi-

tion and betterment, sometimes called A&B.
Maintenance—Is the keeping up or maintaining something already built

;

also called operation.

Foreign Tracks—Are those owned by another railroad.

Joint Tracks—Are those owned by two or more railroads.

Industry Tracks—Are those owned by some elevator, tar kiln, cotton mill,

ice plant or other industry.

As a general thing a distribution must be made of all labor or material

which goes on these different kind of tracks, so that the Division Ac-

countant may separate such charges from work done on Company prop-

erty.

It is also necessary to keep a separate account of many things, some

of which are given below. It is necessary to keep these separate because

the I.C.C. (Interstate Commerce Commission) has ordered it so, and

assigned numbers under which these accounts come; for instance, Account

No. 6 is bridges, No. 8 is ties, No. 9 rails, etc.

Floating gangs sometimes show time moving from one point to an-

other. They should give some description of the work they are going to

do at the new location, as time moving from one point to another is

chargeable to the work that is to be done at the new location.

On A.F.E. work section foremen should separate their time from that

of the gang.

A&B means additions and betterments ; for instance, a new depot or

additional switch is an addition and betterment, but if a switch is simply

replacing an old switch of the same weight and pattern, it is maintenance.

In unloading material it is wrong for a section foreman to enter

hours and not say what material it is—what it is to be used for or whether

for A&B construction or ordinary maintenance. The Accountant should

be told what account to charge it to. For instance, in unloading a car

partly of bridge ties and partly of lumber for a new depot, a separate

account should be kept of each. The ties are to be charged to some certain

bridge, which the section foreman should name, and the lumber for the

new depot, and time it takes to unload it will be charged to the A.F.E.

under which the new depot is to be built.

As under the directions of the Interstate Commerce Commission ties

are a separate account from rails, the section foreman when renewing

ties and rails in one operation should separate the hours put in on each.

When cleaning off snow, section foremen should separate the hours

for cleaning track and switches from that of cleaning off station platforms,

as they are two separate accounts. This also applies to team work on

these two items.

There are three classes of yard tracks :

Passenger tracks,

Freight tracks, and

Tracks used by both freight and passenger.
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These last are entered on the distribution sheets as "Common" tracks.

In regard to the time spent on the above tracks, care should be taken

to separate the hours worked on these three classes of tracks, so that the

Accountant will not have to guess at the distribution.

Many Foremen enter hours of work under "General Cleaning," which

may cover a great many accounts. They should explain by a word or so

whether the work is on depot tracks, stock yards, cinder pits, etc.

Section Foremen should find out from the Roadmaster the spot which

divides ownership or division of maintenance costs on all tracks on his

territory which are foreign, joint tracks, or industry tracks.

The Foremen should always separate the time of the gang for work-

on foreign tracks, joint tracks, or industry tracks, as these amounts are

often charged to these industries or to other railroads.

Do not use local names to distribute work on certain tracks, as these

names may not be known bj' the Accountant. For instance, "The Long

John Track" or "Mollie's Track." The Roadmaster should give the Sec-

tion Foreman the I.C.C. numbers of each track and these numbers should

be put on the switch stands in yellow crayon or paint.

Loading scrap is another common cause of trouble. They should

say whether loading track scrap or car scrap.

Loading cinders is the same thing. They should say whether from the

enginehouse or from the cinder pits.

Some Section Foremen enter "Pulling coal." The}' should say whether

it was on the tender of an engine or in the coal chute.

Trackmen engaged in clearing wrecks should always show whether

freight, passenger, or work train.

Trackmen engaged in removing and burying cattle and other live

stock killed on right-of-way should always show if they know whether

stock was killed by freight, passenger or work train. Sometimes trackmen

are called upon to bury live stock that is killed or dies of natural causes

in stockyards or in stock cars. Care should be taken to see that this time

is not charged to Account 417, "Damage to Stock on Right-of-Way."

Section Foremen are sometimes ordered to go to the next section and

assist in putting in ties or some other work. Sometimes this is simply

shown as "Working on Section No 20 hours." This gives the

Accounting Department no information to enable them to properly charge

out this expense. The work done on the adjoining section should always

be stated.

Section men called upon to unload lumber for B&B forces should

always inquire what the lumber is to be used for and not merely show on

their distributions "Unloading lumber for B&B Department." The same is

true about loading lumber to be sent on the line. If possible, find out and

show on the distribution sheet what the lumber is to be used for.

Section Foremen should keep careful record of labor and material

used in building temporary tracks to be used in storing bunk cars, storage

coal piles, etc., and careful record should be kept and reported of any part

or all of a temporary track removed.
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Paint gangs are sometimes started out on a division and practically

all buildings, signs, switch stands, etc., are painted at each station. As

the painting of all the aforementioned are chargeable to different Main-

tenance of Way accounts the labor and material on each should be kept

separate on the distributions.

I.C.C. Account 202-G, "Walking roadway, watching slides and dan-

gerous places in roadbed, extinguishing fires on the right-of-way, and ad-

jacent property." This refers to the roadbed only and should be kept

separate from any track work. It is not track walking in the ordinary

sense, but is watching slides and settlements.

I.C.C. Account No. 220-D, "Walking track, watching track at bad

spots." This is walking track, and does not concern washout or settlement

of the roadbed. These two accounts are a source of much estimating

and guesswork distribution by the Accountants, and Section Foreman

should make a separation and explain same by a word or two.

Cinder pits are those outside pits where fires are cleaned.

Ashpits are in an engine house and are a separate account from cin-

der pits.

Guard rail and work done on it is Account No. 10 (Other Track

Material), if used in connection with a frog or protection on a curve or a

high fill, and is not the same as track rail, which is Account No. 9.

Also if a guard rail is used on a bridge it is Account No. 6. The

Foreman should make a separation for all these.

Surfacing Track is raising track to a true surface and tamping ties.

This applies whether it is the centers or just the joints, and this definition

is to take the place of "Raising track," "Raising joints," etc.

Lining Track, shifting the track to its true center so that it is in line

or a true curve.

For definitions of Maintenance of Way work and material, Account-

ants and others are referred to "Maintenance of Way Encyclopedia,"

referred to above.

And for descriptions and names of material the following catalogues:

Railroad Supply Company, Track Appliance Company.
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report on the follow-

ing subjects

:

(1) Revision of Manual. (Appendix A.)

(2) Economics of filling bridges. (Appendix B.)

(3) Effect of heavier power and increased tonnage upon roadbed

previously considered stabilized. (Appendix C.)

(4) Chemical killing of weeds. (Appendix D.)

(5) Excess cost of maintenance during early period of operation.

(Appendix E.)

(6) Use of corrugated metal culverts in railway work and specifica-

tions for same, collaborating with Committee on Iron and Steel Structures.

(Appendix F.)

Action Recommended

1. That the report in Appendix "A" be received as information.

2. That the report in Appendix "B" be received as information.

3. That the report in Appendix "C" be received as information.

4. That the report in Appendix "D" be received as information. It

is the idea of the Committee that the killing of weeds by chemicals has

not as yet become of such general interest or practice as to warrant it

being incorporated in the Manual.

5. That the report in Appendix "E" be received as information and

progress.

6.
' That the report in Appendix "F" be received as information and

progress.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Study the Manual and submit proposed revisions thereof.

2. Submit final report on the economics of filling bridges.

Bulletin 253, January, 1923.
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3. Submit final report on the effect of heavier power and increased

tonnage upon roadbed previously considered stabilized.

4. Submit final report on deferred construction costs chargeable to

tracklaying and surfacing.

5. Submit final report on the use of corrugated metal culverts in

railway work and prepare specifications for material and workmanship,

collaborating with Committee on Iron and Steel Structures.

6. Study and revise the existing grading specification and contract,

collaborating with Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms.

7. Study and report on the use of precast concrete slabs in the sub-

grade under ballast at railroad crossings, road crossings, turnouts and
soft places in the track.

8. Study and report on method of treatment of culverts on shallow

fills, cuts or hill sides to prevent blocking of same by storm water deposits.

9. Submit a carefully considered outline of work for the ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Roadway,

C. M. McVay, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

C. M. McVay, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

After consideration of the subject matter of the Roadway Com-
mittee as it will appear in the new Manual, no changes in same are

recommended.

Appendix B

(2) ECONOMICS OF FILLING BRIDGES

J. C. Wrenshall, Chairman, Sub-Committee; A. S. Butterworth, R. D.

Garner, F. M. Graham, W. W. Kelly, G. L. Sitton, W. H. Wood-
bury, H. M. Hockman.

The Committee has gathered considerable data on the assignment and

has made progress in digesting same, but can only report progress, as out-

side conditions have interfered seriously with the work of completing

the report on the subject.

It is recommended that the subject be reassigned, as the Committee

will, no doubt, have the matter in concrete form by the next meeting.
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Appendix C

(3) EFFECT OF HEAVIER POWER AND INCREASED
TONNAGE UPON ROADBED PREVIOUSLY

CONSIDERED STABILIZED

Frank Ringer, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. A. Roberts, H. Hawgooo,

R. G. Aylsworth, F. L. Guy, R. C. Gowdy, J. R. Hoagland.

Your Committee has been delayed in the consideration of this subject

due to various causes beyond its control. Some progress has been made,

however, and it is felt that this is an important subject and should be

reassigned for next year's work. This subject requires special informa-

tion, which is hard to secure, but it can probably be completed for the

next convention.

Appendix D

CHEMICAL KILLING OF WEEDS

H. E. Tyrrell, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; A. Harvey, W. M. Jaekle,

R. B. Robinson, W. W. Wilson.

Your Committee sent out a questionnaire on chemical killing of

weeds and also conducted considerable correspondence in connection with

the subject.

The investigation shows that a comparatively small number of rail-

roads have used chemical weed killers ; however, the railroads that have

used it represent a considerable portion of the mileage of the country.

The information available indicates that at least 31,500 miles of track

have been treated with chemical weed killers since 1914.

The chemical composition in practically all cases is sodium arsenite.

This material is obtained in a concentrated solution composed of from

3.6 lb. to 4.0 lb. of arsenic, from 1.25 to 2.10 lb. of caustic soda and one

gallon of water.

Before application the above solution is generally diluted by adding

water, the final solution ready for spraying most universally used consist-

ing of one part of the concentrated solution to twenty parts of water,

although trials have been made using a solution as low as one to one,

and in other cases a solution as high as one to forty. However, the

most universal successful applications have been made with a solution of

one to twenty, or about this strength.

The most economical and extensive applications have been made with

a sprinkling train, consisting of tank cars for carrying the concentrated

solution, cars for water, and a car equipped with adequate sprinkling

devices for reaching the width desired. The cars are so piped and equipped

with air that the concentrated solution may be sprayed at practically any

pressure after being diluted to whatever strength is desired. The train

must be operated at such a speed as will insure the discharge of the
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proper amount of diluted chemical solution over a given area. The appli-

cations made have been to practically all classes of weed vegetation, includ-

ing Johnson grass, Bermuda grass, Fox Tail, Sweet Clover, and others.

The widths generally treated vary from twelve to eighteen feet, the

most universal being fourteen feet.

The average cost of the chemical used on a strip one foot wide is

about $3.46 per mile. The other items entering into the cost of applica-

tion are purely local matters, which can be best ascertained by the railroad

contemplating its use.

With the arsenite of soda composition it is necessary to take some
precautions to guard against stock being killed by eating vegetation which

has been treated. These precautions are, first, care in application so that

the solution is not applied at road crossings or points where stock can get

at the treated vegetation, and second, the introduction into the solution of

some chemical which makes the weeds treated unpalatable to the stock so

that they will not eat them.

The chemicals used in weed killing solutions do not have any effect

on the metal portions of the railroad and cause no damage to the track.

As to the results obtained in chemically treating weeds, we find that

those who have made the most extensive tests and the most careful study

of the proposition, feel that they have accomplished what they expected,

but we believe that there are some classes of vegetation (such as Bermuda

Grass and Johnson Grass) which cannot be eliminated in this manner

except by probably a very persistent continued system of applications

covering a period of years. Furthermore, the class of ballast on the track

treated, the time of treatment, character of roadbed, and weather condi-

tions have a great bearing on the results obtained, as the best results are

obtained when the chemical gets an opportunity to soak into the ground

where the vegetation might absorb it through the roots, and conditions

increasing the possibility of the chemical being absorbed instead of run-

ning off, of course, will produce much better permanent results, not-

withstanding the fact that the chemical very quickly kills that portion of

the plant above the ground to which it is applied.

Some railroad systems are going into this matter very carefully.

They have been making applications for several years, and are going to

continue until they arrive at very definite conclusions as to whether the

expense of the present chemicals and methods of application is justified by

the results obtained. They are, while admitting that some classes of vege-

tation have not been eliminated, obtaining results which they feel justify

them in continuing the practice.

The Erie Railroad has continued the application of salt to weeds on

some of its territory and reports very satisfactory results. The salt is

applied by shoveling it on chutes in door of box car, requiring about

eight-tenths car load per mile. The cost of this application runs about

$32.00 per mile. The salt is good crushed salt, but rejected on account of

being too coarse for market and is received by the railroad with no cost

except foreign freight. Care must be taken in applying salt to prevent

any interference with automatic signaling.
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The attached table summarizes the information received in response

to the Committee's questionnaire, and is published as a matter of general

information.

Conclusions

1. While experiments with chemical weed killers have not been

entirely satisfactory in some cases, the opinion of this Committee is that

where the application has been made properly, the results are generally

satisfactory.

2. There is no damage to the metal portion of the railroad or to

the track in the applications.

Appendix E

EXCESS COST OF MAINTENANCE DURING THE
PERIOD OF OPERATION

C. C. Cunningham, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. W. Brown, W. H.

Woodbury, J. S. Goodman, J. B. Akers.

The Committee has made a study of the subject-matter of this

report and has kept in touch with the work being done by the Special

Valuation Committee of the Presidents' Conference Committee.

Some very valuable data is being accumulated upon the deferred con-

struction costs as evidenced in track work. Very little data has as yet

been found to determine definite costs for other elements of deferred

construction costs. The total of such costs has been generally designated

as "Excess Cost of Maintenance During Early Period of Operation."

Since only the element of "Deferred Construction Costs Chargeable

to Tracklaying and Surfacing" seems thus far to be amenable to fairly

accurate determination, it is suggested that this be the title applied to

our investigation.

It seems quite probable that a definite relationship can be established

between the normal costs of track maintenance and the abnormal costs

during the early period of operation. This relationship may vary in

different sections of the country with different climatic conditions, differ-

ent standards of maintenance and different traffic requirements.

This report is submitted as information and it is recommended that

the subject-matter again be subject of study during the succeeding year in

conjunction with the work being done by the Special Valuation Committee

of the Presidents' Conference Committee.
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Appendix F

(6) THE USE OF CORRUGATED METAL CULVERTS IN

RAILWAY WORK, AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR
MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP

W. H. Penfielij, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. A. Daley, E. G. Hewson,

C. E. Weaver.

Your Committee has made a considerable study of the subject and

have a specification prepared for the manufacture of corrugated culvert

pipe, but have not had time to go into the matter with the Committee on

Iron and Steel Structures.

It seems to be the general opinion of railroad engineers who have used

corrugated metal culverts in railroad work that they are not satisfactory

and that their use in general railway work should be discouraged. At the

same time it is hard to secure definite information as to the details of

failure of these pipes. It seems from the reports submitted that to secure

any reasonable service from these culverts the material must be high grade

metal as nearly pure as possible and with rust-resisting properties. The

galvanizing alone is not sufficient to protect the metal from rust. Reports

also show the desirability of using sheets of proper gauge and that a

much heavier sheet must be used in the pipes of larger diameter.

Many of the reports indicate that culverts have settled into the soil

in which they were laid, especially under the center of the embankment,

or directly under track, causing sand and silt to collect in the invert, and

holding water. This, of course, is not due to the material from which

the culverts are made, as cast-iron and concrete pipes or timber box cul-

verts will be found in the same condition, if good foundation is nol

prepared before they are placed and the embankments properly made.

The best results seem to be secured when the top of pipe is placed not

less than 3 ft. or more than 10 ft. below sub-grade. Pipes should not

be used in sizes with a diameter in excess of 48 in.

Some good results have been secured with the corrugated culverts

under highway approaches at road crossings where the cost of same is

much less than cast-iron or concrete pipe, and in some cases less than

vitrified bell-end pipe. Some satisfactory results are also reported where

the pipes have been used in construction work where cost of hauling cast-

iron or concrete pipe to the job is excessive, the corrugated pipe being

later renewed with the concrete or cast-iron pipe after track is laid up

to the site.

The Committee is attaching to this report three exhibits covering

reports on the use of this class of culverts for information of the Asso-

ciation.

Exhibit A covers the installation by the Central of Georgia Railway

of corrugated iron culvert pipe inside of broken cast-iron pipes on railway

embankments, also report of condition in 1920 of various corrugated iron

culverts previously installed on the Central of Georgia Railway.
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Exhibit B is a report made in 1920 of condition of corrugated culverts

on the Soo Line in northwestern Wisconsin, installed in 1910, and on the

Duluth & Iron Range Railroad rri northeastern Minnesota, installed in

1913.

Exhibit C is a report on condition of corrugated pipe culverts on a

portion of the Rock Island in Iowa.

Conclusions

The Committee recommeiias that this report be accepted as informa-

tion and progress, and subject continued until next year, when the com-
plete specification should be ready for submission.

Exhibit A

INSTALLATION OF "ARMCO" CORRUGATED IRON CUL-
VERT PIPE INSIDE OF BROKEN CAST-IRON PIPES

UNDER RAILROAD EMBANKMENTS

The Central of Georgia Railway has recently repaired broken cast-iron

pipes by re-threading with corrugated iron culvert pipe several culverts

under different height fills, varying from 10 to 50 ft. high.

Specifications for corrugated iron culvert pipe used were

:

Material.— (a) The metal composing the corrugated pipe shall

show an iron content determined by difference of at least 99.84 per cent,

pure iron; that is, the base metal shall not show more than 16/100 of 1

per cent, impurities, namely, 11/100 of 1 per cent, in the aggregate of

carbon, manganese, phosphorus, sulphur, silicon, oxygen, hydrogen and

nitrogen, with not over 5/100 of 1 per cent, of copper, and must be of

uniform and homogeneous composition. A variation of not to exceed

2/100 of 1 per cent, in the above-mentioned total impurities shall be al-

lowed covering the recognized analytical variations between expert

chemists.

(b) All sheets, besides being of the analysis as stipulated in the fore-

going paragraph, shall be free from blisters, seams, scabs or other foreign

substances.

(c) All sheets must be of the U. S. Standard 14-gauge, 2^2-in. cor-

rugations center to center and not less than 34 in. in depth, subject to the

customary allowance of 2^ per cent, for variation, as per act of Congress,

July 1, 1893.

Galvanizing.—The metal shall be galvanized by the hot rolling

process, the zinc spelter to be of the first quality and not less than two
ounces to the exposed surface of one square foot of metal. The metal

shall be galvanized before corrugated. Tests for weight of zinc spelter

shall be made by the lead acetate method.

Construction.—All pipe shall be riveted and of full circle and with

riveted seams and lap joints made tight. The rivets shall be guaranteed

of the same analysis as the metal used in the manufacture of the culvert.
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Five-sixteenths-inch rivets shall be used in all diameters up to 48 in., in-

clusive, and H-»n. rivets for diameters larger than 48 in. On all culverts

of a diameter under 30 in. there shall be one rivet in each corrugation

and on all culverts 36 in. in diameter and over there shall be two rivets

in each corrugation. All rivets at circumferential joints shall be placed

not more than 8 in. apart from center to center. Each culvert shall be

made in pieces varying in length as per details to be furnished by the Rail-

way Company.

All sheets to be mismatched one corrugation before riveting so as to

form a spiral of the corrugations.

For 24-in. pipe sheet to have 2^-in. lap at one end and 3j^-in. lap at

opposite end.

For 36-in. pipe sheet to have 2^-in. lap at one end and 4-in. lap at

opposite end.

For 42-in. pipe sheet to have 2^4-in. lap at one end and AT/i-h\. lap at

opposite end.

The intention of lapping the ends of sheets a different amount is for

the purpose of making one end of the pipe slightly smaller than the other,

and by so doing the pipe will screw into the end of the next pipe one

complete turn and become tight.

The sheets used for the upstream and downstream ends of pipe lines

to be cut on a bevel so as to make smooth ends instead of having

overlaps.

Tests.—Two pieces, each not less than 4 inches square, may be

cut from any section of pipe so furnished, one to be tested by the pur-

chaser and the other by the manufacturer after galvanizing has been

removed. If said pieces are found by the purchaser to contain, contrary

to the manufacturer's guarantee, a greater percentage of impurities than

called for in the specifications, then a third party, who shall be a metal-

lurgical chemist of recognized standing and satisfactory to both the first

and second parties, shall make a checking test from the two pieces in

question. In case he finds the metal to be below specifications, then the

consignment may be rejected without obligations by purchaser.

The method used to thread the corrugated pipe inside of the iron

pipes was as follows

:

One section of pipe was put in place and shoved inside the iron pipe,

leaving about 2 ft. protruding outside. Then the second section was

screwed into the first by using wire slings with a 6-ft. lever, one sling

being placed around the end of the pipe that was already partly inside of

the iron pipe and the other sling around the new section of pipe, these

slings being placed on opposite sides and operating in opposite directions

similar to cant hooks, to screw the pipes together. After getting about

30 ft. of pipe threaded and shoved in by hand, a three-ton chain block was
placed at the downstream end of the culvert and a J^-in. wire cable car-

ried through the culvert to the upstream end, to which was fastened a

piece of timber slightly longer than the diameter of the corrugated pipe.

This was placed across the end of the corrugated pipe, and with the block
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acted similar to placing a jack against the end of the pipe and pushing

the various sections, the idea being to push the new pipe in place rather

than put tension on the line and take chance of pulling a joint apart, in

which case it would be necessary to remove line from culvert far enough

to permit connecting sections. In re-threading it was found the corru-

gated pipe could be put inside the iron pipe much faster and with less pull

on the block by rotating back and forth as much as the iron pipe would

permit. However, this is not recommended, as it was found sections were

unjointed by the rotating action.

After an entire length of new pipe was shoved in place, the space be-

tween the new and old pipe at the upstream and downstream ends was

filled in with cement mortar to prevent water getting between the pipes.

Below is cost of installing pipe lines of different sizes and lengths,

including unloading and cementing ends :

Line
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M. P. 57.7—24-in. pipe, 4-f t. fill. Crushing in center, rusting in bottom of

pipe full length. Life three years.

M. P. 60.7—24-in. pipe, 3-ft. fill. Pipe rusting in bottom full length.

M. P. 60.8—24-in. pipe, 2- ft. fill. Pipe crushing in center. Rusting in

bottom full length. Life two years.

M. P. 62 —24-in. pipe, 1-ft. fill. Pipe in good condition.

M. P. 62.3—24-in. pipe, 5-ft. fill. Pipe crushing in center, rusting in bot-

tom pipe full length. Three years' life.

M. P. 64.6—24-in. pipe, 2-ft. fill. Pipe in good condition.

M. P. 64.9—24-in. pipe, 5-ft. fill. Pipe in good condition.

M. P. 65.0—24-in. pipe, 5-ft. fill. Pipe in good condition.

M. P. 65.4—24-in. pipe, 5-ft. fill. Pipe in good condition. Above pipe in-

stalled in 1916 and 1917.

Report of Corrugated Metal Culverts—Collins District—Central of

Georgia Railway

M. P. 34.9—78 ft. 36-in. pipe. Crushing in top in center. Corrosion 2 ft.

wide in bottom full length pipe. When rust is knocked off it

brings off galvanizing.

M. P. 36.8—84 ft. 42-in. pipe. O. K. as to shape, but iy2 ft. corrosion full

length in bottom. Rust when knocked off brings off galvaniz-

ing.

M. P. 37.4—36 ft. 30-in. pipe. Slight crush in top in center. Rust 1 ft.

wide full length in bottom. Galvanizing comes off with cor-

rosion.

M. P. 40.4—78 ft. 60-in. pipe. Supported in center with timber. Rust 3 ft.

wide full length in bottom. Galvanizing comes off with rust.

M. P. 40.9—70 ft. 48-in. pipe. Supported in center with timber. Crushed

about 6 in. Corrosion 2 ft. wide full length of pipe. Gal-

vanizing comes off with rust.

M. P. 41.1—66 ft. 42-in. pipe. Supported in center with timber. Crushing

about 4 in. in center. Rust 2 ft. wide in bottom full length

of pipe. Galvanizing comes off with rust.

M. P. 42.0—40 ft. 36-in. pipe. Good shape, rust 1 ft. wide full length.

Very hard corrosion, hard to knock off.

M. P. 45.2—46 ft. 36-in. pipe. Good shape all over. Very little rust in

bottom.

M. P. 47.0—78 ft. 42-in. pipe. Supported with timber in center. Crushing

about 6 in. Rust 2 ft. wide length of pipe. Galvanizing comes

off with rust.

M. P. 49.4—32 ft. 48-in. pipe. Supported in center ; 2 ft. rust in bottom

full length. Galvanizing comes off with rust.

M. P. 49.5—44 ft. 48-in. pipe. Supported in center with timber. No
crushing. Rust 2 ft. wide full length. Galvanizing comes off

with rust.

M. P. 51.9—60 ft. 36-in. pipe. Supported in center with timber. Rust

2 ft. wide full length of pipe. Galvanizing comes off with rust.

No crushing yet.

Above pipes installed in year 1914.
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Exhibit B

REPORT ON CORRUGATED METAL CULVERTS ON THE
SOO LINE IN WISCONSIN AND THE DULUTH &

IRON RANGE RAILROAD IN NORTHERN
MINNESOTA

In reply to the circular of May 26th, 1920. Culverts placed on new

construction work on the Cylon-Downing Cutoff of the Soo Line in West

Central Wisconsin during 1910 under the direction of the writer. Sizes

24 in, 36 in. and 48 in. All were given a decided camber. The pipes are

of 14 in., 12 in. and 12 in. gauge metal, respectively, heavily galvanized.

The weights per linear foot of each size are 30 lb. per 24 in., 48 lb. for

36 in. and 65 lb. for 48 in. Inspected by the writer June 15, 1920. High

water made the inspection rather unsatisfactory.

Station 440.—24 in. corrugated galvanized pipe 38 ft. long. Top
to bottom of tie 4.8 ft. Pipe about half full of sand, rather badly sagged

and somewhat distorted under track.

Station 420.—48 in. corrugated pipe under farm crossing with

about 6 ft. of bank above top. Marked sag and distortion in center.

Station 338.—24 in. corrugated pipe 40 ft. long. Top of pipe 5 ft.

below bottom of tie. Good condition.

Station 328.-24 in. corrugated pipe. Top 4 ft. below bottom of

tie. Good condition.

Station 289.—48 in. corrugated pipe, 94 ft. long. Top 4.5 ft. below

bottom of tie. Sagged and shows considerable distortion under track;

otherwise seemingly in good condition. Water too high to observe lower

half of circle.

Station 252.—Double 48 in. corrugated pipe 48 ft. long. Top 5.5

ft.- below bottom of tie. Sagged and distorted under track; otherwise

seemingly in good condition. Half full of water.

The conclusions I draw from the inspection of these culverts are that

24-in. pipe is quite satisfactory, but should not be placed in soft ground

under high banks or close to bottom of tie. If ground is firm they may

be used under banks up to 15 or 20 ft. with very good results, bearing in

mind that it is very probable that renewal will be required within 20 or

25 years, and often sooner. I did not get to inspect any 36-in. pipe.

It was observed that 48-in. pipe became badly distorted and probably

should be renewed sooner than the 24-in. pipe. For temporary work,

which is to be replaced by permanent structures or will be abandoned in

twenty or twenty-five years, 48-in. pipe not closer than 5 ft. nor more

than 10 ft. below bottom of tie should give satisfactory service in firm

ground.

At the time these pipes were placed, I understood that they were to be

lined with concrete when they began to show indications of having reached

the end of their service life. The placing of 4-in. lining would leave

40-in. opening, which, in most cases, would be sufficient. Since they have
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developed such a considerable sag and distortion it may be inadvisable to

attempt to line with concrete. In some cases this sag and distortion might

be corrected by cutting through the invert and lifting the crown of the

pipe with jacks.

It is often good policy to place temporary culverts on new work that

a test of the adequacy of the openings may be obtained during the life of

the temporary structure. Whether corrugated metal or wooden culverts

serve the purpose best is largely a question of cost. It seems certain that

neither can be considered permanent structures. In the judgment of the

writer, cedar will outlast corrugated galvanized metal.

Replying to a letter of inquiry on this subject, E. A. Whitman, Chief

Engineer of the Soo Line, says

:

"We have used this culvert to only a very limited extent in the past

eight years and then only the smaller sizes. Our experience with these

corrugated pipes has been very unsatisfactory, especially where they were
used under heavy banks or ground was at all soft."

This does not sound very encouraging for the use of corrugated

metal culverts.

W. H. Hoyt, Chief Engineer of the Duluth, Missaba & Northern

Railway, advises that that road has never used corrugated iron culverts

under railroad tracks, but that they are used in sizes up to 30 in. under

highway crossing fills. His conclusions are that larger sizes than 30 in.

are liable to become distorted and do not give long life. The sizes up to

30 in. through fill not carrying railroad tracks are very satisfactory.

On July 1, 1920, in company with Mr. L. Clapper, B. & B. Engineer

for the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad, I inspected a number of culverts

on the Burnside Lake Spur of that road. These pipes were semi-circle sec-

tions bolted together, 12 or 14 gage iron (not ingot). They were placed

during the year 1913.

Station 10.—24 in. corrugated pipe, 26 ft. long. Sagged and dis-

torted under track. Top about 2>
l/2 ft. below bottom of tie.

Station 19.—24 in. corrugated pipe, 33 ft. long. Sagged but not

much distorted. About 6 ft. below bottom of tie.

Station 34.—24 in. corrugated pipe, 19 ft. long. One-half ft. below

bottom of tie. Slightly sagged and distorted.

Station 38.—24 in. corrugated pipe, 18 ft. long. Close to bottom of

tie. Slightly sagged and distorted.

Station 58.—30 in. corrugated pipe, 27 ft. long. About one-half ft.

below tie. Slightly sagged, not much distorted. Shows considerable rust

in invert.

Station 66.—30 in. corrugated pipe, 31 ft. long. About one-half

ft. below tie. Slightly sagged, not much distorted, some rust in invert.

Station 71.—24 in. corrugated pipe, 21 ft. long. About one-half ft.

below tie. Badly sagged, distorted and rusted in invert.

Station 82.—24 in. corrugated pipe, 56 ft. long. About 12 ft. below
tie. Slightly sagged, not much distorted, not much rust.
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Station 96. 30 in. corrugated pipe, 29 ft. long. About one-half ft.

below tie. Sagged, but not much distorted, not much rust in invert-

Station 139.—30 in. corrugated pipe, 38 ft. long. About 4 ft. below
tie. Sagged, not much distorted, not much rust.

Station 155.—24 in. corrugated pipe, 42 ft. long. About 5 ft below
tie. Slightly sagged, considerably distorted, not much rust.

Most of these culverts carry and stand in muskeg water, which prob-

ably contains some tannic acid. This would tend to accelerate rust.

The observations on these culverts confirm the conclusions already

drawn from the Soo Line culverts. It is probably that the Soo Line

culverts are in better shape, because they are full riveted and placed with

greater care. In the few where the inverts could be observed there was

little or no rust, while on the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad nearly all

showed some signs of rust, although they have been in use but seven

years as against ten for those on the Soo Line.

Exhibit C

Answering letter to me requesting information on the installation of

corrugated iron pipe culverts on the part of the Rock Island between

Clear Lake Junction and East Des Moines, Iowa.

I am unable to give the dates on which this class of structure was

installed, but I rather imagine they were placed around 1907 or 1908 and

they are failing quite rapidly, several of them having been changed out

last year. They fail under the center of the track through lack of strength

longitudinally and transversely, that is, the ends of the pipe at the side

of the dump remain where originally placed, while the center of the

culvert goes down and at the same time the center of the culvert flattens

out. This is also materially increased by the culverts rusting, and I do

not believe this is a good type of structure.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE XVIII—ELECTRICITY

Edwin B. Katte, Chairman; D. J. Brumley, Vice-Chairman;
H. M. Bassett, G. W. Kittredge,
R. Beeuwkes, W. L. Morse,
R. D. Coombs, A. E. Owen,
J. C. Davidson, Martin Schreiber,

J. H. Davis, E. B. Temple,
J. V. B. Duer, W. M. Vandersluis,
G. Eisenhauer, H. M'. Warren,
R. H. Ford, L. S. Wells,
F. D. Hall, Sidney Withington,
J. L. Harper, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(1) Revision of the Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Electrical Interference (Appendix B).

(3) Water Power (Appendix C).

(4) Electrolysis (Appendix D).

(5) Cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Standards (Appen-
dix E).

(6) Overhead Transmission Line Construction (Appendix F).

(7) Collaboration with Committee XVI—Economics of Railway
Location (Appendix G).

(8) Wire Crossing Specifications (Appendix H).

(9) Standardization of Adhesive and Rubber Tapes (Appen-
dix 1).

(10) Standardization of Insulators, Knife and Snap Switches
(Appendix J).

(11) Clearances for Third Rail and Overhead Working Conduc-
tors (Appendix K).

(12) The Protection of Oil Sidings from Danger Due to Stray
Currents (Appendix L).

Action Recommended

1. That the changes in and additions to the Manual recommended in

Appendix A be approved.

2. That the report on Electrical Interference in Appendix B be ac-

cepted as progress and the subject continued.

3. That the report on Water Power in Appendix C be accepted as

information, printed in the Proceedings and the subject continued.

4. That the report on Electrolysis in Appendix D be accepted as in-

formation, printed in the Proceedings, and the subject continued with

representation on the American Committee on Electrolysis without corn-

Bulletin 254, February, 1923.
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mitment as to subscription or dues. That further report on the "Effect

of Electrolysis on Reinforced Concrete" be discontinued, at least for the

present.

5. That the report on cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Standards

contained in Appendix E be accepted as information, printed in the Pro-

ceedings and continued cooperation be authorized with the U. S. Bureau

of Standards.

6. That the report on Overhead Transmission Line Construction in

Appendix F be accepted as progress and the subject continued.

7. That the report on Collaboration with Committee XVI—Economics

of Railway Location, in Appendix G be accepted as progress and the sub-

ject continued.

8. That the revised Railroad Specifications for Electric Light, Power
Supply and Trolley Lines Crossing Railways in Appendix H be approved

as recommended practice and printed in the Manual.

9. That the Specifications for Adhesive Tape for General Use for

Electrical Purposes and the Specifications for Rubber Insulating Tape in

Appendix I be approved as recommended practice and printed in the

Manual.

10. That the report on Standardization of Insulators, Knife and Snap

Switches in Appendix J be accepted as progress and the subject continued.

11. That the report on Clearances for Third Rail and Overhead

Working Conductors in Appendix K be accepted and the 1921 tables show-

ing third rail and overhead clearances be revised and brought up to date

next year.

12. That the rules relative to the Protection of Oil Sidings from

Danger Due to Stray Currents in Appendix L be approved as recommended
practice and printed in the Manual.

Recommendations for New Work

1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Continue the study and make final report, if practicable, on Elec-

trical Interference caused by propulsion circuits, including recommenda-
tions for eliminating interference with signal, telephone and telegraph

lines caused by propulsion circuits and adjacent transmission lines, col-

laborating with the appropriate committees of the Telegraph and Tele-

phone Section and with the Signal Section, with the view of submitting

a joint report to the American Railway Association.

3. Continue the study and report on the Utilization of Water Power
for Electric Railway Operation with special reference to the future de-

velopment of water power from the St. Lawrence River.

4. Continue the study and report on Electrolysis, collaborating with

the American Committee on Electrolysis, retaining membership thereon.

5. Continue collaboration with the U. S. Bureau of Standards in the

revision of the National Electrical Safety Code and other codes of similar

character.
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6. Continue the study and report on Overhead Transmission and

Distribution Line Construction for Railroad Use and prepare plans and

specifications for such construction, collaborating with the appropriate

committees of the Signal Section and the Telegraph and Telephone Sec-

tion, with the view of submitting a joint specification to the American

Railway Association.

7. Continue the study and report on Economics of Railway Location

as affected by electric operation, collaborating with Committee XVI

—

Economics of Railway Location.

8. Continue the study of electric light, power supply and trolley lines

crossing steam railroads, with the view of keeping the Association in-

formed with regard to changes which may be desirable in the specifications

submitted this year to make them conform more nearly to the requirements

of Part 2 of the National Electrical Safety Code prepared by the U. S.

Bureau of Standards and to the requirements of the Public Service Com-
missions, or other regulatory bodies in the various states. Continue the

State Representatives and their Alternates.

9. Continue the subject of Specifications for Adhesive and Rubber

Tapes with the view of recommending any changes or modifications which

may be required therein to maintain the specifications in conformity with

similar specifications of the American Society for Testing Materials.

10. Study and report on Insulators, Knife and Snap Switches with

the view of preparing plans and specifications for standardizing these sub-

jects, collaborating with the appropriate committees of the Signal Section

and the Telegraph and Telephone Section, with the view of submitting

joint reports and specifications to the American Railway Association.

11. Revise and bring up to date the tables showing Third Rail Clear-

ances and the tables showing Overhead Working Conductor Clearances in

the Report for 1921.

12. Continue the subject of Protection of Oil Sidings from Danger

Due to Stray Currents, with the view of keeping up to date the rules for

such protection submitted this year as recommended practice.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Electricity,

By Edwin B. Katte, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

G. W. Kittredge, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; E. B. Temple, J. H.

Davis, R. H. Ford.

The Committee recommends the following changes in and additions

to the Manual

:

Present Form Proposed Form

Railroad Specifications for Elec- Railroad Specifications for Elec-
tric Light, Power Supply and trie Light, Power Supply and
Trolley Lines Crossing Steam and Trolley Lines Crossing Railroads,
Electric Railways. Page 609. as recommended practice (Revised

October 5, 1922).

None. Specifications for Adhesive
Tape for General Use for Elec-
trical Purposes, presented as rec-

ommended practice (1922).

N rie .

Specifications for Rubber Insul-

ated Tape, presented as recom-
mended practice (1922).

None. Rules for the Protection of Oil

Sidings from Danger Due to Stray
Currents as recommended practice

(1922).

Appendix B
%

(2) ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE

W. M. Vandersluis, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. C. Davidson, R.

Beeuwkes, J. V. B. Duer, S. Withington.

The Committee was instructed to continue the study and report on

electrical interference with telephone and telegraph lines caused by pro-

pulsion circuits, including recommendations for eliminating interference

with signal and telephone and telegraph lines caused by propulsion circuits

and adjacent transmission lines. Previous reports to the A.R.E.A. on the

subject of electrical interference may be found as noted below:

A.R.E.A. Proceedings, Vol. 20, 1919, pp. 203 and 204.

A.R.E.A. Proceedings, Vol 21, 1920, pp. 272-274, inclusive.

A.R.E.A. Proceedings, Vol. 22, 1921, pp. 128-139, inclusive.

A.R.E.A. Bulletin, Vol. 23, No. 239, 1921, pp. 88-91, inclusive.

The program as outlined in last year's report was started and progress

was made until the strike conditions after July 1st prevented further work.

Recommendation

It is recommended that the subject be continued next year.
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Appendix C

(3) WATER POWER

W. L. Morse, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. H. Ford, H. M. Bassett,

J. C. Davidson, J. L. Harper.

The Committee reports on water power available, both in the United

States and Canada, for the electric operation of steam railroads as fol-

lows :

United States Government Maps

Attention is called to maps showing Power Stations and Transmis-

sion Lines used in Public Service, prepared by the Chief Hydraulic Engi-

neer and Chief, Division of Power Resources. These maps list the Oper-

ating Companies and show the location of the following stations : Hydro-

electric, fuel consuming and combined hydro-electric and fuel consuming

generating stations, Sub-stations and Switching Stations; also are shown

the Distributing Companies and Primary Transmission Lines.

Nine maps thus far issued are as follows

:

States Dated
Maine 1922

New Hampshire and Vermont 1921

Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut 1919

New York 1921

New Jersey • • 1921

Pennsylvania 1920

Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia 1922

Indiana 1922

Virginia 1922

These maps may be obtained from the United States Geological Sur-

vey at Washington.

Developed and Potential Water Power of the United States

In 1908 the Bureau of the Census made a special census of the de-

veloped water powers of the United States for the report of the National

Conservation Commission (Senate Doc. 676, 60th Cong., 2d session). The
data collected were also published by the U. S. Geological Survey in

Water-Supply Paper 234, "Papers on the conservation of water re-

sources." This census showed that there were in the United States 31,537

water-power plants of all sizes, whose water-wheel capacity was 5,356,680

horsepower. Of these plants 602 had water-wheel capacity of more than

1,000 horsepower; the total capacity of these 602 plants was determined to

be 3,900,000 horsepower, leaving 1,457,000 horsepower distributed among
30,935 plants.

In 1921 the U. S. Geological Survey made a compilation of data

showing the developed water power in the United States in plants of

100 horsepower or more. The results of the compilation, which are shown

by sectional groups of states in the first following table, are considered

to be reliable except that for some of the states the returns are incom-

plete. Information concerning the individual states may be had on appli-

cation to the Director, U S. Geological Survey at Washington.
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The table shows that at present there are in the United States 3,120

water power plants of 100 horsepower or more, with a total capacity of

installed water wheels of 7,926,958 horsepower. Of this total 78 per

cent, is in public-utility plants and 22 per cent, in manufacturing plants.

New York is the leading State in the amount of developed water

power, with 1,291,857 horsepower; California a close second, with 1,149,099

horsepower ; Washington is third, with 454,356 horsepower ; Maine closely

follows in fourth place, with 449,614 horsepower; and Montana is fifth

with 344,420 horsepower.

To permit a comparison of the developed water power with the

total water power resources a second table is included showing the maxi-

mum and minimum potential water power of the United States. This

table is based on estimates made by the U. S. Geological Survey in 1908

for the National Conservation Commission and revised by the Commis-
sioner of Corporations for his report on water power developed in the

United States, 1912, and by the U. S. Forest Service in 1916.

In comparing the figures of developed water power and potential

water power for any group of states as given in these two tables, the

basis for the data in the tables should be kept clearly in mind if gross and

absurd errors are to be avoided. The potential water power of the United

States was determined by dividing the rivers into sections of different

lengths, the length depending on the slope of the channel, and the fall

and flow of each section were determined from the best information

available. With these factors the potential water power of each stream

was determined on the assumption of an efficiency of 75 per cent, in the

water wheels. The portions of the streams where the slope is so small

that water power can probably never be profitably developed were not

included.

The minimum potential water power is based on the average flow of

the two seven-day periods of lowest flow in each year of record. This, of

course, does not give the absolute minimum flow, but for all practical

purposes potential water power based on this flow may be considered as

continuous power. The maximum potential water power is based on the

flow available for 50 per cent, of the time. The use of storage was not

considered in making estimates of either minimum or maximum poten-

tial water power. The estimates of both the minimum and maximum
potential water power are considered conservative.

It is the general practice in the construction of water-power plants

to install hydraulic machinery capable of utilizing strong flow far in

excess of the absolute minimum and much in excess of the flow used in

determining the minimum potential water power as given in the table.

This practice is forcibly brought out by comparing the minimum poten-

tial water power with the total capacity of water wheels installed in

water-power plants in some of the New England States. If all the water

power of the United States were to be similarly developed it would prob-

ably be necessary to install plants having three or four times the capacity

of the estimated minimum potential water power as given in the table.

This condition should be fully considered in estimating the amount of

potential water power that may still be available in any State at the

present time.
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Developed Water Power in the United States

(Capacity of water wheels installed in plants of 100 horsepower or more)

Section
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neering News-Record," September 8th, 1921, to be consistent, and that

nothing further need be added at this time.

Superpower Survey

During this past year United States Geological Survey Paper No.

123 (Report on "A superpower system for the region between Boston and

Washington") has been before the Committee for consideration. The
report is doubtless familiar to all the members of the Association, and

no attempt is here made to amplify or criticize the data or statements

therein contained. The Committee feels that the "Superpower Report"

is a valuable contribution to the literature on this subject, but believes

the time is not yet opportune for the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation, as a body, to actively interest themselves in this major project.

Much pertinent data for locally interested railroads is available in the

report. When the period approaches, necessitating the development of

such a "Super-utility," it is believed that the railroads will 'find themselves

in the forefront of the required research, but pending such necessity no

general action need be taken in matters presented in the "Superpower

Survey Report."

Water Power and Storage Possibilities of the Hudson River

The State of New York Water Power Commission has published a

report on the above subject, which was prepared by State Engineer and

Surveyor, Frank M. Williams, in which is shown that 368,000 horse-

power are available, of which 222,000 are still undeveloped. The devel-

opment depends on the construction of fourteen (14) storage reservoirs,

having a total capacity of 73,400,000,000 cu. ft. Such reservoirs, with the

principal ones located at Sacandaga, Gooley, Piseco Lake and Schroon

Falls, are estimated to cost $24,292,000. The storage value of these reser-

voirs, it is believed, would many times exceed their cost, and they would

not only increase the available water power of the Hudson, Sacandaga

and Schroon Rivers, but also mitigate flood damage and improve naviga-

tion. The watershed of the Hudson is described and the source of the

river is stated to be Lake Tear-of-the-Clouds, which lies at an elevation of

4,322 feet above sea level in the center of the triangle formed by Mounts

M'arcy, Skylight and Gray. The average rainfall on the Hudson River

watershed is given as forty-one (41) inches, although on the headwaters

of the Sacandaga River it is believed to be more than sixty (60) inches a

year. The run-off, or stream flow, has been measured for various periods

at twenty-nine (29) stream-gauging stations, so that accurate knowledge

has been obtained of the power-producing capacity of the stream.

Power Developed at Niagara Falls by the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission, Province of Ontario

The Committee has reviewed the report on the above development,

made by Messrs. Murray and Flood for the National Electric Light Asso-

ciation, and is familiar with the reply thereto, made by the Power Com-
mission, but make no comment thereon in this report other than to say
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that it relates to the relative advantages of privately owned versus gov-

ernmentally owned water power facilities.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that the subject be continued and a

further report prepared on the Utilization of Water Power for Electric

Railway Operation, with special reference to the development of water

power from the St. Lawrence River.

Appendix D

(4) ELECTROLYSIS

Martin Schreiber, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Edwin B. Katte, A. E.

Owen, W. M. Vandersluis, H. M. Warren.

Last year the American Committee on Electrolysis issued its report

and it was reprinted in the February, 1922, issue of the Bulletin. Since

that time there has been no activity on the part of the American Commit-

tee on Electrolysis with the exception of the work of the Sub-Committee

on Research. A meeting of the American Committee on Electrolysis was

held in Chicago on October 2nd and the resolution to disband the com-

mittee was lost by the following vote

:

Association Vote
American Institute of Electrical Engineers No
American Electric Railway Association No
American Railway Engineering Association ' Yes
National Electric Light Association Yes
American Gas Association Yes
Natural Gas Association Yes
American Telephone and Telegraph Company No
American Water Works Association No
National Bureau of Standards . .. No

The following resolution was then proposed and unanimously carried

:

"RESOLVED, That the Chairman communicate to

the parent organizations the action taken by the Commit-
tee on the resolution to disband, with the request that

they advise him as to the course of action they desire to

pursue."

With regard to the Effect of Electrolysis on Reinforced Concrete, no

new information has come to hand during the past year and since the

subject seems now well understood, further reports thereon may be dis-

continued.

Recommendations

1. The Committee recommends that representation on the American

Committee on Electrolysis be continued without committing the Associa-

tion to any definite subscription or dues thereto.

2. The Committee recommends that further reports on the Effect

of Electrolysis on Reinforced Concrete be discontinued, at least for the

present.
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Appendix E

(5) COOPERATION WITH THE U. S. BUREAU OF STAND-
ARDS

S. Withington, Chairman, Sub-Committee; L. S. Wells, J. H. Davis, J.

V. B. DUER, G. ElSENHAUER.

Cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Standards, with regard to the

revision of the National Electrical Safety Code, has been through the

medium of the American Engineering Standards Committee. A confer-

ence was called at the request of the American Electric Railway Associa-

tion and held March 2, 1922, in the rooms of the National Electric Light

Association in New York City. The following was the suggested agenda

:

1. "Shall there be a set of national specifications for
crossings between overhead electric wire lines and rail-

ways and between different wire lines."

2. "If so, what should be the relation of Part
2 of the National Electrical Safety Code, 'Rules for
the installation and maintenance of overhead and un-
derground electrical supply and signal lines.'

"

3. "Can disposition be made of the differences of
opinion on Part 2 of the National Electrical Safety Code

(a) "Approving the present edition.

(b) "Revising the present edition through a
Sectional Committee of the American Engineer-
ing Standards Committee."

4. "What procedure should be recommended to carry
out the conclusions reached by the conference."

There was appointed by the American Railway Association to attend

this conference twelve representatives, three each from the Electrical

Section, the Construction and Maintenance Section, the Signal Section and

the Telegraph and Telephone Section. Nine members were in attendance

at the conference with Mr. Sidney Withington acting as their Chairman.

The conference resulted in the somewhat unusual action of the adoption

by the American Engineering Standards Committee of the U. S. Bureau

of Standards' National Electrical Safety Code with the proviso that Part

2 thereof would be subjected immediately to revision by a Sectional Com-
mittee. The following resolution was unanimously adopted by the con-

ference :

"RESOLVED, That it is the opinion of this conference that

:

1. "The remaining differences of opinion on Part 2
of the National Electrical Safety Code are small, and
the different interests are approaching agreement, and
that it is therefore advisable

2. "That the National Electrical Safety Code should
be approved by the American Engineering Standards
Committee with the understanding that

3. "There should immediately be organized a thor-
oughly representative sectional committee under the pro-
cedure of the American Engineering Standards Commit-
tee to consider any revisions of Part 2 of the Code which
may be deemed necessary by any of the interested parties,

and
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4. "That there should be a set of national specifica-

tions for crossings between overhead electric wire lines

and railways and between different wire lines, because

there is disagreement among the existing specifications,

and that

5. "Such specifications should be prepared by thor-

oughly representative sub- committees so as to make them
in agreement with the Code, with such revisions as may be

made under the provisions of paragraph 3 above."

It was further recommended that the American Railway Association

be requested to submit its wire crossing specifications to the Sectional

Committee for consideration and it was finally voted that the Chairman

be authorized to appoint a committee to confer with the Bureau of Stand-

ards with regard to a thoroughly representative Sectional Committee.

It will be noted that while the conference was called to determine

whether "there should be a set of national specifications for crossings be-

tween overhead electric wires and raihvays and between different wire

crossings," that the primary recommendation of the conference was the

approval of the National Electrical Safety Code with provision for cer-

tain revisions. When the resolutions came before the Main Committee

of the A. E. S. C. the representative of the A. R. A. took exception to the

approval as standard of a Code which was known to be in need of imme-

diate revision. Nevertheless, the A. E. S. C. by letter ballot approved the

National Electrical Safety Code and published its action by circular under

date of July 10, 1922, at the same time announcing the formation of a

Sectional Committee to consider revisions of Part 2 of the Code.

National Electrical Safety Code.

The Third Edition of this Code prepared by the U. S. Bureau of

Standards, issued under date of October, 1920, was reviewed in last year's

report of this Committee. It is acceptable as to recommended practice

with the exception of certain requirements of Part 2 which pertain to

factors of safety and clearances for wires and cables crossing over rail-

road rights-of-way. Four representatives of the American Railway Asso-

ciation have been appointed and accepted by the Director of the Bureau

of Standards to serve on the Sectional Committee for the revision of

Part 2 of the National Electrical Safety Code, as follows

:

Sub-Committee—Power Line Crossings Over Railways.

George Gibbs, Chief Engr. Elec. Traction, L. I. R. R., New York

City, representing the Electrical Section.

W. L. Morse, Special Asst. Engr., N. Y. C. R. R., New York City,

representing the Construction and Maintenance Section.

Sub-Committee—Signal Crossings Over Railways.

G. H. Dryden, Asst. Signal Engineer, B. & O. R. R., Baltimore,

Md., representing the Signal Section.

Sub-Committee—Power Line Crossings Over Signal Lines.

E. C. Keenan, General Superintendent Telegraph, N. Y. C. R. R.,

New York City, representing the Telegraph and Telephone

Section.
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No meetings of this Sectional Committee were held during the sum-

mer, although the Director of the Bureau of Standards called a meeting

for July 20th which had to be postponed because of the demand upon

the railroad representatives occasioned by the shopmen's strike. A second

meeting of this Sectional Committee was called for September 14th, but

request for postponement was again made owing to the inability of the

railroad representatives to attend. On November 2nd a meeting was held

at the Bureau of Standards in Washington, which was attended by about

thirty (30) representatives from twelve (12) interested associations or

organizations. An Executive Committee, with one representative from

each of the nine (9) classified organizations was appointed for the pur-

pose of determining whether the revision of the Code should take the

form of specifications to cover the crossing of railroad rights-of-way by

power lines and by communication lines, or whether the Code should be

revised so as to classify the provisions for such specifications under head-

ings, such as "Clearances," "Definitions," "Stresses," "Loadings," etc. The

Executive Committee is also to appoint the sub-committees and lay out

the work programs ; and is to supervise the work under the general in-

structions of the Sectional Committee in accordance with the procedure

of the American Engineering Standards Committee.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that cooperation with the U. S. Bureau

of Standards be continued with the view of reconciling, so far as possible,

the requirements of Part 2 of the National Electrical Safety Code and

the Association's 1922 Specifications for Electric Light, Power Supply

and Trolley Lines Crossing Steam Railways.

Appendix F

(6) OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION LINE CONSTRUCTION

G. Eisenhauer, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; L. S. Wells, R. D. Coombs,

F. D. Hall, J. L. Harper, S. Withington.

Some progress was made during the past year in the assembling of

data required for the preparation of Specifications for Overhead Trans-

mission Line Construction, but owing to the demands on the members of

this Sub-Committee, occasioned by labor troubles, it has been found im-

possible to complete the report.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that the subject be continued with the

view of submitting next year Standard Transmission Line Specifications.
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Appendix G

(7) COLLABORATION WITH COMMITTEE XVI—ECONO-
MICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION

D. J. Brumley, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. B. Duer, H. M. Bassett,

R. Beeuwkes, J. C. Davidson, H. M. Warren.

No meetings were held in collaboration with the Committee on Eco-

nomics of Railway Location and up to the time this report went to press,

nothing had been done of interest to the Committee on Electricity.

Recommendation

It is recommended that the subject be continued with the view of

collaborating with the Committee on Economics of Railway Location.

Appendix H

(8) WIRE CROSSING SPECIFICATIONS

S. Withington, Chairman, Sub-Committee; L. S. Wells, J. V. B. Duer,

G. ElSENHAUER, W. L. MORSE.

A complete and careful revision of the Railroad Specifications for

Electric Light, Power Supply and Trolley Lines Crossing Steam and

Electric Railways as printed in the Proceedings, Volume 21, page 208,

has been made during the past year with the view of bringing these

specifications up to date, correcting inaccuracies and making them con-

form, so far as is consistent with established railroad standards, with

the requirements of Part 2 of the National Electrical Safety Code pre-

pared by the U. S. Bureau of Standards. The attached specifications with

the appended tables, charts and diagrams are submitted as recommended
practice.

Because of the activity of Public Service Commissions in the various

states with regard to wire crossing specifications, it seemed advisable that

there should be a representative of the Committee on Electricity in each

state and the Board of Direction authorized under date of March 13,

1922, the appointment of such representative with an alternate in each

state. Appended is a list of these Representatives and their Alternates

and it is suggested that members of the Association having transmission

line crossing problems confer direct with the Representative of the Com-
mittee on Electricity assigned to the state where the crossing is in ques-

tion.

Recommendations

1. The Committee recommends the adoption as recommended prac-

tice of the Railroad Specifications for Electric Light, Power Supply and
Trolley Lines Crossing Railways, revised October 5, 1922, and printing

in the Manual.
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2. The Committee recommends the co-operation of the Members with

the State Representatives of the Committee on Electricity when wire

crossing specifications are involved, especially when the matter is before

their respective State Public Service Commissions or similar regulatory

bodies. The list of State Representatives and their Alternates, with their

addresses is hereto attached.

STATE REPRESENTATIVES AND ALTERNATES REPRESENT-
ING THE COMMITTEE ON ELECTRICITY

With Relation to Wire and Cable Crossings Over Railways

Note—The first name is the State Representative, the second name
the Alternate.

Alabama—H. S. Jones, Chief Engr., Gulf, Mobile & Northern, Mo-
bile ; S. E. Sims, Roadmaster, Southern Ry., Selma.

Arizona—W. F. Turner, Div. Engr., Southern Pacific, Tucson; F. L.

Guy, Res. Engr., E. P. & S. W., Douglas.

Arkansas—W. H. Vance, District Engr., Mo. Pac, Little Rock ; A. J.

Armstrong, Chief Engr., Missouri & N. Ark., Harrison.

California—F. A. Bordwell, Div. Engr., Southern Pacific, Bakers-

field; M. B. Clark, Div. Engr., Santa Fe., San Bernardino.

Colorado—A. O. Ridgway, Asst. Chief Engr., Denver & Rio Grande,

Denver; R. G. Aylsworth, Asst. Engr.
;
C. B. & Q., Denver.

Connecticut—S. Withington, Elec. Engr., N. Y. N. H. & H., New
Haven ; W. T. Dorrance, Des. Engr., N. Y. N. H. & H., New Haven.

Delaware—Theo. Bloecher, Jr., Div. Engr., B. & O., Baltimore;

J. C. Wrenshall, Jr., Div. Engr., Phila. & Reading, Philadelphia.

Florida—H. N. Rodenbaugh, Ch. Engr., Fla. East Coast, St. Augus-

tine; A. S. Butterworth, Ch. Engr., G. F. & A., Pensacola.

Georgia—L. L. Beall, Ch. Engr., A. B. & A., Atlanta; W. J. Green,

Asst. Engr., Atlanta & West Point, Atlanta.

Idaho—B. H. Prater, Engr. M. of Way, Oregon Short Line, Poca-

tello; R. F. Hamilton, Engr. Dept, Oregon Short Line, Pocatello.

Illinois—W. M. Vandersluis, Elec. Engr., Elec. Comm., 111. Cent.,

Chicago ; R. H. Ford, Asst. Chief Engr., C. R. I. & P., Chicago.

Indiana—M. V. Hynes, Gen. Supt., C. I. & W., Indianapolis; J. W.
Burt, Engr. M. of Way, Big Four, Indianapolis.

Iowa—F. W. Thompson, Div. Engr., Rock Island, Des Moines ; W. E.

Heimerdinger, Office Engr., Rock Island Lines, Des Moines.

Kansas—T. S. Stevens, Signal Engineer, Santa Fe, Topeka; H. F.

Busch, District Engr., Frisco, Fort Scott.

Kentucky—C. F. Burrell, Engr. M. of Way, K. & I. Br. Co., Louis-

ville ; C. H. Blackman, Prin. Asst. Engr., L. & N., Louisville.

Louisiana—E. L. Crugar, District Engr., I. C, New Orleans; W. P.

Hayes, Div. Engr., Mo. Pac, Monroe, La.
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Maine—F. D. Hall, Elec. Engr., B. & M'. R. R„ Boston; W. H. Nor-

ris, Br. Engr., Maine Cent., Portland.

Maryland—J. H. Davis, Elec. Engr., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore; E. G.

Lane, Engr. M. of Way, B. & O., Baltimore.

Massachusetts—F. D. Hall, Elec. Engr., B. & M., Boston; J. C.

Irwin, Val. Engr., B. & A., Boston.

Michigan—J. C. Mock, Signal Engr., M. C, Detroit; G. C. Tuthill,

Bridge Engr., M'. C. R. R., Detroit.

Minnesota—C. M. Nye, Asst. Chief Engr., Northern Pac, St. Paul

;

E. A. Whitman, Ch. Engr., Soo Line, Minneapolis.

Mississippi—H. J. Rhodes, Engr. M. of Way, A. & V., Vicksburg;

T. M. Pittman, Jr., Roadmaster, I. C, Water Valley.

Missouri—H. Austill, Bridge Engr., M. & O., St. Louis ; S. L. Won-
son, Br. Engr., Mo. Pac, St. Louis.

Montana—R. Beeuwkes, Elec. Engr., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Seattle,

Wash.; F. J. Taylor, Div. Engr., N. P., Livingston.

Nebraska—C. M. Delano, Div. Engr., C. B. & Q., Lincoln; W. H.

Eiker, Div. Engr., C. B. & Q., Lincoln.

Nevada—H. W. Wistner, Supt., So. Pacific, Sparks; A. L. Harper,

Roadmaster, Western Pacific, Elko.

New Hampshire—F. D. Hall, Elec. Engr., B. & M., Boston; A. C.

Stickney, Div. Engr., B. & M., Concord, Mass.

New Jersey—A. E. Owen, Chief Engr., C. R. R. of N. J., Jersey City

;

G. Eisenhauer, Elec. Engr., Erie R. R., New York City.

New Mexico—J. A. Roach, Div. Engr., Santa Fe, East Las Vegas

;

H. E. Stansbury, Res. Engr., E. P. & S. W., Tucumcari.

New York—L. S. Wells, Supt. Tel. & Elec, L. I. R. R, New York

City ; F. Boardman, Div. Engr., Elec. Zone, N. Y. C, New York City.

North Carolina—F. W. Brown, Asst. to Gen. Mgr., At. Coast Line,

Wilmington
; J. B. Akers, E. M. Way, Sou Ry., Charlotte.

North Dakota—E. M. Grime, Supt. B. & B., N. P., Fargo; E. H.

Weinke, Asst. Engr., N. P., Jamestown.

Ohio—G. Eisenhauer, Elec. Engr., Erie, New York City; G. H. Tinker,

Bridge Engr., N. Y. C. & St. L., Cleveland.

Oklahoma—G. N. Toops, Ch. Engr., K. O. & G., Muskogee; F. T.

Beckett, E. M". of Way, Rock Island Lines, El Reno.

Oregon—H. A. Roberts, Engr. M. of Way, O. W. R. R. & Nav. Co.,

Portland; W. E. Burkhalter, Office Engr., 0.-W. R. R. & Nav. Co.,

Portland.

Pennsylvania—H. M. Warren, Elec Engr., D. L. & W. R. R.
(
Scran-

ton; W. R. Dunn, Div. Engr., P. & R., Harrisburg.

Rhode Island—S. Withington, Elec. Engr., N. Y. N. H. & H., New
Haven; S. A. Kinzie, Div. Engr., N. Y. N. H. & H., Providence.
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South Carolina—W. J. Gooding, Div. Engr., S. A. Line, Charleston

;

C. J. Kelloway, Signal Supt., At. Coast Line, Wilmington.

South Dakota—F. N. Stewart, Supt., C. & N. W., Huron; O. N.

Harsted, Supt., C. M. & St. P., Aberdeen.

Tennessee—Hunter McDonald, Ch. Engr., N. C. & St. L., Nashville;

G. F. Blackie, Asst. Chief Engr., N. C. & St. L., Nashville.

Texas—L. Anderson, Chief Engr., S. A. & A. P., San Antonio ; E. L.

Martin, Asst. Ch. Engr., M. K. & T., Dallas.

Utah—W. R. Armstrong, Asst. Chief Engr., Oregon Sh. Line, Salt

Lake; R. K. Brown, Supt., L. A. & S. L., Salt Lake City.

Vermont—L. G. Morphy, Ch. Engr., Rutland, Rutland; P. D. Fitz-

patrick, C. Engr., Cen. Vt., St. Albans.

Virginia—J. C. Davidson, Engr. Elec. Tr., N. & W., Bluefield, W. Va.

;

E. M. Hastings, Chief Engr., R. F. & P., Richmond.

Washington—R. Beeuwkes, Elec. Engr., C. M. & St. P., Seattle; W.

J. Bennett, Asst. Engr., G. N., Seattle.

West Virginia—J. C. Davidson, Eng. Elec. Tr., N. & W., Bluefield,

W. Va. ; C. M. McVay, K. & W. Va., Charleston.

Wisconsin—B. R. Kulp, Div. Eng., C. & N. W. Ry., Madison; W. H.

Stedje, Res. Engr., Soo Line, Superior.

Wyoming.—N. P. Nelson, Div. Engr., C. B. & Q., Casper; W. G.

Tinney, Div. Engr., Un. Pacific, Cheyenne.

Appendix I

(9) STANDARDIZATION OF ADHESIVE AND RUBBER
TAPES

M. Schreiber, Chairman, Sub-Committee; S. Withington, J. C. David-

son, L. S. Wells.

Last year the Committee submitted tentative Specifications for Adhes-

ive Tape for General Use for Electrical Purposes and tentative Specifica-

tions for Rubber Insulating Tape. These specifications have been revised

during the past year, comments and suggestions considered and as a result

revised specifications similar to and in the form of corresponding specifi-

cations adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials, are now
submitted as recommended practice.

Recommendations

1. The Committee recommends that the attached Specifications for

Adhesive Tape for General Use for Electrical Purposes be approved as

recommended practice and printed in the Manual.

2. The Committee recommends that the attached Specifications for

Rubber Insulating Tape be approved as recornrnended Pr&CtiC-? 3Fld printed

in the Manual,
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee on Electricity

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ADHESIVE TAPE FOR GEN-
ERAL USE FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

(This specification is submitted as recommended
practice and is the same as that of the American Society
for Testing Materials, Serial Designation D 69-22 T, ac-
cepted as a tentative standard on the recommendation
of the committee at the Annual Meeting held 1922.)

1. Material Covered.

These specifications cover commercial adhesive tape (also called "fric-

tion" tape), consisting of strips of cotton sheeting impregnated with an

adhesive insulating compound. The tape is for general use for covering

electrical insulation applied to wires and cables.

I. MANUFACTURE

2. Cotton Sheeting.

The cotton sheeting layer shall be made from a sheeting evenly and

firmly woven from good cotton and as free from unsightly defects, dirt,

knots, lumps and irregularities of twist as is consistent with the best

manufacturing practice. The threads shall run in as straight lines as

possible without waving so as to reduce to a minimum the raveling of the

cloth when cut into tape.

3. Frictioning Compound.

The frictioning compound shall be an adhesive and insulating com-

pound practically free from free sulphur or other substances which would

have a deteriorating effect on copper or other metals or on the fabric.

4. Impregnation of Fabric.

The fabric shall be thoroughly impregnated and evenly covered on

both sides with the frictioning compound.

5. Adhesiveness of Compound.

The compound shall adhere firmly to the fabric and shall not pull

away from the fabric so as to leave bare spots when adjacent layers of

the tape are separated.

II. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

6. Discoloration of Copper.

When the tape is wrapped on a clean, bright, smooth copper rod

and baked at 100 deg. C. for 16 hours, the copper shall not show the bhlC

black color characteristic of copper sulphide.
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III. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS

7. Pin Holes.

When the tape is held before a strong light, the number of pin holes

shall be determined in a length of not less than 3 yd. The number of

pin holes shall not exceed the limits given in the following table

:

Maximum
Maximum Number in

Width, In. Number in 3 Yd. Any Single Yd.

y2 6 3

Va 6 3

1 9 4
\y2 ... 12 5

2 15 6

8. Tensile Strength.

The tensile strength of the tape shall be not less than 40 lb. per inch

of width. The initial distance between the jaws of the testing machine

shall be 12 in. and the rate of separation of the jaws shall be 20 in. per

minute.

9. Friction.

(a) The adhesion between adjacent layers of the tape shall be such

that when a strip of tape 2 ft. long is taken from a roll and wound upon

a mandrel 1 in. in diameter under a tension of 10 lb. per inch of width at

a rate of 30 in. per minute, and allowed to stand for three minutes with

the weight attached, a weight of 4 lb. per inch of width shall not cause the

plies to separate at a rate greater than 30 in. per minute.

The test shall be made at a room temperature not less than 21.1 deg.

C. (70 deg. F.) nor more than 23.9 deg. C. (75 deg. F.), the sample hav-

ing been kept within these limits for at least 30 minutes immediately pre-

ceding the time of testing.

The mandrel shall be so free in its bearings that a weight of 1 oz.

will cause it to revolve freely when suspended from a cotton string wound
in a single layer on the center of the mandrel.

(b) After a strip has been exposed to dry air at a temperature of

not less than 99 deg. C. (210.2 deg. F.) nor more than 101 deg. C. (213.8

deg. F.) for 16 hours and then cooled to room temperature, a test speci-

men shall withstand the test prescribed in Paragraph (a) except that

the weight applied to unwind the tape shall be 11-3 lb. per inch of width

instead of 4 lb.

10. Dielectric Strength.

The test for dielectric strength shall be made as follows : The tape

shall be spirally wound with one-third lap on a smooth metal rod, 1 in. in

diameter, for a distance of 6 in. Two inches in the center shall be cov-

ered with metal foil and securely bound with tape. Alternating potential

of 1,000 volts (r.m.s. value) and having a frequency not exceeding 65

cycles per second shall be applied for five minutes to the metal rod and the

metal foil without puncturing the tape.
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11. Test.

One roll for each 250 rolls shall be taken at random for test. At

least 2 ft. of the outer layers shall be removed and discarded before

taking specimens for test.

IV. STANDARD WEIGHT, DIMENSIONS AND VARIATIONS

12. Weights, Dimensions and Yardage.

The tape shall conform to the following requirements :

Nominal Minimum Net Minimum
Thick- Weight Weight Per Length Per

Width In. nessjn. Per Roll, Lb. 100 Rolls, Lb* Pound, Yd.*

Yi 0.015 % 25 82

V4 0.015 y2 50 55
1 0.015 y3 50 41

\y2 0.015 1 or \% 100 or 125 27
2 0.015 V/2 150 20
^Exclusive of core, wrapping and box.

13. Measurement of Thickness.

The thickness shall be measured with a micrometer graduated to

0.001 in., having a circular foot, 0.24 to 0.26 in. in diameter and with a

pressure on the specimen of not less than 8 oz. nor more than 10 oz. Five

measurements shall be made at random in a length of not less than 3

ft. and no result shall be outside the limits prescribed.

14. Permissible Variations.

The width shall not vary from the specified value by more than

1/32 in. The thickness shall not vary from the specified value by more

than 0.002 in.

V. PACKING AND MARKING
15. Packing.

Each roll shall be wrapped in paraffined paper or metal foil and

enclosed in a suitable box. The wrapping shall be secure and shall' thor-

oughly protect the contents.

16. Marking.

Each box shall be marked with the name of the manufacturer or a

trade mark, together with the nominal width and weight of the tape.

VI. INSPECTION AND REJECTION

17. Time of Inspection.

The tape shall be inspected and tested within four weeks from the

date of delivery.

18. Retests and Rejections.

If the tape fails in any one test of those prescribed in these specifica-

tions, two additional specimens will be taken and submitted to that test.

If either of these two additional specimens fails, the lot of tape repre-

sented by that sample shall be rejected.

Approved for the Committee on Electricity,

By Edwin B. Katte, Chairman.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee on Electricity

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RUBBER INSULATING TAPE
(This specification is submitted as recommended prac-

tice and is the same as that of the American Society for

Testing Materials, Serial Designation D 119—22 T, ac-
cepted as a tentative standard on the recommendation of
the committee at the Annual Meeting held 1922.)

1. Material Covered.

These specifications cover rubber insulating tape to be used for in-

sulating joints in electric wires and cables.

I. MANUFACTURE.

2. Compound.

The tape shall be a rubber compound which shall be well, evenly and

smoothly calendered, cut to uniform width and tightly wound in rolls

with a glazed cloth, parchment paper or a linen separator interposed

between adjacent layers.

3. Separator.

The separator shall be attached to and cover the outer side of the

tape. When unwound from the original roll, it shall show no undue tend-

ency to stick to the rubber.

II. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

4. Composition.

The tape shall be a rubber compound containing not less than 30 per

cent, of the best quality of Hevea rubber, not more than one per cent.

of free sulphur and not more than 4 per cent, of waxy hydrocarbons.

The remainder shall consist only of suitable dry inorganic mineral

fillers. The compound shall contain no reclaimed rubber, substitutes or

organic matter other than herein above specified. All percentages shall be

based on the weight of the original compound.

5. Chemical Analysis.

If an analysis of the compound is made, it shall be carried out in ac-

cordance with Sections 15 to 47, inclusive (Joint Rubber Insulation Com-
mittee's Procedure), of the Tentative Methods of Testing Rubber Products

(Serial Designation: D 15—22T) of the American Society for Testing

Materials, with the following exceptions :
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(a) Omit "chloroform extract" from the diagram in Fig. 1 and from

the tabulation in Section 45.

(b) In place of Section 20 substitute the following: "Remove the

rubber compound from the separator and cut into as thin strips as

possible."

(c) Omit Sections 25 and 33.

(d) In Section 34, substitute "acetone" for "chloroform" in the first

and second lines.

(e) In Section 38, omit "from the conductor" in the third and fourth

lines.

(f) In Section 46, omit "and chloroform" and substitute "extract"

for "extracts" in the first sentence. Omit the second sentence.

(g) In Section 47, omit "chloroform extract."

III. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS.

6. Tensile Strength.

(a) The tensile strength of the tape shall be not less than 300 lb.

per sq. in.

(b) The tests shall be made with a power-driven, pendulum-type

testing machine; the initial distance between the jaws shall be 3 in. and

the rate of separation of the jaws shall be 20 in. per minute. The width

of the test specimen shall be 0.5 in.

(c) Three specimens of each sample free from visible flaws shall be

tested. The average result shall be taken as the tensile strength.

(d) The temperature of the room shall be not lower than 65 deg. F.

(18 deg. C.) nor higher than 90 deg. F. (32 deg. C.) and the samples shall

have been kept within these temperature limits for at least 30 minutes pre-

vious to the time of testing.

7. Dielectric Strength.

Two brass-ball sphere electrodes 2 cm. in diameter shall be brought

so close together that the sample of tape can be just moved between them.

The tape shall withstand without puncturing the application of a potential

of 10,000 volts (r.m.s. value) for a period of five minutes applied to the

sphere electrodes at a frequency not exceeding 65 cycles per second.

8. Fusion.

The tape when wrapped to a thickness of J4 in. and heated to a tem-

perature of 150 deg. F. (65.5 deg. C.) for 20 minutes shall fuse into a

homogeneous mass.

9. Test Samples.

One roll for each 250 rolls shall be taken at random for test. At least

2 ft. of the outer layers shall be removed and discarded before taking

specimens for test.
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IV. STANDARD WEIGHTS, DIMENSIONS AND
VARIATIONS.

10. Thickness, Weight and Yardage.

The tape shall conform to the following requirements

:

Nominal Minimum Minimum
Weight Net Weight Length

Width, Thickness, Per Roll, Per 100 Per Pound
In. In. Lb. Rolls, Lb. a Yd. b

V* 0.030 54 50 26}4

Ya 0.030 y2 so i7y2
1 0.030 1 100 13

a—Exclusive of core, wrapping and box.
b—Exclusive of core, wrapping, box and separator.

11. Permissible Variations.

The width shall not vary from the specified value by more than 3*2 in.

The thickness shall not vary from the specified value by more than

0.003 in.

12. Measurement of Thickness.

The thickness shall be measured with a micrometer graduated to

0.001 in. having a circular foot, 0.24 to 0.26 in. in diameter, and with

a pressure on the specimen of not less than 8 oz. or more than 10 oz.

Four measurements shall be made at random in a length of not less than

3 ft. and no measurement shall be outside the limits prescribed in Sec-

tions 10 and 11.

V. PACKING AND MARKING.
13. Packing.

Each roll shall be wrapped in paraffined paper or metal foil and

enclosed in a suitable box. The wrapping shall be secure and shall thor-

oughly protect the contents.

14. Marking.

Each box shall be marked with the name of the manufacturer or trade-

mark and the nominal width and weight of the tape.

VI. INSPECTION AND REJECTION.

15. Time of Inspection.

The tape shall be tested and inspected within four weeks of the date

of delivery.

16. Retest and Rejection.

If the tape fails in any one test of those prescribed in these specifi-

cations, two additional specimens shall be taken and submitted to that test.

If either of these two additional specimens fails, the lot of tape repre-

sented by that sample roll shall be rejected.

Approved for the Committee on Electricity,

By Edwin B. Katte, Chairman.
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Appendix J

(10) STANDARDIZATION OF INSULATORS, KNIFE AND
SNAP SWITCHES

F. D. Hall, Chairman, Sub-Committee; M, Schreiber, E. B. Temple,

H. M. Warren.

The Committee selected the Standardization of Insulators as its work

for the year, but after reviewing the information collected it decided that

sufficient data had not been assembled to warrant recommendations this

year. Further, the Committee is informed that important investigations

are now under way which will produce valuable data.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that the subject of Standardization of

Insulators, Knife and Snap Switches be continued.

Appendix K

(11) CLEARANCES FOR THIRD RAIL AND OVERHEAD
WORKING CONDUCTORS

H. M. Bassett, Chairman, Sub-Committee; A. E. Owen, D. J. Brumley,

F. D. Hall.

Last year the Committee revised the record tables and brought them

up to date, as shown on Statetment 1, Page 1, Data Regarding Third Rail

Clearances, and on Statement 2, Pages 1 to 6, inclusive, Data Regarding

Overhead Clearances. These were accepted as information and published

in the 1921 Proceedings. Following the usual custom of revision every

two years, these tables have not been revised during the past year, but

should be revised next year.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that the 1921 tables showing Third Rail

and Overhead Clearances be next year revised and brought up to date.

Appendix L

(12) THE PROTECTION OF OIL SIDINGS FROM DANGER
DUE TO STRAY CURRENTS

S. Withington, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. B. Duer, F. D. Hall.

Last year the Committee submitted a preliminary set of Rules for the

Protection of Oil Sidings from Danger Due to Stray Currents. These

rules were accepted as tentative for one year. During the past year the

rules have been reviewed and discussed with the officers of the Bureau of

Explosives of the American Railway Association, with the result that cer-
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tain revisions have been made and the rules are now presented for adop-

tion as recommended practice as follows

:

RULES FOR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE RELATIVE TO
THE PROTECTION OF OIL SIDINGS FROM DANGER

DUE TO STRAY CURRENTS

These rules are for general application under conditions as outlined,

and are in conformity with the requirements of the Bureau of Explosives

of the American Railway Association. Points on unusual conditions or

questions on application of the rules will be decided by individual railroads.

1. On sidetracks or yards where inflammable liquids having flash

point of 30 degrees Fahrenheit or below are loaded or unloaded from

cars, steamers or barges, the following precautions are recommended

:

(A) Side Tracks Not Electrically Equipped

2. The rails of such side tracks or yards should be electrically sepa-

rated from all other track rails by the installation of "insulating rail joints

of approved type."

3. Permanent electrical connection of not less than No. copper

should be made between the rails on which the tank car stands, and piping

system used in connection with the handling of the inflammable liquid.

Where inflammable liquids are handled to and from steamers or barges a

permanent connection should also be made to the water. This connection

may be accomplished in two ways : the rails may be bonded by means of

standard rail bonds, No. connection being made between both ends of

the track section and the permanent oil pipes ; or a similar connection be-

tween each rail on which the cars are spotted and the permanent oil pipes.

Note—Where considerable amount of stray current

may exist, the oil, water, gas and steam pipes and other

metallic structures should be electrically interconnected

and grounded in addition to the above connection to the

rails ; and in addition to the permanent connection, a tem-
porary electrical connection of No. flexible copper strand

from each oil pipe outlet to each car tank, steamer or barge

should be made. These temporary connections should be

attached to the pipes. These connections as well as others

to the car tank, steamer or barge should be by approved
attachment plugs or clamps as prescribed in the National

Electrical Code. These connections should be made before
unloading or loading is started and should not be removed
until after loading or unloading is completed. Connec-
tions should not be made between the tank cars, racks and
oil pipe outlets when a car or locomotive is standing

over and bridging the insulated rail joints of the siding,

and cars standing on tracks within the insulated joints

should be separated from adjacent cars standing outside

the section.

4. All bond connections should be carefully inspected to insure that

they are in proper condition at all times.
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(B) Side Tracks Electrically Equipped.

(Recommendation in addition to those of the preceding paragraphs 2,

3 and 4.)

5. If it is necessary that tracks in electrified territory be equipped

with trolley or third rail there should be insulating track joints installed,

as in non-electrified tracks, between the loading or unloading location and

the main tracks or other parts of the siding. In this case, an adequate

return conductor, independent of the rails, should be installed from the

rail at the loading or unloading location to a switch which short-circuits

the insulating joints. This switch should be interlocked with the switch

controlling the supply of power. The trolley or third rail should normally

be dead and grounded and the negative return switch open.

6. Under special conditions where the foregoing provisions are im-

practicable, permanent and temporary connections referred to may be

omitted, in which case discharge to or from tank car should be through

non-metallic hose of sufficient length to prevent metallic contact between

the pipes and car or rails.

Recommendation

It is recommended that the above rules be approved as recommended

practice and printed in the Manual.
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Overhead Crossings

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee on Electricity

RAILROAD SPECIFICATIONS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT,

POWER SUPPLY AND TROLLEY LINES CROSS-

ING RAILWAYS
(Approved by the Committee, October 5th, 1922.)

GENERAL
1. Scope.

Electric light and power supply lines (hereafter called supply lines)

and trolley lines irrespective of voltages, crossing over or under the tracks

or associated wire lines of railways shall conform to these specifications

:

Communication and signal lines on supports carrying supply lines of

5,000 volts or more shall conform to the mechanical requirements for

supply lines. Communication and signal lines, carrying not more than 750

volts between conductors or 400 volts to ground, supported below supply

lines on the same supports, the supply lines being less than 5,000 volts,

shall be constructed in accordance with the specifications for Telegraph

and Telephone and other Communication Wires and Cables Crossing the

Tracks of Steam and Electrified Railroads (A. R. A.).

All of the requirements herein shall also apply to the construction of

circuits which are subsequently installed at existing crossings.

2. Relative Levels.

In general, lines shall be arranged in the order of their operating

voltage, conductors of the greatest voltage occupying the highest posi-

tion, with the exception of trolley contact wires and feeders, which may
occupy the lowest position.

Where lines of lower voltage are permitted to cross over circuits of

higher voltage their mechanical strength shall conform to that required

for the higher voltage lines.

3. Drawings.

The Crossing Company shall submit for the approval of the Railroad,

with its application, prints as required showing the construction contem-

plated. No work shall be started except by agreement and until the prints

have been formally approved by the Railroad.

The general character of information desired is illustrated on the

typical data sheet and drawing, Appendices A and B, and shall include

the following : The location plan and profile of the crossing and next

adjoining spans, together with any unusual conditions in nearby spans, the

clearances, the number of conductors, size and material of conductors,

normal sag of conductors and their respective voltages and separation

:

the manufacturer's name and type or form number of insulators and pins

;

type of ties, dimensions and material of crossarms and their method of

attachment to poles ; size, height and setting of wood poles or complete

details of steel structures and their foundations; the size and location

of guys.
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In cases of installations involving the use of steel structures, prints

of the structures, showing only the general design, may be submitted for

tentative approval with the application. In such cases, the preliminary

approval of the Railroad will be contingent upon the formal approval of

the installation to be given at such time as complete satisfactory details

of the structures are submitted.

4. Permits and Notices.

The Crossing Company shall obtain all necessary permits and shall

give to the Division Superintendent or other designated officer of the rail-

road, by registered mail, notice of its intention at least thirty calendar

days in advance of starting construction. In cases where the thirty days'

notice would work a hardship on the Crossing Company, the railroad will

co-operate to avoid unnecessary delay in the construction of the crossing.

5. Inspection.

The crossing construction shall be subject at all times to the inspection

and approval of the authorized representative of the Railroad.

6. Signs.

The poles or structures supporting the crossing span shall be plainly

marked with the name, initials or trade-mark and the pole numbers, if

used, of the Crossing Company.

When required by the Railroad, the Crossing Company shall place on

all crossing structures, located on the property of the Railroad, warning

signs of an approved design.

7. Fire Hazard.

Crossing poles and towers shall be located as far as practicable from

inflammable structures. The space around the poles and towers shall be

kept free from underbrush, grass and other inflammable material.

8. Clearing.

False-work, plant, materials and rubbish incidental to the crossing

construction shall be removed as the work will permit, and at its com-

pletion the site shall be left clean and unobstructed.

9. Tree Trimming. '

Where trees exist near supply line conductors, they shall be kept

trimmed so that neither the movement of the trees nor the swinging or

increased sagging of the conductors will bring about contact between the

conductors and the trees.

Where overhanging or decayed trees endanger the crossing span or the

adjoining spans such trees shall be removed.

10. Protective Coating.

Steel poles, towers, or supporting structures, bolts, nuts, washers,

guys, anchor rods, and similar parts of material subject to rapid corrosion

under the prevailing conditions shall be protected by galvanizing, painting,

or other treatment which will effectively retard corrosion. Parts shall be

thoroughly cleaned at the shop before treatment.

(a) Galvanizing shall be in accordance with the "Specifications for

Galvanizing," Appendix C.
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Material to be galvanized shall be drilled or punched befoYe galvan-

izing.

(b) An approved paint shall be used and painting shall consist of

one shop coat on contact surfaces before assembling, one complete shop

coat and two complete field coats after erection. Before painting in the

field the surface shall be thoroughly cleaned, and worn or defaced spots,

field rivets and bolts shall be touched up. No painting shall be done on

frosted or wet surfaces.

11. Cradles and Drop Outs.

Cradles, baskets and overhead bridges are generally objectionable and

shall not be used except under unusual conditions where it is economical to

build such construction of a sufficiently substantial nature and when ap-

proved by the Railroad. Drop Outs shall not be used.

12. Guards.

Supporting structures and guys exposed to traffic or damage which

will materially affect their strength shall be protected by suitable guards.

13. Maintenance and Replacement.

All parts of the crossing structures shall be properly maintained.

They shall be strengthened or- replaced when the wood poles and cross-

arms or the guys have deteriorated to 50 per cent, of the required initial

strength, i. e., to twice the allowable initial unit stress. Structural steel

parts shall be strengthened or replaced when deteriorated to 80 per cent,

of the required initial strength, i. e., to V/i times the allowable initial

unit stress.

PART I

OVERHEAD CROSSINGS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
SUPPLY LINES

14. Types of Construction.

These specifications provide for two types of construction, namely :

Standard Construction and Modified Construction.

These types differ only in the allowable unit stresses as specified in

Section 73.

Standard Construction.

Standard construction shall be used for lines crossing the tracks or

associated wire lines of steam and electric railways, except where modi-

fied construction is specifically permitted.

Modified Construction.

Modified construction may be used for temporary crossings in lieu of

standard construction when approved by the Railroad, and provided asso-

ciated wire lines are not involved, for crossings over tracks listed below

which are considered minor tracks

:

(a) Spur tracks less than two thousand feet long and not exceeding

two tracks in the same crossing span.
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(b) 'Narrow gage or other tracks on which standard rolling stock

cannot be operated.

(c) Tracks used only temporarily for construction or similar pur-

poses for a period not exceeding one year.

(d) Tracks not operated as a public utility, such as tracks of indus-

trial railroads used in logging, mining, etc.

(e) Minor tracks other than those listed under (a), (b), (c) and

(d) above, by agreement between the Railroad and the Crossing Company.

15. Location of Supports.

The poles or towers supporting the crossing span and the adjoining

spans, where practicable, shall be in a straight line.

16. Length of Crossing Span.

The crossing span and adjoining spans shall preferably be of approxi-

mately the same length. Where this is impracticable, the difference should

generally not exceed 50 per cent, of the length of any such span.

CLEARANCES

17. General.

Where necessary for unobstructed view of signals, signs, etc., the

Railroad may require greater clearances than those specified in Sections

18 and 20.

18. Clearance Above Rails.

Where the wires or cables of the crossing span are supported on both

crossing supports by pin type insulators or by suspension type insulators

in a suspended position or in a strain position, the vertical clearance

between the wires or cables of the crossing span and the top of rail at

60 degrees F. and no wind, shall be not less than the following:

(a) Where the distance from the nearer crossing support to the point

where the line crosses over the farthest rail is 75 feet or less, the minimum

clearance above the top of the rail shall be

:

Lines 0-750 volts, 27 feet.

Lines 750-7,500 volts, 28 feet.

Lines over 7,500 volts, 28 feet, plus 1/10 foot for each

1,000 volts in excess of 7,500 volts, with a minimum of

30 feet.

(b) Where the distance from the nearer crossing support to the

point where the line crosses over the farthest rail is more than 75 feet,

the clearance of (a) above shall be increased by 2/10 foot for each 10

feet of the excess over 75 feet. . In no case need the distance from the

nearest crossing support to the point where the line crosses over the
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farthest rail be considered in excess of one-half the total length of the

crossing span.

(c) Where the wires or cables of the crossing span are supported on

one side of the crossing by suspension type insulators in a suspended posi-

tion, and on the other side by insulators which are not free to swing, the

clearance shall be increased so that the values specified above in (a) and

(b) shall be maintained in case of a broken wire or cable in either adjoin-

ing span.

19. Vertical Clearance Between Lines.

General. Where circuits of one voltage cross circuits of another

voltage the clearance of such circuits shall be that required for circuits of

the higher voltage.

Where the wires or cables of the crossing span, including suspension

strand, trolley span and guy wires, are supported on both crossing sup-

ports by pin type insulators, or by suspension type insulators, in a sus-

pended or in a strain position, the vertical clearance between such wires

or cables (at 60 deg. F. and no wind), and the span crossed, shall be not

less than the following

:

(a) Where the sum of the distances from the point of intersection

to the nearer crossing support of each span is not more than 100 feet

:

Guy only 0-750 volts, 2 feet.

Lines 0-7,500 volts, 4 -feet.

Lines over 7,500 volts, 4 feet, plus 1/10 foot for each
1.000 volts in excess of 7,500 volts, with a minimum of

6 feet.

(b) Where the sum of the distances from the point of intersection

to the nearer supporting structure of each span is in excess of 100 feet

the clearance specified above in (a) shall be increased by 1/10 foot for

each 10 feet of the excess over 100 feet (see diagram, Appendix D).

(c) Where the conductors of the crossing span are supported on one

side of the crossing by suspension type insulators in a suspended position

and on the other side by insulators which are not free to swing, the clear-

ance shall be increased so that the values specified in (a) and (b) above

will be maintained in case of a broken conductor in either adjoining span.

20. Side Clearance Between Supports and Tracks.

The side clearance of poles and towers from the nearest track rail

shall be not less than 12 feet unless physical conditions prevent; except

that at sidings the clearance may be not less than 7 feet. At loading

sidings sufficient space shall be left for a driveway.

21. Separation of Conductors at Supports.

(a) The minimum separation, in any direction, at the point of support

for supply conductors supported on insulators which are not free to swing

shall be not less than the sum of the following quantities :
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One inch for each 30 feet of crossing span.
One inch for each foot of normal apparent sag (60° F. and no

wind).
Four-tenths inch for each 1,000 volts in excess of 7,500 volts be-

tween the crossing conductors.

(b) In no case shall the separation be less than that shown in the

following table

:
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(d) Where suspension type insulators are used and are free to

swing, the clearance requirements of (a), (b) and (c) above shall be

maintained with a transverse insulator swing of 45 deg. measured from

the vertical position.

(e) The clearance of conductors from guy, trolley span, suspension

or lightning protection wires paralleling the line, shall be not less than

the separation required between any two of the line conductors, with which

such guy, trolley span, suspension or lightning protection wire is immedi-

ately associated.

23. Side Clearance of Conductors of One Line from the Supports of

Another Line.

(a) Where conductors of one line are carried near a supporting

structure of a second line, and are not attached thereto, the clearance

between the conductors of the first line and any part of the supporting

structure of the second line, shall be not less than three feet at 60° F.

and no wind.

(b) In no case shall this clearance be less than the values in Section

21-b plus two feet increased by 2/10 foot for each 10 feet of the distance

from the nearer support of the lower line to a point in the lower line

nearest the nearer support of the upper line. (See diagram, Appendix

D-l).

LOADING
24. General.

(a) For the purpose of these specifications, the continental territory

of the United States shall be divided into three districts as shown on the

district loading map, Appendix E. Crossing wires and cables and sup-

porting structures shall be designed for Heavy, Medium, and Light Load-

ing, depending upon the district in which they are located. In special

cases where it is known from Weather Bureau or other reliable reports,

that the climatic conditions at a crossing vary materially from those

specified for its district, a heavier loading may be required or a lighter

one approved.

(b) In the calculation of stresses no allowance shall be made for

reduction in assumed load on account of deformation, deflection or dis-

placement of any part of the supporting structure, including the suspension

insulators.

Loading on Wires and Cables

25. Heavy Loading.

Heavy loading on wires and cables shall be the weight of the wire

or cable plus the weight of a coating of ice one-half inch in radial thick-

ness combined with a transverse horizontal wind pressure of 8 pounds

per square foot on the projected area of the ice covered wire or cable at

0° F.

26. Medium Loading.

Medium loading on wires and cables shall be the weight of the wire

or cable plus the weight of a coating of ice one-fourth inch in radial thick-
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12 Loading on Wires and Cables

ness combined with a transverse horizontal wind pressure of 10 pounds

per square foot on the projected area of the ice covered wire or cable at

15° F.

Note—The weight of ice shall be assumed as 57 pounds per cubic

foot (0.033 lb. per cubic inch).

27. Light Loading.

Light loading on wires and cables shall be the weight of the wire

or cable combined with a transverse horizontal wind pressure of 15 pounds

per square foot on the projected area of the wire or cable at 32° F.

28. Loading on Supports.

For supporting structures having cylindrical surfaces, the wind pres-

sure per square foot for heavy, medium and light loading shall be the

same as that specified in Sections 25, 26 and 27, respectively, for conduc-

tors. On flat surfaces, these wind pressures shall be increased by 60 per

cent. On latticed structures the wind pressure shall be taken on the

actual exposed area of one face, increased by 50 per cent. The total thus

obtained for lattice structures need not be considered in excess of that

for a solid structure of the same outside dimensions. In calculating the

wind pressure, ice covering on supporting structures may be neglected.

29. Vertical.

The vertical loads upon poles, towers, foundations, crossarms, pins,

insulators and conductor fastenings shall be their own weight plus the

superimposed weight which they support, including the wires and cables,

ice coated where specified, together with the effect of any difference

in elevation of supports.

30. Transverse.

The transverse loading on poles, towers, foundations, crossarms, pins,

insulators and conductor fastenings shall be that due to the horizontal

wind pressure specified for the district in Sections 25, 26 or 27 for con-

ductors, ice covered, where specified. In the case of supporting structures,

the wind pressure on the structures themselves shall be assumed as speci-

fied in Section 28. Where applicable, the loads specified in Section 56

below, shall also be included.

31. Longitudinal.

The longitudinal loading on poles, towers, foundations, crossarms,

pins, insulators and conductor fastenings shall be the total pull in the

direction of the crossing, of all wires and cables ; the pull in each being

taken as the tension therein when loaded as specified for the district in

Sections 25, 26 or 27.

Where there is an unbalanced load due to any cause such as an

unsymmetrical arrangement of conductors which will cause torsional

stresses in excess of the stresses due to the longitudinal and transverse

loads specified, such conditions shall be taken into consideration and ade-

quate provisions made for them.
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WIRES AND CABLES

32. Conductor Sags.

Wires and cables of the crossing and adjoining spans shall be strung

with such sags as to withstand the stresses due to the specified loading

without exceeding one-half their ultimate strength. (See Appendix F

for sag data.)

The normal tension (60° F. and no wind) in the wires and cables

shall be, so far as practicable, the same in the crossing and adjoining spans.

33. Material.

Conductors shall preferably be of hard or medium drawn copper.

Where approved, aluminum with or without steel reinforcement, copper

covered steel, or other material, which will not corrode excessively under

the prevailing conditions, may be used.

Aluminum without steel reinforcement, in sizes less than No. 4/0

A.W.G. may be used only when specifically approved.

34. Minimum Sizes.

Conductor sizes shall be not less than specified in the following table

:

(A.W.G. for copper and aluminum; Stl. W.G. for steel.)

Limiting Span Lengths
400'

150' 175' 200' 300' or more
Medium or Hard Drawn Copper, or

Copper Covered Steel, bare... 6 4 4 4 2

Medium or Hard Drawn Copper, or

Copper Covered Steel, Insulated 6 4 4 2 2

Soft Copper, Insulated or Bare (if

approved) 4 2 1

Exceeding
150' or less 150'

Galvanized steel, solid (if approved) 6 4

Aluminum, steel reinforcement (if approved) 2 1

Aluminum, without steel reinforcement (if approved) ... 1

Galvanized steel, strand (if approved) *V in. dia. i
5
e in. dia.

35. Splices and Taps.

Splices and taps shall not be made in the crossing span and preferably

not in the adjoining spans.

If a splice or tap is made in any conductor in a span next to the

crossing span it shall, where practicable, be placed at a point nearer to the

crossing support than is the nearest conductor crossed over.

36. Lightning Protection Wires.

Lightning protection wires paralleling the line conductors shall meet

the minimum requirements for size, material and sag specified for the

conductors with which they are associated.
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14 Insulators

INSULATORS

37. Line Insulators.

General: Pin insulators and suspension insulator strings shall be

double on the crossing supports.

38. Pin Insulators.

(a) Where wood pins are used the insulators shall meet the require-

ments of Section 43.

(b) Where non-grounded metal pins are used throughout the line the

insulators shall meet the requirements of Section 43.

(c) Where non-grounded metal pins are used at the crossing supports

only the insulators shall have a rating IS per cent, greater than those in

the remainder of the line, but not less than that required by Section 43.

(d) Where grounded metal pins are used throughout the line the

insulators shall have a rating 25 per cent, greater than the requirements

of Section 43.

(e) Where grounded metal pins are used at the crossing supports only

the insulators shall have a rating 50 per cent, greater than those in the

remainder of the line, but not less than 25 per cent, greater than that re-

quired by Section 43.

39. Suspension Insulators.

(a) Where used on non-grounded supports, the insulators shall meet

requirements of Section 43.

(b) Where used on supports, grounded throughout the line, insulators

shall meet the requirements of Section 43 with arcing horns, or in lieu of

arcing horns, one extra unit in each string normally requiring five or less

or two in each string normally requiring six or more.

(c) Where used on supports grounded at crossings only the insulators

shall meet the requirements of Section 43 with one extra unit in each

string normally requiring five or less or two in each string normally re-

quiring six or more and with arcing horns, or in lieu of arcing horns, one

additional unit.

(d) The requirements above apply to insulators used in suspension

positions. Where used in the strain position one more unit shall be used

in each string than is required by (a), (b) and (c) above, except that

not more than two additional units shall be required in strings normally

requiring five or less and not more than three additional units in strings

normally requiring six or more.

40. Strength.

Insulators or combinations of insulators shall withstand the loads

specified in Sections 29, 30 and 31 without exceeding one-third of their

ultimate strength.
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41. Material.

Insulators shall be made of porcelain or of other material which can

be shown to the satisfaction of the railroad to be equally good in respect

to mechanical and electrical requirements and durability.

42. Design.

Insulators shall be so designed that their dry flashover voltage is

not more than seventy-five per cent of their puncture voltage at a fre-

quency of 60 cycles per second.

43. Flashover Voltages.

(a) Insulators shall have an average flashover, at a frequency of 60

cycles per second, not less than the values shown in the following table

:

Voltage of Test Voltages
Supply Circuit Dry Wet

750 20,000 10,000
2,300 43,000 15,000
4,000 43,000 15,000
6,600 50,000 20,000
7,500 55,000 23,000

11,000 65,000 28,000
22,000 85,000 48,000
33,000 120,000 70,000
44,000 155,000 90,000
55,000 180,000 110,000
66,000 205,000 135,000
88,000 260,000 180,000
110,000 341,000 251,000
150,000 387,000 289,000

(b) For line voltages over 150,000 the wet and dry flashover voltages

shall be determined by agreement between the Crossing Company and the

Railroad.

Note : In this section, the term "wet" is a condition equivalent to a

precipitation of one-fifth of an inch of rain per minute at an angle of

forty-five degrees to the axis of the insulator.

44. Factory Tests.

Each completed pin type insulator for line voltages over 15,000, and

each completed suspension insulator unit shall be subjected to a routine

factory test at its dry flashover voltage for three minutes at a frequency

of 60 cycles per second, and to any other test which may be generally

sanctioned by good modern practice.
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16 Crossarms

INSULATOR PINS AND CONDUCTOR ATTACHMENTS

45. General.

Insulator pins and conductor attachments shall be double on the

crossing supports.

46. Strength.

(a) Pins and conductor attachments shall withstand the transverse

loads specified in Section 30 without exceeding one-half of their ultimate

strength.

(b) Pins and conductor attachments shall withstand the longitudinal

loads specified in Section 31 without exceeding one-half of their ultimate

strength.

47. Two-Thousand Pound Limitation.

Where the stress in the conductor under the load specified in Sections

25, 26 or 21 does not exceed 2,000 pounds, the method of attaching con-

ductors by tie wires, as shown in Appendix G, to double pin-type insu-

lators mounted on double standard wood pins (or metal pins of equivalent

strength), mounted on standard double crossarms, as shown in Appendix

A, and fitted as specified in Section 53, may be used to meet the require-

ments of Section 46.

For 2,000-pound limitation sag curves see Appendix H.

48. Material of Pins.

Insulator pins shall be of steel, wrought iron or malleable iron, or of

locust or other equally durable wood. Iron and steel pins shall be gal-

vanized or otherwise protected from corrosion| Cast iron pin bases may
be used. Wood pins may be used only where digestion or rapid deteriora-

tion does not occur.

CROSSARMS

49. General.

Lines constructed with wood crossarms or steel crossarms of similar

construction shall be double-armed at the crossing supports.

50. Strength.

(a) Crossarms shall withstand the vertical loads specified in Section

29 without exceeding the allowable unit stresses specified in Section 73.

(b) Crossarms shall withstand the longitudinal loads specified in Sec-

tion 31 without exceeding the allowable longitudinal unit stresses specified

in Section 73.
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51. Two-Thousand Pound Limitation.

Where crossarms carry not more than six wires or cables and the

tensions are limited to 2,000 pounds in each wire or cable, the requirements

of Section 50 will be considered as being complied with when double

crossarms meeting the requirements of Section 52 are used and fitted as

specified in Section 53.

52. Material and Minimum Sizes.

(a) Wood crossarms shall be of sound timber: yellow pine, fir or

other equally suitable wood.

They shall have a cross-section as follows

:

For 2 or 4 pins not less than 3 x4 inches

For 6 or 8 pins not less than 3 I/ix4 T
/i inches

(b) Steel crossarms of construction similar to standard wood cross-

arms shall be of not less than 3x3xiVinch angle or section of equivalent

strength.

53. Crossarm Attachments.

Where wood poles are used each crossarm carrying the crossing spans

shall be attached with a through bolt not less than Y% inch in diameter

and shall be suitably braced. Double arms shall be fitted with spacing

bolts, pipe spacers, spacing blocks, plates or equivalent construction. On
steel poles or towers attachment of crossarms shall be equivalent to the

above.

STRENGTH OF SUPPORTING STRUCTURES

54. Vertical and Transverse Strength.*

Each pole or tower supporting the crossing span shall withstand the

combined vertical and transverse load specified in Sections 29 and 30

without exceeding the allowable unit stresses specified in Section 73.

55. Longitudinal Strength.*

Each pole or tower supporting the crossing span shall withstand, with-

out exceeding the allowable longitudinal unit stresses specified in Section

73, a combined load, assuming that all wires and cables are broken in

either span adjoining the crossing span, as follows:

(a) The longitudinal load specified in Section 31.

(b) The vertical and transverse loads specified in Sections 29 and

30 on the crossing support and one-half the crossing span.

56. Angles and Dead Ends.*

Where the line terminates or changes direction or has substantially

unbalanced tensions at a crossing support all parts of the supporting

structure, including foundations and guys, shall withstand, without exceed-

*For requirements covering the use of guys see Sections 64 to 70.
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18 Strength of Supporting Structures

ing the allowable unit stresses specified in Section 73, the resultant forces

due to the combined loadings specified in Sections 29, 30 and 31.

Alternate Construction in Special Cases

57. Transverse (Alternative).

Where wood poles are used and the requirements of Section 54 canno't

be met except by use of side guys or special structures, and it is physically

impracticable to install side guys at the crossing poles, if approved by the

Railroad, the transverse strength requirements will be considered as being

complied with by side guying the line as near as practicable to the crossing,

but at a distance not exceeding 500 feet from the crossing, provided

:

(a) The side-guyed poles shall be designed to withstand the stress

due to wind and ice loading specified in Section 30 on the assumption that

the total transverse load of the line, between the poles so side-guyed, is

carried by them.

(b) The line between such side-guyed poles shall be in a straight line

and the length of any span between the side-guyed poles shall not exceed

150 feet.

(c) Where the above conditions are met and the crossing line between

the guyed poles is otherwise in accordance with these specifications, then

for the intervening poles, considered individually, without reinforcement

from the adjoining poles, the required strength given in Section 54, con-

sidered as 100 per cent, may be reduced to the percentages shown in the

following table, depending upon the number of wires carried

:

No. of Wires
4 100%
6 88%

12 50%
18 35%
24 or more 25%

58. Longitudinal (Alternative).

(a) Where self-supporting wood poles are impracticable at the cross-

ing, if approved by the Railroad, the poles, crossarms, pins, insulators,

conductor attachments and guys of the required longitudinal strength may
be located one or more span lengths away from the crossing within 500

feet on either side, provided such poles and the line between them meet

the requirements for the crossing as to transverse strength and stringing

of conductors, and provided that the line between the guyed poles is

straight.

(b) Where wood poles are head-guyed to meet the above requirements,

the longitudinal load may be assumed as distributed consecutively over

one or more poles adjoining the crossing, provided all the construction in

the section of line over which the longitudinal load is distributed is other-

wise in conformity with these specifications.
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WOOD POLES '

59. Material and Size of Wood Poles.

(a) Poles shall be of chestnut, cedar or other suitable selected tim-

ber, reasonably straight, peeled and free from defects which will decrease

their strength or durability.

(b) They shall have a nominal top diameter of not less than 7 inches.

60. Depth of Settings.

(a) Wood poles shall be set in the ground to depths not less than

those shown in the following table

:

Length of Poles Depth in Feet
Feet In Earth In Rock

25 5.0 3.0

30 5.5 3.5

35 6.0 4.0

40 '.. 6.0 4.0

45 65 4.5

50 7.0 4.5

55 7.5 5.0

60 8.0 5.0

(b) Where located in soft or swampy ground the setting of poles

shall be suitably reinforced by setting in barrels of broken stone or gravel

or in stone or timber footings or by other equally effective metho'ds.

(c) Where located in the side of banks or subject to washouts, foun-

dations or pole settings shall be given additional depth or be protected by

cribbing or rip-rap.

(d) Where poles are subjected to a continually unbalanced load, such

as corners or dead ends, and it is impracticable to install guys, methods of

setting shall be employed that will develop the full required replacement

strength of the poles.

(e) Back fillings for foundations or pole settings shall be carefully

tamped or otherwise thoroughly compacted while being placed.

STEEL STRUCTURES

61. Material and Designs.

(a) Steel shall conform to the "Specifications A-9, Structural Steel

for Buildings," as adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials.

The design and workmanship shall be in accordance with recognized

good practice.

Assembled members shall be free from twists, bends or other defects.

Minor bends shall be carefully straightened, but members having bends

whose removal by field methods might injure the material, shall be replaced

by new material. Mispunched holes shall not be subjected to excessive

drifting. Bolting up wrenches of undue length shall not be used and care

shall be taken to obtain tight bolts without overstraining the material

thereof.
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20 Steel Structures

The form of the frame shall be such that stresses may be computed

with reasonable accuracy. The construction, where practicable, shall be

such that all parts are accessible for inspection, cleaning and painting,

and shall not have pockets in which water or dirt might collect. Where

there are unavoidable pockets or depressions which would hold water, they

shall have drain holes or be filled with waterproof material.

(b) The minimum thickness of metal shall be

:

Main members, galvanized J4 inch

All other members, galvanized -fs inch

All members, painted % inch

(c) The minimum size of angles shall be 2x2 inches, and the minimum

width of flats 1-34 inches. The minimum size of bolts and rivets shall be

Y% inch in diameter. The diameter of rivet or bolt holes shall not exceed

the nominal diameter of rivets or bolts by more than -h inch. The distance

from the center of a rivet or bolt hole to a rolled edge or to a sheared

edge shall be

:

Diameter Edge Distance End Distance

For Y& inch Not less than 24 inch Not less than % inch

For % inch Not less than 1 inch Not less than 1% inch

The distance from center to center of rivet or bolt holes shall be

:

Diameter Spacing

For % inch Not less than 1^4 inch

For 54 inch Not less than 2% inch

(d) The unsupported length of a compression member having figured

stress shall not exceed 150 times its least radius of gyration, except that a

secondary compression member having figured stress not exceeding one-

half the permissible compression stress, as given by the formulas of Sec-

tion 73-b, may have a ratio of length to least radius of gyration not to

exceed 180.
•

The unsupported length of a compression member, which is introduced

merely to reduce the unsupported length of a main or secondary member,

and, therefore, has no calculated stress, shall not exceed 200 times its least

radius of gyration.

(e) The ratio of the entire length or any part of the length of a

pole or tower to the least radius of gyration at the middle point of such

length shall not exceed 75 for structural steel and 100 for tubular steel

poles.

62. Strength of Foundations.

(a) Foundations for towers supporting the crossing span shall with-

stand the vertical and transverse loads specified in Sections 29 and 30, and

where applicable the loads specified in Section 56, without exceeding one-

half of the ultimate strength or stability of the foundation.

(b) Foundations for towers supporting the crossing span shall with-

stand the longitudinal load specified in Section 31 without exceeding the

ultimate strength or stability of the foundations.
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(c) In case of angle or dead end structures, the foundations shall

withstand the resultant forces due to the combined loadings specified in

Sections 29, 30 and 31, without exceeding one-half the idtimate strength

or stability of the foundations.

(d) In designing foundations for poles and towers or anchorages for

guys, the weight of concrete shall be considered as 140 pounds per cubic

foot. The weight of "earth" (calculated at 30 degrees from the vertical)

shall be considered, in good ground, as 100 pounds per cubic foot. In

swampy ground, special measures shall be taken to prevent uplift or de-

pression.

(e) The top of a concrete foundation, or casing, shall extend at

least 6 inches above the surface of the ground, except where pavements

or sidewalks make this impracticable, and in all cases shall have sufficient

slope to prevent collection of water.

CONCRETE
63. Material.

Portland cement concrete shall be used, in proportions not less rich

than one part Portland cement, three parts clean, sharp sand and six

parts clean, hard broken stone, gravel or other approved aggregate. Water
shall be clean, fresh and free from salts or other injurious impurities, and

used in such quantity as to obtain a quaking consistency.

GUYS
64. General.

(a) Guys or braces may be used in combination with wood, concrete,

tubular or square latticed poles where required to secure the necessary

strength.

Wide base towers shall preferably be designed without guys; but in

special cases where it is otherwise impracticable to obtain the required

strength, guys may be used.

(b) Head guys shall be so installed as not to increase the tension in

the crossing span.

(c) Where wood poles or other flexible supports are used for spans

exceeding ISO feet, the required transverse strength shall be obtained,

where practicable, by the use of guys. (See Section 65-C.)

(d) Where wood poles or other flexible supports are used, the re-

quired longitudinal strength shall be obtained, where practicable, by the

use of guys. (See Section 65-C.)

(e) In the case of wood poles or similar flexible supports, where

the transverse load is increased by a change in the direction of the line

the strength shall be obtained, where practicable, by the use of guys. (See

Section 65-C.)

65. Strength of Guys and Anchors.

(a) Transverse: Side guys, their anchors and attachments shall

withstand the transverse loads specified in Section 30 without exceeding

one-half of their ultimate strength.
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(b) Longitudinal: Longitudinal guys, their anchors and attach-

ments shall withstand the longitudinal load specified in Section 31 without

exceeding their ultimate strength.

(c) Where guys are used to obtain the required strength in combina-

tion with wood or other flexible supports or concrete poles, the guys shall

be considered as taking the horizontal component of the entire load, the

pole acting as a strut, but subject also to simultaneous bending.

(d) Guyed steel towers, if not capable of considerable deflection, shall

be assumed to take a portion of *the load as though unguyed. The hori-

zontal component of the remainder of the load shall be taken by the guy,

and the tower shall also be designed to resist the vertical component in the

guy, together with bending or other stress induced by the guy.

66. Material of Guys.

Guys shall be galvanized stranded steel, or other material which will

not corrode excessively under the prevailing conditions, and shall have a

minimum diameter of not less than tk inch.

67. Guy Anchorages.

Guys to ground anchors shall be connected to a well anchored rod of

such length that the eye of the rod will be about one foot above the surface

of the ground. Rods with a diameter of one inch or more need not be

galvanized. The anchorages shall be at least as durable as the guys or

guyed structures.

68. Location of Guy Attachments.

(a) Attachment to Structures: Guys shall be attached to struc-

tures as near as practicable to the center of the conductor load.

(b) Location of Anchors: Guy anchors shall, where practicable,

be placed at a horizontal distance from the poles, measured at the ground

line, not less than the height above the ground of the point of attachment

of the guy to the pole for head guys, and for side guys not less than one-

third of the height of the point of attachment of the guy to the pole.

(c) Stub Guys: Stub guys or pole guys shall be so placed and
maintained that no part of any guy will come within eight feet of the

ground.

(d) Contact Between Guys: No guy shall be placed or main-
tained in contact with any other guy, except where attached to the same

pole, stub or anchor, nor in any case in contact with a metallic covered

cable, suspension wire or ground wire.

69. Guards for Guys.

Where anchor guys are exposed to traffic, they shall be equipped with

suitable guards.

70. Guy Insulator Requirements.

(a) Mechanical: Strain insulators in guys shall preferably be of

the interlocking type, in which case they shall have a mechanical strength

at least equal to the required strength of the guys in which they are in-

stalled.

Where of the non-interlocking type, they shall have a mechanical

strength not less than 50 per cent, in ftxrgss pf the required Strength pf the

guy in which they are installed.
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(b) Electrical: Strain insulators or combinations of strain insu-

lators in guys shall not flash over at twice the maximum normal line

voltage to ground under uniform precipitation equivalent to one-fifth inch

of rain per minute at an angle of 45 degrees to the axis of the insulator.

(c) Where strain insulators are used in guys they shall be located not

less than 8 feet above the ground nor less than 6 feet horizontally from

the pole to which the guy is attached.

(d) Where a guy passes above or below the conductors of another

line, strain insulators meeting the requirements outlined in paragraphs (a)

and (b) above for the line guyed and paragraph (b) above for the line

whose conductors are crossed shall be installed in the guy between the

two lines and at a horizontal distance of not less than four feet from

the nearest conductor of either line.

GROUNDING

71. Grounding of Steel Structures.

Steel structures supporting the crossing span shall be permanently and

effectively grounded. Where such steel structures are directly connected

to a continuous overhead ground wire, which is so grounded within 500

feet of the crossing, such grounding will be considered sufficient. Where
not so connected, they shall be grounded by a special ground connection.

The ground wire shall not be less than No. 4 A. W. G. copper wire or

equivalent. Steel crossarms on wood poles shall preferably not be

grounded.

72. Grounding of Guys.

Guys shall be permanently and effectively grounded or equipped with

suitable strain insulators which meet the requirements of Section 70 (a)

and (b).

PERMISSIBLE UNIT STRESSES AND PROPORTIONS OF ULTI-

MATE STRENGTH
73. General.

In designing, the unit stresses and proportions of ultimate strength

shall not exceed the values specified in the following tables

:

(a) Wood Supporting Structures:
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Material Allowable Unit Stresses (Bending) for

Vertical, Transverse,
Angle and Dead-End Loads

Wood Poles

Eastern White Cedar.
Redwood
Juniper
Catalpa

Wood Crossarms
Douglas Fir
Yellow Pine

Standard Modified
Const. Const.

Sections 54 and 56

900' 1200'

Sections 50(a) and 56

1350 1800

Longitudinal
Loads

Standard Const.
and

Modified Const.
Section 55

3600

Section 50(b)

5400

Note. For the purpose of these specifications the woods usually used
for poles have been divided into two classes, as indicated above.

For timber used in compression, the allowable compressive stress shall

L
be obtained by multiplying the bending stresses given above by (1 ),

60D
where "L" equals the unsupported length of column and "D" equals the

least side or diameter of the section. For timber used in tension the bend-
ing stresses shall apply.

*Where bending stress is due to guy attachments and such attachments
are located at points not subject to rapid deterioration, the allowable
bending stress given above for wood poles may be increased to values

which are not more than twice those tabulated.

(b) Steel Supporting Structures:

Material
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Material Allowable Unit Stresses (Bending) for

Rivets and Bolts

Shear
Bearing
Bending
Steel Insulator Pins and Suspension Insulator
Attachments

Tension or Bending

Vertical, Transverse,
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Material Proportions of Ultimate Strength for

Conductor Attachments
Pole Line Hardware
Line Insulators
Guy Insulators:

Interlocking
Non-Interlocking

Foundations and Anchorages by uplift or
overturning

Vertical, Transverse,
Angle and Dead-End Loads

Standard Modified
Const. Const.

Sections 40, 46(a), 62(a)
and 70(a)

a

Longitudinal
I.nails

Standard Const,
and

Modified ( !onst.

Sections 46(b),
62(b) and 70(a)

X
H'

1 (Unity)
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PART II

TROLLEY LINE CROSSINGS

74. General.

(a) The provisions of Part I shall apply to trolley line construction

except Sections 18, 34, 36, 71, or where otherwise provided in Part II.

(b) The trolley contact wire shall be placed approximately at the same

elevation above the trolley rails throughout the crossing and for not less

than 100 feet on either side. Where this is not practicable, live trolley

guards of approved construction shall be installed. (See Section 77 (a).)

Crossing spans shall be as short as possible. Catenary construction

may be required for spans exceeding 100 feet.

Typical arrangements of trolley contact wire crossings are shown on

diagrams. (Appendices J and K.)

75. Clearances.

The clearance of trolley contact wires shall be maintained at not less

than 22 feet above the top of rail. The clearance of trolley feeders above

the top of rail, where paralleling trolley contact wires, shall be 'not less

than 25 feet for feeders carrying potentials not exceeding 750 volts.

76. Trolley Contact Wire Construction.

(a) Materials and Sizes: The trolley contact wire shall be of

hard-drawn copper or other material not subject to rapid wear and, when

installed, shall be not less than No. 00 A. W. G. in size.

(b) Anchors: The trolley contact wires shall be anchored at the

third pole on each side of the crossing, or as near as possible thereto.

Strain poles shall be self-supporting or be securely guyed.

(c) Splicing: Neither the trolley contact wire nor its supporting

wires shall be spliced between the points of anchorage.

77. Trolley Guards.

(a) Live Trolley Guards: Live trolley guards shall be of such

length that when a car is approaching the crossing its trolley wheel

will be within the guard when the forward bumper is 50 feet from the

nearest rail of the crossings, and will remain within the guard until

the rear bumper of the car has cleared the last rail of the crossing by

eight feet. (See Section 74 (b)).

(b) Insulated Trolley Guards: Wood insulated trolley guards

shall be used on underbridge crossings unless the trolley pole in its vertical

position will not come within six inches of any part of the bridge struc-

ture. (See Section 91 and Appendix M.)
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78. Span Construction.

(a) Poles: Tubular poles shall be not less than of standard

weight pipe; the minimum size of which shall be for two-section poles,

six and seven-inch pipe ; and for three-section poles five, six and seven-inch

pipe. The poles shall be fitted with caps and shall have protective sleeves

at the ground level.

When of approved design, other types of poles may be used.

(b) Guys: The poles adjacent to the crossing shall be guyed,

when feasible, away from the trolley contact wire. (See Diagrams

Appendices J and K.)

(c) Span Wires: Span wires shall be galvanized stranded steel,

not less than i
5
g inch in diameter or of equal strength and durability. At

the span on each side of the crossing, the span wire shall be doubled.

(d) Span Insulators: Each span wire shall contain strain insu-

lators, which generally shall be located approximately over the outer rails

of the trolley tracks. (See Section 43.)

(e) Bracket Construction: Brackets shall be of the flexible span

type with over-supporting rod arm of commercial steel tubing or pipe

of not less than 1.9 inches external diameter and walls not less than

0.145 inches thick, or equivalent construction. The flexible span shall

be of galvanized high-strength stranded steel, not less than tk inch

in diameter or copper-covered stranded steel or bronze of equivalent

strength.

(f) Catenary Construction: Where catenary construction is re-

quired (see Section 74 (b)), full details of the design shall be furnished

with the application for the crossing permit. (See Appendix K.)
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PART III

UNDERBRIDGE CROSSINGS

79. Use of Cables.

Insulated conductors beneath bridges shall preferably be installed in

metal conduit or armored or metal sheath cable. The conduit or messen-

ger (if any), and the armor or metal sheath of the cable shall not be in

metallic contact with the bridge structure and shall be permanently and

effectively grounded. The insulation of such conductors shall be capable

of withstanding at least twice the normal line voltage between any two

conductors or between any conductor and the sheath or armor. If such

conductors are attached to the bridge supports, they shall be supported

in an approved manner with insulator pins permanently and effectively

grounded independently of the bridge structures. The bridge structure

itself shall be permanently and effectively grounded. (For suggested

method of attachment see Appendix L.)

80. Clearance from Abutments.

The clearance between any conductor and the face of the abutment

shall be not less than 3 feet for steel bridges, or other bridges with

accessible wing walls, or one foot for brick, stone or concrete bridges

with inaccessible wing walls or without wing walls, but in no case shall

the clearance between any conductor and the face of an abutment be less

than that required in Section 81, except that conductors, as covered in

Section 79, may be attached directly to the face of an abutment not less

than two feet below the elevation of the bridge seat, and they shall pro-

vide clearance for pedestrians, vehicles, etc., as may be required.

81. Clearance from Bridge Structures.

The clearance between any conductor, attached to a bridge in open

construction, and any portion of the bridge structure, shall be not less

than the following:

Nominal Operating Voltage
Exceeding Not Exceeding Clearance

2.500 1 ft.

2,500 5,000 2 ft.

5,000 7,000 3 ft.

7,000 14,000 5 ft.

14,000 27,000 7.5 ft.

27,000 35,000 9 ft.

35,000 12 ft.

82. Distance Between Supports.

Conductors attached to the under side of bridges shall have at

least two points of support from the bridge ; the distance between supports

shall not exceed 50 feet.
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83. Separation of Conductors.

Separation between conductors attached to bridges in open construc-

tion shall be not less than Yz the values shown in Part 1, Section 21.

84. Insulating Materials.

Insulators shall be in accordance with Part 1, Section 41.

85. Strength of Insulators.

Insulators supporting the crossing and adjoining spans shall be in

accordance with Part 1, Sections 40, 42 and 43.

86. Tests.

Insulators supporting the crossing and adjoining spans shall be

subjected to tests in accordance with Part 1, Section 44.

87. Conductor Attachments.

Conductors attached to bridges in open construction shall be attached

to pin type insulators by tie wires. Suggested methods of attachment are

shown in Appendix G.

88. Insulator Pins and Conductor Attachments.

Insulator pins and conductor attachments shall be in accordance with

Part 1, Sections 45 to 48, inclusive.

89. Pin Supports.

Wood crossarms for pin supports shall have a section not less than

3-inchx4-inch. Suggested method of supporting' conductors under steel

bridges is shown in Appendix L. Where open construction is used, pin

supports shall be so arranged that insulators shall be used in the position

for which they are designed.

90. Warning Signs.

Conductor supports attached to a bridge shall be plainly marked in

the case of conductors carrying potentials in excess of 300 volts to

ground, with a sign reading "DANGER—DO NOT TOUCH," except

that trolley contact conductors need not be so marked.

91. Trolley Contact Wires.

Trolley contact wires attached to bridges shall be provided with a

substantial, inverted trough of non-conducting material, or other means

to keep the trolley poles from contact with the structure. This protection

shall extend across the full width of the bridge, and shall project 18

inches on each side, measured along the trough. Suggested method is

shown in Appendix M. The bridge itself shall be permanently and

effectively grounded but not to the trolley rail.
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Appendix A

TYPICAL DATA SHEET FOR SUPPLY LINES CROSSING OVER
RAILROAD

o—>
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CCOSS ARM BOLTS
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34 T y p ical Steel Pole Line for Supply Line
Crossing

Appendix B

TYPICAL STEEL POLE LINE FOR SUPPLY LTNE CROSSING

Normal <Ssgj Normal Normal ^agy

Lil' 3

=

Nore-:-
fittjn dimensions
Indicated thus O

-Data :-

Number of, wires
Gauge of wires
ftaferiat of wires
3oiid or stranded
Bare or insulated
hand or3oft drawn
I'oJtage
flax/mum sfress in wjres
Type of insu/ator
catalogue number of /nsu/afor
Cafaioquenumber ofpin
Type ofconductor attachment
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Typical Drawing Showing Supply Line Crossing
Over Railroad 35

Appendix B-l

TYPICAL DRAWING SHOWING SUPPLY LINE CROSSING
OVER RAILROAD
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36 Galvanizing or Sherardizing

Appendix C

SPECIFICATIONS FOR GALVANIZING OR SHERARDIZING
ON IRON AND STEEL

General Description.

This specification shall apply to all galvanized or sherardized material.

Coating Requirements.

The coating shall consist of a continuous coating of pure zinc, zinc-

iron alloy or a combination of the two, the coating to be of uniform
thickness and so applied that it adheres firmly to the iron or steel. The
finished product shall be smooth.

Cleaning of Samples.

The sample shall be cleaned before testing, first with benzine or

turpentine, using cotton waste (not with a brush) and then thoroughly

rinsed in clean water and wiped dry with clean cotton waste.

Test Solution.

The standard solution of copper sulphate shall consist of commercial

copper sulphate crystals dissolved in cold water, about in the proportion

of 36 parts by weight of crystals to 100 parts by weight of water. The
solution shall be neutralized by the addition of an excess of chemically

pure cupric oxide (CuO), an excess of which is shown by the sediment

of this reagent at the bottom of the container. The neutralized solution

shall be filtered before using, and the filtered solution shall have a specific

gravity of 1.186 at 18 degrees Centigrade at the beginning of each test.

This specific gravity shall be obtained by the addition of clean water, if

the gravity of the filtered solution is too high, or by the addition of a

filtered solution of a higher specific gravity if too low.

The unfiltered neutralized stock solution shall be replenished after

each removal by the addition of more copper sulphate crystals and' water.

An excess of cupric oxide shall always be kept in the unfiltered stock

solution.

Quantity of Solution.

Wire samples shall be tested in a glass jar of not less than two inches

inside diameter, filled to a depth of not less than four inches, with the

standard solution without samples. Hardware samples shall be tested

in a glass or earthenware jar containing not less than one-half pint of

standard solution for each sample.

A new solution shall be used for each series of four immersions.
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Galvanizing or Sherardizing 37

Samples.

Not more than seven wires shall be simultaneously immersed and

not more than one sample other than wire shall be immersed in the

specified quantity of solution. Samples when immersed shall not be

grouped or twisted together.

Method of Test.

The samples prepared for test shall be immersed in the specified

quantity of standard solution, the temperature of which shall be between

seventeen and twenty degrees Centigrade throughout the test, in the fol-

lowing manner:

First, immerse for one minute, wash and wipe dry; second, immerse

for one minute, wash and wipe dry; third, immerse for one minute,

wash and wipe dry; fourth, immerse for one minute, wash and wipe dry.

The samples shall be immediately washed in clean water having a

temperature of seventeen to twenty degrees Centigrade and wiped dry

after each immersion.

In the case of sherardized material the specimen must be vigorously

brushed in running water after each dip.

In testing wire, the No. 12 B.w.g. and smaller sizes shall be required

to stand three one-minute and one one-half minute immersions. If

after the test above described the samples show a bright metallic copper

deposit, the lot represented by the samples shall be rejected unless the

deposit is on zinc or within one inch of the cut end. If only one wire

in a group of seven simultaneously immersed shall fail, or if there is

reasonable doubt of the copper deposit, two check tests shall be made
upon these lots, and the report based upon the majority of the sets of

tests.

In case the article is threaded, the thread shall be clean and true

after galvanizing or sherardizing and shall stand at least one immersion

in the test solution.

Inspection.

All material shall be inspected on receipt ; samples shall be taken at

random and submitted to tests hereinabove specified. The shipment shall

be accepted or rejected upon these samples.

Rejection.

Any materials which fail to meet the requirements hereinbefore

specified may be rejected and returned at the expense of the Contractor.

Method of Shipment.

All material furnished under these specifications shall be so packed

for shipment that it will be suitably protected from injury. Each package

shall be plainly marked, giving the kind of material and the number

of the Railroad's order on which shipment was made.
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38 Minimum Allowable Clearances

Appendix D

Minimum Allowa&le: CLtAffAHces at go°/t
B£TW££N3I6NF)V WIRE?AMDSUPEiyJN/#£S /IT O!0SS/tiG3
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Side Clearance of Conductors 39

Appendix D-l

5ID£r CLEARANCE- OR CONDUCTORS ORONE- JL/Nf-

RROM THE PURPORTS OR- ANOTHER LINE
SEE- SECTION - P.*.

5i
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40 U . S . District Loading Map

Appendix E

Heavy. ^ Medium. CZJ light

U.S. D/str/ct Loading Map -S£ctjon-?4
Bureau, of Standards
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Conductor Sag Curves 41

Appendix F

CONDUCTOR SAG CURVES

The curves for "One-Half Ultimate Strength" show the minimum
sags to which conductors may be strung to comply with Section 32.

It is to be understood that the sags shown are limiting sags to meet

the requirements of the rules given and it is not to be implied that greater

sags are objectionable.

The use of sags based on one-half the ultimate strength for the larger

conductors would necessitate heavy construction at angles, dead ends

and crossings. For this reason it is customary practice to employ greater

sags than the minimum allowable for these larger conductors in order to

reduce the line stresses at these points and to equalize the sags for con-

ductors of different sizes supported on the same structures.
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Appendix F
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Appendix G

METHOD OF TIEING SUPPLY LINE CONDUCTORS

TOR SieOOVE TIE No-

1

2 TURNS

—dkfiM7&f£—-XftXfwirb--

TOP GROOVE TIE MO. a.

SIDE 6ROOVC TIE No. 3.

5 TVJENS

3TUBN5

A*W
2;TURNS.

SIDE QROOVC TIE rslo."*

WHCKI ATTACHINQ CONOUCTOBS IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION *q-7 THE
ABOVE METHODS OF" TVIN5 ARE QENERALLY SATISFACTOEY

THE SUBFACE OF" THE METAL USED FOR TIE WlEES SHALL BE
THE SAME AS THE SURFACE OF" THE WII2E TIED IN,SO THAT ELETRO-
LVTIC ACTION WIL.L. BE AVOIDED.

TIE WiEES 3HAL.L. BEANNEALEO AND OF" K^INIIs^HJIs^l SIZES AS
F-OL.L.OWS.

*feA.W.<3. FOR *6 AWG. LINE WIRE
*-*

'oo AND LACSCO
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58 Conductor Sag Curves

Appendix H

CONDUCTOR SAG CURVES

The following curves for "2,000 lb. Limitation" show the sags to

which the conductors having an ultimate strength in excess of 4,000 lb.

may be strung to meet the requirements referred to in Sections 47 and 51.
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Appendix H
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68 Loading Data for Wires and Cables

Appendix I

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND LOADING DATA
FOR WIRES AND CABLES

This Appendix sets forth the mechanical characteristics of wire of

various materials and sizes, and also gives the vertical, horizontal and

resultant loading on the wire due to the ice and wind loads specified

in the various sections of the foregoing rules.

The basic data for the mechanical characteristics were obtained from

Bureau of Standards Circular No. 31, the Transactions of the Amer-
ican Society for Testing Materials, and other recognized sources.

In calculating the ice loading on stranded wire, the ice was assumed to

be a hollow cylinder with an inside diameter equal to the overall diameter

of the standard wire and an outside diameter one inch greater.

The following abbreviations have been used in these specifications

to designate wire sizes

:

A. W. G.

.

Stl. W. G.

.American Wire Gage
(or B. & S. Brown and Sharp Gage).

.Steel Wire Gage (The Steel Wire Gage is the same
gage which has been known by the various names

:

"Washburn and Moon," "Roebling," "American Steel

and Wire Co.'s." Its abbreviation should be written
"Stl. W. G." to distinguish it from "S. W. G," the

usual abbreviation for the (British) Standard Wire
Gage).

Characteristics of Copper Wire—Solid—Bare.
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Appendix I

Characteristics of Copper Wire—Solid—-Covered.
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Appendix I

Characteristics of Cofper Wire—Stranded—Covered.
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Appendix I

Characteristics of Stranded Aluminum Cable-

Bare.

-Steel Reinforced-
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Appendix I

Characteristics of Steel Wire—Stranded—Galvanized.



Diagrams

Appendix J

73

^-Data-

A/umber of Tracks.
Length or"crossing Spa/7,

a « adjacent spans,
i' a cross spans,

height of fro/ley wire abore track
Size, heightandmaterial otpo/es.

n sect/on " " rrolley wires.
" material « sfrenqfh ofspsnand

anchor cabies.

Catalogue number ofstraight line hangers.
" a * strarn ear

" L'ne clamps.
" " Strain Insulators.

Typical Arrangement of Trolley Crossing.
for spans nof exceeding 100 feet see sections 74& 7S
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71 Diagrams

Appendix K

/Yarnderof Tracks

I Length ofcrvssing span,

a a adjacent spans
n cross spans-

Height of trolley wire above track.

5lze, height,andmateria/ofpoles.
*

, section, .. •• " trolley wires. \

" materia,andstrength ofspan, anchor,

and catenary cabies.

Cata/ogue number of catenary hangers.
n ' » straight tine hangers.

„ a strain ear.

. ' a tine clamps.
„ strain insulators

Typ/cal Appangbmsnt or Tpolley Crossing.
For spans exceeding 100 Feet &ee sections ?<**<* 7!S
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Appendix L
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76 Diagram s

Appendix M

•r/soi/ci^s i/a/pe/s a/epos s/s/oeas

i. one;/ 7-t/0///#L sscy/o/y
/A/St/ZLtfTEP *STUP /jeoA/ rwrz,

ssc-r/o/>/ or
S//v«t£ -r/eot/GH

A/.l. //VS/J£./9TO/e& COA/A/ECTEP
*v'/r/i' 7~M£ J5o^^^ /tfJS&T BE t

Ji.oct*7-£C9 *}S &?Je r=-&o*4 T//E

q//gz?£* *s F>je#c-r/c/9J9L.E
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Appendix N

DRAWING SHOWING CERTAIN IMPORTANT POINTS IN
SUPPLY LINE CROSSING CONSTRUCTION

INSULATOe PIN AND
CONDUCTOe rASTENINS
SHALL BE CAPABLE OF WITH-
STANDING THE TOTAL TENSION
IN ONE CONDUCTOR UNDER MAX"
IMUM ASSUMED LOADING CON-
DITIONS. SECTIONS -<4-feet-«*7

WHEN DOUBLE
ARMS, Pins and
INSULATORS ACE
USED THE LOAD
ISTO BE ASSUM-
ED AS DISTRIB-
UTED EQUALLY
BETWEEN THE
PINS.

UGHTNINS PROTECTION
WIRE. THIS SHALL BE
IN ACCORDANCE WITH
SECTION 36

SIDE SUVS MAYBE
USED TO MEET THE
STRENGTH TBEOUlREM
rOC POLES. SEE SECT
54,56 Sr ©•-»-

HEAD GUVS ARE US-
UALLY NECESSARY TO
MEET THE LONGITUDINAL
STRENGTH EE9UIBEMENT5
ATCROSSINQS, TH
SHOULD BE INSTALLED
BEFORE STRINGING LINE
WIRE IN ORDER NOT TO
UNBA.l_A.IMCE tension
IN LINE WIRE-

LINE WIRE TO BE
ERECT ED SO THAT
ALLOWABLE TENSION
AS SHOWN IN APPEN-
DIX I IS NOT EX-
CEEDED UNDER. AS-,
SUMED LOADING
CONDITIONS. SEE
SAG CURVES,
APPENDIX F

DOUBLE ARMS TO BE
CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING
WITHOUT FAILURE THE LOAD-
ING DUE TO THE CONDUCTORS.
WHEN THEY ARE SuBvJECTEO
TOMAXIMUM ASSUMED LOAD-
INS CONDITIONS AND BROKEN
IN THE SPAN ADJACENT TO THE
CROSSING.

SPACING BLOCKS
THESE SHOULD GEN-
ERALLY BE OF THESAME MATERIAL
AND CROSS SECTION
AS CROSS ARN-1S.
OTHER 8ENERAUY
APPROVED FORMS
OF SPACERS MAY
ALSO BE USED

rA_Wl

jy. ,

rf!if,-^
,mwi'Ai^y.m.!^^^y,,m/y

_2
_z

Or
g_
8 «

-
1

'1

WOOD CROSSARMS
FOR MINIMUM DIMEN-
SIONS SEE SECTION
SB

—^#fw

—
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78 Index

INDEX
A Page Section

Allowable Unit Stresses, Table of 23 73

(See Permissible Unit Stresses and Proportions of
Ultimate Strength.)

Anchorages, Guy 22 67
Anchors 21 62 (d)

(See Guys.)
Arms, Cross 16 49 to 53

(See Cross Arms.)
Attachment, Crossing without (Underbridge Crossings) .. . 31 92
Attachments, Conductor (Overhead Crossings) 16 45 to 47

(See Insulator Pins and Conductor Attachments.)
Attachments, Conductor (Underbridge Crossings) 30 87, 88
Attachments, Cross Arm 17 53
Attachments, Guy, Location of 22 68
Attachments, Insulator Pins and Conductor (Underbridge

Crossings) 30 87, 88

C

Cables, Use of (Underbridge Crossings) 29 79
Cables, Wires and (Overhead Crossings) 13 . 32 to 36

(See Wires and Cables (Overhead Crossings.)

Cables, Wires and, Loading on 11 25 to 27
(See Loading.)

Clearances (Overhead Crossings of Electric Light and
Power Supply Lines) 8 17 to 23

Clearance Above Rails 8 18

Clearance of Conductors from Supports, Guy Wires, Trol-
ley Span Wires and Conductors of the Same or
Other Circuits on the Same Supports 10 22

General 8 17
Separation of Conductors at Supports 9 21

Side Clearance between Supports and Tracks 9 20
Side Clearance of Conductors of One Line from the Sup-

ports of Another Line 11 23
Vertical Clearance between Lines 9 19
Clearances (Trolley Line Crossings) 27 75

Clearances (Underbridge Crossings)
Clearances from Abutments 29 80
Clearance from Bridge Structures 29 81
Distance between Supports 29 82
Separation of Conductors 30 83

Clearing 6 8
Coating, Protective 6 10

Concrete
Material 21 63

Conductor Attachments (Overhead Crossings) 16 45 to 47
(See Insulator Pins and Conductor Attachments)

Conductor Attachments (Underbridge Crossings) 30 87
Conductor Attachments, Insulator Pins and (Underbridge

Crossings) 30 88
Conductors, Material 13 33
Conductors, Minimum Sizes 13 34
Conductor Sags 13 32
Construction, Trolley Contact Wire 27 76
Construction, Types of (Overhead Crossings) 7 14

Cradles and Drop Outs 7 11
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Page Section

Cross Arm Attachments 17 53

Cross Arms 16 49 to 53

Cross Arm Attachments 17 53

General 16 49
Material and Minimum Size 17 52

Strength .••;.-•; 16 50
Two Thousand-Pound Limitation 17 51

Crossing Span, Length of 8 16

Crossings Without Attachment (Underbridge Crossings) . . 31 92

Crossings, Overhead (Supply Lines) 7 14 to 73

(See Overhead Crossings of Electric Light and Power
Supply Lines.)

Crossings, Trolley Line 27 74 to 78

(See Trolley Line Crossings.)
Crossings, Underbridge 29 79 to 92

(See Underbridge Crossings.)
Crossings, Underground 31 93

D
Depth of Settings ( lor Wood Poles) 19 60
Design

of Insulators 15 42
of Steel Structures 19 61

Distance Between Supports (Underbridge Crossings) 29 82
Drawings 5

.
3

Drop Outs, Cradles and 7 11

F
Factory Tests (on Insulators, Overhead Crossings) 15 44
Factory Tests (on Insulators, Underbridge Crossings) . . 30 86
Fire Hazards 6 7

Flashover Voltages 15 43
Foundations, Strength of 20 62

G
Grounding 23 71, 72

Grounding of Guys 23 72

Grounding of Steel Structures 23 .71

Guards 7 12

Guards for Guys 22 69
Guards, Trolley 27 77

Guys 21 64 to 70
General 21 64
Guards for Guys 22 69
Guy Anchorages 22 67
Guy Attachments, Location of 22 68
Guy Insulator Requirements 22 70
Guys, Material of 22 66
Guys and Anchors, Strength of 21 65
Location of Guy Attachments 22 68
Material of Guys 22 66
Strength of Guys and Anchors 21 65

Guys, Grounding of 23 72

H
Hazards, Fire 6
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80 Index

I

Page Section

Inspection 6 5

Insulator Pins and Conductor Attachments (Overhead
Crossings) 16 45 to 48

General 16 45

Material of Pins 16 48
Strength 16 46
Two-Thousand-Pound Limitation 16 47

Insulator Pins and Conductor Attachments (Underbridge
Crossings) 30 87, 88

Insulator Requirements, Guy 22 70
Insulators 14 37 to 44

Design 15 42
Factory Tests 15 44
Flashover Voltages 15 43
Line Insulators 14 37
Material 15 41

Pin Insulators 14 38
Strength 14 40
Suspension 14 39
Tests, Factory 15 44
Voltages, Flashover 15 43

L
Length of Crossing Span 8 16

Levels, Relative 5 2
Lightning Protection Wires 13 36
Line Insulators 14 37
Loading 11 24 to 31

General 11 24
Loading on Supports 12 28

Longitudinal 12 31

Transverse 12 30
Vertical 12 29

Loading on Wires and Cables
Heavy 11 25
Medium 11 26
Light 12 27

Location of Supports (Overhead Crossings) 8 15

M
Maintenance and Replacement 7 13

Material
of Cables 13 33

of Concrete 21 63

of Cross Arms 17 52

of Guys 22 66
of Insulators 15 41

of Pins 16 48
of Steel Structures 19 61

of Wires and Cables 13 33
of Wood Poles 19 59

N
Notices, Permits and 6 4
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O
Page Section

Overhead Crossings of Electric Light and Power Supply
Lines 7

Length of Crossing Span 8
Location of Supports 8
Types of Construction 7

P

Permissible Unit Stresses and Proportions of Ultimate
Strength 23

General 23
Tables of

Allowable Unit Stresses for
Concrete 25
Conductors and Lighning Protection Wires..' 25
Steel Supporting Structures 24
Wood Supporting Structures 23

Proportions of Ultimate Strength 25
Permits and Notices 6
Pin Insulators 14-

Pin Supports 30
Pins, Insulator 16

(See Insulator Pins and Conductor Attachments.)
Poles, Wood—Material and Size 19

Poles, Wood—Depth of Settings 19

Proportions of Ultimate Strength, Table of 25
Protection Wires, Lightning 13

Protective Coating 6

R
Relative Levels 5

Replacement, Maintenance and 7

S

Sags, Conductor 13

Scope 5

Separation of Conductors (Underbridge Crossings) 30
Separation of Conductors at Supports (Overhead Crossings) 9
Settings, Depth of (for Wood Poles) 19

Side Clearance Between Supports and Tracks 9

Side Clearance of Conductors of One Line from the Sup-
ports of Another Line 11

Signs 6
Signs, Warning 30
Size (of Cross Arms), Minimum 17

Size (of Wood Poles), Material and 19

Sizes (of Wires and Cables), Minimum 13

Span, Crossing, Length of : 8
Span Construction (Trolley Line Crossings) 28
Splices and Taps 13

Steel Structures 19

Design, Material and 19

Foundations, Strength of 20
Steel Structures, Grounding of 23
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82 Index

Page Section
Strength

of Cross Arms 16 50
of Foundations (of Steel Structures) 20 62
of Guys and Anchors 21 65
of Insulator Pins and Conductor Attachments 16 46
of Insulators 14 40

Strength of Supporting Structures 17 54 to 58
Angles and Dead Ends 17 56
Longitudinal Strength 17 55
Longitudinal (Alternative) 18 58
Transverse Strength, Vertical and 17 54
Transverse (Alternative) 18 57
Vertical and Transverse Strength 17 54

Supporting Structures, Steel 19 61

(See Steel Structures.)

Supporting Structures, Strength of 17 54 to 58
(See Strength of Supporting Structures.)

Supporting Structures, Wood 19 59 to 60
(See Wood Poles.)

Supports, Location of 8 15
Supports, Pin 30 89
Suspension Insulators 14 39

T
Tables of Allowable Unit Stresses, Etc 23 73

(See Permissible Unit Stresses and Proportions of

Ultimate Strength.)

Tree Trimmings 6 9
Trolley Contact Wire Construction 27 76
Trolley Contact Wires (Underbridge Crossings) 30 91

Trolley Line Crossings '. 27 74 to 78

Clearances 27 75

General 27 74
Span Construction 28 78
Trolley Contact Wire Construction 27 76
Trolley Guards 27 77

Types of Construction (Overhead Crossings) 7 14

Tests, Factory, of Insulators 15 44

U
Underbridge Crossings 29 79 to 92

Cables, Use of 29 79

Clearance from Abutments 29 80
Clearance from Bridge Structures 29 81

Conductor Attachments 30 87
Conductor Attachments, Insulator Pins and 30 88
Conductors, Separation of 30 83
Contact Wires 30 91

Crossing Without Attachment 31 92
Distance Between Supports 29 82
Insulating Material 30 84
Insulator Pins and Conductor Attachments 30 88
Insulators, Strength of 30 85
Pin Supports ' 30 89
Separation of Conductors 30 83
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Page Section

Underbridge Signs, Warning 30 90
Strength of Insulators 30 85
Supports, Distance Between 29 82
Supports, Pin 30 89
Tests 30 86
Trolley Contact Wires 30 91

Use of Cables 29 79
Warning Signs 30 90

Underground Crossings 31 93
Use of Cables (Underbridge Crossings ) 29 79

V
Vertical Clearance Between Lines (Overhead Crossings) . . 9 19

Voltages, Flashover 15 43

W
Wire Construction, Trolley Contact 27 76
Wires, Trolley Contact ( Underbridge Crossings ) 30 91

Wires and Cables (Overhead Crossings ) 13 32 to 36
Conductor Sags 13 32
Lightning Protection, Wires 13 36
Material 13 33
Minimum Sizes 13 34
Splices and Taps 13 35

Wood Poles 19 - 59, 60
Material and Size of Wood Poles 19 59
Depth of Settings 19 60
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE VI—BUILDINGS

W. T. Dorrance, Chairman;
P. S. Baker,
G. A. Belden,
Eli Christiansen,
Arthur Crable,
W. L. Darden,
F. M. Davison,
Hugo Filippi,

J. B. Gaut,

J. W. Orrock, Vice-Chairman,
A. C. Irwin,
F. R. Judd,
G. A. Mitchell,
L. G. Morphy,
R. V. Reamer,
F. L. Riley,
G. A. Rodman,
A. L. Sparks.

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee presents herewith its report on the following

subjects

:

1. Revision of Manual.

The Committee have no recommendations to make at this time.

2. Freight House Design.

See Appendix A.

3. Specifications for Buildings for Railway Purposes.

The preparation of specifications has been continued along lines

similar to those presented last year and the year before. Seven

additional subjects have been covered and are given in Appendix

B.

4. Ice Houses and Icing Stations.

A Sub-Committee prepared a questionnaire and submitted it to

various railways of the United States and Canada ; some replies

have been received and studied. The Committee has advice that

other roads are collecting the necessary information required to

make reply.

The Committee hopes that replies from all railways will be re-

ceived shortly so that the information can be tabulated, studied

and final report made at the 1924 Convention.

5. Floors for Railway Buildings.

A Sub-Committee has, during the past year, devoted all the time

at its disposal to a study of specifications for the various types

of floors covered in the last year's report. Considerable data

has been collected but it is not yet in shape to be submitted in

the form of definite specifications.

It is hoped that a final report on this subject will be presented

next year.

Bulletin 254, February, 1923.
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6. Ventilation.

A Sub-Committee prepared a questionnaire and submitted it to

various railways of the United States and Canada; some replies

have been received and studied. The Committee has advice

that other roads are collecting the necessary information

required to make reply.

The Committee hopes that replies from all railways will be re-

ceived shortly so that the information can be tabulated, studied

and final report made at the 1924 Convention.

7. System for Numbering Railway Buildings.

See Appendix C.

8. Ornamental Roof Coverings.

The Committee have made some preliminary studies on this but

have nothing to report to the convention at this time.

9. Outline of Work.

The Committee recommends the following

:

To continue the following subjects:

1. Freight House Design.

2. Specifications for Buildings for Railway Purposes.

3. Ice Houses and Icing Stations.

4. Floors for Railway Buildings.

5. Ventilation of Railway Buildings.

6. Ornamental Roof Coverings for Passenger Stations.

To assign for investigation and report the following

:

1. Paints for Railway Buildings.

10. Fire Prevention.

The Board of Direction during the summer assigned to this

Committee an additional subject, "Fire Prevention." The Com-
mittee has made investigation as to what has been done by

others in connection with this subject and find two complete

organizations devoting their entire time to this

:

1. National Fire Protection Association.

2. The Railway Fire Protection Association.

These two organizations have covered very fully the field of fire

prevention work and have published the result of many years'

study in their regular publications. The Committee does not

feel competent to add anything to this subject to that done so

thoroughly by organizations formed to handle this one subject

alone.

Action Recommended

The Committee have nothing to offer for inclusion in the Manual

and recommend that their report be received as information.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Buildings,

- * • W. T. Dorrance, Chairman.
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Appendix A

FREIGHT HOUSE DESIGN

Hugo Filippi, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. B. Gaut, G. A. Mitchell,

L. G. Morphy, R. V. Reamer.

The Sub-Committee to which was assigned this subject felt that it

could be best studied by dividing it into two parts,

(1) One level L.C.L. freight houses,

(2) Multiple level freight houses and warehouses,

and offer a progress report on the one-level houses and a final report

on the multiple freight houses.

One-Level Freight Houses

During the past year the Sub-Committee prepared a questionnaire

relating to one-level L.C.L. freight houses and submitted it to the

principal railroads of the United States and Canada. Due to the unset-

tled conditions in the railroad world last summer, a number of the rail-

road have not yet completed their replies. Answers to questionnaire

require some study of actual freight house operation and the Committee

has advice that a number of the roads are collecting the necessary

data to fully answer the questionnaire.

It is believed that sufficient replies will be received so that the Com-
mittee can present a final report on this subject next year.

The Design of Multiple Level Freight Houses and Warehouses

Multiple level freight houses and warehouses are in successful opera-

tion in a number of cities and are recognized as an accepted type of mod-

ern freight terminal design. Such a scheme of development has marked

advantages, particularly in large cities where property values are high and

adequate space for terminal expansion is not available.

In numerous instances, the terminal site originally provided has

become inadequate and under existing conditions cannot be enlarged.

This is the general case under which a multiple level development can

be most favorably considered, inasmuch as it offers a satisfactory method

of increasing the terminal capacity without a corresponding increase in

area of land occupied.

The capacity of an existing terminal may be increased by:

(1) Handling all inbound L.C.L. freight for connecting lines and
industries at an outlying point.

(2) Loading a part or all outbound L.C.L. freight into jumbo*
cars at the house and rehandling at an outlying point.

(3) Loading cars on team tracks with outbound L.C.L. freight

and rehandling at an outlying point.

(4) Use of electric tractors and other mechanical means for

accelerating house operations.

(5) By reconstructing as a multiple level terminal.

•Term applied to cars which are loaded with L.C.L. freight regardlesi of

destination. These cars are generally larger in size than the standard box car.
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The first four schemes have been adopted in numerous instances to

obtain temporary relief from congestion and to extend the useful life of

an existing terminal. Their use will continue where the immediate neces-

sity for a new or larger plant is not indicated. In order to provide

ample facilities for normal increase in business and for future expan-

sion it will, however, often be necessary to give serious consideration

to the advantages of scheme (5).

One of the important conditions precedent to the consideration and
adoption of the multiple story plan is the existence or need of complete

separation of grades of the railway tracks and the city streets. This

condition is very favorable to the construction of a multiple story freight

house with such additional floors for storage warehouse purposes as local

conditions may demand.

It is false economy to construct a one-level freight house, without

provision for future development, on property of high unit value. The
rapid growth of the larger cities is constantly making more desirable the

separation of railway and street grades and it naturally follows that

heavy and objectionable grades will result if a one-level development is

adopted under such conditions. Due to the high value of adjacent land

and frequently to physical limitations, it is generally impossible to pro-

vide suitable grades for the approaches without materially reducing the

effective freight area. Heavy approach grades cause a diminution of

the loads which can be handled by wagons or trucks, slow up freight

house operations and make wasteful use of valuable land. If seems

obvious, in a competitive field, that the railroad company whose house

is reached by excessive grades will in the end, all other conditions being

equal, suffer a considerable loss of business.

When the track and street grades are already separated, there would
appear to remain little choice as to the type of freight house which should

be built. The problem is one of economics, particularly where land values

are high. A very desirable solution will be found in the plan of the

multiple level freight house which intensifies the use of the occupied area

and makes possible the development of valuable air rights which may
easily be constructed of sufficient extent to provide a large part or all

of the revenue required to cover the carrying charges for the entire project.

For the purpose of comparison, multiple level freight houses and

warehouses may be divided into four distinct types

:

(1) All tracks and driveways on the lower level.

(2) Tracks on the lower level and driveways on the second level or

on both levels.

(3) Tracks on the second level and driveways on the lower level only

or on both levels.

(4) Tracks on both levels and driveways on the lower level or on

bitth levels.

The first type does not require a separation of track and street

grades and is represented by the freight terminals of the New York
Central in Cleveland, the Pennsylvania Railroad in Philadelphia, the St.

Louis & Southwestern Railroad in St. Louis and the Pere Marquette

Railroad in Chicago.
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The second type requires the complete separation of track and

street grades and is represented by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railroad, the Pennsylvania Railroad, and the Chicago & Alton Railroad

freight terminals in Chicago, and the Chicago Great Western Railroad

terminal in Minneapolis.

The third type also requires a complete separation of track and street

grades, and is represented by the Soo Line terminal in Chicago, and the

Wabash Pittsburgh Terminal Railroad and the Pennsylvania Railroad

terminals in Pittsburgh.

The last type is practically unknown in this country. Consideration

should, however, in certain cases, be given this type.

General Considerations

The principal considerations which function in the selection of the

multiple level plan for freight houses are:

"(1) Relation of land values to freight revenue.

"(2) Relation of building cost to freight revenue.

A3) Required operating capacity.

-(4) Provision for future expansion.

.(5) Value of storage space.

(6) Value of air right development.

y (7) Relation of track and street grades and its effect on operat-

ing cost and capacity.

(8) Relative cost of handling freight in a long one level house

and in a shorter multiple level house using elevators, escala-

tors, ramps or other means for raising freight from one

level to the other.

(9) Character of freight and its effect on the cost of handling.

In the following paragraphs, (1) and (2), certain values have been

used to illustrate the application of the principles involved to a particular

problem. These particular values are not susceptible to general applica-

tion, and for the purpose of a definite study, should be replaced by similar

values which correctly represent the conditions in the terminal to be

investigated.

(1) Relation of Land Value to Freight Revenue

Careful consideration of this item clearly indicates that one level

L.C.L. freight houses located on ground of high unit value are un-

economical. Assuming that 6 per cent, represents a fair return on the

investment in land, and that taxes, special assessments, etc., in the larger

cities amount to 2 per cent., there results a total of 8 per cent, as the

fixed annual charge on the land investment alone.

If a one-level freight house is located on land worth $10.00 per

square foot, this overhead amounts to a fixed annual charge of 80 cents

per square foot. Since about two-thirds of a square foot of ground area

is required to handle a ton of freight per year, this charge is equivalent

to about 53 cents per ton. Assuming that the gross revenue per ton
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of L.C.L. freight handled to destination is about $8.50 per ton, the

investment in land alone, on this basis, would amount to about 6J4 per

cent, of the gross revenue.

Assuming further that the average haul on L.C.L. freight is 200 miles,

the revenue per ton mile is 4*4 cents. To earn a fair return on the land

investment alone, on this basis, would require that the freight be hauled

a distance of nearly 13 miles or about 6J4 per cent, of the total average

haul for all L.C.L. freight handled.

(2) Relation of Building Cost to Freight Revenue

This factor varies considerably on account of soil, topographical,

geographical and other conditions. At present, a modern brick, steel

and concrete, one level freight house can be erected, ready for use, for

approximately four dollars per square foot. Assuming 8 per cent, for

interest and taxes, and adding for insurance, depreciation, heating,

lighting, etc., the fixed annual charges will amount to about 60 cents

per square foot of land occupied.

Following the reasoning in paragraph (1), the fixed annual charges

on the freight house proper, on this basis, amount to about 40 cents

per square foot, or about 4^4 Per cent, of the revenue and represents a

haul of 9^4 miles or 4-)4 per cent, of the average L.C.L. haul assumed.

(3) Required Operating Capacity

This phase of the problem can be easily determined by a study of

past business extending over a period of years. From such a study, graphs

may be prepared and the probable future growth in business satisfactorily

determined. In this connection, it seems proper to direct attention to

the advantages of having a house of generous capacity. Manifestly, the

railroad possessing a house of generous capacity, where prompt service

is afforded its patrons, will generally enjoy the good will of shippers

and the satisfied shipper becomes an active soliciting agent for the

railroad, whereas the railroad having antiquated, insufficient facilities

receives the condemnation of the shippers and undoubtedly loses much
business which rightfully belongs to it.

(4) Provision for Future Expansion

No phase of freight house design requires more careful consideration

than that which deals with provision for future growth in business, both

as to floor area and track capacity. Furthermore, the initial develop-

ment should be so arranged as to permit future changes to be made
with minimum interference to house operations and car movements. In

so far as possible, all future requirements should be anticipated in the

initial construction, so that the character of the terminal, method of

operation, and principles of design may be preserved in the future

development.

(5) Value of Storage Warehouse Space

The desirability of providing storage warehouse space in connection

with a modern freight terminal finds expression in the numerous terminals
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which have been constructed within the last ten years. Properly designed,

such facilities are an asset to the terminal, a convenience to shippers and

a means of putting the terminal project on a self sustaining basis. In

some terminals the amount of storage warehouse space is nominal, while

in others the area allotted to this purpose exceeds many times that used

for purely freight house purposes.

Unquestionably, storage warehouses built in conjunction with a

freight house are a highly attractive investment and a type of develop-

ment destined to general adoption wherever local conditions indicate a

need for this class of facility.

(6) Value of Air Right Development

Perhaps the clearest demonstration of the value of air rights today

are the Grand Central and Pennsylvania passenger terminals in New
York City. Although these terminals are primarily devoted to passenger

business, the commercial development has made possible the dual use of

the ground area and a very attractive return to the holding companies.

From a freight standpoint there are numerous examples throughout the

country, but perhaps the improvements contemplated in Chicago by the

Chicago Railway Terminal Commission* are the most comprehensive over

proposed.

All benefits that are expected to be derived from this comprehensive

plan can be realized proportionately in a smaller development. The
utilization of air rights for storage warehouses, light manufacturing or

commercial development must bring to the railroad a large amount of

freight business otherwise out of reach and the combined use of railroad

property in this manner is logical and economical. This plan of develop-

ment can reasonably be expected to gain favor in the future.

(7) The Relation of Track and Street Grades and Its Effect on
Operating Capacity

Where present track and street grades are already separated or where

such separation is contemplated, the use of ramps leading from one level

to the other is a constant source of annoyance to shippers and expense to

the railroad company. Such ramps cause congestion and materially slow

up the receipt or delivery of freight. In so far as possible, all driveways

should preferably be on the same level, although ramps leading up to an

inbound house are not so objectionable since vehicles calling at the inbound

house are generally empty. A ramp up to an outbound house is not so de-

sirable, since vehicles to this house are always under load and such a ramp
would naturally meet with the objections stated above. It should be noted,

however, that ramps leading to both inbound and outbound houses have

been used in recent terminals when unavoidable. When located on land

of high unit value, the use of ramps should be avoided wherever possible

because of their uneconomical use of land.

•Report of John F. Wallace, Chairman, Chicago Railway Terminal Commission,
March, 1921.
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(8) Relative Cost of Handling Freight in One-Level and Multiple

Level Houses

This phase of the problem is being investigated by Sub-Committee
No. 4, Yards and Terminals Committee of the Association. Your Com-
mitte on Buildings has, therefore, refrained from offering any information

bearing on this subject.

(9) Character of Freight Handled and Its Effect on Cost of Han-
dling

Where the classification of freight follows a moderately uniform size

and weight, the cost of handling can be reduced to a minimum, but where
the classification varies from light boxes to heavy machinery or from
small cartons to long pipe and structural steel, the cost of handling per ton

for all classes will be considerably increased. This is of particular im-

portance in a multiple level house where the shipments must be handled

between levels by mechanical means. It is, therefore, of greatest im-

portance that attention be paid to this phase of the problem and a com-
prehensive study made of the classification to be handled. Such a study

will determine largely the type and capacity of the mechanical equipment

which should be selected for handling the freight between the various

levels.

The mechanical means generally considered for handling freight from
one level to Another are:

(a) Elevators—electric or hydraulic.

(b) Escalators.

(c) Gravity chutes.

(d) Conveyors—belt or endless chain type,

(f) Telphers.

Of this group only the elevator and escalator are in general use in

freight houses on account of the diversity in size and weight of shipments.

The elevator is more efficient and economical in operation than the esca-

lator, inasmuch as its use involves no reloading. It is cheaper in operation

and is operated only when needed. Studied closely, the relative advantages

and disadvantages of elevators and escalators may be summarized as

follows:

Elevators

Advantages Disadvantages

(1) More efficient and economical. (1) Slower operation.

(2) Involve no reloading of special (2) Higher initial investment.

materials.

(3) Operated only when needed.

(4) Building framing less expen-
sive.

(5) All classes of L.C.L. freight

can be handled.

(6) Require less floor and platform
area.

(7) Less danger and congestion at

floor levels.

(8) Properly spaced, reduce longi-

tudinal haul in house.
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Escalators

Advantages Disadvantages

(1) Capacity several times that of (1) Truckmen must remain with
an elevator for a given period trucks in moving freight

of operation. from one level to another.

(2) Cannot handle all classes of

freight.

(3) Cannot be used advantageously
for handling freight more
than one floor.

(4) Require more floor and plat-

form area.

(5) Building framing more expen-
sive.

(6) Must be operated continuously.

(7) Dangerous and induce conges-
tion at floor levels unless

carefully attended.

(8) Increase longitudinal haul in

house.

(9) Separate escalators must be

provided to return emptv
trucks to proper floor level.

From the foregoing comparison it may be seen that elevators are

more desirable than escalators for use in a multiple level freight house.

The electrically propelled elevator is to be preferred because of lower

power plant cost, less piping and maintenance and smaller liability of being

out of service by cold weather.

The size of elevators should be such as to accommodate four 4-wheel

trucks at one time and to accomplish this end should be about 9 ft. wide

by 15 ft. long inside, for handling ordinary freight. It will also be neces-

sary to provide a limited number of larger elevators for handling auto-

mobiles and materials of long lengths. Such elevators should be about

10 ft. wide by 20 ft. long inside.

The freight elevators should have a capacity of 5 to 10 tons.

All elevators for freight house purposes should be arranged to open

at both ends so that the elevator may be loaded and unloaded simul-

taneously at opposite ends. Entrances should be properly protected.

The speed of elevators depends somewhat on the load to be carried

and type of control. Speeds from 100 ft. to 200 ft. per minute are gen-

erally used with a probable average of about 150 ft. per minute.

The number of elevators required in a multiple story freight house

are determined by the following factors

:

(1) Time required for one complete cycle between floors including

necessary loading and unloading of trucks from elevator and return of

elevator to proper level. .

(2) Average load per four-wheel truck in tons.

(3) Number of trucks to be carried per elevator per trip.

The automatic elevator has proven very successful in facilitating the

movement of freight between floor levels in freight houses and warehouses.

No operator is required on the elevator, thus eliminating a large labor
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item as well as delays. The central type of control, where a single dis-

patcher governed by signal lights can control a large number of elevators

simultaneously, has also proven very successful. Another type of elevator

is operated by push buttons adjacent to the doors. This type also does

away with the operator and is known as the "push button control."

A very useful device perfected in connection with elevator service is

the micro-levelling attachment. With this device, the elevator is brought

to the precise floor level automatically, thereby reducing the time required

per round trip, damage to freight and equipment, and injury to employes.

Where a warehouse is built in conjunction with a freight house, it is

desirable to provide separate elevators for warehouse service. This elimi-

nates interference and overcomes the confusion which would result if

elevators were used jointly.

Escalators, when used, should have a slope of approximately 1 in 4, to

work to best advantage.

Other Factors

Insofar as floor area per ton, tailboard space per vehicle and other

factors of similar character areconcerned, the same general analysis may
be applied as was used in the report on One-Level L.C.L. Freight House,

made to the Association last year, Vol. 23, pp. 873 to 894.

Warehouses Constructed in Conjunction with Multiple Level Freight

Houses

The factors which govern the design of warehouses, such as numbers

of elevators, platform area, tailboard, area per car, etc., were completely

covered in the report for 1921 of the Yards and Terminals Committee of

the Association, Vol. 23, pp. 67 to 76.

Warehouse Operation

The operation of the warehouse portion of a multiple level develop-

ment, as well as receiving and loading of warehouse shipments, should be

separated from the regular freight house operations.

This is generally accomplished by providing separate warehouse plat-

forms, elevators, driveways and ramps for the exclusive use of the ware-

house company and its patrons. Unless this is done, interference and

confusion are sure to result.

Architectural and Structural Design

The general architectural design of freight houses and warehouses

should be of a pleasing character. There is no valid reason why a freight

house should be hideous in appearance simply because of the character of

occupancy or its proximity to a railroad.

Many recent examples of freight house and warehouse design fulfill

the esthetic as well as the utilitarian requirements and have assisted

materially in improving the architectural tone of the districts in which

they are located.

From a structural standpoint, the building should be designed in ac-

cordance with the latest engineering practice. The use of reinforced con-
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crete construction with or without exterior brick veneer is recommended.

If this is found impracticable for financial or other reasons, a high-grade

type of slow burning or mill construction, full}' sprinklered, should be

used.

The column spacing for the warehouse portion should be made as

great as possible, consistent with the loads to be carried, but not less than

16 ft. In general a panel from 16 ft. by 20 ft. to 22 ft. by 22 ft. will be

found satisfactory.

Ceiling Height

The ceiling height between floors varies from 9 to 12 ft. The Board

of Underwriters requires at least 3 in. and not more than 10 in. from

the ceiling to sprinkler deflector and at least 18 in. from the deflector to

top of stored goods. If goods are stored on skids not more than 6 in.

high the insurance rate is reduced. Since goods are generally piled 8 ft.

to 9 ft. high, it will be seen that after allowing 6 in. for skids and 24 in.

for sprinkler equipment, the most economical ceiling height will be

found to be from 10 ft. 6 in. to 11 ft. 6 in.

Floor Loads

Existing warehouses have been designed for floor loads from 250 lb.

per sq. ft. to 500 lb. per sq. ft. A large majority have been designed for

350 lb. and under.

The first floor should be designed for heavy unit loading since it is

more desirable as well as economical to store the heavier shipments on

the lower floor. The upper floors can then be designed for a lighter

loading.

It is suggested that a live load of from 350 lb. to 500 lb. per sq. ft.

be used for the lower floor and from 250 lb. to 350 lb. per sq. ft. for the

upper floors. As this item is entirely dependent on the character of

goods to be stored, no definite recommendation can be made.

Fire Protection

Warehouses built in conjunction with freight houses should preferably

be of fireproof construction and equipped with firewalls, automatic

sprinkler system, standpipes and fire alarm system. Sloping of the floor

to the scuppers and drains is also advisable and further reduces the in-

surance premium. If the warehouse is not heated, a dry pipe sprinkler

system should be installed and the fire alarm system connected thereto.

Heating

As a general rule, only partial heating is used except for such portions

of the warehouse as are used for offices, toilets, or for the storage of

freezable goods. In a number of warehouses no heating system is used.

Where partial heating is used, the temperature is kept at about 40 to 50

degrees. Inasmuch as the character of goods handled in each warehouse

varies considerably, no definite recommendation as to heating can be made.
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Lighting

In some warehouses the lighting facilities provided are purely nominal,

dependence being placed on daylight and on the use of extension electric

light cords and lanterns. In others, general lighting in the ceiling is

used. The amount of such lighting will necessarily vary somewhat ac-

cording to the height that goods are piled. The following table reflects

the practice in recent warehouses

:

Table 1

—

Lighting of Warehouses

Name of Warehouse
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As a convenient supplement to these figures, all of the terminals noted

above, except that of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad at Chi-

cago and that of the Chicago Great Western Railroad at Minneapolis, are

brief!}' described in the following paragraphs

:

Soo Line Freight Station at Chicago—Fig. 1 (Eng. News, Vol. 70, pp.

378-383.)

The main portion is 200 ft. long by 325 ft. wide. The tracks are car-

ried on a heavy deck structure of concrete supported on concrete columns.

The space beneath is utilized for storage space except where there are

street crossings. The freight houses are located at the north end. The
main inbound and outbound freight houses are 500 ft. long with provision

for future extension. Buildings are constructed of concrete with brick

veneer. The inbound house is four stories high with provision made for

two additional stories. Building is served by five tracks with a 70-car

capacity. Floor space is 100,000 sq. ft. Cold storage plant on first floor.

Five elevators will distribute freight received at second floor to the upper

and lower floors. Three spiral chute conveyors will be used. There will

be one scale on the first floor and four on the second, all set flush with

floor at shipping doors. There will be fourteen team shipping doors on

the first floor and nineteen on the second floor. The entire track side of

building will be open with columns 20 ft. center to center and doors of

full width between. The outbound freight house is to be two stories in

height and served by eight tracks with a 105-car capacity. Floor area is

65,000 sq. ft. with provision for future extension. Freight will be received

through sixteen team doors on the first floor and eighteen on the second

floor. These doors will be served by fifteen scales set flush with floor.

The entire track side of second floor will be open to tracks. Two freight

elevators will serve the first and second floors. A ten-ton pillar crane of

20-ft. radius for handling heavy freight will be located on the outbound

freight platform. Between the two freight houses is a 58-ft. driveway on

both the first and second floors. The ground floor driveway is entered

by three different entrances. The second floor driveways are reached by

inclines from the street level. The team tracks are located south of the

freight houses and have a capacity of 260 cars. Four of the tracks are

served by a traveling gantry crane and a scale 9x20 for automobiles will be

installed. The freight office building will be located at the north end of the

freight house and will be four stories high. The power station and heat-

ing plant is located under the outbound tracks near the north end of the

layout. Coal will be received on the west track and dumped directly into

the bins. The ashes will be hoisted to cars on the same tracks. Ultimately

all power for this terminal will be developed in this plant. The column

foundations in this construction rest on blue clay at about 2 ft. above

Chicago River level. There are no expansion joints in this floor slab, the

temperature stresses being taken care of by reinforcement. The entire

concrete deck has a slight slope toward the north. There are five-inch

downspouts spaced 48 ft. apart in both directions. The slab is water-

proofed with a three-ply membrane of felt and burlap well mopped with
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asphalt. Membrane is sealed to concrete downspouts and walls. On the

membrane will be placed a one-inch protective course of asphalting mastic.

The mastic is composed of Trinidad asphalt and gilsonite with torpedo

sand and screenings. The entire floor slab will be covered with 6 in. of

stone ballast. Driveways between tracks are of concrete. The tracks at

the freight houses will be 11.75 ft. and 12 ft. center to center, with No. 6

frogs and 12-ft. switch rails. Concrete used in reinforced work is 1-2-4

mix.

Two-Level Freight House, Pennsylvania Railroad, Chicago—Fig. 3.

(Railway Age, Vol. 65, pp. 215 to 219.)

The exterior treatment of this structure represents a departure from

the architecture of most freight houses. Special attention has been given

to appearance. The station is of the two-level type with the tracks below

and the team ways above. This plan was adopted because the site was

committed to a separation of the tracks and street grades by the elevation

of the streets on viaducts over the tracks, and it was advisable on account

It
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Fig. 2—C. B & Q. R. R., Chicago (Under Construction)

of the high cost of the land to make an intensive development of the

ground. The building has the outward appearance of a single unified

mass, but a central covered driveway, 74 ft. wide, extending the length of

the building on the street level, separates the plant into two clearly defined

units, an inbound house and an outbound house. From an operating

standpoint there are actually four units, since both the inbound and

outbound houses will be divided transversely for the purpose of separating

freight destined to and from points east of Pittsburgh from that billed

to and from Pittsburgh and west. The entire width of the structure is

occupied by a grid of nineteen tracks. The ten tracks adjacent to the

river or east side being for outbound freight, and have a capacity of 199

cars, while nine tracks on the west are for inbound and have a capacity

of 176 cars. Besides the street level and track level floors there are three

other floors for office and storage purposes. The north 125 ft. of the

second floor is used for office space. All the remainder of the upper

floors are divided into large warehouse rooms for lease as storage space.

In general these rooms are 340 ft. by 100 ft., extending the width of the
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building. They are separated by 12*X-in. transverse walls. In addition

to the central driveway, which is 74 ft. wide, and is divided by a central

row of columns into 36-ft. driveways, one for each house, both the in-

bound and outbound houses are served by outer driveways 36 ft. wide,

also extending the entire length of the building and connecting with the

street at each end. The width of the inbound house was governed, to

some extent, by the need for a large storage space on the street level, but

the main factor in determining the width of both houses was the spacing

of tracks and the location of elevators. There is a platform between each
pair of tracks, except where the inner outbound and the inner inbound
tracks parallel each other at the middle of the house. Most of these plat-

forms are narrow, serving primarily as a convenience for trucking through
cars, but under the inbound house, which has a width of 171 ft. on the

street level, space is afforded for three wide trucking and elevator plat-

S43-0-C-C Cn/S

Fig. 3

—

Pennsylvania System, Chicago.

forms, and under the outbound house, which has a width on the street

level of only 100 ft. 8 in., there is a space for only two of the wide plat-

forms. This arrangement involves trucking freight through a maximum
of three cars for outbound traffic and a maximum of two cars for inbound
freight. These platforms extend the entire length of the building. The
width of the track space between edge of platforms is 11 ft. 6 in., and the

minimum vertical clearance from top of the rail is 16 ft. 10 in. Freight

will be moved between the floors entirely by elevators. Inclined escalators

were not suitable to the layout of this structure. Freight will be trans-

ferred from the street level of the outbound house to the track platforms

by eight 6-ft. by 17-ft, three-ton elevators. Freight received in cars will

be transferred from the platforms to the street level in the inbound house

by fourteen 9-ft. by 17-ft., five-ton elevators. Six of these inbound eleva-

tors extend to the top of the building, so that freight may be transferred

directly from the track platforms to any one of the storage rooms. On
the upper floors these same elevators will also be used for transferring

goods frOm the storage rooms to the street level of the inbound house for
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delivery to teams. In case any goods in storage are to be reshipped by

freight they will be lowered to the street level of the outbound house by

a separate set of elevators on the outbound side, but owing to the fact that

goods in storage which are to be shipped out must be checked through the

outbound house like any other freight, these elevators do not go through

to the track level. Each of the storage rooms in these upper three floors

has part of its area taken up by a light court, 40 ft. by 135 ft., centering

on the division wall. These light courts extend down to the first floor,

where skylights have been installed to furnish natural illumination to the

central driveway. In addition to the above elevators there is a 10-ft. by

24-ft. automobile elevator provided in both the inbound and outbound

houses. These elevators extend to the upper floor and are located ad-

jacent to the south end of the building on platforms provided with short

stub tracks to facilitate loading and unloading automobiles. On the street

floors inclines from the trucking levels to the central driveways are pro-

vided for convenience in delivering automobiles. There are also ele-

vators, which connect with the Chicago Tunnel Company. One of these

extends to the street floor level of each house, but with no connection at

the track level. The trucking floor of each house is also equipped with a

line of narrow-gauge tracks extending each way from the tunnel elevators

to afford trackage space for the Tunnel Company's cars. The building is

of fireproof construction with a steel frame encased in concrete, except in

the case of girders 40 in. deep or over, which are covered with hollow tile.

The exterior walls are of brick. The street level floor of both houses

is divided into four rooms by transverse fire walls, all openings in which

are protected by automatic fire doors. The teamway doors of the freight

houses, which are 20 ft. wide center to center of posts, are of steel. These

are of two types. Vertical sliding doors parted at midheight were used

wherever feasible, but where this type could not be used, doors of the cross

folding type were used. All doors are attached to a concrete covered

transom bar, above which transoms are installed. Driveways are paved

with creosoted blocks. Tracking floors are of concrete, covered with V/z

in. of asphalt mastic. All warehouse floors are of concrete with a special

hard finish. The building is supported on pile foundations, using piles

40 to 50 ft. long. 17,000 piles were used. Checking offices have been

installed in the outbound house at intervals of four doors, with a scale on

each side provided with automatic dials placed inside the office. In the

inbound house scales have been installed adjacent to seven of the elevators

Each house has a cold storage and a warm storage room. The entire

building is equipped with automatic sprinklers, which are served by fire

pumps in the power plant in connection with a large water tank on the

roof. The power plant is located in the basement. An electrically operated

refrigerator system to serve the two cold rooms is installed on the second

floor near the north end of building.

There are very good plans and cross-sections to illustrate the above.

See also Engineering Record, Vol. 74, pp. 594-595, and Railway Review,

Vol. 62, pp. 365-379.
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New Freight Terminal of C. & A. R. R., Chicago—Fig. 4. (Engineering

News, Vol. 85, pp. 728-736.)

This new terminal is located on the west side of the Chicago River

between Polk and Van Buren streets Two buildings are provided, ar-

ranged in tandem, but separated by Harrison street and having their

principal entrances on this street.

On the north side will be the steel-framed main building with six

stories in the office section facing on Harrison Street, and three stories in

the freight house section at the rear. The other building will be a two-

story freight house, having the lower part steel and the upper part con-

crete. In both buildings there is an extensive use of plate girders in the

floor framing for the purpose of getting large panels and reducing the

number of interior columns. On account of the streets adjacent to the

building being elevated on account of the river bridge, and all tracks are

on the original ground level, the freight terminal itself will be a double-

FUTl/ff£ D0IV£WY

Fig. 4—Chicago & Alton, Chicago.

deck station. This places the tracks and car platforms of the station

in the basement with the rails about 3 JA ft. above the normal water level

of the river. The team driveways and platforms will be on the upper or

first floor at the street level and about 25 ft. above water level. Large

automatic electric elevators will connect the upper and lower platforms

and will extend to the second or warehouse floors. Both through and

stub tracks are included in the layout of the track floor. The inbound

house will have four tracks of varying lengths served by a 27^2-ft. plat-

form. Two of these will be stub tracks and one will have both a stub end

and ladder connection. The outbound house will have seven tracks ar-

ranged in two groups separated by a 31^2-ft. platform, the inner group

being served also by a 10-ft. trucking platform between the inbound and

outbound tracks. Each building will have a double driveway on the first

floor, opening from Harrison street and extending between the inbound

and outbound platforms which are parallel to the train platforms below.

In the larger building the driveway will be divided by a row of columns

and will be continued beyond the building on a viaduct extending to Van

Buren street, thus giving a through connection between the two streets.
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At the smaller building the driveway will extend about 40 ft. beyond the

platforms to give a turning place for trucks. Provision has been made

for a future driveway viaduct along the west side of each building and

above the tracks which run parallel with it. The wall columns and wall

girders of the buildings are designed with attachments for girders or floor

beams to carry this driveway, the outer ends of the girders being at-

tached to columns. The entire freight terminal occupies a right triangle

whose sides are approximately 1,750 ft. and 475 ft. The entrances to the

site are limited to two very narrow spaces at the apex and right angle

of the triangle. There is one main track connection at the apex and two

at the right angle. There are thirty-two body tracks with a capacity of

from two to twenty-four cars each and a total capacity of 460 cars. The

major portion of the space is occupied by the freight station with the

train yard between the buildings and the river. This team yard will have

five driveways and eleven tracks, two of which will be connected at both

ends; the others will be stub end tracks. One driveway will be extended

to serve a group of three tracks at the south end. An inclined driveway

of 3 per cent, grade will lead down from Van Buren street to the team

yard, alongside the driveway viaduct approach to the first floor. At

the south there will be access to this yard from Polk street by a driveway

extending between the warehouses and then turning into an incline on a

viaduct parallel to the street which it will reach by a 4.17 per. cent, grade.

This incline will pass through the warehouse. These two private ware-

houses occupy the acute angle of the right triangle. Each will be served

by two tracks. The driveway will be paved with concrete and the incline

with granite block. The parallel tracks are spaced usually 13 ft. except

at platforms and driveways. Where there are driveways between, the

tracks will be 40 ft. center to center. Yard and house tracks will be laid

with 80-lb. steel. Frogs will be number 7, 6 and 5, due to the restricted

area. In general, the sharpest curves will be 14 degrees with one of 18

degrees. As the tracks are only 3 ft. above water level, they will be

ballasted with broken stone, 12 in. deep under the ties and transverse

drainage provided.

The two-story freight "house south of Harrison street is for freight

only, with no upper floor for storage. On the lower level are seven

tracks for outbound and four for inbound service, the tracks and plat-

forms being continuous with those in the main building. On the upper

floor, level with the street, are two parallel buildings 460 ft. long, the out-

bound house being 38 ft. wide and the inbound 46 ft. wide. Between them

is a 64-ft. driveway. Longitudinal bays are 20 ft., with steel rolling doors

in each bay on driveway side. Steel construction is used for the lower or

track story, the framing of each building consisting of two rows of wall

columns supporting transverse plate girders, so that the freight house is

unobstructed. A fifth row of columns under the middle of the driveway

carries the driveway floor beams, whose outer ends are framed to the wall

columns of the buildings. Longitudinal "I" beams act as stringers be-

tween the girders. Concrete pedestals for columns and- footings for pairs

of columns are supported on 35-ft. timber piles. All columns are of "H"
A
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section built up of a 12-in. web plate and four angles 6 by 4 in., but the

outer wall columns are reinforced with 13 in. cover plates, as they have
connections for the girders to support the future driveway on the west

side. Concrete casing is applied to all steel work, the 4-in. casing of the

columns being extended as part of the concrete columns of the upper

floor. Ribbed concrete slabs are used for the floor or platform and for

the roof, the former resting on the plate girders and the latter being sup-

ported on concrete cross girders. These concrete girders extend as

cantilevers 10J/2 ft. long to carry a canopy over the driveway. A longi-

tudinal beam connects the ends of the cantilevers. The edge of each

platform is protected by a 10-in. "I" beam attached to brackets on the

top of the steel columns and faced with a continuous bumping timber. A
similar ribbed concrete deck construction is used for the driveway. The
end beams of the concrete panels rest on shelf channels on the webs of

the girders instead of on the top flanges. The driveway has a 6-in. slab

and is paved with creosoted wood blocks. The floor and driveway slabs

are designed for a live load of 300 lb. per sq. ft. On the platform at each

floor will be tracks of 2-ft. gage for the cars of the Chicago Tunnel
Company. .These cars are handled by elevators in deep shafts. For th«

inbound house there is a single oval shaft 14^2 by 8^2 ft., but the outbound
house has a double shaft of the same shape 28 by 8J^ ft. Tracks on the

platform are of 20-lb. rails, bolted to flat transverse plates spaced 36 in.

center to center laid upon the concrete. There is no concrete between

the rails, but on the outside the mastic- floor is laid level with the rail

heads. Freight elevators between the two floors arc provided at every

third bay in the outbound house and every fourth bay in the inbound

house. These elevators have cars 10>2 by 17^4 ft. Platform scales are

provided in every second and fourth bay of "the outbound and inbound

houses respectively. The top of driveway to floor level is 3 ft. 6 in. The
floors are topped with a 1^4-in. mastic coating.

There are very good plans and details shown.

New Double-Deck Freight Station in Six-Story Building.

This is the main building of the terminal described above. It is

340 ft. long, with a six-story section, having a frontage of 236 ft. on Har-

rison street, behind which will be a three-story section 153 ft. wide. The
basement and first floor will form a double-deck freight house with tracks

at the lower level and with the entire first floor at street level for team

driveways and freight platforms. The greater part of the second floor

will be for warehouse purposes. The third to sixth floors of the six-story

building will be used for general office purposes of the railroad. Steel

frame construction is used throughout and in the lower floors it consists

largely of plate girders .with girder and cantilever supports for upper

columns over tracks and open floor spaces. Ribbed concrete floors, ribbed

and flat slab roof, concrete and tile casing for all steel work, and brick

with terra cotta trimmings constitute the other structural features. In

addition to the broad interior driveways, provision is made for future out-

side driveways on' both sides of the building, these to be carried by
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girders attached to the structural framing. Plate girders are used

extensively throughout the first and second floors in order to obtain

long spans and to eliminate interior columns as far as possible on the

floors where freight is handled. A large part of the area will have

panels 20x34x4 ft. Reinforced concrete floors are to be used by the

ribbed slab or slab and joist type. In each panel the ribs or joists

extend longitudinally between concrete end beams which are seated on

6-in. shelf channels on the webs of the transverse plate girders or are

seated directly upon the girders and "I" beams in the framing of the

smaller panels. The slab thickness will be 2X4. in. for office floors, 3 in.

for the freight house and warehouse floors, and 6 in. for the driveways.

Wood block paving with four inch creosoted blocks on J4-in. sand is

used on the driveways, asphaltic mastic on the freight house platforms

and warehouse floors, and hard wood on the office floors. On the first

and second floors the platforms will have 24-in. gage tracks for the

Chicago Tunnel Company. A flat slab will be used for the main part

of the roof. Live loads used in floor design are 80 lb. per sq. ft. for

office, 200 for office filing space, and 300 for driveways and for platform

and warehouse floors of the first and second stories. All steel framing

is to be encased with a minimum thickness of two inches of concrete,

this being placed in forms around the beams and girders. ' For girders

which support columns, however, two layers of two-inch tile will be

used, the web plates being plastered with cement mortar to make a

surface flush with the flange angles. Against this mortar the tile will

be laid. Cylinder pier foundations of the type generally used around

Chicago will be used to support the six-story building. The piers being

sunk to hardpan a distance of about 60 ft. Timber pile foundations

will be used for the three story portion. Freight will be handled between

floors by 11 2-ton automatic electric elevators 9 by 17 ft. No attendants

will be required on elevators. Any freight handler can operate them

by means of push buttons at the elevator door. On the outbound plat-

form there will be an elevator in every third or fourth bay and a

freight scale in every sixth bay. The inbound platforms will have an

elevator in every third bay and a scale in every third or fourth bay,

The same tracks and platforms which serve the freight house south

of Harrison Street also serve the third story station north of Harrison

Street. The three-story building is 153x4 by 220 ft. The six-story build-

ing is 120 by 236 ft. The outbound house on first floor of six-story

building is 67 ft. 8^4 in. wide. The inbound house on first floor of six-

story building is 69X4 ft. wide. In the three story building the outbound

house is 38 ft. wide and the inbound is 46x4 ft. wide. The two interior

driveways are each 34x4 ft. wide throughout.

Steel Work.

Unsymmetrical arrangement of columns occurs at several points in

the basement on account of the track work. This necessitates special ar-

rangement of girders to support the columns of the upper floors. In

the southwest part of the six-story building a truss arrangement is used
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which extends over the four outer tracks. Owing to the necessarily

close spacing of these tracks it was not practicable to place columns
between them. Trusses 59y2 ft. long were used to span these tracks

and support the inner columns of the upper floors. These trusses could

not be placed on the first floor on account of the driveways. This truss,

therefore, occupies the space between the second and third floors. To
carry this part of the first floor over the track space beneath it, transverse

plate girders in two sections are used. Each girder has its outer end
riveted to a column which supports the truss and its inner end riveted

to a hanger suspended from the center of the truss. Horizontal diagonal

bracing is introduced to give lateral rigidity to this semi-suspended floor.

The trusses are \ZYi ft. deep with chords of double channel section and
web members of "I" section. Tile fireproofing will be applied to all truss

members. Web plates will be plastered with cement mortar flush with

the flange angles so as to make a smooth surface against which the tile

can be laid. The tile covering will be wrapped with wire and plas-

tered. Double web plate girders 87 in. deep and 59j^ ft. long will be

placed at the second story level in the end walls of that part of the

building in which the trusses are used for interior framing. These
girders will support the upper wall columns over the driveway and
will carry hangers to support the portal framing of the first floor across

the tracks. Each girder will have four cover plates and four flange

angles. The two web plates will not be spaced as far apart as a box
girder, but will be riveted against the "T" shaped rib formed by the inner

flange angles, the outer flange angles being riveted to the web.

There are a great number of illustrations and cross-sections to illus-

trate this layout.

Pere Marquette Freight House, Chicago.—Fig. 5 (Railway Age, Vol.

63, pp. 225 to 226).

The inbound house is 280^2 ft. long and S2]/2 ft. wide, one half of

which is two stories and the other half three stories. The outbound
house is 850 ft. long and 18 ft. wide and one story high. The inbound
house is served by three tracks and the outbound house by a maximum of

six tracks. The outside track is adjacent to a concrete roadway and
can be used as a team track. The first floor of the inbound house i«

used by regular inbound freight service. The second floor is used for

storage, being rented to shippers. The third floor is used for offices. The
transportation of storage material from the first to the second and return

is by two inclined elevators provided by Otis Elevator Company. These
consist of inclined runways on a slope of 16 degrees, up which the

freight trucks are wheeled with the assistance of an endless chain pro-

vided with hooks which engage the axles of the trucks. There Is cold

storage room on the first floor 18 ft. by 26 ft. and a "lockup" for

valuables 12 ft. by 18 ft. 6 in. The cold storage room is also equipped

for heating in cold weather. Two platform scales have been provided,

6 ft. by 8 ft., with Fairbanks self-recording dials graduated to 1,000 lb.

Structurally the inbound freight house consists of an uncovered steel frame
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with brick curtain walls and a flat pitch gable roof covered with com-
position roofing. The secondary floor beams in three lines span longi-

tudinally between the girders and support wooden joists spanning trans-

versely. The floors consist of yellow pine sub-flooring, with a V/2 -in.
rock mastic surface on the second floor and a %-m. marble wearing
surface on the third floor. The first floor is supported on a fill and
consists of 6 in. of concrete covered with \y2 in. of rock mastic. Except

at the north end where space is taken up by special storerooms, the two
sides of the building are enclosed on the first floor by sliding doors

Fig. 5

—

Pere Marquette, Chicago.

continuous from column to column. These are arranged in groups of

three each on a separate runway so that two-thirds of the entire space

in each 20-ft. bay can be opened. Two team side doors are protected

against the weather by an 8-ft. marquis supported on structural steel

brackets. A transverse fire wall divides the building into two sections.

The outbound house is only 18 ft. wide and it is intended that freight

should be transferred from vehicle to cars direct. The doors are arranged
the same as in the inbound house. A platform scale and a checking

booth 6 ft. by 5 ft. are provided at every third panel, giving five in all.

Some of the scales have 6 ft. by 8 ft. platforms and one has a 7 ft. by 12

ft. platform. All have Fairbanks automatic dials. The roof is of %-in.

sheathing covered with a composition roofing and supported on 3-in.
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joists spaced 24 in. center to center and spanning from wall to wall.

These roof joists overhang 2 l
/z ft. on track side and 8 ft. on team side,

thus providing a shelter on the team unloading side. The outbound house

is separated from the inbound house by a rolling steel door arranged for

automatic closing. The teamway along the outbound house is graded

to give a maximum of convenience in the transfer of freight between

teams and house. For this purpose it is only 3 ft. lower than the floor

level so that truck beds will be higher than floor. Along the inbound

house, where freight is from the house to trucks, the roadway is 3 ft. 6

in. lower than the floor so that the floor will be higher than the truck

bed. The same type of floor is used in the outbound as in the inbound.

Cross-sections and plans illustrate the above.

New York Central's Cleveland Freight Terminal.—Fig. 6 (Railway

Age, Vol. 65, pp. 117-121).

This plant involves separate inbound and outbound houses, 1,263 ft.

long, with house tracks accommodating 235 cars, team yards with an ulti-

mate possible capacity for 559 cars, and classification and storage yards

holding 1,000 cars. Exhaustive preliminary studies were made previous to

the final design and layout in order to intelligently determine the most

economical length of house, the net floor area required per ton of freight

handled per day and the relation of driveway access to economical opera-

tion. The decision as to the length of house to be adopted was based

on the possibilities of the site and studies made at other New York
Central inbound freight stations. In these studies the problem of truck-

ing in the house, especially of inbound freight was given particular

attention and 1,250 ft. for house length was determined upon as the

approximate limit consistent with economical operation. These studies

made at other houses developed the fact that 135 sq. ft. net floor area

or 150 sq. ft. gross floor area is required for each ton of freight handled

per day, and that the driveway is a limiting factor in the tonnage han-

dled per day per door. Consequently in the new layout the question of

improved driveways was given particular attention. The investigations

showed that 13.5 tons were handled per day per door, but in this design

15 tons per day per door was used. A door spacing of 10 ft. center

to center was then used. In this plant with three floors in the freight

house and assuming 150 sq. ft. gross floor area per ton of freight han-

dled per day and 15 tons as the capacity of a door, the width of 75 ft.

was determined. Then assuming 150 sq. ft. gross floor area required

for each ton of freight handled per day, with three floors and a width

of house of 75 ft., the capacity per day was determined to be 1.5 tons

per linear foot of house. This multiplied by the length of 1,250 ft.

results in 1,875 tons as the full daily capacity. The new buildings are

arranged in the form of a "U," the two houses being parallel to each

other and connected at the west end by a 50-ft. platform over which

the head house is located. The space between is filled with tracks and

platforms. The outbound freight house is 1,262 ft. long and 38 ft. wide.
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This is ample lor the little storage room needed and provides plenty of

space for working and aisles for trucking. The house is one story high

above the track level except for 295 ft. on the west end, where the

office building over the connecting platform was carried around over

this house. The inbound house is 75 ft. wide and two stories high above

the track level with a basement under the entire building and its adjoin-

ing platforms. This basement space is ultilized for freight handling. A
basement is also provided under the connecting platform. At the west

end and in this basement, space is provided for special freight, a repair

shop and garage for tractors, a fireproof vault, etc. The 156 ft. space

between the two buildings is occupied by a 12-ft. platform adjoining

the inbound house and three island platforms 16 ft. 6 in. wide separated

by four pairs of tracks spaced 12 ft. center to center. No platform is

provided along the outbound house. The centers of near tracks clear

i.\aouND houss 0UT80UMD HOUSE

Fig. 6

—

New York Central, Cleveland.

the face of the outbound house 6 ft. and the edge of platform 5 ft. 9 in.

In addition to the 50-ft. platform at the west end, the two houses and

the platforms are connected at the east end and at two intermediate points

by wooden bridges 16 ft. wide. These bridges and the method of using

and operating them is described in another article. The buildings are

of steel and reinforced concrete construction with vitrified paving brick

for exterior and interior walls except in the three-story section where

white porcelain brick and terra cotta trim is used. The longitudinal

panel spacing in both houses is 21 ft. to conform to a 42-ft. car length

and the doors on the track side of the inbound house are 9 ft. by 9 ft.

provided in alternate panels opposite car doors. On the track side of

the outbound house where no platform is provided, the doors are 9 ft.

high by 19 ft. long. Along the driveway all doors are 9 ft. by 9 ft. and

the fire doors in the houses are 9 ft. high and 12 ft. wide in most cases.

Kinnear steel rolling doors were used throughout. Provision is made

in the platforms and doors on the track side to hold the J^-in. steel gang

planks in place. This is accomplished by providing slats formed of
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angles to receive heel lugs on the gang planks. The slats are placed 18

in. from the face. The platform and doorway edges are beveled to one

inch below the slot, to reduce the amount of arching. The gang planks

are 3 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 4 in. with a 3-in. arch provided to make them suit

any height of car. The finished floor of the first story of both houses and

of the platforms is of l
l
/& in. matched maple laid diagonally on 2 in.

planks and treated with carbolineum. The concrete sub-floor in the one

story part of the outbound house is supported on the filling between the

foundation walls. Where a basement is provided the sub-floor is of the

slab and beam type. The inbound house is three panels wide approximately

25 ft. each and has a flat roof covered with pre-cast concrete slab tile.

This type of roof is used over the office portion also. In the outbound

house there are no intermediate supports; the roof truss spans the entire

38 ft. Roof is of cement tile also. The driveways for a 10-ft. width

immediately adjacent to each house and the inbound platform are covered

with suspended canopies. The timber roofs of the island platforms are

supported on steel side posts spaced 42 ft. center to center, and by longi-

tudinal trusses. These roofs are covered with a built-up asbestos roofing.

The operation of these freight houses is explained in another article.

One 10-ton, five 6-ton and one 5-ton electric elevators are installed in

the inbound house. The 10-ton elevator located at the east end of the

house is 9 ft. by 22 ft. providing ample room for handling automobiles.

For protection of perishable freight held for shipment or delivery, a

cold room is provided on the first floor of the inbound house. Tem-
perature of this cooler room is regulated by an 8-ton refrigerating plant

above which is an ice storage room containing ice used primarily for

icing cars. Twenty-four 6-ft. by 8-ft. automatic dial platform scales

are provided in the outbound house and six in the inbound house. Direct

lighting is used in the houses and indirect in the offices. Plug con-

nections for extension lights to be used inside of cars are provided at

each door and on the platforms. The fire protection is very complete,

including automatic sprinklers in the office and ultimately in the inbound

house; hydrants and stand pipes on the platforms and in all the houses,

numerous chemical engines, a fire alarm system and city fire alarm boxes.

A 150,000-gal. concrete reservoir is provided at the east end of the

inbound house to supply water to a 150 H.P. electric fire pump, also

a 100,000-gal. tank on a 105-ft. tower is to be added when the sprinklers

are installed in the inbound house. Two yards have been provided in

the layout, the lower yard for storage and classification, and the upper

for team tracks and house tracks. The lower yard comprises an inbound

and outbound yard, each having a capacity for 500 cars arranged for

gravity switching. The upper yard contains 27 team tracks with a

capacity of 550 cars, and the tracks serving the freight houses have a

capacity of 235 cars. The main units of the team yards are the outbound

yard with a capacity for 162 cars, and the inbound yard with an ulti-

mate possible capacity for 397 cars. The team tracks have an average

capacity for 20 cars, permitting of easy switching. Driveways in the

outbound yard were made 40 ft. wide, while those in the inbound yard
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were made 37 ft. wide. These widths permit the longest automobile

trucks to back up to cars without blocking the traffic. A gantry crane

with a 25-ton main hoist and a 5-ton auxiliary hoist will be provided in

the inbound yard. This will span one driveway with cantilever arms

reaching out over adjoining driveways, thus serving four tracks and

three driveways. This team yard is just east of the freight houses. A
separate article deals with the operation of this freight terminal and

also explains the lift bridge which connect the platforms. In regard

to the floor finish used, four different types were installed for experi-

mental purposes. The types used are maple flooring nailed to green con-

crete ; maple flooring fastened to sleepers buried in concrete, Johns-

Manville mastic floor and a brick mastic floor composed of mastic brick,

size 4-in. by 12-in. by 2^-in. laid on concrete. From later information

this latter flooring has proven very satisfactory and it is the intention

to replace all the other unsatisfactory types with it.

There are numerous illustrations and cross-sections of this station.

See also Engineering News, Vol. 80, page 495, and Railway Review,

Vol. 62, page 703.

Operation of New York Central's Cleveland Freight Terminal.—
Fig. 6 (Engineering News, Vol. 82, pp. 508-510).

There are two separate freight houses, each 1,262 ft. long, with

island platforms and trucking bridges. The double leaf bascule hand

operated wooden trucking bridges divide each track into three operating

sections of nine, ten and nine cars capacity. The tracks are at street level

with the floor at car floor level. Car "spots" are numbered systematically.

The first figure of the number denotes the tracks and the last two

figures the position on the track, as, for example, 601 to 628 for the 28

cars on track number 6. Signboards bearing the numbers are permanently

posted opposite the respective positions and cars are known in the house

operation by their "spot" number. On each platform at each bridge is a

prominent yellow marker light to indicate the position of the nearest

bridge ; blue lights indicate fire protection equipment. The bascule

bridges are automatically signalled with red and green lights. A driver

with outbound freight goes first with his shipping bills to any one of

the three route clerks located in special booths at the ends and center of

the houses. These clerks are experts and are supplied with all necessary

routing information. They mark the shipping bills with the "spot" num-
bers of the cars into which the freight is to go and these numbers govern

the checkers in their handling of the freight. This obviates the necessity

for each checker or receiving clerk routing the freight he receives and

eliminates errors common with that system. The "spot" numbers on

the bills also indicate roughly to the teamster the door to which the

freight should be taken, as the 56 receiving doors are numbered in

groups of from 1 to 28 to correspond with the car numbers. The checkers

also advise teamsters where to take certain shipments and compliance

with such requests, though not strictly enforced, is fairly general nnd

gradually improving as the education continues. The checkers and gang
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receiving freight, generally load it direct from the wagon to four-wheel

trailers which are loaded for one car only, no peddling being allowed.

The car is then chalk marked with the "spot" number on the shipping

bill and weighed on an automatic dial scale adjacent to the doorway. . It

is then shoved out toward the main aisle where the "dispatcher" or

"hooker" shifts the trailers around by hand into trains of six to ten or

more cars, made up, if possible, for one section of one platform and so

arranged that the rear trailers may be dispatched progressively at the

proper cars. When all loaded trailers have been removed, empties are

picked up for return to the receiving doors. Train movement is west-

wardly in the house and eastwardly on the platforms. In the tractor

train operation it has proven economical to have, in addition to the

motorman, a "truckman" to couple and uncouple and watch the freight

while moving. The best arrangement on the platforms is to have one

gang of stowers on each platform in charge of one head stower who can

intelligently direct the efforts of the men. A pneumatic tube system for

the handling of bills between the "checkers" and the billing department
results in a uniform flow of bills into the billing office all day which per-

mits very prompt billing and reduces delay in getting out bills for cars

after the house is closed. A week's check showed an average load of 1,329

lb. per trailer per trip, each trailer averaging about six trips per day. The
trailers used are of reinforced wooden construction with 36 by 72 in.

platforms, 20 in. above the floor, with inverted "U" shaped removable
gates of one-inch pipe fitting into numerous stake pockets at the sides

and ends and are made interchangeable. The main wheels are of the

roller bearing type, 18 in. in diameter with a 4-in. face. The ball bear-

ing castors have 9-in. plain bearing wheels. These wheel sizes were
adopted after careful tests to determine the ease with which the trailers

can be moved around to make up trains. Some heavy freight is diffi-

cult to handle with the high platform trailer so an all steel underslung

trailer with the same size wheels, but with platform only 8?4 in. above

the floor, is used. Short sections of gravity roll carriers, mounted in

frames with castors to bring one end to a trailer floor height while the

other end is placed on a discharging truck are to be used to assist in a

quick and easy transfer from trucks to trailers. A hoist has been pro-

vided to handle heavy freight like machines and heavy tools. This

consists of a suspended "I" beam runway extending out about 8 ft. over

the driveway and back 16 ft. into the house with two, three-ton geared

trolley hoists operating independently of each other, giving a combined

capacity of six tons. Three wheel tractors with 30 cells of Edison A-6
battery, developing approximately 450-lb. drawbar pull, and with a load

of three or four tons capable of a speed of five to six miles per hour, are

used. This three-wheel tractor has a short turning radius. Batteries

are charged at night through a motor generator charging set and are

boosted at noon. The inbound freight house is divided into six sections

by firewalls. Each section is in charge of delivery foreman, under whom
are two pilers and a clerk. Sections one to four are allotted to firms

whose business is regularly large enough to justify assignment of regular
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space. The remaining two sections are for miscellaneous shippers. It

is impossible to spot inbound freight cars, with the result that at times the

haul is long, and for this reason tractors hauling trailers have proven

very economical. Trailers are loaded at cars, if possible, with freight for

one consignee, or with freight for one section; they are then put in

trains and hauled to the section and dropped off in the main aisle near-

est the pile for which they are intended. When justified by the size

of a shipment or those of several shipments for one consignee, the freight

is unloaded from the trailers directly on to a 42 by 60 in. lift truck platform,

of which there are 60 in each section ; otherwise it is unloaded directly on

the floor. These platforms are strongly built, with stake pockets for

use when needed, and a large proportion of the inbound freight is han-

dled on them. They permit quick delivery of large loads.

The construction of this freight terminal is described in another

article.

This terminal is also described in an article which appeared in the

Railway Age, Vol. 70, pp. 187 to 190. This article gives some additional

information on the number and kind of tractors, trailers and dollies used.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal Railway Freight House.—Fig. 7

(A.R.E.A., Vol. 10, pp. 256).

Four-story steel building, 60 ft. wide. Team delivery on first floor

;

tracks on fourth floor. There are three tracks on one side and one on

the other. Second and third floors are used for storage and private

warehouse purposes. There is one 10-ton and five 5-ton plunger type

elevators. Freight from cars is loaded on three-wheel trucks. Four or

five of these trucks are run on to an elevator and carried to another floor

for storage or for delivery to teams. Freight from wagons is disposed

of in the same way.

Double Deck Freight House.—Pennsylvania R. R. at Pittsburgh

(Grant Street).—Fig. 8 (Engineering News, Vol. 74, pp. 496-498).

The inbound and outbound stations are in line. The inbound is 450

ft. long and the outbound 383 ft. The main tracks are elevated and the

freight buildings parallel the main tracks. The lower floor is for truck

service and the upper floor is for car service. The upper floor spans

Sandusky Street and connects the inbound and outbound houses. The
upper floor cantilevers out over the street 8 ft. on the side opposite the

tracks and serves as a teaming protection. There are five parallel stub

tracks, each with 25 cars capacity. Tracks four and five which adjoin

the freight houses, are for handling of inbound and outbound freight.

There is a platform between tracks four and three. This platform is

1,000 ft. long and is used for transfer purposes. Tracks 1, 2 and 3 are

transfer tracks. The island platform is built on concrete pile bents set

18 ft. center to center. Its canopy roof is carried by three rows of "I"

beams supported by cross frames ofl a central row of "H" beam columns.

The width of the wagon floor is 25 ft. at one end and increases to 35 ft. at

the other end. This width is spanned by built up girders which extend
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as cantilevers 8 ft. beyond the line of columns. This increases the area

of the upper floor and forms a shelter for the teaming space below.

Between the girders are 18 ft. "I" beams, which support the concrete

floor. The lower freight house floor has a 12-in. base of granulated fur-

nace slag, thoroughly wetted and tamped. Upon this was laid tyi in.

of concrete and V/2 in. of mastic top dressing hardened by a patent

process used on all concrete floors. The track floor has 6 in. of rein-

forced concrete. The freight house doors are of the steel rolling type.

Both floors are divided by expansion joints. Special care was taken

throughout the structure to make ample provision for expansion and
contraction of walls, floors and steel work. The foundations and retain-

ing walls have vertical dovetailed expansion joints 54 ft. apart and

Fig. 9

—

Pennsylvania System, Philadelphia.

located midway between the bearings of the girders. The concrete floors

have expansion joints 18 ft. apart. There are six electric freight elevators

of 8,500-lb. capacity and two of 1,200-lb. capacity. Automatic platform

scales are provided in both houses.

New Federal Street Freight House, Pennsylvania Railroad at

Philadelphia.—Fig. 9 (Railway Review, Vol. 61, pp. 717-724).

The freight station layout consists of an outbound house 30 ft. by

479 ft., an inbound house 60 ft. by 460 ft., and a covered end platform

SO by 200 ft. connecting both houses, all of brick and concrete construc-

tion. There are five tracks serving the outbound house and three tracks

serving the inbound house, or eight tracks of 10 cars capacity each. Be-

tween these two sets of tracks there is a covered platform connecting

with the end platform. The driveways at the two houses provide tail-

board for 100 teams at the same time without detention. The outbound

house is two stories high for about one-half its length. The upper story
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is used for offices. This building is of fireproof construction with brick

walls, concrete floors and roof. The door openings are W/2 ft. wide and

are continuous, except for column supports. The doors are of rolling

steel type. There are 72 of these steel rolling doors in this station. They

are spring balanced so that the slightest pull moves them up or down.

They are constructed of special cold rolled strip steel and give great

resistance to wind pressure which is important in doors of this span.

The scales are Fairbanks and Kron automatic scales. There are transom
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Fig. 10—Chicago Great Western, Minneapolis.

ligjits on both sides of the house over the doors, and the one story por-

tion has skylights of wire glass. There is a canopy 9 ft. 6 in. wide on

the team side and 10 ft. wide on the track side. There is a 2-ft. can-

tilever projection on the track side 3 ft. 9 in. above top of rail and 3 ft.

754 in. from gage line of nearest rail. The floor of the outbound house

has a grade of 1-in. from the center to edge of platform. The vertical

clearance of track canopy is 21 ft. 9Y2 in. above top of rail. The inbound

house is four stories high with a basement. It is as nearly fireproof

as it was possible to build. The upper three stories are leased for stor-

age space. The first story floor, for best satisfaction in trucking, is of

maple, laid diagonally on heavy sleepers set on a Tarvia base. All other

CJJ
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floors are of concrete. The building from the basement to the top floor

is served by five elevators of five tons capacity. Electric trucks are

used for handling freight on the longer transfers in this house. A
pneumatic tube system is used connecting the various departments so

that teamsters calling at either the receiving or delivery office are able

to complete their transactions at one place. The platform between the

two sets of tracks is 14 ft. wide and is of timber construction on con-

crete posts. The top of platform is 3 ft. 9 in. above top of rail. There

is an 18-ft. canopy supported on timber columns.

St. Louis Southwestern Freight Station, St. Louis.—Fig. 11 (Engi-

neering News, Vol. 69, pp. 664-667)

.

Freight house is five stories high, 751 ft. long by 30 ft. wide. On one

side is a driveway 35 ft. wide paved with brick. On the other side are 10

tracks, three for freight house and seven for storage of freight house

cars. Paralleling the ladder serving these 10 tracks is another ladder

with a 35-ft. drive between. This second ladder serves five team tracks

with 38-ft. driveways. Freight house is constructed entirely of concrete

and steel. There is a 10-ft. platform on the track side with a 12-ft. con-

crete canopy over platform. There is also a 12-ft. canopy on the team

side. Steel rolling doors 11 ft. by 9 ft. are provided for both sides with 30-

in. piers between. The floors are designed for a load of 500 lb. per sq. -ft.

The roof and canopy for a load of 50 lb. per sq. ft. and platforms for 300

lb. per sq. ft. The upper four floors are for storage and are served by four

electric elevators. Each upper floor is separated into compartments 100

ft. long by division walls having openings 12 ft. wide which are provided

with rolling steel doors. Entire building is provided with automatic

sprinklers. One compartment on the third floor is heated and is intended

for fruit. At the north end of main building is a two-story portion with

basement. The basement houses the boiler room. Above boiler room on

first floor is the engine and generator room. On the second floor is the

refrigerator room. This cooler has a capacity of five carloads and is

served by a special elevator. The walls, roof and floor are insulated

with 3-in. cork slabs. In order to provide for transfer of freight, a

covered platform 12^ ft. wide and 500 ft. long is provided between the

east freight house track and the west storage track. This platform is

connected to freight house by a platform on the south end. The track

yard is provided with wagon scales and an unloading crane of 25-ton

capacity mounted in the middle of a concrete platform. The design of

this building was adopted in the belief that though various systems of

handling freight mechanically have been tried, nothing can surpass for

economy the simple plan of trucking freight to or from cars through
' a narrow building, hence the building was made long for capacity and

narrow for economy in operation.
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Appendix B

SPECIFICATIONS FOR BUILDINGS FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES

J. W. Orrock, Chairman, Sub-Committee; P. S. Baker, G. A. Relden,

F. M. Davidson, A. C. Irwin, F. R. Judd.

The following specifications are presented for discussion

:

16a Concrete Roofing Tile.

16-b Clay Tile Roofing.
17 Electric Light Wiring.
18 Hot Air Heating.
19 Hot Blast Heating.
20. Architectural Terra Cotta.

21 Concrete Architectural Stone.

SECTION 16-a

Concrete Roofing Tile

1. General.

The Contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, tools and equipment

needed to entirely complete the concrete tile roofing, including all valleys

and flashing as specified or shown on drawings.

2. Types. " " i '.

Concrete roofing tile shall be divided into the following types

:

(1) Small tile supported directly on roofing paper and roof
sheathing.

(2) Large tile spanning between purlins.

Large tile shall be specified as
(a) Interlocking tile for pitched roofs and
(b) Flat tile.

3. Materials.

Concrete roofing tile shall be composed of Portland Cement in

accordance with specifications for Portland Cement of the A.R.E.A., and

clean, hard coarse sand or crushed rock. Large tile shall have suitable

metal reinforcement. If colored tile are specified, the color must be

obtained by the use of pure mineral oxides, pure red oxide of iron for red,

and chromium oxide for green. The coloring material shall be reground

with the cement in a small ball mill or other closed grinder so that at

least seventy-eight (78) per cent, of the combined cement and coloring

material will pass a 200-mesh sieve as determined by samples.

4. Manufacture.

Small concrete roofing tile shall be made on approved cast iron

or strong steel pallets and upon an improved machine developing a

pressure at the rollers or tampers of at least 100 lb. per sq. in. Pallets

shall be straight and free from warps. Large tile shall be made in
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smooth substantial molds to produce tile true to dimensions. Troweling

bar shall have tapered channels which produce a compressive action.

The colored cement for colored tile shall be either mixed with sand

and deposited as a facing in the molds or dusted dry onto the face of

the tile and troweled in by special shaped tools or rollers to give a

dense, permanent even colored surface, or else applied in liquid form as

the tile leaves the rollers.

As the tile are taken from the machine or molds the lower edge

shall be painted with a mixture of colored cement and water applied with

a brush, except where color is incorporated into or through the body of

the tile when painting may be omitted. Tile shall stand for not less

than three hours on cars or racks before placing in curing chambers

and shall be preferably cured in moist steam or under fog nozzles for

24 hours. In cold weather the temperature in the curing chamber shall

be maintained not less than 75 deg. F. The tile shall then be taken

from the pallet and stacked on end, kept under cover for 10 days and

well wetted down at least twice a day. They shall then be stacked in

the open air for 20 days more and sprinkled daily.

5. Dimensions.

Tile shall be true and of even thickness. The thickness of small

concrete tile shall be not less than &-in. and edges and ends shall be

smooth and clean. Tile shall be not warped more than J^-in. and shall

not vary more than t's-in. in thickness. Starter tile shall be flanged and

eave tile shall be made on special pallets that show solid edges.

Interlocking tile shall be by inches and

1-in. thick for the flat portion. The surface exposed to the weather

shall be by allowing 4-in. end laps.

The tile must weigh not over 16 lb. per sq. ft. and shall not vary

from the specified thickness more than -re-in. nor be warped more than

%-m.
Large flat tile shall be by in. and 1^2 in.

thick. The ends of the tile shall be recessed so as to shoulder on the

supports. The tile shall not weigh over 17 lb. per sq. ft. and shall not

vary in thickness more than -fe-'m. nor be warped more than MHn.

6. Tests.

All tests shall be made in a laboratory of recognized standing and a

certified copy of the tests shall be furnished by the manufacturer. Tests

shall be on full sized samples and at least 6 samples representing the

ordinary commercial product shall be tested.

Concrete roofing tile shall not absorb more than 5 per cent, of its

own weight of water in 24 hours. Absorption from the face of the tile

shall not exceed two per cent, by weight in 24 hours with the face of the

tile sample in contact with the water.

Tile shall be tested with weather face up. The tile shall be supported

under the lugs near the ends of the tile if the tile have lugs, but in no

test shall the span be less than 13 in. for small tile nor less than
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in. for large tile. The support under one end shall be rigid and the

support under the other end shall rest on a roller bearing to allow for

variation in the under surface of the tile. The load for small tile

shall be applied in the center of the tile by placing a rigid bar having a

semi-circular bearing midway between the supports. From this cross-

bar shall be suspended a bucket-like receptacle which shall be loaded

with shot, sand or other suitable material until the tile breaks. The

breaking load shall average not less than 150 lb. per tile when the load

is applied in accordance with the method described above. Lots of tile

intended for building construction may be rejected if more than 10 per

cent, of the samples tested break at loads less than 100 lb.

Large interlocking tile shall withstand a uniformly distributed load

of 100 lb. per sq. ft. Lots of tile intended for building construction may
be rejected if more than 10 per cent, of the samples tested break at

loads less than 100 lb. per sq. ft.

Flat tile shall withstand a uniformly distributed load of 150 lb. per

sq. ft. when supported on supports feet apart. Lots of

tile intended for building construction may be rejected if more than 10

per cent, of the samples tested break at loads less than 100 lb. per sq. ft.

7. Laying.

Small roofing tile shall be laid in accordance with the following

specifications

:

Over the sheathing apply approved felc roofing paper, weighing not

less than 14 lb. per sq. ft. laid parallel to eaves. Cap all hips longi-

tudinally with extra ply of felt at least 12 in. wide. In valleys lay one

extra ply full sheet wide, longitudinally. Where felt extends against

vertical walls, it shall be carried at least 6 in. on vertical surface under

counter flashing. The roof shall be water-tight after applying the felt.

Over felting lay fe-in. strips on 18-in. centers from eave to ridge. Nail-

ing strips 34 by 1^4 in - shall be nailed above lath. The roof shall- be

accurately laid out with rule and chalk line by the roofer and when

finished, courses shall present' a straight and uniform appearance when

viewed vertically, horizontally or diagonally. All hip and ridge roll

shall be laid accurately and bedded in 1 :3 Portland cement mortar

colored with approved mineral color to match balance of roof.

Large interlocking tile shall be self fastening and shall be held in

place by a hanger at the upper end, and laid on purlins spaced as directed

by the manufacturer. The tile shall lock sideways by means of the side

roll and rabbet, which shall be integral parts of the tile. Gable ends

shall be finished with end finishing tile with the tile wing flat against the

end walls of the building. Where gable end walls extend above the

roof the roofing Contractor shall arrange that a 4 by 4-in. chase at the

line of the top of purlins be provided for the reception of the tile. The
roof ridge shall be finished with an interlocking ridge roll of the same

material as the standard tile, properly cemented to the main roof. The
spacing between tops of ridge purlins shall not exceed 8 in. Hip roofs
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shall be finished with interlocking hip roll of same material as standard

tile and laid in Portland cement to fit tightly on main roof. Bearing

for interlocking hip roll shall be provided to height of purlin tops to

properly support the roof tile.

Where necessary, flashing plates of the same material as the standard

tile shall be provided. All tile when laid shall be properly pointed with

cement.

The joints of large flat tile shall be pointed where necessary so as

to provide a smooth surface for the application of the composition

roofing which is to be applied with a high-melting-point adhesive.

Gutters for pitched roofs shall be formed with standard reinforced

flat tile to conform with drawings.

8. Provision for Ventilation.

Provision shall be made for the proper ventilation for the under-

side of tile roofing to prevent the formation of condensation.

9. Guarantee.

The roofing Contractor shall furnish an unqualified guarantee, with

good and sufficient bond, covering the maintenance of the roof in a

watertight condition for a period of years from date of

completion.

10. General Condition.

All material entering into the work and all methods used by the

Contractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer and no part

of the work shall be considered as finally accepted until all the work is

completed and accepted.

The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of this specification

shall be considered to apply with equal force to this section of the

specifications.

SECTION 16-b

Clay Tile Roofing

1. General.

The Contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, tools, scaffolding

and equipment, unless otherwise noted, necessary to complete any or all

classes of clay tile roofing, herein specified, according to the class of

building and as shown or implied on the drawings.

2. Materials.

All pitched roofs so indicated on the drawings shall be covered with

pattern clay tile, as made by , or approved equal,

with stock fittings suitable for each pattern.

Clay tile shall be hard burned, true in shape and of uniform natural

deep color, in accordance with samples submitted to and approved by the
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Engineer. The Contractor shall submit with his bid representative

samples of the clay tile to be used, and the tiles subsequently furnished

must be equal in quality to the samples.

3. Flashings.

All raglets or special flashing tiles of every description, in connec-

tion with this roof, shall be furnished and placed by this Contractor.

Metal flashings will be furnished and placed by the sheet metal contractor.

4. Roofing Felt.

The roofer shall cover the roof sheathing with one thickness of

approved roofing felt weighing not less than lb. to the

square, laying same with a three (3) in. lap and securing in place with

capped nails not over ten (10) in. apart. The felt should be laid

parallel with the eaves and lapped over all valleys about four (4) in.

and laid under all hips and ridge flashings about six (6) in.

5. Laying Tile.

Tiles shall be fastened with copper nails, and shall be well locked

together and lay smoothly, and no attempt shall be made to stretch the

courses.

The tiles must be laid so that the vertical lines are parallel with

each other and at right angles to the eaves. The tiles that verge along

the hips shall be cut close against the hip board, and a water-tight joint

made by cementing cut hip joint to hip board with best quality elastic

cement. Each piece of hip roll shall then be nailed to the hip board and

the hip rolls cemented where they lap each other. No broken or cracked

tiles shall be used or left in the roof when complete.

Gable rakes shall be finished with special detached gable rake fittings.

6. Guarantee.

The roofing Contractor shall furnish an unqualified guarantee, with

good and sufficient bond covering the maintenance of the roof in a water-

tight condition for a period of years from date of completion.

7. General Conditions.

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the

Contractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer and no part

of the work will be considered as finally accepted until all of the work is

completed and accepted.

The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of this specification

shall be considered to apply with equal force to this section of the

specification.
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SECTION 17

Electric Light Wiring

1. General.

The Contractor shall furnish all labor, material, tools and equip-

ment necessary to entirely complete and install any and all kinds of

electric light wiring and appurtenances as herein specified, or as shown

or implied on the drawings.

2. City Ordinances and State Laws.

All electrical work shall be done in accordance with the National

Board of Underwriters' Rules and Regulations, except where local or

state laws conflict, in which case said laws shall govern.

3. Scope of Specifications.

These specifications are intended to cover the installations of all

electric light wiring and appurtenances from a point of supply to outlets

for fixtures and apparatus.

4. Material.

The Contractor shall submit with his proposal the manufacturer's

name, type, catalog and identification numbers of all electrical devices

and material to be used, also complete wiring diagrams in triplicate

showing the size of all wires and grades of covering. Devices and

material of equal grade may be substituted on approval of the Engineer.

but no inferior material or obsolete devices will be accepted.

5. Conduits. ' 1
|

Wiring shall be installed in approved rigid or flexible conduit, which

shall be properly secured in place. Conduit shall be cut with a hack saw

and ends thoroughly reamed. Conduits shall be free from sharp bends

and of sufficient size to allow wires to be drawn without undue strain.

During construction, ends of conduits shall be plugged at all outlets to

keep the conduit dry and free from foreign matter.

Exposed conduit shall be run along beams, ceilings or walls, and

not across open spaces unless properly supported by approved hangers,

and shall be painted to match the finished color of background or com-

pletely masked by a molding, unless otherwise called for on drawings.

Conduit which is to be imbedded in masonry must be placed during

construction. The cutting of chases will not be permitted.

Conduits shall not be installed in close proximity to heating pipes

or hot air ducts.

6. Wires.

Except for fixtures and pendant cords, the minimum size of wire

shall be No. 14 A.W.G. All circuit wires shall be of such size as not to

produce a drop in potential of more than 2 per cent, and the entire sys-

tem shall be calculated so as not to produce a drop in potential of more

than 4 per cent.
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Wire of No. 8 size A.W.G. and larger shall be stranded and may be

single or double braid, according to local requirements.

Wires must have a distinct marking throughout their entire length,

so that they can be easily identified. Coils must be plainly marked and

tagged to show the name of manufacturer, date manufactured and the

maximum voltage for which the insulation is designed.

7. Joints.

Unless joints are made with an approved electrically efficient and

rigid splicing device, they must be made mechanically and electrically

secure without solder, then soldered and covered with insulation equal

to that of the conductors.

8. Outlet Boxes.

The Contractor shall provide and set metal outlet boxes of approved

design and construction, suited to the requirements, at every light outlet

and at every local switch outlet. Boxes must admit of being readily

set or firmly joined to conduits. Conduit openings not in use shall be

plugged or capped.

Boxes for all local switch outlets not at panel boards shall be of

similar design to light outlet boxes. Gang boxes shall be used where

switches are grouped.

Metal pull boxes shall be designed to allow of easy withdrawal and

easy insertion of main and branch wires and shall be of approved type

and design.

9. Service Switches and Cabinets.

Service switches shall conform to local or Underwriters' Rules, and

shall be essentially of the Safety First type, installed separately and easily

accessible.

Circuit cabinets shall provide for one more circuit than indicated on

drawings, and shall be provided with cylinder lock and a set of three

keys.

10. Local Switches.

The local switches shall be of not less than 10 amperes capacity, and

shall be the style and type as indicated or directed. Where two or more

switches come together, they are to be set in a gang box with one cover

plate unless otherwise specified, finish of box to match adjacent hardware.

11. Fuses.

Main and feeder circuits shall be provided with fuses of the en-

closed type, which shall indicate plainly the amperes and volts for which

they are rated. Branch lighting circuits shall be provided with

screw plug cutouts and where lights are to be controlled from cabinet,

approved detachable push or. toggle switches with insulated dead front

covering, or ?qual, shall be installed.
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12. Wiring Systems.

Unless otherwise specified, wiring for lighting shall be a multiple

wire system of 110 to 220 volts. Feeders and branch feeders shall con-

sist of three wires, and the neutral wire shall in all cases have the same
current carrying capacity as the outside wires. Branch circuits shall be

two-wire. No branch circuit shall carry more than 660 watts except

where especially approved.

13. Outside Work.

Exact locations to which the service company will bring service

wires shall be ascertained by the Contractor, and he shall carry his

work to the source of supply as a part of this contract.

14. Outside Wiring.

Wires shall be brought in overhead only when so specified.

The Contractor shall furnish necessary meter loops of suitable

approved fused safety service switches as hereinbefore specified, and

extend the service wires through the exterior walls of building for

ready connection with service company's supply wires.

Wire supported on the exterior walls of buildings shall be carried on

approved racks or brackets not more than 10 ft. apart, and parallel wires

shall be spaced not less than 6 in. apart.

Any wiring outside the building, either underground or overhead,

that is to be installed by the Contractor shall conform to the require-

ments of the American Railway Association for line construction.

15. General Conditions and Guarantee.

The Contractor must guarantee all workmanship and materials to

be first-class and shall, at his own expense, replace or repair promptly

upon receipt of written notice, any defects in material or workmanship

which may develop within one year of acceptance of the work by the

railroad company.

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the

Contractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer, and no part

of the work will be considered as finally accepted until all of the work

is completed and accepted.

The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of this specification

shall be considered to apply with equal force to this section of the

specification.

SECTION 18

Hot Air Heating

1. General.

The Contractor shall furnish all labor, material, tools and equipment,

except as otherwise noted, to entirely complete the heating work as

specified or shown on drawings.
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2. Furnace.

The Contractor shall furnish, set up and properly connect, where

shown on the drawings, No Furnace (s), as

manufactured by or equal, equipped with con-

trol. Furnace shall be provided with all necessary, castings, doors, shak-

ing grates, firing and cleaning tools, waterpan, etc., ready for operation

;

grates shall be furnished to enable to be used as fuel.

3. Smoke Pipe.

The smoke pipe is to be inches in diameter, of

gage galvanized steel, properly fastened in place, and

equipped with a tight damper and check-draught. Woodwork within

eighteen (18) in. of smoke pipe shall have a protection at least thirty

(30) in. wide of one-fourth (%) in. asbestos board with two (2) in.

open air space between the protection and the woodwork, or otherwise

to meet requirements of local building code.

4. Supply Pipes and Register Boxes.

The Contractor shall furnish and install all necessary pipes and

register boxes to properly heat the building and they shall be made of

tin of I gage; all joints shall be made tight. Each supply

pipe shall be equipped with a control damper adjacent to the furnace.

The pitch of all supply pipes shall be such that the flow of air will circu-

late freely to all parts of the system without being forced. Supply pipes,

register boxes and register faces shall be of ample size to permit the

proper amount of air being delivered to the room and the registers shall

have sufficient free area and be designed to be shut-off at will.

5. Insulation.

The outside jacket of the furnace and all supply piping or hot air

pipes shall be properly insulated with ply asbestos paper.

6. Return Air Pipes.

The Contractor shall furnish and install return air pipes and inlet

boxes equipped with a register of sufficient size to provide proper cir-

culation. The return pipes shall enter the furnace at its base.

7. Openings.

All openings are to be cut true, and not more than one-fourth (J4)

in. larger than the dimensions of the register boxes to be used. The Con-

tractor shall pay special attention that there shall be no ragged holes

appearing where registers are installed.

8. Register Faces.

The Contractor shall furnish and install register faces or grilles of

approved design and pattern, and set and fit same in place. Contractor

shall state in his proposal size and type of register faces or grilles he

proposes to furnish and install in the various rooms,
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9. Guarantee.

The Contractor must guarantee the perfect operation of the system

as heretofore described, that it will be capable of heating the rooms in

the building to the following temperatures

:

Room Outside Temperature Inside Temperature

The Contractor shall state sizes of supply pipes leading to each

room, free area of register faces, size of return pipes, also any other

information having any bearing on design of system, and shall guarantee

the same to circulate freely, without crowding or forcing, to all parts

of the system and should any defects appear in same within the course

of one year of actual operation, the Contractor shall make good such

defects at his own expense. Any omissions in these specifications or

the drawings accompanying same, do not relieve the Contractor of his

obligation to install the system complete in every respect to fulfill his

guarantee.

10. General Conditions.

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the

Contractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer and no part

of the work will be considered as finally accepted until all of the work

is completed and accepted.

The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of this specification

shall be considered to apply with equal force to this section of the

specification.

•

SHOP BUILDINGS AND WAREHOUSES

SECTION 19

Hot Blast Heating System

1. General.

The Contractor shall furnish all labor, material, tools and equipment,

except as otherwise noted, to entirely complete the heating work as

hereinafter specified or shown on drawings.

2. Checking Drawings.

The Contractor shall check all drawings and must report all dis-

crepancies before starting the work. No allowances will be made by the

Company for errors or discrepancies discovered by the Contractor after

the work has started.
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3. Laying Out Work.

All dimensions on drawings shall be verified at the site of the work
by the Contractor, and he shall assume all responsibility for their

accuracy.

4. System.

The system of heat transmission to be used will consist of a hot

blast or blower system, complete in all details, whether specifically men-
tioned or not.

The hot air is to be distributed to the different parts of the building

by means of a fan driven by a steam engine or electric motor, through a

system of air ducts as shown on drawings.

Steam to be used in the heater shall be exhaust or live steam at

reduced pressure according to local conditions.

Condensation from the heater shall be returned to boiler plant bj

means of a vacuum pump.

5. Steam Supply Lines to Heater and Engine.

The steam supply for the heater shall be obtained from the point

shown on drawings.

Where exhaust steam is used in the heater, the Contractor shall

make connections to existing exhaust mains, of points shown on draw-

ings, install an oil separator, if necessary, and then carry piping from

the source of supply to the steam header of the heater in the heater room.

In order to insure an adequate supply of steam when exhaust steam

is used, the Contractor shall provide a high pressure steam connection

with pressure reducing valve, so arranged as to open and admit steam

into the exhaust steam supply main when there is insufficient exhaust

steam to supply the heater.

When live steam at reduced pressure is used in the heater, the

Contractor shall make connections to high pressure steam main where

shown on drawings, install a pressure reducing valve, and carry piping

to steam header of heater.

Where a steam engine is used for operating the fan the steam supply

for this engine shall be obtained from the high pressure steam line where

indicated. This steam line shall be of required size to supply sufficient

steam to operate the engine.

6. Return Mains and Drips from Exhaust Steam Main.

The return line from the heater shall be connected to the vacuum

pump, which shall be located where indicated on drawing.

All drips taken from the exhaust header shall be connected to the

return line in a suitable manner.

7. Exhaust Connections for Summer Use.

In case it is desired to use the blower system in the building as a

ventilating medium during the summer months, this contractor shall

provide for the diversion of the exhaust steam from the fan engine to
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the atmosphere. This exhaust pipe shall be provided with a back pres-

sure valve, also an exhaust head, both of which shall be of

make, or equal ; this exhaust head shall be of cast iron.

8. Vacuum Pump and Specialties.

The Contractor shall furnish and install in the location indicated

on the drawings vacuum pump(s), complete in all details

including suction strainer and all specialties.

This pump shall be of pattern x

size of Company's make, or equal.

The pump shall be equipped with a cast iron drip pan with all drains

properly connected to existing sewers.

This pan shall be set on a concrete foundation twelve (12") in.

above the floor level. Foundation bolts and foundation shall be provided

by the Contractor.

The pump shall be equipped with a mechanical oil pump of sufficient

size of make, or equal. The oil pump shall be

applied at the factory.

The steam for this (these) pump(s) shall be taken from the loca-

tion indicated on the drawings, and the exhaust shall be connected to

the exhaust main.

The discharge from this (these) pump(s) shall be connected as indi-

cated on the drawings, or as directed by the Engineer.

Pump (s) shall be controlled by a governor of

make, or equal
; governor to be by-passed to enable pump(s) to be operated

by hand in the event the governor becomes inoperative.

All piping, fittings, valves, gages, etc., required to connect the pump
to the heating system and discharge the condensation to the boiler plant

and place same in proper operation, shall be furnished and installed by

the Contractor.

9. Air Ducts.

All metal air ducts installed in connection with this work shall be

furnished and installed by this Contractor, but any air ducts other than

metal will be provided by others.

10. Radiation in Heater.

The heating unit used in connection with this installation shall be a

heater as manufactured by the

Company, or equal. The heater shall contain sq. ft.

of radiation, arranged to suit the requirements under which the heater

is to operate. Steam to be used in the heater shall not exceed three

(3 lb.) pounds per sq. in. gage pressure. Each stack of the heater is

to be controlled independently by a control valve.

All necessary piping, fittings, valves, specialties, etc., required for

the correct installation and operation of the heater shall be furnished

and installed by this Contractor.
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11. Vacuum Traps.

The vacuum system specialties, which in this case refer principally

to the style of trap used on the return connections from the heater,

shall be those made by the Company, or equal.

All necessary specialties required to connect the heater to the vacuum
system shall be furnished and installed by this Contractor.

12. Heater Casing.

The heater casing and connection to fan inlet shall be of No.

gage black iron, reinforced with angle and tee iron

shapes designed in accordance with drawing No

13. Fan.

The fan to be used in this installation shall be of multibladc type, of

Size No
, Design No , of

Company's make, or equal.

This fan is to be directly connected to steam engine by coupling of

the "safety" flange type with concealed bolt heads and nuts.

The fan is to be equipped with runner of in. diameter

and is to be operated at a peripheral speed of ft. per minute

It is to be of- {$$&] Met housed, (|»f£| width,

discharge, with approximate capacity of cu. fi.

per minute at static pressure.

14. Steam Engine.

Where a steam engine is used the fan is to be driven by direct con-

nected
j horizontal \

steam engine operating at revolutions

per minute, with a steam pressure not exceeding lb. per sq. in.

at the engine throttle. This engine is to operate against a back pressure

of five (5) lb. per sq. in., and it is to be provided with a steam separator,

governor, and all necessary lubricating devices, of approved make.

The engine installed shall be of sufficient capacity to develop at least

fifty (50) per cent, overload.

The exhaust steam from engine is to be passed through an oil

separator and utilized in the heater. All drips from the engine and oil

separators shall be connected to a blowoff basin, which shall also be

furnished and installed by the Contractor.

All necessary piping, fittings, valves, traps, etc., required for the correct

installation of the steam engine shall be furnished and installed by this

Contractor.

15. Foundation and Trenches.

The Contractor shall furnish and install all necessary foundations,

foundation bolts, trenches, wells, checkered plate covers, etc., required for

the installation of the heater, fan and fan engine.
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16. Motor.

Whin the electric drive is used, the fan is to be driven by a

f direct driven ]

Constant speed j belt driven I , . •
,. r f squirrell cag;e

Variable speed 1 silent chain f
eIectnc motor of

1 slip ring

[ driven J

type of Company's make, or equal.

This motor shall be of H.P. at a speed of .

R.P.M., and it shall be designed to allow for a maximum rise in tem-

perature of forty deg. (40°) Cent, above the surrounding atmosphere, after

a continuous operation under full load for two (2) hours.

The starter or controller to be used in connection with this motor shall

be of the Company's make, or equal.

All electrical connections between the motor and starter, or controller,

shall be furnished and installed by this Contractor, but all other con-

nections between starter, or controller, and service box will be made by

others.

All electrical equipment used in connection with the work shall be

designed to suit j °j
t ^

phase

cycles j i.

* re<
I- \ current, and shall conform to the rules and regula-

tions of the National Board of Underwriters, and shall be subject to the

approval of the Electrical Engineer of the Railway Company.

The motor shall be provided with a {^Sj base
>
and sha11 be

securely bolted to a suitable foundation.

17. Pressure Reducing Valves.

Pressure reducing valves shall be of make, or equal.

Each valve shall be by-passed. The valve on by-pass shall be of lock and

shield pattern, to prevent it from being opened by unauthorized persons.

The pressure reducing valve is to be provided with a safety valve

on low pressure side. Safety valve to be set at lb. per sq.

in. pressure.

Contractor shall also furnish necessary pressure gage and connections

with each valve, and piping, fittings, valves, etc., to properly install pres-

sure reducing valve.

18. Steam Traps.

Steam traps shall be of make, or equal. They shall

be by-passed and suitable for the service in which they are installed.

All necessary piping, fittings, valves, etc., required for the correct

installation of steam traps shall be furnished and installed by the Con-

tractor.

19. Oil Separators.

Wherever a connection is made to an exhaust steam line for heating

purposes, the Contractor shall furnish and install an oil separator at the

point where such connection is made.
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Oil separators shall be of the Company's make,

or equal, and suitable for the service for which they are installed.

Each separator is to be drained through an oil trap of required size.

The oil trap shall be by-passed so that the separator may be drained

directly through the oil trap to blowbff basin.

Place oil traps on floor at lowest possible point, with check valve

in horizontal connection to trap.

20. Overhead Pipe Supports.

Any overhead mains outside the building shall be supported on ade-

quate pipe supports set on concrete bases. These supports shall be of re-

quired strength to support the sizes of piping carried, and they shall be

designed so as to allow the pipe to expand and contract.

They shall be spaced so as to prevent sag in the pipe line, with a

minimum clearance under pipe line of twenty-two (22) ft. above top of

rail.

21. Supports for Pipes.

All piping shall be firmly and neatly secured, with proper provision

for expansion and contraction. The horizontal lines shall be supported

on neat trapeze expansion hangers at proper intervals, while all other

lines shall be provided with suitable hangers best adapted to the existing

conditions, to make a good appearing and substantial job.

Anchors shall be placed at points on lines to take care of the expan-

sion from central points to the ends. The use of perforated bar or strap

hanger will not be permitted.

The Contractor, when submitting his layout for approval, shall sub-

mit details of all hangers for the approval of the Engineer.

22. Underground Conduit and Insulation.

Where steam and return piping are run underground, they shall be

installed in a waterproof conduit, preferably of the culvert or open type,

equipped with interior drain, similar in design to the

Company's make, or equal.

The conduit shall be built complete with necessary expansion and

anchor pits, and drain connection to the nearest sewer at the low end.

The minimum distance between the top of the conduit and the ground

level shall be , and the floor of the conduit shall be graded

to secure a good run-off for drainage. Material excavated to enable con-

duit to be constructed shall be used as backfill.

Concrete used in the construction of this conduit shall be in accord-

ance with A.R.E.A. Standard Building Specifications, of

mixture, and all other materials shall be of

standard grades of approved make
All piping installed in conduit shall be insulated with pipe covering

of make specified in paragraph "Materials to Be Used."

Insulation used on high pressure steam mains shall be " "

covering, of thickness.
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Insulation used on low pressure steam mains shall be " "

covering, of thickness.

Insulation shall be installed as specified, and shall be painted with

two (2) coats of waterproof paint.

23. Expansion and Contraction.

The expansion and contraction of all supply and return mains must

be taken care of in the design of the system.

24. Materia] to Be Used.

All pipe used in connection with this installation shall be new, strictly

genuine wrought iron pipe, as made by the

or equal.

Valves shall be of the type made by ,

or equal.

Fittings shall be of fine grained gray cast iron,

make, or equal, with threads clean cut, tapering and smooth.

Thread joints shall be iron to iron without the use of red lead or

cement. All flanged fittings shall be made with

padding or gaskets, or equal. Unions shall be of the Railroad pattern,

metal to metal, no gaskets to be used.

On all pipe line three (3) in. and up, flanged fittings shall be used,

and below that size threaded fittings shall be used.

All materials used in connection with this installation shall be the

best of their respective kinds, and shall be put together by skilled

mechanics under competent supervision.

All piping to be installed in connection with this heating system

shall be covered with covering, as made by the

, or equal. This pipe covering shall be of standard thick-

ness, with metal bands at ends and center of sections. Fittings shall be

covered with plastic material of quality described below, and shall also

have canvas jackets.

All piping installed underground shall be covered and encased in

conduits as called for.

All overhead outside piping shall be covered with double thickness

covering of the above mentioned quality, same to be equipped with an

approved weatherproof jacket.

No covering shall be applied to any piping until the pipe lines have

been tested.

The Contractor shall state make and grade of covering he proposes

to furnish, and no substitutions will be allowed from that mentioned in

his proposal.

25. Insulation Through Walls, Floors and Partitions.

Where pipes pass through floors or run through partitions, galvanized

iron sleeves, with proper air space between the walls of the sleeve and

the pipes, shall be used. Where they pass through bearing walls, sleeves

of wrought iron pipe shall be used with proper provision for air space. At
A
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all points where sleeves are used, proper nickel plated floor and ceiling

plates shall be provided. Contractor shall pay special attention so that

there will be no ragged holes appearing where any pipes pass through

walls or floors.

>

26. Guarantee.

The Contractor must guarantee the perfect operation of the system

described above and indicated on the drawings, that it will be capable

of warming the building to degrees Fahrenheit temperature

when the outside temperature is degrees, with a steam

pressure of from two (2) lb. to five (5) lb. per sq. in. by gage in the

heater, and also that it will circulate freely to all parts of the system

without crowding or forcing. Should any defects appear in the system

within the course of one year of actual operation, the Contractor shall

make such defects good at his own expense.

If, in the opinion of the Contractor, the amount of radiation in the

heater, size of fan and steam engine, as set forth on the drawings, is

not sufficient to fulfill his guarantee, he shall state in his proposal the

amount of additional radiation in heater, size of fan and steam engine,

which, in his judgment, is necessary, and quote price for same.

Any omissions in these specifications or on the drawings accompany-

ing same, do not relieve the Contractor of his obligations to install the

system complete in every respect and fulfill his guarantee.

The minimum amount of direct radiation which will be acceptable in

the heater will be square feet.

If the Contractor considers it necessary to deviate from the plans

in order that his guarantee may be fulfilled, he may do so only upon the

written permission of the Engineer.

27. Preliminary Tests and Cleaning.

The Contractor shall make a thorough test of the plant to ascertain

whether there are any leaks in the heater, piping, etc., after completion.

He shall also arrange to remove all sediment, rust and dirt out of the

system. In order to do this, the heater is to be operated for a period

of not less than twenty-four (24) hours, and during this operation all

condensation from the heater is to be discharged directely into the sewer.

28. Tests.

Upon notification from the Contractor, the Company will, within

two weeks, make a test of the complete system, and it will be accepted

only after test is satisfactory to the Company, all leaks and defects have

been repaired, and all conditions of these specifications fully and satis-

factorily complied with. The Contractor shall furnish a complete set

of written instructions, neatly framed and glazed, covering the operation

of the plant, for reference purposes.

29. Completion.

At the completion of the installation and its acceptance by the Com-
pany, the Contractor must give instructions as to the operation of the
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plant, showing in detail all points that require attention, and turn same

over to the Company. He shall also furnish for the Company's file one

complete set of tracing or Van Dyke negatives, on cloth, showing in

detail the complete installation.

30. Cleaning.

/ft the completion of the work, the Contractor shall remove all con-

struction equipment, scaffolding, staging, erection platforms and all sur-

plus material from the premises, leaving the building in a clean and

acceptable condition. If any equipment, material or debris is not re-

moved with sufficient promptness, the Company may remove it at the

expense of the Contractor.

31. General Conditions.

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the

Contractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer, and no

part of the work will be considered as finally accepted until all of the

work is completed and accepted.

The General Conditions, as given in Section 1 of this specification,

shall be considered to apply with equal force to this section of the

specification.

SECTION 20

Architectural Terra Cotta

1. General.

The Contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, tools, scaffolding

and equipment, except as otherwise noted, necessary to entirely complete

any or all classes of architectural terra cotta work herein specifitd, accord-

ing to the class of building, and as shown or implied on the drawings.

2. Quality of Material.

Material for all architectural terra cotta shall be carefully selected

clay, to be in perfect condition after burning, of uniform fracture hard

enough to resist scratching by knife.

Architectural terra cotta shall develop an average ultimate com-

pressive strength of not less than 5,000 lb. per sq. in.

Coloring shall be as indicated and must be uniform.

3. Defective Work.

All work shall be carefully modeled by skilled workmen, in strict

accordance with detail drawings. All pieces shall be perfect when set in

place and any work damaged after installation, before acceptance, shall be

replaced.

4. Drawings.

The architectural terra cotta contractor shall prepare and submit to

the Engineer, for his approval, complete detail and setting drawings (in
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triplicate) for all terra cotta work covered by this contract. Such draw-

ings shall show in detail, jointing, bonding, anchoring and other con-

struction features. All blocks shall be numbered serially.

5. Models.

If desired by the Engineer full-sized plaster models prepared by ex-

perts shall be submitted for his approval. Price for models to be agreed

upon.

6. Molding and Fitting.

Templates for molded work shall be made according to details and
models. Carving and molding work must be sharp, straight, true and
well undercut. Blocks must be straight, true and out of wind. A reason-

able number of additional blocks must be provided to prevent delay from
defective materials or injury. So far as possible all grinding of joints

and fitting of material shall be done at the factory. Provide washes and
drips for all projecting courses. Wherever flashing will occur provide

raglets. Proper provision shall be madef or anchors, tie rods, etc.

7. Mortar.

Mortar for terra cotta work, unless otherwise specified, shall be com-
posed of one (1) part Portland cement, three (3) parts sand, with the

addition of sufficient lime putty to make the mortar work smoothly. The
sand and cement shall be mixed dry, then wet to the proper consistency

and the lime putty added. Where terra cotta is to be laid with colored

mortar, the following mixture shall be used: One part Portland cement,

two parts sand, with lime paste added to make it work smoothly and col-

ored with approved mortar color. No more mortar containing cement

shall be mixed at any one time than can be used within thirty minutes after

mixing. Retempering cement mortar which has begun to set will not be

permitted. No mortar which has frozen shall be used on the work.

Portland cement shall be in accordance with the A.R.E.A. Specification.

Sand and lime specifications, as given in "Brickwork," shall apply to

sand and lime for terra cotta.

8. Setting and Anchoring.

All blocks must be cleaned and wetted before setting.

Mortar shall be kept one-half i}/i) inch from the face of the terra

cotta to allow for pointing. Splashing exposed faces of the terra cotta

with mortar shall be avoided.

All beds and vertical joints shall be of maximum width of three-

eighths (H) inch unless otherwise indicated. The terra cotta shall be

set accurately, true to line and level. Face blocks shall be set on thoroughly

wetted wooden wedges, which are not to be removed until the building is

cleaned and painted.

All terra cotta work shall be thoroughly bonded to masonry backing.

Cornices, column caps and blocks with greater projection than bed shall

be thoroughly anchored.
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Anchors and dowels, rods and hooks shall be of the proper size and

shape and thoroughly galvanized or coated with asphaltum paint.

This Contractor shall do all cutting and fitting of terra cotta to ac-

commodate other trades.

9. Protection.

Wherever necessary, all projecting courses or individual blocks shall

be protected against injury during the setting process by wooden covering,

which shall be maintained in good and substantial condition until re-

moved for the purpose of cleaning down the work.

10. Cleaning and Pointing.

The face of the terra cotta work under this contract shall be thor-

oughly cleaned upon completion, such cleaning to be done with soap powder

boiled in clean water and applied vigorously with stiff fiber brushes. If

necessary, clean, sharp, fine white sand may be added to the soap and water

mixture. The use of wire brushes or acids will not be permitted for

cleaning terra cotta work.

All face joints shall be brushed out one-half (j/>) inch in depth and

pointed flush with mortar consisting of one part stainless cement, two

parts clean white sand and sufficient cold lime putty to make a mixture

as stiff as can be worked. All joints shall be wetted before pointing.

11. General Conditions.

All material entering into the work and all methods used by this Con-

tractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer and no part of

the work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is com-

pleted and accepted.

The General Conditions, as given in Section 1 of this specification,

shall be considered to apply with equal force to this section of the specifi-

cation.

SECTION 21

Concrete Architectural Stone

1. General.

The Contractor shall furnish all labor, tools, material, scaffolding

and equipment, except as otherwise noted, necessary to entirely com-

plete any and all classes of concrete architectural stone work herein

specified, according to the class of building and as shown on the draw-

ings.

2. Composition.

Concrete architectural stone shall be composed of Portland cement,

meeting the requirements of the specifications for Portland cement of

the American Railway Engineering Association, and sound weather-

resisting aggregates.
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3. Tests.

Concrete architectural stone shall pass the following test require-

ments :

(a) Compression Test.—The ultimate compressive strength at 28

days must average not less than 1,500 lb. per sq. in. of gross cross-sectional

area of stone as used in the wall and must not fall below 1,000 lb. per

square inch gross area in any test. The gross area shall be taken as the

minimum area in compression.

(b) Absorption.—The amount of water absorbed by the stone at

28 days shall not exceed 5 per cent, by weight after 24 hours' immersion.

(Per cent, of absorption is obtained by dividing the weight of the water

absorbed by the weight of the dry sample and multiplying the quotient

by 100.)

At least three samples shall be tested for compression and three

samples for absorption. Whenever practicable, tests shall be made on full-

sized samples, but if specimens are too large for testing in the ordinary

machine or are in special shapes which cannot be fitted in the machine,

smaller or more regular specimens may be used as directed, but these shall

be made of the materials and proportions representing fully the manu-

factured product. The Engineer may require further tests at any time

and unless tests are made under the immediate supervision of the Engi-

neer the Contractor shall furnish a certificate of tests made by a labora-

tory of recognized standing, showing a record of the compressive strength

and absorption of the concrete stone.

4. Working Loads and Unit Stresses.

Solid walls built of concrete architectural stone laid up in Portland

cement mortar may be loaded not to exceed 300 lb. per sq. in. of actual

bearing area. Lintels, mullions and other parts carrying heavy loads shall

be reinforced with steel sufficient to take the tensile and shearing stresses

and shall be designed in accordance with recognized engineering practice-.

Where local ordinances do not conflict, the design shall be based on a unit

tensile stress of 16,000 lb. per sq. in. in reinforcement and 650 lb. per

sq. in. compression on the concrete in flexure.

5. Handling.

Pieces weighing more than 300 lb. shall be provided with lewis holes

or have hooks cast into the stone for hoisting purposes. Hooks shall be

laid in flush or arranged to fit into depressions in adjoining stones.

Hooks or lewis holes shall not be cast in the face of the stone or come

within two and one-half {2 l/>) in. of the face of the stone.

6. Surface Finish and Carving.

A sample or samples of the architectural stone which the Contractor

proposes to furnish and erect shall be submitted to the Engineer along

with a diagram showing arrangement of joints, various sizes of units and

bonding to be employed.
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If a surface finish of exposed special aggregate is specified this special

facing must be not less than one-half inch thick on the exposed surface.

Exposed surfaces shall be rubbed, tooled, scrubbed or acid washed or

otherwise treated to expose the aggregate and obtain the desired archi-

tectural results. All carving shall be done by skilled carvers from ap-

proved models, photographs or drawings.

7. Mortar.

Portland cement shall satisfy the requirements of the A.R.E.A. specifi-

cations for Portland cement.

Sand and lime specifications as given in the specifications for "Brick-

work" shall apply to sand and lime used for concrete architectural stone.

Mortar for concrete architectural stone work, except where otherwise

specified, shall be composed of one part Portland cement and three parts

sand, with the addition of sufficient lime putty to make the mortar work

smoothly. The sand and cement shall be mixed dry, then wet to the

proper consistency, and the lime putty added. Where colored mortar is

to be used, the mortar shall be composed of one part Portland cement,

and two parts sand, with lime putty added to make it work smoothly, and

colored with approved mortar color. No more mortar shall be mixed at

any one time than can be used within 30 minutes after mixing. Re-tem-

pering cement mortar which has begun to set shall not be permitted.

Mortar that has frozen shall not be used on the work.

8. Anchors and Dowels.

Where anchors and dowels ars required they shall be of the proper

size and shape, thoroughly galvanized or painted with asphaltum paint.

9. Setting.

Stone shall be thoroughly cleaned on all joints before setting. The

exposed faces of the stone shall not be splashed with mortar. All beds

and vertical joints shall be a minimum thickness of ^4 in. unless other-

wise indicated. The stone shall be set true to line and level. These stones

shall be set on thoroughly wetted wooden wedges which shall not be re-

moved until the building is cleaned and pointed. The ends only of sills

shall be set in a full bed of mortar, leaving the remainder of sills free

until pointed.

10. Cleaning and Pointing.

The face of concrete architectural stone shall be thoroughly cleaned

upon completion. The. use of acids will not be permitted for cleaning

unless specifically directed by the Engineer.

All face joints shall be raked out $i in. in depth and pointed flush

with mortar consisting of one part Portland cement, two parts of clean

white sand and only sufficient cold lime putty to make a workable mixture,

or with colored mortar as specified in paragraph 7.
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11. Protection.

Wherever necessary, all projecting courses or individual blocks shall

lie protected against injury during the setting process by wooden covering,

same to be maintained in good and substantial condition until removed
for the purpose of cleaning down the work.

12. Guarantee.

The Contractor for concrete architectural stone shall guarantee the

surface to be free from efflorescence, crazing, crumbling or fading for

a period of two years after completion of the building.

13. General Conditions.

All material entering into the work and all methods used by the Con-
tractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer and no part of the

work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is com-
pleted and accepted.

The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of this specification

shall be considered to apply with equal force to this section of the specifi-

cation.
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Appendix C

SYSTEM FOR NUMBERING RAILWAY BUILDINGS

G. A. Rodman, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. M. Davison, L. G. Morphy,

J. W. Orrock, F. L. Riley.

1. Preface.

For the purpose of identification in connection with Valuation Work,
Fire Insurance, Building Records and Filing of Records and Corre-

spondence, some method is desirable which will avoid confusion and ac-

curately identify the structure in the field with the record in the office, and

a system of numbering seems to best meet these requirements.

2. Building Schedule.

The adoption of any numbering system necessitates first preparing a

schedule of buildings grouped in geographical order and giving dimensions

and data as to type. It is also desirable to include on this same record

the date of construction, cost, etc.

3. Type of System to Be Adopted.

The adoption of any system must depend on several factors.

(1) Purpose

—

Valuation record.

Insurance record.

Maintenance record.

Present record filing system.

(2) Location and Character of Lines—
1. One long main line and few buildings.

2. A network of branch lines in congested territory with
many buildings.

3. A terminal company having no long main line.

Any system should be based on permanent lines, so far as possible,

and not in any way dependent on operating divisions, which are subject

to changes.

4. Definition of Word Building.

For the purpose of this article the word building is deemed to include

any structure coming within the various building accounts of the I.C.C.

Classification of Investment Accounts and to cover:

Stations and freight houses.

Platforms and cover sheds.

Derricks and cranes.

Coal pockets, ash pits and sand towers.
Track or wagon scales.

Water tanks.

Signal towers and cabins.
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Turntables and transfer tables.

Crossing and switch houses.
Drawbridge houses.
Car bodies removed from trucks and placed on foundations.
Tenement houses used by railway employes.
Shops, engine houses and similar buildings.

Power houses and sub-stations.

Small items may be omitted from the numbering scheme, such as

:

Hose houses and boxes.
Stand-pipes.
Signal boxes and relays, batteries, etc.

Telephone boxes on post.

Small coal boxes.
Temporary construction shanties.

Small toilets and sheds.

Platforms.

5. Non-Carrier or Real Estate Buildings.

These are often located at some distance from right-of-way. Often-

times on city streets, and it might be desirable to cover these by a separate

series of numbers, or by attaching a prefix R.E. to the number, with the

addition in small letters of the initials of the owning company.

6. Buildings on Railway Property but Owned by Outside Parties,

either under Lease or as Encroachment.

These structures are oftentimes of importance and a record should be

kept showing the character of the occupancy of railway land, but it

would hardly seem proper to assign a building number, though we believe

they should be shown on building schedule as a matter of information.

Buildings owned jointly by two or more roads, each road should show

the building on its schedule and assign a number.

7. Suggested Systems of Numbering to Meet Conditions on the

Various Roads.

1. Consecutive number only

:

On a road having comparatively few structures, the simplest sys-

tem is to assign consecutive numbers to each structure from one
end of the line to the other. This is not entirely satisfactory as it is

not flexible, making no provision for new structures, except to add
them to the end of the list and in a few years the list would be out of
geographical order.

2. Combination of Letters and Figures

:

Under this system a letter is assigned to each branch of the road,

a number to each station, and a separate number to each building at the

station. This has some objectionable features, particularly at junc-
tions, where it is difficult to determine to which branch a building
belongs.
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3. Mileage System

:

This consists of numbering each building with the nearest mile

from the end of line, using decimals to indicate the exact location.

At first thought this would seem to be the best system for the reason

that it immediately gives an idea of location. The system is very satis-

factory for a road consisting of one long main line and very few
branches, and where the buildings are generally scattered. On a

system made up of many small roads, with frequent junction points

and frequent large groups of structures, the mileage system is not

satisfactory account of confusion at junctions and duplication of

numbers on parallel branches ; also at shops and yards where several

buildings would come on the same decimal of a mile.

There are several minor variations of the mileage system, such as:

(1) Using decimal of the mile for different structures. This neces-

sitates an accurate survey to locate each building.

(2) Using consecutive numbers for the individual building in each

mile section.

4. Valuation Section and Consecutive Numbers

:

Use the main valuation section number and assign consecutive

number to each structure in the section.

This has the same disadvantage as mileage system in that valua-

tion section generally denotes ownership, and in terminals and yards

there are often times several ownerships, at times overlapping, so

that a building might be on two or three valuation sections.

5. Station, Name or Number and Consecutive Numbers

:

Assign an arbitrary number to each station group or large yard

group, then assign consecutive number to each of the structures,

starting from one end of the yard.

Note A—On branch lines where there are few buildings, one station

number might be extended to cover a whole branch.

While the number in this system does not give any idea as to loca-

tion, it does successfully overcome the complication at junctions and

terminals, due to separate ownership or separate lines, and we believe is

the best system for a railway built up of many short lines with frequent

junctions and yards.

6. Valuation Sections and Decimal Numbers:

Most of the roads have now completed the valuation work and

have a complete set of valuation maps, and all valuation records, real

estate and general maintenance records are tied up to the valuation

sections. These section numbers are becoming familiar and are being

used by nearly all departments, so that it might be desirable to incor-

porate the valuation section number with the building number. On
most roads the section number denotes ownership and in complicated

yards and junctions it might be very desirable to have the ownership

defined and marked on the buildings.

By using the valuation section number as the first part, or num-
erator of a fraction and the building number for the denominator,

would seem to be very satisfactory. The building number to be

any one of the various systems outlined above, or mile plan number
with the decimal of the arbitrary station number, using the decimal

or any other system which would best suit the needs of the individual

carrier.
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8. Styles and Kind of Numbers.

The several kinds under consideration are

:

(1) Figures put on with paint and stencil.

(2) Enamel or other type of metal number plates.

(3) Stamped into the structure with steel dies.

Note—It is desirable that the number applied to the building should
also show the initials of the owning Company. This is particularly desir-

able on real estate buildings and structures at junctions with other

railways.

1. The first method while cheap, as to first cost, is not durable
and may be easily destroyed in re-painting of structure.

2. The second method necessitates having special metal plates

made up and applied to the building; this is rather expensive
and plates are readily removed or damaged by boys or lost

by rusting of the fastenings.

3. The third method, based on stamping the number into the
woodwork of the building, is cheap as to first cost. The
numbers cannot be obliterated without considerable trouble,
and if stamped into some portion which is seldom renewed
should last as long as the building. It is suggested stamping
the number over the main doorway, or, if this is not feasible,

in the wood frame of door at a uniform height of about 5 ft.

or in the corner board on track side.

9. Size of Figures.

It is suggested that the figures be not less than 1 in. high and not

more than \y2 in. high.

10. Application of the Numbers.

After adopting any system of numbering, and preparing the schedule,

the numbers should be assigned and entered on the schedule, and applied

to the structure.

Every item on the building schedule should be assigned a number,

even though it is not considered feasible, or necessary, to apply the num-
ber in the field.

11. Keeping the System Up to Date.

Some one official should have the custody of original schedule, and
it should be kept up to date by the assignment of numbers to each new build-

ing, as soon as authorized, and the number applied as soon as com-
pleted. When a building is destroyed or torn down, the record should be

corrected immediately.

When a building is moved from one location to another the record

should be corrected, and if moved into another section a new number
should be assigned to comply with the numbering system in use.

Conclusion

The Committee realize that no one system will answer the require-

ments of all railways. They have, therefore, outlined the various systems

suggested and would recommend that each road make a study of their

particular problem and select the system best suited to their condition and

to meet the purpose for which the numbering system is adopted.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE VII—WOODEN BRIDGES
AND TRESTLES

Arthur Ridgway, Chairman; H. J. Hansen, / 'ice-Chairman ;

H. Austill, W. H. Hoyt,
C. C. Badger, J. B. Maddock,
C. H. Black man, C. E. Paul,
W. E. Hawley, D.W.Smith,
H. T. Hazen, L. L. Sparrow,
C. S. Heritage, G. C. Tuthill,
D. F. HOLTMAN, S. L. WONSON,
C. J. Hogue, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No changes are recommended this year.

2. Study and Report on the Useful Strength of New, Old and Treated
Timber when used in Railway Trestles, including a Critical
Examination of the Present Theories of Stresses when applied
to Timber under Railway Load Conditions.

A progress report on this subject is submitted in Appendix A.

3. Report on Classification of the Uses of Timber and Lumber under
American' Railway Engineering Association Specifications.

In Appendix B the Committee submits a progress report on this

subject.

4. Make detail study of various types of wooden trestles with a view
to recommending two or three standards adaptable for general
railway use.

The Committee reports on this subject in Appendix C.

5. Outline of Work for the Ensuing Year.

The Committee's suggestions will be found under "Recommendations

for Future Work."

Action Recommended

1, That the progress reports on Subjects (2) and (3) in Appendices

A and B respectively be accepted as information.

2. That the plans for Open Deck Pile and Frame Trestles, both Light

and Heavy Designs, Multiple Story Trestles and Ballast Deck Pile Trestles,

Heavy Design, in Appendix C, be approved for publication in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Continue the study of the useful strength of new, old and treated

timber when used in railway trestles, including a critical examination of
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the present theories of stresses when applied to timber under railway load

conditions.

3. Continue the study of classification of uses of timber and lumber

under American Railway Engineering Association Specifications.

4. Reassignment of the study and report on a desirable system of

bridge and trestle inspection, including forms of reports covering the same.

5. The relative merits of open and ballast deck trestles.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles,

Arthur Ridgway, Chairman.

Appendix A

STRENGTH OF NEW, OLD AND TREATED TIMBER

W. E. Hawley, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. H. Blackman, D. F.

Holtman, C. J. Hogue, C. E. Paul, S. L. Wonson.

"Study and report on the useful strength of new, old and treated tim-

ber when used in railway trestles, including a critical examination of the

present theories of stresses when applied to timber under railway load

conditions."

This subject may be divided into four phases of study as follows:

(1) The useful strength of new timber when used in railway trestles,

including a critical examination of the present theories of stresses when
applied to timber under railway load conditions.

(2) The strength of old timber.

(3) The strength of new treated timber.

(4) The strength of old treated timber.

The four topics are all closely related in the problem of economical

design and as such they merit the closest study and research. New timber

becomes old and treatment only extends the life of the structure, which

must be safe at the end as well as at the beginning of its service.

The Committee made up a bibliography of the literature available on

these subjects and began a study of the material. It was found that the

available reports did not cover the subjects in an adequate manner and that

further research was needed in all the problems to justify conclusions.

Your Committee reports that work has been done on all parts of its

assignment, but that the results were not far enough developed to merit

a finished report and closure of the subjects assigned. The Committee

thinks the subjects are worthy of more study and research and recom-

mends their reassignment for study during the next year.
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STRENGTH OF NEW, OLD AND TREATED TIMBER

The subject assigned to the Committee is in reality a continuation of

the study of the strength of timber, with the service of railway structures

always in front for consideration. It is not a new one and a large amount

of study has been given by committees previous to this one. The Com-
mittee has a definite assignment to study the recent work in timber in-

vestigations and report the result to the Association. The field of the

assignment is very large, not yet sufficiently covered by investigations and

worthy of very careful thought before final conclusions are made.

The useful strength of new timber when used in railway trestles in-

cluding a critical examination of the present theories of stresses when

applied to timber under railway load conditions is the first subdivision of

the assignment in importance. This Committee during the previous two

years' work on plans for design of standard wooden trestles, has already

given the problem of the determination of horizontal or longitudinal shear

in stringers very close study and invited by correspondence critical analysis

of the problem. The Committee has drawn the attention of the Forest

Products Laboratory at Madison to it and secured their active interest.

Mr. J. A. Newlin, in charge of the Section of Timber Mechanics at the

Laboratory, during the discussion last year, expressed the opinion, based

upon study of horizontal shear failures in laboratory timber tests of both

aeroplane material and full size bridge stringers, that in computing the

horizontal shear in a timber beam to carry railway engines, for the pur-

pose of design, that it would be safe to ignore all wheel loads between

the quarter point of the span and the supports. This opinion was based

upon the observed facts that the assumption of straight line deformation

of the cross-section of the timber does not hold as closely when the load

approaches the ends of the span and that the departure from this assump-

tion is on the side of giving increased resistance to the stresses which

would cause horizontal shear. This opinion, after a year's thought, was

reaffirmed by Mr. Newlin this year and represents his mature judgment

on this subject.

The Committee's study of existing railway trestles seems to confirm

the same viewpoint that the inclusion of all wheel loads in figuring hori-

zontal shear was too severe in estimating the stress put on the timber.

The chairman of this Sub-Committee undertook to find some means

or device for expressing the phenomenon already noted that as a load

approached the point of support in a beam it might be increased without

apparent greater probability of failure from horizontal shear. The chair-

man studied the problem of the unchecked beam from the theoretical side

and advanced two solutions for verification. Mr. Newlin in answer ex-

pressed the opinion that the presence of checks and defects was of such

great influence on the useful strength of the timber that formula deduced

upon the assumption of unchecked timber would be of little service. He
thought that useful results could only be obtained by making a series of

tests for the purpose of determining an empirical formula to express the

loss of strength due to the presence of checks of measurable length and
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position. It was thought that such a series of experiments could be under-

taken by the Forest Products Laboratory if there was sufficient interest

shown in the problem by the A.R.E.A.

The chairman has made a search of literature on timber mechanics

and has found very scant treatment of the problem of horizontal shear in

wooden beams. It seems best to report progress and continue the study

another year with the hope of securing the results of some experimental

work.

The Committee has compiled a bibliography on the subject of strength

of timber. This list includes those previously published in the Proceed-

ings of the A.R.E.A. and those published since the last list was given,

about 1910. This bibliography, although containing a long list of refer-

ences, is far from being complete and its publication is deferred until

next year.

Many tests have been made on the strength of new, old and treated

timber by the government and private institutions. Unfortunately many

of the tests are not useful, as they were made before all the factors were

realized which must be observed in order to make tests comparative.

The factors in small, clear specimens are:

Specific gravity.

Moisture content.

By adjustment to probable strengths at a fixed moisture content, test

results can be directly compared.

It is often also desirable to observe rate of growth and per cent, of

summerwood as a visual means of approximating relative specific gravity

within a species.

In full-size specimens there are other variables, which it is necessary

to observe in addition to those noted above

:

Size and position of knots.

Angle of grain, spiral or diagonal..

Amount of shake or checking.

With so many variables it is impossible to make such direct compari-

sons as can be charted in small clear specimens, but individual pieces must

rather be compared, taking in account all their various properties, or the

pieces must be grouped for comparison in grades in which a definite limita-

tion must be placed on each property.

The development of defects in seasoning has such an influence on

the increased strength which the clear wood develops in drying that the

test results in full-size pieces cannot be adjusted to a uniform moisture

content as can those of small clear pieces, the strength of seasoned pieces

varying from a material increase in high-grade pieces to practically no

increase in pieces with many or large defects.

The tests of the last few years are therefore the only ones which

are of accurate comparable value. These have not been fully covered by

published reports. Occasional informal discussions and tables have been

released and the Forest Products Laboratory has tended rather to suggest

physical properties and defects limitations by means of which fair uni-
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formity could be obtained in various grades and to recommend working

values for these grades.

In 1917 Department of Agriculture Bulletin 556 was issued summariz-

ing the data of about 130,000 tests on 126 species of wood, giving the

results in terms of small clear specimens, but also giving probable rela-

tions between these and structural sizes, and proper factors of safety.

In 1919 Department of Agriculture Bulletin 676, "The Relation of the

Shrinkage and Strength Properties of Wood to Its Specific Gravity,"

made available the relations in percentage form, between the specific

gravities of woods and their strength properties, based on analysis of

over 200,000 tests.

The Forest Products Laboratory has recently made its 500,000th test.

An interesting series of tests were made on Douglas fir and Southern

yellow pine at Columbia University this year at the request of the New
York Lumber Trade Association. The analysis of these tests, has not yet

been completed.

On the subject of the strength of old timbers, the Committee finds

that the field has been inadequately covered with only a few species and

a narrow range of sizes reported on.

If one removes from consideration old timber which has defective

material in its cross-section, due to decay, it is still unproyen that wood
structure deteriorates in strength with age. In bridges timber may develop

excessive checking without actual deterioration of the wood cell. This

timber may require replacement due to loss of resistance to shearing,

whereas its resistance to bending may be but little lowered.

The strength of treated timbers involves a consideration of not only

details such as kind of wood density, rate of growth, moisture content

and defects, but also all the numerous combinations of seasoning, heat,

pressure, vacuum, incisions and kind of preservative. Many of these

combinations exhibit compensating effects of detail of treatment and as

yet there has not been enough tests made to cover the full field of present-

day treatment processes. Conclusions can only apply to timber under the

same treatment in all details such as temperature, pressure and moisture

eontent, as a similar kind of timber has undergone previous to the tests

upon which the conclusions are based. Some tests have shown deteriora-

tion of timber by treatment and others indicate no loss of strength.

The Committee believes that in order full justice may be done to all

processes of treatment further tests should be made before compiling a

table of strength for treated timber. In the meantime factors of design

should be determined by the engineer on the basis of his judgment of the

possible destructive effect of the process to be used.

The strength of old treated timber is less known as shown by the

reports of investigations, which are meager and inadequate. Tests on old

preserved timbers taken from structures usually lack the possibility of

comparison with old unpreserved timber of the same kind and age in the

same service. Hence all comparisons must be by deduction from material

which may not be identical nor suitable for such comparison.
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Appendix B

CLASSIFICATION OF THE USES OF TIMBER AND LUMBER
UNDER A.R.E.A. SPECIFICATION

W. H. Hoyt, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. E. Hawley, C. S. Heritage,

L. L. Sparrow.

This subject involves the application of the specifications for timber

and lumber adopted by the A.R.E.A. convention of March, 1921, to actual

specific railway uses with recommendations as to what grades would be

suitable for each use. The results will be of value to the engineering and
purchasing departments in ordering material. It also would tend to stand-

ardize for certain railway uses the suitable grades of timber and lumber.

The matter, however, must be based on a stable system of classification

and grading rules. The A.R.E.A. .grading rules are based upon a com-
posite of the requirements for several regional grades and have not been

adopted generally by the manufacturers.

There is now in the process of study and formation by the various

lumbering interests, through the Central Committee on Lumber Standards,

a new set of grading rules which it is hoped will be adopted by the manu-
facturers and consumers generally as an American standard. With this

work in progress the Sub-Committee chairman felt that it would be wise

to postpone the actual work as indicated in the instruction to the Com-
mittee until this grading rule situation had been clarified.

A member, W. E. Hawley, of this Sub-Committee, is also a member of

the Central Committee on Lumber Standards and with C. J. Hogue and

D. F. Holtman of Committee VII has also taken part, as a member of a

technical committee which met at Madison in July, in the preparation of

the basic specifications for lumber and timber. This Sub-Committee,

therefore, has had and now has an intimate contact with the whole problem

of lumber and it is hoped will be in a position to make a very satisfactory

report upon this subject a year from now. In the meantime, it reports

progress upon fundamentals rather than the assignment which will nat-

urally develop at a later date.

As an appendix to this report a brief history of the standardization

of lumber is added, as follows:

STANDARDIZATION OF LUMBER AND TIMBER

This brief descriptive history of the problem and development of

the standardization of lumber and timber is offered as a means of bringing

together in one picture the various lines of interest which have been

working on this improvement in business of manufacture, selling and use

of this material.

Webster's Dictionary gives the following definition of "Standard":

"That which is set up and established by authority as a rule for the meas-

ure of quantity, weight, extent, value or quality."
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"Standardize:—To reduce to or compare with a standard; to render

standard."

Standardization in a broad sense means bringing materials, usages

and practices to a common standard or habit of use.

This treatise is an outline, therefore, of the history of the efforts to

apply standardization in the use of wood.

As we develop a common standard or habit of use we necessarily

eliminate many varieties of material which have no real excuse for use

except that of previous habit. The varieties are diminished to a few

agreed forms and get simplification which becomes in many ways a more
attractive name for a movement which seeks not standardization as a goal

in itself, but as a means of simplification in a world already overfilled with

complexes.

Standardization or simplification as outlined by associational activity

substitutes the judgment of mass for caprice of the individual. It sacri-

fices the liberty of the individual for the economic advantages of quantity

production, conservation of material for all and the release of saved

wastes for other things which will give greater enjoyment of human
existence.

The field for standardization in the manufacture and use of wood
is crisscrossed by a multitude of sources, varieties and competitive inter-

ests. The very fact that the present industry is so complex works both

as a reason for and a retardant of the simplification by standardization of

the business. That this would be so can be easily deduced from a brief

outline of the history of the industry.

Timber was first cut and hewn with various forms of axes, saws

moved by human muscle, first as a simple means of cutting across the

grain, and then later as a means of ripping the larger pieces into boards.

The whip-sawing method used in the early Klondike gold rush is an

example of this method. Then came the circular saw driven by animal or

water power, later by the use of steam engine. Now we have the most

improved forms of circular and band saws, driven in many cases by elec-

tric motors. With these developments came improvements in methods of

planing and shaping the lumber. Accuracy in working to any given size

has supplanted irregularity of and inaccuracy of the finished material.

Saw kerf became a larger factor of waste as the time and cost of working

was lowered by efficient machinery.

The manufacture of lumber has migrated from the New England

States to Pennsylvania and New York, then north to Maine, then west-

ward to the Lake States, then southward through the South Atlantic

States, then westward through the lower Mississippi Valley and finally

to the Pacific Coast and Mountain States. This migration has been the

means of carrying some fundamental ideas into all the different fields, but

giving at each period of migration a chance for the entrance of diverse

factors. Hence today we have many regional associations and many

forms of detail in grading rules, sizes and methods of doing business.
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The geographical distribution with varying lines of communications

to markets of demand has added under the competitive conditions which

have prevailed through this period many devices in matter of sizes and

methods of working. The cutting of thin lumber has come not as a result

of intentional dishonest practice, but as a solution of a physical problem

of overcoming the handicap of distance to market.

"The census of 1910 reported some 45,000 operating sawmills. The
study made by the Forest Service in 1914 indicating that the lumber

industry was very individualistic in character. An enormous number of

mills large and small, operated independently, and the vast majority of

lumber-making establishments manufactured and marketed their products

as competing units." The growth from the early days to 1914 developed

individualism, and hence with it variety of product and standards.

With the success of cooperative marketing in other lines of business

there has come to this industry a development of trade associations, some
very loose in structure and others more elaborate and effective.

On top of these there is now in the process of solidification a super-

structure of federations of these associations, making it possible to reach

the whole producing end through two or three associations.

During the recent decade there has been a further consolidation of

the ownership and operation of sawmills into the hands of a few strong

companies. Through this growth from individualism to a highly-organized

industry there has developed a desire in the industry itself for a sim-

plification of the* many varieties of products. The industry itself through

its leading association has carried on a campaign for the last three years

to develop a simplification program. This program has been developed

with much skill and enthusiasm by its officers, but as usual in all large

industrial structures it takes time to educate the membership to the point

where they will accept the new ideas and put them into practice in a

universal way.

The A.R.E.A. has, during its history, been interested in study of

lumber grades and timber specifications. As early as 1904, the Association,

through its Committee on Wr

ooden Bridges and Trestles, reported specifi-

cations for timber. At the meeting of 1911 a Special Committee on Grad-
ing and Inspection of Maintenance of Way Lumber reported as informa-

tion Classification and Grading Rules for Douglas Fir, for Douglas Fir

Structural Timbers and Building Materials, for Northern Pine, including

White and Norway Pine and Hemlock, Southern Yellow Pine, Construc-

tion Oak Timbers, which were practically lumbermen's specifications.

In 1912 additional rules for Cypress Lumber were reported for in-

formation. The previous reports above-mentioned were amended and

adopted as standards.

Cypress Rules were accepted for standard in the Manual in 1913.

The previous work for Southern Yellow Pine was adopted by Yellow

Pine Manufacturers Association; for hardwoods by Hardwood Manu-
facturers Association of the United States ; for Douglas Fir by the West
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Coast Lumber Manufacturers Association. The Northern Pine Manu-
facturers Association refused to accept the rules for white pine.

In 1914 only a progress report was made.

In 1915 the Committee on Lumber presented rules for Hemlock-

Lumber. The Committee also presented Density Classification and men-
tioned Panama Canal Rules as an example.

In 1916 the Committee on Lumber presented density rule for South-

ern Yellow Pine, recommended the adoption of Hemlock Lumber Rules

and presented a specification for timber to be treated.

In 1917 the Committee on Lumber recommended the adoption of

specifications for Southern Yellow Pine Bridge and Trestle Timbers
to be treated; for Structural Douglas Fir Specifications for Bridge and
Trestle Timbers, Select Structural Grade.

In 1918 no report was made for this Committee.

In 1919 the Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles reported a

complete set of grading rules for lumber as information.

In 1921 this set of grading rules was after amendment adopted and

approved for publication in the Manual of the A.R.E.A.

Due to persistence of old habits of purchasing the material accord-

ing to what is offered in the market rather than by A.R.E.A. specification

these rules as yet have not received wide application. The lumber industry

as a whole has an antipathy to leaving old-established grading rules for

something new.

The interest of the old Master Car Builders' Association and the

old Master Mechanics' Association in the use of lumber and timber for

use in car and locomotive construction led them in 1909 to prepare grad-

ing rules for this material. There are still large numbers of wooden cars

to be repaired, and the use of wood for floor timbers, floor lining, siding

and roofing will be continued for a long time to come. Those associa-

tions have now been fused into the Mechanical Division of the American

Railway Association, and there are now committees interested in these

subjects.

The U. S. Government, because of its position in its numerous depart-

ments as a large user of wood, and also as a large interest in the pro-

duction of timber through its timber holdings, has been very much
interested in the question of scientific grades for lumber and timber.

Through purchases of timber for the Panama Canal it gave a start to

the introduction of the density rule in classifying timber. Through pur-

chases under war emergency requirements it became interested in timber

such as spruce for aeroplane construction. Because of a desire to sim-

plify the purchase of ties under war conditions it developed a standard

tie specification. Some thought was given to a standard specification for

grading lumber and timber for railway use under the Government Admin-
istration.

The American Society of Testing Materials has through its commit-
tee presented rules for grading timber.
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The American Engineering Standards Committee has now under

final consideration specifications for railway cross-ties and switch ties.

The American Engineering Standards Committee has through the

suggestion of the U. S. Forestry Department taken up the consideration

of calling a conference for the purpose of bringing together all interests

to be affected by standardizing lumber sizes, grades and nomenclature.

The progressive lumberman has had interest aroused in the advan-

tages to him of standardization, because it means a simplification of

his business, eliminating specials and converting his product into a line

of staples with a definite potential demand for a known grade of lumber

and timber, because it removes his business from the shadow cast by

the unscrupulous competitor and creates the asset of the good-will of

his customers. Standardization means that he can continue to manufac-

ture even though he has not the order on his books, because his material

when finished will fit the future order when it does come. The whole-

saler and retailer of lumber will have a simplified stock to buy, store

and sell with less amount of money tied up than when he has more

numerous varieties of sizes, patterns and grades.

The idea of the necessity of conservation of the natural resources

of the United States is spreading among the people and in no resource

is this more important than that of timber. Timber must be con-

served by proper use as well as by attention to production. Properly

developed standardization of grades, sizes and nomenclature should aid

in conservation by using the appropriate material for each purpose and

the elimination of waste by utilization of the short lengths.

The Federated American Engineering Societies made in recent years

a report on the "Elimination of Waste in Industry" and as a practical

application of the suggestions made therein Secretary Herbert Hoover, of

the Department of Commerce, has undertaken to encourage the applica-

tion of study to the elimination of waste by offering the assistance and

good offices of the Department of Commerce to any industry in such an

advance. He has done this as a means of keeping the Government out

of business in a regulatory sense, hoping that each industry would see

the advantage of self-regulation, the Government only furnishing scientific,

statistical and advisory aid.

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association has taken an active

part in furnishing the stimulus for the acceptance of and putting into

practice the plan of simplification in the lumber industry.

This work was taken up in the American Lumber Congress, April

14-17, 1919, and has since been followed by various conferences in 1920

and 1921.

The interest of the Department of Commerce and the lumber indus-

try was brought together in a conference called in Washington in the

last week of May, 1922. At this meeting the whole movement for sim-

plification in the lumber industry was given a definite impetus by general

approval of the application of simplification to lumber grades and grade

names, sizes, adequate and practical guarantees to the buyers and users
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of lumber of the proper delivery of both quality and quantity and im-

provement of lumber inspection service. This conference authorized the

setting up of a competent committee with efficient engineering service seek-

ing in so far as possible to equalize grades in all woods, and that said

committee confer with representatives of the consuming public, the De-

partments of Commerce and Agriculture, and other agencies of the Gov-

ernment in their efforts as the occasion demands. A technical committee

as above provided for met in Madison, July 12-19, 1922, and prepared a

set of suggested basic grades for softwood, yard lumber and structural

timbers.

This set of proposed grades for lumber was submitted to another con-

ference of the lumber industry in Chicago, July 20-21-22, and only slight

modifications were made therein. The same material was offered to a

conference of lumbermen of the Pacific Coast held at Portland, July 28th,

and at a later meeting at Tacoma.

The Chicago conference in July by vote after careful consideration

provided for the formation of a Central Committee on Lumber Standards,

to consist of seven members representing the manufacturing, wholesaling,

retailing, architectural, engineering and railway ends of the industry,

and to carry forward the work of promoting the standardization program

in lumber.

This Committee met in Washington October 3-5, and organized as

follows

:

Chairman: John W. Blodgett, representing Manufacturers.

Vice-Chairman : W. E. Hawley, representing the American Railway

Association and Engineers.

Secretary : Dwight Hinckley, representing Wholesalers.

Treasurer: John E. Lloyd, representing Retailers.

Members : John H. Kirby, representing Manufacturers; Emery S.

Hall, representing Architects.

The Committee under its authority has invited the Wood Using

Industries to add another member to the Committee. This Committee

has asked for the appointment of a consulting or advisory committee to

be composed of representatives from every interest in the lumber indus-

try for the purpose of securing the development of specifications for

grading rules and sizes of lumber and timber which can be adopted as

American Lumber Standards. The Central Committee on Lumber Stand-

ards will endeavor to act as a steering and executive committee to keep

the whole movement in a forward progressive swing with the view

of making real progress toward simplification in the lumber industry.

There has been presented to appropriate committees of the A.R.E.A.

the problems and tentative conclusions made by the various committees

of the lumber industry, and it is hoped active co-operation of the A.R.E.A.

will be given to the development of a program of simplification in the

lumber industry.
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CENTRAL COMMITTEE ON LUMBER STANDARDS

SUGGESTED BASIC GRADES FOR SOFTWOOD YARD LUMBER

The purpose of basic grading rules for softwood lumber is to harmon-

ize into equivalent grades as nearly as possible lumber manufactured in

various regions from the same or different species of wood for use for

the same general purposes.

The term "Yard Lumber" as here used means lumber that is manu-

factured and classified into those sizes, shapes and qualities required for

the ordinary domestic and industrial uses. Heavy timbers for structural

purposes, factory lumber, railroad and other special use materials are not

considered yard lumber.

Select Grades

Lumber which is generally clear, permitting few defects, limited both

as to size and number, and is smoothly finished and suitable for use as a

whole for finishing purposes or other uses in which large clear pieces are

required, shall be considered as select lumber.

Two classes shall be recognized. The first shall be suitable for natural

finishes. Defects and blemishes permitted in this class must be localized in

nature. The second class permits similar defects, and in addition, blem-

ishes of somewhat wider extent than those of the first class, but of a type

which can be covered by paint.

These grades are based on a piece 8 inches wide by 12 feet long or a

piece which contains 8 square feet, surface measure.

A-l

This grade shall be free from defects on the face side of pieces up

to and including 12 inches in width. Widths greater than 12 inches will

admit two or a combination of two of any of the following defects:

Sound and tight pin knot.

Small pitch pocket.

Small surface check.

Slight crook.

Wane, one-fourth the thickness, J4 inch wide on face by
one-sixth the length.

A-2

This grade will admit two or a combination of two of any of the

following defects and blemishes

:

Standard sound and tight knot.

Three sound and tight pin knots.

Split in end equal in length to width of piece.

Fine shake equal in length to width of piece.

Small surface checks.
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Wane, one-fourth the thickness, l/z inch wide on the face

by one-sixth the length.

Small crook.

Slight cup.

Mediurn pitch pocket.

Small pitch streak.

Pin worm holes, one per surface foot.

Light discoloration, 5 per cent, of area.

Red heart stain, 5 per cent, of area.

Slight torn grain.

B-l

This grade will admit any four or a combination of four of any of

the following defects and blemishes

:

Standard sound and tight knot.

Three sound and tight pin knots.

Split in end equal in length to width of piece.

Fine shake equal in length to width of piece.

Small surface checks.

Wane, one-fourth the thickness, l/z inch wide by one-sixth

the length.

Small crook.
Slight cup.

Medium pitch pocket.

Medium pitch streak.

Pin worm holes, two per surface foot.

Medium discoloration, 10 per cent, of area.

Red heart stain, 10 per cent, of area.

Pith, not over 12 inches in length.

Medium torn grain.

Slight skip.

B-2

This grade will admit any number of the following defects and

blemishes. More serious defects shall be permitted on the reverse side,

but no combination so serious as to prevent use for the purpose intended.

Standard sound and tight knot.

Sound and tight pin knot.

Split in end equal in length to width of piece.

Fine shake.

Medium surface checks.

Wane, one-fourth the thickness, Yi inch in width, one-

sixth the length.

Small crook.
Slight cup.

Medium pitch pocket.

Medium pitch streak.

Pin worm holes.

Medium discoloration, 10 per cent. area.

Red heart stain, 10 per cent. area.

Pith, not over 12 inches in length.

Medium torn grain.

Slight skip.
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Pieces containing one serious defect, such as a loose knot or knot hole

located more than 32 inches from either end, but which may be cut out

with a loss no greater than 3 inches in length, may be permitted, provided

the balance of the piece is of "A-2" or better quality.

Common Grades

Lumber containing numerous defects and blemishes which preclude

it from use for finishing purposes, but which is suitable for general

utility and construction purposes, shall be considered common lumber.

Two general classes shall be recognized: (1) That in which the

defects permitted are sound and which may be used as a whole for pur-

poses in which surface covering or strength is required; and (2) That

permitting very coarse defects which may cause waste in the use of the

piece.

Common Grades for One Inch Lumber

C-l

No. 1 Common.

This grade shall present a generally smooth appearance and be high

class general utility lumber. It will permit any number of the following

defects and blemishes, but not in serious combination

:

Sound and tight knots: l}i inches in diameter in 4 and
6-inch widths, 2 inches in 8 and 10-inch, 2^2 inches in

12-inch, and not over 3 inches in wider widths.
Black and encased knots : One-half the diameter of sound

and tight knots permitted up to a maximum diameter

1J4 inches, provided the knot be sound and immovably
fixed in position.

Split equal in length to the width of the piece.

Slight shake that does not go through, equal in length to

the width of piece.

Surface checks.

Wane, equivalent to one-fourth the thickness, 1 inch wide
on the face and one-sixth the length of the piece.

Small crook.

Medium cup.

Large pitch pockets which do not show an opening
through the piece.

Large pitch streak.

Pitch.

Pin worm holes, not exceeding 18 per surface foot if well

scattered.

Heavy discoloration.

Red heart stain.

Pith, one-sixth the length of the piece.

Heavy torn grain.

Slight skip in dressing.
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C-2

No. 2 Common.

This grade will permit any number of the following defects and

blemishes, but no combination of them so serious as to prevent the use

of each piece as a whole, except as noted.

Sound and tight knots : 2j^ inches in diameter in 4 and
6-inch widths, 3 inches in 8 and 10-inch, 3^4 inches in

12-inch, and not over 4 inches in wider widths.
Unsound and pith knots : One-half the diameter of sound

and tight knots permitted, provided the knot be fixed

in position.

Spike or branch knots, which are sound and do not
weaken the piece at any one point more than the knots
heretofore specified.

Split, through check or shake : One-sixth the length of the

piece.

Wane, equivalent to one-half the thickness, \ l/z inches

wide by one-third the length of the piece.

Large crook.
Heavy cup.

Large through pitch pockets, which do not show an
opening greater than Y% inch wide by 3 inches in

length.

Large pitch streak.

Pitch.

Small grub worm holes, one per surface foot.

Pin worm holes, any number.
Heavy discoloration.

Red heart stain.

Streak of advanced decay not going through the board,

Yi inch wide by one-sixth the length of the piece, or
its equivalent in unsound red heart.

Pith.

Deep torn grain.

Skips in dressing.

Pieces containing a loose knot or equivalent defect located more than

32 inches from either end, and which may be cut out with a loss no greater

than 3 inches, may be permitted, provided the balance of the piece be of

C-l common quality.

C-3

No. 3 Common.

This grade will permit all defects and blemishes allowed in C-2, but

to a greater degree. In addition, advanced decay, wane entirely through

the edge, unsound knots and numerous worm holes shall be permitted

;

or loose or rotten knots or knot holes, large knots over 4 inches in

diameter, and broken spike knots in pieces in which the immediately sur-

rounding wood is sound. This grade shall be suitable for use for sheath-

ing and similar purposes, with not exceeding 25 per cent waste.

(Note.—While the Committee recognizes the existence of grades of

lumber lower than C-3 Common, they were not considered at this time.)
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Common Grades for Dimension Lumber

Dimension as here used is that form of lumber manufactured at the

sawmill in stock sizes for use where strength, stiffness and uniformity are

essential. It is usually 2 inches in thickness, occasionally thicker, the bet-

ter grades being used principally for general construction purposes and

the lower grades for temporary construction, or, after remanufacture, for

special purposes.

The grading of dimension lumber is a question of strength and

uniformity in size, with appearance as a secondary consideration. De-

fects are admitted in the various grades according to their effect upon the

strength of the piece.

C-l

No. 1 Common Dimension.

This grade shall be high class construction lumber. It will permit

any number of the following defects and blemishes, but no combination

which will seriously impair the strength of a piece.

Sound knots (intergrown or encased) and pith knots lo-

cated on or near the edge of a piece: V/> inches in

diameter in 4 and 6-inch widths, 2 inches in 8 and
10-inch, 2y2 inches in 12-inch, and not over 3 inches in

wider widths.

Unsound knots : Loose, hollow or unsound knots and knot
holes not more than one-half the diameter of the

maximum size sound knots as described above shall

be permitted.

Note : Knots toward the center of a piece are less serious

than those located on or near the edge and in widths

6 inches wide and wider may be larger, but not ex-

ceeding one and one-half times the maximum size

permitted above.

Split, equal in length to width of piece.

Shake, that does not go through.

Checks.
Wane, equivalent to Yj. inches deep on edge, one-fourth the

width and one-third the length of the piece.

Small crook.

Medium cup.

Pitch pockets.

Pitch streak.

Pitch.

Small grub worm holes, three per surface foot.

Pin worm holes.

Heavy discoloration.

Red heart stain.

Pith.

Heavy torn grain.

Skips in dressing.

Miscut material which does not fall below Mi-inch scant of

the standard dressed size shall be permitted, provided

the piece shall be free from defects at the point of

miscut.
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C-2

No. 2 Common Dimension.

This grade shall be suitable for a cheaper class of construction. It

will permit any number of the following defects and blemishes or a com-

bination of them, but each piece must present a nailing surface on the

edge its full length and be suitable for use as a whole.

Second or unsound knots on or near the edge of a piece

:

Two inches in diameter in 4-inch widths, 2Yi inches
in 6-inch, 3 inches in 8-inch, Z lA inches in 10-inch,

and 4 inches in 12-inch and wider.
Spike or branch knots which are sound and do not weaken

the piece at any one point more than the knots hereto-

fore specified.

Note: Knots toward the center of a piece are less serious

than those located on or near the edge and in widths
6 inches wide and wider may be larger, but not ex-

ceeding one and one-third times the maximum size

permitted above.
Split, one-fourth the length of the piece.

Through check or shake, one-fourth the length of the

piece, equivalent to 1 inch deep on the edge by one-
third the width of the piece.

Medium crook.
Heavy cup.

Pitch pockets.

Pitch streaks.

Pitch.

Grub worm holes, six per surface foot.

Pin worm holes.

Heavy discoloration.

Red heart stain.

Streak of advanced decay not going through the piece,

Yi inch wide by one-fourth the length of its equivalent

of unsound red heart.

Pith.

Deep torn grain.

Skips in dressing.

Miscut material which does not fall below J^-inch scant

of the standard dressed size in width or thickness

shall be permitted, provided the piece is of C-l quality

at point of miscut.

C-3

No. 3 Common Dimension.

This grade permits all defects and blemishes allowed in C-2, but to

a greater degree. Each piece shall be suitable for use for very cheap

or temporary construction, with not exceeding 25 per cent, waste.

Comments on Basic Rules for Grading Timber for Structural Pur-

poses, Such as Girders, Beams, Joists and Posts

1. Recognizing the difference in general qualities and utility of dif-

ferent species of timber, it is thought that on the basis of strength re-
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quirements, the various uses of timber as a structural material will be

covered by the designation of four classes of grades

:

(1) The first class for use where the highest strength requirements
obtain in railway and mill construction

;

(2) The second class for general use in railway and mill construction
and wherever a select grade of structural material is desirable

;

(3) The third class for general use in building construction and also
applicable for use to a large extent in mill construction

;

(4) The fourth class for general small house and other ordinary con-
struction where the strength requirements are not so critical.

2. In formulating these strength grades, the second class of material

referred to above has been taken as the standard or base grade, and is

here designated as S-2. This grade corresponds very closely to Grade 1

of Forest Service Bulletin 108 and to the existing Select Structural grade
of the Southern Pine Association. In the highest grade here designated

as S-l the defects which control the strength are limited to approximately

one-half of those in the standard grade. The grade corresponding to the

third class noted in paragraph 1 has been designated Grade S-3. This

grade permits defects about one and one-half times as serious as those

of the standard grade. The lowest grade here designated, S-4, permits

defects approximately twice as serious as those of the standard grade.

3. The factors controlling the strength of timber have been so de-

fined that the permissible working stresses in these grades would bear the

following relations :

Grade S-2 being taken as 6/6; then S-l would be 7/6; S-3, 5/6, and
S-4, 4/6. The working stresses for Douglas fir and Southern yellow pine

timbers which meet the density requirements of the American Society for

Testing Materials would be increased one-sixth of the stress allowed in

the standard or S-2 grade. Pieces of exceptionally light weight in any

species should be reduced one-sixth of the stress allowed in the standard

grade.

4. It is believed that these proposed grading rules provide a basis

upon which commercial grades can be formulated. Only the factors which
determine structural strength have been considered in fixing the basic

grades. The commercial grades of the different species of timbers will

embody those factors which control the application of different species of

timbers to specific uses as determined by strength, durability and special

fitness.

BASIC RULES FOR STRUCTURAL TIMBERS

Structural timbers shall be divided into four grades, namely: S-l, S-2,

S-3 and S-4. The restrictions for the S-2 grade are given first, since

this is taken as the basic grade.

General Rules

Light Weight.

All exceptionally light weight pieces in any species shall be lowered

one grade.
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Dense.

Southern yellow pine and Douglas fir which will classify as dense

under the rules of the American Society for Testing Materials for these

species will be raised one grade.

Knots in Beams.

The diameter of a knot on the narrow or horizontal face shall be taken

as the width of the knot between lines parallel to the edges of the timber.

On the wide or vertical face, the smallest dimension of a knot shall be

taken. Knots on the edge of wide faces are limited to same size as on

the adjacent portion of the narrow faces. Cluster knots occurring on any

face in any part of a beam shall cause its rejection except when specifically

permitted.

Knots in Posts or Columns.

Restrictions on knots shall be based on the average diameter.

Cluster knots occurring in any part of a post or column shall cause

its rejection except when specifically permitted.

Checks and Shakes.

Checks, or combination of checks with shakes, which would reduce

the strength to a greater extent than the allowable round shake shall not

be permitted. Restrictions on shakes are given in each grade. The width

of shakes shall be taken as the distance between lines parallel to the

vertical edges of a timber.

Rot.

All grades shall contain only sound wood unless rot is specifically

permitted.

Beams

Grade S2

Knots.

General.—The sum of the diameters of all knots within center

half of the length of a beam shall not exceed the width of the. face on

which they occur.

Narrow or Horizontal Faces.—May have in center third of the

length of a beam knot holes or sound knots not exceeding in diameter

one-fourth the width of the face (maximum knot \ l/i inches). Outside of

the center one-third of the length, the size of a knot may increase grad-

ually towards the end of one-half the width of the face (maximum knot

3 inches).

Wide or Vertical Faces.—Knot holes or sound knots on the edges

of the wide faces shall be limited to the same size as on the adjacent

portion of the narrow faces, but a knot may increase gradually in size

towards the center of height to one-fourth the width of the face (maxi-

mum knot 3 inches).
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Shakes.

Round or ring shakes showing on the end of a timber shall not meas-
ure more than one-fourth of the width in green material, nor more th*n

one-third of the width in seasoned material.

Cross Grain.

Within the center half of a beam the slope in grain shall not exceed
1 in 15.

Grade SI

Knots.

General.—The sum of the diameters of all knots within the center
half of the length of a beam shall not exceed one-half of the width of
the face on which they occur.

Narrow or Horizontal Faces.—May have in center third of the

length of a beam knot holes or sound knots not exceeding in diameter

one-eighth the width of the face (maximum knot 34 inch). Outside of
the center one-third of the length the size of a knot may increase gradually

towards the end to one-fourth the width of the face (maximum knot V/z

inches).

Wide or Vertical Faces.—Knot holes or sound knots on the edge
of the wide faces shall be limited to the same size as on the adjacent
portion of the narrow faces, but a knot may increase gradually in size

towards the center of height to one-eighth the width of the face (maxi-
mum knot V/2 inches).

Shakes.

Round or ring shakes showing on the end of a timber shall not meas-
ure more than one-eighth of the width in green material, nor more
than one-third of the width in seasonal material.

Cross Grain.

Within the center half of a beam the slope in grain shall not exceed

1 in 20.

Grade S3

Knots.

General.—The sum of the diameters of all knots within the center

half of the length of a beam shall not exceed one and one-half times the

width of the face on which they occur.

Narrow or Horizontal Faces.—May have in the center third of

the length of a beam knot holes or sound knots not exceeding in diameter
three-eighths the width of the face (maximum knot 2J4 inches). Out-
side of the center one-third of the length, the size of a knot may increase

gradually towards the end of three-fourths of the width of the face

(maximum knot V/2 inches).
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Wide or Vertical Faces.—Knot holes or sound knots on the edge

of the wide face shall be limited to the same size as on the adjacent por-

tion of the narrow face, but the knot may increase gradually in size

towards the center of height to three-eighths the width of the face

(maximum knot A l/> inches).

Shakes.

Round or ring shakes showing on the end of a timber shall not

measure more than three-eighths the width in green material, nor more

than four-ninths the width in seasoned material.

Cross Grain.

Within the center half of a beam the slope in grain shall not exceed

1 in 11.

Rot.

May contain heart rot not to exceed one-tenth the area of the

cross-section of the piece.

Knots.

General.—The sum of the diameters of all knots within the center

half of the length of a beam shall not exceed twice the width of the

face on which they occur. Unsound knots to one-half the size of the sound

knots are permitted in this grade. Cluster knots of the same diameter

as sound knots are permitted in this grade. The diamenter of cluster

knots shall be measured between lines inclosing the cluster.

Narrow or Horizontal Faces.—May have in center third of the

length of a beam knot holes or knots not exceeding in diameter one-half

the width of the face (maximum knot 3 inches). Outside of the center

one-third of the length the size of a knot may increase gradually towards

the end where it .may be equal to the width of the face (maximum knot 6

inches).

Wide or Vertical Faces.—Knot holes or sound knots on the edges

of the wide faces shall be limited to the same size as on the adjacent

portion of narrow face, but the knot may increase gradually in size

toward the center of the height to one-half the width of the face (maxi-

mum knot 6 inches).

Shakes.

Round or ring shakes showing on the end of a timber shall not

measure more than one-half the width in green material, nor more than

five-ninths the width in seasoned material.

Cross Grain.

Within the center half of a beam the slope in grain shall not exceed

1 in 8.
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Posts or Columns

Grade S2

Knots.

May have knot holes or sound knots in any part of a column, not

to exceed in diameter one-third the width of the narrow face (maximum
diameter 2 inches).

Shakes.

Round or ring shakes showing on the end of a timber shall not meas-

ure more than three-eighths of the width in green material nor more
than four-ninths of the width in seasoned material.

Cross Grain.

The slope of cross grain shall not exceed 1 in 11.

Grade SI

Knots.

May have knot holes or sound knots in any part of a column not to

exceed in diameter one-sixth the width of the narrow face (maximum
diameter 1 inch).

Shakes.

Round or ring shakes showing on the end of a timber shall not

measure more than one-fourth of the width in green material nor more
than one-third of the width in seasoned material.

Cross Grain. .

The slope of cross grain shall not exceed 1 in 15.

Grade S3

Knots.

May have knot holes or sound knots in any part of the column not

to exceed in diameter one-half the width of the narrow face (maximum
diameter 3 inches).

Shakes.

Round or ring shakes showing on the end of a timber shall not

measure more than one-half of the width in green material nor more
than five-ninths of the width in seasoned material.

Cross Grain.

The slope of cross grain shall not exceed 1 in 8.
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Grade S4

Knots.

Cluster knots of the same diameter as sound knots are permitted in

this grade. May have knot holes or sound knots in any part of a column

not to exceed in diameter two-thirds the width of the narrow face

(maximum diameter 4 inches).

Shakes.

Round or ring shakes showing on the end of a timber shall not

measure more than five-eighths of the width in green material nor more

than five-ninths of the width in seasoned material.

Cross Grain.

The slope of cross grain shall not exceed 1 in 6.

Appendix C

STUDY OF VARIOUS TYPES OF WOODEN TRESTLES WITH
A VIEW TO RECOMMENDING TWO OR THREE

STANDARDS ADAPTABLE FOR GENERAL
RAILWAY USE

J. B. Maddock, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. H. Blackman, H. J. Han-
sen, H. T. Hazen, W. H. Hoyt, G. C. Tuthill, S. L. Wonson.

This Committee was assigned the above subject, and last year sub-

mitted plans for Open Deck Pile and Frame Trestles, with panel lengths

of 12 and 16 ft., for E-45 and E-60 Loading ; Multiple Story Trestles, and

Ballast Deck Trestles. The Convention did not approve the plans for

Open Deck Trestles but did approve those for Multiple Story and Ballast

Deck Trestles.

The Committee now submits the following plans

:

Open Deck Pile Trestle, Light Design, E-45 Loading,
with panels 12, 14 and 16 ft. long.

Open Deck Pile Trestle, Heavy Design, E-60 Loading,
with panels 12, 14 and 16 ft. long.

Open Deck Frame Trestle, Light Design, E-45 Load-
ing, with panels 12, 14 and 16 ft. long.

Open Deck Frame Trestle, Heavy Design, E-60 Load-
ing, with panels 12, 14 and 16 ft. long.

Multiple Story Trestle, E-60 Loading, with panels 12,

14 and 16 ft. long.

Ballast Deck Pile and Frame Trestles, Heavy Design,
E-60 Loading.

While the Ballast Deck plans submitted last year were approved, the

Committee recommends that the following change, as shown in the plans

this year, be made in order to- insure uniformity in the size of stringers in
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Open Deck and Ballast Deck. On the plans submitted last year eleven

stringers 8"xl6" were used. The Committee now recommends that this

be changed to twelve stringers 7"xl6".

For Multiple Story Trestles the Committee recommends the sub-

stitution of the plans submitted herewith for those adopted last year, the

principal change being an increase in the strength of the connection of the

longitudinal diagonal bracing to the posts by using two Y%" bolts and one

Y%" boat spike, instead of one $i" bolt and two Y%" boat spikes.

The Committee noted the criticisms made at the Convention of the

plans for Open Deck Trestles, and they also addressed a letter to the

Chief Engineers of sixty-nine of the most important railroads of this

country and Canada and invited their criticisms of the plans submitted to

the Convention if they did not approve same. To this letter thirty-one

replies were received. Of these about one-third were unconditional ap-

provals, several simply expressed their preferences for their own plans,

and the others covered a wide range, commenting on or criticizing virtually

every feature of the plans.

The Committee appreciated the interest shown where constructive

criticisms were made, and gave very careful consideration to each of them.

They found that in some cases the criticisms would not harmonize with

previously adopted standards of the Association, such as unit stresses,

clearance diagram and floor fastenings. Other criticisms were not justified

in the Committee's judgment by the experience of the majority of the most

important railroads of the country. While the Committee recognizes that

the prevailing practice in any feature is not in itself sufficient reason for

recommending it, it does feel that in the absence of definite objection based

on sound engineering, prevailing practice which has been successfully

used for a long period is good reason for adoption.

The principal changes made in the plans of Open Deck Trestles sub-

mitted last year are:

Provision for a panel length of 14 ft. as well as 12

and 16 ft.

The adoption of one size of cap, 12"xl4", for all

trestles, pile and frame, the cap being placed flat on pile

trestles and on edge on frame trestles.

Strengthening the connection of longitudinal side

bracing by the use of two %" bolts and one yk" boat spike

instead of one Y" bolt and two Y&" boat spikes.

Addition of plans for bulkheads of wood and of con-

crete.

In making provision for a panel length of 14 ft. the Committee de-

sired to provide for the varying conditions existing in different parts of

the country. The 12-ft. panel lengths are desirable in those sections

where comparatively level country prevails, where bents are low and

economy requires that shorter spans with smaller stringers be used; the

16-ft. panel being most suitable for hilly or mountainous sections where

fewer bents are most economical and where large stringers are easily

obtained; and the 14-ft. length being a mean between these extremes. In
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Comparison of Unit Stresses in Proposed Types of Standard Trestles

LOADINGS

Length of Panel in feet

Number and Size of Stringer?

OPEN DECK TRESTLES Bullae Dei-k Irvstle

Live Load per Track

.

Total Load per Track

Bearing of Caps on Posts or Pilea—
Number of Posts or Piles

S^e
Area in Square Inches

Bearing of Stringers on Caps

—

Unit Stress, lb* per Sq. In., 12' Wide
lbs perSq. In.. 14'Wide

Fleiural Bendir,;: Stn
Weight of Rail. etc.. per lin ft

Weight of Stringers, per lin. ft

Total Dead Load, per lin. It....

Dead Load Moment. Inch lbs .
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Bending Stress id Extreme Fiber

Per Cent Effi' i--nt y

Dead Load e

Loads and Section!

Rail only-
Live Load each s

Total Load each set Stringers

Nominal Area Croaa Set

Longitudinal Shear H = — —
2 A

Minimum Area Cross Section, Sq In

3 S
Longitudinal Shear H = — —
Percent Efficiency. Pine . ...

Percent Efficiency. Douglas Fir..

Piles Posts

1,000

25.800

Piles Posts

73,200
I.OSO.IHIO

1,000

25,800

1,070

2.-»>IUJ

Piles Posts Pile Poata

irn 12M2

Piles Posts

. 7jo m.4 :

1,400

37,500

1,500

34,400

Penniasible Working Stresses

Extreme Fiber Stre>s in Bending
CaanpnaBHn booh Grain.
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250 lbs. per Sq
260 Iba, per Sq In.

Sq. In.

Note—Per

Computed Ui

lVnin- ibl'- 1'nii ri'" ' r Str. '>-

snt efficiency (or stringers^
Computlld L ; ml i.* lllL

. r st r,-.

t Fiber Stress based on stringers 1' less in depth and width thai
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submitting these plans for three panel lengths it was not the expectation

that they would be used on the same railroad, as seemed to be the im-

pression of some members, but that a railroad would adopt that length

which would suit its own particular conditions best.

In providing plans for E-60 Loading the Committee desired to con-

form with the loading adopted by the Association as a minimum for steel

bridges, feeling that for loadings that would be materially greater than

E-60, other construction than wooden trestles would probably be used.

They also felt that plans for a loading lighter than E-60, for use on

railroads of light traffic with light rolling stock, should be provided, and

yet the lightest design should be adequate for coal, ore, or other cars

of great capacity, which are liable to be used anywhere, and therefore

selected E-45 loading for the Light Design. In selecting the size of

stringers to be used the Committee designed so that if it were desired to

increase the capacity of a trestle built of Light Design to a Heavy Design,

this might be done by simply adding one more stringer of same size to

the three used in the Light Design.

The plans are designed for the use of Dense Southern Yellow Pine

or No. 1 Structural Douglas Fir. If other woods of greater or less

strength are used, changes should be made as necessary. The unit stresses

used are those found in Volume 22 of "Proceedings," page 542, and which

are also shown on the plans.

The effects of such impact as occurs on wooden trestles is provided

for in these limiting unit stresses. Reference to the tabular "Comparison

of Unit Stresses" for the adopted loadings, panel lengths and various

sizes of stringers, accompanying this report, will show that the Extreme
Fiber Stresses in bending and the compression in bearing are within 6

per cent, of the limiting unit stresses. In longitudinal shear the limiting

stress would in some cases when Fir is used be exceeded about 20 per

cent., but the Committee is unanimous in recommending this as being

within safe limits.

In preparing these drawings it was not the intention to make them so

complete in every detail that they could, without being amplified, be issued

to construction forces, as there are many unessential details the practice

in regard to which varies with different conditions, and the Committee
felt that railroads should be at liberty to use their own practice to meet
their own particular conditions in unessential features.

In recommending these plans for adoption as Recommended Practice

the Committee does not undertake to say that they are the best in every

respect that can be produced to meet all the varying conditions that may
occur in different sections of the country, but they do say that they con-
form with good engineering and in all essentials are in accord with the

best practice of the leading railroads of the country.

The report of last year gives much valuable information about the

prevailing practice of the principal railroads in regard to various features

of trestle construction, and those interested are referred to that report

in Volume 22 of the "Proceedings."
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XI—RECORDS AND
ACCOUNTS

H. M. Stout, Chairman; Henry Lehn, Vice-Chairman;
E. E. Ballard, W. C. Harvey,
A. M. Blanchard, Lee Perkins,
W. A. Brewer, L. P. Rossiter,
H. Bortin, H. J. Sargent,
H. A. Campbell, H. F. Sharpley,
Armstrong Chinn, C. W. Simpson,
R. A. Cook, W. A. Van Hook,
A. C. Copland, V. R. Walling,
E. B. Crane, G. R. Walsh,
H. C. Crowell, W. D. Wiggins,
K. B. Duncan, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith its annual report to

the Association, covering the subjects assigned as follows:

(1) Revision of the Manual.

The Committee has no changes of the Manual this year.

(2) Cost-Keeping Methods and Statistical Records.

The Committee reports progress on this subject which is

under study by a Sub-Committee, and it is recommended that it

be reassigned.

(3) Plans, Methods and Forms for Gathering and Recording

Data for Keeping Up-to-Date the Physical and Valuation

Records of the Property of Railways.

The Committee has no additional conclusions on this subject

to submit this year, but it is under study and it is recommended
that it be reassigned.

(4) Feasibility of Reporting Engineering Data in Graphic Form
and Submit Recommended Diagrams.

In its report for March, 1921, the Committee submitted a

comprehensive and valuable bibliography. Final report on this

subject is submitted in Appendix A.

(5) Feasibility of Reducing the Number of Forms Used in the

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Departments, Com-
bining Forms and Simplifying Those Retained.

This subject is in the hands of an active Sub-Committee
which has gathered data and is now preparing the analysis, but

this has not progressed sufficiently to be of value to the Associa-

tion. It is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

Bulletin 254, February, 1923.
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(6) Methods for Recording and Accounting for the Determina-

tion of Proper Allowance for Maintenance of Way Expenses

Due to Increased Use and Increased Investment.

This Committee, in accordance with instructions, is collabo-

rating with Committee XXI—Economics of Railway Operation,

to which was assigned, "Methods for the determination of

proper allowances," etc. The Sub-Committee of this Committee,

to which this subject was assigned, has combined with the cor-

responding Sub-Committee of Committee XXI in working out

these co-related subjects, for it was apparent at once that no

progress could be made in establishing "Methods for Recording

and Accounting" in advance of the "Methods for the Determina-

tion." For a report of progress, see report of Committee XXI

—

Economics of Railway Operation. It is recommended this

subject be continued.

(7) Conventional Signs for Architectural Details.

A preliminary report on this subject was made last year.

The Committee now presents a final report in Appendix B, "and

its recommendations are given under "Action Recommended."

(8) Methods and Forms for Keeping Seniority Records.

The Committee was instructed to discontinue work on this

subject.

(9) Outline of Work for the Ensuing Year.

The Committee recommends the continuation of all subjects

except Nos. 4 and 7, for which final reports are submitted, and

No. 8.

Action Recommended

1. The Committee recommends that the report on subject No. 4,

Feasibility of reporting engineering data in graphic form, given

in Appendix A, be received as information.

2. The Committee recommends that the report on subject No. 7,

Conventional signs for architectural details, given in Appendix

B, be approved and published in the Manual.

3. The Committee recommends that all other subjects, except No. 8,

be reassigned.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Cost-keeping methods and statistical records.

3. Plans, methods and forms for gathering and recording data for

keeping up-to-date the physical and valuation records of the

property of railways.

4. Feasibility of reducing the number of forms used in the Engi-

neering and Maintenance of Way departments, combining forms

and simplifying those retained.
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Methods for recording and accounting for the determination of

proper allowance for Maintenance of Way expenses due to in-

creased use and increased investment, collaborating with Committee

on Economics of Railway Operation.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Records and Accounts.

By H. M. Stout, Chairman.

Appendix A

(4) FEASIBILITY OF REPORTING ENGINEERING DATA
IN GRAPHIC FORM AND SUBMIT RECOMMENDED

DIAGRAMS

W. D. Wiggins, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; H. Bortin, A. M. Blanchard,

A. C. Copland, W. A. Van Hook.

The three general divisions into which this subject has been sub-

divided for treatment are

:

(1) Bibliography.

(2) Statement of Fundamental Principles.

(3) Recommended Graphs for Railroad Records and Reports.

(1) Bibliography.

A list of references on the graphic presentation of engineering data

was prepared by the Cataloguer of the Library of the Bureau of Railway

Economics, Washington, D. C, and presented to the Association in March,

1921, as Appendix C of the Report of Committee XI. To that list should

be added

:

Marshall, William C.
—"Graphic Methods," published by McGraw-

Hill Book Company, 300 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

(2) Statement of Fundamental Principles.

This sub-division may, for convenience, be further sub-divided into

:

(A) The Graphic Solution of Engineering Formulae,
(B) Graphic Presentation of Statistical Data.

(A) The first sub-division, we assume, does not come within the

scope of this report.

(B) Statistical data usually consist of tabulated figures, which afford

no perspective or mental picture. Much time and mental effort necessary

to draw correct conclusions from statistical data can be saved by present-

ing the data in graphic form. This fact is well recognized today, and

wide use is being made of graphics in presenting statistical data in reports,

magazines and newspapers.

Charts or diagrams presenting statistical data should be easy to

draw and read, and should be so made as to show both the actual and

relative magnitude and importance of the several quantities. There are
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at present no fixed standards for graphic presentation of data. Look-
ing to the development of such standards, the following principles are

proposed to insure neatness, uniformity, selection of forms appropriate

for the purpose, and the avoidance of some forms now extensively used,

in which the data either do not appear in their true magnitude, or are

Figure 1.

Disposition of each dollar earned by the North & South R.R.

in 1921.

This form of chart is not recommended

because if is difficult" fo estimate comparative

magnitudes from it and because it does not

permit of a desirable arrangement of letters

and figures.

set forth in such manner as to require mental effort on the part of the

reader.

Diagrams in which the magnitude of data is shown by sectors of a

circle, by circles of different radii, by squares of different length sides,

or by pictures of different size, are not desirable forms, though often
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used to show the component parts of a whole or relative magnitudes. It

is difficult for the reader to estimate relative magnitudes from such forms,

and they do not permit of a desirable arrangement of letters and figures.

(See Fig. 1.)

June
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To show the component parts of a whole, use the linear or horizontal

bar. (See Fig. 3.) The bar need be only wide enough for the shading

necessary to distinguish the blocks representing the component parts. A
scale below the bar permits the grouping of such items as may be desired.

Figures representing the value of each block or component part should

be placed above the bar, so that they may be readily compared or added.

What each block represents should be clearly stated. The scale to which

the drawing is made should be shown.

Q.
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sented by a series of bars or ordinates, rather than by a curve. While

there may be some violation of correct theory in the presentation of

statistics by smooth curves, it is a fact that a curve often shows the

relation between the variables more clearly than ordinates or bars, and,

for that reason, their use is recommended under appropriate conditions.

Such diagams should be made to appropriate scales that will not exag-

gerate unimportant facts. The title may be placed either above or below

the diagram, and should be a brief, yet clear and complete statement of

$7,664,300

$5,216,100

Allother

accounts

Ballast

OtherTck Materia,

Rail

Tics

Bridqes, Trestles &Clvt

1912

Figure 4

Comparison of M.W.&S. expenses on the North & South R.R.

WITH PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTS.

Scale 1"** 2.000,000

the facts presented in the diagram. The zero line of the vertical scale

would be within the limits of the chart. This assists the reader in form-

ing a correct mental picture. If the full scale cannot be shown, the

diagram should be broken to show that the complete scale is not included.

The zero line should be heavier than the other horizontal lines.

In a chart covering a period of years, show the years at the bottom

of the chart, showing every fifth or tenth year in full, and the last two

figures of other years. Side lines on time charts should be heavy only

when the period is complete.
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The data for the points platted on the main curve may be shown in

figures at the top, thus permitting actual figures to be read from the

chart. References to footnotes, explaining matters that are worthy of

special notice, may be placed along the curve. Letters and figures should

be made so that they can be read horizontally from the left-hand edge or
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used for the independent variable and the vertical scale for the dependent

variable. Uniformity will thereby be brought about, both in the approach

to and the reading of the chart. Fig. 5 illustrates the above principles.

I Main Track Ties PuHn.

B Side -

3 Allotment for Year.

Figure 6.

North & South R.R.

Cross Ties put in per mile of main and side tracks, Jan. 1st. to May 31, 1922.

3. Even after all has been said, much must be left to the ingenuity

and skill of the designer to the end that the data shall be presented in

such form as to be interesting and convincing. Forms appropriate for a

few of the most important kinds of data are given below.

(A) Component Parts.

Fig. 3 shows the component parts of Maintenance of Way and Struc-

tures Expenses of a Railroad Company during a certain period or year.

This form may be used also to show the component parts of traffic for a

year, such as coal, coke, ore, live stock, etc.
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It is important for a supervisor or engineer to know the cost of and

time required to do the several component parts of work, such as tem-

porary trestles, industrial sidetracks, renewing ties, or relaying rail. Such

statements are of special interest where it is possible to compare the work

of several gangs, or of the same gang on similar work at different places.

We recommend a more extensive use of this type of diagram by engineers

engaged in construction and maintenance work, having in mind corripari-

FlGURE 7.

Tons of new rail laid per mile of main track on the

Pittsburgh Division of The North & South R.R 1910 to 1920.

son of the work of gangs, so as to arouse a spirit of competition, and

to determine the relative efficiency of different methods. Charts can be

made to compare results on several divisions for a single year, or on one

division over a period of years.

(B) Simple Comparisons.

Here again the linear bar is of value in comparing work done or

material received or used on several divisions or railroads during a period
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of time, the horizontal scale to show the quantities and the vertical scale

the names of the divisions or railroads compared.

Fig. 6, showing the number of cross-ties put in per mile of track on

the several operating divisions of a railroad for a given year, is an exam-

ple of this type of diagram.

(C) Simple Comparisons Involving Time.

Fig. 7 shows the rail laid per mile of track on a division over a period

of years. If horizontal bars are used, the earliest year should be placed

Figure 8

Average cost to the North & South R.R.

OF 8'-&"wHITE OAK CROSS TIES FROM 1910 TO 1920.

at the top, but the vertical arrangement is usually more desirable and the

reader may imagine a line joining the tops of the bars to form a curve.

If a curve is drawn, the bars would be omitted. Other diagrams of this

type could be made to show Operating Expenses per ton one mile over a

period of years.

Fig. 8 shows the fluctuation in cost of cross-ties by years, but it is

often desirable to neglect temporary fluctuations and draw a straight line

to show only the important changes over a period of time, considered as

a whole. In the latter case, the bars may be omitted and other items, such

as rail, fuel, lumber, etc., added, as in Fig. 9.
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(D) Time Charts.

The horizontal bar can be used to show conditions at different hours,

days, and other divisions of time. Where it is desired to alternate the force

engaged on a piece of work, employing each gang for a few days or

weeks at a time, or where a number of employees are to be absent, as

Dollars

200

125

50

25

1910

Dollars

200

I7S

125

75

50

25

1920

Figure 9.

North SSouthR.R.

Changes after ten years in the cost of materials

on the basis of $100.00 worth of each item.

on vacation, it is necessary to plan the work so that there shall always be

an adequate force available. Fig. 10 shows a method of arranging vaca-

tions of employees, so that not more than two employees will be absent

at any time.

Curves

Natural Scale.

Examples and the principles involved in curve platting on natural

scales have already been given.
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Logarithmic Scale.

When an equation containing the first degree only of the variables

is platted, using actual values and rectangular co-ordinates, the trace is

a straight line. When an equation containing higher power of the varia-

bles is similarly platted, the trace is a curve. The platting of such curves

is more difficult than platting of straight lines and greater mental effort is

required to draw conclusions from curves than from straight lines. If a

quadratic equation is transposed to the logarithmic form, and the log-

arithms of the quantities platted instead of the numerical values, the

trace is a straight line.

Further, in a curve in which the arithmetic values of the variables

are platted as rectangular co-ordinates, the slope or inclination of the

curve is not a measure of the rate of change of the independent variable

Smifh

Brown

Jones

Wilson

Williams

Johnson

8lack

Grey
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in Fig. 11 a large amount of capital may be invested in material that is

largely used. This, in itself, tends toward a careful analysis of that ac-

count, with the result that many small or inactive accounts are overlooked.

The natural scale shows plainly fluctuations in large quantities or

factors, while fluctuations in small factors are barely apparent. The
logarithmic scale shows clearly the changes in both large and small quan-

tities, and at the same time shows the actual value or quantity on the

vertical scale.

The above facts are often made use of in the graphic solution of

engineering formulae. Cross-section paper to the logarithmic scale, either

along one or both axes, is now obtainable. The semi-logarithmic paper is

often useful in the platting of statistical data.

1
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However, a modified mass curve may be drawn to show quantities
which have been added to or subtracted from, giving net quantities, an
example of which is a curve showing the quantity of material on hand at
any given time.

Mass curves always refer to some definite length of time and always
begin at the beginning of the period for which the summation is made.
While it is possible to show curves for successive periods on the space
allotted to one period, it is better to make a separate curve for each year

NO. OF
CROSS TIES

2.200,000

2. IOO, OOO

2. 000.000

I ,500,000

I ,600,000

I ,700,000

I ,600,000
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I ,300.000

I ,200,000

I ,1 00,000

I ,000,000

900,000

800,000

7OO.000

600,000

500, 000

400,000
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200,000

100,000
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In Fig. 14 is shown the percentage of main-track laid with rails of

different weights at the end of a year. Here the weight of rail per yard

is the independent variable and is, therefore, shown on the horizontal

scale. Such charts enable one to see at a glance the percentage of rails

DOLLARS
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better method of showing the progressive change in the weight of rail

is shown in Fig. 15. Here the vertical scale is used for percentages and

the horizontal scale for time. The total of the figures for each weight on

any vertical line equals 100 per centum.

Curves for Executives

Railroad executives have, for years, made use of charts for comparing

earnings, operating costs, and other performance of divisions and rail-

per cent

90

60

30
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Progress reports for large construction projects can be platted by the

co-ordinate method, so as to show at a glance the status of the work.

Miles

ef

Mam
Track
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reports for a period of years are at hand, comparisons cannot be made.

By use of a few charts, such reports could be made clear even to an un-

trained reader and the results for a period of years shown. Charts for

such purposes should be platted by the co-ordinate method and should

extend over a period of years, showing such items as

(A) Revenue Accounts, Expense Accounts, Dividends, Amounts

Available, and Amounts Paid.

(B) Depreciation, Repairs and New Construction.

(C) Current Assets, Cash Holdings and Current Liabilities.

Dollars
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chart is to be printed or reproduced frequently, the time and cost of

preparing them is greatly increased.

Smoothing Curves

Some curves fluctuate in such a manner that it is difficult to see the

general trend from the data platted. Where the general trend is the

primary consideration, the curve should be "smoothed out" by platting

moving averages, using three, five, twelve or more points of actual data

North & South R.R.

1912 S

Operating Expenses.

ri tO O

") 1- t-O o *
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Maps

Maps colored, shaded, or marked with conventional signs are used

to show many kinds of statistical data. Such manner of conveying in-

formation has a limited application to railroad work. Maps with tinted

areas are used to show the sources of supply of ties, ballast, fuel, and other

kansas cirr

Figure IB.

Freight Traffic Density and Direction

on The North & South R.R. for the year 1913.

NOTE

Width of lines is proporfional

to densif-y of traffic.

materials, and by suitable markings, such information as location of

traffic agencies in foreign territory.

Fig. 18 shows freight-traffic density and direction and permits the reader

to obtain clearly and quickly a picture of freight movements in different

parts of a railroad. Such charts may be platted to show the operating
divisions and the number of tracks by using colors, or by changing the

width or number of the lines, in which event a legend should be added.
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Cautions

A chart and its title should be complete as to the description of the

data contained thereon, so that the chart may be read without reference

to the report or article that it illustrates.

Avoid the use of too many co-ordinate lines and do not make them

too prominent, as these defects increase the mental effort necessary to

read the chart.

Do not place horizontal or vertical bars so close as to produce the

effect of a curve. Another form that should be avoided is shown in Fig.
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Appendix B

(7) CONVENTIONAL SIGNS FOR ARCHITECTURAL
DETAILS

A. M. Blanchard, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Armstrong Chinn, Henry

Lehn.

A preliminary report was made last year and the subject continued

with a view of completing the work this year.

Your Committee has had issued a questionnaire to twelve architectural

firms and twenty-three schools teaching architecture. The architects and

schools were so chosen as to develop a national and international view of

the need of compiling a list of symbols that later could be standardized

or adopted as good practice. The replies to the questionnaire indicate a

need for the adoption of a uniform list of architectural conventional

signs.

Your Committee has seen fit to redraw the "List of Conventional

Signs for Architectural Details," submitted at the last convention for

publication in the Proceedings, attempting to group them into the various

trades to which they apply. See Exhibit A.

It has been found that such a list of symbols is needed and, if made
available, will be of such use to the Architectural Departments of the

railways as the topographical symbols, now published in the Manual, are

of use to the map draftsmen in the Engineering Departments of the

railways. Hence we recommend Exhibit A be adopted for publication

in the Manual.

It is not contended that the list as submitted is complete in itself, but

that it is a collection of those symbols in most common use today, and

that when accepted as good practice it will form a basis upon which

revisions can be made, if found necessary.

Again, by the adoption of the list as good practice it is readily seen

that the tradesmen will become so familiar with them that only brief

description of the kind and class of work would be required in the build-

ing specifications of any project.

In conclusion, your Committee feels that in recommending the adop-

tion for publication in the Manual of Exhibit A it is making a progressive

step, which is in keeping with the aims of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association, which is a learned scientific society.
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Exhibit A

CONVENTIONAL SIGNS FOR ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
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EXPANSION

JOINT

VALVE

Kind by initials.

Gt=Gate
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TRAP
Kind by Initials
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XIV—YARDS AND
TERMINALS

A. Montzheimer, Chairman; ~Hadley Baldwin, Vice-Chairman;
F. J. Ackerman, L. J. F. Hughes,
J. R. W. Ambrose, J. B. Hunley,
Irving Anderson, D. B. Johnston,
W. R. Armstrong, B. H. Mann,
J. E. Armstrong, O. Maxey,
F. C. Baluss, J. H. Milburn,
C. A. Briggs, F. E. Morrow,
A. E. Clift, C. H. Mother,
L. G. Curtis, C. L. Persons,

J. D'Esposito, H. J. Pfeifer,
H. T. Douglas, Jr., Ff. L. Ripley,
A. W. Epright, C. E. Smith,
E. M. Hastings, E. E. R. Tratman,
Reuben Hayes, J. G. Wishart,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No revision of the Manual recommended at this time.

2. Make final report, if practicable, on unit operation of railway terminals

in large cities, including a revision of the catechism of unit operation

of terminals as a statement of principles.

Committee report progress and request further time be granted.

3. Make final report, if practicable, on passenger-station, freight-house and

grain-weighing scales, collaborating with Committee on Buildings as

to freight-house and baggage scales. (Appendix A.)

4. Make a final report if practicable, on handling freight on two-track-

level freight houses and team tracks, also multiple-story freight houses

and handling freight by mechanical means, including the relative ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the use of freight houses as warehouses

in connection with L.C.L. freight houses. (Appendix B.)

5. Continue the study and report on classification yards, including methods

of switching from classification yards to advance yards.

Committee made a report as information on this subject last year.

Sub-committee has been unable to formulate an additional report this

year on account of disturbed conditions. New subject is recommended

for next year.

6. Study and report on the best ways of arranging terminals to reduce

preparatory leaving time and terminal arriving of trains, including

the matter of main line track capacity approaching important terminals.

Committee report progress and request further time be granted.

7. Study and report on the proper relations of passenger station facilities

which should exist between business handled and the size and arrange-

ment of such facilities. (Appendix C.)

A
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Action Recommended

1. That the report in Appendix A, relating to motor truck, built-in,

self-contained and portable scales for railroad service be approved for

publication in the Manual.

2. That the report in Appendix B be received as a progress report.

3. That the following relations between factors of design in ware-

house construction be published in the Manual as indicative of the

proper relation which should exist in warehouses where the turnover of

goods is moderately rapid:

(a) One elevator should be provided for each 40,000 sq. ft. of

warehouse space served.

(b) The shipping platform area should be 4 per cent, of ware-

house storage floor area.

(c) There should be one car length of track siding for each

17,600 sq. ft. of warehouse storage area.

(d) There should be one foot of tailboard frontage for every

1,100 sq. ft. of warehouse storage area.

(e) There should be 16 ft. of tailboard frontage for each car

length of siding.

4. That the definitions of "Stub Station," "Through Station" and

"Loop Station," shown in Appendix C, be approved for publication in

the Manual.

5. That the conclusions in Appendix C be approved for publication

in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Make final report, if practicable, on unit operation of railway

terminals in large cities, including a revision of the catechism of unit

operation of terminals as a statement of principles.

3. (a) Report on automatic indicating devices for weighing.

(b) Consider the matter of tolerances for railroad service weigh-

ing devices.

4. Make final report if practicable, on handling freight on two-track-

level freight houses and team tracks; also multiple-story freight houses

and handling freight by mechanical means, including the relative ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the use of freight houses as warehouses in

connection with L.C.L. freight houses.

5. Study and report on freight yard designs, suggesting economies

in operation.

6. Study and report on best ways of arranging terminals to reduce

preparatory leaving time and terminal arriving of trains, including the

matter of main line track capacity approaching important terminals.

7. Study and report on the proper relations of passenger station fa-

cilities which should exist between business handled and the size and

arrangement of such facilities.

8. Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the ensuing

year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Yards and Terminals,

A. Montzheimer, Chairman.
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Appendix A

PASSENGER STATION, FREIGHT HOUSE, AND GRAIN
WEIGHING SCALES

Hadley Baldwin, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. E. Armstrong, C. A.

Briggs, A. E. Clift, A. W. Epright, R. Hayes, J. B. Hunley, O. Maxey.

After being assigned this subject the Committee found, by inquiry

through a questionnaire addressed to all roads, that there was practically

no uniformity among the railways as to the sizes of platforms and the

capacities of scales used in railway service.

A digest of replies to the questionnaire, not including a number of

roads that replied late, showed a surprising variety in the characteristics

of scales as reported in use, as follows

:

(a) Freight House Scales (not including Portable Scales).

Total number of sizes of platforms in use 81

Total number of railroads reported 70
Sizes of platforms ranging from 2'3"x3'6" to ll'0"x

WO".

(b) Passenger Station Scales.

Total number of sizes of platforms in use 52
Total number of railroads reported '. 56

Sizes of platforms ranging from l'5"x2'l" to 9'0"x
lO'O" and duplicating numerous sizes included in (a).

(c) Portable Scales.

Total number of sizes of platforms in use 65
Total number of railroads reported 70

Sizes of platforms ranging from 12"xl5" to 102"xl20".

A tabulation of the recommendations of the roads reporting (not in-

cluding those reporting late) as to sizes of platforms and capacities favored

for adoption as standards aggregate an unreasonable number of sizes and

capacities which, of course, was not unexpected for obvious reasons. The
figures follow

:

(d) Freight House Scales.

Number of sizes of platforms recommended 34
Ranging from 3'6"x3'6" to ll'0"xl4'0".

Number of capacities recommended 12
Ranging from 2,000 to 24,000 lb.

The different combinations of size and capacity rec-

ommended aggregate 67 different types of scales.

(e) Passenger Station Scales.

Number of sizes of platforms recommended 33
Ranging in size from l'5"x2'2" to 9'0"xl0'0", the

sizes recommended duplicating numerous sizes included
in (d).

Number of capacities recommended 16
Ranging from 500 lb. to 20,000 lb., the capacities rec-

ommended duplicating for the most part sizes included in

(d), but adding a number of types of scales not included
in the 67 types mentioned in (d).
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(f) Portable Scales.

Number of sizes of platforms recommended 46
Ranging from 12"xl5" to 102x120".

Number of capacities recommended 17

Ranging from 150 lb. to 10,000 lb.

The different combinations of size and capacity aggre-

gate 55 different types of scales.

It would be manifestly absurd to standardize so many sizes and ca-

pacities and so many extra combinations of size and capacity. The Com-
mittee has therefore selected what it considers the necessary types to

meet the general demand and lists the same in its draft of specifications

quoted below, as follows

:

Built-in Scales.

Capacity Sizes

5 tons 6'xS', 8'x6' and9'x7'

10 tons 8'x6' and 9'x7'

Self-Contained Scales.

Capacity Size

2,500 lbs 46"x38"

4,000 lbs 48"x48"

10,000 lbs 72"x54"

Portable Scales.

Capacity Size

1,000 lbs 18"x27"

2,000 lbs 25"x32"

Excepting possibly in a few instances railway companies do not at

present buy such scales on specification, but, as formerly was the case also

with track scales, simply give the manufacturer sizes and beam capacities

desired and take in good faith what is furnished by the manufacturer from

his line of goods, which will be scales that in his judgment will fulfill the

requirements. It has been left almost solely to the manufacturer to de-

termine the scale design and the strength of parts, and to fix the capacity

rating of the scales. The manufacturers as between themselves are com-

petitive and have no common standard of design or capacity rating. This

makes a situation in which the purchaser is relatively uninformed as to

what he gets and the chaotic situation reflected by the questionnaire is

the natural consequence.

It has been customary for the manufacturer of portable and depot

scales to assume an arbitrary percentage of the beam capacity or load

factor as applied on one corner, or end of the scale, and their scales have

been so designed. This assumed load factor was low and it is well known

that in many instances a large percentage of the load weighed, which may

equal the beam capacity, comes on one corner.

With this low load factor, however, the manufacturers have used

comparatively low unit stresses and it was felt that a more consistent

design would result if a larger load factor were specified, combined with

somewhat higher fiber stresses.
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It seemed that for small castings which occur in such scales, that the

fiber stresses used in the design of track scales might safely be increased

to determine such permissible stresses; all available tests of castiron in

transverse bending were studied and arrangements were made to test actual

scale levers and specimens of various sizes and shapes, and the table of

stresses submitted is based on this study.

The stresses for castiron take into account the well-established fact

that the strength of castiron increases as the section of the member de-

creases. The maximum stresses tabulated apply to very small or light

scales ; the sections of the parts of larger scales, such as motor truck scales,

would be of such dimensions that the lower stresses approaching that

allowed for track scales would be used.

Scales designed under these specifications will be consistent through-

out and will safely provide for actual and probable condition of loadings,

and at the same time will not seriously affect present manufacturing meth-

ods or designs.

While your Committee was not expressly directed to consider the

subject of motor truck scales, it became apparent that the now heavy

current use of motor trucks made such consideration highly pertinent,

particularly as specifications for motor truck scales have so many pro-

visions in common with the various types of depot scales. Your Committee,

therefore, so drafted its specifications as to include the essential provisions

for standard motor truck scales.

The problem of selecting standard sizes and capacities for motor

truck scales is somewhat different from that of the other types of scales,

as no great variety has yet been manufactured. Considerable data was

collected as to all motor truck scales now in use or contemplated, and as

to present and prospective highway bridge and roadway limitations, and

it was found that the essential types of motor truck scales naturally fell

into three main classes or capacities, i. e., for the 3j^-ton trucks, the

5-ton trucks and the 7^-ton trucks. A study Was made as to the

spacing of wheels, disposition of loads on the' axles, and the amount of

overload used, and typical diagram prepared for each class of trucks. It

was found that including SO per cent, overload, the 3^2-ton truck would

have a total weight of 21,000 lbs. with 5,000 lbs. on the front axle and

16,000 lbs. on the rear axle; the 5-ton truck would have a total weight of

27,00 lbs. with 5,000 lbs. on the front axle and 22,000 lbs. on the rear axle,

and the 7^>-ton truck would have a total weight of 36,000 lbs. with

6,000 lbs. on the front axle and 30,000 lbs. on the rear axle.

To accommodate these trucks three classes or capacities of scales were

decided upon. The 20,000-lbs. capacity scale for the 3^-ton truck, 30,000-lbs.

capacity scale for the 5-ton truck, and the 40,000 lbs. capacity scale for the

TYz -ton truck.

For the 20,000 lbs. capacity scale two sizes were selected, for the

30,000 lbs. capacity scale two sizes were selected, and for the 40,000 lbs.

capacity scale three sizes were selected, making a total of seven standard

scales for weighing motor trucks.
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From typical truck diagrams the maximum live load main lever

reaction was computed for each truck on each side of platform, together

with an estimated weight of the weigh-bridge or deck, and corner load

factors were thus obtained, which are the maximum for the worst position

of the truck on the scale. It is felt by the Committee that this method is

the only proper one, and when used with the tabulated stresses will give

a safe and logical design for such scales.

The sizes and capacities of the scales selected and recommended for

standard in this report correspond to a very marked reduction in the num-

ber of types now in use and if adopted will promote economies in the

manufacture of scales, and, in all cases, will reduce the variety and amount

of repair parts necessary to be carried in stock.

The subject of grain weighing scales has been covered by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in its Docket 9009. In their decision on the

matters at issue they include specifications for grain weighing scales.

Grain weighing scales are considered especially with respect to their use

in the buying and selling of grain, whereas your Committee considers that

its province is limited by requirements of scales used for the purpose of

determining freight charges and has acquiesced in the conclusion that

there is no occasion, at least at this time, for our attempting to formulate

specifications for such scales.

Your Committee desires to express its appreciation of the aid and co-

operation extended by the United States Bureau of Standards, the Scale

and Balance Manufacturers' Association, the National Scale Men's Asso-

ciation and scale company engineers who were represented in the delibera-

tions of your Committee.
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SPECIFICATIONS

FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION OF MOTOR
TRUCK, BUILT-IN, SELF-CONTAINED AND PORTABLE
SCALES FOR RAILROAD SERVICE.

Introduction

These specifications are intended to apply to knife edge scales of the

straight and torsion lever types equipped with beams for weighing less

than carload- freight. They do not apply to scales now in service, except

that reinstallation of old scales should be governed as nearly as practic-

able by the provisions of the specifications relating to installation of new

scales. They are intended, except in special cases, to secure a reasonable

uniformity in scales for similar service, but without preventing improve-

ments in types of scales or in scale parts. Requests for proposals for

scales to conform to these specifications should specify the type and

capacity of scale, and the size of the platform required, together with

such other information as will insure complete and uniform proposals.
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SECTION I

TYPES OF SCALES

1. The types of scales covered by these specifications are as follows:

(a) Motor Truck Scale—A scale especially designed for weighing

motor trucks.

(b) Built-in Scale—A scale whose lever mechanism is erected upon

a pit foundation or equivalent structure built in the field, and

whose superstructure, including the weighing platform, is of a

character not fabricated in scale manufacturing plants and not

generally secured from or through the scale manufacturer.

(c) Self-Contained Scale—A scale in .which the lever system is

enclosed in a box frame equipped to receive it and provided

with platform, all comprising a complete weighing unit fur-

nished by the scale manufacturer for installation in a fixed loca-

tion.

(d) Portable Scale—A scale mounted on wheels or otherwise de-

signed for easy movement from place to place.

SECTION II

CAPACITIES AND SIZES

1. Capacity Defined.—The capacity of a scale is the weight of

the heaviest load it will weigh under certain specified application of the

load, without developing stresses in the members in excess of those

hereinafter specified.

(a) Motor Truck Scales.—They shall be designed for loads on

any corner as follows

:

20,000 lbs. capacity scale, 75 per cent, of the beam capacity;

30,000 lbs. capacity scale, 65 per cent, of the beam capacity; 40,000

lbs. capacity scale, 62^ per cent, of the beam capacity; and for all

scales 100 per cent, of the beam capacity of the scale on either

end. The above percentages of the capacity include the weight
of the weigh bridge and deck.
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(b) Built-in, Self-Contained and Portable Scales.—They shall

be designed for 75 per cent, of the rated capacity on any corner or 100

per cent, of the rated capacity on any two corners together with the

entire weight of the platform.

2. Size Defined.—The size of the scale is the width and length

of platform on which the load is applied.

3. Capacities and Sizes Standardized.—The capacities and sizes

of the different types of scales, except for special cases, shall be as follows,

with the understanding that the term size has reference to the dimensions

of the platform and that in stating these dimensions the dimension first

given is that of the side adjacent to the beam:

(a) Motor Truck Scales.

(b)

I (LbCLCtt'V it£!& f

40,000 lbs. (for 7V2 Ton Trucks) 20'x9', 22'x9' and 24x9'
30,000 lbs. (for 5 Ton Trucks) 18'x9' and 20x9'
20,000 lbs. (for y/2 Ton Trucks) 16'x8' and 22'x8'
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SECTION III

PLANS

1. For motor truck and built-in scales the manufacturer shall fur-

nish to the purchaser plans showing the material of which the scale is

to be fabricated, stresses, and sufficient dimensions to permit the purchaser

to check the stresses; also assembly plans showing location and size of all

open holes for field connections necessary for assembly and installation,

and all information necessary for the purchaser to design and construct

any pit or parts required and not designed or furnished by the scale

manufacturer.

SECTION IV

WORKING STRESSES

1. General.—The following unit stresses shall not be exceeded

when the scale is loaded with its platform and to its capacity as defined

above. These stresses include an allowance for impact.

2. Iron and Steel, Working Stresses in Pounds Per Square Inch.
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The maximum allowable unit stress of any character used for

designing cast iron members of a scale shall be determined for any sec-

tion of such member by the greatest thickness used in the section, exclu-

sive of fillets. In the main portion of a beam the thickness of the web
or flange shall be used, whichever is the greater. The thickness of the

flange shall be considered as either the average depth of the outstanding

portion of the flange or the breadth of flange, out to out, whichever is

the less.

The bearing stress on steel pins shall not exceed 15,000 pounds per

square inch.

3. Knife Edge Bearing Stresses.—The load per linear inch of

knife edge shall not exceed 5,000 pounds.

4. Concrete Bearing Stresses.—Stresses to be allowed for bear-

ing on concrete shall not exceed 300 pounds per square inch.

5. Loops, Formula for Stresses.—Considering the end of the loop

as a simple beam, its section at the point of maximum bending shall be

W
determined by the formula— ( L— y2 I) wherein W equals the maximum

4

load applied to the loop, L equals the distance between the center lines

of the depending sides, and / equals the distance over which the load is

distributed.

6. Projecting Pivots, Formula for Stresses.—Where practicable,

the pivots shall be supported their full length by integral parts of the

lever. Where impracticable to so support the pivots, the bending moments
shall be determined as follows

:

Let W equal the total load on both ends of pivot, in pounds.
L equal the moment arm, in inches.

I equal the length of bearing in loop, in inches.
T equal distance between friction faces of loop, in inches.
B equal the width of boss or sustaining member enveloping

pivot, in inches.

M equal bending moment in pivot, in inch pounds.
Then

:

L equals y2 1+ (T— B) + %'m.
and

:

WL W
M equals =

( % I + (T— B) +J4in.)
2 2

7. Tests.—Before acceptance of a scale the purchaser may, if

he so desires, test by customary approved methods any scale part or

parts with a load equal to three times the rated capacity for the part,

provided the manufacturer is given opportunity of having a representative

present during the test, which shall be made within sixty (60) days after

delivery and before installation of the scale. Upon failure of any part

so tested the purchaser may reject either the part or parts which failed

or the entire scale and return same to the manufacturer at the latter's

expense.
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SECTION V

SCALE LEVERS

1. Type.—All levers of motor truck and built-in scales shall be

of the solid lever type without truss rods.

2. Qualities of Castings.—The finished levers shall not be

unduly warped; they shall be free from blisters, large holes or other

imperfections, and shall be brought to a reasonably smooth finish.

3. Machined Ways for Nose Irons.—In motor truck scales, levers

that are to be equipped with nose irons shall have those portions of the

lever ends receiving them machined for the full distance over which

the nose irons are to move.

The guides for all nose irons shall be of such construction that,

when one is moved for the purpose of adjusting, the knife edge will

always be held parallel to its normal position.

4. Leveling Lugs.—In motor truck scales and built-in scales of

the straight lever type each lever shall be provided with leveling lugs

for longitudinal alignment.

In scales of like classes of the torsion lever type, leveling lugs shall

be provided on the pipe or torsion member for transverse alignment and

on the extension arm for longitudinal alignment. Each pair of lugs

shall be spaced eleven (11) inches. The leveling surfaces of each pair

of lugs shall be finished to a common plane which shall be parallel to

the plane established by the knife edges of the end pivots.

5. Marking of Levers.—In motor truck and built-in scales figures

denoting the multiple of each lever shall be cast or otherwise perma-

nently marked in plain figures thereon.

6. Length, Allowable Variation.—In motor truck and built-in

scales, levers shall be true to their nominal length between end knife

edges within a tolerance of one-sixty-fourth (1/64) inch per foot.

SECTION VI

PIVOTS AND KNIFE EDGES

1. Material.—In motor truck scales and built-in scales the

requirements for physical properties of the steel used for pivots shall

be as follows

:

(a) Special Alloy Steel in the Annealed State

:

Elastic limit Not over 75,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile strength Not over 110,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 in Not less than 20 per cent.

Reduction in area Not less than 35 per cent.

(b) Special Alloy Steel Hardened:

Elastic limit Not less than 160,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile strength Not less than 200,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 in Not less than 5 per cent.

Reduction in area Not less than 25 per cent.

Shore hardness Not less than 75 per cent.
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(c) High Carbon Steel in the Annealed State:

Elastic limit Not over 55,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile strength Not over 117,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 in Not less than 15 per cent.

Reduction in area Not less than 25 per cent.

(d) High Carbon Steel Hardened:

Elastic limit Not less than 135,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile strength Not less than 180,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 in Not less than 3 per cent.

Reduction in area Not less than 12 per cent.

Shore hardness Not less than 85 per cent.

2. Design.—In motor truck scales and built-in scales all

pivots shall be designed and manufactured so that the two sides joining to

form the knife edge shall make an angle that will not exceed 90 degrees

;

that the tolerance for offset of the knife edge of the pivots, as figured

from the center line of the pivot at its base, shall be within 10 per cent, of

the width of the pivot for "machined in" pivots, and 15 per cent, of the

width of the pivot for "cast in" pivots.

3. Mounting:

(a) Fastening.—All pivots shall be firmly fastened in position,

without swedging or caulking.

(b) Continuous Contact.—All pivots shall be mounted so as

to secure equal and continuous contact of the knife edges with their re-

spective bearings for the full length of the parts designed to be in contact

;

in loop bearings the knife edges shall project slightly beyond the bearings

in the loops.

(c) Position.—The pivots shall be so mounted that each knife

edge in a given lever will be maintained in a horizontal plane under any

load; and so that a plane bisecting the angle of a knife edge will be

perpendicular to the horizontal plane established by the knife edges of the

end pivots, and so that the knife edges in a given lever will be parallel to

each other.

4. Support for Projecting Pivots.—The reinforcing on the levers

to support projecting pivots shall be tapered off to prevent lodgment of

dirt next to the pivots and to provide proper clearances.

SECTION VII

NOSE IRONS

1. Design and Fastening.—The nose irons shall be firmly fastened

in proper position by means of screws or bolts of a recognized standard

size and thread, or other equally effective mechanical device.

(a) Design of Fastening.—The device for clamping the nose

irons in position shall be of such design that indentations in the lever will

not be made, and for motor truck scales and built-in-scajes it shall be

independent of any means provided for adjustment.

(b) Direction of Fastening.—For motor truck scales and built-in

scales the device for clamping nose irons in position shall force or hold
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them against the lever in the same direction as they would be forced by

the load, and shall be such that the nose irons will remain in place when

the clamping device is released.

(c) Control of Nose Iron Movement.—The movement of the

nose irons shall be controlled by means of adjusting screws of recognized

standard size and thread. For motor truck scales these screws shall be

made of a material which will not corrode.

2. Marking of Position.—The position of each nose iron as deter-

mined by the factory adjustment shall be accurately, clearly and perma-

nently indicated by a well-defined mark on the lever and nose iron, which

shall meet on a common line.

3. Finish and Pivot Mounting.—Those surfaces of the nose irons

intended to come into slidable contact with the levers shall be made true

so as to secure an accurate fit of the nose irons on or in the levers. Each

nose iron shall be of such design that when adjustments are made the

knife edge will be held parallel to its original position.

SECTION VIII

LEVER FULCRUM STANDS

1. Design:

(a) Height of Stands and Area of Bases.—The height of the

stands and the dimensions of their bases shall be sufficient to prevent tip-

ping action.

(b) Stands, Position on Bases.—The upright portions of the

stands carrying the bearings shall be so placed on the bases that the centers

of the bearing lines shall fall within the middle of the length and of the

width of the base.

(c) Anchor Bolt Holes.—Two or more anchor bolt holes, not

less than one and one-half inches in diameter, shall be provided in proper

places in the bases of all the stands, unless other equally effective means

for anchorage is provided.

2. Qualities of Castings.—The castings shall be free from blisters

and large holes, or other imperfections, and shall be brought to a rea-

sonably smooth finish.

3. Bases for Lever Stands.—The bases of the stands shall be

finished to within a tolerance of one thirty-second (s's) of an inch, or

machined when to be mounted on metal bed plates, accurate to a plane per-

pendicular to the axis of the upright portion of the stand, and the knife-

edge bearing line shall be parallel to the surface of the base.

4. Stands, Finish of Tops.—The tops of the stands for receiving

the bearing steels, caps or blocks shall be finished to a tolerance of one-

thirty-second (s^) of an inch.

5. Tie Bars.—Tie bars for the lever frames are not required, but

if used, the contiguous surfaces shall be machined.
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SECTION IX

BEARING BLOCKS AND LINKS

1. Material for Bearing Steels.—The character of the material

for bearing steels will be found under "Knife-Edges," Section VI. The
bearing steels shall be equal to or greater in hardness than the knife

edges which oppose them.

2. Design of Bearings.—Scales shall be so designed that when
the load is applied the movement of the platform will not displace the

bearings at points of contact on the knife edges.

3. Mounting of Bearing Steels.—All like bearing steels shall be

interchangeable or mounted in interchangeable bearing blocks. In either

case the interchangeable part shall be fastened securely.

4. Finish of Bearing Steels.—The bearing surfaces shall be

brought to a smooth, true and accurate finish to provide continuity of

contact with the opposing knife edges.

5. Platform Bearings.—In motor truck scales and built-in scales

the tops of platform bearings making contact with the weigh-bridge girders

shall be finished to within one-thirty-second (3*2) of an inch of a true

plane. These tops shall be provided with bolt holes of a sufficiently large

diameter to allow for adjustment both transversely and longitudinally to

secure a proper alignment of parts.

SECTION X

LOOPS AND CONNECTIONS

1. Design Proportion.—Loops which form bearings for project-

ing pivots may be of any type desired provided the radius of the portion

of the bearing making immediate connection with the knife edges equals

five-eighths (§i) of the greatest dimension of the cross-section of the

pivot to be used in the loop.

2. Length.—All loops in like connections, except where made
adjustable, shall be of the same length.

3 Vertical Adjustment.—Means for vertical adjustment shall

be provided between the lever system and the beam, which shall permit the

independent leveling of the shelf lever when one is used. The connection

to the beam shall be adjustable only when it is disconnected. Screw ad-

justments shall be provided with lock nuts or equivalent device.

SECTION XI

CHECKS

1. Type.—The weigh-bridges and platforms of all scales shall

be equipped with checks of the rod or other approved type, which shall

be equal to the rod type in functioning, and motor truck and built-in

scales shall have adjustable checks.
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2. Character.—Checks shall be provided to limit movement of

vveigh-bridge or platform in any horizontal direction.

3. Position.—The checks shall be attached to the weigh-bridge

or platforms at a point as high as possible and shall be horizontal.

4. Number.—Motor truck and built-in scales using rod or bumper

type of checks shall have not less than four longitudinal and four trans-

verse checks. Those of the rod type shall be not less than three-fourths

(J4) inches in diameter and they shall be assumed to act in tension only.

SECTION XII

WEIGH BEAMS AND ACCESSORIES

1. Definition of Capacity.—The capacity of the beam is the total

weight determinable by using all of the poises and counterpoise weights,

provided, however, that a fractional poise may be ignored when it cor-

responds to less than 2Yi per cent, of the corresponding main beam.

2. Capacity of Beams Provided.

(a) For Motor Truck Scales.—For motor truck scales the capac-

ity of the beam shall be as follows

:

Truck Capacity

Mfg. Rating Beam Capacity

Zy2 ton 20,000 lbs.

5 ton 30,000 lbs.

7/2 ton 40,000 lbs.

(b) For Built-in, Self-Contained and Portable Scales.—For

built-in, self-contained and portable scales the capacity of the beam shall

not exceed the rated capacity of the scale as provided for under Section II.

3. Capacity Plainly Marked.—The capacity of the scale as defined

in Section II, Article 1, shall be marked plainly and conspicuously on or

near the beam, in such a manner as to be readily and naturally observed

by anyone using the scale.

4. Type of Beam.

(a) Type of Beam for Motor Truck Scales.—For motor truck

scales a full capacity beam shall be provided. Registering beams shall be

provided, if specified. When registering beams are used, tare beams shall

not be provided unless specified. When tare beams are provided the

graduation of main and fractional bars shall comply with the specification

provided herein for the main beam.

(b) Type of Beam for Built-in, Self-Contained and Portable

Scales.—Built-in scales shall be equipped with a full capacity beam

with tare bar, or double beam with counterpoise weight, as may be

specified.

Self-contained scales shall be equipped with a double beam with

counterpoise weights.
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Portable scales shall be equipped with a single beam with counterpoise

weights.

(c) On full capacity beams counterpoise hanger or weights shall not

be used.

5. Multiplication.—A pivot with a loop shall be provided at the

tip end of the beam, and the multiplication to this knife edge shall be

plainly and permanently stamped on the beam and provided further that

for beams with counterpoise weights the multiplication at the tip of the

beam shall be as follows

:

For built-in scales 500 or 1,000

For self-contained scales 200 or 500
For portable scales 100

6. Pointer.—On motor truck scales the beams shall be provided

with a pointer registering with a suitable and easily visible target on the

trig loop to indicate the horizontal position of the beam.

7. Shoulder Stop.—A shoulder stop shall be provided on all

beams to prevent the travel of the poise back to the zero notch. .

8. Notches.—The number of notches for the main poise shall not

exceed six (6) per inch. Each notch shall be so made that when the

pawl rests in it, a line projected from the center of the side of the notch

nearer the zero graduation to the axis about which the pawl revolves will

be perpendicular to that side of the notch.

9. Pawl or Latch.—The tip or point of the pawl or latch shall be

of the same width as the notches of the beam, and shall be rounded off

so that a small amount of dirt in the bottom of the notch will not prevent

the poise from assuming its correct position.

10. Projection and Recesses.—Poises shall be designed so as to

present the least number of recesses or projections in or on which dust

or dirt may accumulate.

11. Poise Bearings.—Rollers or other means shall be provided to

secure a free movement of the poise along the beam, without side play.

12. Fractional Beam.—The capacity of the fractional beam, on

full capacity beams, shall be 100 lb. by 2 lb. graduations or 1,000 lb. by

10 lb. graduations. When a type registering beam is employed it shall be

so designed as to insure a positive stop of the poise at each graduated

subdivision and also to prevent the movement of the fractional poise

beyond its proper travel in either direction.

In type-registering beams, the last figure of the fractional beam shall

read 999 pounds when the capacity of the fractional poise is 1,000 pounds

and 99 pounds when the capacity of the fractional poise is 100 pounds.

13. Operating Lever.—On registering beams a substantial dou-

ble or other approved type of hand grip shall be provided to facilitate

the printing or registering of the weight on the ticket with the least pos-

sible disturbance of the beam.

14. Receptacle for Weight Ticket.—On registering beams means

shall be provided to prevent the placing of the weight ticket in its re-
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ceptacle in any position in which a weight can be registered differing from
the setting of the poise.

15. Balance Ball.—For motor truck scales a balance ball shall be

provided and its movement shall be controlled by means of a self-contained

hand-operated screw or other device which will not require that the ball

be rotated in making any adjustments. A means for locking the ball in

position shall be provided. The balance ball shall be provided with vertical

adjustment.

16. Weight.

(a) Material.—The poises and weights for the beam shall be

made of steel, iron, brass or any other metal or alloy of metals not softer

than brass.

(b) Protection from Corrosion.—Ordinary cast iron or steel

weights shall be protected from corrosion by the application of a durable

coating or process, which shall not take the form of a soft or brittle coat.

(c) Surface and Form.—The weights shall be smooth, without

sharp points or corners, and of such form as to give the minimum wearing

and exposed surface.

(d) Adjusting Cavities.—All cavities provided for the recep-

tion of adjusting material shall be formed in the top or sides of the coun-

terpoise weights, and shall be of such a form that this material will be

permanently and securely held in place. In no case shall this adjusting

material project beyond the surface of the weight; and when in the top of

the weight, in no case shall the top of the material closing the hole be

more than 0.04 inch below the surface of the weight.

(e) Poises.—The poises which operate along the beam shall

have no metal softer than brass making contact with the beam.

(f) Movable Parts.—All movable elements forming a part of a

poise operated on the beam shall be constructed so as not to be readily

detachable. Set screws, if used to secure the poise at any point on the

beam, shall not be removable.

(g) Marking.—All counterpoise weights shall be clearly marked
with their nominal weight, i. e., 1 lb., 2 lb., etc., as the case may be, and

also with the value they represent when used upon the scale for which

they are intended.

(h) Sealing.—After the weights are adjusted to their proper

value, all caps or plugs closing adjusting cavities shall receive the im-

pression of a seal, appropriate in character or design, to attest the factory

adjustment, if made at the factory of the manufacturer; or, if readjusted

elsewhere, the seal shall be such as to indicate where the adjustment was

made.

(i) Counterbalance Weights.—If counterbalance weights are to

be used, the lower end of the hanger stem shall be threaded ; a cup for

the loose balancing material shall be screwed to the lower end of the stem

and each additional weight shall be provided with an elongated hole in

the center through which the hanger stem may pass. No slotted counter-
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balance weights are to be used. When no counterbalance weights are

necessary on top of the counterbalance cup the cavity shall be closed by

a cover, secured in a positive manner. No counterbalance weights shall be

used in any place in the scale except at the beam.

(j) Tolerances.—The maintenance tolerances to be allowed in

excess or deficiency on commercial loose counterpoise weights shall not

be greater than the values in the following table. The manufacturers'

tolerances, or the tolerances to be allowed on new commercial weights

and the tolerances which shall apply on readjusting the weights shall be

not greater than one-half of the value tabulated.

Avoirdupois System

Weight
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to insure a clear impression when the weight ticket or tape is stamped.

They shall be so attached and secured in their proper place that they will

not become loosened.

19. Beam Fulcrum Stands.—The relation of dimensions of the

base to the height of all beam fulcrum stands shall be such as to prevent

tipping action. A vertical line through the center of the pivot bearing

line shall fall within the middle third of the bearing surface of the base.

For motor truck scales the beam shall be supported on a stand pro-

vided with compensating bearings and shall not be suspended.

20. Trig Loops.

(a) Materials.—When an iron or steel beam is used, the trig

loop shall be made of a non-magnetic material.

(b) Play of the Beam.—The play of the beam in the trig loop

shall not be less than that given in the following table

:

Minimum Travel of Beam
Length of Beam* in Trig Loop

Under 12 inches 0.4 In.

Over 12 inches, including 20 inches 5 In.

Over 20 inches, including 40 inches 7 In.

Over 40 inches 9 In.

21. Beam Support.—A substantial and rigid beam shelf and sup-

port shall be provided. The beam fulcrum stand and the trig stand shall

be securely fastened thereto. The shelf shall be strong and sufficiently

rigid so that it will not deflect to an extent affecting the accuracy of the

scale. For portable scales the design of the pillars shall provide ample
rigidity.

SECTION XIII

ANTI-FRICTION POINTS AND PLATES

1. Anti-friction contacts shall be used to limit longitudinal displace-

ment between knife edges or pivots and their bearings. They shall be

smooth and so designed as to provide contact at a point on the line of the

knife edge of pivots
;
provided, that for motor truck and built-in scales

they shall be of hardened steel.

SECTION XIV

CLEARANCES

1. The clearance around and between the fixed and live parts of the

lever system of motor truck scales shall be at least three-fourths (34) of
an inch, and for built-in and self-contained scales the clearance shall be

not less than three-eighths (H) of an inch. The total clearance between
loops and stands shall be not less than one-eighth (%) of an inch nor
greater than one-fourth (%) of an inch.

*The "Length of Beam" refers to the distance from the fulcrum to the trig loop.
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SECTION XV

FACTORY ADJUSTMENTS

1. Levers.—The design, workmanship and factory adjustment of

the levers and beam shall be such that the proper ratio of the lever arms

will be maintained.

2. Beams.—The notches in the beams shall be adjusted so that

weights correct to within one-half the value of the minimum division will

be obtained.

SECTION XVI

INTERCHANGEABILITY

1. Like parts of all like motor truck and built-in scales of the same

design and manufacture shall be interchangeable unless otherwise herein

specified. The scale drawings and the parts of the scale shall be marked

to indicate the proper positions of the parts in the scale.

SECTION XVII

SENSIBILITY RECIPROCAL
(Abbreviation "SR")

1. Definition.—The sensibility reciprocal shall be that weight

required to be added to or removed from the scale platform to turn the

beam from a horizontal position of equilibrium in the center of the trig

loop to a position of equilibrium at either limit of its travel.

2. Tolerance for Sensibility Reciprocal.—The sensibility recip-

rocal for new scales shall not exceed the value indicated by one of the

minimum divisions of the beam, at capacity or lesser load.

SECTION XVIII

TOLERANCES

The tolerances to be allowed in excess or deficiency on motor truck

built-in, self-contained and portable scales shall not be greater than the

values shown in the following table; provided, however, that the manu-
facturer's tolerance or the tolerances on new scales shall not be greater

than one-half the values given; and provided further, that the tolerances

shall in no case be less than the value of one of the minimum graduations
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of the beam, except that the manufacturer's tolerances or the tolerances

on new scales shall in no case be less than the value of one-half of one
minimum graduations on the beam.

Load

Pounds

50
100
200
240
300
400
500
600

800
1,000

1,200

1,500

1,800

2,000
2,500

4,000

6,000

8,000
10,000. . .

.

12,000. . .

.

16,000. . .

.

20,000....
24,000. . .

.

30,000. . . .

40,000....
80,000. . . .

100,000. . .

160,000. . .

200,000. . .

300,000. . .

400,000...

Tolerance, Class A

On ratio

Ounces

1

2

3

3

4
5
6

10

12

14

Pounds
1m
2

3

4
5

10
12

15

20
40
50
80
100
150
200

On beam

Ounces

1

2
4

6

6

8
10

12

Pounds
1

1M
ifc

2

4
6

8

10
12

16

20
24
30
40
80
100
160
200
300
400

Tolerance, Class B

On ratio

Ounces

10

12

Pounds
1

1

1H
Hi

2

4
• 6

8
10
12
16
20
24
30
40
80
100
160
200
300
400

On beam

Pounds

m
2
2

2H
3

4

5

12

16
20
24
32
40
48
60
80
160
200
320
400
600
800

Definition of Terms Used in the Preceding Table.—"Class A"
scales are those installed inside of a building having side walls and roof

which protect the scale from weather effects and from sudden changes in

temperature.

"Class B" scales are those not installed inside of a building having

side walls and roof, and which are exposed to weather effects and sudden

changes of temperature.

The columns with the heading "Tolerance on Ratio" refer to the

error in the ratio or multiplying power of scales with which counter-

poise weights are used.

The columns with the heading "Tolerance on Beam" refer to those

parts of scales not requiring the use of removable weights ; for example,

a beam.

The column with the heading "Load" refers to the amount of weight

on the platform of the scale.
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SECTION XIX

LOCATION AND ELEVATION

1. Location.—Motor truck, built-in and self-contained scales

shall be so located that an adequate foundation and a straight approach

in line with the scale platform and of a length in excess of that of the

longest vehicle to be weighed can be provided.

2. Elevation.—The scale platform shall be raised to such an

elevation that the drainage of surface water shall be away from it, and,

unless space will not permit it, the approaches shall be level, or nearly

level and paved for a length equal to that of the scale platform.

SECTION XX

FOUNDATIONS

1. Material.—Scale foundations resting upon or extending into

the ground shall be constructed of concrete.

2. Bearing Area.—The bearing areas of the foundation footings

shall be such that the bearing pressure on the soil, under the worst condi-

tion of loading, will not exceed

For fine sand or clay 4,000 lbs. per sq. ft.

For coarse sand and gravel or hard clay 6,000 lbs. per sq. ft.

For boulders or solid rock 20,000 lbs. per sq. ft.

If the soil has not a safe bearing capacity equal to that of fine sand

or clay, its bearing capacity shall be increased, by drainage, by adding a

layer of gravel or broken stone, or by driving piles.

3. Dimensions of Pit.—For motor truck and built-in scales the

size of the pit shall be such as to give a vertical clearance between the

scale levers and the finished floor of the pit of not less than two (2) feet,

and a horizontal clearance between the face of the pit walls and the scale

parts below the platform, or below the weigh-bridge girders, if any, and

above the bases of the stands, of not less than four (4) inches.

4. Walls of Pit.—The walls of the pit shall have a thickness

at the top of not less than twelve (12) inches for motor truck scales, and

not less than eight (8) inches for built-in scales.

5. Waterproofing.—When necessary, the pit shall be water-

proofed.

6. Wall Batter.—All wall surfaces next to earth, subject to

freezing, shall be constructed with a uniform batter of not less than one

(1) inch to the foot, and as much more as necessary to permit the heaving

of adjacent ground- by frost action without disturbing the walls.

7. Pit Floors and Lever Stand Piers.—The concrete piers sup-

porting the lever stands shall be not less than nine (9) inches deep, but

shall in any case be carried to proper foundation. Their tops shall be

above the floor of the pit a distance sufficient to prevent the accumulation
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of water under the bases of the stands, and they shall be finished to exact

level and elevation to receive the lever stands. The floor of the pit may
be designed as a mat footing of concrete, or as a simple floor not less than

four (4) inches thick. The pit floor shall, in all cases, be smooth, with

a pitch to a common point of drainage and free from pockets in which
water will stand. If the scale is of a type having main levers or parts of

the platform bearings that hang below the base of the main lever stands,

the piers shall be provided with recesses of a size to give a clearance of

not less than one and one-half (\ l/2 ) inches and the recesses shall be

formed to prevent lodgment of dirt.

8. Anchor Bolts.—Anchor bolts, not less than seven-eighths

(%) inches in diameter, threaded and with nuts and washers, shall be

provided in the foundations for lever stands to match the bolt holes

provided for securing the stands, and they shall extend into the concrete

not less than eight (8) inches.

9. Anchorage for Floating Levers.—A floating lever, that is,

one exerting an upward pull at its fulcrum, shall be anchored to the

foundation to resist not less than twice the upward pull produced at the

fulcrum pivot by a capacity load on the scale.

10. Beam Foundations.—The b^eam shelf and pillars shall be
supported in a manner similar to and as securely and rigidly as the other

parts of the scale.

SECTION XXI

SCALE BEAM HOUSE OR BOX

1. Scale Beam House or Box.—When the scale is not located

in a building the scale beam shelf shall be adequately protected from the

weather by being enclosed in a house or box. When a scale is located in

a building it shall, when necessary, be similarly protected from injury.

2. Design.—The minimum inside width of the scale house shall

be four (4) feet and the minimum length shall be sufficient to allow the

installation therein of the beam shelf and beam. It shall be provided with

windows of such size and location as will give the weigher, when weighing,

a clear and unobstructed view of the scale deck and approaches. The
windows shall be glazed with clear glass, or clear wire glass.

The scale beam box shall be of such size as to suitably enclose the

beam shelf and beam. It shall be provided with a hinged door, or doors,

of such size and in such location as to give the weigher clear and unob-

structed access to the beam.

3. Clearance.—A clearance of not less than (1) inch shall

be provided between the inside of the scale house and the beam supports

and shelf.

For motor truck scales the. lateral clearance between the outside wall

of the scale house or beam box and the edge of the platform shall be not

less than two feet and six inches (2'6").
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SECTION XXII

SETTING OF THE SCALES

1. Fastening of Stands.—After aligning the stands the anchor

bolt holes in the castings shall be filled with cement, sulphur or other

suitable material and the anchor bolt nuts brought down tight.

2. Alignment.—All levers shall be level and connections plumb

throughout the scale.

SECTION XXIII

PLATFORMS

(A) For Motor Truck and Built-in Scales

1. Weight Bridges.

(a) Material.—Girders and floor beams shall be of steel con-

forming in quality with the American Railway Engineering Association

specifications, Section II, for steel railway bridges.

(b) Sections and Strength.—Sections of the various members

of the weigh bridge shall be designed in accordance with Sections 4 and 5

of the American Railway Engineering Association specifications for steel

railway bridges, except as the permissible working stresses are modified

in Section IV hereof.

(c) Bracing.—Weigh-bridges for built-in scales will usually

require no bracing other than the floor beams and corner plates.

Weigh-bridges of motor truck scales with solid floor construction or

with transverse floor beams, 3 ft. centers or less, will require no lateral

bracing, otherwise lateral bracing shall be provided for a lateral force of

100 pounds per linear foot plus 20 per cent, of the sectional capacity, all

applied laterally at the center of the span. The members of the lateral

bracing shall be not less than 3"x3"xj4" angles.

Motor truck scale weigh-bridge girders shall be provided with end

cross frames and at least one intermediate cross frame. These frames

shall be preferably solid diaphrams, rolled or built up, and as deep as the

girders will permit.

(d) Fabrication and Assembly.—The weigh-bridges for built-in

scales shall be assembled and riveted or bolted up in the shop under proper

inspection, so that they shall be square and free from wind when installed.

When practicable the weigh-bridges for motor truck scales shall be

assembled and riveted up complete in the shop. When this method is

impracticable and field assembling is necessary, the parts shall be properly

assembled in the shop and match marked and have connecting holes reamed

to fit.
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2. Deck.

(a) Design,—The floor shall be designed so that without ex-

ceeding the permissible stresses it will support and distribute the rated

capacity load when applied in a manner to produce the maximum stress in

any part of the floor.

(b) Flooring.—The flooring shall be of such material as will

resist wear and abrasion, will not present a slippery surface and which

can be waterproofed. If timber is used it should be creosoted or treated

with some other wood preservative. Where the floor consists of a sub-

floor and wearing surface a steel facing or retaining strip, such as an

angle, shall be attached along the sides and ends of the deck.

(B) For Self-Contained and Portable Scales

3. Material and Design.—The platform shall be entirely of metal

or a metal frame, with a hardwood center panel and shall be so designed

that, without exceeding the permissible stresses, it will support and dis-

tribute the rated capacity load when applied in a manner to produce the

maximum stress in any part of the platform.

SECTION XXIV

APPROACHES

1. Wherever possible the approaches shall be straight and level or

nearly level, in line with the scale platform, and paved for a length at

least equal to the scale platform.

SECTION XXV

LIGHT, DRAINAGE AND VENTILATION

1. Light.—Proper lighting of the scale weighing beam and scale

platform shall be provided.

2. Drainage.—Adequate drainage for scale pits shall be provided

and maintained.

3. Ventilation.—All scale pits shall be ventilated to meet the

needs of each particular case, the object being to minimize the amount
of moisture in the air in the pit and so to retard rusting of scale parts

and structural steel.
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SECTION XXVI

ENTRANCE TO SCALE PIT

1. Location.—For the built-in scales, the entrance to the scale

pit for inspection purposes shall be through the platform of the scale,

foundation wall, or the neck of the scale pit, and shall be closed by a

suitable door; for motor truck scales, the entrance to the scale pit shall

be through the foundation wall or neck of the pit.

SECTION XXVII

PROTECTION FROM CORROSION

1. Shop Painting.—When no shop inspection is provided, or

after shop inspection when it is provided, all parts of the mechanism and

structural steel of motor truck and built-in scales shall be given one coat

of red lead and linseed oil and all parts of the mechanism of self-contained

and portable scales shall be given two coats and the inside of the platform

and the frame one coat of paint.

In riveted work, surfaces coming in contact shall be given one coat

of red lead paint before being riveted together. All parts of motor truck

and built-in scales which are inaccessible after erection shall be given a

second shop coat of red lead paint.

2. Field Painting.—All parts of the scale mechanism and struc-

tural steel of motor truck and built-in scales shall be cleaned and painted

with one coat (and preferably two coats) of approved paint in the field

before installation.
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Appendix B

HANDLING FREIGHT IN TWO-TRACK-LEVEL FREIGHT
HOUSES AND TEAM TRACKS, MULTIPLE STORY

FREIGHT HOUSES AND BY MECHANICAL
MEANS

J. G. Wishart, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; L. G. Curtis, J. D'Esposito,

H. T. Douglas, Jr., L. J. F. Hughes, J. H. Milburn, C. H. Mottier,

C. L. Persons, C. E. Smith, E. E. R. Tratman, F. C. Baluss,

O. Maxey.

The subject assigned to this Committee was to "make final report, if

practicable, on handling freight on two-level-freight houses and team

tracks, also multiple story freight houses and handling freight by mechanical

means, including the relative advantages and disadvantages of the use of

freight houses as warehouses, in connection with L.C.L. freight houses."

Owing to the wide field covered by the subject assigned it was decided

that a report would be made on but two of its phases. Your Sub-Com-

mittee, therefore, prepared two questionnaires, for the purpose of gathering

data to enable it to make a report on the cost of handling freight in one

and two-level freight houses and on arrangement and economic widths of

L.C.L. freight house platforms. These questionnaires were sent to over

fifty of the leading railroads of the United States and Canada, but owing

to disturbed conditions, a very small percentage of replies have been re-

ceived, the data submitted being insufficient for the basis of a final report.

.

Your Sub-Committee therefore reports progress and submits as informa-

tion only the questionnaires which have been issued and a tabulation of the

replies received to date on location and width of platforms. It is hoped

that sufficient additional replies will be received during the next few

months from which a report can be made to the next convention.

Questionnaire

SUBJECT : ARRANGEMENT AND ECONOMIC WIDTH OF L.C.L.

FREIGHT HOUSE PLATFORMS.

1. Name of Railroad answering questionnaire

2. Recommended width of platform in which elevators are located and
columns are placed on center line of platform (multiple story freight

houses).
(A) Recommended over all width of elevators. (Base further recom-

mendations on this width of elevator)

(B) Width of platform where elevator is placed in middle and space
provided on both sides of elevator for trucking.

©oesnoN?
Z-A. _1
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(a) Recommended as desirable when ample space is avail-

able • •:

(b) Recommended minimum where land value is high

(C) Width of platform when elevator is placed on one side of plat-

form and trucking space provided only on one side of plat-

form

PLATFOftM

(a) Recommended as desirable when ample space is avail-

able •.•••;••

(b) Recommended minimum where land value is high

(D) Where do you recommend elevators be placed, i.e., in center or

side of platform ?

(E) Width of platform where elevator is located at end of platform

and, therefore, does not function in determining the width of

platform.

PLATFORM

TRACK

(a) Recommended as desirable when ample space is avail-

able •.•••;

(b) Recommended minimum where land value is high

3. Give recommended width of transfer platforms without elevators and

with one line of 1 ft. columns located in center of platform.

|— ?-

TYPE "A
- F^STYPE 'B'

(A) Width necessary for hand trucking.

(a) Recommended as desirable when ample space is avail-

able -.•••;

(b) Recommended minimum where land value is high

(B) Width necessary for tractor and trailer operation.

(a) Recommended as desirable when ample space is avail-

able .•••;

(b) Recommended minimum where land value is high

Which of the two following types of platforms do you consider prefer-

able for one level freight houses ?

•TRACKS

PLATFORM
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(A) What is the minimum width of type A which will permit of
economic operation?
(a) Where hand trucks are used
(b) Where tractor and trailer operation is employed

(B) What is the minimum width of type B which will permit of
economic operation?
(a) Where hand trucking is used
(b) Where tractor and trailer operation is employed

(C) What is the minimum width of platform free from columns,
which will permit of economic operation?
(a) Where hand trucking is used
(b) Where tractor and trailer operation is employed

What width of outbound house do you recommend where the tailboard
is located on one side, tracks on the other and the floor space is free
from columns?

TAILBOARD SPACE:

I

OUT FREIGHT HOUSE ?
I

V/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////V/////////////////////A

(A) Width necessary in a long house where tractor and trailer opera-
tion is employed.
(a) Recommended as desirable when ample space is avail-

able

(b) Recommended minimum where land value is high
(B) Width necessary in a short house where hand trucking is employed.

(a) Recommended as desirable when ample space is avail-
able

(b) Recommended minimum where land value is high
What is the minimum recommended width for tracking bridges for
tractor and trailer operation

\iitiiiiiiiiii/iiijiii,,iiiiii,iiiiiii,iiiiiiiii,,iuiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiimllilliUIIIIIHIim

-\-

PL/5TrORM|
"-QUET5TION -6 -QUESTION -7 ^TRUCKING BRIDGE

What do you recommend as the maximum longitudinal distance between
trucking bridges ?

What is your opinion as to the relative merits of spotting cars for an
outbound L.C.L. setting where more than two tracks are necessary, as
compared to the location of individual platforms between each pair
of tracks, thus eliminating spotting of cars but increasing space oc-
cupied and lengths of transverse haul?
What do you consider the maximum number of strings of cars through
which freight can be trucked economically where cars are spotted
adjacent to house?
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10. The Committee would appreciate any suggestions which you can offer

resulting from your experience in freight house operation applying
to width and arrangement of freight house platforms which has not
been developed by the above questions. If you have a large modern
freight house the committee would appreciate any comments which
you might care to make as to your experience with its operation.

Questionnaire on "Data on Cost of Handling Freight in Less Carload

Freight Houses"

Committee on Yards and Terminals

The Yards and Terminals Committee of the American Railway

Engineering Association has been requested by that Association to study

and report on the handling of freight in multiple story freight houses and

mechanical means of handling freight. A Sub-Committee (No. 4) has

been appointed to collect information, particularly as to the cost of hand-

ling freight, which will be of value in the development of this subject.

The justification of a multiple story freight house as compared to

the more common form of one level house from the standpoint of economic

operation requires information as to the cost of elevating freight by

elevators, escalators or ramps. The design of an economic one level

freight house, as. far as operation is concerned, requires information as

to the cost of trucking so that an economic length of house can be

determined.

With the installation of the large push-button type of elevators, the

cost of elevating freight has been materially decreased, while the introduc-

tion of tractor and trailer operation in freight houses has so reduced

the cost of longitudinal trucking that it is now much more economical to

operate long houses than was the case with hand truck operation.

A clearer conception of the problem which the Committee wishes to

solve may be obtained by a review of E. H. Lee's article "Notes on

L.C.L. Freight Houses" which appears on page 363 of Vol. 15 (Part 2) of

the American Railway Engineering Association Proceedings.

This is a subject of vital importance to all railroads. The success of

the study will depend very largely upon the collection of information

from a sufficient number of freight houses so that definite conclusions

may be reached. For this reason, you are requested to furnish information

on the cost of operating at least one inbound and one outbound L.C.L.

freight house, preferably the largest on your railroad.

In order to keep all of the information on as nearly a comparable

basis as possible, the Committee has seen fit to classify all L.C.L. freight

houses under the following heads, each of which are covered by the

questionnaire submitted herewith

:

1—Multiple level outbound house.
2—Multiple level inbound house.
3—One level outbound house.
4—One level inbound house.
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Replies to Questionnaire on Arrangement and
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Economic Width of L.C.L. Freight House Platforms

(3) Recommended Width of Trans. Plat-
forms without Elevators and with Line
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Replies to Questionnaire on Arrangement and
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Economic Width of L.C.L. Freight House Platforms

(8) Relative Merits of Spotting Cars
Where More Than Two Tracks Are
Necessary, Compared to Location of

Individual Platforms Between Each
Pair of Tracks. Which Preferred?
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Many freight houses accommodate both in and outbound business, but

in most cases the operation is sufficiently separated that costs of each

operation can be determined independently of the other. If you have no

large separate in and outbound houses on your road, you may report on a

combination house, indicating in your reply that such is the case. If you

find it impossible to properly divide the expense of some of the classes of

work as hereinafter described, such as "supervision," show them jointly for

both inbound and outbound but all items which can be divided should be

so shown.

The various divisions of freight house operation on which information

is desired have been enumerated and are defined in the questionnaire.

It is the intention to include all labor costs involved in actual handling of

freight in freight house operation but not to include billing costs, claims,

rent of land, maintenance and depreciation of buildings, or interest on

investment. In order to make possible the reduction of certain costs to

a man hour basis, it is desired that not only actual costs but actual num-
ber of man hours involved be shown. The form of questionnaire sub-

mitted will suggest an easy method of showing this information, which,

if followed, will greatly facilitate the work of the Committee.

It is not expected that any road has this information in the shape

desired but it is felt that this is a matter of sufficient importance to

justify the collection of the desired information. It is thought that a

period of study extending over a week or ten days should be of sufficient

duration to give reliable information as to operating costs of the freight

houses on which a report is to be made.

It is not the intention that each road answer for one of each of the

four classes of freight house enumerated in the questionnaire, but, as

stated above, it is desired that at least one inbound and outbound house

be covered by each road.

If you feel justified in furnishing information on more than two

freight houses, the Committee will appreciate receiving the information.

Those roads having multiple level freight houses should submit reports

on these rather than on one level houses, as the number of multiple level

houses is very limited.

Many roads make a practice of preparing daily and monthly reports

of tonnage handled and cost of handling freight in their important freight

houses. If any such information is available, even if it is not in the form

here requested, the Committee would appreciate receiving such informa-

tion, together with a floor plan and track layout of the various freight

houses covered, as the information will probably be of value in this study.

In preparing the report the Committee will not, if so requested, dis-

close the identity of the freight houses on which information is furnished.

J. G. Wishart,

Chairman, Sub-Committee No. 4.
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Questionnaire on "Cost of Various Elements of Freight Handling in

One-Level and Two-Level L. C. L. Freight Houses"

Committee on Yards and Terminals

Note—Questions 1-14. Apply to all classes of freight houses.

1. Name of railroad answering questionnaire?

2. Name and location of freight house reported herein?

3. How many tons of freight can be most economically handled through

the house per day?

4. Furnish plans showing floor plan of house, doors at which freight

is received or delivered, track arrangement indicating thereon

location and capacity of setting; i. e., inbound, outbound or

transfer.

5. Average length of longitudinal trucking?

6. What is general character of freight handled?

7. Number of trucks and tractors used :

*

(a) Number of two wheeled trucks used.

(b) Number of four wheeled trucks used.

(c) Number of four wheeled trailers used.

(d) Number and kind of tractors used.

8. Average number of trailers in train handled per tractor?

9. What per cent of total longitudinal trucking is done by tractor and

trailers ?

10. What is average number of strings of cars through which freight is

trucked ?

11. Are cars spotted at house more than once per day, and if so, to what

extent?

12. (a) What per cent of freight is transfer, i. e., car to car?

(b) What per cent of transfer freight is left in original car?

13. What per cent of freight is weighed in house?

14. What changes can you suggest either in design of house or method

of operation which would decrease cost of handling freight?

15. Average Cost Per Ton of Handling Freight:

Following form to be used for one-level outbound house. (Cost

figures are supplied for purpose of illustration.) Length of period covered

by study—six days.

Tons of Aver. Wages Cost
Division of Freight Man per Man per % of
Handling Handled Hours Hour Amount Ton Total

Receiving: 8,821

Checkers 2,630 74.5 1,959.26

Callers 3,948 57. 2,250.65

Helpers 2,900 55. 1,595.07

Total 9.478 5,804.98 .658 44.2
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Trucking—Longitudinal:
Truckers 8,366
Motor operation, power

" train crew
" maintenance

Helpers to trains

Total

874

2,992

3,866

Trucking—Transverse:
Receiving helpers . .

Stowing

455
20

1

56.

55.
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Explanation of Questionnaire

Questions 1 to 14—Apply to all classes of freight houses.

Question 15—Varies with the type of house and appears in four

different forms to apply to the four different classes into which freight

houses have been divided.

Question 5—This question is asked so that the cost of longitudinal

trucking can be reduced in the various houses to the cost of trucking one

ton of freight 100 ft. If this is done a comparison can be made between

the various methods of trucking. The average trucking distance can be

determined in an approximate manner by estimating the amount of freight

received per door and its distribution into cars as illustrated by the fol-

lowing example :

ROADWAY

boor boor a

FREIGHT HOUSE
.0 .0 .0. D.

r~r~i r~r~i r~r~i r~4~i rr~f
Co czd rzzicmcm
r~n i 1 1 1 1 1 1 frm\ ii ii ii i

rr~i r~~i rr~i r~p r~j~i

|. 45-.\. 45 .1.4J-
, | .

45~|

EXAMPLE . „ . „ .,

tOH Q1L^^).40%(0±W) +s okCg±£314) m
1.68 Cor lengths.

1.68 Cor lengthsQ 45 ft- 15.60 feet- weighted
average longitudinal trucking distance.

Car Setting -55trings

Question 6—Is freight small and light or large and bulky? Sug-
gested form of answer:

20 per cent, mail order business received in trap cars consisting of

small light packages. Very expensive to handle, 30 per cent, transfer

car to car. Heavy and bulky packages. Can be handled at low unit cost.

50 per cent, city door delivery. Mostly merchandise.

Question 7—This applies to average number used per day during
the period reported under question 15.

Question 8—This applies to average operating conditions and
longitudinal trucking in house. Suggested form of Answer : Average
tractor train consists of 8 trailers.

Question 9—Suggested form of answer:

95 per cent, by tractor and trailer. 5 per cent, by hand trucks.

Practice in this house is to handle all movements less than 200 ft.

by hand trucking. All over that distance by tractor and trailer operation.

Question 10—The purpose of this question is to determine the

cost of' trucking through cars. With this information and the cost of longi-

tudinal trucking a basis will be established for determining the economic
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length and number of cars through which freight can be trucked. The
example below will illustrate what is intended.

ROAOWAY
boor boor door

FQEI6HT HOUSe
D D D

CO CO CZZ1 CO CZZI
.2.

co czzi cz: co czzd
co co co CO
co czi czzi CO

EXAMPLE-
, , , „ i ..

0*H2'3'4 = p iheaicroge number ofcars Through

which freight 13 trucked -transversely-

tiOTE
lffhe freighr house has only one string ofcars

» adjacent to it the answer to question 10 will be

'- CorSetting -5 Strings

Question 11—Suggested Answer: Cars are pulled twice per day,

once at noon and once at closing time.

Question 12—(A) By "transfer" is meant freight which is received

by cars and redistributed to other cars.

(B) The purpose of this question is to determine the amount of freight

which is left in cars and not handled by freight house employes.

Question 15—The questionnaire for one-level outbound house has

been filled in as a sample to illustrate the information desired.

Transverse trucking: This item includes the cost of trucking directly

across the house from the doors to cars. This item has been separated from

longitudinal trucking for one level houses so that a true figure of the

longitudinal trucking can be obtained.

Direct Supervision: This item includes general foreman, and assistant

foreman's wages.

Accessory Labor: This item includes cost of coopers, repair men, ice

clerks, messengers, sweepers, oilers, car number clerks, car sealers, and other

classes of labor which do not actually handle freight.
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Appendix C

THE PROPER RELATION OF PASSENGER STATION FACIL-

ITIES WHICH SHOULD EXIST BETWEEN BUSINESS
HANDLED AND THE SIZE AND ARRANGE-

MENT OF SUCH FACILITIES

C. H. Mother, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. J. Ackerman, J. R. W.
Ambrose, W. R. Armstrong, J. G. Wishart, J. D'Esposito, E. M.

Hastings, F. E. Morrow, H. J. Pfeifer, H. L. Ripley, E. E. R. Trat-

MAN.

This report will be confined to a consideration of general passenger

station facilities exclusive of those provided for the care of equipment.

Mail and express facilities have been considered only in so far as they

affect the size and arrangement of other facilities. On account of the

widely differing requirements of through and suburban passenger traffic

the study of each should be made separately, and this study .has been con-

fined as far as possible to a consideration of the through passenger require-

ments. Whenever the term "Through Passenger" is used in this report,

it applies to that class of trains or passengers as distinguished from

suburban or commuter traffic.

In order to collect the necessary information to serve as a basis of

this study a questionnaire which appears as Exhibit A was submitted to

the leading railroads and terminal companies of the United States and

Canada. The names of the 44 companies which replied, together with

the Stations reported upon, appear as Exhibit B.

Appreciation is hereby expressed of the splendid spirit of co-operation

displayed and the manner in which this information was furnished by the

various companies. The character of the information requested was such

that in most cases its compilation required considerable work at a time

when conditions were far from normal.

The portion of this report dealing with the size of facilities is based

entirely upon the experience of the various stations reported upon, no

effort being made to develop a theoretical consideration of this subject.

Each railroad was requested to report upon its largest and most

modern station. The stations reported upon, due to the fact that some of

thq railroads were small and did not have large stations, include all

types, from relatively small wayside stations to our largest passenger ter-

minals. This variation in size is necessary to establish the relation which

should exist between business handled and the size and arrangement of

facilities. An effort has been made to present the information collected

in such a manner as to be of value to the designer of small as well as

large stations. However, the problems and the construction and operation
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costs involved in the larger stations are relatively so much greater than
in the smaller stations that the major portion of this report, as far as

arrangement of facilities is concerned, will deal with the larger stations.

The difficulties to be experienced in endeavoring to establish a fixed

relation between business handled and the size and arrangement of facili-

ties can be appreciated when it is realized that the design of every passenger
station of any magnitude is affected by local conditions and influences not
common to other stations. Frequently in large cities where land is very
valuable the size and shape of the land available for the station site plays

a very important part in determining the size and arrangement of facilities.

It is the usual practice in constructing a new station to provide more
space than then required in order that provision may be made for future

growth. It is equally true that in the case of old stations they are usually

used after their facilities have been outgrown. It is, therefore, evident

that little can be gained in the solution of this problem by a study of

existing terminals without due regard to the adequacy of their facilities.

Each company was requested, therefore, to furnish information not only

as to the size of their existing facilities, but also as to the size of facilities

which they would recommend as adequate to accommodate their present

normal business. The information on existing facilities is shown in the

form of tables, while the recommended values are shown in graphical

form and represent the relation which should exist between size of facili-

ties and business handled. There is, therefore, with the exception of Table

"A", no relation between the values shown in the tables and those which
appear on the graphs. The tables show existing facilities and the graphs

show those that are recommended.

It is not surprising that on many of these graphs there is considerable

variation from the curve which has been suggested to indicate what appears

to be the proper relation between the size of facilities and the amount of

business handled. An effort has been made, however, to eliminate the

effect of local conditions and extraordinary influences.

In a great many of the new stations the idea of spaciousness and
convenience to the traveling public has been paramount. In this country,

the tendency in station design in recent years has been toward the monu-
mental type, with a desire to provide a very high standard of service.

Naturally an official accustomed to the operation of a station of this type

would have more elaborate ideas as to station requirements than one who
had been accustomed to operating a station which has been outgrown or

one which had been built along more economic lines.

In reviewing the tables it is interesting to note, in the older stations,

how much can be accommodated in a limited space, and in the case of

newer stations, to observe the provision which has been made for the

accommodation of future growth. One of the best examples of the older

stations is the Cincinnati Union Station, which was selected for this

study for the particular reason that it shows the large amount of business

which can be accommodated in a limited area.
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The tendency of traffic to adjust itself to existing facilities even if

they are inadequate and the effect which the size of existing facilities

has on the estimate of the operating official as to the actual requirements

of his station is largely responsible for the wide range in recommended
facilities. This can be illustrated by reference to waiting room require-

ments in the various stations. In most stations there is no means of

increasing the size of waiting rooms when an increase in traffic would
require enlarged facilities. On the other hand, seats can be added as

required to accommodate the increased traffic. In practically all stations,

therefore, the total number of seats installed more nearly approximates

the present requirements of the station than does the area of waiting

room. The operating official, in submitting his recommendations as to the

requirements of the station, even though he may be unconscious of the

fact, is governed largely by the extent of his present facilities. It is,

therefore, natural to suppose that the recommendations of the various

stations for waiting room area would be more variable than the recom-

mendations as to the number of seats required. In plotting the recom-

mendations it was observed that this condition actually developed and a

very close relation was found to exist between the recommendations of

the various roads as to the number of seats required in the waiting rooms,

but this relation in the case of waiting room areas was not so pronounced.

This general principle applies to practically all facilities. It is particu-

larly noticeable in the study of toilet facilities where the areas of such

facilities do not follow a uniform relation nearly as well as do the number
of toilet fixtures required.

In many of the stations, through and suburban business are handled

jointly, making it difficult to accurately estimate the facilities which should

be provided to handle only the through business. In a few of the stations

the through passenger business was so small in comparison to the amount
of suburban traffic that statistics on certain facilities were omitted, as

they were of no value in a study of through passenger requirements.

Another reason why a considerable variation in the recommendations

from the various stations should be expected is the fact that on most of

the graphs the requirements are plotted in terms of "normal rush hour"

business, which itself is not a fixed unit. In the instructions which ac-

companied the questionnaire normal and maximum business were defined

as follows:

Normal business is the amount which is actually handled in the

station during the season of heavy traffic and is the amount which has

been regularly handled in the station for a reasonable period.

Maximum business is the maximum amount which has been han-

dled in the station with sufficient frequency that consideration should be

given to it in the design of facilities.

In many of the large stations, particularly where traffic from several

large roads was accommodated, it was found that no statistics were
available to assist the operating official in accurately determining the
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normal and maximum business. The facilities recommended for each

station were based on the requirements of the normal business of that

station. Due to these conditions it is only reasonable to expect that a

wide variation would develop, as perhaps nO two officials estimating on

the same stations would approximate the same figures.

In a review of the graphs which follow, all of these variables should

be taken into consideration and the relation between the size of facilities

and business handled, which is suggested by the curve, should be con-

sidered only as an indication of what practice in the various stations has

shown to be adequate. It should not be taken as a positive fixed relation

which would be proper in all stations.

General Types of Stations.

Stations may be divided into various types according to the arrange-

ment of main, throat and station tracks.

There are three major types, viz., stub, through and loop.

A Stub Station is one in which the station tracks are connected at

one end only. The St. Louis Union Station, Fig. 1, and South Station,

Boston, Fig. 2, are stations of this type.

A Through Station is one in which the station tracks are connected

at both ends. The Pennsylvania Station in New York City, Fig. 3,

is an example of this type.

A Loop Station is a form of through station in which the station

track layout embraces a loop or part of a circle, trains being moved in

one direction only and in the operation turned with reference to the

station. The Broad Street Station, Richmond, Va., Fig. 4, is an example

of this type. On account of the large area required for this type of sta-

tion, its use has been limited. Provision has been made at South Station,

Boston, for a future lower level loop track, as shown by dotted lines on

Fig. 2.

Combinations of the three types of stations are quite common.

The Union Station, Washington, D. C, Fig. 5, is an example of a

combination through and stub station. The Grand Central Terminal, New
York, Figs. 6 and 7, is an example of a combination stub and loop terminal.

The Kansas City Union Station, Fig. 8, is of the through type, but

has station tracks of sufficient length to berth two trains simultaneously

on the same track. Roads enter this station from either end. It can,

therefore, be operated either as a double berth through, or a double stub

station.

The type and general characteristics of all of the stations covered in

this report are indicated in Table 1. Traffic statistics of the stations are

shown in Table 2.

Factors Affecting Station Capacity.

Under intensive operation the number of station tracks necessary for

any given number of trains per hour depends very largely on the type

of station. In the stub station all movements of equipment' in and out of
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Heavy lines indicate main, approach and station tracks. Light lines indicate
auxiliary tracks. Dash lines indicate express tracks.

Fig. 1

—

Track Plan of Union Station, St. Louis

Heavy lines indicate main, approach and station tracks. Light lines indicate
auxiliary tracks. Dash lines indicate mail and express tracks.

Fig. 2

—

Track Plan of South Station, Boston
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Table 1

—

General Information on Stations Covered in This Report
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the station must necessarily pass through the one throat. This is not

true of the loop and through stations, where most of the movements are

continuous through the station, thereby clearing the station tracks in mini-

mum time and reducing interference from conflicting movements to a

minimum.
The advantages of the through and loop stations over the stub, from

the standpoint of reduced interference at the throat, can be better ap-

preciated by a review of the actual operations in the breaking up of an

arriving train which heads into the stub station. If the train is broken

up on the station tracks by a switch engine, the baggage, mail and express

cars cannot be switched to a track assigned for the working of these

cars until the coaches are unloaded and removed. The road engine cannot

be released until the remainder of the train has been removed. This cause

of delay and excessive movement through the throat necessarily reduces

the capacity of the station track and consequently the capacity of the

entire station as compared to the other types of stations.

In the Union Station, St. Louis, many of these objections are over-

come by backing the train into the station. The track arrangement, Fig. 1,

is particularly adaptable to this form of operation. It has the objection

that there is a certain additional amount of time consumed in running

past the station and backing in. It has the advantage, however, of per-

mitting the immediate release of the locomotive and the head end equip-

ment, it being possible for them to be removed while the coaches are

being unloaded.

In the case of through terminals, the engine and head end equip-

ment on arriving trains can be immediately released independent of the

time consumed in unloading the coaches. This method of operation

clears the station tracks in minimum time. If the requirements of the

station during the rush hour demand, the arriving trains can be moved

out of the station as a unit and broken up in an auxiliary yard. This

may result in added expense, but it clears the station tracks in minimum

time so that they are available for other trains.

The location of the coach, express and locomotive facilities with

respect to the main tracks and the throat of the yard has a very direct

influence on the number of station and approach tracks required.

If the equipment yards are located a considerable distance from the

station the tendency is to handle trains to and from the yard intact

with the road engine. While this practice may reduce the number of

movements through the throat, it is very likely to increase the standing

time in the station to permit the unloading of head end equipment. The

usefulness of the station tracks will thereby be correspondingly decreased

and a greater number of tracks will be required to handle a given busi-

ness. Where the mail and express facilities are adjacent to the station

tracks, the trains are usually broken up and mail and express cars

switched to separate facilities, clearing the station tracks in a shorter

time than if this business were handled on the station platforms, but

increasing the number of movements through the throat.
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Table 2

—

Passenger Traffic In and Out of Station
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Through Traffic
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In the design of a station, particularly of the stub type, it is important

that the coach, locomotive, mail and express facilities be located so that

switching movements to and from these various facilities will result in

minimum interference with the main line approach tracks. If the station

is large, it is frequently desirable to divide the coach yard and locate

part on each side of the throat. This practice is followed in several of

our large stub stations. It is sometimes desirable to locate one coach

yard between the main tracks, which further reduces the crossover move-

ments in the throat. The practice of having several coach yards, how-

ever, is not without objection, on account of the possible duplication of

facilities and division of supervision.

The new station now under construction at Milan, Italy, Fig. 9, is

presented in this report as an example of several coach yards so located

as to reduce crossover movements in the throat of the yard.

In a through station, it is very desirable to have the coach, engine

and express facilities located on the end of the station opposite from

which the majority of the trains approach the station.

From the above discussion, it may be seen that the arrangement of

station, throat and main tracks and auxiliary yards have a very direct

bearing on the capacity of a station and the number of throat and station

tracks required to handle a given business. These factors are also gov-

erned very largely by the method of operation, the character and amount

of business handled, particularly as to whether the predominating traffic

is through passenger or suburban. Because of these variables, it is very

difficult to arrive at a general rule for the number of station tracks which

are required to accommodate a given business.

Table 3 gives information relative to capacity of station tracks in a

number of large stations. It is very difficult to reduce all of these sta-

tions to the same basis on account of many of them accommodating both

through and suburban business. Suburban trains, because of the nature

of their traffic, occupy the station tracks for a shorter period than the

through passenger trains, causing the capacity of the station to be greater

for suburban than for through passenger service. The variables previously

mentioned, particularly the method of operation at the various stations

makes a direct comparison very difficult. By referring to columns 14 and

15, "Maximum number handled on any one station track in one hour,"

a very decided advantage is seen in favor of the through stations. This

advantage, however, is less pronounced when the entire station, column

19, is considered.

The advantages of the through over the stub station, from a capacitv

standpoint, decreases as the standing time of the trains in the trainshed

increases, since the time required to clear the station tracks represents a

smaller portion of the cycle of operation. For this reason, the objection

to a stub terminal for through passenger service, particularly where,

because of requirements of service, a long standing time in the station

is desired, is not as great as for suburban service where the loss of time
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Table 3

—

Capacity of Stations
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getting in and out of the station represents a large proportion of the

total time involved.

It is a significant fact that in reply to question 29 of the question-

naire several roads now operating stub stations called attention to the

difficulties experienced in these stations from an operating standpoint

and strongly recommended wherever possible stations of the through type.

From the foregoing discussion it will be seen that the number of

station tracks required to accommodate a given business depends on the

character of business, method of operation, type of terminal and design

of throat. Each station must be analyzed individually, as the length of

time necessary to clear the throat depends very largely on its size and

design. As a general proposition, however, it might be safely stated that

for through passenger train operation under normal conditions, particularly

in large stations, a stub station will accommodate on an average approxi-

mately two trains per track per hour, and in a through station between

two and three trains per track per hour.

Number of Throat Tracks.

The objections to a stub terminal can be largely eliminated by the

installation of a flexible throat arrangement with a relatively large num-
ber of throat tracks, and an arrangement of facilities that will eliminate

unnecessary interference witji the main approach movements.

Table 4 shows the ratio of station tracks to approach tracks in the

various stub stations considered.

In general, it may be stated that a ratio of between 2.5 and 3 station

tracks per throat track should be adequate, if the throat is properly

designed. There seems to be a tendency to increase the number of

throat tracks in the more recently constructed stations.

Length of Station Tracks.

The length of through passenger trains has been increasing rapidly

with the growth in the tractive power of locomotives. This increased

length of trains has resulted from the increased length of coaches, as

well as the increased number of coaches per train. In a study covering

25 years of operation of a large passenger station, in which trains from

several leading railroads are accommodated, it was observed that during

that period, the average length of trains had increased at the rate of one

car every eight years. At the present time, it is not uncommon on cer-

tain roads to operate passenger trains of sixteen or seventeen coaches.

This situation has resulted in a serious interference in the throat opera-

tions of numerous old stations, due to the end of the train extending

into the throat and blocking movements to other tracks. This situation

cannot exist if a station is to function properly. All stations should have

a sufficient number of long tracks to accommodate the longest trains and

in order to assure flexibility, it would be preferable to have all tracks of

sufficient length to accommodate the longest trains. From an economical
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standpoint, however, this may not be practicable. Some stations, particu-

larly the Kansas City Union Station, Fig. 8, have increased the station

capacity by increasing the length of station tracks so that two trains can

be accommodated on the same track simultaneously. This appears to be

a very desirable method of increasing station capacity when the number

of station tracks is limited by the width of available property.

Table 5 contains data on the length of station tracks and illustrates

the tendency in the more modern stations to increase the length of tracks

adequate to accommodate the longest trains.

Station Platforms.

The width and arrangement of station platforms is an important factor

in determining the number of station tracks possible in a restricted loca-

tion and has a direct bearing on the number of station tracks necessary to

handle a given volume of business. The most intensive development from

the standpoint of maximum number of tracks in a given area requires the

use of one platform for every pair of tracks, the platform being used for

both passengers and trucking. The majority of stations have this

arrangement of platforms. There is an objection to platforms being used

for both passengers and baggage, as the trucking interferes with the

free movement of passengers. To eliminate this objection, the unloading

of the head end equipment on arriving trains is delayed in most stub sta-

tions until the platforms have been cleared of passengers. This results

in delay in the handling of trains and by lengthening the time of occupa-

tion of the station tracks thereby reduces the number of trains that

can be handled on that track in a given period. The objection to inter-

ference with passengers is overcome in a few stub stations by backing

trains into the station. In quite a number of stations, the objection of

interference between baggage trucking and passengers has been overcome

by constructing a few platforms on which trucking is done exclusively.

This necessitates the construction of platforms on both sides of a track

served by this platform. If a station is equipped with a few of these

trucking platforms the trains which have the greatest amount of baggage

can be accommodated adjacent to a trucking platform. This practice has

proven so successful that in some of the more recently constructed stations

the practice has been followed of having a platform located between every

track, each alternate platform being used for the exclusive handling of

baggage, mail and express and the remaining platform for the exclusive

use of passengers. This avoids all interference between the two opera-

tions and eliminates the necessity of delaying the unloading of baggage.

The Denver Union Station has separate trucking and passenger plat-

forms and the operating officials of that station advise that the plan has

worked very satisfactorily. They give as their opinion that the separate

platforms which permit simultaneous handling of baggage and passengers

without interference reduces the necessary time for handling trains an

amount more than sufficient to compensate for the fewer number of sta-

tion tracks resulting from the increased number of platforms. By having
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Table 4—Ratio of Station Tracks to Approach Tracks in Stub
Stations

Name of Station

(1)

1

.

Cincinnati Union
2. Grand Central, Chicago
3. South Station, Boston
4. La Salle, Chicago
5. St. Louis
6. D. L. & W., Hoboken
7. Evansville
8. Sou. Ry., New Orleans
9. Erie R. R., Jersey City

10. O.-W., Seattle
11. C. & N.W., Chicago
12. C. R. R. of N. J., Jersey City
13. Windsor, Montreal
14. L. V., Buffalo
15. D. L. & W., Buffalo
16 Shreveport

Date of

Construc-
tion

(2)

1884
1890
1898
1903
1904
1907

1907
1908
1910
1911

1911

1914
1914*

1916
1916
1921

Relation of

through
trains to

total trains

handled in

per cent.

(3)

100
55
34
86
7

100

100
3

100

27
20
86
100

64
100

Number of

Approach
Tracks

(4)

Number of

Station
Tracks

(5)

Ratio of

Station
Tracks to
Approach
Tracks

(«)

4.0
2.0
3.5
2.7
5.3
2.3
2.5
2.0
2.4
4.0
2.7
2.2
2.7
3.0
3.0
2.3

Note—*Built in 1889, remodeled in 1914.

Table 5

—

Lengths of Station Tracks
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separate platforms they can be made narrower than the combination plat-

form designed to handle both passengers and trucking. The trucking plat-

forms, however, must be made wide enough to permit two loaded trucks

to pass.

The trucking platform can be used for supplying the trains with

water, ice and other equipment and the passengers can be accommodated
without any interference from employees taking care of the equipment.

Another advantage in having independent baggage platforms is in

the elimination of baggage elevators from the path of passengers. A
new development along this line is the use of baggage ramps instead of

elevators. This would be impossible with combination platforms, but

with separate baggage platforms they can be depressed as ramps and

make a direct connection to the baggage room located beneath the tracks.

This plan is to be followed in the new Chicago Union Station, which is

being constructed with separate passenger and trucking platforms.

In practically all of the older stations the platforms were built at

approximately the level of the top of rail. In the Pennsylvania and

Grand Central Stations, New York, platforms have been constructed

on the level of the car floor. This design permits of rapid and safe

handling of passengers and entirely eliminates the use of the train steps

but interferes with the inspection of equipment. Where the station is

located above the tracks, the high platforms reduce the length of stairs

necessary to reach the station by about eight steps. Unfortunately this

plan cannot be followed in all stations, as considerable existing equipment

cannot be operated at high platforms without expensive alteration.

In many stations where the baggage room is on the same level as the

station tracks, baggage is trucked across the tracks. Where this practice

is followed, it is an advantage to have the platforms on a level of the

top of rail. However, in practically all of the new stations, the practice

of trucking baggage across tracks is eliminated and it is removed from

the platforms either by elevators or ramps.

Information showing the widths and heights of platforms in various

stations is indicated in Table 6.

Baggage Facilities.

Baggage as a rule is handled directly on the station platforms from

which point it is trucked to the baggage facilities. The cost of handling

varies with the trucking distance. If the baggage room is located on the

track level, the trucking is generally done across the tracks or in case of

stub stations, around the ends of the station tracks and adjacent to the

concourse. The objections to this plan from an operating standpoint are

evident. If the baggage room is located below the tracks, as is usually

the case in cities where tracks have been elevated above the streets, the

baggage trucks are handled from the platforms by ramps or elevators.

The method of handling baggage on the station platforms at the

various stations, and the type, size, capacity and speed of baggage elevators

recommended are shown in Table 7.
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Table 6

—

Station Platform Data
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Table 7

—

Methods of Handling Baggage on Station Platforms
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In practically all of the larger stations separate facilities are pro-

vided for inbound and outbound baggage. This practice requires increased

facilities, but results in minimum trucking when the facilities are properly

located. A good example of this is the Chicago & Northwestern Terminal

at Chicago, where the inbound baggage room is located at the arrival end

and the outbound baggage room at the departure end of the train shed.

A very convenient arrangement for baggage facilities is that fol-

lowed by the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company station

at Seattle, Fig. 10. The station, which is of the stub type, is located below

the streets. The station tracks are on the basement level of the station

proper which permits the baggage to be trucked from the platforms

directly to the baggage room located in the basement of the headhouse
without crossing tracks. The stairs leading from the platforms to the

concourse are lo'cated in the center of the platforms and leave a clear

trucking way 6 ft. 6 in. wide on each side of the stairway.

There is a great variation in the amount of baggage handled at

various stations, which depends upon the character of the traffic, par-

ticularly the per cent, of tourist travel handled.

The relation between the space required for baggage facilities and the

volume of business handled depends very largely on the method of opera-

tion. In large cities where land value is high, it is desirable to restrict

these facilities to a minimum and pile baggage in tiers. This results in

increased cost of handling and also increases damage claims. This plan

is followed very largely in the Grand Central Station, New York. Some
of the stations where this practice is followed, in replying to question 23

of the questionnaire, stated that the increased cost of handling was not

sufficient to justify increasing the size of facilities. In other stations

where land value is low trunks are stored in only one tier and conse-

quently the relation between space and business handled is on a different

basis than in the terminals where the land value is high.

The size of facilities and amount of baggage handled at the various

stations are shown in Table 8. The area of baggage room and length

of tailboard frontage required in relation to number of pieces of baggage
handled is shown in graphs 1 and 2, respectively.

STATION BUILDING

The relation which should exist between size of facilities and busi-

ness handled depends very largely on the arrangement of facilities. This

has been discussed in connection with the various facilities outside of

the main building proper. In order to avoid repetition, it is felt desirable

to discuss some of the main principles involved in connection with the

arrangement of the facilities in the station building as a whole rather

than to discuss them individually as the various facilities are treated.

Separation of Through and Suburban Passengers.

The character of the facilities required for the two major classes of

passenger traffic, i. e., through and suburban, are so dissimilar that it is

A
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Fig. 11

—

Through Passenger Level—Floor Plan—Grand Central
Terminal, New York
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Erghth Avenue
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Seventh Avenue

Fig. 14

—

Floor Plan at Street Level, Pennsylvania Station, New York
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Fig. 15

—

Floor Plan at Waiting Room Level, Pennsylvania Station,

New York
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very desirable where possible to entirely segregate these two classes of

service. Suburban traffic requires very limited facilities, and if business

is of sufficient quantity to justify independent facilities, it is desirable to

make such a separation. This has been accomplished in the Grand

Central Terminal, New York, Figs. 6, 7, 11, 12 and 13, by providing for

the two classes of service on different levels. In the Pennsylvania Station,

New York, Figs. 3, 14 and 15, separate faoilities are provided on one side

of the station to accommodate the suburban service.

In Central Station (Twelfth Street), Chicago, an ideal arrangement

has been reached. All through passenger trains terminate in Central

Station, while the suburban trains proceed north paralleling the Central

business district a distance of 1.2 miles to Randolph street. The through

station is thereby served by the suburban service, but the size of its facili-

ties are not affected by the 370 suburban trains which are daily operated

past the station. The two suburban stations north of Twelfth Street

which jointly accommodate 25,000,000 passengers per year with a normal

rush hour traffic of 15,000 are quite insignificant as compared to the facili-

ties which would be required for a through passenger business of this

magnitude.

It has been decided to deal in this report only with the requirements

of through passenger business. In many of the stations where both classes

of service are accommodated, it has been difficult to segregate the require-

ments of the through passenger service.

Southern Stations.

In the southern states, station design is somewhat complicated by the

necessity of providing separate facilities for negroes. Separate waiting

rooms and toilet facilities are necessary, and some stations have separate

public spaces for baggage and parcel check counters, there being a complete

separation throughout the station building. The relation of the size of

facilities provided for the two races depends upon the relative number of

each race using the station. This relation varies in each station as can be

observed by referring to Table 9.

The Union Station at Macon, Georgia, Fig. 16, and Dallas, Texas,

Figs. 17 and 18, are good examples of modern southern stations.

Effect of Type of Station on Arrangement of Facilities.

The ideal station would be one having maximum operating effi-

ciency combined with maximum convenience to passengers. In most

cases the general design of a station resolves itself into a balancing

of one against the other, some designers favoring operating efficiency and

some favoring convenience to passengers. The distance walked by pas-

sengers from the main entrance or exit to the center of the average train

varies greatly with the size and general type of station. Passengers on

long inbound trains at stub stations have a long distance to walk on the

platforms before reaching the head house, and if the concourse and lobby

are large the total distance walked is considerable. On outbound trains,
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the distance walked on the platforms is not so great and where all trains

are backed into the station, as at St. Louis, this objectionable feature of

the stub station is largely eliminated.

Through stations are usually constructed with a concourse or passage-

way over or under the train shed at about the center of the station tracks,

so that by a short walk through the concourse and up or down a flight

of steps the passenger arrives on the platform at about the center of the

train.

The Great Northern Station at Minneapolis, Fig. 19, is an excellent

illustration of possibilities of this type of station from the standpoint of

minimum walking distance. In this station, the head house and its main

approach, Hennepin Avenue Viaduct, are located directly over the station

tracks and the horizontal distance from the main entrance of the station

to the foot of the stairs is 200 ft. The stairs are near the center of the

platforms and the passengers have a very short walking distance.

An objection to the stub type of station is the possibility of a train

backing through a bumping post, which might result in a serious accident.

An analysis of the nineteen stub stations reviewed in this report

shows that the average distance traveled from the main entrance of the

station to the center of the station platforms is 575 ft. and the correspond-

ing average distance for the seventeen through stations is 341 ft.

While the through type of station excels from both the standpoint of

train operation and minimum walking distance for passengers, it has the

disadvantage of having the tracks and station building on two different

levels, resulting in the use of ramps, stairs or elevators. Stairs are not

only difficult to climb, but are hazardous and greatly retard the flow of

traffic. Wherever possible, it is preferable to use ramps in place of stairs,

though they have the objection of increasing the distance traveled. Ramps
can be negotiated by invalid chairs without difficulty, which is impossible

with stairs. In some stations elevators have been installed to provide for

this emergency.

The Broad Street Terminal, Richmond, Figs. 4 and 25, has both ramps

and stairs. The ramps, however, are so located as to serve the great ma-

jority of the passengers.

Ramps have been used to a great extent in the Grand Central Station,

New York, Figs. 11, 12 and 13, where they have proven a great success.

It has been clearly demonstrated in this station that ramps are very

desirable where they extend in the direction of travel so that their use

will not increase the distance traveled to reach a given point, and where

the gradients are not in excess of 10 per cent.

Station Facilities Should Be Located in Proper Sequence.

It is important to locate the principal facilities, such as the ticket

office, baggage check counter, information booth, parcel check counter,

etc., in proper order along the line of travel, so as to reduce to a minimum
any extra walking of passengers.
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Each facility should be plainly marked and visible from the main line

of travel so as to eliminate unnecessary confusion among patrons. The
St. Paul Station, Fig. 20, is a good example of the orderly arrangement

of ticket office and baggage checking facilities.

Separation of Inbound and Outbound Traffic.

It is very desirable to separate inbound and outbound traffic so that

they will not interfere, provided that the design permits of prompt han-

dling of passengers transferring from one train to another. A distinct

tendency is shown in this direction in some of the more recently con-

structed stations, such as the Kansas City, Pennsylvania, Seattle and

Toronto Stations.

The new Toronto Station, Figs. 21 and 22, has not only separate

concourses, but has separate lobbies for inbound and outbound traffic.

Waiting rooms, ticket offices, baggage and parcel check stands, restaurant

and lunch room, telephone and telegraph facilities are located on the

upper or outbound passenger level, while on the lower or inbound level

the baggage claiming stand, another parcel check stand, telephone booths,

cab facilities, customs office, and immigrants' facilities are located.

The Pennsylvania Station, Figs. 14 and 15, has a separate concourse

for inbound passengers, directly under the outbound concourse, by means

of which the passengers may pass directly to the street or subway trains

without passing through the main part of the station. One of the prin-

cipal advantages in complete separation of traffic is the elimination of

interference to the regular flow of outbound passengers caused by the

crowds of people at the gates waiting to meet inbound passengers. Pro-

vision must be made, however, for the passengers transferring from one

train to another.

Offices in Connection with Stations.

In the design of stations of any magnitude it is necessary to provide

offices, locker rooms and other facilities for certain employes, such as

station master, baggage master, janitors and other station help. These

features have not been developed in this report, as they do not vary

directly with the traffic handled and do not constitute a serious problem

in the design of a station. It is also desirable in many stations, particu-

larly at terminals and division points, to provide facilities for train men,

conductors, dispatchers, etc. In some stations, hotel accommodations and

Y.M.C.A. rooms are provided for the trainmen.

In some of the large terminals, office buildings have been erected in

connection with the stations, in order that the revenue derived therefrom

might assist in carrying the investment on the station building. There

are many examples where this has been done with very good results.

The original design of the new Chicago Union Station, now under

construction, contemplated a monumental type of station building for

exclusive railway use. As building costs increased, it seemed more de-
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sirable to change the design so that the head house could be surmounted

by an office building to help defray the great expense involved. This

was done and the building as now designed is twenty stories high, and is

to be used jointly as a station and office building. This practice should

be commended, as railway operating revenues are not usually increased

commensurate with the large fixed charges of the modern passenger sta-

tions, and this expense often becomes a serious burden on the railroad.

It is important in the design of a station surmounted by a large

office building to make the connections to the office building independent

of the station proper, so that the employes reaching the offices will not pass

through the station facilities. Private connections should be made to the

station, however, so that employes wishing to board trains can do so

without inconvenience. Consideration should also be given, in case a

large office building is constructed in connection with the station, to the

design of those facilities which might be patronized by the office em-

ployes, as those facilities should be proportionally increased. This is par-

ticularly true of dining room facilities, telephone booths, barber shops,

bootblack parlors, etc.

The concourse, lobby and waiting room are three classes of facilities

used in American stations which have common uses. They will be defined

and discussed individually and then combined in the tables and graphs, so

that all stations may as nearly as possible be considered on the same basis.

Passenger Concourse.

The area or passageway by means of which passengers are distributed

to the various train gates is here referred to as a passenger concourse.

Passengers, as well as friends of arriving passengers, congregate in the

passenger concourse, waiting for the gates to be opened. It is, therefore,

desirable to have an adequate space to accommodate these people. The
concourse in many stations also serves a very important need as an exit

passageway for arriving passengers, which enables them to reach the

street without passing through the station.

For the concourse to be of greatest value, it should be protected from

the weather and heated, or it will not be used to the fullest possible extent

in the colder climates.

The desirable width depends very largely upon the character and

amount of traffic handled and the number of entrances to and exits from
the concourse. In some stations' the main exit is at the end of the con-

course, and as the bulk of the passengers must walk through the con-

course before reaching the street, it must of necessity be of greater

width than if the patrons could be discharged through several openings

and eliminate the necessity of walking longitudinally through the con-

course. A good example of a concourse where the major portion of the

people are discharged from the end, is the South Station, Boston, Fig. 2.

In this particular station, advantage has been taken of the irregular shape

of the site, so that the concourse varies in width from 60 ft. at one end to

165 ft. at the end at which the main entrance is located. As a large per-
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centagc of the people using this station are commuters who do not use

other station facilities, this arrangement has proven very satisfactory.

Table 10 gives the width and area of concourses in the various sta-

tions.

In through stations the concourse is usually located above or below

the station tracks, being connected to the station platforms by means of

stairs or ramps. In a number of the newer stations of this type the con-

course has been made wide, has benches and is used as a waiting room.

The Kansas City Station, Fig. 23, has this arrangement, but the waiting

room is used only by outbound passengers, the inbound passengers using

a separate passageway on each side of the main concourse leading directly

to the lobby.

At the Wichita Union Station, Fig. 24, the main entrance to the sta-

tion leads directly into the passenger concourse, which space also serves

as a main lobby, wherein are located ticket offices and other station

facilities. Separate passageways lead from the gates in this room to the

tracks and up to the station platforms by means of ramps.

A probable relation which should exist between the area of passenger

concourses and the number of normal rush-hour passengers handled is

shown by a dotted line on graph 3. There are not sufficient points dis-

tributed on the graph to justify a definite recommendation.

Train Concourse.

An auxiliary concourse or passageway connecting train gates with

various station platforms, and which is separated as a usual practice from
the main concourse by a fence or train gates, is here referred to as a train

concourse. This permits trucking in stub stations from one platform to

another without interfering with the passengers in the main concourse

and allows one gateman to serve more than one train, as well as permits

the use of several gates by passengers discharging, from one platform.

A train concourse is very desirable and should be provided in all stations

of any magnitude. The width of the train concourse depends largely on

the volume of business. The replies to question 12 of the questionnaire

would indicate that a train concourse is considered desirable by most
railroads and that a width of 20 feet is adequate unless it is used ex-

tensively for trucking.

At the Chicago & Northwestern Station the train concourse is utilized

by elevators serving the inbound baggage room below the track level,

which arrangement permits the elevator to be used by trucks from more
than one station platform.

The O. W. R. R. & N. Co. Station at Seattle, Fig. 10, and the Kansas
City Union Station, Fig. 23, have train concourses between the train gates

and the stairways leading to the platforms. In the case of these stations,

the train concourse is used as an exit and permits the discharge of arriving

passengers without the necessity of passing through the waiting rooms.

The width of train concourses in various stations is shown in

Table 10.
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Table 9

—

Southern Stations—Relation of Facilities for White and
Colored Passengers
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Fig. 23

—

Floor Plan, Union Station, Kansas City
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Lobby.

In the larger stations the ticket office, baggage and parcel check rooms
and information booth arc usually located around a main public space

or lobby. This space, however, is often omitted, and the principal facili-

ties grouped around the main waiting room or in the concourse. The
architectural treatment of the building usually affects the proportions of

the lobby to a greater extent than any other facility. It is, therefore, not

surprising that the area of this facility in the various stations does not bear

a uniform relation to the amount of traffic handled.

Where the lobby is large and adjacent to the concourse, the passengers

will use it more or less as a waiting area, and the size of the main waiting

room may be correspondingly reduced.

In the Pennsylvania Station, New York City, Figs. 14 and IS, the

lobby is one of the principal features of the station and is known as the

main waiting room, although it contains no benches.

In the Kansas City Terminal, Fig. 23, the exit passageways, on each

side of the main waiting room concourse, terminate in the "Grand Lobby,"

which serves as a waiting area where friends may meet arriving passengers.

Table 11 gives the areas of lobbies in the various stations which are

used as waiting rooms. Table 12 gives the areas of lobbies which are

used exclusively as such, together with the areas of main waiting rooms,

concourses, and the combined areas of the three facilities.

For the reasons previously given and because of insufficient points on

the graph a definite recommendation will not be given as to the relation

which should exist between the area of the lobby and the number of

normal rush-hour passengers. A dotted line, however, on graph 4 indi-

cates what appears' to be a proper relation.

Waiting Rooms.

The main waiting room should preferably be located adjacent to the

lobby and away from the direct route of travel to and from trains. It

should be near to the passenger concourse, and adequately equipped with

bulletin boards, clocks and other information devices, so that passengers

may remain in their seats and keep themselves informed as to the time

of arrival or departure of trains. If this is not done, the waiting room
will not be fully utilized, and many passengers will stand around in the

concourse, interfering with the general flow of traffic through the station.

The combining of main waiting room and concourse area has the ad-

vantage of permitting passengers to wait at points convenient to the train

gates, but has the disadvantage of possible interference with traffic.

In the Kansas City Station, Fig. 23, and the Toronto Station, Figs.

21 and 22, the inbound passengers do not pass, through this area, thereby

reducing this objection to a minimum.
As has been mentioned in the discussion of the lobby, the necessary

waiting room area depends largely on the size and location of the lobby

and concourse.
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It is the usual practice in stations of any magnitude to have men's

and women's waiting rooms separate from the general waiting room.

Generally the men's toilet facilities, bootblack parlors and barber shop are

adjacent to and directly connected to the men's waiting room.

The women's waiting room should be equipped with lounges as well

as benches. In most cases, it separates the women's toilet and dressing

room facilities from the main waiting room.

The size of the men's and women's waiting rooms also affect the main

waiting room as to both area and seating capacity.

Tables 11, 12 and 13 give information on the area and seating capacity

of the main waiting rooms, men's and women's rooms, combined lobby and

waiting rooms, combined concourse and waiting rooms, and total waiting

room area.

The following graphs give the relation which should exist between the

various facilities indicated and the normal number of rush-hour pas-

sengers :

Graph 5—Area of main waiting room.
Graph 6—Seating capacity of main waiting room.
Graph 7—Area of women's waiting room.
Graph 8—Area of men's waiting room.
Graph 9—Total area for waiting purposes.
Graph 10—Total number of seats in waiting areas.

Graph 11—Total area of lobby, concourse and all waiting areas.

Graph 9 is not a total of graphs 5, 7 and 8, but includes all areas

which are used for waiting purposes. In many stations seats are provided

in the lobby and concourse, and these areas which are actually used for

waiting purposes are included as such in graph 9.

For reasons previously given it did not seem wise to fix recommended

values for the lobby and concourse areas. The fact that all stations do

not have these facilities and because of the inter-relation of the area

of these facilities with the area of waiting rooms made it desirable to

prepare graph 11, which places all stations on the same basis and gives a

very definite indication of the total area which should be required for the

public areas indicated. By using graphs 3 to 11, the required areas of any

combination of the public areas can be determined with reasonable ac-

curacy.

Toilet Facilities.

The area of toilet rooms and number of fixtures should bear a definite

relation to the amount of traffic handled. The location of facilities with

respect to lines of travel will influence the requirements to some extent.

The requirements for pay toilets at the various stations seems to vary

considerably. At several of the stations over 70 per cent, of the toilets

are of the pay type, as can be observed by referring to Tables 14 and 15.

Replies to question 16 of the questionnaire revealed the fact that pay toilets

are favorably considered at stations where they have been tried, with the

exception of one station, where their use was abandoned. The "coin-in-a-
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Table 11

—

Area of Waiting Rooms*
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Table 12

—

Summary of Lobby, Concourse and Waiting-Room Areas
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Table 13

—

Seating Capacity of Waiting-Rooms
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slot" form seems to be in most favor. Most of the stations earn a sub-

stantial revenue from the pay toilets.

Shower baths and dressing rooms are provided in the toilet rooms of

several of the new stations.

Tables 14 and 15 give information on the extent of men's and women's

toilet facilities at the various stations.

The following graphs give the relation which should exist between the

various toilet facilities indicated and the normal number of rush-hour

passengers

:

Graph 12—Area of men's toilet rooms.
Graph 13—Number of men's water closets.

Graph 14—Number of urinals.

Graph 15—Number of men's lavatories.

Graph 16—Area of women's toilet rooms.
Graph 17—Number of women's water closets.

Graph 18—Number of women's lavatories.

Ticket Offices.

The area of the ticket office and the number of ticket windows de-

pends not only on the extent, but also on the character of business handled.

It is probable that 99 per cent, of the outbound through passengers using

the two stations in New York City start their journey at that. point. In

many other stations, which are junction points, a large per cent, of the

passengers merely use the station while transferring from one train to

another, and a relatively small per cent, purchase tickets. In most cities

of any size the railroads maintain city ticket offices in the business dis-

trict, which naturally decreases the requirements for ticket facilities at

the station. It is, therefore, evident that each station should receive indi-

vidual consideration as to ticket facilities required.

In addition to the ticket selling space, sufficient area must be provided

for accounting and auditing of ticket sales and storage of tickets. Ticket

storage space may be in some unimportant part of the building, however,

and need not take up valuable space in main ticket office.

The ticket office should be located near the direct line of travel

through the station, but should be so arranged that the passengers waiting

to get tickets will not interfere with the traffic or with each other, particu-

larly those moving away from the windows.

In southern stations the ticket office must be located so as to be ac-

cessible from the separate facilities for white and colored patrons.

Table 16 shows the area of ticket offices and the number of ticket

windows in the various stations.

Graphs 19 and 20 show the recommended relation which should exist

between the normal number of rush-hour passengers and the area of

ticket offices and the number of ticket windows respectively.

Telephone and Telegraph Facilities.

The location of the telephone and telegraph facilities should be as

accessible as possible for both inbound and outbound passengers.
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Table 14

—

Men's Toilet Facilities

Name of Station

Water Closets

Per Cent.
Pay

I

J

Zj

Area in

Sq. Ft.
Per Rush
Hour

Through
Passenger

Nor. Max.

Through
Passengers

in Por
Cent, of

Total

Normal
Rush
Hour

(1)

1. Oelwein
2. Danville
3. Parsons
4. Evansville
5. O.-W., Seattle
6. L. V., Buffalo
7. So. Ry., New Orleans..
8. Meridian
9. Wilmington, N. C

10. Detroit
1 1

.

Shreveport
12. Winnipeg
13. S. P., Oakland
14. D. L. & W., Buffalo....
15. Main St., Richmond. .

.

16. Macon Union
17. Wichita
18. Galesburg
19. Broad St., Richmond.
20. Providence
21. Denver
22. Dallas :

23. Tacoma
24. Grand Cent., MemDhis.
25. Ottawa
26. M.P., Little Rock
27. St. Paul
28. La Salle, Chicago
29. Windsor, Montreal
30. Central, Chicago
31. Toronto
32. Jacksonville
33. G. N., Minneapolis
34. C. & N. W., Chicago...
35. ,New Union, Chicago...
36. Kansas City
37. Indianapolis
38. Cincinnati Union
39. St. Louis
40. Washington
41. Grand Central, N. Y...
42. Pennsylvania, N. Y. ...

43. South Boston

(2) (3) (4)

60

67
56
30
22

52
67
37
27

14

100

33
33
76
48
36
67
30
36
13

32
44
62

33

58
74

100

70

60

40

33
100

67
35

20
100

25
75

50
100

50

(5)

55
100

(6) (7)

170

190

320
130

280
370
300
300
350
3270
640
340
270
930
500
510
580
540
800
1270
1140
1320
760
1000
1070
690
1640
1320
1200
770
1880
820
750
1800
4260
3430
1590
640

4640
1300

(8)

1.42
3.17
1.68
1.73

1.10
.92

3.00

1.37

1.12
.77

2.86

.83

2.56
1.38
1.64
1.10
1.33

.77

.63

.41

1.28

1.14

.21

1.03
.51

4960
2260

(9)

1 00
2.11
1 45
1.30
.90

.53

.68

.60

2.32
.71

1.38
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Table 15

—

Women's Toilet Facilities

Name of Station

Water Closets

Per Cent. Pay

Act-
ual

Recom-
mended

Area in Sq. ft. per
Rush Hour Through

Passenger

Normal Maximum

Through
Passengers
in Per Cent.

of Total

Normal
Rush Hour

(1)

1 . Oelwein
2. Danville
3 . Parsons
4 . Evansville
5. O.-W., Seattle
6. L. V., Buffalo
7. So. Ry., New Orleans.
8. Meridian
9. Wilmington, N. C

10. Detroit
1 1

.

Shreveport
12. Winnipeg
13. S. P., Oakland
14. D. L. & W., Buffalo. .

15. Main St., Richmond..
16. Macon Union
17. Wichita
18. Galesburg
19. Broad St., Richmond
20. Providence
21. Denver
22. Dallas
23. Tacoma
24. Grand Central,

Memphis
25. Ottawa
26. M. P., Little Rock....
27. St. Paul
28. La Salle, Chicago ....

29. Windsor, Montreal...

.

30. Central, Chicago
31. Toronto
32. Jacksonville
33. G. N., Minneapolis...

.

34. C. & N. W., Chicago,.
35. New Union, Chicago..
36 . Kansas City
37. Indianapolis
38. Cincinnati Union
39. St. Louis
40. Washington
41. Grand Central, N. Y.
42. Pennsylvania, N. Y. .

.

43

.

South Boston

(2) (3)
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Table 16

—

Ticket Office Facilities

Name of Station

Number of
Ticket
Windows

Total
Number

of Windows
Per 100

Rush Hour
Through
Passengers

Area in

Sq. Ft. Per
Rush Hour
Through
Passenger

S - 3

3 u O

H

(1)
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The number of telephone booths may usually be increased or decreased

with very little expense, so that it is not necessary to provide extra booths

in anticipation of future traffic requirements. The character of traffic and

size of the city will influence the number of telephones required.

Table 17- gives the number of telephone booths provided at the vari-

ous stations.
!j ]

!
"|

Graph 21 shows the relation which should exist between the normal

number of rush-hour passengers and number of telephone booths.

Table 17 gives data on telegraph facilities for the various stations,

and graph 22 the relation which should exist between area of telegraph

facilities and normal number of rush-hour passengers.

Parcel Check Room.

The parcel check room is one of the busy places in a passenger sta-

tion, and should be easily accessible for both inbound and outbound

passengers.

It is very desirable to have separate counters for receipt and delivery

of parcels so as to avoid confusion. Every means should be provided to

handle parcels quickly, especially in making deliveries so as to avoid

delays which might result in patrons missing trains.

Table 18 gives information as to size of facilities and amount of busi-

ness handled at the parcel check rooms of the various stations.

Graph 23 shows the relation which should exist between the area of

parcel check room and the normal number of rush-hour passengers.

Dining Room Facilities.

The size of railroad dining room facilities depends primarily on their

location with respect to the line of travel through the station and com-

petition with adjacent restaurants and hotels. Where good restaurants

are available near the station the competition will reduce to some extent

the requirements of the station facilities. At the Chicago & Northwestern

station at Chicago 60 per cent, of the patrons of the lunch room are

other than the traveling public, there being no competing lunch rooms

in the vicinity that furnish the same standard of service.

The kitchen and serving room should preferably be so located that

they serve both the main dining room and the lunch room facilities, and

should be far enough removed from the main part of the station that the

odors from cooking will not be noticeable.

' Tables 19 and 20 give the area and seating capacity of the dining

facilities in the various stations.

The following graphs give the relation which should exist between

the various facilities indicated and the normal number of rush-hour pas-

sengers :

Graph 24—Total area of dining and lunch rooms.
Graph 25—Total seats in dining and lunch rooms.
Graph 26—Area of kitchen.
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Table 17

—

Telephone and Telegraph Facilities
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Table 18

—

Parcel Check Room

Name of Station
Area
in

Sq. Ft.

Number of
Parcels per Day

Norma. JJ*

Area in Sq. Ft.
Per Parcel

Handled Daily

Normal Maxi-
mum

Number of

Parcels
Handled
per 100

Through
Passengers

Nor- Maxi-
mal mum

Through
Passengers

in

Per Cent.
of Total
(Normal

Rush Hour)

ID

1. S. P., Oakland
2 . Oelwein
3 . Parsons
4. L. V., Buffalo
5 . Meridian
6 . Evansville
7. So. Ry., New Orleans
8 . Galesburg
9. Broad St., Richmond

10. D. L. &W., Buffalo..

1 1

.

Macon Union
12. Winnipeg
13. O.-W., Seattle
14. Main St., Richmond..
15. Tacoma
16. Wichita
17. M. P., Little Rock....
18. Dallas
19. Ottawa
20. Gr. Central, Memphis
21 . Providence
22. Windsor, Montreal
23. Detroit
24 . Indianapolis
25. Central, Chicago
26. G. N., Minneapolis. . .

27. Denver
28. Cincinnati Union
29. Toronto
30. Washington
31. C. & N. W., Chicago..
32. St. Paul
33. Kansas City
34. (New) Union, Chicago
35. St. Louis
36. LaSalle, Chicago
37. South Boston
38. Pennsylvania, N. Y...

39. Grand Central, N. Y.
40. Jacksonville

(2)

180
720
300

110

'966'

570
370
190
550

860
850
560
320
430
1080
1600
1580
860
720
550
620

5260
3000
1500
1410
1970
2160
1700
950

5500
5150
2680
1580

03

12

15

50
50
50
69
70

120
130
150
150
150
160
165
180
250
250
300
339
450
544
576
600
800
826
830
1000
1000
1500
1600
1690
1700
1769
1770
2000
3000
3000
3434

(4)

20
30
100
400
50
75

100
250
150
250
350
180
288
200
220
380
600
1000
404
800
1097
1385
700

2800
1300

2500
1500
3724
3515
3599
4200
6230

2700
4000
5300

4000 4000

(5)
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Table 19

—

Area of Dining Facilities

Name of Station

Area in Square Feet

£
o
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Table 20

—

Seating Capacity of Dining and Lunch Rooms
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These graphs have been corrected to provide only for the require-

ments of the traveling public.

In most of the stations where the normal number of rush-hour pas-

sengers is less than 500 the lunch and dining room facilities are combined

and where the number exceeds 1,000, it is practically the universal practice

to have separate facilities. A study of the recommendations of those

stations having separate facilities indicates that the tendency is to make

the dining room facilities approximately equal to those of the lunch room.

Cab Stand and Transfer Facilities.

The office of the cab and transfer companies should be in a prominent

location, readily accessible to inbound passengers.

The length of loading platform for cabs depends on the size of city,

the character of the taxicab service, and the other' means of local trans-

portation.

Care should be taken to see that the cab facilities will not interfere

with the normal flow of traffic to and from the station.

In Chicago the taxicab service is very good, the rates are reasonable,

and the result is that about half the inbound through passengers normally

use cabs, even though the surface lines and the elevated service are

equally available. It has been observed that on some of the high-class

New York-Chicago trains as high as 95 per cent, of the arriving passen-

gers take taxicabs. It has been found practical, therefore, in such stations

to have a loading platform long enough to accommodate fifteen or sixteen

cabs at one time.

The percentage of outbound passengers using taxicabs is not as great

as inbound passengers, but there is usually a greater amount of traffic

arriving in private cars, so that the total number of passengers arriving

in motors and taxis is about equal to the number of inbound passengers

taking cabs.

Where there is more than one station in the city, transfer busses are

usually operated and sufficient space must be allowed on the loading

platform for their accommodation. In most stations, inbound and out-

bound cabs use the same loading space, which, of course, necessitates locat-

ing the platform where it is easily accessible for inbound passengers, and

also close to the ticket office and other outbound facilities. Provision

should also be made for parking space for cabs and private cars waiting

for inbound trains. Central Station at Chicago has parking space for

forty-five cabs, but for the morning inbound rush period, space for about

twice that number is needed.

In several of the. larger modern stations provision is made adjacent

to the cab platform to receive baggage so that the cabman will not have

to go to another part of the station to discharge baggage. These facilities

should be provided, however, so that the transfer of baggage can be made

without interfering with the normal movement of cabs.

Considerable delay in the operation of cabs is avoided at some of the

large stations by the cab company stationing a starter and money changer
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at the station to control the movement of cabs and make change for the

drivers.

Table 21 gives data on length of loading platforms, capacity of parking

space and the number of cabs required per train, in the various stations.

Hand Baggage Room.

A space is usually provided adjacent to the baggage checking counter

in the station where hand baggage is handled. The requirements for this

facility vary widely with the character of traffic handled. Where the

tourist travel is heavy, the proportion of travelers checking hand baggage

is considerably higher than at stations in Chicago and New York, where

business and commercial travel predominates. For example, there are

two stations listed in Table 22 where an average of one piece of hand

baggage is handled for every ten passengers daily, while the Chicago &
Northwestern Station, Chicago, handles one piece of baggage for every

seventy-six and the Grand Central, New York, one for every eighty-two

passengers daily.

Data on the area of hand baggage facilities, together with the amount

of hand baggage handled at the various stations, is shown in Table 22.

Graph 27 shows the relations which should exist between area of

hand baggage facilities and the number of pieces of hand baggage handled

per day.

Information Bureaus.

From the passenger's viewpoint, the information bureau is one of the

most important facilities in a passenger station. It should have a prominent

location accessible for the traveler in a hurry to make a train and handy

for the arriving passengers hurrying to the city.

In the Kansas City Station, Fig. 23, the information bureau is in

the grand lobby opposite the exit from one of the inbound concourses or

"midways." One side of the bureau handles information about trains and

railroad matters, while the opposite side furnishes information relative

to the city.

Separate bureaus should be maintained where inbound and outbound

traffic is separated to such an extent that one bureau cannot be readily

accessible to both. Where there is sufficient business to justify the added

expense, telephone calls for information in regard to trains should be

handled in a separate office away from the confusion of the station

activities.

Table 23 shows the area devoted to information bureaus in the various

stations.

Hospital Facilities.

Several of the larger stations, as shown in Table 23, have private

hospital facilities in the station proper. These are of particular value in

caring for sick and invalids who are traveling. These facilities should be
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Table 21

—

Taxicab Data

Name of Station
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Table 22

—

Hand Baggage Data
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located in some part of the station away from the main lines of travel,

so that noise and confusion may be avoided. Columns 7 and 8 of Table 23

give the area of such facilities and the average number of patients

treated.

Immigration Facilities.

Separate facilities should be provided for immigrants in those sta-

tions where a considerable amount of this traffic is handled.

Table 23 shows those stations in which such facilities are provided,

together with the average number of immigrants accommodated.

At the present time, due to the restriction which has been placed on

immigration, there is not the demand for these facilities that existed

previous to the World War. It is very probable, however, that these

restrictions will later be modified and there will be a greater need for

these facilities. They do not need to be located adjacent to the main lines

of travel and preferably should be separated from the other station

facilities.

In the Chicago & Northwestern Station at Chicago, as well as at

several of the other larger stations, practically all facilities have been

provided for the immigrants which are necessary for their comfort.

Separate waiting room, toilet, and lunch room facilities have been pro-

vided, together with a laundry room and dryer, where the women may
wash and dry their clothes. There is no mingling of the immigrant busi-

ness with the other revenue passengers.

Detention Room for Insane and Prisoners.

In several of the stations a cell has been provided where insane

travelers or prisoners can be quartered with safety. This is very desirable,

as insane passengers have a very depressing influence on other passengers.

Miscellaneous Facilities.

In some of the newer stations special reception rooms and postal

stations have been provided. Practically all stations have barber shops,

bootblack chairs and news stand. The extent of these facilities in the

various stations are indicated in Table 24.

The relation which should exist between the number of normal rush-

hour passengers and the area of news stands, and the number of barber

chairs are shown on graphs 28 and 29, respectively.

The requirements as to bootblack chairs, indicated on graph 30, are

not sufficiently uniform to justify establishing a curve, but may be of

value as indicating the needs of the various stations.

Miscellaneous Concessions.

It has 'become the practice in large modern stations to devote con-

siderable space to miscellaneous concessions, such as drug stores, novelty

counters, haberdashery shops, etc. Care should be taken to locate these
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Table 23

—

Miscellaneous Facilities
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facilities as near as possible to main travel routes through the station in

order to insure a profitable use of the space. A poorly located concession

will not be profitable to either the tenant or the railroad company.

The Pennsylvania Station, New York, Fig. 14, has a long arcade lined

on both sides with shops and booths, leading from the principal entrance

to the main waiting room.

The Grand Central Station, New York, Figs. 11, 12 and 13, has made
the fullest possible use'of its numerous corridors and passageways for the

location of concessions. In fact, there are very few things that the traveler

would need that cannot be purchased in these stations without leaving the

buildings.

The revenue has been so pronounced in some of the facilities that it

has been found desirable to base the rental on a percentage of gross

revenue with a fixed minimum.

The practice of providing for these concessions in stations is very

commendable, not only from the standpoint of revenue to the railroad

company, but because of added conveniences to the traveling public.

Table 24 gives information on miscellaneous concessions at the various

stations.

Bibliography on Railway Passenger Stations.

A bibliography on railway passenger stations appears as Exhibit C.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The through and loop types of stations are superior to the stub

station from the standpoint of train operation.

2. The number of station- and approach tracks required to handle a

given traffic depends on type of station, location of coach and loco-

motive facilities, size of station, length of station tracks, character of

traffic, design of throat and method of operation.

3. For through passenger train operation a stub terminal station will

accommodate on an average approximately two trains per track per hour,

and a through terminal station between two and three trains per track

per hour.

4. A ratio of from 2.5 to 3 station tracks to one throat track should

be adequate if the throat is properly designed.

5. All stations should have a sufficient number of long station tracks

to accommodate the longest trains, and in order to assure flexibility, it

would be preferable to have all tracks of this length.

6. Station platforms built at car-floor level are superior to those

built at the level of the top of rail, in that the hazard and inconvenience

resulting from the use of car steps are eliminated and the handling of

passengers is expedited. It should be stated, however, that the high plat-

forms interfere with the inspection of equipment.
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7. There are many advantages to the use of separate platforms for

trucking and for passengers, as station operation is facilitated and pas-

sengers are saved the annoyance of the trucking operations. It is very

probable that a station constructed with separate platforms and a cor-

responding reduction in the number of station tracks will have equal

capacity with a station in which combination platforms are provided and

which occupies the same area, due to the increased capacity per track in

the station with separate platforms.

8. The requirements of through passenger and suburban service are

so dissimilar that it is desirable to make a complete separation of the lw<>

classes of service.

9. Ramps arc very desirable in stations where their use does not

increase the distance traveled to reach a given point, and where the

gradients are not in excess of 10 per cent. They greatly expedite the

handling of crowds and facilitate the operation of invalid chairs, which is

not possible on steps.

10. The principal station facilities, such as information booth, ticket

office, baggage check counter, parcel check room, etc., should be located in

proper sequence along the line of travel and clearly indicated so as to

avoid confusion and reduce the walking distance of passengers to a

minimum.

11. A complete separation of inbound and outbound traffic, particu-

larly in large stations, is very desirable, so that there will be no conflict

between lines of travel moving in opposite directions, provided that the

design permits of prompt handling of passengers transferring from one

train to another.

12. The practice of constructing rentable office space in connection

with passenger stations under proper circumstances offers opportunities

for assisting in carrying the interest charge resulting from the construc-

tion of stations.

13. If the station building is surmounted by an office building, the

entrances to the latter should be independent of the station so that office

employes will not be required to pass through the station. Consideration,

however, should be given in the design of certain station facilities to the

possible patronage of occupants of the office building.

14. A passenger concourse is very desirable and is used effectively

in many stations as an exit passageway, which permits arriving passengers

to reach the street without passing through the station.

15. The required width^of passenger concourse depends upon the

character and amount of traffic and number of entrances and exits from
the concourse.

16. A train concourse is advantageous, as it permits serving of one

station platform by several train gates or conversely the serving of several

platforms from one train gate. In stub stations it permits trucking from-

one platform to another without entering the passenger concourse.
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17. A width of 20 feet for a train concourse is adequate if it is not

used extensively for trucking.

18. The waiting rooms should be located to one side of the line of

travel, but near to the passenger concourse and adequately equipped with

bulletin boards, clocks, and other information devices, so that passengers

will be content to remain in the waiting room and not unnecessarily occupy

the passenger concourse.

19. The practice of installing pay toilets is increasing. They are

favorably considered where installed and are the source of a substantial

revenue.

20. Ticket offices should be located adjacent to the direct line of

travel, but should be so arranged that passengers waiting to secure tickets

will not interfere with the general flow of traffic.

21. The parcel check rooms should be easily accessible for both in-

bound and outbound passengers and should have every facility for handling

parcels quickly. Where the amount of business justifies, separate coun-

ters should be provided for receiving and delivering parcels.

22. The extent of cab facilities depends on the size of the city, char-

acter of taxicab service and other means of local transportation. In cities

where good taxicab service is provided at a reasonable rate an ever-

increasing per cent, of passengers is using that service as' a means of

reaching and leaving the station.

23. Concessions of the proper character have proven very profitable

in most stations and are desirable not only from a revenue producing

standpoint, but as a facility which adds to the comfort of the passenger.

24. The relation which should exist between business handled and
the size of facilities is subject to variation due to local conditions, class

of traffic, type of service rendered, outside competition, large variation in

estimates of normal rush-hour business handled and the varying ideas of

what constitutes adequate service.

25. The following Table A represents under average conditions the

relation which should exist between business handled and the size of

through passenger (not suburban) station facilities.
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Table A
Relations Which Should Exist Between Business Handled and the

Size of Through Passenger Station Facilities

Station Facility

1. Area of main wait inn

room
2. Seating capacity of main

waiting room
3. Area of women's waiting

room
4. Area of men's waiting

room
5. Total area for waiting

purposes
6. Total seats in waiting

areas
7. Total area of lobby, con-

course and all waiting
rooms

8. Areaofmen'stoiletrooms.
0. Number of men's water

closets
0. Number of urinals
1. Number of men's lava-

tories
2. Area of women's toilet

rooms
3. Number of women's wa-

ter closets
4. Number of women's lav-

atories
5. Area of ticket offices. . .

.

6. Number of ticket win-
dows

7. Number of telephone
booths

8. Area of telegraph facili-
ties

9. Total area of dining and
lunch rooms

20. Total number of seats in
dining and lunch rooms

21. Area of kitchen
22. Area of news stand
23. Number of barber chairs

24. Area of baggage room .

25. Baggage room tail-board
frontage

26. Area of parcel "check
room

Unit

27. Area of hand
facilities

100 sq.ft..

No. of seats

100 sq.ft..

100 sq.ft..

100 sq.ft. ..

No. of seats

100 sq. ft .

100 sq.ft...

Number. ,

.

Number. .

.

Number . .

.

100 sq.ft..

Number. .

.

Number. .

.

100 sq.ft..

Number. ,

.

Number. .

.

Sq.ft

100 sq.ft..

Number. .

.

100 sq.ft...

Sq.ft
Number. .

,

Unit

100 sq.ft...

Lin. ft

Unit

100 sq.ft

Unit

100 sq.ft.

Number or Size o* Facility Required for
the Normal Number of Rush-Hour

Passengers Indicated

250
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Exhibit A

QUESTIONNAIRE OF SUB-COMMITTEE NO. 8, YARDS AND
TERMINALS COMMITTEE

Subject : "Study and Report on the Proper Relation of Passenger

Station Facilities which Should Exist Between Business Han-
dled and the Size and Arrangement of Such Facilities."

Instructions

In order that all answers may be prepared on the same basis, the fol-

lowing instructions have been prepared and it is desired that they be fol-

lowed in preparing replies to the questionnaire hereto attached.

1. In order that 1, 2 and 3 level stations may. be placed on a com-
parable basis it is desired that all afeas utilized for vertical transportation,

such as ramps, elevators and stairs be deducted from the areas of the

facilities included in the questionnaire.

2. All areas for facilities should be gross areas, within the inside

faces of the walls enclosing such facilities, i. e., no deductions should be

made for aisles, columns and partition walls.

3. By normal business, as referred to in the questionnaire, is meant
the amount of business which is normally handled in the station during the

season of heavy business. It does not necessarily mean present business,

nor average business computed uniformly throughout the year. In other

words, the amount of business intended is what has been regularly handled

in the terminal for a reasonable period.

4. By maximum business is intended the maximum amount of busi-

ness which has been handled in the terminal with sufficient frequency that

consideration should be given to it in the design of facilities.

5. The purpose of obtaining maximum and normal business for the

terminal is that this information may be used in determining the relation

which should exist between the facilities and business handled. Your
recommendations in the statistical portion of the questionnaire as being
adequate for "your present normal business without provision for future

growth" should, therefore, be based on the amount of business which
you show as normal business, as the amount of facilities you recommend
will be plotted, together with similar answers for other terminals, on the

basis of the business which is shown as normal.

6. In giving area of facilities, include all accessories to these facili-

ties. For example, under M—"Serving room and kitchen" include dish

washing, vegetable, refrigeration, pantry, storerooms, etc., if same are
provided.

7. It is recognized that the adequacy of facilities, especially conces-

sions, depends very largely upon advantageous location. If the location

of facilities in your station is such as to be unusually favorable or un-
favorable, thereby affecting the usefulness of same and their required

space, mention should be made of this fact.

8. In answering the statistical portion of the questionnaire, liberty

may be taken to add on a separate sheet as many remarks as are felt

necessary to amplify the answers given or to add other facilities not in-

cluded in the questionnaire.
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Questionnaire

1. Name of railroad answering questionnaire.

2. Name and location of passenger terminal.

3. When was station constructed? If materially remodeled or enlarged
since construction, give date when so remodeled.

4. Please furnish track plan showing throat of yard, station tracks,

width and length of station platforms and train concourse; also main
section and floor plans of station showing size and area of the various
rooms used for station facilities. It is desired that the floor plan show
length of counters, seating capacity, number of ticket windows and
all information of a similar nature which is covered by the question-

naire and which can readily be shown on a floor plan.

5. Is the lobby or main public space used very extensively as a waiting

room, and, if so, explain extent of such use and reasons for same.

6. If the lobby or public space has benches, give its seating capacity.

7. Is the passenger concourse used very extensively as a waiting room,
and, if so, explain extent of such use and reasons for same.

8. If the passenger concourse has benches, give its seating capacity.

9. What is the width of passenger concourse?

10. What width of passenger concourse would you recommend as ade-

quate for the present needs of your terminal?

11. Advise what provisions have been adopted in the terminal for the

separation of inbound and outbound passengers. If separate entrance

and exit concourses have been provided, make specific mention of this.

12. Do you consider a train concourse necessary, and, if so, what width
would you recommend ?

13. Approximately, what per cent, of passengers terminate their journey
at this point? The purpose of this question is to ascertain the per

cent, of "transfer" passengers which use this station.

14. Does this station do an extensive immigrant business? If so, how
many are handled per day during the rush season?

15. Give the number and per cent, of men's toilets and women's toilets

that are free and the number and per cent, that are pay.

16. Has the pay toilet proven profitable in your terminal, and, if so,

what per cent, of the total facilities would you recommend to be of

the pay type?

17. Are the restaurant and lunch room facilities used extensively by
others than the traveling public and, if so, what per cent, of the

facilities could be eliminated if they were to serve only the patrons

of the station?

18. Are the restaurant and lunch room facilities in competition with

similar facilities adjacent to the station? If so, do you consider that

this condition materially decreases the requirements for such facilities

in your terminal ?

19. How many concessions other than pay toilets, bootblacks, barber

shops, parcel check room, news stands and offices do you have in

the terminal? Give square feet assigned to each and the general com-
modities handled.
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20. Have these concessions proven profitable to the Terminal Company
and their operators, and do you recommend them as added con-
veniences to the traveling public?

21. What are the average and usual maximum number of cabs required
per through (not local or suburban) train?

22. If you have an emergency hospital, what is the average and maximum
number of patients using the hospital per day?

23. Does the baggage room space require that trunks be piled more than
one tier high, and, if so, do you consider that this materially increases

the cost of handling?

24. What per cent, of inbound baggage is re-checked and handled again
as outbound baggage?

25. What type, size, capacity and speed of baggage elevator do you recom-
mend?

26. How many station tracks are there in the terminal? If any of them
are assigned exclusively to baggage, mail or express business, give
number so assigned.

27. Are baggage, mail or express trucks operated on passenger platforms,
and, if so, what means is employed to reduce to a minimum the result-

ing interference with passengers. If trucks are not operated on pas-

senger platforms, how is this feature of station operation handled?

28. Are there any particular circumstances in connection with the design,

operation or location of your terminal, which make it incomparable
with the majority of terminals in this country?

29. What suggestions can you offer as to any particular feature of mod-
ern terminal design which should receive more consideration in the

future than has been given in the past?

30. Please supply the following information as to normal and maximum
business handled in the terminal.

Through Passenger Suburban
Daily tRush Hour Daily fRushHour

A—Normal number scheduled
trains (in and out)*

B—Maximum number scheduled
trains (in and out)*

C—Normal number of passen-
gers ( in and out ) *

D—-Maximum number of passen-

gers (in and out)*

31. Please supply the following information as to business handled per

day.

A—Number of' pieces of hand baggage and parcels

checked in parcel check room (question S) . . .

B—Number of pieces of inbound baggage handled
through the terminal (question T)

C—Number of pieces of outbound baggage handled
through the terminal (question U)

D—Number of pieces of hand baggage handled
through the hand baggage room in the station

(question V)

*Added together. fAn hour of sixty minutes.

Average Maximum
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Statistical Section
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Exhibit B

LIST OF RAILROADS FURNISHING INFORMATION USED
IN PREPARATION OF THIS REPORT

Station Reported
Wilmington, N. C.

Washington, D. C.

South Station Boston.

Winnipeg, Man.
Windsor Street, Montreal, Quebec.

Macon, Ga.

Jersey City, N. J.

Main St., Richmond, Va.
Danville, 111.

Evansville, Ind.

Northwestern Station, Chicago.

Galesburg, 111.

Oelwein, Iowa.
La Salle St., Chicago.
New Union, Chicago.

Cincinnati Union.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Hoboken, N. J.

Denver, Colo.

Jersey City, N. J.

Ottawa, Ont.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Central Station, Chicago.

Grand Central, Memphis, Tenn.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Shreveport, La.
Kansas City, Mo.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Small Southern Stations.

Meridian, Miss.
Detroit, Mich.
Parsons, Kansas.
Little Rock, Ark.
Grand Central, N. Y.

Providence, R. I.

Tacoma, Washington.

Seattle, Washington.
Pennsylvania Station, New York.

Broad Street, Richmond, Va.

St. Paul, Minn.
Oakland, Cal.

New Orleans, La.

St. Louis, Mo.
Toronto, Ont.
Dallas, Texas.
Wichita, Kan.

•Information furnished on separate facilities for colored and white passengers.

Name of Railroad
Atlantic Coast Line
Baltimore & Ohio
Boston Terminal Co.
Canadian National Railways
Canadian Pacific
Central of Georgia
Central Railroad of New Jersey
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & Eastern Illinois

Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago & Northwestern
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Chicago Union Station Company
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &

St. Louis Railroad
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Denver Union Terminal Ry. Co.
•Erie Railroad
Grand Trunk
Great Northern
Illinois Central
Illinois Central
Indianapolis Union Ry. Co.
Jacksonville Terminal Co.
Kansas City Southern
Kansas City Terminal Ry. Co.
Lehigh Valley
Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis
Meridian Terminal Co.
Michigan Central R. R.
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Missouri Pacific

New York Central
New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford
Northern Pacific

Oregon-Washington R. R. & Nav.
Co.

Pennsylvania Railroad
Richmond, Fredericksburg &

Potomac
St. Paul Union Depot Co.

Southern Pacific

Southern Railway
Terminal Railroad Assn. of St.

Louis
Toronto Terminal Ry. Co.
Union Terminal Co.
Wichita Union Terminal Ry. Co.
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Exhibit C

BIBLIOGRAPHY—RAILWAY PASSENGER STATIONS

Aberdeen, So. Dak.

Albany, N. Y.

Baltimore, Md.

Bay City, Mich.

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Butte, Mont.

Centralia, III.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Chicago, III.

Chicago, III.

Chicago, III.

Chicago, III.

Chicago, III.

Division Terminal, C. M. & St. P. Ry.—Rail

way Review; 1912, Feb. 17, p. 131.

Union Station.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1910.

B. & O. and Pennsylvania Stations.—Yards
and Terminals report; 1910, 1913. Engineer-
ing News-Record; 1917, May 3. Railway Age;
1910, April 8, p. 947; 1912, April 26, p. 964.

Grand Trunk Ry.—Railway Review; 1913,

Dec. 20, p. 1165.

North Station, Removal of Trainshed.—Rail-

way Age; 1921, May 27, p. 1211.

South Station.—Yards and Terminals report;

1910, 1913.

D. L. & W. R. R. Station.—Railway Age;
1917, Feb. 9, p. 227. Engineering News; 1917,

Feb. 1, p. 194. Railway Review; 1917, Sept. 15,.

p. 313.

Lehigh Valley, R. R—Railway A?e; 1914,

July 24, p. 166; 1915, July 23, p. 158; 1916,

Sept. 15, p. 445. Engineering News; 1916,

Sept. 7, pp. 390, 436. Railway Review; 1917,

Feb. 24, p. 256.

C. M. & St. P. Ry.—Railway Review; 1917,

July 21, p. 75.

Illinois Central R. R.—Engineering News-
Record ; 1921, Sept. 22, p. 482.

Union Station.—Railway Age ; 1909, March 19,

p. 574.

C. & N. W. Ry.—Engineering News; 1911,

Aug. 17, pp. 191, 209. Railway Age; 1908,

Aug. 14, p. 711; 1910, July 15, p. 128; 1911,

June 9, p. 1311. Railway Review; 1911, June
10, p. 511.

Dearborn Station, C. & W. I. R. R—Yards
and Terminals Report; 1910.

Illinois Central Terminal.-—Railway Age ; 1919,

July 11, p. 50.

Illinois Central R. R., 63rd St. Station and
Office Building.—Engineering News-Record

;

1918, Jan. 24, p. 181.

Illinois Central R. R., Randolph St. Suburban
Terminal.—Railway Review; 1921, Nov. 19,

p. 671.
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Chicago, III.

Chicago, III.

Chicago, III.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cincin X ATI, O h io.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Clinton, Iowa.

Columbus, Ohio.

Dallas, Texas.

Danville, III.

Denver, Colo.

Detroit, Mich.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Grafton, W. Va.

Grand Prairie, Texas.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Hibbing, Minn.

La Salle Station.—Engineering News; 1903,

Aug. 6.

Terminal Plans.—Engineering News ; 1905,

Feb. 16, p. 175; 1913, Feb. 27, p. 427; July 31,

pp. 210, 222; Nov. 6, p. 923; 1914, Aug. 13, p.

305. Engineering News-Record; 1921, May 19,

p. 845.

Union Station.—Railway Age; 1916, Nov. 3,

p. 802. Engineering News-Rocord ; 1919,

March 13, p. 529; 1920, July 21, p. 223; 1921,

Dec. 1, p. 895; 1922, May 18, p. 822.

Union Station.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1910.

Double Deck Interurban Terminal in Office

Building.—Engineering News-Record; 1922,

Aug. 10, p. 218.

Union Station.—Engineering News-Record
;

1919, Jan. 30, pp. 216, 240; 1921, Dec. 22, p.

1920, Railway Age; 1919, March 21, p. 755;
1921, Dec. 17, p. 1193.

Removal of Old Trainshed.—Engineering
News; 1914, June 11, p. 1294, Aug. 20, p. 401.

C & N. W. Ry.—Engineering News: 1916,

July 20, p. 102.

Union Station.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1910.

Union Station.—Engineering News; 1914, June
25, p. 1414. Railway Age; 1916, Nov. 17, p.

889.

C. & E. I. Ry.—Engineering News-Record;
1917, April 26, p. 179. Railway Age; 1917,

Aug. 31, p. 375.

Union Station.—Railway Age; 1916, April 7,

p. 795. Engineering News; 1915, April 1, p.

630; 1916, May 25, p. 1012. Railway Review;
1917, June 30, p. 907.

Michigan Central R. R.—Railway Age; 1914,

Jan. 9, p. 73. Engineering News ; 1914, Sept.

3, p. 502, Sept. 10, p. 534, Oct. 1, p. 704. Rail-

way Review; 1913, Dec. 27, p. 1191.

Pennsylvania R. R.—Engineering News; 1916,

March 16, p. 492.

B. & O. R. R.—Railway Review; 1911, Dec.

23, p. 1097; 1912, May 11, p. 414.

Small Concrete Station.—Railway Age; 1910,

Sept. 9, p. 459.

Pennsylvania R. R.—Yards and Terminals
report; 1910.

Small Station for D. M. & N. Ry.—Railway
Age; 1913, Feb. 14, p. 291.
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Hoboken, N. J.

Houston, Texas.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Jersey City, N. J.

Jersey City, N. J.

Jersey City, N. J.

Joliet, III.

Joplin, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

Lewiston, Mont.

Little Rock, Ark.

Long Island City.

Louisville, Ky.

Macon, Ga.

Mason City, Iowa.

Memphis, Tenn.

Memphis, Tenn.

D. L. & W. R. R—Engineering News; 1906,

Jan. 25, p. 90, Sept. 20, p. 297. Engineering
News-Record; 1919, Sept. 4, p. 460. Yards
and Terminals report; 1910.

M. K. & T. Rv.—Railway Age; 1914, May 29,

p. 1203.

Union Station.—Engineering News-Record
;

1919; July 10, p. 84; Aug. 7, p. 265; 1920, Aug.
19, p. 350.

Union Station.—Railway Age; 1920, Jan. 9,

p. 157.

C. R. R. of N. J. Reconstruction.—Engineer-
ing News; 1914, p. 238.

Erie R. R.—Yards and Terminals report; 1910.

Pennsylvania R. R., Station Plan and Re-
moval of Trainshed.—Engineering News-
Record; 1922, Aug. 17, p. 270.

Union Station and Grade Separation.—Rail-

way Age; 1912, April 5, p. 789. Engineering
News; 1913, May 8, p. 952. Railway Review;
1912, Nov. 16, p. 1047.

Union Station.—Railway Age; 1910, March 17,

p. 660.

Union Station.—Railway Age ; 1910, March 18,

p. 800; 1913, May 23, p. 1121; 1914, Oct. 30,

p. 799. Engineering News ; 1913, Aug. 7, p.

237; 1914, Oct. 8, p. 723. Railway Review;
1914, Nov. 28, p. 647. Yards and Terminals
report; 1915.

C. M. & St. P. Ry.—Railway Review; 1913,

Oct. 18, p. 971.

Missouri Pacific Rv.—Railway Age ; 1921, Oct.

1, p. 617.

Long Island R. R.—Yards and Terminals
report; 1910.

L. & N. Union.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1910.

Union Station.—Railway Age; 1917, March
30, p. 693.

Union Station.—Railway Review ; 1915, Aug.
28, p. 263.

Illinois Central R. R.—Engineering News

;

1914, Sept. 24, p. 627. Railway Review ; 1914,

Nov. 21, p. 615.

Union Station.—Railway Age; 1912, April 12,

p. 852. Railway Review; 1912, April 30, p.

353.
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Minneapolis, Minn.

Missoula, Mont.

Montclair, N. J.

Montreal, Canada.

Morristown, N. J.

New Lisbon, Wis.

New Orleans, La.

New York, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.

Omaha, Neb.

Pascagoula, Miss.

Pawtucket, R. I.

Peoria, III.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pocatello, Idaho.

Quebec, Canada.

Reading, Pa.

Great Northern Ry.—Railway Age; 1914, Jan.

30, p. 227. Railway Review ; 1914, Feb. 28, p.

317.

C. M. & St. P. Ry.—Railway Review; 1910,

Nov. 26, p. 1082.

D. L. & W. R. R.—Railway Age; 1913, July

4, p. 9. Railway Review; 1913, July 12, p. 663.

Canadian Northern Ry.—-Railway Age ; 1913,

Oct. 10, p. 651.

D. L. & W. R. R—Railway Review; 1914,

Dec. 19, p. 735.

C. M. & St. P. Ry.—Railway Review; 1917,

Nov. 10, p. 567.

Union Station.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1910. Railway Age; 1908, May 29, p. 734;

July 3, p. 427; 1916, June 2, p. 1176.

Central R. R. of N. J.—Railway Age; 1908,

Nov. 6, p. 1288.

Grand Central Station.—Engineering News ;

1905, Nov. 16, p. 503; 1912, May 1, p. 885.

Engineering News-Record ; 1920, Sept. 9, pp.

484, 496. Railway Review; 1913, Jan. 25, p.

77. Railway Age; 1910, Sept. 16, p. 503; 1912,

Nov. 22, p. 981. (Removal of old trainshed

—

Railway Age; 1908, July 31, p. 633.)

Pennsylvania Terminal.—Railway Age; 1910,

April 15, p. 998. Engineering News-Record;
1906, Mav 24, p. 567; 1910, Sept. 15, pp. 267,

284; Oct. 20, p. 419; Nov. 3, p. 472. Railway
Review; 1910, Sept. 10, p. 857.

Two Stations.—Engineering News, 1899, May
4,. June 1.

Terminal of M. & N. W. Ry.—Railway
Review; 1913, May 31, p. 497.

Railway Age ; 1916, Jan. 7, p. 13.

Union Station.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1910.

B. & O. R. R.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1910, 1913.

North Philadelphia Station.—Railway Age
;

1914, April 3, p. 789.

P. & L. E. Ry.—Engineering News; 1914,

July 9, pp. 89, 97.

Railway Age; 1914, Sept. 25, p. 562. Railway
Review; 1914, Aug. 15, p. 180.

Canadian Pacific Ry.—Railway Review ; 1916,

Oct. 21, p. 528.

P. & R. R. R.—Yard and Terminals report;
1910.
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Richmond, Va.

Rochester, N. Y.

Salt Lake City, Utah.

St. Louis, Mo.

St. Paul, Minn.

San Antonio, Texas.

San Bernardino, Cal.

Savannah, Ga.

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

Tacoma, Wash.

Toronto, Ont.

Troy, N. Y.

Utica, N. Y.

Vancouver, Canada.

Loop Station, R. F. & P. Ry.—Yards and Ter-
minals report; 1921. Railway Age; 1919, Feb.

14, p. 401. Railway Review; 1919, Feb. 14,

p. 401; Dec. 15. Architectural Review; 19i9,

June.

N. Y. Central.—Railway Age; 1914, Feb. 13,

p. 317.

Union Station.—Railway Review; 1910, Jan.

29, p. 97; Sept. 24, p. 896; Dec. 24, p. 1168.

Union Station.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1913.

Union Station.—Engineering News-Record ;

1917, June 17; 1918, June 20. Railway Age;
1915, Feb. 12, p. 261; 1917, May 18, p. 1041;
1920, May 21, p. 1442; 1921, Dec. 17, p. 1200.

Yards and Terminals report; 1921.

1. & G. N. Ry.—Railway Review ; 1910, April

9. p. 349.

A. T. & S. F. Ry.—Railway Age; 1919, Feb.

28, p. 481. Railway Review; 1917, May 19,

p. 707.

Union Station.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1910.

0. W. Ry. & Nav. Co.—Engineering News

;

1912, Aug. 8, p. 256. Railway Age; 1910,

Jan. 21, p. 148. Railway Review; 1911, April

1, p. 289.

O. W. Ry. & Nav. Co. and C. M. & St. P. Rv.
—Railway Age; 1913, Oct. 31, p. 817; 1915,

Jan. 15, p. 85.

Northern Pacific Ry. (used also by O. W. Ry.
& Nav. Co.)—Engineering News; 1912, Tuly
18, p. 162. Railway Age; 1909. Aug. 27, p.

365. Railway Review ; 1912, March 23, p.

257.

Union Station.—Railway Age; 1907. May 24,

p. 718. New Union Station. (Mechanical
Equipment).—Journal of the Engineering In-
stitute of Canada, 1921.

Union Station.—Yards and Terminals report

;

1910.

N. Y. Central.—Railway Age; 1914, July 10, p.

47.

Passenger Terminals.—Engineering News
;

1912, Julv 11, p. 85 ; 1915, Feb. 18, p. 340. Rail-
way Age; 1912. Julv 5, p. 22; 1915, March
19, p. 614; 1917, Nov. 23, p. 945. Railwav
Review; 1914, May 16, p. 725; 1915, March
30, p. 380.
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Washington, D. C.

Wh eatox. III.

Wichita, Kan.

Wilmington, Del.

Winnipeg, Canada.

Worcester, Mass.

Union Station.—Engineering News; 1908, July

30, p. 121. Yards and Terminals report; 1913.

Railway Age; 1904, Jan. 15, Nov. 11; 1906,

Aug. 3; 1907, April 5.

Interurban Station, C. A. & E. Ry.—Engineer-
ing News; 1912, April 11, p. 686.

Union Station.—Engineering News; 1914,

March 26, p. 653. Railway Age; 1914, March
6, p. 470. Railway Review; 1914, Aug. 29,

p. 255.

Pennsylvania R. R.—Railway Age ; 1908, July

24, p. "589.

Canadian Northern Terminal.—Engineering
News; 1908, June 18, p. 663. Railway Age;
1908, June 19, p. 180; 1911, September 8, p.

462.

Union Station.—Railway Age ; 1908, March 13,

p. 359; 1911. Sept. 1, p. 399. Railway Review;
1911, Dec. 2, p. 1038.

A. T. & S. F. Ry.

St. L. & S. F. Ry.

Wabash Ry.

Western Pacific Ry.

Standard Designs

Engineering News; 1906, Sept. 26, p. 246.

Railway Age; 1917, Feb. 2, p. 191.

Engineering News; 1911, Sept. 7, p. 279. Rail

way Age; 1909, Marcb 19, p. 577.

Railway Review ; 1910, May 28, p. 501.

Foreign Terminals

Birmingham, England.—Great Western Ry.—Engineering News ; 1914,

Dec. 3, p. 112.

Buenos Aires, Argentina.—Railway Age; 1916, May 26, p. 1134.

London, England.—Victoria Terminal; L. B. & S. C. Ry. Platforms two-
trains long with two and three tracks between platforms.—Engineer-
ing News; 1909, Feb. 11, p. 149.

London, England.—Waterloo Terminal ; L. & S. W. Ry.—Engineering

News-Record; 1921, March 10, p. 426.

Madras, India.— South Indian Ry.—Railway Age; 1908, Aug. 7, p. 678.

Panama, Cen. Am.—Panama R. R.—Railway Review, 1914, April 25, p. 637.

Tokyo, Japan.—Engineering News ; 1915, Dec. 23, p. 1214.

General Subjects of Station Design

Railway Station Design.—By W. W. Finley.—Railway Review ; 1910, Jan.

8, p. 39, and Feb. 12, p. 151.

Railway Station Design.—By E. E. R. Tratman.—Engineering News

;

1899, Jan. 12, June 1.
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Railway Station Design.—Report by A. S. Baldwin to International Rail-

way Congress, 1922.—Railway Age; 1922, Sept. 2, p. 429.

Design of Passenger Stations.—Yards and Terminals report; 1911, 1913,

1915, 1916, 1917, 1921.

Ladder Track Layouts.—Yards and Terminals report; 1917, 1921.

Baggage Handling by Telferage.—Engineering News; 1911, Aug. 17, p.

208, 209; 1912, July 4, p. 34.

Passenger Terminals; Burden on Railways.—Engineering News; 1905,

Feb. 16, p. 174; 1909, Oct. 28, p. 469; 1914, April 23, p. 917; May 14,

p. 1089. Engineering News-Record; 1919, Jan. 30. p. 216.

Passenger Terminals; Distributed or Centralized.—Engineering News-
Record; 1919, April 17, p. 751.

Station Traffic Diagrams.—Yards and Terminals report; 1913, 1915, 1916.

Station Traffic Statistics.—Yards and Terminals report; 1913.

"Passenger Terminals and Trains."—By J. A. Droege.—Published by
Railway Age.

"Railway Station Service."—By B. C. Burt, C. & N. W. Ry.—Published
by John Wiley & Sons, New York.
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Ladder track layout for passenger stations 1917, 1921

Ticket office problems 1919
Unit operation of passenger stations 1919, 1920
Station capacity and traffic diagrams 1913, 1915, 1916
Station traffic statistics 1911, 1913
Examples and plans of stations 1910, 1913
Design of passenger stations 1910, 1911
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R. S. Belcher, W. H. Kirkbride,
H. C. Bell, E. E. King,
E. H. Bowser, H. G. Laird,

Z. M. Briggs, J. B. McClain,
J. R. W. Davis, J. F. Pinson,
C. F. Ford, B. H. Prater,
Andrew Gibson, H. N. Rodenbaugh,
C. E. Gosline, H. von Schrenk,
W. L. R. Haixes, O. C. Steinmayer,
R. H. Howard, J.. H. Waterman,
G. H. Hicks, T. W. Williams,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

2. Service Records (Appendix B).

3. Douglas Fir Treatment (Appendix C).

4. Treatment for Marine Piling Along Atlantic and Gulf Coasts

(Appendix D).

5. Pacific Coast Marine Piling Investigation (Appendix E).

6. Marine Piling Research (Appendix F).

7. Treatment of White Oak Ties (Appendix G).

8. Mechanical Preparation of Ties and Timbers for Treatment

(Appendix H).

9. Indicator of Sodium Fluoride Penetration (Appendix I).

Action Recommended

1. That the changes in the Manual in Appendix A be approved and

the revised version substituted for the present recommendations in the

Manual.

2. That the Specifications for Creosoted Piles and Timbers for use

in Atlantic Coast waters infested with Marine Borers, be approved

(see Appendix D) for publication in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Continue service test records and check track sections.

3. Recommend specifications for the preservative treatment of

Douglas Fir.

4. Continue investigation and co-operative research on Marine Piling.

5. Continue study of effect of preservatives on the inflammability of

wood.

Bulletin 255, March, 1923.
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6. Continue study on preservative treatment for wood pipe staves.

7. Continue study on preservative treatment for signal trunking and

capping.

8. Report on the treatment of poles and posts.

9. Plant design.

10. Recommend a carefully considered outline of work for the en-

suing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The ' Committee on Wood Preservation,

By C. M. Taylor, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

C. M. Taylor, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

Piling for Land Construction

Present Form Proposed Form
Treatment shall be in accordance Add to the present the follow-

with specifications for preservative ing:
treatment of wood with creosote oil Except in the case of Douglas
(full cell process). The net amount Fir, ten pounds per cubic foot shall

of oil left in the piling shall be not be the minimum,
less than 15 pounds per cubic foot

of wood.

Appendix B

SERVICE TEST RECORDS

R. H. Howard, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. H. Bowser, Z. M. Briggs,

J. R. W. Davis, S. D. Cooper, C. F. Ford, G. H. Hicks, J. F. Pinson,

H. von Schrenk, J. H. Waterman.

Make final report, if practicable, on service test records extending

them to include treated timbers in bridges, docks and wharves, and includ-

ing a study of the record of service given by the zinc chloride treatment.

Service Test Records.

On account of a great many of the railroads failing to report their

service records this year to the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory at

Madison, Wis., the total number reporting for the year, 1922, are only

four, as follows :

Chicago & North Western Railway.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway.
Great Northern Railway.

This is very discouraging. The U. S. Forest Products Laboratory

at Madison, Wis., has for a number of years been tabulating and filing
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all the service records on ties which they have been able to secure. These

records are kept for the benefit of the railroads and the wood preserving

industry and are available at all times. The summarized results are pub-

lished from time to time by the Committee of the A.R.E.A.

A number of railroads throughout the country have been regularly

sending the results of the annual inspections of their test tracks to the

Forest Products Laboratory and thus co-operating in a very desirable

way with the Forest Service. It is felt that all available records are not

being received by the Forest Products Laboratory, and for this reason

the railroads should all be appealed to and those which arc not sending

in tie test inspection data to the Forest Products Laboratory should be

urged to do so, using the prescribed form, as shown below, for such

reports, or if preferred, give information called for "on a form of their

own. The railroads co-operating are urged to continue to do so and

make an effort to have reports completed and sent in as promptly as

possible.

SERVICE RECORDS OF TIES

Please fill in as completely as possible and mail to the Director,

Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

A separate statement should be made for each species and each treat-

ment in each experimental unit.

Name of company reporting

Address

Species Where grown

Form (sawed, hewed, ) * Dimensions

Where set

Date set On a ° curve, tangent

per cent grade.

X umber of ties set Spacing in track

Preparation (seasoned, unseasoned, bored for spikes, )*

Preservative Process

Average absorption lb. per tie ; lb. per cu. ft.

Tie plates : Kind Size

Ballast Weight of rail

Spikes : (Cut, screw )* Traffic : tons per year

Date inspected Number removed

Cause of removal Present condition

Average life: years.- Date of this report

Name of official reporting

Reasons for unsatisfactory results in use of treated wood

Remarks

'Cross out those kinds not used in this report.
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The value of the tie records depends upon the accuracy of the data.

This determines the accuracy with which the average life can be computed.

The average life is estimated from the number of ties removed each year

until all are out. The statement that 100 per cent, were out on a certain

date does not permit the average life to be calculated.

It is also important that the cause of removal should be clearly shown.

Ties removed on account of wreck, burning, mechanical wear or other

cause not preventable by treatment should be shown separately from the

number removed for decay, otherwise the average life computed will not

give a true measure of the durability of the ties.

As but four railroads reported on seven service records completed

during the year 1922, which report is attached hereto (Exhibit A), the

Committee recommends that instead of publishing a new table to include

the seven additional tests this year, it should be arranged that the seven

additional completed tests for 1922 be published separately, with the head-

ing that they are in addition to those published for 1921, rather than go

to the expense of republishing the completed tests to date which would

include those shown for 1921, together with the seven additional tests for

1922 in their proper place in such table.

The Secretary was asked to take the matter up with all railroads

and request their co-operation in every way possible. in furnishing to the

Bureau of Forest Service each year a statement of their completed service

test record on ties.

Extend Test Records to Include Treated Timbers in Bridges, Docks

and Wharves.

The Committee prepared and sent out to all railroads a questionnaire,

a copy of which is attached, to cover the practice in the use of treated tim-

bers in bridges, docks and wharves. This was forwarded to the various

railroads using treated timbers in their bridges, docks and wharves.

Replies from thirty-three of these railroads who have used treated material

to a considerable extent, indicate that on open-deck bridges the timbers

treated with creosote have given a life from fifteen to twenty-five years

and over; treated timbers used in ballasted deck bridges have given a

life of from fifteen to thirty years, and on docks and wharves where

treated material, has been used, a life from fifteen to forty years has been

secured.

In practically every case the structures are still in good shape, so that

it can be generally accepted that treated timber in this kind of construc-

tion will give a life of from fifteen to forty years or more. On account

of the information not being as complete as it should, a completed report

cannot be made at this time.
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Exhibit A
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furnish data so that the Committee can do same in order to place before

the managements of railroads in dollars and cents the economy which

results in using treated material for such construction rather than

untreated.

Replies from the various railroads to our questionnaire above referred

to, have been answered promptly and all of such replies indicate that every

railroad that is treating their timber in bridges, docks and wharves have

been getting very good results. The railroads should all be requested

to keep a record of their treated timbers in these structures as is done

in connection with their treated ties, and we believe within a short time

a report can be prepared which will show conclusively to everyone that

the life of timber in bridges, docks and wharves can be increased 300

or 400 per cent, by treatment.

A majority of the railway:; in answering our questionnaire have not

only filled out the blanks but in addition have in many cases given a

history of treated timbers in their bridges, docks and wharves on their

railroad. (See Exhibit B.)

QUESTIONNAIRE ON USE OF TREATED TIMBERS IN

BRIDGES, DOCKS AND WHARVES

Name of Railway

Have treated timbers been used as follows :

rails
Posts

I
Caps

A—In open deck I
Stringers .

bridges 1 Guard raila

|

Ties
Bulkheads .

.

I
Bracing

[Sills

I

Posts
B— In ballasted [Caps

deck bridges-! Stringers .

Bulkheads
Bracing

.

Decking

.

[Decking .

Caps
-Docks and I Stringers.
Wharves ) Braces

I Sheeting
[Whaling .

Kind -I

Wood Used
Kind of

Treatment
When

Treated

Service
Life

Secur?d

Remarks :

Please give a brief description of the oldest existing structure you

have where treated timbers were used, stating location of structure, date

and details of treatment given timber and other pertinent information.
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Appendix C

(3) DOUGLAS FIR TREATMENT

R. S. Belcher, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. R. W. Davis, G. H. Hicks,

W. H. Kirkbride, J. F. Pinson, B. H. Prater, J. H. Waterman, J. W.
Williams.

III. Preservative Treatment of Douglas Fir:

Douglas Fir is a most difficult timber to treat offering as it does

such great resistance to the injection of the preservative.* It is, however,

thoroughly satisfactory if properly treated and given proper handling after

treatment.

Your Committee believe that the best results can be obtained in

the treatment of Douglas Fir by adherence to the following requirements.

Ties:

Physical Requirements

Douglas Fir ties for treatment shall conform to physical requirements

as stated under specifications for cross-ties, page 328, Volume 22 of the

Proceedings of this Association.

Both sawn and hewn Douglas Fir ties are suitable for treatment,

but at this time the preference, in the opinion of your Committee, lies

with the sawn Douglas Fir tie for the following reasons

:

(1) Being made from a smaller tree than sawn ties, hewn
ties contain more sapwood which contracts more during season-
ing and as a result develops more and deeper season checks than
the sawn tie.

(2) On account of the fact that all hewn ties will contain
the heart or pith, more season checks will develop than in the
case of sawn ties where the percentage of ties containing the pith
is smaller.*

(3) Hewn ties do not lend themselves readily to automatic
machine perforation and as this is an important aid to the penetra-
tion of preservative, this fact especially makes sawn ties more
desirable.

Seasoning

Douglas Fir ties should be air seasoned prior to treatment when-
ever climatic conditions will permit; moisture content of seasoned ties

not to exceed 20 per cent, based on oven dried weight. Time required

for seasoning will, of course, vary with the locality and season of the

year.

The piling of ties for seasoning shall be in accordance with "Specifica-

tions for Tie Treatment—General Requirements," given in the Manual.

*In the treatment, excessively high temperatures in combination with excessively
high pressures should be avoided, as the timber may be injured thereby.
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Perforating or Incising

Your Committee is decidedly in favor of perforating (or incising)

Douglas Fir ties. It results in more uniform and better penetration of

preservative. It is an aid to air seasoning and prevents to some extent

large season checks. (A description of the perforating process was

given in last year's report of this Committee.)

Preservatives

For the treatment of Douglas Fir ties, coal tar creosote, and zinc

chloride, or a mixture of the two, are most commonly used, and when

the preparation and treatment has been carefully carried out, good results

have been obtained in practically every instance.

Creosote and zinc chloride for use in Douglas Fir ties shall be in

accordance with the specifications of this Association.

Some railroads have within the last few years started the use of

a mixture of creosote and petroleum oil in varying proportions for the

treatment of Douglas Fir. This may be found advantageous in the treat-

ment of Douglas Fir, as an aid in obtaining deeper and more uniform

penetration, because of the larger volume of liquid which may be used

per cubic foot, without material increase in cost.

Amount of Preservatives to Be Used

Your Committee recommend the following amounts of preservatives

to be used in Douglas Fir ties

:

Creosote treatment, empty cell process, 5 to 8 pounds per cubic

foot of timber.

Creosote treatment, full cell process, not less than 10 pounds per

cubic foot of timber.

Creosote-zinc chloride treatment, 3 pounds of creosote and one-

half pound of dry zinc chloride per cubic foot of timber.

Zinc chloride, one-half pound of the dry salt per cubic foot.

Treating Operations

(For Zinc Chloride)

Your Committee recommends that the treatment for Douglas Fir

ties with zinc chloride be in accordance with the specifications for the

"Preservative Treatment of Wood with Zinc Chloride," as already

approved by this Association.

Treating Operation

(With Creosote-Zinc Chloride Emulsion)

The material shall be steamed for at least one hour at a pressure not

less than 15 nor more than 20 pounds per square inch. After blowing

off the steam and condensation an initial vacuum of at least the equivalent

of 23 inches at sea level shall be drawn.
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Without breaking the vacuum the emulsion shall be introduced and a

pressure gradually raised to a minimum of 100 pounds per square inch

and not to exceed 125 pounds per square inch over a period of at least

one hour and thirty minutes and this pressure maintained until the required

absorption has been obtained.

Temperature of the emulsion before introduction and during the

entire pressure period shall be not less than 170° F. nor more than 200°

F. During the entire pressure period, the creosote and zinc chloride

solution shall by some mechanical means be agitated so as to keep it in

emulsion.

After the pressure is completed and the cylinder has been emptied

of preservative, a vacuum of 22 inches or more shall be maintained

of such duration that the material can be removed from the cylinder free

of dripping preservative.

Treating Operation

(For Treating With Oils)

In the case of thoroughly air seasoned material, it is not neces-

sary to boil under vacuum, but on account of the refractory nature of

Douglas Fir, it is desirable to hold material in hot oil, maintained at a

temperature of 180° to 190° F., for a period ranging from eight to ten

hours in order to obtain necessary absorption without running into

extremely high pressures.

Where air seasoning is impractical, Douglas Fir ties may be

artificially seasoned in the treating cylinder by boiling under vacuum at

temperatures ranging from 180° to 200° F. At the beginning in order to

eliminate the possibility of the oil surging and rising into vapor lines and

getting into condensor, vacuum produced during boiling period should

not exceed 15 inches ; but after first five or six hours, vacuum may be

increased until it reaches 20 inches and this vacuum maintained until con-

densation passing off from the timber does not exceed one-tenth of a

pound per cubic foot of timber per hour.

If full cell treatment is desired, the treating cylinder shall be

filled with preservative, after the bath, and a pressure gradually raised to

a minimum of 125 pounds per square inch and not to exceed 160 pounds per

square inch, over a period of at least one hour and thirty minutes, and

this pressure maintained until, taking into consideration the quantity of

oil absorbed during the bath, the required absorption of oil has been

obtained. Temperature of preservative during pressure shall not be less

than 170° F. nor more than 200° F. After pressure is completed, the

cylinder shall be speedily emptied of preservative and a vacuum of 22

inches or more, promptly created and maintained from one and one-half

to two hours, or until the material can be removed from the cylinder

free of dripping preservative.

If empty cell treatment (initial air and final vacuum) is desired

after the completion of the conditioning processes described above, de-
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pending upon whether the material is seasoned or green, the timber shall

be subjected to air pressure of sufficient intensity and duration to pro-

vide for the injection of the preservative necessary to insure the required

retention. The preservative shall then be introduced, the air pressure

being maintained constant, until the cylinder is filled. The pressure of the

preservative shall be gradually raised over a period of not less than one

hour and thirty minutes until desired pressure is reached, and this pres-

sure maintained until the largest volumetric injection that is practicable.

has been obtained; pressures ranging from 140 to 200 pounds are com-

monly used. The temperature of the preservative during the pressure

period shall be not less than 170° F. nor more than 200° F. After the

pressure is completed the cylinder shall be speedily emptied of preservative

and a vacuum of 22 inches or more promptly created and maintained

from one and one-half to two hours or until the material can be removed

from the cylinder free of dripping preservative.

If empty cell treatment (with final vacuum) is desired after the

completion of the conditioning processes described as above, depending on

whether the material is seasoned or green, the timber shall be subjected to

a pressure of sufficient intensity and duration to provide under a vacuum
the ejection of preservative necessary to insure the required retention.

The preservative shall then be introduced until the cylinder is filled. The
pressure shall be gradually raised to at least 150 lb. per square inch and

maintained until all of the sapwood and as much of the heartwood as

practicable are saturated. The temperature of the preservative during the

pressure period shall be not less than 170° F. nor more than 200° F. and

shall average at least 180° F.

After the pressure is completed the cylinder shall be speedily emptied

of preservative and a vacuum of at least 22 inches be promptly created

and maintained until the material can be removed from the cylinder free of

dripping preservative.

Seasoning After Treatment

Treated ties should be seasoned after treatment a minimum of ninety

days and longer, up to six months, if possible.

Bridge and Other Timber.

Physical Properties

Douglas Fir bridge and other lumber for treatment shall conform
to the specifications of this Association for such material.

Seasoning

Douglas Fir lumber should be air seasoned prior to treatment whenever
climatic conditions will permit. Moisture content of seasoned lumber

not to exceed 20 per cent., based on oven dried weight.

Douglas Fir lumber should be piled for seasoning in accordance with

method recommended by this Committee under Appendix G, page 979,
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Volume 23 of the Proceedings of this Association, "Methods for Storing

Lumber and Piling for Air Seasoning Preliminary to Preservative Treat-

ment."

Preservative

Coal tar creosote is the preservative most commonly used and is rec«

ommended by your Committee for Douglas Fir lumber.

Creosote should be in accordance with the specifications of thii

Association.

Amount of Preservative to Be Used

The following amount of creosote should be used in treatment o!

Douglas Fir lumber

:

For both marine and other uses, not less than 12 pounds per cubic

foot, full cell treatment.

The use of empty cell processes for creosoting of materials for

trestles and other cases of similar nature is frequently justified and in

such cases would result in considerable saving. When empty cell processes

are used, not less than eight pounds of creosote oil per cubic foot should

be left in the timber.

Treating Operation

All material shall be so loaded for treatment as to insure each size

receiving the specified amount of oil.

Treating of Douglas Fir lumber should be carried out in general in

the same manner as given above under ties.

Seasoning After Treatment

Treated lumber should be seasoned after treatment a minimum of

ninety days, or longer up to six months, if possible.

Piling.

Physical Requirements

Douglas Fir piling for treatment shall conform to physical require-

ments as stated under specifications of this Association. It should, how-

ever, have a minimum sapwood thickness equal to the depth of penetration

desired.

Seasoning

Piling should be air seasoned prior to treatment whenever climatic

conditions will permit. Moisture content of seasoned piling not to exceed

20 per cent., based on oven-dried weight.

Piling should be piled for seasoning in accordance with method rec-

ommended by this Committee under Appendix G, page 979, Volume 23,

of Proceedings of this Association, "Methods for Storing Lumber and

Piling for Air Seasoning Preliminary to Preservative Treatment."

Preservative

Coal tar creosote is the preservative most commonly used and is the

only preserative recommended by your Committee for Douglas Fir piling.
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Amount of Preservative to Be Used

The following amounts of creosote should be used in the treatment

of Douglas Fir piling:

For marine uses all piling shall be treated to refusal. All piles shall

contain sufficient sapwood so as to permit treatment with 15 pounds.

For other than marine uses, not less than 10 to 12 pounds per cubic

foot of timber, full cell treatment.

Treating Operations

In the case of thoroughly air seasoned material it is not necessary to

boil under vacuum, but it is desirable to hold the material in hot oil bath

maintained at a temperature of 180 degrees to 190 degrees F., for a length

of time which in the experience of the operator is necessary, combined

with the pressure period, to secure desired absorption.

The treating cylinder shall then be filled with preservative and

pressure gradually raised to not less than 125 pounds nor more than 160

pounds, and this pressure maintained until, taking into consideration the

quantity of oil absorbed during the bath, the required absorption of oil

has been obtained. Temperature of preservative during the pressure

period shall not be less than 170 degrees F. nor more than 200 degrees F.

After pressure is completed cylinder shall be speedily emptied of preserva-

tive and a vacuum of 22 inches or more promptly created and maintained

from one to two hours or until the material can be removed from the

cylinder free of dripping oil.

Where air seasoning is impractical, Douglas Fir piling may be arti-

ficially seasoned in the treating cylinder by boiling under vacuum at tem-

peratures not exceeding 220 degrees F. Boiling period should be main-

tained until condensation passing off from the timber does not exceed

one-tenth of a pound per cubic foot of timber per hour. Vacuum should

be maintained at 20 inches, but should be drawn gradually to prevent

surging of the oil. After completion of the seasoning period, the pressure

treatment is carried on as in the case of seasoned piling with the excep-

tion that temperature will probably exceed the maximum of 200 degrees F.

specified for the seasoned piling.

Appendix D

(4) MARINE PILING—ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTS

A. B. Ilsley, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Wm. G. Atwooo, R. S.

Belcher, H. C. Bell, E. H. Bowser, W. L. R. Haines, H. G. Laird,

J. B. McClain, H. N. Rodenbaugh.

Your Sub-Committee is instructed to "make final report, if practicable,

on treatment to be used in the protection of piles and timbers in water

infested by marine borers."

It recommends that timber and piles be carefully creosoted. There is

no other treatment in sight at present. Along with the careful creosoting

it appears that certain features of selecting and preparing the lumber and
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piles before treatment, and of handling after treatment, are of vital im-

portance.

This report is in three sections.

Section I gives a brief review of conditions in these waters, and in

the territory where the piles and timbers are produced. It includes in-

formation that has been gathered by different members of the Committee
on a number of inspection trips to seaports and timber treating plants.

It explains why the treatment and handling recommended should be ef-

fective.

Section II gives a specification for selecting and crcosoting piles and
timbers for use in this service. The Sub-Committee has endeavored to

put it in shape for use to govern treatment at commercial plants.

Section III gives recommendations for handling piles after treatment.

SECTION I

Timber and Treatment

All available information indicates that while the various borers may
be a serious menace at several ports in the North Atlantic, they are most
active in South Atlantic and Gulf ports. It seems probable that lighter

treatments are probably as effective in northern waters as heavier ones
in southern. This report, therefore, is chiefly of use to the railroads and
industries having docks in southern waters and the recommendations and
heavy treatment specified herein are intended to apply only in this terri-

tory.

Creosoting is the only treatment, and yellow pine is practically the

only lumber used in this service.

In the warm, moist climate of the southeast, where most of this lum-
ber is produced, it is generally not possible to air season large size sticks

before they will start to decay. Therefore, notwithstanding the great

importance attached by all authorities to the air seasoning of lumber be-

fore creosoting, practically all the piles used in this service arc treated

green as soon as possible after being cut. Even then it is necessary to cull

very rigidly, to prevent doty pieces from being treated.

Under these conditions it is important that the treating be done only
at the best equipped plants, having adequate power and efficient machinery,
so that the required temperature, vacuum and pressure can be maintained
without drop during the treatment.

In view of the foregoing, it will be appreciated that extreme care is

needed. in treating and handling creosoted piles and timbers if we are to

render them immune from attack by marine borers. If a bit of the inner
bark is left on the pile when treated, which afterwards is rubbed off, a
lightly treated spot is left on the surface which will.probably invite attack.

If pitch pockets or resin streaks, which the creosote fails to penetrate,

occur near the surface, a very small check may provide a*ccess to the un-
treated wood. The long steaming period at the maximum temperature
called for by the specification is needed to melt out these pockets as far

as practicable.
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For the same reason water pockets and irregular penetration must be

avoided, which means high-class equipment and skillful handling of the

treating process.

For the same reason also, piles should have a thick sap ring, in order

that the surface may be protected by an armor of densely treated wood
so thick that sun checks, or bruises from floating objects, will not extend

through it.

Service Test at Brunswick, Ga.

Marine borers are very active at Brunswick, Ga. Piles are attacked

by both Xylotrya and Limnoria. Sphaeroma are also present.

The Sub-Committee has had under observation at this point two lots

of piles that have a significant service record.

The first lot of a thousand or more were driven in 1909, and now

(1922), after a life of thirteen years, are practically all destroyed by the

borers. These piles were long leaf pine, with two to three inches of

sapwood, and were treated with 16 pounds of oil. No especial care was

used in selecting, treating or handling. There was a delay of several

months, after treating some of the piles, before they were driven and

they checked excessively on one side. The attack of the borers began

within three years after driving.

On the other hand, the second lot of twenty piles, which were driven

in 1912, had not in 1922, after a service of ten years, suffered any attack

whatever. They are loblolly pine, with a sap ring three to four inches

thick. They were selected from a large lot, with considerable care, to

obtain straight, smooth sticks as free from knots as possible. The inner

bark was entirely removed.

They were treated green, about two months after cutting, with 18

pounds of oil. The sapwood was fully saturated and the treatment uni-

form.

Particular care was used to avoid injury in handling. They were

driven soon after treatment, and therefore did not check excessively.

These two lots of piles were treated at the same plant and were driven

side by side. The analyses of the oils used are as follows :

Lot Lot No. 2

No. 1 Mixed, Foreign
Kind of Oil Imported and Domestic

Specific gravity .'
. 1.055 1.072

Water content 4. % 1.5%
Distillate 0° to 200° C 2.% 1.%
Distillate 200° to 210° C 3.% 1. %
Distillate 210° to 235° C 28. % 16. %
Distillate 235° to 315° C 41. %
Distillate 235° to 355° C 57. %
Distillate 315° to 355° C 20.%
Residue above 355° C 10. % soft 21. % soft

The difference in length of service, given by these two lots of piles,

seems to be mainly due to the difference in care used in selecting and

handling and indicates that the extra precautions recommended in this

report will be well worth while.
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SECTION II

Specifications for Creosoted Piles and Timber for Use in Atlantic

Coast Waters Infested With Marine Borers

(I) Materials
(A) Piles.

(1) Piles shall be unhewn Yellow Pine.

(2) For lengths not exceeding 30 feet, the minimum diameter at the

tip shall be 9 inches. For lengths over 30 feet, but not exceeding 50 feet ,

the minimum diameter at the tip shall be 8 inches. For lengths exceeding

50 feet the minimum diameter at the tip shall be 7 inches. The minimum
diameter one-quarter of the length from the butts shall be 42 inches, and
the maximum diameter at the butt shall be 20 inches.

( Same as A.R.E.A. "Railroad Heart Grade.")

(3) Piles shall be butt cut above the ground swell, have a uniform

taper from butt to tip, shall be free from short bends, and so straight

that a straight line from center of butt to center of tip shall lie within

the body of the pile. When cut they shall be peeled and shall have the

inner skin or bark completely removed. They shall not be allowed to lie

on the ground, but if not moved at once to the treating plant they shall

be placed on skids. All knots and scars shall be trimmed close to the body

of the pile, so that when it enters the cylinder its surface shall be smooth.

(4) Piles shall be sound and free from the following defects : Large,

loose, unsound or hollow knots; worm holes ; knot holes; round shakes;

red heart ; or other defects which will impair their strength or durability.

Turpentine, faces not over 2 feet in length will be allowed, provided they

do not materially reduce the size.

(5) Piles shall have a sap ring of not less than 3 inches nor more

than 5 inches.

(6) Piles shall preferably be treated green; not later than two months

after cutting. If partly seasoned piles are accepted for treatment, they

shall receive same treatment as green piles .

(B) Timbers.

(7) Timbers shall be Southern Yellow Pine.

(8) Except as noted, timbers shall be sawed to standard size, full

length, square cornered and straight; close grained and free from defects,

such as injurious wind shakes and cross grain, unsound or loose knots,

knots in groups, decay, or other defects that will materially impair its

strength.

(9) Timbers shall be-sound, sap no objection. Wane may be allowed

one-eighth of the width of the piece measured across the face of the wane;

and extending one-fourth the length of the piece on one corner, or its

equivalent on two or more corners, provided that not more than 10 per cent.

of the pieces of any one size shall show such wane.

(Same as "Standard." Interstate rules of 1905. )

(10) The bark and inner skin shall be completely removed from the

wane.
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(C) Oil.

(11) Oil shall meet A.R.E.A. Standard Specifications for Creosote

Oil. It shall be analyzed when received at the work in accordance with

the recommended practice. (See (20).)

(II) Treatment

(12) The treating plant and all equipment shall be maintained in

first-class condition satisfactory to the Inspector throughout the treatment.

(13) Cylinders shall be supplied with air vents, steam coils; with

recording gauges and thermometers, necessary to record the condition at

all times.

(14) The owner of the plant shall provide and keep in condition for

use at all times the apparatus and chemicals necessary for making the

analyses and tests required by the specifications.

(15) Each charge shall include only piles of approximately equal

sap wood content and equal seasoning.

(16) After placing in the cylinder, piles or timbers shall be steamed at

least twenty hours. The temperature shall be gradually raised to 280° F.

(138° C.) in three hours, held at this temperature for eight hours and

gradually lowered to 250° F. (121° C.) at the end of the steaming period.

The cylinder shall be frequently drained of condensation. The steam shall

then be blown off. A vacuum of at least 24 inches shall be created in one-

half hour and held at least 24 inches for a period of at least five hours-

Oil shall be introduced without breaking vacuum until the cylinder is filled.

Pressure shall be applied gradually, and maintained until sufficient oil

lias been injected to leave the required amount in the piles after releasing,

or until in the judgment of the inspector the refusal point has been

reached. The pressure shall not exceed at any time 200 lbs, per sq. in.

The temperature of the oil during the pressure period shall not be less

than 170° F. (77° C.) nor more than 200° F. (93° C), and shall average

at least 180° F. (82° C). '

(17) After treatment has been completed and the oil has been re-

moved from the cylinder, the piles or timber shall be allowed to drain

one-half hour.

(18) Unless the oil has been injected to refusal, at least 22 pounds

per cubic foot shall be retained in the piles.

(19) All measurements of oil shall be based on a temperature of

100° F. (38° C.) and correction shall be made for actual temperature by

applying a proper reduction factor.

(20) Oil from each charge shall be analyzed for water content. No
oil containing more than 3 per cent, of water shall be used.

(21) Vacuum measurements specified herein are for treating plants

located at the sea level. If plant is not located at sea level, proper cor-

rection for altitude shall be made.

(22) At least three piles in each tram shall be bored to test penetra-

tion of oil, and record shall be kept by inspector.

(23) Hole for testing shall be bored about 6 feet from butt and

plugged by a round creosoted plug, jg inch larger than the hole.
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SECTION III

Recommendations for Handling and Installation

(1) Do not use cant hooks or dogs in handling. Use rope slings.

(2) Do not drop the piles when unloading so as to crack them or

injure them.

(3) Frame and bore all timbers before treatment, whenever prac-

ticable.

(4) Whenever it is necessary to cut the piles, or timbers, or whenever

they become scarred or abraded, carefully trim the abrasions and coat the

cut surfaces with hot creosote oil and cover with roofing pitch.

(5) Bore bolt holes t*& inch smaller than the bolt and pour in hot creo-

sote oil before driving bolts.

(6) Pour hot creosote oil into all unfilled holes and plug with treated

plugs.

(7) Particularly avoid cutting or boring below high water mark.

(8) Drive piles as soon as possible after treatment. If necessary to

store them cover with earth to prevent checking.

(9) These particular marine borers live and breed in wood exclu-

sively. It is, therefore, probable that a great deal can be accomplished

in checking their attacks by destroying their breeding places. It is recom-

mended that all unused or untreated piles or timber be removed from the

water in the vicinity.

(10) The purpose of the heavy treatment and care in handling recom-

mended here is, first of all, to prevent the borers from gaining foothold,

and, therefore, really applies only to that part of the pile between high

water mark and the mud line.
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Appendix E

(5) PACIFIC COAST MARINE PILING INVESTIGATION*

W. H. Kirkbride, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Wm. G. Atwood, J. R. W.
Davis, Andrew Gibson, J. F. Pinson.

The general marine borer activity on the Pacific Coast has not

changed appreciably during the year 1922. Borers have been observed

attacking timber to a minor degree in a few new localities, but on the

other hand, they have been eliminated to a great extent from large

regions, where they have formerly been active, through the introduction

of pile protection.

The following tabulation gives the three borers observed during 1922,

and the Pacific Coast regions in which they occur

:

Limnoria and Xylotrya.

Puget Sound, Tillamook Bay, Yaquina Bay, Coos Bay, San Francisco

Bay, San Pedro Bay, San Diego Bay and the Gulf of California.

Teredo navalis.

San Francisco Bay only.

Puget Sound.

Limnoria and Xylotrya are reported as active in the Sound, but with

no marked change from the condition of 1921.

A report of the condition of test piles placed at Seattle is given in

Tables I-A to I-D.

Yaquina Bay.

The following gives an indication of the marine borer condition exist-

ing in this bay

:

In 1918 the United States Government built some wharves in Yaquina

Bay in connection with the production of spruce lumber. These structures

included approximately 1,800 spruce piles, and SO fir piles with bark on.

Within a few months after driving, the action of Limnoria and Xylotrya

was observed. About 30 per cent, of the spruce piles were exposed at

the mud line at low tide, and were heavily attacked by Limnoria.

The following briefly summarizes the history of the borer attack, and

gives an interesting example of the severity of attack on untreated spruce

piles, with a three-year length of life. It further shows the retarding

effect of bark on the fir piling:

1,800 Spruce Piles.—Driven 1918. Attacked by Limnoria and Xylotrya

1919. Worthless 1921. Seventy-five per cent, broken off and floated

away 1922.

50 Fir Piles (Driven with Bark on).—Driven 1918. Attacked by

Xylotrya only 1921. Abandoned, but still to be rated as serviceable, and

not attacked by Limnoria to date.

#The Research portion of this Sub-Committee's report is included under Ap-
pendix F.
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Coos Bay.

In 1912 the Southern Pacific Company drove some untreated piling to

serve as a draw protection in a long bridge across the upper arm of Coos

Bay, several miles from the juncture of the bay with the ocean. Test

specimens of fir and cedar blocks are constantly maintained in the water

in order to observe the action of borers in the region. Specimens placed

in June, 1921, and removed in October, 1922, showed a limited action of

Limnoria and Xylotrya. The cedar blocks were attacked in spots by Lim-

noria, but showed no signs of Xylotrya. The fir blocks contained several

Xylotrya, but were only slightly affected by Limnoria. A photograph of a

split section of one of the fir blocks is included in this report and shows

a Xylotrya burrow about one foot long and with maximum diameter of

about three-eighths-inch. (Fig. 1.)

San Francisco Bay.

Test specimens placed at various points in this bay indicated that the

Teredo began breeding in July, and began settling in August. At the close

of the dry summer season, the salt water of the bay gradually advances

into Carquinez Straits because of the reduction in fresh water flowing

into the Straits. The Teredo have been found advancing with the salt

water, as heretofore. Borers have been more active in test specimens at

Dumbarton, at the south end of the Bay, than in previous years. Xylotrya

settled on timbers from March to August, but are very scarce because of

the removal of such a great amount of their former breeding places.

The great infestation suffered by San Francisco Bay from 1917 to

1920 may have been the result of a temporary invasion in which the

condition of the bay waters was such as to induce the propagation and

thriving of the pests, but the fact remains that a great quantity of un-

protected piling existed at that time for them to attack; and the replace-

ment of that piling with protected types has resulted in a coincident

scarcity of the borers. This reduction of the infestation has proceeded

to such a degree that biological investigators have found it difficult to

secure specimens. The greatest agency of pile protection has, of course,

been the creosoting process, and the outstanding fact of present observa-

tions is encouraging because of indicating that by the adoption of this

process of treatment, the borers may be controlled and, to a great extent,

eliminated.

A report on the condition of test piles in San Francisco Bay is given

in Tables I and II, with additional information in Table III.

San Pedro Bay.

Borer activity in this bay is reported as unchanged from previous

years. A larger quantity of heavy oil spilled into the bay has served to

coat much of the piling and thus obstruct the borers.

A report on the condition of test piles placed here is given in Tables

I-A to I-D.
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Photograph showing Xylotrya burrow in untreated Douglas Fir test

specimen placed in Coos Bay, June, 1921, and removed October, 1922.

Specimen split open to show both halves. Length of each piece, 6 inches

;

width, 2J4 inches.

A—Entrance to long burrow showing Xylotrya pallets 1*4 inches long.

Length of burrow about 12 inches ; maximum diameter, Y% inch.

Note curious bend in burrow at "D" when Xylotrya turned to

avoid being exposed.
B—Entrance to another Xylotrya burrow.
C—End erosion by Limnoria.
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San Diego Bay.

Test piling placed at San Diego Bay indicates an unusual and severe

attack of Limnoria on old creosoted piles originally driven in a structure

of the Southern Pacific Company in San Francisco Bay. The piles

attacked include three originally driven in 1890 and one in 1901. The
unusual character of the attack is that similar test piles of identical nature

placed at Seattle, Tiburon in San Francisco Bay, and San Pedro have

to the present time showed no evidence of borer action. (See Tables

I-A to I-D.)

Gulf of California.

Test specimens have been placed in this body of water and some

have been sent in for inspection. The presence of borers is evident on

these, but they have not been definitely identified. Limnoria and Xylotrya

are known to exist in the Gulf, however.

Test Piles

The following tables, I-A to I-D, give the 1922 condition of four

sets of test piles driven in 1919 and 1920 at Seattle, Tiburon in San

Francisco Bay, San Pedro and San Diego. Each set consists of seven piles,

including the following

:

3 Old Creosoted Fir Piles, originally driven in 1890 Table I-A
1 Old Creosoted Fir Pile, originally driven in 1901 Table I-B
2 New Freshly Creosoted Fir Piles Table I-C
1 New Untreated Fir Pile Table I-D

Table I-A

—

Test Piles

Creosoted Fir Piles from Southern Pacific Company Old Long Wharf,

Dock "A," Oakland. Originally driven in 1890. Pulled in 1919 and

redriven elsewhere. Exposed to marine borer attack thirty-two years

to date.

Mark
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Table I-B—Test Piles

Creosoted Fir Piles from Southern Pacific Company Old Long Wharf,

Dock "E." Originally driven in 1901. Pulled in 1919 and redriven

elsewhere. Exposed to marine borer attack twenty-one years to date.

Mark
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Table II

Special Piles driven by Southern Pacific Company in San Francisco Bay.

Location
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Appendix F

(6) MARINE PILING RESEARCH

Hermann von Schrenk, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Wm. G. Atwood,

Z. M. Briggs, S. D. Cooper, W. L. R. Haines, A. B. Ilsley, W. H.

Kirkbride.

This Sub-Committee was instructed to assist and cooperate with the

Committee on Marine Piling Investigations of the National Research

Council. The investigations made have been carried on by the Committee

of the Research Council and this report therefore covers the work of that

committee.

The work has received a large proportion of its financial support from

the railroads and perhaps one-third of the voluntary work has been done

by the Engineering Departments of the various roads owning or operating

terminals on salt water.

This investigation was considered of such economic importance to the

entire country that it was felt that the Federal Government should assist.

It was impossible to obtain a direct appropriation, but since services and

material were of as much importance as money the National Research

Council approached the proper officials and requested their assistance.

The Secretaries of the Treasury, Navy, Army and Commerce instructed

the chiefs of their various bureaus to assist the investigation and to carry

on work and make investigations requested by the Director of the Com-
mittee on Marine Piling Investigations. The organizations from which

active assistance has been obtained are

:

The Coast Guard Treasury Department
Bureau of Yards and Docks Navy Department
Bureau of Construction and Repair. .. .Navy Department
Bureau of Lighthouses Department of Commerce
Bureau of Fisheries Department of Commerce
Coast and Geodetic Survey. .. .Department of Commerce
Corps of Engineers War Department
Quartermaster Corps War Department
Forest Products Laboratory. . .Department of Agriculture

The Bureau of Yards and Docks of the Navy, the Corps of Engineers

of the Army, and the Bureau of Lighthouses of the Department of Com-
merce have sent out exhaustive questionnaires designed to develop in-

formation as to previous experience with marine borers and with various

methods of protection against them, as well as with concrete and other

substitutes for wood. Some of the information thus collected is included

in the service record section of this report.

Biological

The destructive borers are divided biologically into two main divisions,

the molluscan and the crustacean. Both have caused great losses.
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Molluscan Borers.

The molluscan group is made up of the various genera of Teredo,

Bankia (better known as Xylotrya), Martesia and Pholas. All of these

genera are divided into several species which seem to require environ-

mental and living conditions differing one from the other. Many of these

species are little known and there is very little exact data as to the living

requirements of any of them except that the San Francisco Committee

cooperating with the National Research Council has made some very

valuable studies of one of the most destructive species, Teredo navalis.

The Teredo and Bankia are very similar in appearance. Their heads

are equipped with shells, which do the boring. They have long, worm-like

bodies, which grow to fill the hole excavated by the shells, and two small

organs, the pallets and siphons, at the opposite end of the body from the

-J head. These animals enter through a minute hole, through which they

obtain their supply of water, oxygen and food. The siphons extend into

the water through this hole, and when the animal is disturbed or the

condition of the water is unsatisfactory, the siphons are retracted and

the hole plugged tight by the pallets. At this time, although there may
easily be 100,000 teredo in a single pile, there is no outside evidence except

the entrance hole, which frequently is only l/100th of an inch in diameter.

The Bankia is thought to require water of fairly high salinity, while

Teredo navalis will live in almost fresh water and seems to be little af-

fected by pollution.

The Martesia, so far found only in southern waters, has an appear-

ance somewhat similar to its cousin, the clam. Since its body does not

grow outside the shell, as does that of the teredo group, its capacity for

destruction is not so great. Practically nothing is known of its life

history or living requirements, but it does not appear to be affected in any

way by creosote.

The Pholas is an animal very similar to Martesia and the clam. So

far as known it does not attack wood, but does bore freely in rock. Re-

ports have been received that this species had damaged concrete, but so

far it has been impossible to authenticate any of them.

The principal features used by the biologists for the identification of

species are the shape and marking of the shells and pallets. The pallets

are the most important of the two and are the portion of the animal less

frequently secured by inexperienced persons when excavating specimens

from the wood.

Crustacean Borers.

The best known and most destructive of the crustacean borers is the

Limnoria. The other two which have economic importance are the Chelura

and Sphaeroma. They all excavate small galleries on the surface of the

wood. They are so numerous (frequently over two hundred per square inch

of wood surface) that the surface of the wood is thoroughly honeycombed

and in time floats away, thus uncovering a fresh surface for attack.
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—

Plan of Standard Test Board.

Committee on Marine Piling

Investigations, National
Research Council.
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The Limnoria and Chelura are very seldom longer than J4 inch or

more than l/12th inch in width, while the Sphaeroma is sometimes V? inch

long and J4 inch wide. The first two live in salt and brackish water and

are little affected by pollution, while the Sphseroma lives in both fresh

and salt water.

While the damage done by the crustacean borers is very great, they

do not work as rapidly as the mollusks. Under the worst conditions

Teredo navalis or some of the species of Bankia may destroy a pile in

four months, while Limnoria will generally require a year or more.

Plan of Work

There was found to be surprisingly little information as to the species

of borers existing on the American coasts, the distribution of those

that were known to exist, or of the rapidity with which they worked. In

order to devise means of protection and to know where the conditions are

such as to render borer action probable, a system of test boards accom-

panied by chemical tests of the water was planned.

The test board (Fig. 1) was designed to give information as to the

occurrence, rate of growth and species of borers. A block is removed from

the board on the first and fifteenth of each month and sent either to

Harvard University, the University of California or the American Museum
of Natural History for determination of species and the rapidity of their

growth in various harbors. Two hundred and thirty of these boards have

been placed in Atlantic and Gulf and Pacific waters prior to November

15, 1922 (see Fig. 2), and blocks are being sent in by the various co-

operating agencies listed below

:

Railroads 89
Army 73

Navy .-. 26
Lighthouse 4
Coast Guard 1

Local Harbor Boards, etc 31

Industries, etc 6

230

The examination of the blocks as of November 15, 1922, has shown the

presence of Teredo navalis at the following points

:

Provincetown, Mass. Bayonne, N. J.

Newport, R. I. Perth Amboy, N. J.

Providence, R. I. Point Pleasant, N. J.

Mystic, Conn. Barnegat Bay, N. J.

New London, Conn. Beach Haven, N. J.

South Norwalk, Conn. Jamaica Bay, N. Y. (4 loca-

Westport, Conn. tions)

Guilford, Conn. Atlantic City, N. J.

West Sayville, L. I. Norfolk, Va.
Fire Island, N. Y. San Francisco, Cal.

New York Bay, N. Y.
(several locations)
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The rate of destruction by this species as shown by the blocks was

greatest at Providence, R. I. Next in order of activity are the locations

along the north shore of Long Island Sound and along the New Jersey

Coast. (Figs, 3, 4 and 5.) Figs. 6 and 7 show sections of piles attacked

by Teredo navalis in New York Harbor.

Limnoria were found in test blocks from the following harbors :

York Harbor, Me.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Salem, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Provincetown, Mass.
Newport, R. I.

Providence, R. I.

New London, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Westport, Conn.
Jamaica Bay, N. Y.

locations)

New York Bay, N.
(several locations)

(4

Y.

Point Pleasant, N. J.

Beach Haven, N. J.

Atlantic City, N. J.

Charleston, S. C.

Brunswick, Ga.
Fernandina, Fla.

Channel Five, Fla.

Key West, Fla.

Tampa Bay, Fla. (several lo-

cations)
Galveston Bay, Texas
Mazatlan, Mexico
San Francisco Bay, Cal.

Several of the species of Bankia (Xylotrya) have been found in test

blocks and specimens from the following points (Figs. 8 and 9) :

Barnegat, N. J.

Cape May, N. J.

Newport News, Va.
Great Bridge, Va.
Norfolk, Va.
Charleston, S. C.

Fort Scriven, Ga.
Long Island Crossing,

Ga., Savannah River.

Lazaretto Creek, Ga.
Brunswick, Ga.
Fernandina, Fla.

Jupiter Inlet, Fla.

Tampa Bay, Fla. (several loca-

tions).

Ft. Morgan, Mobile Bay, Ala.

GuHport, Miss.

Galveston Bay, Texas.
Aransas Psss, Texas.
Baytown-Houston Ship Channel,

Texas.
Sabine Pass, Texas.
Mazatlan, Mexico.
Guaymas, Mexico.
San Francisco, Cal.

Sphaeroma have been found at

Provincetown, Mass. Tampa Bay, Fla.

Pass Manchac, Louisiana.

Teredo of species other than navalis have been found in test blocks and

specimens at the following points:

Brunswick, Ga.
Fernandina, Fla.

Channel Five, Fla.

Key West, Fla.

Tampa Bay, Fla.

Aransas Pass, Texas.
Galveston Bay, Texas.
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
Pearl Harbor, H. I.

San Francisco, Cal.

Several of these species are new to science and little, if anything, is

known of some of the others. There have been several boards placed in

Bermuda under the control of the Bermuda Biological Board which

show some of the same species as found on the mainland.
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Fig. 3

—

Providence, R. I., New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad
—Board Installed June 1, 1922.

No. 1—Shades Ferry—Block No. 8—Removed October 2, 1922.
No. 2—Shades Ferry—Block No. 9—Removed October 16, 1922.

No. 3—Shades Ferry—Block No. 10—Removed October 31, 1922.

No. 4.—Warren's Cooling Pond—Block No. 10—Removed October 31. 1922.



Fig. 4—Point Pleasant, N. J., New Jersey Board of Commerce and
Navigation—Board Installed August 16, 1922.

No. 1—Block No. 2—Removed September 22, 1922.
No. 2—Block No. 3—Removed October 5, 1922.
No. 3—Block No. 4—Removed October 23. 1922.
No. 4—Block No. 5—Removed November 3, 1922.
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Fig. 5

—

Sections of Test Blocks, New Jersey Board of Commerce and
Navigation—Board Installed August 16, 1922.

No. 1—Barnegat City, N. J.—Block No. 4—Removed October 10, 1922.
No. 2—Barnegat City, N. J—Block No. 5—Removed November 3, 1922.
No. 3—Atlantic City, N. J.—Block No. 4—Removed November 8, 1922.
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Martesia have been found in specimens sent in from Tampa Bay and

Guantanamo Bay, wood which was apparently bored by Martesia has been

received from the lower Savannah River, and this genus has been found

in test blocks from Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. (Figure 10.)

The first test boards were placed in New England the first week in

June and some others have been so recently placed that no blocks have

yet been received from them. In another year the distribution of species

v-cfi

Fig. 6

—

Oak Pile. Ten Years' Service. Showing Attack by Teredo
Navalis, Beginning Not Before the Autumn of 1921.

should be known and the breeding season of the various species should

be determined with considerable accuracy. It has already been found

that Teredo navalis breeds in Jamaica Bay, N. Y., as late as October

1st, which is much later than had been previously supposed.

This system of boards and chemical observations will be extended to

the northeast by the Department of Public Works and Biological Board of

the Dominion of Canada. The boards in Alaska are just placed and it
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is expected that the Pacific Coast system will be closed up in the Spring

of 1923, so that there will be a continuous string of boards from the

mouth of the St. Lawrence to the most westerly port on the mainland

of Alaska.

Among the factors which influence the distribution of the borers arc

the temperature, salinity, oxygen content (a measure of pollution) and

the hydrogen-ion concentration (a measure of acidity). Arrangements

Fig. 7

—

Three Views of a Section of a Pine Pile with Seven Years'
Service, Recently Attacked by Both Limnoria and Teredo Navalis.

have been made for making determinations of these factors at twelve

locations and for determining temperature and salinity in fourteen other

harbors where laboratory facilities were not available for making the

full series of tests. This information will, when co-ordinated with

laboratory results, assist in predicting the locations at which borers of

the various species may or may not be expected.
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m
Fig. 8—Brunswick, Ga., Atlantic Coast Line Railway—Board In-

stalled August 29, 1922.

No. 1—Block No. 2—Removed October 10, 1922.

No. 2—Block No. 3—Removed October 27, 1922.

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railway—Board Installed
August 1, 1922.

No. 3—Block No. 3—Removed September IS, 1922.

No. 4—Block No. S—Removed October 20, 1922.
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Fig. 9

—

Sections of Test Blocks, U. S. Aemy—Board Installed
September 6, 1922.

No. 1—Fort Sumter, S. C—Block No. 2—Removed October 2, 1922.

No. 2—Fort Sumter, S. C—Block No. 3—Removed October 23, 1922.

Board installed September 15, 1922.

No. 3—Fort Scriven, Ga.—Block No. 3—Removed November 1, 1922.
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The laboratory experiments carried on under the direction of the

San Francisco Committee have been assisted by a small contribution from
the funds of the National Committee. These experiments have demon-

,
strated that Teredo navalis can live in water with a salinity as low as

5 parts per 1,000 and that its maximum activity is reached at about 9 parts

per 1,000. These results have been confirmed by experiments at the

Biological Laboratory at Plymouth, England.

The San Francisco experiments have demonstrated that Teredo

navalis will live and breed in sewage polluted water so foul that putre-

faction is taking place, also that this species contrary to the idea held

by many scientists, does obtain a part of its nutriment from the wood
which it bores. This Committee also has studied the structure and physical

characteristics of the animals and their report will make possible a much
more accurate determination of species.

Similar studies of the other more important species are needed and it

is hoped with the assistance of the Bureau of Fisheries that they may
be carried on in the summer of 1923.

Protection •

The test blocks have shown certain indications that copper will pre-

vent the landing of the larvae within a limited distance. Experiments

have been initiated to see whether it may not be possible to protect timber

by the use of strips of copper and a similar series of experiments have

been commenced to try to develop a system of protection based on the

corrosion of strips of sheet iron. Reports from the Scandinavian Engi-

neering Societies indicate that this method has considerable promise.

The work of the Forest Products Laboratory, Department of Agri-

culture, in the preparation of test blocks by impregnation with various

fractions of creosote, has been continued. The Chemical Department of

the University of California has also placed a number of test blocks in

San Francisco Bay which were impregnated with salts of various metals

using a new process devised in that laboratory. It is too early as yet

to draw conclusions from these experiments.

With the co-operation of the Copper and Brass Research Association,

the International Nickel Company and the Bureau of Lighthouses, a series

of experiments is being started to determine the value of sheathing piles

with copper and monel metal.

Tests of one species of tropical timber have been initiated by the

submersion of samples of "Manbarklak" at San Francisco and Galveston,

and the San Francisco Committee are also testing Turpentine Wood,
Tallow Wood, Greenheart, Azobe, Red Alder and Eucalyptus.

Pacific Coast Piling Committee Research

W. H. Kirkbride, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Wm. G. Atwood, J. R. W.
Davis, A. Gibson, J. F. Pinson.

Owners of marine structures are now quite generally awake to the

constant menace of marine pests and the necessity of pursuing the studies
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whereby combative measures can be secured and adopted. Marine sanita-

tion is beginning to be carried out, with the removal of old worthless

piling which has been the breeding places of the borers. A reasonable

co-operation to continue investigations has been secured, and a study of

basic principles has been launched.

A new agency which is likely to give rise to great advance in this work

is the National Research Council, the Marine Piling Committee of which

has installed a large number of test pieces along the entire Pacific Coast,

in co-operation with the Army and Navy.

The organization of a scientific program has led to the starting of

numerous biological and chemical experiments which are now under

observation. It is too early to expect anything final from these tests, and
definite conclusions can only Be drawn after several years.

The study has progressed far enough, however, to disclose many
interesting developments. For example, it has been found that many
of the original methods for placing test specimens and test piles were

ineffective and unsatisfactory. This has often been due to a lack of

understanding of the manner in which the borers work. Test specimens

have been made too small, so as to prevent the full growth and free

action of Teredo or Xylotrya ; they have been lost through wave action,

splitting, or immediate destruction by Limnoria; they have been exposed

incorrectly by being floated near some object where rubbing and abrasion

would hinder the borer; they have been placed in convenient positions

somewhere above low water level where only a partial attack would take

place. Test piles have been driven as bearing piles in actual service which

has made it necessary to employ a diver to make an inspection. This

inspection is expensive and limited. It is probable that the best method
is to drive test piles free of structural wharf members so that they can

be pulled, carefully and thoroughly examined, and finally redriven for a

continuation of the test.

It has been found difficult to create in experimental stations the

same conditions as are found in actual practice. Wave and tidal action

;

alternating degrees of salinity such as are found where fresh water

enters salt water bodies; changing conditions of pollution with the variance

of oxygen content, have been impossible to duplicate, and the best results

can only be secured by placing specimens in natural bodies of water.

Various organizations, including the National Research Council, the

San Francisco Bay Marine Piling Committee, the Army and Navy, owners

ef marine structures and industrial concerns, are conducting investiga-

tions. The following observations have been secured for the most part

through the agency of the San Francisco Bay Committee

:

1. The chemical composition of oil removed from various old piling

has been determined.

2. A study is being made to ascertain whether or not the extracted

oil has been changed in composition

:

(a) by the ingredients of the wood, or

(b) by the method of extraction.
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The study thus far has shown that no change takes place when benzol

or similar solvents are used.

3. Experiments are being made with piling timber to determine

(a) the degree to which it absorbs, and
(b) the degree to which it retains creosote oil.

Phase (a) includes a study of natural conditions of timber, e.g., case

hardening, seasoning and age of timber ; and mechanical treatment such

as used in the creosoting process, e.g., steaming, boiling, or incising, which

is now used for the lower (buried) ends of telegraph poles on land.

It has been found that creosote oil penetrates the wood uniformly, so

that the composition of the oil in a timber immediately after treatment

is the same at all points from the surface inward.

4. A study of creosote oil is being made to determine

(a) the rate of evaporation, and
(b) the rate of leaching.

It has been observed in creosoted piles which have been exposed to

sea water for several months that the lighter fractions are absent near

the surface, with this condition decreasing toward the interior until the

whole oil is found. It may even be found that the oil which has pene-

trated deepest has been reinforced by the unleached or unevaporated

heavier fractions moving inward.

5. Test specimens have been treated with various fractions of creosote

oil and have been exposed to attack.

(a) Some of the specimens have been treated with the oil

minus various fractions ; and
(b) Some have been treated with the whole oil plus various

fractions; in other words, accenting the fractions.

None of the new experiments instituted by the San Francisco Bay
Committee have shown evidence of borer attack to date, although the

presence of borers has been evident by their attack on untreated specimens.

6. Experiments are being made on the toxicity.

(a) of chlorine, and
(b) of inorganic poisons, such as arsenic.

Chlorine has been introduced in various amounts into the water of

aquaria containing living borers. It has already been found that they

can survive the introduction of an amount so great that the gas leaving

the surface has made it impossible for persons to remain in the vicinity.

This would seem to indicate that no practical use can ever be made of

chlorine as a repellant.

The work of phase (b) has included a study of the means of fixing

metallic poisons in the wood to resist leaching.

7. The composition of timber commonly used for piling is being

analyzed to determine, among other things

:

(a) ingredients which may act as repellants to borers, and
(b) ingredients which may attract borers.

Australian Turpentine wood is a good example of type containing the

ingredients of phase (a).
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With reference to phase (b) it has been observed that leached piling

of certain wood has not been attacked, whereas fresh piling of the same

wood has been infested immediately. This apparently indicates that the

leached wood has lost ingredients which are attractive to the borers.

8. Studies are being made of the wood excrement which has passed
through the bodies of borers to ascertain whether or not it

differs in composition from the original wood; in other words,
to determine whether or not the borers attack the wood to

secure nourishment or elements necessary to their life. At the

same time the composition of the body of the borer is being
analyzed to check up on the presence of any element found removed
from the wood.

While no conclusions are ready in this experiment, an interesting

observation has been made which, if confirmed, will throw a new light

on the workings of marine borers. This observation is that a large- per-

centage of the cellulose in the wood is found to have been removed after

the wood has passed through the borer. If this becomes an established

fact, it will show that the borer seeks an element contained by the wood,

and attacks it for purposes other than to create a burrow in which to live.

9. Lethal salinities.

(a) In conjunction with much valuable data it has been
found that the average lethal or death point of Teredo
navalis with respect to salinity is 5 parts in 1,000, as

against 9 in 1,000 originally reported by European in-

vestigators.

(b) For salinities below 5 in 1,000, the Teredo ceases activity,

withdraws the syphon, closes the burrow opening and
apparently begins to take nourishment from salt water
contained by the pile wood.

(c) It has been observed that in general the Teredo can sur-

vive 30 days in a salinity below 5 in 1,000. This must
be taken as true of the average case for death may occur
within this period. The borer will survive longer in

sound piling which resists leaching action. Decayed or
split piling loses its salt content in shorter time, and
hence the Teredo dies sooner.

(d) The above indicates that Teredo will not be killed off

by alternate conditions of fresh and salt water, and that
they can be expected to occur in water which has a

salinity of S in 1,000 at monthly intervals and which is

fresh in the remaining period.

(e) Limnoria and Xylotrya cannot survive a period of fresh
water as do Teredo, and require a reasonably high
salinity.

10. Salinity tests are being taken regularly, and recording thermom-
eters have been installed at various points in San Francisco Bay.

11. Biological studies of Teredo have been continued which give a

much better understanding of this borer, including the following

phases

:

«

(a) Variation of shells.

(b) Pallets.

(c) Digestive anatomy.
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12. It has been found that borer activity has been stopped by wood
fungus forming on the pile surface. This fungus develops from
extracts of the wood which come out of checks and holes in the

timber. This discovery can probably have no practical value,

however, for the reason that the fungus will only form on what
is actually unsound piling.

13. The original conclusion that Teredo could not live in sewer
contaminated water has been found incorrect. Borers have been
found active in the mouths of sewers, and in general will live

and breed in water without oxygen for a period of three weeks.

14. Teredo have been found to live for two years. After further
investigation, it may be that this length of life can be greater.

15. Limnoria have been found to survive immersion in creosote oil

for 24 hours. Upon removal they soon revive and continue
activity.

16. Concrete for Marine Structures.

In addition to the foregoing, which deals primarily with timber

piling, study of the various phases involved in the use of con-

crete for marine purposes is being carried on. Developments
from this work should be forthcoming within a year or so.

In Conclusion.

The Sub-Committee feels that its recommendations of 1921 should

apply to this report, with the general continuance of investigations now

being made.

REPORT ON SERVICE RECORDS AND TESTS

Prepared by the Committee on Marine Piling Investigations, National

Research Council

In 1913 Mr. A. K. Armstrong of the Forest Products Laboratory com-

piled an exhaustive report on service records of protected structures and

of tests of various methods of protection. This report has never been

published but it forms the basis for the information submitted herewith.

Reports have been obtained in 1922 on many structures appearing in

the 1913 report of the Forest Products Laboratory. Items have been

added from the 1920 report of the Institution of Civil Engineers on

"Deterioration of Structures in Sea Water," also from the report pub-

lished in May, 1921, by "a Committee appointed by the Road Marine and

Railway Construction Section of the Danish Engineering Association."

Their report includes information collected by this Association, the

Norwegian Engineering Association and the Swedish Technical Associa-

tion." Additional information has been obtained by correspondence with

the Army, Navy, Lighthouse* Service, many railroads and other owners

of properties in salt water.

The record is thought to be the most exhaustive yet issued. Perma-

nent and expensive protection is not justified in many structures. This
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report shows many methods which will give temporary protection and

also indicates by its record of failures many methods which will not

justify themselves.

(I) Barks.

Barks contain certain oils and acids which are believed to act as

repellants in varying degree, according to the content and character of

such oils and acids. The fibrous structure of the bark probably dis-

courages the borers to some extent. The success of bark as a resistant

depends on keeping it intact for the life of the pile. Fractures incurred

by handling, blows from floating bodies and the leaching action of water

make this extremely difficult, usually resulting in soon making places for

borers to lodge. When used, which is recommended only in cases where

the piling is felled adjacent to its place of use or when the cost of

artificial protection is prohibitive, piles should be cut during the winter

season, the bark being secured at the ends with tight bands of iron to

prevent stripping before handling and driving.

Thirteen cases are noted, of which three are worthy of mention as

having offered some resistance, viz.

:

1. Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Piscataqua River Bridge, Boston and
Maine R. R. In presence of Limnoria, oak proved effective "except at

knots and other places where bark was stripped before driving."
2. Norfolk Navy Yard, Norfolk, Va. Oak piles, cut in January "re-

sisted four or five years or until bark rubbed or chafed off."

3. Wilson Line Pier, Hoboken, N. J. Oak piles driven in 1912. Bark
still tight in 1922. Teredo attack in knots and blazes only. Attack
light.

(II) Built Up Piles.

Square sticks sheathed with one or more layers of boards with or

without intervening layers of tar paper, hair, etc., have been thought to

be effective against borers. This is not true in case of the crustacean

borers. This process so far as applied to the molluscan borers is based on

the theory that they will not cross a crack. The theory is disproven by

experience with the test boards of the Committee on Marine Piling

Investigations. It has been found that these borers cross freely from the

blocks into the boards which carry them and vice versa.

It seems probable that sheathing with creosoted lumber will prove

effective for an appreciable period and it is thought that experiments

along this line should be made.

Four reasonably successful records for sheathing with untreated

timber are reported as follows

:

1. "Potomac, Virginia.—Piles of ordinary size covered with layer of 1"

boards. Even after a pile bored by shipworm, further action prevented
by fastening on sheathing. Shipworm bores sheathing, but does not
cross seam. After several years, eaten boards renewed."

2. "Shumagin Islands, Alaska.—Core 6"x6" built up by means of 1"

boards to 10"xl0". Some piles last more than 20 years. Ordinary
untreated piles destroyed in V/2 to 5 years. Kind of borer present,

'Shipworm'."
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3. "San Diego, Cal.—Douglas Fir 6"x6" or 8"x8" cores built up with 1"

boards to about 12" square Tar paper laid in between sheathing and

core. Limnoria present. Cores of some piles sound after 15 years.

Sheeting boards of all eaten off above low water. Many entirely

destroyed."

4. "Vladivostok, Siberia.—Timber (Larch and Kcdre) do not readily

absorb preservatives. Protected by sheathings of inch boards. Ship-

worm present. Have been known to last IS years."

(III) Charring and Tarring.

Charring although a means of preserving timber is of little account

against marine borers. When used in connection with injected preserva-

tives it sometimes results in prolonging the life of piling a few years.

Nineteen cases are noted—9 in U. S. and 10 at foreign ports. Of the

former, 4 are of importance, as follows

1. Navy Yard, Norfolk, Va.—Oak and Pine with charred surfaces lasted

for nine years—Shipworm present.

2. Charleston, S. C.—Pine piles charred and injected with wood creosote

by Carolina Oil and Creosote Company driven in 1883, were good at

the end of 7 years—Shipworm present.

3. Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana.—Along the N. O. and M. R. R.

400 to 500 pine piles charred, with coal tar burnt on them, washed

with dead oil, and coated with coal tar varnish. Destroyed by Ship-

worm at end of 8 years.

4. Rockport, Texas.—Charred pine piles used in a wharf constructed

in Aransas Bay in 1869 showed no sign of attack five years later.

Piles charred and tarred are said to have lasted 36 years with Ship-

worms present at New Haven, England
;

piles charred to depth of jfe

to ^ inch—33 and 50 years—with probably pholas present, at Surate,

India; charred Khair piles had estimated life of 40 years in Thana District,

India, where untreated timber lasts 25 years ; and Blue Gum piles, coated

with tar, surface charred and while hot, saturated with extra thick coal

tar were destroyed 25 to 35 years later by marine borers at Hobard,

Tasmania, where untreated timber lasts about 12 years.

(IV) Pile Coatings.

The Forest Products Laboratory defines a pile coating as "protection

that is an integral part of the wood's surface becoming so by a slight

penetration which through its content of a substance chemically harmful

or disagreeable to the marine wood borers prevents them from entering

the timber" and recommends its use only in cases "where something

more substantial is not economically available or where it is desirable

to prolong the life of a pile slightly beyond that of the untreated timber."

It has the advantage that the application can be made to the portion

of the pile where it is needed.

1. Tar.—Eight cases, all foreign, where shipworm was present,

are cited. All showed failures with the exception of two which at the

date of reporting had a service record of 6 months.

2. Carbolineum Avenarius.—Carbolineum Avenarius, manufac-

tured by a secret process and supposed to be a zinc creosote compound,

was used in experiments undertaken by the Forest Products Laboratory
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in 1910. Three coats were applied at intervals of 4 and 23 days, re-

spectively, to 12" Douglas Fir logs 8 feet long. The paint was fur-

nished by the Carbolineum Wood Preserving Co., San Francisco, and

by analysis did not conform to the guarantee contained in the pamphlets

of the American Agents of the Company. At the Pacific Coast price at

that time (1910) of 95 cents per gallon, the cost of material ran about

7 cents per linear foot. The results of the tests are as follows:

Kind of Pinal Condition Length of
Ref.No. Location Borer Present of Material Service

50 San Francisco, Cal. Limnoria Attacked 2yrs.,l month
51 San Francisco, Cal. Limnoria Severe attack 2 yrs., 2 months

Xylotrya
52 San Diego, Cal. Limnoria Destroyed 4 yrs.

?3 San Diego, Cal. Limnoria Destroyed 4yrs.,l month
Shipworm

Of the remaining cases in the United States noted, 12"xl2" yellow

pine sticks treated with 2 or 3 coats, put down in 1908 at Savannah, Ga.,

and uncovered at every low tide showed no sign of attack after four years

but were destroyed at end of 14 years service; the hulls of pontoons for

a dredge in Florida waters, about one-third of time in infested waters,

brush coated in 1903, remained unharmed during ensuing 9 years ; and a

snagboat in brackish waters only, in neighborhood of Dallas, Texas,

given 2 coats in 1910 was unattacked during three or four months of

observation.

Six foreign cases are recorded with results as follows :

British Columbia Useless.

Tampico, Mexico Unattacked— 6 months.
Manzanillo, Mexico Destroyed

—

]A year.

Denmark Destroyed by decay 30 to 40

years.

Holland Protects surface of pile, but

heart decays
Genoa, Italy Increases life about 10 per cent.

The foreman of Pilots at Haftensund, Sweden, states that Carbolineum

"affords some protection." "Sotor and Carbolineum pro-

tect only until the material is leached out or is worn off," according to

the Chief Engineer, State Harbor Administration, Andenaes Westeraalem.

3. Sotor.—Sotor is a paint manufactured by secret process by

the makers of Carbolineum Avenarius and is sold as a pile protection.

Twelve logs of Douglas Fir 14".\8', treated by the Carbolineum Wood
Preserving Company at a material cost of approximately 7 cents per

linear foot, were put down by the Forest Products Laboratory in 1910

—

6 at San Francisco and 6 at San Diego, California. 1920 and intermediate

inspections show :

San Francisco Destroyed by Teredo and Xylotrya.

San Diego Destroyed—Average life 3.6 years.

Sotor was found "protective to some extent" by the City & Harbor

Engineer of Svendborg Harbor, Denmark. The Chief Engineer, Harbor
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Administration, Trondhjim, Norway, reports good results with Sotor used

in connection with nail studding, the latter spaced about 2" apart. Accord-

ing to the District Engineer at Vardo, Finmarken, Sotor does not give

lasting protection.

4. Copper Paints.—Used chiefly in protection of ships, renewals

being made every six months or year. Experiments by the U. S. War
Department in 1908 and 1911 at Mobile and Galveston resulted as follows:

Mobile Tarr & Womson's copper paint—3 coats—slight attack

—

4 months.
Red Yacht Copper Paint—3 coats—slight attack—4 months.

Galveston Natural Copper Paint—2 coats—worm eaten—4 months.
Tarr & Womson's Copper Paint—2 coats—not attacked

—

4 months.
Tarr & Womson's Copper Paint—2 coats— 1 small worm
hole in end—6 months.

5. Kennon's Teredo Proof Paint.—Manufactured under secret

formula and composed of creosote, coal tar and iron oxide, combined with

various chemicals which operate to prevent the germicidal properties

of the creosote from being leached out when submerged in salt water.

Forest Products Laboratory analysis showed 40 per cent, tar, 50 per cent,

of an oil similar to Mond Producer Oil, and 10 per cent, of Ferric oxide.

Preparation put on markel about 1896.

Thirteen cases are recorded of which five were observations of the

War Department and six were experiments carried on by the Forest

Products Laboratory. All specimens were attacked. The only case of

non-attack was at Long Beach, Cal., where timber treated with this paint

was not attacked during 2 years' service, according to a testimonial by

the Craig Shipbuilding Company to Teredo Proof Paint Company, 1909.

6. Miscellaneous Coatings.—Under this heading are grouped

results of investigations of 23 different pile coatings, viz.

:

Fish oil and tallow mixed.

Red lead.

Resin and tallow mixed.

Verdigris.

White zinc.

Childerson's Teredo Proof Paint.

Mott Fireproof Paint.

Gimle Teredo Proof Paint.

Asphalt.

Marine Cement.
Portland Cement and unknown ingredients.

Gilberts' Paint.

Composition of Brinkerink.

Composition of Classen.

Composition of Ryhuyk.
Chrome Green.
Metallic paint of Classen.

Paraffine varnish.

Mixture of coal tar, oil of vitriol, etc.

Tar mixed with powdered glass.

Solignum.
Solignum and pitch varnish.

Teredocide, . ,
.

".

. ; j LaJ
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Tests of some one of these materials have been reported from 38

structures located at Norfolk, Pensacola, Galveston, San Francisco, San

Diego and in Dutch, Russian and South African ports. All experiments

showed failures except as follows

:

(a) Test pieces of solid heart pine treated with Childerson's Teredo
Proof Paint sunk March, 1896, at Pensacola Navy Yard were
examined by Naval Commission 6 months later and found un-
touched. Untreated piece was riddled by Shipworms—"fell to

pieces."

(b ) Test piece of pitch pine treated with Solignum and sunk at Tanbe
Bay, South Africa, was untouched at end of 6 months. Two
other test pieces similarly treated were attacked.

(c) Test piece of Teak and one of Jarrah treated with "Teredocide,"
sunk at East London, South Africa, in 1910, were found to be
sound when examined two years later, whereas a test piece of
Pitch pine and one of yellow wood, similarly treated, were pene-
trated 2" all around by Shipworms and Limnoria.

Tests (b) and (c) were made by South African Railways and Harbors

and results communicated to Forest Products Laboratory by the General

Manager.

(V) Pile Armors.

1. Metal Armor.—The chief objections to metal armor are:

High cost and tendency to pass into solution through "(a) purely

chemical dissolution, (b) the combined attack of sea water and the at-

mosphere and (c) electro-chemical corrosion, generally considered to be

quite distinct from the other two."

(a) Zinc.—One case in United States is noted, viz., pine sheathed

with zinc (Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12 and 14) over felt, used in L. & N. R. R.

bridge at Bay Biloxi, Miss., and found to be "practically worthless" at

the end of 8 years. Eleven foreign cases are recorded, the general con-

clusion being that this method is not an economical one.

(b) Copper.—The high initial cost and difficulty of driving

without fracturing the plates and fastenings are objections to the use

of this metal as sheathing. The U. S. Navy considers this method "effec-

tive in some cases for many years" against the Shipworm. The Depart-

ment of Commerce reports that pine so protected gave good results at

Lighthouse establishments in the Gulf District until the sheathing was

destroyed in a tropical hurricane. Results in South African, English,

Russian and South American ports are: "Piles destroyed 15—20 years;

piles protected as long as covering remains intact"; "destroyed 12 to 15

years" ; "destroyed 30 years" ; "copper supposed to remain good for 10

to 12 years"; "Piles destroyed 10 years"; "bad 11 years"; "failed to give

satisfactory results"; "good 20 years"; and "not a permanent success."

(c) Muntz Metal.—Muntz or yellow metal, an alloy of approxi-

mately 60 per cent, copper and 40 per cent, zinc, has been used as pile

sheathing in New South Wales and proven unsatisfactory; at Auckland,

New Zealand, with varying results ; at Port Limon, Costa Rica, with
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failure due to exposure at bottom by scouring; at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

—"Piles destroyed— 10 years"; at East London, South Africa
—"Not a

permanent success"; at Queensland
—

"piles destroyed—5 to 15 years"; at

Sydney, "sound 38 years" and at Victoria
—

"Piles destroyed—average life

20 years."

In 1871 the New Orleans & Mobile Railroad used Muntz Metal over

felt at Bay St. Louis, Miss. Scouring by tidal currents exposed the piling

below the metal. "Loose sheets were then renailed and efforts made to

cover exposed portion with tarred canvas and metal." Their report

states that the metal was "Thinned by decomposition iiv one year," but

"did not show many holes in metal for six years."

The cost in 1906 at South Atlantic and Gulf ports of the United States

was $1.20 per linear foot of pile.

(d) Cast Iron.—Cast iron water pipe was used to protect piles

against the Shipworm at Brandywine Lighthouse, Gulf of Mexico. Satis-

factory but first cost very high.

A cast iron sleeve used to lengthen wrought iron pile in Delaware Bay

rusted to a depth of yi" in 30 years.

Use of cast iron at Liverpool, England, was abandoned owing to

rapid corrosion, whereas no appreciable deterioration in 34 years' life is

noticeable at Gravesend, England. Additional information regarding this

type of protection will be found in the Proceedings of the Association for

1921, page 474.

(e) Wrought Iron.—According to Atlantic and Gulf observa-

tions, wrought iron and steel deteriorate in salt water more rapidly than

cast iron. Experience at Delaware Bay as follows : "Brandywine Light-

house: Hammered iron reduced 0.035 in. per annum; rolled iron 0.01 in.

All piles rusted but many in addition, either seamed or badly pitted.

Greatest destruction below surface of low water beyond action of atmos-

phere, but rust formed there soft and black and easily washed off." Length

of service 20 to 25 years. Results at foreign ports

:

Copenhagen Pine Sheathing de-

stroyed 10 to 12 years.

Firth of Forth Latticed piles Little corrosion 7 or 8 years.

Newhaven, Eng-
land Sheathing o n

creosoted piles Piles destroyed 25 years.

. Robin Island,

South Africa Jetty material Corroded through 7 to 8 years.

Chinwangtas,
China Wrought iron Satisfactory About 9 years.

(f) Steel.—A steel pier built on steel piles at Atlantic City, N. J.,

in 1897-98 painted before erection—required renewal at end of 7 to 8 years.

Cross section of all members reduced one-fifth to one-third.

(g) Nailing.—The Dock Department of New York City in 1878

undertook experiments in covering the surface of piling with 3d nails and

carpet tacks. Annual examinations were made for 5 years thereafter when

experiments were closed. All pieces were found intact.
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Dutch flat-headed nails on Douglas Fir were used by U. S. Engineers

at San Francisco with indifferent success against Shipworm and Teredo.

The A. T. & S. F. Ry. used 3d nails spaced % to ^ in. centers, on

Douglas Fir piles in several wharves and trestles at San Diego, Cal. The

cost is given as 35 cents per lin. ft. The piling so treated was successful

for 20 years against Limnoria. In contrast with above Douglas Fir piles

covered with 3d nails spaced Y% centers, at a cost of $1.00 per linear

foot, used in the Coronado-San Diego Ferry Slip were for the most

part destroyed, a minority only remaining at the end of 15 years' time.

The Charleston Dry Dock & Machine Company drove about 600 yellow

pine piles for their dock at Charleston, S. C, in the fall of 1918. These

piles were studded with roofing nails of }i" head, the spacing being ob-

tained by using J4" mesh chicken wire as a template. The nails were driven

by negro boys whose labor was cheap. The cost, including the material, ran

about 40 cents per linear foot. A photograph of a section of timber cut

from one of the piles so treated, and pulled in September, 1922, is here

reproduced. Under the microscope this specimen shows evidence of having

been penetrated by 15 shipworms. On the edges four burrows are ex-

posed. The invasion was apparently stopped by the repellent qualities of

the spreading iron rust. Untreated piling in these waters . lasts not to

exceed two years. (Fig. 11.)

This method of protection has been extensively used in Swedish,

Norwegian and Danish ports with varying success.

Oak piling used in the quays and wharves at Great Yarmouth, England,

that had been "scupper nailed on all four sides" appears to have been

quite effective. The result of this treatment is to cause a rust incrustation

on all four sides of the piles and this forms a surface protection.

In Haftstensund and Fjallbacke, Sweden, where untreated timber lasts

from 2 to 5 years, hoop iron applied spirally has been found to be the

best means of protection, the incrustation of rust acting as a repellent.

W. K. Hammer, M. Inst. C. E., Engineer to the Harbour Board,

Auckland, New Zealand, stated in his report to the Committee of the

Inst. C. E. First Report, pp. 189 and 190, that the first structures built

in 1852 were renewed in 1876 and that until 1903 all structures were

built of timber sheathed with copper, zinc or muntz metal. Except for

those built of turpentine or totara wood, none of these would have

lasted over two years unless sheathed.

2. Earthenware Pipe Armor.—Difficulty of installation and destruc-

tion by blows from floating bodies exclude earthenware pipe as a practical

armor. The Forest Service inspection of 1906 records the destruction at

Pensacola, Fla., of $10,000 worth of pipe used as armor and in place

only 30 days. "Hammered to pieces one night by raft which had broken

loose." "Space between pipe and pile filled with sand." The L. & N.

report that piling thus protected, in use on the New Orleans & Mobile

Division in Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana are "apparently as sound

as when driven (20 years previously)."
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pIG- h_Section of Pile Protected by Roofing Nails in Wharf of

Charleston Dry Dock and Machine Company, Charleston, S. C.

Four Years' Service. An Unprotected Pile Usually Lasts

Less Than One Year in This Location.
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Vitrified pipe with annular space filled with grouting of hydraulic

cement was used as armor in the railroad bridge connecting the main-

land with Galveston Island some time subsequent to 1867. It was "dis-

placed and broken and creosoted piles substituted."

Douglas Fir test piles fitted with 14" pipe 2' sections with annular

spaces filled with grout of gravel, sand and Portland cement, were

tried out at San Francisco in 1862, with result that pipes were broken,

the piles having been in service 2 years.

3. Miscellaneous Armors.—Experiments were made in 1885 at

the Norfolk Navy Yard with the following miscellaneous armors

:

Coal tar and hydraulic cement.
Coal tar and plaster of Paris.

Compressed carbolized paper.

Davis patent insulating compound.
Vulcanized fiber.

All experiments showed failures.

Pine piles wrapped spirally with not less than 3" thickness of bur-

lap soaked in hot tar were destroyed in less than 5 years at Pensacola,

Fla.

Protection by layers of burlap treated with a tar and asphalt prepara-

tion fastened with l"x2" creosoted battens, used on Douglas Fir by the

Navy at Seattle, Wash., was considered unsatisfactory.

A coating of burlap and asphaltum ("Perfection Pile") sprinkled

over with hot sand was tried out by the Northern Pacific at Seattle and

Tacoma, Wash., with result that coating peeled off a majority of piles in

a few years. Where protection was found intact, piles were sound. One

pile remaining in a structure built in 1898 was pulled in 1922 and found

in good condition though it showed a slight attack.

Many other processes* are noted, the record being generally the same,

the difficulty being that the coating does not prove sufficiently tenacious.

4. Cement.—Table I shows the record of some cement armor

protection installed in United States. Only those cases having to do with

timber protected by cement or concrete armor are here shown. Records

dealing purely with concrete tests in sea water are reserved for future

reports.

A drawing is here reproduced (Fig. 12) from the First Report of the

Committee of the Inst. C. E. 1920, showing the action of marine borers

on Ekki piles protected with concrete, placed in Lagos Harbour, Africa.

Mr. F. A. Pickles, Assoc. M. Inst. C. E., Resident Engineer Harbour

Works, in his report to the Committee states

:

•1. F. Shay's Method.
2. A secret compound of paraffin, limestone, kaolin, sawdust, etc.

3. Moran'i process.
4. P. and B. process.
5. Sutton method.
6. Lithecite.
7. Composition and Burlap.
8. Rood process.
9. Gold teredo proofing.
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"One timber structure was erected near the entrance to the harbour
in 1911 and in this instance the piles were lengths of ekki trunk with the

bark stripped. The piles varied between 8 and IS inches in diameter.
These piles were driven home into a soft, fine, loose sand, and were then
surrounded by concrete held in position by cement barrels.

"In the illustration, details are given of the pile as driven, and of the

same when withdrawn in September, 1917. It will be noted that the top

of the pile was absolutely unaffected, while the portion at the top of the

concrete at H. W. O. S. T. was eaten by teredo to such an extent that it

was possible to break the pile at this point quite easily. The portion
driven into the ground was found to be as sound as on the day on which
it was put in, but the whole of the pile between high water and bed level

has been attacked under the concrete casing and gradually eaten away
from the outside skin. The portion remaining was found to be perfectly

sound and coated with shell, from which it would appear that the whole
of the destruction of the under-water portion had not been caused by
either teredo, limnoria or chelura. The broken brick concrete surrounding
the pile was in very good condition."

This is an excellent illustration of the result of mechanical protection

which fails to cover the entire danger zone.

(VI) Injected Preservatives.

1. tSoluble Salts.—"Soluble salts have so far been ineffectual on
account of their rapid disappearance from the wood when exposed to the

leaching action of water.

The process of double injection, that is, locking in the soluble with

an insoluble compound, is indicated as a promising field for experiment.

Isaac's list of processes, which contains some that do not employ soluble

salts, is as follows

:

First Injection, Second Injection,

Process Solution of Solution of
Jacques Soap Tar acids
Richards .... Common salt Alum
Muller Phosphate of soda Chloride of barium
Hattzfeld . . . Tannin Acetate of iron
Krug Soda Creosote
Wellhouse ..Chloride of zinc and glue.. Tannin

(a) Copper sulphate was tried out in England, Holland, Belgium and

Queensland, proving a failure in all cases on account of its solubility.

(b) Kyanizing or immersion of timber in a solution of corrosive

sublimate of mercury is no longer employed as a protection against marine

borers, although still used in United States for preservation against

decay.

(c) Paynizing has been found ineffective in experiments in Scotland

and England.

(d) Specimens under observation treated by the Thilmany process

failed, as did the others above cited, through failure to resist the chemical

action of sea water.

(e) Miscellaneous.—Gerlache's solution, a protection devised

by M. Jean Gerlache of Brussels and patented in the United States May

tForest Products Laboratory, "Pile Protection," Part II.
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31, 1910, was tried out !>y the Forest Products Laboratory in 1910 and

1911 at San Francisco and San Diego, Cal., and found to be ineffectual

against the Bankia (Xylotrya) and Limnoria.

The records include failures of test pieces put down in Holland

treated with

Sulphate of iron.

Acetate of lead.

Soluble glass and chloride of calcium.

2. Wood Products.—"It seems safe to assume that wood creosote,

and pile protections composed of wood products were not successfu 1 -'< :"' st

the marine wood borers, since they are now little used. It seems that

aside from everything else, they are inferior to coal-tar creosote through

their lack of poisonous properties." The Forest Products Laboratory thus

summarizes its study of wood products—a study embracing the resisting

qualities of Spiritine, Fernoline, Pinoline, Wood Distillate—By-Products,

Wood Creosote and Resin Oil and Resin. Records of twenty-four tests

in the U. S. A. are noted, a few showing fair success, but the majority

not giving satisfactory results.

3. Creo-Resinate Process.—Two tests, one in Virginia, the other

of timber placed at Galveston, showed "badly attacked by shipworm

—

seven years' service" and "riddled less than two years," respectively.

4. Miscellaneous.—Test pieces of yellow pine impregnated with

coal oil residuum, put down by the Lehigh Valley Railroad, were badly

attacked by shipworm—two years' service.

P. S. Asserson's experiments at the Norfolk Navy Yard with kerosene

and carbolic acid gave unsatisfactory results.

Copperized oil, composed principally of a heavy petroleum oil in

which copper has been dissolved through the agency of a saponifiable oil,

was used by the Forest Products Laboratory for treating Longleaf pine

test pieces put down at Gulfport, Miss., in 1912. Examinations eight

months later showed that of the four specimens, two showed "no sign of

attack," one "attack on entire surface" and the remaining one "not badly

attacked." The inspection of 1914 disclosed that all four specimens were

destroyed. Of the four specimens installed at San Diego in 1912 (absorp-

tion 6.9" to 10.7" per cu. ft.) inspection of 1916 showed three destroyed

and the remaining one "severely attacked."

Four test pieces of Longleaf pine treated with oil tar creosote (1.07

oil) were installed at Gulfport, Miss., 1912. Inspection of July, 1920,

showed one lost, one destroyed and two "medium severe" attack. Four

similarly treated specimens were put down at San Diego in 1912, inspection

of 1920 showed three "very severe" and one "severe" attack.

Eight specimens treated with Timber Asphalt, consisting of a heavy

petroleum residue having an asphaltic base, were installed in 1912, four

at Gulfport, Miss., and four at San Diego, Cal. At the former place two

specimens were destroyed in the same year and two in 1914, and at San

Diego one specimen was destroyed in 1914 and the remaining three in 1915.
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Test pieces treated with cresol calcium were more quickly destroyed

in San Diego Bay than creosoted Western yellow pine and other Pacific

Coast softwoods.

Powellizing.—"This process is covered by U. S. Patent No. 755240,

dated March 22, 1904, in favor of William Powell of Liverpool, England.

The process therein described consists of first immersing the timber in a

thin syrup of raw cane sugar or other saccharine matter, which is heated

to the boiling point and maintained at that temperature for a few hours.

According to Pearson (1912) the compound contains other ingredients

besides cane sugar, some of which are doubtless poisonous. After the

boiling process has been completed, the liquor is allowed to cool to 100

degrees F., or less, and then drawn off. The timber is then subjected to

a process of artificial drying, which is effected by gradually raising the

temperature in the drying chamber from about 130 to 140 degrees F. to

165 or 170 degrees F., the humidity falling from 85 or 90 per cent, to

35 per cent.

The process seems to be applicable to either soft or hard woods, and is

being quite extensively used in Australia upon native timbers subject to

"decay." (Forest Products Laboratory "Pile Protection," part II, pp. 135

and 136.)

According to the first "Report of Committee of the Inst. C. ,E. 1920,"

p. 200, "Powellizing" of some timber was tried, and while this temporarily

extended the immunity of the timber as compared with untreated speci-

mens, this immunity did not continue and the timber rapidly deteriorated."

5. Creosote.—In Tables II to VI, inclusive, are presented data

relating to treated piles and timber arranged according to absorption per

cu. ft. and locality. A great number of cases have been necessarily

omitted on account of the amount of absorption being unknown.

6. Creosote Fractions.—Results of experiments with cresote

fractions undertaken by the Forest Products Laboratory in 1911 and 1912

are presented in Table VII. The fractions are described as follows:

I. Light oils distilling up to 205 degrees C. (401 de-

grees F.).

If. Naphthalene solids distilling between 205 degrees and
250 degrees C. (401 to 482 degrees F.).

III. Dead or golden oil distilling between 250" degrees and
295 degrees C. (482 to 562 degrees F.).

IV. Anthracene solids distilling between 295 and 320 de-
.grees C. (562 to 608 degrees F.).

V. Residue above 320 degrees C. (608 degrees F.).

Recommendations for Future Work.

The record of service in structures and the record of tests is being

added to daily. A supplementary report giving results to date will appear

in the March Bulletin. By another year, it should be possible to add

extremely valuable data to the report submitted.

\our Committee submits the following recommendations for future

work which should be carried out in cooperation with the Committee on

Marine Piling Investigations of the National Research Council:
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1. Continue the studies of service records and record of experiments.

2. Make a study of uses of tropical timber and of substitutes for tim-

ber, working in connection with Committee VIII with reference to the

use of concrete.

3. Give special attention to the study of the following methods of

protection

:

(a) Built-up piles using creosoted sheathing.

(b) Metal armors—with especial attention to copper, al-

loys, monel metal and the use of scupper nails.

(c) Concrete armor of various types.

(d) Further investigation of the double process of im-

pregnation.

(e) Further study of creosote fractions and substitutes,

with the end in view of revison of creosote specifi-

cations if found desirable.

4. Continue biological and chemical investigations with reference to

the life histories, physiology and activities of marine borers.

Recommendations.

Your Committee does not consider that information so far in hand

justifies any change in the recommendations contained in Appendix D of

the report of this Committee in 1922. It believes that these recommenda-

tions should stand as the recommended practice of the Association until

further investigation justifies change.

Table I

PILING PROTECTED BY CEMENT ARMORS

Date Service

of Last Life
Location Report Years

Gasparilla Sound,
Charlotte Harbor
& Northern R. R. 1908

Condition

Pensacola 1906

Humboldt Bay, Cal.,

Northwestern Pa-
cific Ry 1912

5 Satisfactory

1 Destroyed by storm.

15 Piling in service....

Remarks

.Lock joint pipe pro-

tection.

.Lock joint pipe pro-

tection.

Space between sheet-

ing and round pil-

ing filled with con-
crete."

California State
Harbor Commis-
sion, San Fran-
cisco

California State
Harbor Commis-
sion, San Fran-
cisco

1903 10 Unsatisfactory .Concrete casing
molded and dropped
over pile after
driven.

1 to 2 Deteriorated Concrete cylinder.
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Long Beach, Cal. . . 1910 5 Concrete cylinder,

pier collapsed July
3, 1910.

San Diego, Cal.,

East Santa Fe Ry.

Wharf Jackets twice repaired. Iron cylinder used and
concrete deposited
by diver directly in

sea water.

San Diego, Cal.,

Coal Bunker
Wharf 1912 20 Jackets repaired 3 or

4 times Solid concrete pile

armor.
Pier 34, San Fran-

cisco 1921 2 All of 770 piles intact

and giving satis-

factory service "Holmes pile," con-
sisting of green pile

encased in concrete.

Pier 17, San Fran-
cisco 1921 10 All supports (1,130)

in first-class condi-

tion Koetitz method.*
Bulkhead 26-30, San
Francisco 1921 12 35 of 62 piles show

small rust cracks

above high water

;

otherwise in first-

class condition .... Same as above.

Fisherman's
Wharves 1921 12 211 of 250 removed

because of failure

at mud line ; 39 in

service Concrete protected

green piles. Black
patent method.

t

'Green piles encased in precast concrete shell, the annular space filled with
sand or grout.

tConcrete placed in sectional forms above the water level which are lowered on
the pile as the filling of the form proceeds.
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Table II

NORTH ATLANTIC TO CHESAPEAKE BAY

Group 1—Coniferous Woods—Creosote Impregnation

Absorp- No. of Length
tion Struc- of Condition Date of

Lb. per tures or Service of Last
Cubic Ft. Pieces Years Material Report Remarks

Below 12 lb. 3 48 Little damaged... 1922 Dykes built in 1874-75.

Channel between Staten

Island and New Jersey.

12-15 2 18-20 Destroyed 1922

12-15 1 W/2 Slight attack, not
serious 1922

12-15 1 2 Sound 1883 Experiment closed.

12-15 1 41 Sound 1922
16-18 1 30 Good 1912

20 1 16 Good 1922 Maine Central R. R.

bridge at Carlons Is-

land, Me.
Group 2—Oak

8 1 \%y2 Slight attack, not
serious 1922 Sandy Hook.

Table III

NORFOLK, VA., TO SAVANNAH, GA.

Group 1—Coniferous Woods—Creosote Impregnation

Absorp- No. of Length
tion Struc- of Condition Date of

Lb. per tures or Service of Last
Cubic Ft. Pieces Years Material Report Remarks

12 1 11 Destroyed 1907 Newport News, Pier
No. 1.

12 1 15 Attacked 1907 Newport News.
16 1 9 Had to be re-

moved 1907 Newport News, Slipway
No. 6.

*16 1 25 Damaged 1922 Newport News Ship-
building Co.

18 1 4 Not attacked 1912 Norfolk.
22 1 14 Not attacked .... 1922 Cut-off wall, Charleston.

Saturation 1 14 Sound 1912 Savannah.

# 6.8 lb. of oil were extracted from a section of one of these piles in 1922
(Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13

—

Section of Pile from 150-Ton Crane Foundation, Newport
News Shipbuilding Company. Twenty-five Years' Service.

Creosote Treatment 16 Lb. per Cu. Ft.
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Table IV

GULF COAST

Group 1—Coniferous Woods—Creosote Treatment

Absorp- No. of Length
tion Struc- of Condition Date of

Lb. per tures or Service of Last
Cubic Ft. Pieces Years Material Report Remarks

10 & under 8 9 Severe attack, 1

destroyed 1921 Test pieces put down by
Forest Products Lab-
oratory at Gulfport,
Miss., and Pensacola,
Fla.

10 & under 1 7 50% of piles de-

stroyed 1882 Santa Fe R. R. bridge
across Galveston Bay.

15-16 Various 23-31 Good 1909 Piles in structures in L.

& N. through Gulf
States.

15-16 1 23 Good 1905 Piles in L. & N. wharves
at Pensacola. Absorp-
tion doubtful.

15-16 1 24 Destroyed 1906 Muscogee Coal Pier,
Pensacola.

*18 Various 6 No failures 1912 Southern Ry. practice.

18 2 29 Good 1907 Absorption 17.1, 17.6 lb.

per cu. ft.

20-24 4 10 One lost, 3 medium •

attack 1921 Test pieces installed at

Pensacola, "Fla. Aver-
age absorption 19.21 lb.

20-24 1 20 Practically all of

198 piles de-
stroyed 1922 Pensacola Navy Yard.

See Fig. 14.

20-24 Various . . Good for at least

ten years 1912 U. S. War Dept. specifi-

cations, Mobile.

20-24 Various 22 "Good for many
years to come". 1904 Pensacola & Atlantic

Div., L. & N. R. R.

20-24 5 5-11 Great many de-

stroyed 1906 Various piers and
wharves at Pensacola,
Fla.

20-24 1 20 Destroyed 1912 Avg. absorption 22 lb.,

penetration 3 to 5 in.,

L. & N. wharves, Pen-
sacola, and other
structures.

20-24 3 15-16 Good 1922 Sabine Lake and Port
Arthur, Texas, U. S.

War Dept.

20-24 1 19 Good 1912 Port Bolivar, Tex., 24
lb. absorption.
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Absorp- No. of Length
tion Strut'- of Condition

Lb. per lures or Service of
Cubic Ft. Pieces Years Material

20-24

20-24

20-24

1 20

ZO-38

18

Date of
Last
Report

. 19005% still intact

Destroyed 1912

20-24 1 Avg.25

Not over 10%
needed replace-

ment 1912
1912

Remarks
Galveston, Tex., 24 lb.

absorption.

A. T. & S. F., Galveston.

Absorption 20 to 24 lb.

Some replaced after 20

years. Shipworm ac-

cess through knots.

Same as above.

Texas City, Tex.

•"Piles carrying 18-pound treatment driven in our Coal Pier at Charleston,

between 7 and 8 years ago are now being seriously attacked. I also find that

piles with 22-pound treatment driven in the Clyde Line docks at Charleston in 1912 are

being attacked at the present time and will probably not last more than about 2

year9 longer."
Letter of 8-7-22, from B. Herman, A'sst. to Vice-President, Southern Railway.

Table V

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Group 1—Douglas Fir—Creosote Impregnation

Absorp- ATo. of Length
tion Struc- of Condition Date of

Lb. per tures or Service of L.ast

Cubic Ft. Pieces Years Material Report Remarks

10 & under 7 5-10 Destroyed 1912 Piles and bracing timber
in wharves at San
Pedro, Wilmington and
San Diego.

10 & under 6 10 Four lost, 2 slight

Limnoria attack 1920 Test piles installed at

San Diego by Forest
Products Laboratory.

Group 2—Miscellaneous—Forest Products Laboratory Experiment*

at San Diego, California

Absorp- No. of Length
tion Struc- of Condition Date of

Lb. per tures or Service of Last
Cubic Ft. Pieces Years Material Report Remarks

121b. 3 3 Destroyed 1920 Western yellow pine.

221b. 3 .. Specimen lost.... 1920 Western yellow pine.

14.21b. 5 10 Limnoria attack,

severe 1920 Blue Gum.
18.91b. 6 4 Destroyed 1920 Redwood.

5.3 to 12.4 lb. 4 8 One severe, 3 very
severe attack... 1920 Longleaf yellow pine.
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Table VI

SAN FRANCISCO BAY

Group 1—Douglas Fir—Creosote Impregnation

Absorp- No. of Length
tion Struc- of Condition Date of

Lb. per tures or Service of Last
Cubic Ft. Pieces Years Material Report Remarks

10 lb. and
under 2 Over 10 Some Limnoria

holes 1921 Forest Products Experi-
ment at Fort Mason.

12 lb.min. 2 5 Good 1912 25th St., Pier 34.

12 lb. 1 1912 U. S. War Dept. "Pro-
longs life of wood
from 5 to 7 years."

12 lb.min. 7 5-11 Some damage by
Limnoria 1921 State Board of Harbor

Commissioners' Speci-

cations.

Group 2—Miscellaneous

Absorp- No. of Length
tion Struc- of Condition Date of

Lb. per tures or Service of Last
Cubic I' t. Pieces Years Material Report Remarks

18-21 4 10 One slight attack,

other lost 1920 Forest Products Experi-
ment at Fort Mason.
Loblolly pine.

11^4 3 10 Practically sound 1920 Do. Western pine.

14.2 6 10 Slight attack,
Limnoria 1920 Do. Blue gum.

18J8 6 4 Heavy Limnoria
attack, practi-

cally destroyed. 1920 Do. Redwood.
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Tahle VII

Creosote Fractions—Forest Products Laboratory Experiments

Frac-
tion

Xo.
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT, SUB-COMMITTEE NO. 4

RESEARCH SECTION

The report of this Sub-Committee was prepared in November and in

order that the Association might have the benefit of developments since that

time the Director of the Committee on Marine Piling Investigations of the

National Research Council was requested to prepare a supplemental report

at as late a date as possible to allow publication in the March Bulletin.

The Director is very glad to be able to announce a further measure of

cooperation by the Federal Government. The Chemical Warfare Service in

their studies of war gases and chemicals developed a mass of information

on the effect of various chemicals on living tissues which it appeared would

be of great value in the development of efficient protective measures against

marine borers. This Corps was found to be very willing to take up the

study of marine borers, basing their work on information previously gained

for war purposes. They suggested two lines of attack, one- by a study of

chemicals which might be used for the impregnation of timber, either alone

or with creosote or some other carrier; and the other, by the development

of methods of so poisoning the water that the larvae and possibly the adult

borers would be killed and other marine life would be little affected. This

latter idea, if successfully developed, opens great possibilities for the pro-

tection of existing structures threatened by borer attack and may justify

the use of untreated timber in new structures at places where borer attack-

is possible or even probable. In such cases where piles are cut off above

water level they should probably be given sufficient preservative treatment

to protect against decay.

The plan submitted by the Chemical Warfare Service for this work

required the cooperative work of high-grade biologists and chemists at one

of the government marine biological laboratories at an annual cost of from

$15,000 to $20,000. The Chemical Warfare Service were unable to finance

this work from their own appropriations, but at the suggestion of the

Secretary of Commerce, the Assistant Secretary of Commerce was desig-

nated by the President as a member of the Committee on Marine Piling

Investigations, and through his efforts and those of the Director of the

Committee, sufficient contributions were promised by the interested Bu-

reaus of the Departments of the Navy, War, and Commerce, to finance the

work. It is thought that very valuable results may reasonably be expected

from this phase of the investigation.
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Biological

Between the dates of November 15th, when the regular report closed,

and February 1st, 1923, much additional information on the distribution

of boring animals has been gained, as set forth in Table I.

Table I*

Teredo—Species other
Teredo navalis Limnoria Bankia All Species than navalis

Brunswick, Ga. Gulfport, Miss. Beaufort, N. C. Charleston, S. C.
Fort Dade, Fla. Christiansted, V. I. Jupiter, Fla. Gulfport, Miss.
Tampa Bay, Fla. Juneau, Alaska Pascagoula, Miss. Port Eads, La.

Ketchikan, Alaska Mobile, Ala. Coco Solo, Canal Zone
Long Beach, Cal. Port Eads, La. Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
San Diego, Cal. Houston Ship Chan- Cape Haitien, Haiti
Guaymas, Mexico nel—4 miles up San Juan, Porto Rico
Pearl Harbor, H. I. Rockport, Texas San Pedro de Macoria,
Honolulu Harbor Corpus Christi, Tex. San Domingo
Tutuila, Samoa Point Isabel, Texas St. Thomas, V. I.

Guantanamo Bay Los Angeles Harbor, Cal.
St. Thomas, V. I. Long Beach Harbor, Cal.
Petersburg, Alaska San Diego Harbor, Cal.

1 i
Honolulu Harbor, H. I.

Pearl Harbor, H. I.

Tutuila, Samoa

It has not been found possible to make chemical analyses of the water

at a large number of stations, but the salinity has been determined at many
points.

In New York Harbor the Babcock & Wilcox Company have made
analyses at their well-equipped water laboratory at Bayonne, N. J. The
water at this locality is probably as thoroughly polluted as any point within

the harbor except perhaps in the Harlem River. Teredo navalis in con-

siderable numbers have been found in practically all structures examined

at Bayonne and other points in the Kill van Kull. The oxygen content was
found as low as 1.1 parts per million or 14.1 per cent, absorption. The
hydrogen-ion concentration was between 7.00 and 7.50. The City of New
York and the Committee made several hundred analyses at various points

in the harbor, which did not, except in the Harlem River, develop any

oxygen content materially below that of the Kill van Kull, while the lowest

hydrogen-ion concentration found was 6.60 at West 156th Street, where no

Teredo were found, and the highest 8.20 at Coney Island, where Teredo

and Limnoria were plentiful.

At San Juan, Porto Rico, an oxygen content of 1.1 (absorption 16.87

per cent.) was found in samples of water taken from the site of the test

board. At the time these samples were taken, a block 2"x4"x5" from the

test board was detached and forwarded to Mr. Clapp, of the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, who reported that it was filled

with several hundred shipworms. In this case the hydrogen-ion concentra-

tion ran above 8.4, the limit for which the apparatus was adapted.

Salinities were found at the test station at Mobile located on the G. M.
& N. R. R. pier, ranging between 2.6 and 5.3, and the blocks from this board

have been yielding Bankia gouldi continuously since November 16th, on

which date the fourth block was detached. Specimens of Bankia have also

been found irregularly at Great Bridge, Va., where the salinity is also much
below that in which it had been thought possible for this species to live.

•Distribution of Borers identified November 15, 1922, to February 1, 1923.
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Table II

Range of Range of Sal-
Period Temperature inity—Parts

Location Covered Deg. F. per Thousand Organisms Found
B. &. A. R. R. Nov. 16 to
Boston Nov. 30, 22 37—46 10—11 Limnoria.

B. & W. Co. Aug. 23 to

New York Harbor... Nov. 17, 22 49—74 17.7—30.7 Teredo navalis and
Limnoria.

N. & W. Ry. Nov. 15,22 to

Norfolk, Va Jan. 15,23 37—58 13.4—21.2 Bankia gouldi, Teredo
navalis and Limnoria.

U. S. Army Tan. 11, 23 to

Great Bridge, Va Jan. 31,23 43—50 0.7—3.5 Bankia gouldi.

U. S. Navy Oct. 3, 22 to

Charleston, S. C Jan. 6,23 53—78 22.9—30.4 Bankia gouldi, Teredo nav-
alis, one previously uni-
dentified species of Ter-
edo, and Limnoria.

A. B. & A. R. R. Oct. 1, 22 to
Brunswick, Ga Dec. 31, 22 59—82 23.4—29.2 Bankia gouldi, Teredo nav-

alis, one previously uni-
dentified species of Ter-
edo, and Limnoria.

A. C. L.
Jacksonville, Fla Nov. 1 to 30 2.2 None.
Lighthouse Service Nov. 1, 22 to
Key West, Fla Jan. 26,23 68—80 33.9—36.1 Three previously unidenti-

fied species -of Teredo,
Limnoria.

U. S. Navy
Guantanamo Bay Nov. 22 to
Cuba Dec. 16, 22 19.0—27.2 Five previously unidenti-

fied species of Teredo, and
one previously unidenti-
fied species of Bankia,
also Martesia.

U. S. Army Dec. 1, 22 to
San Juan, P. R Jan. 15,23 81—82 33.4—35.5 Four previously unidenti-

fied species of Teredo and
one of Bankia.

Lighthouse Service Jan. 6 to
Mobile, Ala Jan. 24, 23 2.6—5.3 Bankia gouldi.

U. S. Army Oct. 13, 22 to

Gulfport, Miss Jan. 15,23 54—73 15.3—27.3 Bankia gouldi, one prev-
iously unidentified species
of Teredo and Limnoria.

111. Cent. R. R.
Pass Manchac Oct. 15-31 .0.00 Sphaeroma.

U. S. Army
Port Eads, La Jan. 2-6 66 17.0— 17.7 Bankia gouldi, and one

previously unidentified
species of Teredo.

A. T. & S. F. Ry Dec. 17, 22 to

Galveston, Tex Jan. 31, 23 55—68 22.2—29.7 Bankia gouldi.

S. A. & A. P. R. R. Nov. 11 to

Corpus Christi Dec. 31, 22 52—77 18.2—27.3 Bankia gouldi, and one
previously unidentified
species of Teredo.

S. A. & A. P. R. R. Nov. 1 to
Port Aransas, Tex. . Dec. 31, 22 51—80 19.5—29.8 Bankia gouldi.

U. S. Navy Sept. 11 to
Pearl Harbor, H. I.. Nov. 30, 22 80—94 21.1—26.6 Teredo parksi and Lim-

noria, also Martesia.

The test blocks have shown that previous ideas as to the breeding sea-

son of the borers of the teredo type were generally erroneous and that these

animals breed much later than had been supposed. The breeding period of
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Teredo is readily determined by a microscopic examination of the female,

but the reproductive methods of the Bankia do not lend themselves to so

simple a method. Table III shows the latest date at which larvae have been

found by examination of the female teredo or the latest date at which

Bankia larvae have been found on the test blocks. The date of the begin-

ning of the breeding season should be shown by the blocks in the coming

Spring. It is very possible that at some points later blocks will show that

the breeding season continues through the Winter, and it appears probable

that in some southern harbors some species are just beginning to breed.

Table III

Latest Date of Finding Young of Teredine Borers

Location Date Kind of Borers
Fire Island, New York Nov. 1st Teredo navalis

Provincetown, Mass Sept. 15th Teredo navalis

Providence, R. I.—India Point November Teredo navalis

Norfolk, Va Dec. 15th Bankia
Beaufort, N. C Nov. 15th Bankia

Charleston, S. C. Jan. 6th Bankia

Lazaretto Creek, near Savannah December Teredo
* Fernandina, Fla Nov. 15th Teredo
Key West, Fla Dec. 15th Teredo
Pensacola, Fla Jan. 15th Teredo
Pensacola, Fla Jan. 1st Bankia

Fort Dade, Fla Jan. 16th Teredo

Port Eads, La Jan. 2nd Teredo
Gulfport, Miss Dec. 7th Teredo

Tampa, Fla. Jan. 16th Teredo

Corpus Christi, Texas Jan. 14th Teredo

Galveston, Texas Dec. 16th Teredo

Coco Solo, Canal Zone Jan. 4th Teredo

Coco Solo, Canal Zone Jan. 4th Bankia

Guantanamo, Cuba Dec. 30th Teredo
Port-au-Prince, Haiti Dec. 30th Teredo

San Juan, Porto Rico Jan. 2nd Teredo

San Pedro de Macoris, Santo Domingo Dec. 16th Teredo

St. Thomas, Virgin Islands Jan. 2nd Teredo

Honolulu, H. I Jan. 2nd Teredo

Los Angeles, Cal Jan. 16th Unidentified

San Diego, Cal Jan. 15th Unidentified

Tutuila, Samoa Dec. 15th Teredo

Petersburg, Alaska Jan. 15th Bankia

Juneau, Alaska Jan. 15th Bankia

Protection

In the course of the collection of data as to the protection given by

creosoting, three pile sections were received from the Chief Engineer of

the Norfolk & Western Railway and one from the Navy. Through the

courtesy of Mr. S. R. Church, of The Barrett Company, an analysis was

made in the laboratory of that company with the results shown below.
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A photograph of specimen No. 4 from the Pensacola Navy Yard is shown

as Fig. 14 in the main report.

Commenting on the results of this analysis, which is shown below in

full, Mr. Church states that none of the oils contain more than traces of

tar acid and that "all of them showed salts in the naphthalene and anthra-

cene fractions, excepting that in Pile No. 4, which did not resemble coal

tar creosote in either appearance or in odor." He further states that the

specific gravity of fractions from Pile No. 1 and No. 3 were fairly normal,

but Pile No. 4 was very much out of line "having a value of only 1.025

in the fraction of 315-355 degrees." Mr. Church adds that "the results

from analysis of extracted oils cannot be taken too literally, on account

of the removal of soluble substances from the wood, but there is sufficient

evidence to warrant the statement that the treatment of Pile No. 4 is

very inferior to the treatment received by the other piles in this test."

Findings of the Barrett Company Research Laboratory on Four Pile

Sections

Extract from Laboratory Report

Specimen No. 1—From Warehouse No. 1 of Norfolk & Western
Railway at Lamberts Point, Norfolk, Va. Driven in 1890 and said to

have been impregnated with 22 lbs. of creosote oil per cubic foot. Live

Teredo were extracted in November of 1922.

Specimen No 2—From Warehouse No. 2 of Norfolk & Western
Railway at Lamberts Point, Norfolk, Va. In place 30 years and creosote

specifications as in Specimen No. 1. Pallets and shells of Bankia were

extracted in November, 1922.

Specimen No. 3—From Coal Pier No 2, Fender System, Norfolk &
Western Railway, Lamberts Point, Norfolk, Va. Driven in 1892 and
specimen taken from about one to V/2 feet above mean low tide. No
borers were found.

Specimen No. 4—From Pensacola Navy Yard. Piling driven in

1902. Creosote specifications—20 lbs. creosote oil per cubic foot. Damage
was noticeable four years after piling was in place, five piles of 198

originally driven having been so badly attacked that renewal was neces-

sary. Destruction caused mainly by Bankia gouldi and Limnoria.

The above specimens were reduced to shavings, placed in a refluxing

apparatus of the Soxhlet type and extracted with benzol. The oil ex-

tracted from each piling was free from benzol by distillation and tested

for specific gravity tar acids, naphthalene, specific gravity, and indices

of refraction on fractions, float test on residue and unsulphonated residue.

The nature of the fractions was also noted. The pieces of piling were
weighed and measured before extraction, but the measurement included

the holes in the pieces which makes the calculation of "pounds creosote

per cubic foot" an approximation only.
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Pile No. 1

Vol. extracted 66.9 cu. in.

Wt. extracted (dry)--- 363.4 gr.

Wt. oil extracted 23.6 gr.

Pet. oil ext. by wt 6.5

Lbs. oil per cu. ft 1.4

Pet. water 4.4

Tests on Extracted Oil.

Sp.Gr. 115.5/15 5°C... 1.051

Tar acids (lib) Trace
Pet. Naphthalene 8.2

Retort Dist. Nature

Pet. to 170°C
200 Trace liquid

210 3.0 solid

235 8.9 solid

270 25.8 solid

315 46.9 liquid

355 73.0 solid

Float test residue at

70°C 38 sec.

Sp.Gr. dist. 235/315
38/13.5°C 1.013

Sp.Gr. dist. 315/355
38/13.5°C 1.088

No. Frac. 210/235 at

60°C 1542
No. Frac. 235/315 at

60°C 1.592

Unsolphonated residue

Frac. 235/315°C
Frac. 315/355

Pile No. 2
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"This pile stood about 48 feet back from the wharf line and 23 feet

from the building line. Mud line was 54 feet below cut-off where the

pile gave way.
"The largest teredo hole shown in Photo No. 4 was 13/16 in. in

diameter and adjacent holes show that the waters of Puget Sound are well

adapted for the propagation and growth of teredo."

A sketch of this pile and corresponding photographs are shown, Fig.

1 and 2.

Mr. Gibson has also submitted a report on copper sheather piles

driven in 1877 at Tacoma, some of which are still in service although they

have not been exposed to the attack of marine borers since 1898. This

report which is quoted below tends to confirm some ideas as to the

preservative power of some copper salts. Mr. Gibson says

:

"Sheet Copper Covered Piles.

"In the year 1877 the Southern Pacific Railway Company, who at

that time owned coal mines in the vicinity of Wilkinson and Carbonado,
Pierce County, Wash., erected a coal dock supported by Douglas Fir

Piling (near where the Northern Pacific Railway Company's Ocean Ware-
house Number Two at Tacoma, Wash., now stands) for handling their

coal to boats then plying between Tacoma and San Francisco. The waters
of Puget Sound, it is reported, at that time were infested with teredo and
other marine borers, so that the piling had to be protected, and for that

purpose copper sheets fastened by copper nails on the portions between
mud line and high water, was used. The piling so covered under this

structure remained in place until 1898, twenty-two years, when the coal

dock was removed to make room for Ocean Warehouse No. 2.

"The condition of the copper sheets which were removed from the

piling under the old Southern Pacific Dock in 1898 was good except for

some loose nail holes, and the natural corrosion which would be expected.

These sheets when removed were sent to the Northern Pacific Shops at

South Tacoma. There was no tendency to disintegration except for the

corrosion on the outside, which, of course, was a chemical change. The
piling looked very well and were entirely without damage. They showed
the effect of the salt water and the copper as each pile was highly covered

with the copper solution. Between the period of removal and replace-

ment in other "work, the piling was not protected in any way. I could

not get any idea as to the total number of piles originally used. Some
were sent to Hoquiam to be used in falsework, others were used in

falsework on other Tacoma Division jobs, and some sent up on the White
River as bulkhead material. At the time of removal from the coal dock
the strength of the pile was doubted (having seen such long service),

and it was not considered worth while to look closely after them.

"Forty-four of these piles being in very good condition, were taken

to Bridge No. 1 on the Burnett Branch of the Northern Pacific Railway,

where they were driven in 1900. They are now in excellent condition and
good for several years further service in this bridge. It is remarkable

that these piling, after forty-four years in service, should be in a good
state of preservation.

"I understand there was no indication of teredo attack in any of

these piles and, no doubt, the copper solution absorbed from the action

of the salt water on the copper sheets, prolonged the life of these piles.

An examination by the District Engineer in October, 1922, showed these

piles to be in a first-class state of preservation."
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Table 1 (page 1002) of the main report gives information as to the

results of the use of timber piles protected by concrete casings. An
interesting development of this method of construction is shown in the

construction of the new Municipal Piers at Tacoma, where these jackets

were applied with a cement gun as shown in Fig. 3. In order to obviate

danger of shattering the casing by the flexure of the pile in handling,

the gunite was applied with the piles in a vertical position and the piles

were moved to the water with a locomotive crane.

Great care was taken to get the best quality of work possible, but

it was found that if the gunite was applied in one coat V/i in. to 2 in.

thick, that hair cracks could not be avoided. It was found that if the

gunite were applied in two coats, that while the first coat cracked, the

second did not.

The service record of these piles will be very interesting both from

the standpoint of the durability of the casing and the question as to

whether the use of the gunite coating above water level will not induce

dry rot in the piles.

Concrete jackets are exposed to the destructive action of sea water

and so far the Committee has learned of very few concrete structures

of any type over 10 to 15 years old which did not show deterioration in a

greater or less degree. Recently it has been found that the attacks on

concrete by molluscan borers reported from England were being duplicated

in this country. Fig. 4 shows a group of Pholads found in concrete

jackets on timber piles at San Pedro, Calif. Fifty piles in this struc-

ture were inspected, all of them were attacked and in many cases Teredo

had passed through the shattered concrete and destroyed the wooden
piles. Animals of the same genus have been found boring in some of the

concrete structures built by the French at La Boca, C. Z. Very little

is known as to the life history or living requirements of these animals.

They are known to bore in limestone, sandstone and granite and whether

their attack on concrete structures will become of general economic import-

ance it is impossible to predict.

The forthcoming report of the San Francisco Committee will include

much information which will add materially to the knowledge of the

borers and protection against them, and the biologists co-operating with

the Committees are preparing for publication in journals devoted to that

science, a large amount of new data on the various borers. It is felt

that the work of the past year has developed many previously unknown
facts. and that the work planned for the coming year promises to bring

out information of much value.
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Cut- off of pile •e..4 below floor level ?

See photos attached

PICTURE -NO.

Section 65 abovieWj tide. Just one \one teredo who'
entered the pile s'above fru's section thru the sap. ;

PICTURE NO/ZL.

Section at low" Vide.
Low

PICTURE. NOG
J

The outside of the pile was scarred with the work of

the teredo who evidently ran wild in the penetrated sapj

there not beinq enough creosote to bother them.

PICTURE NO. 3.

Section 15 feet below low tide

PICTURE NO .4 .

Section cAteet below low "ttde ;The laxqest hole

measured -£." in diameter.
16 «

Mud

c

o b

X>

C =T

4
-= o

4)

iHighlide

T\de

Line
PICTURE NO-

5

.

Section at Mud LineThepileabsolutelq edten off

here .There is 6 to 10 feet ofmud here restinq on blue

claq hardpdn. •
.

-

Fig. 1

—

Sketch of 1909 Creosoted Dowglas Fir Pile, Destroyed by
Tereuo at Northern Pacific Railway' Pier No. 1,

Seattle, Washington, October 2, 1922
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Fig. 2

—

Sections of Pile from Northern Pacific Railway Pier No. 1,

Seattle, Washington
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Fig. 4—Section of Concrete Jacket from Structure at San Pedro,
California. Hole in Lower Part of Picture Is

Entrance Hole of a Third Pholas
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Appendix G

(7) THE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT OF WHITE OAK
TIES

O. C. Steinmayer, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. S. Belcher, Z. M.

Briggs, J. H. Waterman, E. E. King, C. E. Gosline.

The actual problem involved, whether or not white oak tics should

be given a preservative treatment, is one of economics. What is desired

is a reduced cost per year per tie. The question is how much more life

the treated tie will have over the untreated one, and how this extra life

will compare with the cost of treating.

White oak ties make up the largest percentage of ties used in the past.

The number of years' service obtained of the untreated ties varies consider-

ably at various points in this country, depending upon climatic conditions,

the grade of timber, and the protection given to them from mechanical

destruction. In the past, the average life has been about eight years.

With the increased scarcity of white oak timber and the increased con-

sumption for purposes other than ties, the grade which will be available

for ties will become more inferior each year so that a decreased average

life of the untreated tie will result.

The principal cause of the failure of the untreated white oak tie is

decay. Some years ago, an investigation made by this Association resulted

in attributing the failure of 87 per cent, of our first class tie timber to

this factor. Consideration of the chemical preservation of this timber is

being forced to the foreground.

Your Committee directed letters to officers of various railroads and

others on the preservative treatment of white oak ties. The replies are so

illuminating that they are embodied in this report.

R. S. Belcher (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—We are not buying
white oak ties as such at the present time, but a good many white oak
ties come to us along with the reef oaks and we accept them at the same
price.

The Southern white oaks, we have found, last onlv four to s ; x years
in the track on the southern part of the system. We think it quite neces-
sary to treat the white oak ties that we are getting.

Earl Stimson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Up to this year we have not

treated white oak ties, for the reason that we did not have the capacity at

our plants to do this. This year, on account of having a good supply of
ties on hand for renewals and the fact that our seasoning stock at the

plants was low, we are sending practically all of our white oak ties to the

plants for treatment.

The greater portion of our oak ties are pole ties with sapwood on the
sides. The expense of separating the sapwood oak from the heart would
be considerable. We, therefore, decided not to attempt to separate them.

We are now sending all white oak ties received in our tie yards along
our right-of-way to the plants for treatment. The basis of this conclusion
is the fact that a large majority of our white oak ties are pole ties with
a considerable amount of sapwood on the sides, which, if untreated, prac-
tically reduces the effective life of such ties to the length of life of the

sapwood, Therefore by treating these ties not only the full life of the
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heart wood will be obtained, but some in addition, which will be in pro-
portion to the benefit the heart wood will derive from the treatment.

A. W. Newton (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—Until the last few
years the Burlington acquired a great many white oak ties from the hill

lands of states north of the Ohio River, but this supply of ties has been
exhausted and the white oaks that we now purchase are partly of the
swamp or southern growth, which do not have the durable qualities of
the hill white oak.

In 1909 and 1910 we treated some white oak ties and since then have
been conducting tests upon same and wc have found that satisfactory
penetration by treatment has been obtained and have recently decided to

treat such white oak ties as we purchase, although this class of tic con-
stitutes a very small portion of our entire purchase each year.

Briefly stated, the policy of the Burlington is to treat white oak ties

and we feel that the results obtained more than warrant expense incident

to such treatment.

W. J. Towne (Chicago & Northwestern) :—It has not been this com-
pany's practice to treat this species of timber. Up to recent years the
white oak ties used by this railway company have been native timber,
which is much finer grained and longer lived in the track than the southern
so-called "white oaks" that we were getting many of recently. Our method
of treatment is known as the "Burnett" or zinc chloride process. I believe
that white oak used generally today could be treated to advantage by the
full cell creosote process, although if it were necessary to use some ties

without treatment, I would prefer to use this species in such a way rather
than other species of timber having shorter life.

C. F. Ford (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :—We arc now treating
all our white oak ties, the only exception being a few all-heart ties, which
are furnished by mills cutting high-class lumber and who make a small
number of all-heart ties. It is our opinion that we will be able to treat

all of the sapwood on white oak ties and that on account of season checks
we will have some absorption on the heart wood, at least sufficient to

prevent moisture causing trouble in the untreated portion of the wood.

G. J. Ray (Delaware, Lackawanna & Western) :—The Lackawanna
has been treating practically all white oak crossties and switch timber
used for several years past and expect to continue such treatment. We
also have many white oak bridge ties in service, the first of which were
treated in 1915. At this time I am unable to give you any statement as
to the probable life of treated white oak ties. It is my opinion, however,
that we will get longer service from these ties than from any other class

of timber used.

All our track ties are adzed and bored before treatment, thus we get

good treatment around the rail seat where the worst conditions prevail.

With our white oak, we find that the sapwood treats readily and we get
fully as much oil in the heartwood as we do with beech ties. We have
had practically no failures with heart ^beech switch ties and crossties, the
first of which were treated in 1910. If so light a treatment in beech
extends the life of the beech ties as it does, I can see no good reason why
treated, well seasoned white oak should not last longer than any other tie

now in use.

E. E. R. Tratman (Engineering News-Record) :—My impression is

that there is an increasing tendency to treat white oak. But in view of
the cost of this wood and the treatment, full economy will probably require
the use of tie plates to protect the wood from disintegration so that it

may give it? maximum length of service in the track,
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F. S. Stevens (Philadelphia & Reading) :—Will say that in my ob-

servation, the sapwood on white oak from ¥4 in. to V/z in. thick, if un-
treated, rots and falls off in a few years, leaving the heart wood sound,
and that after the sapwood is gone the tie is under size and is removed
and discarded because there is not enough of the sound wood to serve the

purpose.

F. L. Thompson (Illinois Central) :—It is our idea that a white oak
tie having enough sapwood to make the tie.unservicable after the sapwood
has decayed, should be treated. We are not convinced that creosoting
will add materially to the life of a white oak tie that is an all-heart wood,
as the amount of oil penetrating the heart wood is small.

G. L. Moore (Lehigh Valley) :—Our present practice is to treat all

our white and rock oak ties. We have been doing this for the past seven
years, except during the war when we had to discontinue treatment of
this kind of lies on account of shortage of preservatives.

Our experience is that the sapwood on the white and rock oak ties

decays as rapidly as any other sapwood.

E. A. Hadley (Missouri Pacific) :—This office has recently given
some study to this subject, and we are convinced that a considerable
saving can be effected by the treatment of white oak ties.

We have, however, not yet been able to start the treatment of white
oak ties, as the initial expense of treatment, about 40 cents per tie,

is chargeable to operation, and under present conditions, our Manage-
ment did not feel justified in adding this large amount to our .operating

expenses until business conditions are a little better.

J. V. Ncubert (New York Central) :—At the present time we are

not treating them. White oak tics in particular contain a great deal

of sap and require treatment and in case we receive such ties as these

we always treat them.

J. E. Crawford (Norfolk &: Western) :—We have been figuring our
tie requirements as 500,000 untreated white oak and 1,200,000 treated ties.

These white oak ties we have been using in our heavy tonnage main tracks

especially on districts where there is considerable curvature and where
respiking due to rail renewals would kill the treated tie.

We feel that as long as we can get our full requirements of red oak
ties, there is no advantage in treating white oak ties, as these latter ties

will give a good life untreated, and to do so would also consume lumber
which is more valuable for commercial purposes.

We have for experimental purposes and also for use as bridge ties

treated some white oak ties, but we find that it is very difficult to secure
good penetration owing to the density of the tie, especially where there

is no sap wood. We have only been getting about 4 pounds of oil into

the tie per cubic foot of wood, and the penetration would be about three-
quarters of an inch.

We feel that long steaming before treatment might possibly give

better results. With a penetration of only three-quarters of an inch we
feel that checking of the lies would shorten its life, and that wc would
probably get better results with red oak ties treated than with white
oak ties.

John Foley (Pennsylvania) :—The Pennsylvania System separates its

white oak ties into heart white oaks and sap white oaks in accordance
with the A.R.E.A. standard specifications for ties. It gives preservative
treatment to all white oak ties except such heart-white-oak ties as are

required where their estimated period of service would not be lengthened

by preservative treatment.
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The structure of the white oak is the cause of the difficulty in obtain-

ing good penetration of the preservatives in the treatment process. It

is a ring-porous wood. In the springwood the pores in rows of one and

two are large and well defined; in the summerwood they are very fine.

The large pores are filled with growths, termed tyloses. In addition,

gums and infiltrated substances in the pores block the entrance of preserva-

tives through these channels. The other channel of entrance, through the

wood fiber, is little more open to the preservatives.

In an experimental way, it has been found to be an easy matter

to obtain thorough penetration of the sap wood with preservatives. The
heart wood, more especially where it is exposed to the direct action or

contact with the preserving fluid during the treating process, is permeable

to a limited extent.

A survey made by your Committee of the results that are being

obtained at the treating plants treating ties on a commercial scale, indi-

cate that the above described results obtained in an experimental way
are being duplicated in ordinary treating plant practice. The ties are

permitted to air-season thoroughly before they are introduced into the

treating cylinders. The checks which naturally occur during the air

seasoning period created an additional area of heart wood in a stick

which comes in direct contact with the preservative, increasing the absorp-

tion correspondingly. This seasoning answers a second purpose in that

it reduces the danger of checking occurring after treatment with the

resultant exposure of untreated wood to the action of wood destroying

fungi.

The depth to which the preservative can be forced into the heart

wood of white oak is probably greater than is ordinarily obtained in

the heart wood of red gum and red heart beech (this should be dis-

tinguished from so-called white heart beech). Immense quantities of

these have been treated during the past fifteen years. By far the majority

of these ties have been sawn. The proportion of heart wood exceeds the

sap wood, which latter is easily penetrated with preservatives. In most

instances on the sawed ties, one or more sides of each stick is com-

posed entirely of the refractory heart wood. In this connection, a

paper by C. P. Winslow given on page 386 of the 1917 American Wood
Preservers' Association Proceedings is of interest.

The treatment of white oak ties is so comparatively recent that

little definite information, gathered from the performance of such ties

in the track, can be presented at this time to substantiate the firm belief

of your Committee that the average years' service which will be obtained

of them will compare very favorably with treated ties of other species

of timber recognized as taking treatment readily. The analogy in the

treatment and penetration of white oak ties, red heart beech ties and

red gum ties referred to in the preceeding paragraph proclaims similar

resistance of the treated ties to decay. The white oak tie has the added

advantage of better physical properties. A conservative estimate of the
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service which is being obtained of the creosoted gum and beech ties

is sixteen years.

The physical properties of white oak with especial reference to the

railroad cross-ties has been subject to previous reviews by the Associa-

tion. A discussion appears in the 1916 American Wood Preservers'

Association Proceedings, pages 106 and 238, of its properties as compared

to timbers commonly used as cross-ties. Its resistance to rail wear and

its excellent spike holding properties are of frequent comment. None

of these values is appreciably reduced in the treated white oak tic. The

ties are produced in very large quantities and over a wide range of terri-

tory. Their cost is as high or higher than the average of ties made from

timber ordinarily classified for use untreated. It behooves us therefore

to exercise care in the selection of track where the treated tie is to be

used ; to make use of the very best mechanical facilities at hand to pre-

vent the early mechanical destruction of the tie ; and to so handle the tie

before treatment as will insure that the best protection possible with

chemicals will be given to the tie during the treating process. The

adzing and boring of the ties before treatment commends itself. It will

then not be necessary to cut through the envelope of treated wood to get

a firm bearing of the rail to the tie, thereby exposing the untreated portion

to early decay, but it will permit of increased penetration of the wood

with the preservative at that point of the tie considered the weakest from

the standpoint of decay.

The Association's present tie specifications require that white oak

ties for use without preservative treatment shall not have sap wood wider

than one-fourth the width of the top of the tie between 20 inches and 40

inches from the middle. Those' having a greater amount of sapwood

are classed under ties which should be treated. Some of the railroads

have found it difficult and costly to make the separation into the so-called

heart and sap grades. In consequence they are treating all of them.

There is no question in the minds of the Committee that the sap

tie, made from timbers usually termed "white oaks," is an uneconomical

•tie if used untreated. The average number of years' service which is

obtained of them is dependent upon the length of time the sap wood

resists decay, usually three to four years. If left in the roadbed after

that time, the good ties on either side must carry more than their propor-

tion of. the load. Such ties should be recognized as ties to be treated.

Whether or not the so-called heart ties, if treated, will show ultimate

economy over those used in their untreated slate depends upon the grade

of timber; the protection afforded against mechanical destruction of

the tie; climatic conditions; traffic conditions; source of supply with

reference to the track location where it is to be used, also with reference

to the location of the treating plant; and the availability of ties made

from timber inferior to white oak at less cost.

Ties made from mature white oak trees, untreated, outlast those cut

from younger growth; those from the butt end of the log are more
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resistant to decay than those cut from the tops of trees; those from hill

timber are better than those from bottom land ; those from timber grown
in the North are usually better than those cut from timber grown in the

South ; tics cut from true white oak, post oak, and burr oak are usually

better than the general run of other species usually grouped with "white

oaks."

One of the principal items which will influence the comparative

economy of ties is that one of making the length of the physical and

mechanical life the same. Consideration must be given to the judicious

use of tie plates of ample proportions and to improved forms of spikes.

Where the traffic and track structure are such as to result in mechanical

destruction of ties before they decay, untreated woods should be used.

A light traffic line would not ordinarily be justified in using white oak

ties where mechanical wear would not be an important factor in the

destruction of these ties. On such lines the untreated white oak ties

would be likely to decay before they would fail by mechanical wear, and
in some cases on such lines tie plates would not be warranted at all on

treated ties. On heavy traffic lines, however, white oak ties are justified

because of their ability to withstand the greater unit stress in crushing

and cross bending due to the heavier loads. In some cases where the

traffic is very heavy, treatment might not be justified at all' with white

oak ties even where tie plates were used because the mechanical life of

the tie might be exhausted before the end of the normal physical life

without treatment. The same holds true of track with extreme curvature

where frequent change of rail is necessary. When properly treated and

protected by tie plates the red oak tie would likely last as long as the white

oak tie under the same conditions ; and a road would not be warranted

in paying much more for a white oak than for a red oak tie under

those conditions. Without plates, however, the white oak tie would last

longer since its structure is such as to be able to resist better the wear

resulting from traffic movements.

In general, in those sections of the country where the rainfall is

heavy and where the temperature is such as to favor the action of decay,-

creosote should be used as a preservative in order to get the full wearing

value of the white oak tie. This applies especially to the South where

the temperature is sufficiently high to permit the fungi to act throughout

the entire year. In other sections where the rainfall is lighter or where

the temperature is lower during a portion of the year, a combination of

creosote and zinc chloride, or zinc chloride alone, or other preservatives

may be used.

The location of the treating plant with reference to the source of

supply of the white oak ties is a factor that must be considered in the

economy of treating them. The cost of transportation must be figured

higher in the case of the treated tie because generally there is involved

some additional haul to get it to the treating plant and in many cases

there is involved even a back haul. And, finally, there must be taken
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into consideration the ties made from species other than white oak, as,

for example, red oak, beech, gum, and pine whose physical properties

are admissably inferior to white oak; their cost as compared to white

oak ties; the quantity available and the source of supply with relation

to the location of the treating plants.

Conclusions

Your Committee recommends that all so-called "sap" ties of the

species usually included under the term "white oaks" should be given a

preservative treatment. They desire to emphasize at this time the necessity

for doing this to obtain economy from their use.

The so-called "heart" ties of the species usually included under the

term "while oaks" can be treated efficiently so that they should withstand

decay in a manner similar to other treated ties, if proper precautions are

taken. A decision to treat such ties should be made after a study of the

conditions at hand on each particular line and in each particular locality

has shown that economy can be effected thereby.
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Appendix H

(8) MECHANICAL PREPARATION OF TIMBER FOR TREAT-
MENT, INCLUDING ADZING AND BORING OF TIES

W. L. R. Haines, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. F. Ford, Andrew Gibson,
C. E. Gosline, A. B. Ilsley, E. E. King, O. C. Steinmayer, J. H.
Waterman.

The above subject, as submitted to your Sub-Committee,' might be
interpreted as including all handling of timber preparatory to treatment.

Your Sub-Committee has, however, taken the view that such processes
as were essentially a part of the treatment, i. e., storing, seasoning, incision

of refractory species to insure proper penetration of the preservative, etc.,

did not properly belong to this report, and that only such preparation as

was intended to fit the timber for use after treatment was within its pur-
view. This narrows the range of inquiry essentially to what may be
termed the "mechanical preparation," i.e., to the framing of bridge-timbers
and to the adzing and boring of ties.

Necessity for Mechanical Preparation

It is of the utmost importance that the cutting of timber after treat-

ment be avoided as much as possible. Relatively the larger part of the

preservative is retained in the outer portions of the timber, and where
creosote is used, the surface is to a large extent sealed by it. Cutting

the timber after treatment removes a portion of the most thoroughly

impregnated wood, and with creosoted timber, breaks this seal and exposes

the less thoroughly treated interior to the action of decay.

Framing of Bridge Timbers

Comparatively little data has been found in connection with the fram-
ing of bridge timbers before treatment. That it is practicable, is shown
by the experience of the Philadelphia & Reading. The following is

quoted from letter from Samuel T. Wagner, Chief Engineer, under date

of July 12, 1922:

"With regard to treatment of bridge timbers, all new wooden-con-
struction bridges and a large percentage of renewal bridge timbers are
framed and bored at our creosoting plant before treatment to detailed
drawings previously drawn, so that when the timber is placed in the
structure, there is no cutting of the creosoted timbers. There are, of
course,, some repairs to old trestles, etc., where it is not always possible
to frame to the exact dimensions at the creosoting plant, and in such
cases where timbers are cut, they should be well brushed with creosote
oil before placing them in the structure.

"Framing work at the creosoting plant is done by machinery, the
framing being performed on a Greenlee No. 502 Car Gainer and costs
about $3.50 per thousand on all classes of work, which is about one-third
of the price it would be in the field when done by hand.

"It is possible to frame timber to even thickness and lengths as would
be the case in metal work, and it is perfectly practicable to frame at the
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mill, so as to provide for camber, rivet heads and cover plates and still

secure the desired track surface."

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the Chicago, Rock Island

and Pacific also do some framing of bridge timbers before treatment.

The following quotations indicate the extent of this practice

:

From G. J. Ray, Chief, Engineer, D. L. & W., July 18, 1922.

"With reference to the question of framing bridge timber prior to

treatment. We have been endeavoring to frame as much of our bridge

timber as possible before treatment. We have found that for bridge ties

on tangent track, ties can be framed before treatment so that little or

no cutting is necessary after treatment. On the other hand, where a

bridge is on a curve, especially with varying superelevation, we have found
it impractical to frame bridge ties before treatment. Where ties are

framed in the field after treatment, all cut portions are treated with two
or three applications of creosote.

"I might add that the Lackawanna has no timber bridges on the

system; therefore, treated timber is used only for the bridge ties and
guard rails."

From C. A. Morse, Chief Engineer, C. R. I. & P., August 15, 1922.

"It is our practice to frame bridge caps, stringers, guard rails and
decking prior to treatment. This work has heretofore been done by
hand but we expect to secure machinery, which will enable us to do this

work more economically.
"If necessary to frame any treated timbers after they have been

treated, our instructions provide that the cut end should be swabbed with
hot creosote oil.

"It is our opinion that all ties should be adzed and bored and that all

bridge timbers, where possible, should be framed and bored prior to

treatment. We are now working on a plan which will permit us to bore
all stringers, for both ballast and open deck bridges, which include chord
bolts and bolts for stringers to the caps. It is, in our opinion, impossible
to bore for sway bracing."

Your Sub-Committee is of the opinion that in many cases the above

methods could be adopted, and suggests the advisability of a careful

study of the possibilities, particularly by those railways having their

own timber-treating plants.

Adzing and Boring of Ties

The face of a hewed tie is rarely a true plane and seldom offers a

full and uniform bearing surface tc the rail or tie plate. To a less extent

this is true also of sawed ties, as they may be square and straight when

cut and become warped or twisted during seasoning, especially if cut

from certain species of hard woods.

When such ties are used without being adzed, the rail or tie plate

often has but a partial or restricted bearing on the tie, and the load is

unequally distributed over the ties. Throwing the weight of the load on

a small area of the rail base results in severe mechanical wear on the

tie, increases the danger of rail breakage and tends to cause instability of

the track.
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Accurate adzing yivcs a full and perfect bearing for the rail or

tie plates over the whole width of the face of each tie and distributes

the load evenly over the maximum area ot" the rail base.

When a common cut spike is driven into a tie, there is excessive

mutilation of the wood fibres. If, however, a hole is first bored into the

tie, the spike tends to follow the hole and does not mutilate the fibres

nearly so much as when no hole is bored. This is illustrated by Figs.

1 to 6, inclusive, showing sawed sections of ties into which cut spikes

have been driven with and without previously bored holes.

Boring ties for spikes not only reduces mutilation of the tie, but

makes more effective spiking possible. There is less chance of deflection

Table 1

Average Resistance of Spikes with and without Bored Holes
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by knots and, being constrained to follow the hole, the spike is more

likely to be driven straight and snug against the rail.

Tests made at the University of Illinois under direction of Roy I.

Weber, C. E. (see University of Illinois Bulletin No. 6, June, 1906), show
that the resistance to withdrawal of a cut spike driven in a bored hole is

greater than that of one driven in the solid wood. The table is reproduced

from the above bulletin, and shown in Table 1.

This conclusion is corroborated by the experience of railways follow-

ing the practice of boring holes. Of the six roads replying to a ques-

tionnaire sent out by the Sub-Committee, five stated that spikes held better

in bored holes, and the sixth that they hold fully as well.

More resistance to the lateral pressure of the rail flange is also offered

as the spikes have a backing of solid wood instead of being surrounded by

torn and broken down wood fibres as is the case when they are driven

direct. This is an important consideration as the maintenance of gage and

the prevention of rail spreading depend to a large extent upon this factor.

In a treated tie a large part of the preservative is retained in the

outer portions of the tie and the surface is to a large extent sealed by the

preservative. When a tie is adzed and bored after treatment, a portion

of this well treated exterior wood is removed, and water and decay germs

are admitted to the less thoroughly treated interior, all at a point where

the destructive action of both wear and decay is most severe. In a tie

that is adzed and bored before treatment, on the other hand, the bored

holes and the adzed surfaces permit the preservative to reach the interior

of the tie, giving deeper and more thorough penetration at the vital

rail bearing point. The increased penetration around the bored holes is

shown in Fig. 7.

A modern tie preparing machine insures uniform, accurately shaped

bearing surfaces for any size or type of tie plate or any weight of rail.

Regardless of how crooked or irregular a tie may be, both ends are cut

to the same plane and no deeper or wider than is necessary to provide

proper seats for the plates or rails.

Machine boring is just as accurately performed. Adjustments make
it possible to bore holes for any size spikes spaced for any width of

rail base or any tie plate punching. Holes may be bored vertically or

at an angle and to any depth up to nine inches.

Types of Adzing and Boring Installations

Installations of adzing and boring machines are of two types: (1)

stationary installations, usually located at tie treating plants, and (2)

portable plants mounted on railroad cars and movable from place to

place. Because of limited space, the portable plants are more com-
pactly built than the stationary plants, but the same types of adzing and
boring machines are used in both, the greatest difference in the equipment
and operation being in the conveyors and the methods of handling ties

to and from the machine proper.

A
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Fig. 1

—

Treated Pine Tie.

Chisel Pointed Spike.

No. Holes To Insert 7/16" Hole

3,100 Maximum Resistance Pounds 4,800

2,1 10 Average Resistance Pounds 2,080

725 Work Foot Pounds 715

No. Holes

5,970

3,320

1,140

jifijL^^'iiM iirifn

Fig. 2

—

Treated Red Oak Tie.

Chisel Pointed Spike.

To Insert 7/16" Hole

Maximum Resistance Pounds 4,600

Average esistance Pounds 2,670

Work Foot Pounds 920



Fig. 3

—

Treated White Oak Tie.

Chisel Pointed Spike.

No. Holes To Insert 7/16" Hole

660 Maximum Resistance Pounds 6,800

4,320 Average Resistance Pounds ' 3,730

1,485 Work Foot Pounds 1,280

No. Holes

5,700

2,790

960

;

Fig. 4

—

Gum
Chisel Pointed Spike.

To Insert 7/16" Hole
Maximum Resistance Pounds 3,120

Average Resistance Pounds 2,040

Work Foot Pounds 700
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Fig. 5

—

Long Leaf Pine

Chisel Pointed Spike.

No. Holes To Insert 7/16" Hole

5,700 Maximum Resistance Pounds 3,120

4,490 Average Resistance Pounds 2,470

1,540 Work ! Foot Pounds 850
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Fig. 6

—

Douglas Fir

Chisel Pointed Spike.

No. Holes To Insert 7/16" Hole

3,220 Maximum Resistance Pounds 2,900
2,010 Average Resistance Pounds 2,060

690 Work FootPounds 710

Fig. 7
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As a rule a stationary plant has a greater output and can be operated

at a lower cost than a portable plant. The latter type, therefore, is pre-

ferable only when conditions make it more economical to take the machine

to the ties rather than bring the ties to the machine. Such conditions

prevail for the most part when ties are used untreated.

When ties are treated they are usually assembled at the treating plant

for seasoning and treatment. As most ties shrink and warp to some

extent during seasoning, adzing and boring should be done after the

ties are seasoned and, of course, before they are treated, the usual

practice being to machine the ties just before they are placed in the treat-

ing cylinder. The stationary adzing and boring plant is better adapted

to these conditions than the portable plant and it is, therefore, the

type usually installed at treating plants.

The plant is located between the tie seasoning yards and the treating

cylinders so that ties from storage can be adzed and bored enroute to the

treating plant with minimum switching. Ties, loaded on a tram car,

enter one end of the building, are unloaded, pass through the adzing and

boring machines and on .to the tram again at the other end of the

building.

When a tram car of ties enters the mill the ties are tilted mechanically,

either by a tilting platform or by means of hoisting cables placed around

the ties, either scheme causing the ties to roll onto skid-ways in front

of the machines. Two men, one on either side of the skids, slide the

ties face downward onto the in-feed conveyor. At this point the ties are

picked up and spaced by the carrying dogs of the conveyor and pass

automatically at a uniform rate through the adzing and boring machines,

onto an out-feed conveyor from which they move on skids to the out-

going tram car. Ties pass through the machines face down and all

operations are performed from below.

The adzing and boring units are carried by housings mounted on

cast iron bed plates. The right hand housings are bolted to the bed

plates while those on the left are movable, thus permitting adjustments

for differences in gage.

The bed plate of the adzing machine carries two housings, in each of

which there is an independent arbor running in dust proof, self-oiling

bearings. Upon each arbor is mounted a shear cutting, expansion adzing

head eleven inches in diameter and cutting up to fourteen inc'nes wide.

Above each head is carried a weighted hold-down shoe which prevents

ties raising or rocking during the cut.

A compensating device automatically raises or lowers one or both

of the ways upon which the ties travels during the cut so that the depth

of the cut is practically the same at the two ends regardless of any

irregularity or crookedness in the tie. A good rail bearing is thus pro-

vided at each end without an unnecessarily deep cut.

The boring operation is performed by bits arranged in two groups

of from two to six spindles each. The spindles of each group are adjust-
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able in relation to each other for different widths of rail bases and tie

plate punching, and the two groups for differences in gage. A centering

and clamping device above the bit spindles places the tie in such a position

that the holes will be located symmetrically to its center line and holds

the tie firmly against the upward thrust of the bits.

The feeding of ties through the adzing and boring machines is

accomplished by endless chain conveyors and reciprocating dogs. When
a tie is deposited on the machine conveyor, it is carried over the adzing

heads by a pair of endless steel chains fitted with carrying dogs to a point

where it is picked up by reciprocating dogs. As the tie approaches the

bit spindles it is seized by the jaws of the centering clamp and held over

the boring spindles long enough for the bits to bore the required depth

and recede. The feed of the bits is timed to synchronize with the tie

feed and the clamping operation. When the bits withdraw from the

bored holes, the tie is automatically released and delivered to the dis-

charge conveyor from which it moves on skids to the tram car.

The machine will adze and bore ties from 5 to 10 inches thick, 6 to 14

inches wide and 7}4 to 9 feet long. Operation is at the rate of six ties

per minute and the output per ten-hour day is from 3,000 to 3,300 ties.

Costs

The cost of a modern adzing and boring machine installation and

ready for service is about $40,000. The actual cost per tie of adzing and

boring by machinery will vary so greatly at individual plants by reason

of varying circumstances as to conditions of operation, labor supply, num-
ber of ties handled, etc., that it seems unwise to give any figures as to

such costs. From the information collected, however, the Committee is

of the opinion that the cost per tie of adzing and boring by machinery,

including interest on investment, would in practically all cases be con-

siderably less than the cost of adzing alone, done by hand.

Trimming and Branding

Adzing and boring machines are sometimes equipped with saws for

trimming the ends, and with branding devices for stamping identification

marks on the ends of the ties. The advantages of trimming are three-

fold:

(1) Reveals interior condition of ties. This is particularly desirable

with soft woods, as interior decay is frequently present and may
thus be detected.

(2) Ties are trimmed to uniform length.

(3) Clean fresh surfaces are provided for branding with identification

marks.

Some difference of opinion exists as to the desirability of branding

ties, the preference of some roads being for the use of dating nails.

Where boring is done for various weights of rail (as is usually the
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case) it seems essential, however, that some identification mark be

branded on the ties when bored.

Attention is called to the fact that where "S" irons are used to prevent

splitting of the ties, that trimming and branding machines cannot be used.

Conclusions

Your Sub-Committee submits the above report as information and

does not feel that definite recommendations are required of it. It desires,

however, to call attention to the following salient points

:

(1) The framing of bridge timbers, and particularly of bridge ties

and guard rails, before treatment, is practicable and economical.

(2) Practically all hewed ties and a large proportion of sawed ties

require adzing and this may be done at less cost by machinery than by

hand.

(3 Adzing of tics after treatment removes a portion of the most

thoroughly impregnated wood, and reduces the resistance of the tie to

decay.

(4) Spikes offer greater resistance to withdrawal when driven in

bored holes of proper size than in the solid wood. The proper size of

hole is a subject on which opinions differ, but for soft woods, l
/s inch less

and for hard woods i"s inch less than the diameter of cut spikes appears

to be accepted as correct.

(5) The boring of holes before treatment greatly assists in the

distribution of the preservative through the tie.

(6) Holes should be bored all the way through the ties. This opens

additional cross-sections to the direct action of the preservative and pre-

vents the accumulation of water in the hole.
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Appendix I

(9) DIRECTIONS FOR DETERMINING THE PENETRATION
OF SODIUM FLUORIDE IN WOOD

C. M. Taylor, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. S. Belcher, H. C. Bell.

In conjunction with members of the Preservative Committee of the

American Wood Preservers' Association, the following method for visual

determination of the penetration of Sodium Fluoride in wood has been

developed.

This method requires the following chemicals and apparatus

:

Solution 1—95 per cent. Ethyl alcohol (not denatured) saturated with

potassium thiocyanate.

Solution 2—Dehydrated ether containing 1 gram ferric chloride (Fe5

CI .12 H 20) for every 50 cc. This solution should be kept tightly

corked to prevent it from becoming too concentrated on account

of evaporation of the ether.

To make test, mix equal portions of solutions 1 and 2 in an ordinary

atomizer. Spray mixed solution on the dry section of wood to be

tested. Spray mixed solution evenly all over. The line of demarcation

between the treated and untreated portions will soon be noticed. The

color of the treated wood will remain unchanged. The untreated wood

will be stained deep red. Ordinarily the first spraying will not yield a

permanently distinct stain. Therefore, dry the section and repeat as

often as necessary to obtain satisfactory depth of color.

Water in the spraying solution causes the stain on red oak to turn

black (tannic acid). Therefore, for staining red oak, add an equal

quantity of ether to the ferric chloride ether stock solution together

with a few crystals of potassium thiocyanate and spray as above.
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Revision of Manual. (No changes are recommended.)

(2) Effects of speed of trains upon the cost of operation.

(Appendix B.)

(3) Methods of increasing the traffic capacity of a railway.

(Appendix C.)

(4) Methods for analyzing costs for the solution of special problems

with which this Committee is concerned. (Appendix D.)

(5) Feasibility and economy of through routing of solid trains and
its effect upon the capacity of terminals. (Appendix E.)

(6) Methods for the determination of proper allowances for main-
tenance of way expenses due to increased use and increased

investment. (Appendix F.)

. Action Recommended

1. No action is recommended.

2. That the progress report embodied in Appendix B be received

as information.

3. That the progress report embodied in Appendix C be received as

information.

Bulletin 255, March, 1923.
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4. That the report embodied in Appendix D be received as

information.

5. That the progress report embodied in Appendix E be received as

information.

6. That the progress report embodied in Appendix F be received as

information.

Recommendations for Future Work

The following subjects are recommended for future work:

1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Effects of speed of trains upon the cost of transportation.

3. Methods of increasing the traffic capacity of a railway.

4. Methods of analyzing costs .for the solution of special problems.

5. Feasibility and economy of through routing of solid trains and

its effect upon the capacity of terminals.

6. Methods for the determination of proper allowances for Main-

tenance of Way expenses due to increased use and increased

investment.

7. The utilization of locomotives to determine

:

(a) The percentage of time they should be available to

perform actual transportation.

(b) Methods for obtaining maximum efficiency while so

available.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics of Railway Operation,

By G. D. Brooke, Chairman.
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Appendix B

(2) EFFECTS OF SPEED UPON THE COST OF OPERATION

Dean Wm. G. Raymond, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. T. Scholes,

A. H. Ostberg, J. E. Teal, Mott Sawyer, J. W. Burt, C. C. Williams.

Assignment.

"Continue study and make final report, if practicable, on effects of

speed of trains upon the cost of operation."

The Committee has been unable during the current year to develop

any additional information of consequence on its assigned subject which

would justify modification of its former reports. It had been hoped that a

series of tests to determine the effect of handling slow freight trains at

various speeds might be made but the operating conditions brought on by

the strike prevented this. The Committee is looking forward to these

tests being made during the ensuing year and recommends that this phase

of the subject be reassigned.

It is the conclusion of the Committee that further data on the effect

of speed of trains on the cost of maintenance of way and maintenance

of equipment which will justify modification of its former reports on

these subjects are not available, and although the speed of trains unques-

tionably does have a direct bearing on these costs, the speeds of trains

under actual operating conditions are fixed by the requirements of the

traffic and service and by their relation to the cost of transportation so

that the effects of speed on maintenance of way and maintenance of equip-

ment become of relatively minor importance and are necessarily neglected

in reaching conclusions in the determination of such speeds. The Sub-

Committee has learned only recently of certain tests made on the Illinois

Central Railroad and on certain other roads to determine the effect of

variation in load and resulting variation in speed on the cost of transporta-

tion. For the next year's work, therefore, it is recommended that the

instructions embrace only the effect of speed on cost of transportation.
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Appendix C

(3) METHODS OF INCREASING THE TRAFFIC CAPACITY
OF A RAILWAY

L. S. Rose, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. E. Kimball, F. G. Nicholson,

J. L. Wilkes, B. Wheelwright, G. D. Brooke.

Assignment.

"Make final report, if practicable, on methods for increasing

the traffic capacity of a railway, conferring with the Signal Sec-

tion, American Railway Association."

The report of this Committee last year contained a study of four

operating divisions, two of which were essentially single track and the

others partly double and partly single track. The study was made

for the purpose of establishing a ratio between the theoretical and actual

track capacities, so that there would be some means of telling for what

train densities additional track facilities are necessary. It was explained

that deductions from the theoretical value of track capacities had to be

made to correct for imperfect location of sidings, variable speeds of trains

and character of service. The Committee appreciates the value of estab-

lishing such a ratio and collected new data from another road for a

similar study this year, but the subject still requires more investigation

and for this reason the results of this year's study of this feature of the

subject have been withheld until more data is secured and the results

carefully compared.

In developing the subject an important beginning has been made

towards a mathematical solution of some of the problems which have to

do with increasing the traffic capacity of railroads. A part of the former

report was set apart to show the development of the mathematical theory

and its application to a particular section of track. An attempt has been

made this year to carry this development a step farther and test out some

of the formulas derived last year. The subject of the paper is:

NOTES ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECT OF
DOUBLE TRACKING ON TRAIN OPERATION

(Third Paper)

The effect of three fundamental conditions upon train performance

was developed in last year's study. These conditions were: Length of

division or engine district, number of trains, and speed of trains. The

mathematical formulas developed for these conditions are valuable in

establishing the effect of other conditions on train operations. Some
difficulty is being experienced in applying the formulas to practical prob-
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lems for the reason that in most cases where the necessary operating data

can be obtained the conditions are not as simple as could be desired.

Corrections for many complex conditions ought to be made and would be

made if their effects could be ascertained. As additional cases are studied

it is expected that better means will be found for making these correc-

tions, but in the meantime it seems essential to suggest a method of pro-

cedure which, even though it does not now give an exact solution, will be

helpful in arriving at results where the application of a little judgment

will suffice to make up for certain inaccuracies.

The section of road selected for this year's study has a good many
irregularities of a nature we are not prepared to correct for in testing

the mathematical formulas, and the. conclusions which can be drawn

from the discussions are tentative. This engine district is approximately

140 miles long and contains two single, and two double track sections. It

was selected because the character of the service was unlike that of the

engine districts studied last year. Data was collected to compare the

operation of the double track sections with that of the single track sec-

tions ; the operation of one double track section with another double track

section, and likewise, a single track section with another single track sec-

tion. With this data it was expected to show that if there were two
single track sections of the same character, it would be possible to calculate

a theoretical train-hour diagram for one section from the theoretical

train-hour diagram of the other, using the formulas developed last year.

This theoretical train-hour diagram would have the same factors as the

one calculated from the actual train-hour diagram. Likewise, the same
thing would be true of the double track sections. On this basis a double

track section would be used to forecast what the operation of a single

track section would be after it was double tracked. Then from the equa-'

tions of the theoretical train-hour diagrams the average running time,

or the average road time for various numbers of trains could be calculated,

as shown in Fig. 1. The solid lines represent the average road time east-

bound and westbound on single track with existing sidings and the dotted

lines the average road time if the section were double tracked or if the

same facilities for the double track section were extended to include the

single track section.

The horizontal distance between the two lines represents the gain__i|i_

time by the operation of a double track in place of a single track, and'

the vertical distances represent the gain in capacity- by . double tracking

for the same road time.) It will be seen that the capacity has been

increased more than double, but the amount of track added is more
than double the total length of passing sidings now installed. It would
be expected that this would be the case so that the next step is to find a

relation between the increase in capacity and the amount of track added.

Data is now being studied which it is hoped will indicate what this

relationship is. The study of this data could not be completed in time

to appear in the Bulletin, but it will be ready to present before the Con-
vention in the form of a discussion of this report.
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The curves in Fig. 1 have been worked up from data obtained from

sections E-SA and SA-F, Fig. 2. These two sections come the nearest

to being similar sections, that is, their profiles are more nearly the same

than those of any of the other sections. It will be seen, however, that

the grades against the heavy eastbound trains are more severe on the

single track section than on the double track section; therefore, it is

possible that part of the slower road time on the single track section may
be due to the heavier grades and consequently all the gain in capacity and

road time shown in Fig. 1 may not actually be obtained by double track-

ing. It is hoped that when this section is double tracked an opportunity

will be given to make another study of train operation and thereby con-

firm the estimates shown above, if they are correct.

l4fMi i iiii i i) i uuijiiiiimiuimuuuuiutu<ii] 14

12 12
flours . . . flours

Typical Diagrams
Shoeing EFFscb oF Double Tractyntf upon Average P^oacl Tims

Fig. 1.

Attention is called to the train-hour diagram for the double-track

section F-L, Fig. 2. It appears that the delay time, the area between

the "road time" and "running time" curves is very large for a double

track section. This is explained by the fact that all freight trains stop

at station "A" for coal and water and at this point a large number of

trains reduced tonnage eastbound and filled out westbound. The total aver-

age delay between Stations F. and L. was 73 minutes eastbound and 77

minutes westbound. Of these amounts the total average delay at Station

A. was 51 minutes or 70 per cent, of the total delay eastbound and 42

minutes or 55 per cent, westbound.

In order to make the report more valuable in case other examples are

presented, attention is called to the existence of operating conditions on

this line which may not be found on other lines.
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Finally, if a sufficient number of cases are studied, so as to segregate

the various conditions, there is a possibility that valuable use can be

made of the mathematical theory.

Fig. 2 shows the profile and track chart of the engine district used

for this study, together with train-hour diagrams illustrating freight train

performance over the various single and double track sections for twenty-

one days' operation in April, 1922. During this period about as many

passenger trains as freight trains were operated. Train-hour diagrams

"of the passenger trains have not been constructed, for the reason that

those trains are all scheduled, and it can be assumed that they ran very

close to their schedules. It is a fact, however, that passenger trains do

interfere with the operation of freight trains, the extent of this inter-

ference depending upon the number of passenger trains operated, and

the relative speeds of the two classes of service. By way of suggestion

it may be possible that the effect of passenger train upon freight train

operation can be closely estimated by comparing this study with studies

of other roads having fewer passenger trains but otherwise about the

same character of freight service.

The theoretical train-hour diagrams, shown in Fig. 2, for the most part

follow the actual curves for "running time" very closely, notwithstanding

the fact that the data covers both fast and slow freight trains. In the case

of the curves for "road time" the agreement between the theoretical and

actual curves is not so close, which no doubt is due to the distortion

caused by the operation of both classes of freight trains. The fast freight

trains having preference over the slow freight trains received the benefit

of shorter delays at meeting points whereas the slow freight trains are

handicapped for the same reason. The result is a flattening out of the

"road time" curve causing the theoretical "road time" and "running

time" curves to cross. This is a condition which is not consistent with

the facts and to overcome this objection to the formulas it is either

necessary to make separate curves for the fast and slow freight trains, or

to use a modification of the method for obtaining the equation of the

theoretical "road time" curve.

The method suggested for correcting for the inconsistency of the

theoretical curves for "running time" and "road time" crossing is to cal-

culate the equation for the theoretical road time from the total area (total

road time).

Thus total hours = A^ (t + ) (See Exhibit A-1922 Report.)
2n

By assuming to for the road time equal to or greater than to for the

running time a value of n will be found which will give a curve which

more or less corrects for the distortion caused by considering both classes

of freight trains together.

Fig. 3 shows graphically a number of other conditions, which it seems

desirable to call attention to before concluding. In the first place it is

desirable to segregate the trains that make the entire run from those
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that make only partial or turn around runs. In this case less than 10 per

cent, of the runs were of a miscellaneous character. Ordinarily they would
be neglected, but if they constituted a considerable portion of the service

they would have to be taken into consideration.

In addition to the customary curves showing "running time," "road

time, " elapsed time," and train weights, the fast freight trains are dis-

tinguished from the slow freight trains, the two engine trains from the

single engine trains, and the class of power in service is also indicated.

Train performances means little, unless the tonnage rating or character-

istics of the class of power in service are also given, hence the character-

istic curves of the three classes of engines used during this period are

shown in Fig. 4.
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Appendix D

(4) METHODS OF ANALYZING COSTS FOR THE SOLU-
TION OF SPECIAL PROBLEMS

J. E. Teal, Chairman, Sub-Corrtmittee ; J. B. Babcock, J. M. Brown,

C. S. Gzowski.

Assignment.

"Make final report, if practicable, on methods for analyzing costs for

the solution of special problems with which this Committee is concerned."

In planning the work of Sub-Committee No. 4, it was the opinion that

special problems, with which it may be concerned, will develop in connec-

tion with the cost of maintenance and the cost of conducting transporta-

tion. With this thought in mind, and in order to present a definite solu-

tion of the problem before the General Committee, the subject has been

defined as pertaining to the cost of railway operation, and may be revised

to read as follows

:

Make final report, if practicable, on methods for analyzing

costs for the solution of special problems in railroad operation,

including Maintenance of Way, Maintenance of Equipment, Trans-

portation, Traffic and General Expenses and Fixed Charges, with

which the Committee is concerned.

With the work definitely outlined,, the Committee presents a formula

or method of calculating the cost of moving freight traffic which may be

found useful to the officers of many railroad companies who wish to

know the cost of handling various commodities between certain points,

or who wish to make comparisons in the operating costs on different divi-

sions or alternate lines.

This formula has been used to a limited extent with satisfactory re-

sults, and it is hoped that a careful study by the members of the Associa-

tion will develop improvements.

The method outlined by this report is designed to include Maintenance

of Way, Maintenance of Equipment, Transportation, Traffic and General

Expenses and Fixed Charges that should be applied to the movement of

freight between any two points on the railroad or through or over any

special facility operated by the Railroad Company incident to performing

its function of manufacturing transportation.

The application of the formula is only limited by the degree of refine-

ment that may be desired in developing the various tables to be used in

solving the many problems of operating costs that are constantly coming

before the management. As an illustration it may be desired to know

the cost of handling live stock from a midwestern point to market center

or to tidewater, or the cost of handling grain or any other individual com-

modity. The formula will also be useful in comparing the cost of mov-

ing a given volume of traffic via two different routes. Certain large inter-
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ests may offer a large additional tonnage for transportation between two

points and by the application of this formula it may quickly be determined

whether or not this additional business would be profitable.

In presenting the tables the spread or period the figures cover is not

indicated; this must necessarily be left to the individual carrier as condi-

tions will vary greatly on different railroads. In the case of wages, fuel

and other supplies, the latest prices would ordinarily be best. The same

thought may apply to most all items in the Maintenance of Way and

Maintenance of Equipment Accounts, except items of repair, where a

greater spread should be used in order to take into account seasonal

variation in business and expense. Where wages are spread over a long

period involving a change in rate of pay, the same should be equated to

present day basis.

Direct and constant expense items are developed in certain tables

;

the constant expense being based on the ratio of dollars expended per

dollar of direct expense in the Maintenance of Way and Maintenance of

Equipment Accounts and in the case of transportation expenses the con-

stant expense is based on the ratio of dollars expended per train mile.

In other words the constant expense is based on the ratio of direct expense

which is affected by use or the volume of business handled. This method

is practical in handling problems not involving increases or decreases in

traffic ; however, should the problem involve a change in the volume of

business it will be necessary to equate the constant expense unit inversely

to such variation in the traffic to be handled.

The same consideration should be made in applying the unit costs for

fixed charges, which, within certain limits, will increase as the volume of

business decreases and decrease as the volume of business increases.

The figures set up in the various tables are of value only in illustrat-

ing a plan by which this method- or formula may be worked out. It is

possible to set up the units shown in the tables in a very concise form for

the many operating divisions on a large railroad for ready reference in

applying to the problem at hand.

NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD CO.

FORMULA FOR ESTIMATING THE COST OF MOVING
FREIGHT TRAFFIC

Derivation of Cost Data

Table No. 1 This table was compiled from data furnished

by the Bureau of Rates of Pay, and the figures

Engine and Train are based on decision of the U. S. R. R. Labor
Crew Wages in Board, effective July 1st, 1921.

Through and Local Straight pay per eight-hour day (or per 100

Freight Service. miles) and hourly overtime rate of entire crew
(engineman, fireman, conductor, flagman, and one,

two, or three brakemen, as conditions may re-

quire) are given for each class of power and kind-

of service.
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Table No. 2

Rates of Pay for

Enginernen, Firemen,
Trainmen, Yardmen,

etc.

Table No. 3
Column 1

Fuel Handling and
Handling per Ton.

Table No. 3
Column 2

Water perl ,000
Gallons.

Table No. 3
Column 3

Station Agents, Clerks
and Supplies per

Train Mile.

Table No. 3

Column 4

Roadway and Track
Maintenance per 1,000

Gross Ton Miles.

This table was prepared from the same infor-

mation used in compiling Table No. 1, and is

intended to supply the necessary detail for modify-
ing total crew pay where special operating condi-

tions exist, such as the use of two road engines
per train, or other features not covered by the

standard crew combinations given in Table No. 1.

This item covers Direct Freight Transporta-
tion and Maintenance of Equipment Expense per
ton for hauling Company coal from mine to fuel

station, plus cost per ton for fuel station operation.

In figuring the cost of haul from originating

point to any given division, the first step was to

obtain the average direct expense per net ton
mile of all freight, on each division participating

in the movement.
Figures covering the average total haul on

fuel, to the given division, were then obtained
from the Fuel Bureau, and each participating
division was assigned its portion of this mileage.

The average net ton mile cost (direct ex-
pense) on each division affected was then multi-
plied by its assigned portion of the total haul,

and by totaling these products the cost of haul
per ton was determined for the entire distance.

The cost per ton for fuel station operation
was obtained on each division by dividing Ac-
count 394-c by the total tons of passenger and
freight fuel disbursed.

This cost was obtained by converting total

passenger, freight and yard fuel disbursed on
each division, into equivalent gallons of water,
on the basis of one gallon of water for each
pound of coal, and dividing Accounts 385 and 397
—the divisional water expense—by the equivalent
gallons so obtained.

This item includes the total freight portions
of Accounts 373 and 376 less the labor Sub-Ac-
counts 373-d and 373-e.

The figures in Column 3 were obtained by
dividing the above net amounts of Accounts 373
and 376 on each division, by the freight train

mileage.

This expense includes all Maintenance of
Way and Structure items considered as being
affected by use or volume of traffic.

The accounts, listed in detail, as developed by
Sub-Committee No. 6 of General Committee No.
21, are shown in following tabulation. Freight
proportion only to be used. Separation between
passenger and freight expenses to be made ac-
cording to the Interstate Commerce Commission
formulae, "Rules governing the separation of Op-
erating Expenses between freight service and
passenger service on large steam railways, effec-

tive January 1st, 1920," or revised to meet the
needs of the individual carrier.
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Table "A"

ifLess than .01 per cent.
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In this connection it may be desired to handle special facilities on
certain divisions separately as Coal and Ore Wharves Acct. 243 and
Grain Elevators Acct. 237, in which event they may be taken out of
Table "A" and treated as indicated on page 1056 of this study and shown
on Table "3."

Table "B," Direct Expenses, is a summary of the accounts listed in

Table 'A" by grouping related accounts. The last column on the right

shows the per cent, of the total M. of W. & S. Accounts affected by usage.

Table "B" Direct Expenses

Maintenance of Way and Structure Accounts
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Table No. 3
Column 6

Constant M a i n t e -

nance of Equipment

—

Expense per Dollar of
Direct Maintenance of
Equipment Expense.

The total direct expense and total constant

expense on each division is obtained by applying

the percentages shown in the following Table
"D" in the two columns to the right, using freight

proportion only and the unit values in Table No.
3, Column 6, are obtained by dividing the con-
stant expense by the corresponding direct expense.

The percentages in Table "D" have been
determined by using the best information de-

veloped for the test period (1915-1916-1917) col-

laborating with experienced mechanical engineers.

It will be noted that 57.72 per cent, of the

maintenance of equipment expense is direct or
may vary with the business handled and 42.28

per cent, is constant or may not be affected with
the business handled.

Table "D"

Maintenance of Equipment Accounts

"c3 m
O g
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Table No. 3

Column 7

Constant Maintenance
of Way Expense per

Dollar of Direct
Maintenance of Way

Expense.

The constant M. of W. Expense per dollar

of Direct M. of W. Expense is obtained by apply-
ing the freight proportion of the accounts listed

in Table "B," shown above for Table 3, Column 4,

and Table "C" following, both of which are
taken from Table "A" and summarized by group-
ing related accounts. The last column to the
right in Table "B" shows the percentage of the
total M. W. & S. Accounts affected by usage or
direct M. of W. & S. Expense, while the same
column in Table "C" shows the percentage not
affected by- usage or the constant M. W. & S.

Expenses.

Table "C"

—

Constant Expense

Maintenance of Way and Structure Accounts
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Table No. 3

Average Cost per Ton
Handled Through
Special Facilities on
Certain Divisions.

Table No. 3

Repairs, Lubricants
and Other Supplies
for Locomotives

—

Cost per Locomotive
Miles.

Table No. 3
Train Supplies and
Expenses per 1,000

Car Miles.

Table No. 3
Freight Car Repairs

per Car Miles.

The items under this heading, Coal and Ore
Wharves, Grain Elevators, and Floating Equip-
ment, have their unit values given uniformly on
the basis of tonnage handled, through the given
facility. The following accounts were covered

:

Item
Coal and Ore Wharves—Transportation Account

375, M. of W. Account 243.

Grain Elevators—Miscellaneous Operating Ac-
count 443, M. of W. Account 237.

Floating Equipment—Transportation Account
408, M. of E. Account 325.

The following method was used to obtain re-

pair costs for the various classes of locomotives

:

Number of Locomotives in existence.. 2,544
Total weight in pounds (including

empty tenders) 701,750,000
Average weight per locomotive in

pounds 276,000
Total locomotive pound miles (millions) 7,770,000

Total Account 308 9,212,000

Cost per million pound miles $1,185
Cost per Locomotive Mile (Including Tender)
Mallet—553,000 pound miles per locomotive

mile $0.66
Santa Fe—417,000 pound miles per locomo-

tive mile 0.50

Heavy Mikado—397,000 pound miles per
locomotive mile ". 0.47

Standard Mikado—350,000 pound miles per
locomotive mile 0.42

Heavy Consol.—257,000 pound miles per
locomotive mile 0.30

All Other—143,000 pound miles per loco-

motive mile 0.17

Cost of Lubricants and Other Supplies for
Locomotives was obtained by dividing total of
Accounts 398 and 399 by passenger and freight

locomotive mileage (yard excluded).
The average was $0.0177, and in establishing

figures for the various classes, Heavy Consolida-
tion engines were taken as the average, Mallets
as double the average, Mikados and Santa Fe
were graded in between Heavy Consolidation and
Mallets, and Other Locomotives were figured
around 10 per cent, less than Heavy Consolida-
tions.

Total of Account 402 Freight, was divided by
the corresponding total loaded and empty car
mileage, including caboose, and the average ob-
tained was $2.24 per 1,000 car miles.

Total of Account 314 was divided by the
corresponding total loaded and empty car mile-
age, including caboose, and the average obtained
was $0.0205 per Car Mile.
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Table No. 3
Fixed Charges.

Table No. 4

Enginehouse Expenses
per Dispatchment.

Table No. 5

Direct Yard Expense
per New Car Received
and Cars per Yard

Engine Hour.

The items listed under this heading repre-

sent the following charges

:

(1) Taxes (basis calendar year).

(2) Joint Facilities and Lease of Road (basis

calendar year).

(3) Hire of Equipment (basis calendar year).

(4) Return on Investment (6 per cent, on
valuation).

The above amounts were distributed between
passenger and freight service on the basis of op-
erating expenses for calendar year, the freight

proportion being 80 per cent.

The total freight car mileage for calender

year was '500,000,000 (excluding caboose).
Applying above freight percentage to items

(1), (2) (3) and (4) and dividing each result by
the freight car mileage gives the following unit

values.

Per Car Mile
Taxes ....._ $ .00732

Joint Facilities and Lease of Road 00127
Hire of Equipment 00261
Return on Investment 04400

These costs given by stations on all parts of

the System, represent average cost of labor and
material per engine dispatched (Passenger,
Freight and Yard), from the points named.

This table has been compiled from data given
on Individual Yard Expense statements prepared
monthly by Division Accountants. These state-

ments are in effect a distribution of the follow-
ing divisional expenses

:

Acct. 377—Yard Masters and Yard
Clerks.

Acct. 378—Yard Conductors and
Brakemen.

Acct. 379—Yard Switch and Signal

Tenders.
Acct. 380—Yard Enginemen.
Acct. 381—Yard Motormen.
Acct. 382—Fuel for Yard Locomo-

tives.

Acct. 381—Yard Switching Power
Purchased.

Acct. 385—Water for Yard Locomo-
tives.

Acct. 386—Lubricants for Yard
Locomotives.

Acct. 387—Other Supplies for Yard
Locomotives.

Acct. 388—Enginehouse E x p e n ses

Yard.
Acct. 389—Yard Supplies and Ex-

penses.
In order to arrive at the Direct Expense the

amounts charged to Accounts 377, 379 and 389
have been deducted from the total of the above
listed accounts. The Direct Expense is then
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Table No. 6

Ratio of Road Loco-
motive Miles to Train

Haul Miles.

Table No. 7

Helper Service En-
gine Trip Basis.

Table No. 8

Cost per Ton Han-
dled by Station Labor.

Table No. 9

Hire of Private Line
Equipment per Car

Mile.

Table No. 10

Table No. 11

divided by the number of new cars received in

order to obtain the unit costs given in Table
No. 5.

The number of new cars handled per engine
hour is given on the Individual Yard Expense
Statement and has been included in Table No. 5

for the purpose of figuring locomotive repair

costs.

This table was devised in order to provide a
method of correcting certain Transportation and
M. of E. expenses to allow for light and ter-

minal mileage.
In computing. the unit value for each division,

the total freight train mileage less mileage of
•engines run light with caboose, was applied as a

divisor against total freight train mileage plus
light and terminal locomotive mileage.

The ratios are given in percentage form and
are to be used as multipliers for the purpose of
inflating the following items :

Wages of Road Crews.
Fuel.

Water.
Engine Miles for Lubricants and

Supplies.

Enginehouse Expense.
Engine Miles for Repairs to Road

Locomotives.

This table gives helper engine mileage—help-

ing and light—and Direct Transportation Ex-
pense per helper engine trip on practically all

helper districts. The class of engine is also

noted for convenience in figuring helper repairs.

The items of expense included in the cost per
trip are as follows

:

Wages of engine crew.
Fuel.

Water.
Lubricants and Supplies.
Enginehouse Expense.

This table is based on data furnished by the

Station Service Bureau. The unit values were
obtained by dividing the expense for platform
forces at each station by the corresponding num-
ber of tons handled—1st handling.

The costs per car mile here given, are those

in effect at the time this study was made. These
figures are to be substituted for the average value
of $0.00264 per car mile given under Fixed
Charges, when privately owned equipment is used
for particular commodities.

Calculated cost of hauling and handling fuel

as explained for Table 3, Column 1.

Average number of crew hours per trip taken
from Form XYZ freight train performance for

period of days or months.
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NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD CO.

Table No. 1.

Engine and Train Crew Wages in Through and Local Freight Service

—As of July 1, 1921
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NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD CO.

Table No. 2

Rates of Pay for Enginemen, Firemen, Trainmen, Yardmen, etc.

—

As of July 1, 1921

ENGINEMEN AND FIREMEN
Total per Day or per 100 Miles and Hourly Overtime Rate

Class of Power
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FREIGHT TRAINMEN

Occupation or Crew Make-up

Conductors
Flagmen or Brakemen.

Conductor, Flagman and 1 Brakeman.
Conductor, Flagman and 2 Brakemen

.

Conductor, Flagman and 3 Brakemen.

Through Service

Per Day or
Per 100
Miles

$5.80
4.80

$14.76
19.24

Per Hour of

Overtime

$1.08f
0.84

$2.76f
3.60!

Local and Pickup
Service

Per Day or
Per 100
Miles

$6.32
4.88

$16.08
20.96
25.84

Per Hour of

Overtime

$1.18*
0.91*

$3.01*
3.93
4.84*

8 hours or less, 100 miles or
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NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD CO.

Table No. 3

Freight Unit Costs Applying on Various Divisions
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NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD CO.

Table No. 4

Enginehouse Expense per Dispatchment

Station
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Table No. 9

Hire of Private Line Equipment—Per Car Mile

Refrigerator
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Application of Tables

Direct Transportation Expense.

Wages of Road Crews.

Average hours on duty per trip to be taken from Form XYZ,
Table No. 1, gives total straight pay per day or per 100 miles and
hourly overtime rate according to class of road engine, kind of

service and number of men in crew. Table No. 2 is used to obtain

pay of engine crews where doubleheaders are operated. After
computing wage expense as above, multiply result by percentage

in Table No. 6 in order to take care of additional cost of light

and terminal engine mileage.

Fuel.

Tons consumed per trip to be taken from Form XYZ, or

from Fuel Standards (Standards must be increased . .. .per cent.),

and cost is figured on basis of prevailing average purchase price

plus cost of hauling and handling on the division under considera-

tion, as shown in Table No. 3, Column 1. After obtaining this

portion of the expense, multiply by proper percentage in Table
No. 6 as noted under "Wages of Road Crews."

Water.

Amount used is obtained by multiplying tons of fuel per trip

by 2,000 (basis of one gallon of water per pound of coal). Cost

per 1,000 gallons on various divisions is given in Table No. 3,

Column 2. This expense must be multiplied by proper percentage

in Table No. 6 as noted under "Wages of Road Crews."

Lubricants and Supplies.

Multiply "Haul in Miles" by proper divisional percentage in Table
No. 6 to obtain total engine mileage per trip (including light and
terminal). Cost per engine mile for various classes of power is

given in Table No. 3 under "Repairs, Lubricants and Other Sup-
plies for Locomotives."

Enginehouse Expense.

Take cost per dispatchment from Table No. 4 for enginehouse

affected and multiply by proper divisional percentage in Table
No. 6 as noted under "Wages of Road Crews."

Train Supplies and Expenses.

Multiply car mileage per trip by $2.24 per 1,000 (see Table No.

3, "Freight Train Supplies and Expense"). This unit cost applies

on all parts of System.

Helper Service.

Obtain direct transportation expense per helper from Table No. 7

Consult Form XYZ as to number of helpers used per train on
helper districts affected.

Yard Service.

Take cost per car through yard affected from Table No. 5 and
multiply by number of cars per train. Where a one way move-
ment is being figured—use one-half of the tabular cost per car

at each of the terminals, but apply the full cost per car to all

intermediate yards. Where a round trip movement is being
figured—that is, loaded cars in one direction and empties in the

other—simply apply the full cost per car at each yard affected,

to outbound trains only.
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Operation of Line and Terminal Facilities.

Station Service.

The charge for "A. & C." (Agents, Clerks and Supplies) at so

much per train mile on divisions affected—see Table No. 3, Col-
umn 3—will be applied to all train movements, whether loaded
or empty and regardless of commodity. Station Labor will only

be applied to those commodities known to be affected, and when
it is necessary to consider this item the cost per ton handled can
be taken from Table No. 8, for the station affected.

Coal and Ore Wharves.
Take cost per ton handled, from Table No. 3, under "Average
Cost Per Ton Handled Through Special Facilities on Certain
Divisions," when figures on coal or ore shipments require the

use of this item.

Grain Elevators.

Take cost per ton handled, from Table No. 3, under "Average
Cost per Ton Handled Through Special Facilities on Certain

Divisions," when figures on grain shipments require the use of

this item.

Floating Equipment.

Take cost per ton handled, from Table No. 3, under "Average
Cost per Ton Handled Through Special Facilities on Certain

Divisions, when figuring on any commodity requiring the use of

this item.

Direct Maintenance of Equipment Expense.

Road Locomotives.

Multiply "Haul in Miles" by proper divisional percentage in Table
No. 6 to obtain total engine mileage per trip (including light and
terminal). Cost per engine mile for running and classified repairs

is given for various classes of locomotives, in Table No. 3,

under "Repairs, Lubricants and Other Supplies for Locomotives
—Cost per Locomotive Mile." These costs apply, for the given
classes of power, on all parts of the System.

Helper Locomotives.

Total mileage—helping and light—for each helper trip is given
in Table No. 7. Cost per engine mile for running and classified

repairs is given for various classes of locomotives, in Table No. 3,

as noted under "Road Locomotives."

Yard Locomotives.

Table No. 5 gives new cars handled per engine hour—see Column
2—and in order to obtain engine hours per train, tabular figure

should be doubled and then divided into the number of cars per

train out of the yard affected. The tabular figure is doubled
-because it is considered that yard engine hours are about equally

divided between the operations of handling cars of inbound and
outbound trains, whereas performance is measured on the basis

of inbound only. Engine hours per train—obtained as above

—

multiplied by 6 to reduce to mileage basis, and then multiplied by
repair cost per mile in Table No. 3 will give Yard Locomotive
Repairs per train. For general purposes the repair cost for Heavy
Consolidation locomotives may be taken as average. When this

is done the cost per train may be figured uniformly at $1.80 per
engine hour.
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Freight Cars.

Multiply car mileage per train by $0.0205 on all parts of System.

See Table No. 3.

Floating Equipment.

Cost per ton handled given in Table No. 3, under "Floating
Equipment—Maintenance."

Direct Maintenance of Way Expense.

Roadway, Track, Etc.

Gross ton mileage per train multiplied by cost per 1,000 G. T. M.
on divisions affected, as given in Table No. 3, Column 4.

Coal and Ore Wharves.

Cost per ton handled given in Table No. 3, under "Coal and
Ore Wharves—Maintenance."

Grain Elevators.

Cost per ton handled given in Table No. 3, under "Grain Eleva-
tors—Maintenance."

Constant Expense.

Transportation.

Train miles per trip to be multiplied by cost per train mile on
divisions affected—see Table No. 3, Column 5.

Maintenance of Equipment.

Total Direct Maintenance of Equipment Expense to be multiplied

by cost per dollar as given in Table No. 3, Column 6, on divisions

affected.

Maintenance of Way.
Total Direct Maintenance of Way Expense to be multiplied by
cost per dollar as given in Table No. 3, Column 7, on divisions

affected.

General and Traffic.

Total all expenses previously mentioned (Direct Transportation,
Operation of Line and Terminal Facilities, Direct Maintenance of
Equipment, Direct Maintenance of Way, Constant Transportation,
Constant Maintenance of Equipment, and Constant Maintenance
of Way) and multiply by cost per dollar as given in Table No.
3, Column 8, on divisions affected.

Fixed Charges.

Unit values of items noted under this head in Table No. 3 are
to be multiplied by total car miles per trip on run being figured.

The following is a problem solved by the application of the tables

where it is desired to determine the cost of handling coal between
two points comparing the economic advantages or disadvantages
of two different routes.
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NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD CO.

Cost of Hauling Coal from AX to EX—Comparison by BY-CY and

BX-CX Routes—Recapitulation
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Appendix E

FEASIBILITY AND ECONOMY OF THROUGH ROUTING OF
SOLID TRAINS AND ITS EFFECT UPON THE

CAPACITY OF TERMINALS

E. T. Howson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; M. C. Blanchard, E. J. Cor-

rell, H. B. Grimshaw, R. B. Jones, D. L. Sommerville, F. H. Watts.

In order to ascertain the extent to which the practice is followed of

making up solid trains at initial terminals for movement intact through

intermediate terminals, a questionnaire was addressed to the chief operat-

ing officers of twenty-three of the larger railways as follows:

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. To what extent do you make up freight trains or movement intact

through intermediate terminals?

2. How long have you followed this practice?

3. Is it applied to all classes of traffic or limited to certain selected

classes, and, if so limited, to what?

4. Through how many consecutive terminals do you run freight trains

intact ?

5. Has this practice expedited or delayed movement?

6. Has it increased the amount of switching or otherwise complicated
operation at the originating terminal?

7. Has it decreased the amount of switching at intermediate terminals
and, if so, has this reduction been sufficient to enable you to effect

economies through the reduction in switch engine hours, etc.?

8. What changes, if any, in your operating practices were made neces-
sary by the adoption of this method of making up trains?

9. What have you found to be its relative advantages ' and disad-
vantages ?

10. If this practice is not in effect on your line, the reasons therefor will

be helpful to the Committee, if you are willing to give them.

Abstracts of the replies received are presented in a table accompany-

ing this report.

While the practice has prevailed generally of making up trains only

for the next terminal, the grouping of cars for remote points into solid

trains for movement intact through intermediate terminals is not new. It

was one of the fundamental principles of operation of James J. Hill and

was put in effect for transcontinental traffic on the Great Northern and

the Northern Pacific more than twenty years ago. It has also been prac-

ticed in the handling of fruit, meat, live stock and other business requiring

special movement. However, until the last three or four years the pos-

sibility of applying this practice to all classes of traffic between all points

has not been realized. One of the earliest roads to apply it universally
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Has Switching
Increased or Other

Complications
Developed at
Originating
Terminal?
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Summary of Replies to Questionnaire (Appendix E)

Name of Road
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Has Switching
Increased or Other

Complications
Developed at
Originating
Terminal?
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was the Baltimore & Ohio, where it was made effective on the Eastern

Lines in 1919 and was extended over the entire system the following year.

It was introduced generally on the Missouri Pacific approximately two

years ago, on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy a few months later, and

on the Grand Trunk during the past summer.

As it has probably been developed more thoroughly on the Baltimore

& Ohio than on other roads, specific mention will be made of the practice

in vogue there. Prior to the inauguration of this system a detailed study

was made of all of the traffic moving over every portion of this road and

of the terminal facilities available for its classification. A book of in-

struction and standard practices was then prepared showing in minute

detail where and how all trains should be made up and classified so as

to move each car with a minimum of switching between origin and desti-

nation, while providing that this work should be done at those points on

the line where the facilities are most adequate for the particular require-

ments. Trains are classified completely as near the origin of the traffic

as possible in such a way that they may be run through as many terminals

as possible without break-up. In the actual working out of this system

approximately one-third of all trains entering the terminals over the

system are forwarded without break-up. Indicative of the reduction ef-

fected in the amount of switching a saving of 61,167 engine hours was
made during the month of June, 1921, as compared with June, 1920.

The following quotation from the reply to the questionnaire indicates

the experience of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy:

"We have specialized on the grouping of trains operating on through

intercity schedules, because we found that our service could be improved
materially if we could reduce the yard and road delays incident to switch-

ing or setting out and picking up of cars.

"We have been successful to the extent of quickening our destination

deliveries 24 hours in some cases, and at the same time have added to

the gross tonnage of trains. . Such trains have been able to move with
sufficient regularity to enable connecting divisions to order power and
crews in advance of the arrival of the train. Therefore they have been
subject to only such delay as is incident to changing engines and way
cars. If there are cars to come off at any particular terminal they are

placed in the train either just behind the engine or next ahead of the

way car, so that only one operation is necessary in taking off the cars.

"In connection with trains handling general freight, such as coal,

we have been successful in operating solid trains, as, for instance, between
Centralia, Illinois, and Chicago, without any switching at the two inter-

mediate yards other than to set out such cars as may require repairs. On
our Denver schedules we operate through eight terminals without chang-
ing the interior of the train. We may take off or add tonnage on the

head end or rear end as a fill-out, but the interior of the train is not
touched, and on that particular schedule we have been able to make fourth

morning delivery at Denver instead of fifth, although the actual shortening

of the schedule is but ten hours and thirty minutes.

"We have been able, through the grouping plan, to reduce the number
of switch engines operated perhaps to the extent of 50 or 60 eight-hour

tricks throughout our railroad. Not only that, but we have reduced the
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number of car men involved in the terminals by reducing the inspection

of these through trains, having them run through two or three terminals

before they receive what we call Class A inspection.

"In quickening the movement of all trains several hours there is a
large saving in the aggregate in overhead per diem, which, together with
economies effected in yard operation, enabled us to show a saving of per-

haps one and one-half million dollars in the first calendar year the system
was in effect."

While it is evident that holding of cars in the initial terminal a

a sufficient length of time to enable a solid train to be accumulated for a

remote point results in an initial delay and increases the amount of

switching at this terminal somewhat, the replies to the questionnaire in-

dicate that this additional delay and expense are more than outweighed

by the savings made at intermediate terminals.

We believe that this subject warrants more careful investigation than

it has received from most railways, particularly with reference to its

adaptation to the general run of traffic. We believe that it offers marked
opportunities for the reduction of expense for freight classification and
damage to equipment and lading resulting from switching as well as

the improvement in service resulting from the speeding up in movement.
Owing to the exigencies of railway operation during the past year

it has not been possible for the Committee to secure all of the informa-

tion desired for a complete report on this subject. It, therefore, submits the

information which it has collected as a progress report, with the recom-
mendation that the subject be continued for further investigation.
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Appendix F

(6) METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF PROPER
ALLOWANCES FOR MAINTENANCE OF WAY

EXPENSES DUE TO INCREASED USE
AND INCREASED INVESTMENT

Louis Yager, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. G. Allen, W. G. Arn, B. M.

Cheney, M. Coburn, H. T. Porter, J. F. Pringle, H. A. Roberts, F.

H. McGuigan.

Assignment.

"Begin the study of methods for determination of proper
allowances for maintenance of way expenses due to increased use,

and increased investment, collaborating with the Committee on
Records and Accounts."

The assignment has been divided into two parts: (1) Allowance for

Increased Use, and (2) Allowance for Increased Investment.

Section I

—

Allowance for Increased Use.

The assignment has been studied jointly with a Sub-Committee of

the Committee on Records and Accounts. A review has been made of

previous work in this field, such as rate litigations, statistical comparisons

of the relative performances of different railroad properties, studies of

railroads of their own properties for various economic comparisons,

Federal Control developments, etc.

An ideal comprehensive solution of the problem should result in the

determination of the relation between physical maintenance and produc-

tion of transportation units by a property in its local conditions of geo-

graphy, standards, management and earning capacity ; a determination

analogous to that of relation of the upkeep requirements of an industrial

plant to its output. It further presupposes the desirability of knowing
the absolute effect of "use"' or production of transportation units upon
each account in the maintenance classification; a knowledge obviously

beyond the economical or practical limits of physical records and account-

ing data.

The problem is particularly complicated for immediate current com-
parisons by the fact that maintenance may be deferred or stored up in

excess of immediate requirements to be dissipated at some future date.

There is not that direct, obvious relation between cause and effect that

seems to obtain in transportation expense. Any rational solution of

the problem requires a reasonable determination of the effect upon the

property units regardless of when or how the resulting maintenance
requirement may be provided.

A consistent and well-balanced maintenance of any property ultimately

requires a proper relation of expenditures on the various units of property
for the production of transportation units. Situations arise, however,
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when, for certain periods, expenditures are not of cannot be provided

in accordance with that relation, but during a suitable interval sufficiently

extended to include the cycle of major material renewals, the general aver-

ager of maintenance conditions may be consistently maintained. A substi-

tution of labor for material is an expedient sometimes resorted to in order

to maintain satisfactory conditions temporarily, and from the standpoint

of total expenditures may create the impression that adequate maintenance

has been provided. In making comparisons for any periods of time, it is

necessary that due recognition be given to changes in the relation between

labor and material applications which may have altered the physical trend

of property condition.

The solution of our problem must lie along the lines of adapting

accounting records and maintenance judgment to a correct appraisal of the

influence of "use" on maintenance necessities. A promising method which

appears to give results within limits sufficiently accurate for practical pur-

poses in studying properties as a whole or in detail, is based on a segrega-

tion of the maintenance necessitated by the existence of the property and

the use made of it. The principles of this method, in some more or

less complete form, have previously been used in comparisons of proper-

ties, or past performances as well as having been used in the special con-

ditions created during the period of Federal Control. A review of this

general method constitutes the progress report of the Committee's efforts

to date.

A consideration of this method requires the discussion of:

I—The "Use" Unit.

II—The Influence of "Use" on Maintenance Accounts.
Ill—The Maintenance Unit.

IV—The Solution of a Problem.

These sub-divisions are here briefly outlined.

I—The "Use" Unit.

In general, every railroad produces transportation units in the two

quite distinct classes of freight and passenger service. Since no common
transportation unit can adequately cover both, it is necessary to combine

and measure the effect through a suitable equated unit.

The "Use" Unit should be related in some definite way to the two

classes of traffic, which are in general distinguished by the two principal

characteristics of weight and speed, which directly influence mainte-

nance requirements. The following transportation units, train miles, engine

miles, net ton miles, gross ton miles, car miles, engine ton miles, and
locomotive tractive power miles, have been used to a greater or less

extent as measures of use, but these are inadequate because they are singly

not sufficiently inclusive to cover the normal variations in traffic.

Every ton of locomotives, cars, and their contained loads, makes an

impression in some quite distinct manner upon the physical property over

which it is moved. It is an acknowledged fact that a ton of locomotive

passing has a relatively greater effect than a ton of cars ; and likewise

the greater the speed of locomotives and cars, the greater the destructive
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effect. Freight servflfc and passenger service are distinguished by a differ-

ence in average speed of movement. There are, of course, portions of

each service which approach each other in characteristics of weight and

speed, nevertheless these two are, in general average, separated by dif-

ferences in speed.

There seems to be good reason for selecting the freight gross ton as

the basis in the equation scheme on account of its general availability, its

relatively large proportion of the weight element on most railroads, and

the further general similarity of gross tons. Gross tons of freight cars

are, therefore, taken as unity; freight-locomotive-tons are given a factor

of two; the passenger-locomotive-tons a factor of three; and passenger-

car-tons, a factor of one. The factor of one for passenger-car-tons is

in recognition of the fact that higher standards of equipment construction,

and the better maintenance of passenger equipment over that of the freight

cars, tends to mitigate the damage resulting from a higher speed, as well

as the special requirements demanded thereby.

Passenger service requires, or at any rate dictates, a higher standard

than is required for exclusive freight service. This in turn necessitates

more immediate reparation in wear and tear. The existence of a higher

standard automatically operates to reduce the wear and tear from the

co-existent freight service. Various attempts have been made, without

convincing success, to actually measure the difference in reparation attribut-

able to freight and passenger service. The difficulties of measurement

are due to the limitations of accounting records, and the long interval of

time required to include the cycles of major material renewals, as well as

the determining of the relative maintenance standards.

Trials which have been made from time to time on various typical

railroads indicate that the allocation of "use" units as between freight and

passenger service, based on the equated plan outlined, over any consider-

able period, seem to give a reasonable expression of the maintenance that

should be charged against these two services, at least within limits of

accuracy consistent with the practical application of such a method, and

the confirmation of the best maintenance judgment available for these

properties. It is recognized, of course, that there are some outstanding

exceptions such as properties on which the performance of fast freight

movement is high, or is increasing out of proportion to the other tonnage

movement. These cases require a special treatment in accord with the

principles suggested.

II—The Influence of "Use" on Different Maintenance Accounts.

There are three classifications of accounts in their relation to "use":

(1) Those varying directly with use,

(2) Those varying independent of use.

(3) Those varying with combined effect of use and other
agencies such as weather stress.

The effect of "use" on (1) is absolute, on (2) is zero, and on (3) is

fairly determinable by a study of data checked by experienced maintenance

judgment.
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The influence of "use" on primary accounts may be summarized as

follows

:

(201) Superintendence.—This account is affected in about the same

degree as the supervised labor in the other accounts.

(212) Ties.—This account is affected in a degree varying with the

density of traffic. In light traffic situations, the effect may be zero,

due to the decay life being the limiting feature; whereas under

heavy traffic and trying locations, such as curvature, grades, etc.,

the effect will be great. It is recognized that the mechanical action

of passing wheel loads tends to hasten the decay of ties; in the

case of light traffic lines, this influence may not materialize to

shorten appreciably the life of the tie, while under heavy traffic

conditions the mechanical wear is the determining factor in tie

life. The relative effects may be materially varied by a change

in the practice of protecting the tie against mechanical wear. Dif-

ferent percentages varying with the characteristics of the location,

or road under consideration, should be ascribed to this account.

(214) Rail.—Except in special cases, weather stress is negligible,

making the account directly affected by traffic. Substantial in-

creases in wheel loads affect the useful life of rail, but this is a

special element in the difference of use.

(216) Other Track Material.—Weather stress has such a slight affect

on this item that the account may be treated in the same manner

as rail.

(218) Ballast.—The degree to which traffic affects this account

varies with the depth and quality of ballast, density and character

of traffic, and the quality of subgrade. Outside influences, such

as foreign material blown in (not dropped from equipment), sub-

sequent plant growth, fouling due to imperfect ditching, slides,

etc., are not directly attributable to traffic. The traffic effect is by

far the controlling item in this account.

(220) Tracklaying and Surfacing.—This is the largest and most im-

portant account, and the one which is most immediately responsive

to fluctuations in traffic. This account carries the labor items for

the important material accounts such as rail, ties, ballast, and other

track material, consequently that labor is affected by traffic in

the same degree as the corresponding material. The largest item

in this account is "track maintenance," which is closely related to

traffic influences.

In the case of roads with light or moderate traffic density and corre-

sponding roadway standards, increases in traffic make themselves immedi-

ately evident and require more prompt liquidation in the expenditures for

labor to restore condition of line, surface, etc., than on roads of higher

standards where the damage may be largely accrued. Wherever there

has been a temporary lowering of physical standard due to deferred appli-

cation of material, a compensation must be made, at least temporarily, by
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larger expenditures for labor than would otherwise be normal in the effort

to maintain a reasonable standard of line and surface.

(202) Roadway Maintenance.—This account is but slightly affected

by use. In some cases where the data is sufficiently complete, it

may be desirable to place values on certain sub-divisions of this

account. In any event the influence of use cannot be large.

Right of Way Fences ^j

Snow and Sand Fences, and Snow Sheds I Effect of use

Removing Snow, Ice and Sand [negligible.

Roadway Machines J
Small Tools and Supplies.—This account is related to the labor

items in maintenance, so that it is, to some degree, affected by

increases in traffic.

Bridges, Trestles and Culverts.—This account is affected by
traffic depending largely on the character of the structures. As
a whole, the degree of effect is not very large.

Structures

Tunnels and Subways
Elevated Structures

Station and Office Buildings

Roadway Buildings

(221)

(223)

(272)

(269)

(271)

(208)

(206

(210

(227

(229

(237

(239

(241

(243

(245

(253

(255

(265

(231

(233

(204

(251

(257

(259

(261

(263

(247

(249

(267

(273

These accounts are but slightly

affected.

Grain Elevators

Storage Warehouses
Wharves and Docks
Coal and Ore Wharves. . .

.

Gas Producing Plants...

Power Plant Buildings . . .

Power Station Buildings

Miscellaneous Structures

.

Water Stations. ^ These are affected to a moderate degree, vary-

Fuel Stations... J ing also with the character of the structure

Power Facilities

Underground Power Tubes
Power Plant Dams, Canals and Pipe Lines

Power Transmission System
Power Distribution System
Power Lines, Poles and Fixtures

Underground Conduits

y.

These are so
slightly affected, if

at all, that they may
be disregarded.
Special cases can

readily be disclosed

by the data,

account is so slightly

is obviously affected

Telegraph and Telephone Lines.—This

affected that it may be disregarded.

Signals and Interlockers.—This account

by traffic.

Paving ^ These are not affected

Assessments for Public Improvements . J to a degree to warrant

consideration.
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(274) Injuries to Persons. "^ Affected by increases in volume of busi-

(275) Insurance J ness necessitating increases in labor, also

by increases in the frequency of trains,

which create greater probabilities of accidents.

Maintenance of Equipment—Plant
Maintenance

(302) Shop Machinery "^ These are Maintenance of

(304) Power Plant Machinery > Equipment accounts which, on

(306) Power Sub-Station Apparatus. J account of their somewhat
fixed character, are sometimes

considered analogous to, and included with, M. W. & S. expendi-

ture comparisons. They may be included or eliminated to suit

the circumstances of each case. These accounts are influenced by

the amount of work done in the shopping of locomotives and
equipment, which in turn have been affected by traffic.

Each of the above primary accounts includes the appropriate deprecia-

tion accounts.

As an illustration of the general application of this method resort is

had to the use of a readily available I. C. C. record of M. Wl & S. expenses

for all Class 1 carriers for the three-year period ending June 30th, 1917.

In the following table, Column (3), gives the percentage which each

account is of the whole M. W. & S. Expenditures. In Column (4) is

outlined the percentage which each account is affected by "Use." These

percentages are average values, consistent with the average conditions and

performances of the Carriers included in the Statement. These percent-

ages may be varied to suit the circumstances of each particular problem.

Recapitulation of Items A. & B.

Track material—Principal Labor Items, etc 72.98 40.38 29.47

In accordance with the assumptions made in this method, an increase

of 100 per cent, in traffic (Units of Use) would result in a potential

maintenance expense increase of 33.13 per cent.

A period is selected as the base period and "use" during this period

is compared with that of a period under question, which is called the

comparison period. The resulting ratio is multiplied by 33.13, the per-

centage of the total M. W. & S. expense affected by "use" (or any other

percentage that may result from the analysis of any particular situation)

to obtain the percentage of increase or decrease in maintenance require-

ments due to the difference in "use" during the two periods.

Ill—The Maintenance Unit.

There must be a maintenance unit closely related to the use unit

for making comparisons. From the above analysis of Maintenance

Accounts, it is apparent that the track material and principal labor items
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Maintenance of Way and Structure
Accounts

(1)

Superintendence.
Ties
Rails
Other Track Material
Ballast
Roadway Maintenance
Tracklaying and Surfacing
Roadway Fences
Snow, Sand Fences, etc
Crossings and Signs
Roadway Machines
Small Tools and Supplies
Removing Snow, Ice, etc
Bridges, Trestles and Culverts
Tunnels and Subways
Elevated Structures
Station and Office Buildings
Roadway Buildings
Water Stations
Fuel Stations
Shops, Enginehouses
Grain Elevators
Storage Warehouses
Wharves and Docks
Coal and Ore Wharves
Gas Power Plants
Power Plant Buildings. ._

Power Substation Buildings
Miscellaneous Structures
Underground Power Tubes
Power Plant, Dams and Pipe Lines.
Power Transmission System
Power Distribution System
Power Line, Poles and Fixtures
Underground Conduits
Telegraph and Telephone Lines
Signals and Interlocked
Shop Machinery
Power Plant Machinery
Power Substation Apparatus
Paving
Assessments Public Improvements.
Injuries to Persons
Insurance
Stationery and Printing
Other Expenses

Totals.

Account
No.

(2)

201
212
214
216
218
202
220
221
223
225
269
271
272
208
206
210
227
229
231
233
235
237
239
241

243
245
253
255
265
204
251
257
259
261
263
247
249
302
304
306
267
273
274
275
276
277

Per Cent
of Total

M. W. &S.
Expense

(3)

5.69
15.41
2.99
4.52
1.88

10.96
25.91

.87

.11

1.30
.45

1.13
1.76
7.38
.32

.01

3.93
.53

1.31
.53

2.45
.06
.01

.61

.55

.01

.07

.01

.01

1.11

2.67
2.76
.44

.03

.05

.07

.73

.61

.20

.17

100.00

Per Cent
Affected
by Use

(4)

20
30
100
100

80

55

40

Per Cent
of Total
M.W.& S.

Expense
Affected
by Use

(5)

1.14
4.62
2.99
4 52

1.50

14.25

.45

.80

1.10
.02

.37

33.13

#Less than . 01 per cent.

SUMMARY.

Maintenance of Way and Structure Accounts
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related thereto, amounting to about 73 per cent, of the total expenses,

absorb 88.95 per cent, of the total effect of use on M. W. & S. expenses,

so that a track unit would be the most inclusive related property unit

to use.

Maintained mileage will adequately serve the purpose in comparisons

for different periods of time during which there has been no material

change in the relative influence of use as between primary and secondary

tracks. In the event of such changes, a refinement should be introduced

by using a suitable equated track mile, based upon the main track mile,

to express at least an approximate relation of maintenance necessity as

between the different classes of tracks.

IV—The Solution of a Problem.

The segregation of use effect on the individual maintenance accounts

permits the treatment of each in line with special situations which may
vary from the average. Comparisons may be made as outlined for dif-

ferent periods of time for a property as a whole, or sub-divisions of the

same for which comparative data may be made available.

This method determines the potential maintenance requirement caused

by a use of the property regardless of whether the same has been met,

so that in making comparisons for any period, it is essential to determine

the normal maintenance incident to the peculiar condition of the prop-

erty by taking into account any deferment or appreciation of maintenance.

It is understood that in using expenditures for comparison periods the

accounts will be examined for any unusual adjustments which would
prevent their adequately reflecting maintenance performance.

Comparisons as between different properties or different sub-divisions

of the same property can be made by adjustments for the standards or

conditions which account for the dissimilarities.

Maintenance reparation is composed of properly related material and

labor units ultimately expressed in total money expenditures, so that for

comparisons it is necessary to equate the costs of each for corresponding

periods.

Average units of use per main-
tained equated track mile for
Comparison Period.

Difference in "use" expressed by

:

Average units of use per main-
tained equated track mile for
Base Period.

Equated gross ton miles per
maintained equated track mile

—Comparison Period. 5,200,000 equated gross tons
=say = 1.3.

Equated gross ton miles per 4,000,000 equated gross tons
maintained equated track mile
—Base Period.

Therefore 30 per cent, increase is indicated.
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Effect of Increased "Use" = .3313 x 30= 9.94 per cent, increase in

maintenance necessity over the Base Period.

In using this method, allowance must he made for increased property

units or investment outlined below

:

Section II—Allowance for Increased Investment.

This problem is complicated by the inclusive character of Increased

Investments, which cover units of property in nowise similar in their

maintenance requirements, so that a common unit of comparison is not

available. Since maintenance and accounting science has not developed to

the point where the effect of use can be determined in absolute values on

the various units of property, and the service life of temporary and so-

called permanent structures is not definitely established for the varying

conditions, it will be necessary to resort to a method of approximation,

which conceivably gives results consistent with the usual requirements of

these comparisons. In line with such a plan, the "Increased Investments"

may be divided into the following general classes

:

A. Investments relating directly to roadbed and track

items.

B. Investments concerned with the general grouping of
structures.

C. Investments in betterments.

A.

—

Investments.—Roadbed and Track Items.

From the discussion in Section I it is evident that these items of

property stand out prominently in their maintenance requirements and
it is also true that they include by far the larger proportion of invest-

ments for increases in the railroad plant both for extensions of road and

increases in capacity of existing property.

It is likewise obvious that the properly equated track mile is the most

suitable property unit for expressing additional maintenance necessity.

When the data is available, the equated track mile scheme may be extended

to include less important track items and thus tend to develop more accu-

rate results.

An illustration of this plan with factors sometimes used follows

:

A mile of first main track to be given a weight of 1.00

A mile of other main track to be given a weight of 0.80

A mile' of secondary main track to be given a weight of 0.50

The above weighting applied to a concrete example produces the fol-

lowing:
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North and South Railroad
Period used

Period for which al- as standard
Miles Maintained lozvance is to be made or base

(a) First main track 500 miles 475 miles
(b) Other main track 150 miles 140 miles

(c) Secondary tracks 75 miles 65 miles
Equated Miles Maintained

(d) First main track (Item
(a) x 10) 500 mlies 475 miles

(e) Other main track (Item
(b)x0.8) 120 miles 112 miles

(f) Secondary tracks (Item
(c)x0.5) 37.50 miles 32.50 miles

Total 657.50 miles 619.50 miles
657.50

Factor of Increase = 1.061

619.50

Assuming the maintenance expenses for the Roadbed and Track

accounts of the North and South Railroad for the "Period used as a

standard or base" amounted to $500,000, the allowance for the "Period

for which allowance is to be made" would be $500,000x1.061 or $530,500.

This result would apply in cases where the cost of labor and material are

the same in both periods. If, however, there was a material change in

these costs, adjustments should be made accordingly as outlined in

Secion I.

B.—Investments.—Structures.

The accounts in this group are of such a nature that a physical com-

parison is rendered practically impossible. It has been suggested that a

fair unit of measure could be established by applying the cost of main-

taining a dollar's worth of property to the difference in the amount of

property maintained, as indicated by the Investment Accounts of the

two periods under consideration.

This basis might hold on a newly constructed railroad, but has many
disadvantages when applied to the older roads. There are very few car-

riers whose investment arcounts reflect the true cost of the physical prop-

erty and practically no railroad has an accurate division of its "Investment

in Road" account between the primary accounts. This is particularly true

in cases where roads have passed through receivership and have been

sold for fixed amounts. Furthermore, the investment accounts generally

do not include any properties which, when constructed, were paid for out

of Operating Expenses or Income. There are also many other analogous

items which make it impossible to use Investment Accounts for the pur-

pose of accurately measuring the difference in amount of property.

In view of the foregoing, it is our recommendation that the estimated

cost of reproduction new, as indicated in the underlying Engineering

Reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission, prepared in connection

with the Federal Valuation, be used for this purpose in lieu of the

so-called Investment Account. Although the inventories vary with the

valuation dates of respective carriers, these reproduction estimates are in

all cases priced as of 1914.
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Before attempting to use these estimates, it would be necessary to

pro rate engineering and general expenditures applicable to the various

road accounts, exclusive of land, in the same proportion that each account

bears to the total, exclusive of engineering and land.

The next step would be to adjust this cost of reproduction by adding
thereto all additions and betterments, and deletions. In doing this, unit

prices corresponding to those found in the reproduction estimate should be

used in order to put all the property on a comparable basis.

By applying the foregoing adjustments, the aggregate amount of

physical property, priced as of 1914, can be determined as of any given

date.

Having established this adjusted reproduction cost, the next step

would be to determine the ratios between each primary investment account,

as near as may be, and the corresponding maintenance account. It is

here likewise necessary to determine a normal maintenance performance

for the base period of comparison. Adjustments should also be made
to cover differences in cost of labor and material for the two periods.

These ratios having been established, should be applied as follows

:

The additions, betterments, and deletions made to the property

during the comparison period should be set out by primary accounts, and
priced as of 1914. To the net amounts thus derived, the ratios described

in the preceding paragraph should be applied, thus establishing, by primary

accounts, the amounts necessary to maintain the added property.

C.—Investments.—Betterments.

The fact is recognized that certain kinds of betterments are installed

for the purpose of reducing maintenance costs. On the • contrary, there

are other types of betterments provided for the purpose of facilitating

operation and in many cases increase maintenance costs. The fact that

betterments for the purpose of decreasing maintenance costs are included

in the two groups of Roadbed, Track, and Structures Investments, tends

to decrease the accuracy of comparison methods outlined. It is contended,

however, that these two types of betterments to a certain extent equalize

and that they are relatively a small percentage of the total involved so that

no deviation from this plan is necessary for minor cases.. Where an

intensive betterment program is involved it will be necessary to make a

segregation of these items and adjust the maintenance necessities on the

basis of the relation between maintenance rquirements of the betterments,

and the items which they replaced. It is probable that a further study of

this phase of the subject will develop a more comprehensive method of

treating betterments in their ultimate influence on the property maintenance

as a whole.

General.

There will be cases of comparisons which involve both Increased

Investment and Increased Use. The allowance for Increased Investment

should first be determined as outlined in Section II, followed by the

analysis for Increased Use as indicated in Section I, using the same
intensity of use for the units of property in both periods.
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IN MEMORIAM

Arrljibalb Stuart Halfturin

Died June 26, 1922

Arrfjibalb &tuart ^Baldwin was born at Winchester, Virginia,

September 28, 1861, a son of Dr. Robert F. and Caroline (Bar-

ton) Baldwin. His family originated in Bucks County, England.

The first Baldwin settlers in this country came to New Eng-
land in 1632 and were all kindred. His American progenitor

was John Baldwin, who came to Milford, Conn., with the "New
Haven Company." Among this family, Henry Baldwin was
judge of the Supreme Court of the United States, Mathias

Baldwin established the famous locomotive works that bear his

name, and others have been governors of states, members of

Congress, generals of armies, divines and authors.

Dr. Robert F. Baldwin, Mr. Baldwin's father, was a promi-

nent practicing physician in Winchester until 1861 when he

became colonel of the 31st Virginia Regiment attached to

"Stonewall" Jackson's brigade. He was captured at the battle

of Romney in 1862 and was confined as a prisoner of war in

Fort Chase. After his exchange he served as a surgeon in

the Confederate army until the close of the war, when he was
elected superintendent of the hospital for the insane at Staunton,

Va., occupying this position until his death in 1879. He married

Caroline M. Barton, daughter of Richard W. Barton, U. S. Con-

gressman, and six children were born to them.

Archibald Stuart Baldwin was educated at the Shenandoah
Valley Academy at Winchester and at the Staunton Military

Academy. His desire was to enter the medical profession in

which his ancestors had for so many generations been promi-

nent but his father died when he was only seventeen years

old and he found himself in young manhood cut off from
paternal advice and sympathies, facing the general prostration

of after-war conditions and dependent on his own efforts.

After teaching school for a year he began his railway

career as a rodman on the Richmond and Allegheny Railroad

(now a part of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway) but soon
(in 1880) entered the employ of the Iron and Steel Works
Association of Virginia where he was engaged for three years

on railroad and blast furnace construction and the development
of ore mines. The opinion has been expressed by one who knew
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him well that his varied experiences in connection with this

company contributed largely toward his subsequent success.

In 1883 young Baldwin found employment on the extension

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad into Philadelphia as a

draftsman and assistant engineer where he was in charge of

the construction of bulkheads and docks on the Schuylkill river.

In 1885 he came west to accept a position with the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway as principal assistant engi-

neer on the construction of the Missouri River bridge at Kansas
City. But the usual migrations of the younger members of

the profession found him after about a year a resident engineer

on the construction of the Louisville, St. Louis and Texas Rail-

road, now a part of the Louisville, Henderson and St. Louis Rail-

road, where he remained for a short time. On Sept. 1, 1887, he

was appointed an assistant engineer with the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad and assigned to its development within the

mineral district around Birmingham, Ala. Later he was ad-

vanced to principal assistant engineer in the office of the chief

engineer at Louisville. He remained in this position until

May 31, 1891, when, feeling that his health required outdoor

work, he was transferred to the position of roadmaster of

the main stem, with headquarters at Elizabethtown, Ky. Here
he remained nearly ten years, gradually building up his strength

and maturing in experience and character.

Mr. Baldwin left the service of the Louisville and Nash-
ville Railroad on Sept. 1, 1901, to become principal assistant

engineer of the Illinois Central Railroad and the Yazoo and
Mississippi Valley Railroad at Chicago. He was advanced to

engineer of construction May 1, 1903, and promoted to chief

engineer on March 20, 1905. During his service as chief engi-

neer of these railroads, the properties went through a period of

great development in both construction and maintenance work;

numerous branches and auxiliary lines were built, and on many
parts of the line grades were reduced, alinement was improved,

and second track was built; a number of large yards were con-

structed, terminal facilities at New Orleans, St. Louis and other

places were enlarged, and the general condition of the roads

was greatly improved.

Mr. Baldwin held the office of chief engineer of the Illinois

Central until Aug. 1, 1918, when he was elected vice-president

of the corporation which position he held while the railroad

was under federal control. At the conclusion of federal con-

trol on March 1, 1920, he was re-elected vice-president and was
placed in charge of the Chicago Terminal Improvement of

the railroad.
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This improvement was involved with the Chicago Plan,

calling for a Lake Front park skirting the south side, with

viaducts above and subways below the railroad tracks, giving

access to it, and for the creation of a harbor district and dock

facilities from 16th to 31st streets, with railroad connections

thereto. The railroad company's projected improvements in-

clude the reconsti-uction of its terminal north of 51st street,

the building of a passenger station fronting on Roosevelt Road,

adjacent to, and in architectural harmony with the Field Museum
of Natural History; the building of a new suburban terminal

at Randolph street; the rebuilding of the South Water street

freight terminal; and the electrification of the entire terminal

to Matteson, twenty-eight miles south of the Chicago river;

and the South Chicago and Blue Island branches.

These vast projects, requiring years to build, had to be

thought out and carefully negotiated among many conflicting

interests. Here was a public service of the first order, though
apparently done in the line of duty. It took more breadth of

view and regard to the public welfare than any narrow concep-

tion of corporate interest to conclude this great public benefit

to the satisfaction of everyone. The negotiations were begun
in 1912 between the City of Chicago, the South Park Commis-
sioners, and the Illinois Central Railroad and, ably supported

by President Markham, Mr. Baldwin handled the entire matter

for the Illinois Central to its successful conclusion in the Con-

tract Ordinance of July 21, 1919.

Before arriving at a decision on many important ques-

tions arising in connection with the improvement problem, in-

vestigation of European electrifications and passenger terminals

was deemed desirable. Opportunity for such an inspection trip

was afforded at the conclusion of the sessions of the Ninth Con-

gress of the International Railway Association, held in Rome
in April, 1922, which Mr. Baldwin attended as official reporter

on the subject "Terminal Stations for Passengers." It was
while returning from this trip that he died suddenly of heart

trouble on a train near Detroit. The funeral was held at the

Hyde Park Presbyterian Church, Chicago, June 29, 1922, and
interment was at Staunton, Va., June 30, 1922.

Mr. Baldwin was a staunch supporter of technical societies,

and an active worker in them. Immediately on coming to

Chicago in 1901 he became a member of the then newly-formed
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Asso-

ciation (now the American Railway Engineering Association)

and the heartiness with which he threw himself into the activ-

ities of this Association is evidenced by his prominence on the
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important committees of the Association, such as the Committee

on Signs, Fences and Crossings; the Committee on Rail; and the

Committee on Stresses in Track. He was also a Director of the

Association in 1911, Vice-Pi'esident in 1914 and 1915 and was
honored with the Presidency in 1916, subsequently serving the

usual five years as Past-President on the Board of Direction.

As a member of the Special Committee to report on Stresses

in Railroad Track he had much to do with the unusually original

and important work of the committee on this (to the railroads)

vital subject. Mr. Baldwin from the time of the organization

of the committee took a great interest in the work and was
active in the making of plans, the provision of means for carry-

ing on the tests, and the discussion and interpretation of the

results.

Mr. Baldwin became a member of the Western Society

of Engineers in 1902. In 1918 he was elected third Vice-

President, and made chairman of the Finance Committee and a

member of the Amendments Committee. He was elected Presi-

dent of the society in 1919.

Mr. Baldwin was elected a member of the American Society

of Civil Engineers in 1905. He served on the committee which

worked out the new constitution adopted by the society in 1921,

on the Nominating Committee, on the Washington Award Com-
mission, and as a representative of the Four Founder Societies

at the Educational Conference at Montreal. At the time of his

death he was a candidate without opposition for director from
the Eighth District.

Mr. Baldwin was also active in important committee work
of the American Railway Association, serving on the Committee
of Direction, the General Committee, and the Committee on
Third' Rail and Overhead Working Conductors of the Engineer-

ing Division of this association.

During the war Mr. Baldwin was necessarily tied more
closely than ever to the work of his railway company. Never-

theless, he found time to serve as a member of the War Board
of the Engineering Societies of Chicago, giving freely of his

time to that important work. At the suggestion of the Engi-

neering Council he was appointed a member of the Advisory

Committee of the Federal Board of Surveys and Maps in 1920.

In addition to the societies mentioned above, Mr. Baldwin

was affiliated with a number of other societies and clubs, includ-

ing the following:

Society of the Cincinnati of the State of Virginia.
American Railway Guild.
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Franklin Institute.

Chicago Engineers' Club.
Flossmoor Country Club.
Honorary member, Tau Beta Pi.

Mr. Baldwin was reared in the Protestant Episcopal Church,

but later became a member of the Presbyterian Church, of

which his wife was a member, and of which he was a faithful

and devoted attendant and adherent. At the time of his death

he was a member and elder (since April, 1908) of the Hyde
Park Presbyterian Church of Chicago, materially aiding the

church by his wise judgment and constructive ability.

Mr. Baldwin was a man of unusually fine character and

high ideals and it is difficult to write of the characteristics of

such a rare man and one associated with the "old school". His

outstanding qualities were his charity, integrity, judgment and

modesty.

Mr. Baldwin was for many years a member of the board

organized to promote and build the Presbyterian Home for the

Aged and Helpless (at Evanston, Illinois). As chairman of the

Building and Grounds Committee he devoted much time to the

design and construction of that institution. He contributed

largely of his own funds to this work and to other charities.

Mr. Baldwin's professional labors spent entirely in building

the nation's transportation system cover a period of more than
forty years. It was a life spent in the accomplishment of the

common good with little regard for personal reward. It is of

interest to insert here a tribute, by an unknown admirer, ap-

pearing in the Chicago Tribune shortly after Mr. Baldwin's

death:

"Is not the announcement that only a small estate
was left by Mr. A. S. Baldwin, eminent engineer and
railway official, of more than passing interest?

"It gives us an insight into the lives of the men
who conduct the country's great industries, showing

, that they are not engaged in building personal for-
tunes, but are spending their energies and dedicating
their talents to a faithful performance of the trust com-
mitted to them.

"The salaries of such men, when the heavy calls

that are made on them and the style of life they must
maintain are considered, are barely more than enough
to meet the current expenses of every day life.

"That they have opportunities frequently to make
fortunes through advance information they receive in

the closing of large contracts and refuse to cloud their
integrity by taking advantage of the opportunities,
gives us a finer opinion of human nature generally and
is an inspiration to all who toil and struggle."
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All of Mi-. Baldwin's associates and subordinates profited

by this firmly ingrained phase of his character. No criticism

was ever whispered about him or any of his departments; like

Plutarch "his word was sufficient."

Mr. Baldwin was intensely interested in upholding the high

ideals of the profession with which he had allied himself. His

sympathy was particularly with the younger men. This is

revealed in a striking manner in an address which he delivered

on "The Young Engineer," before the students of the Univer-

sity of Illinois in April, 1918. With his own early experience

undoubtedly in mind, he spoke feelingly of the problem of select-

ing a vocation when age and experience seem inadequate for

so important a decision. This address is summed up in the

following quotation:

"What is judgment? It is that faculty of mind formed

by combination of education, experience and character, that

guides into understanding of principles involved and leads to

correct decision. Education is the cultivation of inherent powers

by discipline and instruction. Experience is another form of

education which comes from actually doing and seeing, and is

often so persistently repeated as to cause automatic action of

mind without process of thought, and is valuable because of its

sureness, but when repeated beyond a certain point has no

further educational advantages.

"Character is the resultant of the forces of the mind, the

spirit and the body. The spirit is the God-like portion of a man,

and the condition of the body is of no small importance, for

weakness or ill health, in addition to incapacitating, may often-

times cause a lack of boldness in seizing a psychological moment.
"This judgment becomes the most valuable possession of

the individual, and the net result of attainment will be largely

governed by the measure of its growth."

Mr. Baldwin was well qualified to speak on such a sub-

ject for he himself was wonderfully equipped with sound judg-

ment. Those who came in contact with him in working out

engineering problems, were in a position to realize how excellent

were his decisions, and how far-sighted he was in his conclu-

sions. These qualities might be expressed in a homely way by
stating he was a wonderful "backstop" for his staff, and that

he "could see farther through a knot-hole" than most people.

His sound judgment was never better evidenced than in

questions of business economy. Any project that promised

proper results could always get his support, but no others;

and he was as careful in undertaking expenditures or recom-

mending same, for the company, as he was in handling his

own funds.
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Of all his personal qualities perhaps the one which was
most outstanding was his modesty. We are often compelled
to admire ability in men who fully appreciate it themselves.
Often again modesty is worn as though it were an ill-fitting

garment; obligatory through custom but compelling unneces-
sary obscurity. Mr. Baldwin's modesty was innate and uncon-
scious. It expressed itself in the atmosphere he created with-
out his knowing anything about it. It came out of the heart
from the culture of generations. There is nothing about a man
so lovable to men as this unconscious modesty.

Among his papers after his death was a pocket notebook
in which, among engineering data, he had copied the follow-

ing quotations:

"To set an example of abstinence from petty per-
sonal controversies, and of toleration for everything
except lying.

"To be indifferent as to whether the work is recog-
nized as mine or not as long as it is done."

"Never let a man imagine that he can pursue a good
end by evil means without aiming against his own soul;
any other issue is doubtful; the evil effect on himself
is certain."—Southey.

"If thou are worn and hard beset
With sorrows that thou wouldst forget;
If thou wouldst read a lesson that will keep
Thy heart from fainting and thy soul from sleep,
Go to the woods and hills; no tears
Dim the sweet look that nature wears."

"E'en as he trod that day to God, so
Walked he from his birth,

In simpleness and gentleness and
Honour and clean mirth."—Kipling.

On December 19, 1883, Mr. Baldwin was married to Miss

Martha Frazier of Staunton, Va., who, with one daughter,

Katherine M. of Chicago, and three sons, Robert F. and Howard
F. of Chicago, and W. Frazier of Savannah, survives him. He
is also survived by two sisters, Mrs. Hugh C. Preston and Mrs.

Barton Myers, and three brothers, Robert Frederick, William
Barton and John M., all of Norfolk, Va.

Adapted from Memoirs of American Society Civil Engineers and
Western Society of Engineers, by a Special Committee, consisting of
C. F. W. Felt, Chairman; F. L. Thompson, D. J. Brumley, Hunter Mc-
Donald, H. R. Safford, Prof. A. N. Talbot, J. M. Johnson.
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Charles Elder Lindsay.
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A MEMOIR

Gtfcarlea lElbtt SitnbHaB was born at Philadelphia, Pa., March 21,

1865, son of Charles Roland Lindsay and Margaret McCart Lindsay.

He was educated in the Public Schools of Philadelphia, graduated

from the Philadelphia High School for Boys in 1880 and subse-

quently attended the University of Pennsylvania. He graduated in

1884 and was a post-graduate in 1885.

He was employed during the summer vacations of the college,

beginning in July, 1881, on surveys for change of line, on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad; was Surveyor for the Fire Underwriters' Asso-
ciation of Philadelphia, June to November, 1885 ; Topographer on
the Union Pacific Railroad in Nebraska to July, 1886.

He was employed as Levelman upon construction work of the

Cincinnati and Richmond Branch of tlhe Pennsylvania Railroad to

February, 1888; Assistant Engineer on the Bridgeville and Mc-
Donald Branch construction, Pennsylvania Railroad, to May, 1888;

Assistant Engineer, Fort Wayne Division, Pennsylvania Railroad,

to April, 1890; Engineer Maintenance of Way, Cincinnati Division,

Pennsylvana Railroad, to April, 1898.

He then became Roadmaster of the Washington Division, South-

ern Railway, July, 1898, to November, 1900.

He became Division Engineer, Pennsylvania Division, New
York Central Railroad, September, 1901, to January, 1903; Division

Engineer, Mohawk Division, New York Central Railroad, January,

1903, to May, 1907; Engineer Maintenance of Way, Electric Division,

New York Central, May, 1907, to October, 1908; Division Engineer,

Mohawk Division, New York Central, October, 1908, to June, 1918;

and then was granted leave of absence by the New York Central

on account of assignment to the United States Railroad Administra-

tion.

Mr. Lindsay was appointed on June 1, 1918, by W. G. McAdoo,
Director-General of Railroads, to membership on the Board of Rail-

road Wages and Working Conditions, representing the Eastern rail-

ways, with headquarters at Washington, D. C. On March 17, 1920,

he was appointed by the Association of Railway Executives to act

as one of the railroad representatives to serve on the Bi-Partisan

Board; this Board concluded its hearings and was disbanded May
12, 1921. On July 21, 1921, he was selected by the Executive Com-
mittee of the Bureau of Information of the Eastern railways as a

member of the Subordinate Labor Committee to assist the man-
agerial representative on the Labor Board at Chicago. This Board
concluded its work and was disbanded October 20, 1921. At the

end of Government control of railroads, he returned to the New
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York Central and, on March 20, 1922, was appointed Special En-
gineer in the office of Assistant Vice-President at New York, which
position he held at his death.

Degrees

Mr. Lindsay held the degree of B. S., 1884, and C. E., 1885,

from the University of Pennsylvania. During his college course he

was keenly interested in the athletics of his Alma Mater. He was
"quarterback" on the Varsity Football Team and a member of the

Varsity Crews in 1883-1885.

He was a Charter Member of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association, having been admitted to membership in April, 1899,

and was twice Director, once by appointment to fill a vacancy and
the second time by election.

Clubs

Chicago—Engineers Club.

Washington—Cosmos Club.

New York—Transportation Club, University of Pennsylvania

Club.

The following tributes have been received by the Committee

:

W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania System) :

—"The worker of in-

fluence in a scientific and technical association is the one who studies

the reports and prepares in advance the information he wishes to

lay before the members. Charles Lindsay was a man of this stamp

and his early training for it was obtained, in part at least, during

his service in committee work in the Division Engineers' Association

of the Pennsylvania Lines, in which work I was associated for sev-

eral years, and his pleasant association led to friendship of which
the memory is lasting."

D. W. Lum (Southern Railway System) :

—
"I was intimately

associated with Mr. Lindsay when he was connected with the South-

ern Railway, and wish to express my appreciation of him as a man
and an Engineer. His intelligence and ability mark him as a man
above the average."

E. H. Fritch (A. R. E. A.) :
—

"I regarded Mr. Lindsay a$ one

of the mainstays of the Association and placed great reliance in his

good judgment and wise counsel. He will be sadly missed at our

Board meetings and at the annual meetings of the Association. In

many ways, he was a tower of strength in the work of the or-

ganization."

Remarks at Memorial Service for Deceased Members, American
Railway Engineering Association, at its Annual Con-

vention, held at Chicago, March 14, 1923

The President, Mr. Campbell :
—"We are pausing in our proceed-

ings at this time to pay our tribute to the noble men who were mem-
bers of this Association, who have passed to the Great Beyond dur-
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ing the past year. It is fitting that we should mention especially

Charles Elder Lindsay, who died February 17th. He was a pioneer

and leader in this Association, with whom all of you became well

acquainted."

H. R. Safford (C. B. & Q.) :

—
"It was my personal privilege to

have close social and professional association and contact and to

serve on the Board with Mr. Lindsay. I can look back to memories
of those associations with one very definite, outstanding result. He
was faithful and !oyal to our Association. I doubt very much if he
was connected with any other organization that was closer to his

heart than the American Railway Engineering Association."

C. S. Churchill (N. & W.) :—"Mr. Lindsay, as you know, was
very careful in watching the proceedings of this Association. Every-
thing he did was to its advantage."

Hunter McDonald (N. C. & St. L.) :—"At Washington for

about six weeks, I often had lunch with Mr. Lindsay, who was then

serving on one of the Boards. I was convinced from my conversa-

tions with him that he was devoting a very conscientious life in an

endeavor to hold up the railroad side of a situation in which he was
very largely in the minority. I believe that Mr. Lindsay's life was
shortened to some extent by his tremendous efforts and I feel that

the railroad men of this country owe him a great debt of gratitude

for the work that he did on that committee."

E. H. Lee (C. & W. I.) :

—
"Mr. Lindsay was an ornament to

our profession. He had qualities which endeared him to his friends.

He was the type of man who was more or less retiring, but those

who came to know him intimately found a constantly growing re-

spect for his ability and ideas. He has gone, but gone with a record

of accomplishment, with a record of fine standing."

C. A. Morse (C. R. I. & P.) :

—"Mr. Lindsay has properly been
spoken of here today as the watchdog of the Association. When
he got up to speak, one always felt that he was talking about some-
thing which he knew, because he had read the report. I think it

would be well for all of us, in looking at his past work and in

viewing his accomplishments and considering his character, to hope
that when our time comes we can be spoken of- as well as he is

here today."

G. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway Commission) :

—
"I wish to

pay tribute to the memory of Mr. Lindsay. My association with him
was largely in connection with meetings of the Association and I

always listened with admiration and appreciation of his work in

connection with this Association."

W. T. Dorrance (N. Y. N. H. & H.) :—"It was my privilege to

know Mr. Lindsay intimately for nearly twenty years. Our acquaint-

ance, begun through business relations, soon grew into a close per-

sonal friendship. He was simple, straightforward, sympathetic,

strong, anxious to help others in every way, a clear, logical thinker,
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efficient in accomplishing what he did, a fine type of American

citizen. The value of such a man to this Association cannot be over-

estimated, and his influence was of tremendous value to the Associa-

tion. The Association will miss his helpful criticism."

J. V. Neubert (N. Y. C. ) :

—
"I was intimately associated with

Mr. Lindsay from 1901 to his death. I believe most of you here

know of the good work that he has done for this Association. He
was a man of excellent character, and a clean liver. He was a prop-

erty owner and interested in his community at Albany. Two-thirds

of his life, or approximately forty years, were spent in the engineer-

ing field. He may be a great loss to us, but doubly to the Company
with which he was connected."

Prof. S. N. Williams :

—
"I am phased when I think that last

summer I called on Mr. Lindsay in his office in New York City and

there expressed the high appreciation which this Association had

and has for the excellence of his work and his assistance in develop-

ing the interests of the engineering profession."

W. H. Elliott (N. Y. C.) :

—
"Being a fellow associate and em-

ploye of the New York Central with Mr. Lindsay since 1903, I

learned to respect him as a gentleman for his personal integrity, his

friendliness and also his wide experience and ability in his profes-

sion. He was a very close student of engineering problems and very

thorough in following the details of his work."

H. T. Douglas, Jr. (C. & A.) :—"It was my privilege and pleas-

ure to frequently meet Mr. Lindsay, and I learned the strength and

greatness of the man and remember him as a dear friend."

Edwin F. Wendt (Consulting Engineer) :

—"Mr. Lindsay and

myself were both associated for many years on the New York
Central Lines, but I knew him best during the two years that he

devoted to the Government service in wartime, and during this

work we met each other almost daily and I want to pay tribute to

the great work which Mr. Lindsay did during the war while the

railroads were operated by the Government."

C. F. Loweth (C. M. & St. P.) :

—
"I deem it a great privilege to

add my tribute of respect to Mr. Lindsay. His sterling qualities

were an inspiration. He gave the best he had as an engineer to

the engineering profession and as a citizen to the communities in

which he lived."

Mr. Lindsay was married September 11, 1888, to Miss Carolyn

Pentland, who survives him. He left two children, Mrs. Frederick

B. Stevens and C. E. Lindsay, Jr.

He was ordained an Elder of Cincinnati Presbytery in 1895

and at the time of his death was a Deacon of the First Presbyterian

Church of Albany, N. Y., were he was a frequent attendant, and of

which he was a member from 1903 to 1923.
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Mr. Lindsay throughout his railroad career had a keen interest

in the "details" of his work and considered the efficient execution

of small tasks to be of only slightly less importance than the con-

summation of tasks of apparently much greater magnitude. A fav-

ored quotation of his was, "the little things make the big things."

During Mr. Lindsay's connection with the New York Central

Railroad Company he proved his worth in every manner. He was a

valued and trusted employe, efficient, diligent and conscientious in

all of his undertakings. His friendship was valued by his associates,

among whom he had a wide acquaintance, and he will long be re-

membered for his uprightness, strength of character and genial

disposition. He was a man of broad views and was always ready

for any assignment, having a capacity for work that led him deeply

into every subject which he undertook and he closed his career at

its most useful period and in harness.
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KtUtam jfflrNab

A MEMOIR

Utlliam UrNab, Chairman of the Valuation Committee of

the Grand Trunk Railway System, died at Montreal on the twenty-

third of February, 1923, after a short illness.

Mr. McNab was born in the town of Irvine, Ayrshire, Scot-

land, on the. fourteenth of January, 1855, and as a boy of ten years

of age came to Montreal with his parents.

His early schooling received in Scotland was supplemented by

a course of studies in the Grand Seminary of Montreal, and by

private tuition.

While generally successful in his studies in that institution,

he displayed marked proficiency in drawing and not unnaturally

when he decided on a career he chose one' in "which an opportunity

would be given to use this talent to good purpose.

At the age of fifteen years he sought and obtained employment

as junior draftsman in the drawing office of the Grand Trunk En-

gineering Department, and thus began a long and honorable associa-

tion with that company, which lasted for the exceptional period

of fifty-three years.

The ability of Mr. McNab was quickly recognized and he

made steady progress in the various positions in the office, becoming

Chief Draftsman in 1887.

In 1896 Mr. McNab was appointed assistant to the Chief En-

gineer and in 1907 he was promoted to the important position of

Principal Assistant.

From the time of Mr. McNab's first association with the

Grand Trunk until his appointment as Principal Assistant the Grand

Trunk Railway systematically developed and extended its sphere

of influence by the absorption of other smaller lines and by double-

tracking and otherwise increasing its own facilities. Consequently,

Mr. McNab was intimately concerned with the engineering works

of major importance, including the reconstruction of the Victoria

Bridge across the river St. Lawrence, and generally with those en-

gineering problems incident to a rapidly expanding railway system.

His knowledge of such changes and his familiarity with the

conditions under which many of the lines were reconstructed pe-

culiarly fitted him to undertake and direct the valuation of the

Grand Trunk lines in the United States, and in 1916 he was ap-

pointed Valuation Engineer.

In 1918 Mr. McNab was appointed Chairman of the Valuation

Committee, and from this time till his death he had charge of

the coordination of all valuation work.
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During his long term of office he consistently gave to the rail-

way his best efforts. His clearness of vision, receptive mind and

retentive memory combined with a genius for historical research

were such that frequent calls were made upon him for his advice

and assistance.

Among his latest endeavors was the compilation of an historical

narrative of the Grand Trunk Railway, a work that entailed a maxi-

mum of patient and diligent examination of the Company's records

and brought into play those descriptive and literary faculties with

which he was so plenteously endowed.

Mr. McNab's energy and ability, coupled with his kindly and

genial disposition made him a well-known and welcome personality

in engineering circles everywhere.

He was a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers

and a Charter Member of the American Railway Engineering As-

sociation and of the Engineering Institute of Canada. At various

times he acted on committees and brought to bear on the work

his wide experience of engineering affairs. While he took an active

interest in all of these societies, he had a special regard for the

American Railway Engineering Association due to his deep inter-

est in that branch of engineering.

The record of his activities in this direction is best exemplified

by the fact that as Chairman he presented to the Association no

fewer than nineteen committee reports, dealing with such diverse

subjects as Library, Roadway, Economics of Railway Location,

Conservation of Natural Resources, Manual, and Nomination.

He served as a Director of the Association from March, 1905

to 1907, was elected Second Vice-President in 1907, became First

Vice-President in March, 1908, was chosen as President for the

period May, 1908, to March, 1910, and finally by resolution of the

Board of Direction in 1915, was elected an Honorary Member of

its Governing Board.

During his term of office as President and largely on account

of his executive ability, the Association made rapid strides forward,

extending its field of endeavor and establishing methods of deal-

ing with railway engineering problems which have since then been

standard in the United States and Canada.

At the A.R.E.A. Convention in Chicago in 1910, Mr. McNab,
as President, delivered the address of welcome on the occasion of

the visit of the Honorable William Howard Taft, then President

of the United States.

Mr. McNab, as Past-President, remained on the Board of Di-

rection of the Association until March 15, 1915, when on his re-

tirement, a special Text of Appreciation was drawn up recording
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his services. The Text is worthy of incorporation in this memoir,

and is as follows:

"To William McNab, Seventh President of the Amer-
ican Railway Engineering Association.

"Loyal Friend, wise councilor, and earnest co-worker

in behalf of the cause of Railway Engineering, this book

is inscribed as a token of the esteem and regard in which

he is held by his colleagues on the Board of Direction of

the American Railway Engineering Association.

"The story of the progress of the American Railway

Engineering Association cannot be written without record-

ing his individual part therein. The impress of his character,

his method, his thoroughness, his conscientiousness, is deep

and lasting.

"The science of Railway Engineering, as expressed in

the records of this Association, reflects his painstaking

labors, his wisdom, and sound business sense.

"As President of the American Railway Engineering

Association he manifested a wide grasp of affairs and a

thoroughness of details, resulting in a successful adminis-

tration.

"Behind him stretch green fields of fruitfulness ; before

him, we hope, still lie years of usefulness and peace."

As a citizen Mr. McNab was prominent in the religious and

social life of the city in which he lived so long. He was an elder

of Knox Crescent Presbyterian Church. A gifted lecturer and racon-

teur, he was assured of a cordial reception at the many social func-

tions he attended, and his cheerful manner and clean wholesome

humor were always appreciated. He was a Past-President of the

Canadian Railway Club, a member of the St. Andrews Society

and of the Caledonian Society of Montreal, and an honorary life

member of the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association.

Mr. McNab was married in 1886 to Miss Mary Elizabeth Grant,

of Montreal, who with three sons and a daughter are left to mourn
his loss. It was justly a matter of great pride to Mr. McNab that

all of his sons enlisted and served overseas in the Great War.

Mr. McNab was a man who had that rare accomplishment

—

the art of making and keeping friends. His gospel was that of cheer-

fulness and he gave freely of that service which true friendship de-

mands. He had faculty of doing the right thing at the right time,

and his many friends can testify to his thoughtfulness for others.

His views were broad and tolerant and his sympathies were

deeply human. He loved his fellow-man and he practiced to the

letter his oft quoted advice
—"Serve well thy day and generation."

Such a one cannot pass away without a deep personal sense of
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loss to all his friends, and the news of his death brought the keenest

regret to all who knew him. #

He was laid to rest, amidst every evidence of sincere sorrow,

in Mount Royal Cemetery, near the city he loved so well. The
mourners, who attended the funeral service, represented all grades

—

his fellow-employees in the Grand Trunk, officials from other rail-

roads and citizens of all ranks. It was a fitting tribute from a wide

circle of friends who will deplore his loss and revere his memory
as one who fully realized and carried out his obligations to others.
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DISCUSSIONS





DISCUSSION ON SHOPS AND LOCOMOTIVE
TERMINALS

(For Report, see pp. 65-67.)

Mr. F. E. Morrow (Chicago & Western Indiana) :—The matter pre-

sented in the report this year is rather brief, being a revision of the material

that was presented last year on the subject of ashpits, to complete that

report. The Committee has further work under progress, but it did not

feel it was sufficiently matured to present this year.

(Chairman Morrow then presented the matter under Types of Pits in

Appendix A, pp. 66, 67.)

I move that this material be adopted for publication in the Manual

as recommended practice.

(Motion duly seconded and carried.)

(Chairman Morrow read the section relating to Capacity of Pits.)

Chairman Morrow:—I move the approval of the recommendation.

(Motion duly seconded and carried.)

(Chairman Morrow read the section relating to Track Layouts.)

Chairman Morrow :—I move that this be adopted for publication in the

Manual as recommended practice.

(Motion duly seconded and carried.)

(Chairman Morrow read the section relating to References.)

Chairman Morrow:—I move that this be approved for publication in

the Manual as recommended practice.

(Motion duly seconded and carried.)

Mr. C. A. Morse (Rock Island Lines) :—I have been listening to this

report and notice the word "ashes" is being used. I would like to know
what we are doing with our cinders. I notice we talk about "ashes" all the

time. It is customary on most of the railroads to call them "cinders."

There may be some reason why you want to call them "ashes," but it

would sound better to me if you would call them "cinders."

Chairman Morrow:—The Committee, in using the word "ashes," has

followed out the terms of the assignment. The assignment was ashpits

for the disposal of ashes. Personally, I am inclined to think the word

"ashes" is a little broader than the word "cinders," although I believe that

the speaker is correct in saying that "cinders" is a term more commonly

used than "ashes."

I move that the subject under consideration be approved for publication

in the Manual.

(Motion duly seconded and carried.)

The President :—If there is no further discussion, the Committee will

le relieved, with thanks for their good work.
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1118 Signals and Interlocking— Standardization.

DISCUSSION ON SIGNALS AND INTERLOCKING

(For Report, see p. 68.)

Mr. W. J. Eck (Southern) :—This is a progress report. As you are

aware, the Committee is a cooperating committee between the Signal Sec-

tion and this Association. The Committee has been divided up into small

groups, and these have been assigned to cooperate with the other com-

mittees of the Association, so far as signaling work is concerned. The
makeup of the sub-committees has been carefully considered, so that the

individual assigned is one whom we believe has the special qualifications

necessary to help in the work of the other committee. This method enables

the members to know that the details of the work will be studied so far

as signaling is affected.

The work of the Committee has been somewhat meager during the

year, because the subjects considered by the other committees have not

required any assistance or only a small amount on the part of the Signal

Committee. The membership of this Committee is practically identical

with the membership of the Committee on Signaling Practice of the Signal

Section, and any chairman of a standing committee of this Association

knows, therefore, when he receives advice or help from a member of the

Signal Committee, that he is receiving authoritative information as to the

status of that particular subject within the Signal Section.

I move that the report of the Committee be accepted.

(Motion duly seconded and approved.)

The President :—The Committee is excused, with the thanks of the

convention.

DISCUSSION ON STANDARDIZATION

(For Report, see pp. 69-72.)

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—The report of the Committee

on Standardization is purely a progress report. No subjects were assigned

the Committee for study and report and no instructions were issued. The

report is found in Bulletin 251.

The President :—Representatives of the American Engineering Stand-

ards Committee have requested the privilege of outlining the organization

of this committee to the Association at this time, and the Chair has agreed

to grant them this privilege. We shall be glad to hear from them.

Mr. John A. Capp (Vice-President, American Engineering Standards

Committee) :—The question is often asked, Why all this bother about

standardization ? Why should we standardize anything, and particularly

why should we cooperate with others in standardization? As to why we

should standardize, I am not going to take very much of your time in

answering. I am going to read very briefly from a reply that; was made
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recently to a request from Secretary Hoover for comments on his program

of standardization and simplification. It is put very cogently and better

than I can say it

:

"In many lines of engineering the practice has grown up for separate

organizations to draw specifications of their own to which material is

purchased. In a great many instances these specifications are fully, or

in the major part, identical with the specifications issued by other organiza-

tions. Differences when they occur are frequently and perhaps generally,

of a minor character and altogether too often require only a slight modifi-

cation in the product which the specification covers. * * * This prac-

tice (which can, of course, be defended in many instances) has in the

writer's opinion in a very large number of cases resulted in higher costs to

the purchaser without any corresponding gain in the quality of material."

That is because these little modifications all mean departure from a

manufacturer's standard practice. If you are going to introduce variations

you have to pay for them, because variations mean more time consumed

in manufacture. The railroads all pretty generally recognize this fact and

they are among those who are standardizing to a growing extent. Your

President, in his address, has spoken of this matter and of the fact that

it is a great question, and that you are more and more tending to use your

own standards.

The implication has been made and it is obvious that the railroads are

largely the exclusive users of much of the product, material and apparatus

they buy, and that they are certainly quite capable of solving their own

problems. Why, then, should the railroads cooperate with others in

promulgating standards? The railroad is frequently the exclusive and

only user of many of these tilings. But the electric railroads, also, use-

many of the things that the steam roads use. There are industrial roads,

some of the equipment of which never goes outside of the plant and they

are extensive plants to the owners. They have their problems just about

the same as yours.

Each one of us, particularly among the engineers, has an idea that his

own problem is peculiar to himself and that be is not going to be helped

by helping anybody else to solve their problems, or be helped by them in

the solving of his own problems. As a matter of fact, however, it is seldom

the case that any engineering problem is peculiar to itself. There are, at

least, closely parallel problems encountered by others, and sometimes when

you get together with a number of men with whom you think you have

nothing in the way of common problems, and begin to talk matters over,

you unexpectedly find that the other fellow has about the same problem

that you had, and may be a lot nearer to its solution than you are. You

certainly, in these contacts with others, obtain a general perspective of

the whole subject of standardization, and the mutual helpfulness of co-

operative work in standardization is certainly inestimable.

Take it another way. You think some of your materials are extiu

sively peculiar to yourselves, However t the fact is that they are so nearly
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like those used for other purposes in other industries that the chances

are 99 in 100 that you could both, with profit, use the same material. I

cannot say too strongly that the railroad problem is not a problem peculiar

to the railroads, but the railroads in free discussion with other industries,

having problems more or less similar, can help the others and be helped

by them. Each can add to the other and the general result will be to the

advantage of all in proceeding with standardization.

Chairman Frink :—This matter, it seems to me, is one of the most

vital and important that is before the Association to-day, and it also

seems to me that the efforts of your Standardization Committee will be

very largely tied up with the American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee ; in other words, that the activities of the Standardization Com-
mittee will consist very largely in cooperation with the American En-

gineering Standards Committee. I would like to have every member of

the Standardization Committee present, and who desires to do so, speak

his mind, and also anybody on the floor to say frankly and straightfor-

wardly just exactly what they think of the cooperation between this As-

sociation, and between the American Railway Association and the American

Engineering Standards Committee.

Mr. C. A. Morse (Rock Island Lines) :—I have an idea on this sub-

ject. In the first place, I have been accused in some publication of being

an extremist for standardization, but I am not. This Association has

been in existence about twenty-four years, and we have been working on

the question of trying to get the railroads of this country to use our recom-

mended practices. We have not called them standards. We have called it

recommended practice.

My idea is this, regarding this Engineering Standards Committee,

that as far as the main problems of Maintenance of Way and Structures

are concerned on a railroad, they are problems of their own. As far as

they use things in a minor degree that are used in general in other places,

standards that are used for these other classes of business should be adopted,

but it seems to me that we are trying to spread ourselves out too thin. If

after twenty- four years we have not gotten together to any larger de-

gree than the President's address would indicate to-day, in the use of

straight railroad standard material, we have got plenty of work to do

to attend to that. My idea is that we have got a big job to try to get

the railroads together on things that are strictly a railroad proposition.

It may be that an electric railroad uses a frog, but they do not have

the kind of traffic going over that frog that we do. They bear no re-

lation to each other. It might be that an industry has an industrial track,

but they do not run at seventy miles an hour over that track, so their

problem is entirely different. The real thing is standardization of the

things that pertain to the railroad.

My own idea is that the Engineering Standards Committee is all right.

Let them go ahead and standardize and we will use the things that they

adopt, that we only use in a minor way. We have got plenty to do if
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our committees devote themselves to the things that we are all interested

in on the railroads.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I hesitate somewhat to run counter

to the general sentiment, but, nevertheless, there are two sides to the

standardization question, as there are to every question. We happen on

our railroad to have a book of standards and I know from experience

that if anything once gets in the book of standards it is very hard to get

it altered and it is very hard to get anything else put in that runs counter

to what is already there. While a great many things used by the railways

have reached that stage where they can safely be made standard, I believe

where such a stage has been reached you will find the roads using those

appliances.

I think that we have one case which illustrates the danger, how-

ever, of standards being accepted too generally. That is in the question

of the specifications of this Association for railway rails. In 1902, if

I remember rightly, this Association recommended rail specifications which

were generally used until 1908. In 1908 the A.R.A. promulgated speci-

fications for railway rails, in which they changed the chemical composition

of the rail quite materially and apparently everybody commenced to make
the new kind of rail. It has not proven satisfactory, but no one continues

to make the other rail, to any extent, at least none that I know of. They

make the rail to the later specification, and there is nothing to get a

comparison with. All we can do is to compare the present output with

past output. When one attempts to make such a comparison he immediately

meets with the challenge that conditions have changed. I believe if a

few railroads had done a little test work, or experimental work, before

that specification which was put out in 1908 had been made general, there

would have been a different answer, and for such reasons I am some-

what adverse to being too ready to make things standard.

Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—Perhaps we do not always

fully appreciate the value in dollars and cents that would be obtained

by the railroads through standardization, especially in fundamentals. For

example, I was told last year by a prominent manufacturer of a labor-

saving device that he could cut the cost of his machines by $500 if it

were not for the fact that each railroad insisted upon its standard ballast

section, which required different construction for the machines sold to

each of the various roads. In this case several railroad representatives

were gotten together and their ballast sections superimposed over the

A.R.E.A. standard section, and after discussing the matter in order to

develop the differences and the reasons therefor, it was surprising to

find that three were almost the same, differing only in unimportant de-

tails, but nevertheless differing, none being exactly the same, nor did they

conform to the A.R.E.A. standard.

As we studied ballast section in the light of the several advantages

that could be obtained, three roads found means to conform to the

standard section as a common ground and later one of the roads whose
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standard was essentially different advised that after some practical

investigations it was found that a great deal of ballast section was being

maintained on a section which could easily be made to conform to the

Association standard ; in other words, there was no practical reason why

his road could not join with the others if by so doing any monetary

advantage would be obtained.

Now, 1 am not advocating the A.R.E.A. or any other standard, but

am merely endeavoring to point out the fact that standardization as

being undertaken by this Association means a broader application of the

same principle that has caused individual roads to standardize their own
property, with proportionate returns in dollars and cents by permitting

a wider use of those common articles essential for railway upkeep.

Again, practically every road is now using motor cars for section

and other maintenance uses. There are about "57 varieties" and each car

consists of a large number of parts, and practically every railroad is

carrying an enormous stock of repair parts because of a lack of stand-

ardization of parts, similar to that which prevails for M.C.B. practice

;

as a matter of fact, up to the present time they have not been able to

agree on a standard wheel, let alone minor repair parts, and it is nec-

essary for most of them to be bought through the manufacturers instead

of being so standardized that they might be secured in competition in

the open market.

One railroad has already made a study of this with a view of tracing

out those parts that could thus be secured or which it is practical to sub-

stitute (and there are a good many such cases), and last year this road

made a reduction of 22 per cent in their repair stock and saved a little

over $50,000, equivalent to a little over half of the value of a modern

freight locomotive. This particular road saved not only in the reduction

of the amount of money tied up unnecessarily in repair parts but also

in the amount that would ultimately be expended therefor.

I have cited these two cases merely by way of illustration, for at

present, as stated, we have in effect made only a start on the work in

connection with standardization, which when turned into money will be

found to represent a very great sum, which can be made to cut down our

maintenance without in any way decreasing the standards of upkeep.

Mr. Edwin B. Katte (New York Central) :—While I advocate con-

tinuing our membership on the American Engineering Standards Com-

mittee, I recognize that it is fraught with some danger to the railroad

standards. Mr. Whitney has said there are perhaps twenty or more

sponsors for each standard, and the railroads would be one. Therefore,

the railroad vote might be one in twenty.

Recently a specification was submitted to the American Engineering

Standards Committee by the Committee on Electricity and when the matter

came to vote, although two other associations joined with the railroads,

the vote was three against and a large majority in favor of adopting as an

American standard a code which was known to be in need of revision and

less exact in its requirements than the railroad specifications.
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Again, this Association has had a specification before the American
Engineering Standards Committee for two and a half years. The work
is proceeding properly, but I doubt whether that specification will come
out of the Engineering Standards Committee for perhaps another year.

The impression I have of the American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee is that there is a great deal too much machinery, and while its work
is usually thorough, it requires a very long time to arrive at results.

I am in favor of continuing our membership, provided it does not

involve a greater annual contribution than $500.

I understand that a new method of finance is under consideration,

perhaps has been adopted. I believe the industries involved, other than

the railroads, whose gross annual income is something like five billion

dollars, are expected to contribute about $50,000. If the railroads are

expected to contribute in the same ratio (the gross income of all the rail-

roads of the country being approximately five billion) they would con-

tribute an equal amount. It is said that this amount might be reduced to

$25,000 from the railroads and $25,000 from the industries. Our donations

would be 50-50, yet our vote would be only one in twenty or thereabouts.

If we go along with this Committee, and I hope we will, it should be made
clear that we do so only on the payment of membership dues ; further

financing is an entirely different matter and should be handled exterior to

the Engineering Association.

Mr. O. F. Dalstrom (Chicago & Northwestern) :—Without presuming

to present anything new, I have set down one or two statements, merely

to emphasize them : The American Engineering Standards Committee is a

permanent organization. It will go ahead with its work and standardize

articles and specifications, whether the A.R.E.A. is a member or not. The
A.E.S.C. will continue to carry forward the work of standardization

throughout the United States, and this means that certain articles and

specifications will come before that Committee for standardization, whether

the A.R.E.A. continues to do its part or not.

If it is conceded that these statements are correct, then it appears that

the A.R.E.A. is interested in having representation on the A.E.S.C. If it

has no representation there, it is not in a position to defend its rights or

to present its views, or to bring to bear its influence in shaping standards

in accordance with railway interests.

The question as to whether there is such a thing as an exclusively

railway article is open to question. As an illustration, I will call attention

to a matter that came before the Iron and Steel Structures Committee this

year. The Committee recommended to the Committee on Standardization

the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges. If there is anything which

might be supposed to be an exclusively railroad subject, it would be those

specifications. The specifications were submitted to the Standardization

Committee, in accordance with a resolution adopted by the Iron and Steel

Structures Committee.

Almost at the same time we received information that another set of

specifications for steel railway bridges was under preparation and would
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be submitted to the A.E.S.C. for standardization. Here we have two sets

of specifications going before the A.E.S.C, covering exactly the same field,

and that field almost exclusively a railroad field. I want to ask the mem-
bers of this Association if they do not feel that the A.R.E.A. should have

representation on the A.E.S.C. in order to secure the desired action by

that Committee when the question of specifications for steel railway bridges

comes before the Committee.

Chairman Frink:—There are just a few points that I want to call atten-

tion to, and one or two misconceptions that perhaps had better be cor-

rected.

In the first place, it has been stated or you have been given to under-

stand that a sponsor must necessarily be a member of the American

Engineering Standards Committee. That is not correct. A sponsor can

be any body, any interested body, any body that is interested in the article

or specification, or what not, to be standardized. A sponsor does not have

to be a member of the Engineering Standards Committee.

There is one feature of this movement that stands out to me more
than any other, and that is this—if standardization is to be done, it neces-

sarily should be done by that body that can exercise the greatest amount

of prestige, that body that is more outstanding than any other in the

standardization field. Standardization can be done by a small industrial

concern as far as its own practice is concerned. Half a dozen concerns

can get together and agree on standardization from the standpoint of their

joint operation, but none of these procedures can equal the effect that will

be produced by the standardization carried out by a national body.

Now, you have been told what the makeup of the A.E.S.C. is. It

includes a number of organizations, nation-wide, and includes a number of

governmental departments. It has among its membership many national

engineering societies. . There has not been up to this time any agency

created for carrying out standardization that approaches the position that

the Engineering Standards Committee holds. It seems to me it is the last

word in authoritative standardization. I submit that if standardization is

going to be done it can be most effectively done by a body occupying such

a position.

One of the speakers said that this Association is going to exist and

function. That is as it may be. This Association has been very successful,

but what has made it so? Simply the support it has received from its

members. It is the same with the A.E.S.C. That body will achieve success

in exact proportion to the support it receives from the bodies that compose

it. If the A.R.E.A. takes a membership in the A.E.S.C, it will contribute

to the final success of that body.

Reference was made by Mr. Ford to the number of repair parts that

are carried for cars. He might have multiplied that reference many times.

I believe that one road carries 33,000 different items of repairs for loco-

motives. Look at the multiplicity of tools. Have you any idea of the

number, styles and sizes of twist drills on the market, straight shanks,

square shanks, and other types of shanks and the great number of machines
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that are used to operate these drills—no two take the same shank drill.

Is there any sense or economy in that?

The desire of the A.E.S.C. is to keep the number of such appliances

down to as few as possible.

Reference has been made to the slowness with which the A.E.S.C.

works. The A.R.E.A. has produced a lot of valuable work, but how many
years did it require? The A.E.S.C. has been working for about three

years, and no more. How are they to blame for the slowness with which

the sectional committees work? They do not make the standard. After

an association becomes a sponsor for a certain standard, the association

forms a sectional committee to take that standard in hand and that sectional

committee produces the standard. The A.E.S.C. is not to blame if it does

not produce the work quickly.

The question of financing the A.E.S.C. and the question of member-
ship by the A.R.A. or the A.R.E.A. are separate propositions, and one has

nothing to do with the other. The A.R.A. has one membership, for which

they pay $500 and the traveling expenses of a representative. If the

A.R.E.A. takes a membership, they also will be called upon to spend $500

and traveling expenses of a representative. After the memberships are

taken by these associations, the railroads in the A.R.A., as individuals, will

probably be asked to contribute their quota. If they do so, all right; if

they do not, that is also up to them—they can subscribe or not. That has

nothing to do with the membership of the A.R.E.A. I hope, however,

that this Association will take a membership. At present there is one rep-

resentative of the A.R.A. on the Committee, and that representative feels

lonesome, and I hope that the A.R.E.A. will determine to take a member-

ship.

The President:—If there is no further business for this Committee,

the Committee is excused with the thanks of the convention.

DISCUSSION ON RAIL
(For Report, see pp. 73-99.)

(In the absence of the Chairman, the report of the Rail Committee

was presented by the Vice-Chairman, Mr. J. M'. R. Fairbairn.)

Mr. J. M. R. Fairbairn (Canadian Pacific) :—In connection with the

item of Mill Practice, Mr. J. B. Emerson, Engineer of Tests of the

Committee, has prepared some data on the results of the rollings which

have taken place, which he will summarize.

Mr. J. B. Emerson (Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee) :—At the

time the Rail Committee report was prepared last November, there had

only been four rollings. Since that time additional steel has been rolled

under this specification, amounting in all, so far, to about 75,000 tons

or about 800 heats rolled for eight different roads at six different mills.

We are trying to test out whether a minimum silicon requirement of .20
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will consistently give us tougher metal in the rail head than we are getting

from a silicon minimum of .10. The results as tabulated indicate that the

heats so far rolled, when classed by their respective carbon contents,

show quite consistently a very high order of toughness. We are measur-

ing toughness by stretching the rail head down under the drop until it

breaks and measuring the amount of the stretch. All heats rolled under

this experimental specification show ductility above the six per cent

requirement of the 1915 A.R.E.A. specifications and only one heat fails to

exhibit sufficient ductility to enable it to pass the present A.R.E.A. standard,

the specifications of 1920, to which no commercial rollings have ever been

made on account of the price penalty imposed by the manufacturers,

undoubtedly due to the difficulty of commercial production of rail to its

requirements. The experimental specification does not include a nick and

break test to determine laminations along the neutral axis of the rail

which are not evident at the bolt holes. Such nick and break tests as

have been made on the high silicon rail do show some increase in lamina-

tion of this character above the amount found on lower silicon metal.

The results are not presented as sufficient in the judgment of the Com-
mittee to warrant our recommendation at present of adoption of the

experimental specification as standard, but do present a strong argument

for the collection of an increased volume of data through large rollings

during the coming year.

Vice-Chairman Fairbairn :—Before moving the adoption of rail record

form 402-A, I would like to say that the Committee is very grateful for

some suggestions made to it by Mr. E. R. Lewis, and having considered

those suggestions fully, is prepared to accept and incorporate them

in the form. They consist mostly of minor changes in wording, which

all tend to make the answers more easy on the part of the section fore-

men. The Committee is prepared to accept all of Mr. Lewis' suggestions

with the single exception of his definition of an ordinary break, which

we feel is better covered by the wording that we have in our own form.

I would move the adoption of Form 402-A, as amended by Mr. Lewis'

suggestions as to wording.

Mr. G. H. Bremner (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—This form

has a list of 56 questions that the section foreman is to answer and, as

I understand the report of the Committee, each individual railroad is to

pick out whatever questions they want answered on that form and make

up their own form from it. It is not a specimen form, but one from

which a form can be made.

.If that interpretation is right, it seems to me that the Committee has

not fulfilled its full province, but that it should make that form brief

enough for a section foreman to answer. This form would be entirely

too long for any section foreman to answer. They should get up a form

which can be used on ad railroads alike, instead of having one railroad

making up one form and another railroad using another form.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I have noticed that questions

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 on this form are all answered by the brand of the rail.
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It nearly always happens that the date rolled and the date of laying of

the rail is confused more or less by the section foreman in answering

those questions. It seems to me that it would be a much simpler form

and one which would be more accurately answered if, instead of these

five questions, you would make question one read, "Show all letters and

figures which appear on the rail in raised form," and give a line entirely

across the sheet for the answer to that question. After that for question

2, which would take in the heat number, ingot number, and rail letter,

leave one line across the form, with instructions to the foreman to show

all letters and figures which appear stamped in the rail. I believe that

would shorten the form, and I am sure we could get much more accurate

replies.

The President:—Is there any further discussion?

(The question was called for and the motion carried.)

Mr. Bremner :—You did not give us a chance to vote against it. I

think the Committee ought to present a form that is usable This is not

usable. I would move that it be referred back to them to make a more

simple form that all of the railroads could use.

The President :—The proper motion would be, in order to refer that

back to the Committee, to move to reconsider the action you .have taken.

Mr. Bremner :—There has been no negative vote taken. That is why
I objected.

The President :—We will have a standing vote on that. All in favor

of the motion will stand. The motion is lost.

Mr. Baldridge :—I move that this form be referred back to the

Committee for further consideration. '

•

(Motion seconded and carried.)

Mr. H. R. Safford (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—If I am not

out of order, in talking to this form, regarding which action has just

been taken, I would like to call attention to this feature. The only

criticism of this form as I understand the discussion, was that the first

five questions detail information which as a rule is found on the rail, and

that that criticism might be taken care of by merely having space on

the form which would enable the foreman to make the simple indication

that he perhaps can be depended upon to make.

However, I want to call attention to the fact that when this form

gets into the office, it would seem to me to be a very convenient office

record.
' To refer this form back to the Committee means another year before

the report can be brought in that is conclusive, and in view of the fact

that that is the only criticism that initiated action to refer back, I would

like to move, if it is proper, that a space be left on this form for the

information which Mr. Bremner and Mr. Baldridge want and that the

remainder of the form can remain as it is. That answers the question

that has been raised and it is a pertinent point, and would obviate sending

the form back to the Committee for another year.
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There are good things in this form. It has been used heretofore and

I think it is especially interesting and valuable to note the illustration

regarding transverse fissures which is a source of so much trouble and

which it has been difficult to get foremen properly educated upon. It

seems to me that the rest of the form is of sufficient value to insure its

adoption at this time.

The President :—It is the opinion of the Chair that it is in order to

amend the action of the Association as indicated, and if this amendment
is seconded

(Motion seconded.)

Mr. Bremner :—I think we have a form adopted by the Association

so that we do not lose the benefit of this form by putting the action over

for a year, and it seems to me to ask the section foreman to answer

all of these questions puts a very voluminous burden upon him. Take,

for instance, questions 19 to 33. They are all good questions, but we
could very well leave most of them out. Take some questions in the next

paragraph between the two heavy lines, and all through, there are a

lot of questions in there that would not be necessary for the office man
or for Mr. Emerson in judging of the defects in the rail, and how they

can be remedied.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

think the discussion is out of order. There has been no motion to

reconsider the motion that has already been adopted, but inasmuch as

it has been again discussed, I .think the Committee should call attention

to the fact that this form was sent out and a discussion on it requested

and we received, as I understand it, only one communication discussing

it in any way. The Commfttee adopted about 95 per cent of the suggestions

made in that discussion. It seems to me that it really is a debt that the

Association owes to every committee that is seeking to serve it, that, where

members have fundamental objections, they should be submitted to the

Committee in time for their thorough consideration before the matter

comes up on the convention floor. Personally, I feel that the number

of questions on the proposed form here is quite large, but if we are

going to study the matter of rail failure in a scientific way, we have got

to collect the information necessary in a scientific way. I feel that

we will not lose much if we have to wait another year for the adoption

of this form, but certainly this Committee can not go very much further

unless it gets the written expression of opinion from members of this

Association who are opposed to its adoption.

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride (Southern Pacific) :—I wish to speak in favor

of the form. I think there is a misunderstanding on the part of some of

the objectors. We all have gone through the experience of getting a

report on a broken rail, where it has been necessary to send a dozen or

more wires to develop the facts. As I read this form, the facts are

all here. Broken rails do not occur so frequently but what the section

foreman can properly attend to the clerical duties involved in this form.

Furthermore, the form, as I understand, would go to the roadmaster,
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to the division engineer, and ultimately, to the general office, and many of

these questions which cannot be answered by the section foreman would

be filled out by the roadmaster, or, ultimately, filled out by the division

engineer or the engineer of the maintenance division.

I think this Committee has done good work here, and I think it is

very important that we get down to basic facts. We talk about standard-

ization. We talk about standards. If there is one case where the rail-

roads all ought to get together, it is in connection with this, statistical

information of rail failures. Why bother and complicate the situation by

talking about non-essentials? Certainly our auditors don't hesitate to

put burdens on the section foremen. T think it is about time the engineer-

ing departments were asking the section foreman to render reports that

are worth while. I would sincerely hope that the matter be reconsidered

and that this form be adopted.

Vice-Chairman Fairbairn :—I would like to ask Mr. Cushing to tell

us some of his experiences.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania) :—The reason for the alteration

in the present standard form was to make provision for reporting the

new type of failure which has taken up our attention for a good while,

the transverse fissures. Except for the space provided to get information

in regard to transverse fissures, the form is not substantially different

from the present standard. When the present standard form was first

prepared by this Association, the forms of every member of the Associa-

tion were collected and studied carefully and the standard that the Asso-

ciation adopted was prepared on the basis of furnishing information which

the different members had already established as desirable on their own
roads. They were by no means the same and they are not the same in the

case of any form that the railroads use, but this present form grew out

of the recommendations of the Association. My attention has been

brought to the fact that a great many members of the Association have dis-

regarded the recommendations in use on this form and one of the principal

criticisms has been that provision for reporting transverse fissures was

rot taken care of. The new form has been prepared with that special

object in view and it has been rearranged in order to keep it about the

same size, which is a letter-sized sheet, and so as not to make necessary

an additional number of pages.

The New York Public Service Commission requires certain reports

on transverse fissures which make it necessary for the railroads to send

a separate report. By the use of this blank, all of that information is

given and it makes it unnecessary to send out that secondary report which

all of the railroads in the State of New York now have to do.

Otherwise, there are no substantial differences from the present

standard. A great deal of study was required to rearrange the form so

as to keep it on one page, and I can say from past experience that the

questions which are in that form have been answered by trackmen of the

Pennsylvania System for a great many years, and while it is true it takes
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some trouble and care to instruct the men to make any kind of a report,

it is usually done with success if kept up.

In reference to leaving out certain of the questions, I think as a

matter of record for future reference back to any of these things, it is

very desirable to have all of the information as complete as possible, as

the Chief Engineer of the Southern Pacific has just said.

Mr. E. H. Lee (Chicago & Western Indiana) :—I just wish to offer

a thought or two regarding this situation. The Chairman of the Com-

mittee has offered a form with the comment that if it is considered too

long by any railroad, it may be shortened by the action of the officers of

that road. The form as prepared indicates the information which this

Committee believes will be necessary. Without saying anything as to

the desirability of taking such action on the floor of the convention as

will apparently nullify the action of this Committee, the situation

here is quite parallel to a situation which came up several years ago relative

to a form submitted by another committee. The Association adopted a

form in great detail with the thought that items believed to be non-essential

by any railroad could be eliminated. This is a parallel case. It would

seem unfortunate to send the form back to the Committee merely to try

to secure one set form which might not be used by any members without

change.

The President :—I believe Mr. Armstrong of the Union Pacific has

something to say on this question.

Mr. W. R. Armstrong (Union Pacific) :—I want to support this

Committee's report and their recommendation in regard to this form. I

have been connected with the Maintenance Department a great

many years and I think you can instruct the section foremen to make a

report of this kind very easily. I believe it is entirely a question of the

proper instruction given section foremen. If this question can now be

reconsidered, I move the reconsideration of this vote on the adoption

of this form.

Mr. Baldridge :—I believe there is a motion already before the house to

reconsider.

Mr. Safford :—I did not make an abstract motion to reconsider, but

merely made a suggestion that we leave space on the form for the

foremen to indicate the marks found on the rail, to meet the suggestion

offered by Mr. Baldridge and by Mr. Bremner.

The President :—The Chair understands that was in the form of a

motion, duly seconded, and that the motion was before the house.

Mr. Safford :—As an amendment to the form.

The President :—That motion has precedence over a motion to

reconsider.

Mr. Baldridge :—I do not want to give the impression that I am dis-

agreeing with the Committee in regard to the information which is asked

for on this form. I think we should have that information. M'y objection

was simply that the first five questions can be answered by the section

foremen and will be answered by them more accurately if we put one
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question and ask them for the entire brand as it appears on the rail.

It sometimes happens that a section foreman is called upon to report on

a rail which does not show anything on it as to the kind of steel. If the

brand has the letters "O. H." on it, the foreman can usually tell you it is

open-hearth steel. If there is nothing on the rail to show the kind of

steel, he can not tell what it is.

If we provide one line and ask for all of the information, all of the

letters and figures which appear in a raised form on the rail, and another

line asking for all letters and figures which are stamped into the rail,

we will without any question get all of the information which that section

foreman is in a position to give us. On the other hand, if we leave the

form as it is, as these first seven questions, I believe, are identical with

the present form, we will continue to get mistaken answers from the

section foremen. I am in favor of the motion made by Mr. Safford to

leave a line for the brand and another line for the heat, with instruc-

tions on the form telling the section foreman what to do in order to give

the information. Regarding the rest of the form, there are a few minor

matters which I might possibly change were I making the form up in the

first instance for myself, but I am willing to concede to the judgment

of the Committee and would be in favor of adopting the form with these

two changes.

In regard to the statement of Mr, McDonald to the effect that this

form had been prepared and sent out for review, I was not aware that

that had been done. I have never seen a copy of it. Had I seen it, I

certainly would have sent the Committee my suggestions in this respect,

because I made up a form for our own road five or six years ago, embody-

ing these suggestions which I have made here, that we show the brand

in one place and the heat number in another.

The President :— It is now in order to move for the reconsideration

of the action of the convention on this question, if you so desire.

Mr. Safford :— I so move, and in so doing I would like to call atten-

tion to the suggestion that I made when I first spoke on the question,

that a space be left on the form to indicate the marks. I do not know

any better way of expressing it, but the Committee can adopt the proper

phraseology.

Mr. Baldridge :—Do I understand you are in favor of leaving these

questions, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, as they are?

Mr. Safford :—I do. I think for office records it is advisable to leave

them there, because it is a very convenient form for handling the research

work. The suggestion I made I think will take care of any difficulty in

that connection and I would not advise removing these questions from

the form.

Mr. C. C. Cook (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I see no objection to the section

foremen being acquainted with the meaning of these marks, and he cer-

tainly has intelligence enough to know what they do mean and to mark

them or indicate them on the form. Representatives of the roads, I think,

all have had experience for a number of years with the present form, which
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has similar questions as to marking and ought to be able to determine

if the information has been given satisfactorily. I know that the road

I am with has not experienced any difficulty in that connection.

Mr. W. C. Cushing :—The last speaker has really explained the point

of view we have always had in regard to these marks. I believe in

instructing the section foreman so that he understands what he is doing

rather than simply telling him to repeat something he finds written down
or marked in some way. I think it is a great deal better for him to

have distinct knowledge of the meaning of these marks, because there

are many points regarding which he has to keep his superior officer

informed, and he wants to know whether he is dealing with an 85-lb.,

a 100-lb. or a 130-lb. rail, and whether it is open-hearth steel, Bessemer

steel, and so forth. The steel companies do not mark the rails in the

same way and I doubt whether there is the same distinction between

raised letters and sunken letters when marking the rails by the various

companies.

I would prefer, therefore, to leave it as it is, so far as. I am con-

cerned, and likewise also for the Rail Committee.

Mr. C. A. Morse (Rock Island Lines) :—I think we are taking up

altogether too much time discussing trivial things. The Committee' has

gotten out a form and they want to get certain information, and we
should assist them in securing this information. If they have a form

which they consider satisfactory, that is the form they want, and I think

the motion to reconsider should be put to a vote and that we should

stop all other discussion.

The President :—All in favor of the motion to reconsider say aye

;

contrary, no.

(Motion carried.)

The President:—Action now is on the original motion to adopt

the recommendation of the Committee.

(Motion carried.)

(Vice-Chairman Fairbairn read the recommendation pertaining to

rail record forms 402-E and 402-F.)

Vice-Chairman Fairbairn :—I move the adoption of that recom-

mendation.

Mr. Bremner:—I would like to ask whether this Committee has been

able to get any statistics of traffic and as to whether this can or cannot

be used.

Mr. Emerson :—I have not had an opportunity as yet. We are still

classifying .the records that .have come in from the individual roads. I

would say offhand, however, that about one-half of the total number of

fissures have been accompanied by a report giving the amount of traffic

that has passed over it. The rest have not.

However, I think it is of importance to us in our investigation to

get as much information on traffic as possible and while many of the

roads are not in position to give us an estimate of the traffic that passes

over the failed rail, many of the roads will be ; and some roads which
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nre not now able to give us information on this subject will undoubtedly

be able to give us something definite a little later. We would like to

get traffic information in as large volume as we can obtain it and for

that reason we would like to retain this form so that it can be filled out

by those who have the information available.

Vice-Chairman Fairbairn :—The Committee recommends the adop-

tion of recommendation No. 2, relating to rail record forms 402-E and

402-F. I move the adoption of that recommendation.

(Motion seconded and carried.)

Vice-Chairman Fairbairn :—The third recommendation of the Com-
mittee relates to specifications submitted in this report in Appendix B.

I move the adoption of that recommendation.

(Motion seconded and carried.)

Vice-Chairman Fairbairn :—I move the adoption of the fourth recom-

mendation of the Committee, relating to specifications for coiled spring

washers.

(Motion seconded and carried.)

The President :—The Committee is excused with our thanks.

DISCUSSION ON BALLAST

(For report, see pp. 73-119)

Mr. F..J. Stimson (Pennsylvania System), Chairman of the Ballast

Committee, presented the report and called on Mr. C. W. Baldridge,

Chairman of the Sub-Committee, to present Appendix A, "'Cost

Studies Covering the Application of Ballast."

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—This subject has been assigned

to the Committee for a number of years for the reason that the cost

of ballast is an ever changing, shifting subject, which varies with
labor cost and wages and all such things, and in order to give you
an idea of what has been done on this subject in the past, the Com-
mittee prepared a short review, which you will find beginning on
page 102.

In addition, we made an effort to get comparative costs of

ballasting where the work is being done by machine tamping devices

and where the work is being done by hand tamping. A tabulation

of these costs is given beginning with page 104. It is not possible

to combine these into one table for the reason that the information

came to us in different forms. This is evidently only a matter of

information and there is nothing about it which belongs in the

Manual, and it is therefore submitted to you as information.

The President:—If there is no discussion and there is no objection,

this matter will be received as information for publication in the Pro-

ceedings.
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Chairman Stimson:—The next subject undertaken by the Com-
mittee is specifications for ballast shovels. This will be presented

by Mr. A. G. Holt.

Mr. A. G. Holt (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul):—The specifica-

tions offered by the Committee were submitted two years ago as

information. There is very little change in the specification as sub-

mitted herewith, except in paragraph 11, relating to the Brinell

hardness. In the place of the text as is shown in the report, we
ask that this paragraph be changed to read:

"11. All shovel blades shall show a Brinell test for hardness

as follows:

"(a) For alloy steel of not less than 470;

"(b) For carbon steel of not less than 250 not more than 300.

"Alloy steel shovels shall be tested for brittleness by placing

the lower two inches of the blade in a testing machine, or vise, and

applying sufficient pressure to flatten it out. After the pressure is

removed, if the blade resumes its manufactured shape without failure,

it shall be considered satisfactory."

The plans for the shovel are similar to those presented a year ago.

Chairman Stimson:—I move that the specifications as presented,

with the substitution of the matter just read by Mr. Holt in paragraph

11, be adopted as recommended practice.

Mr. L. J. F. Hughes (Rock Island Lines):—I will ask the Com-
mittee if they have made any attempt to find out how much it would
cost to have a shovel made according to these specifications. One
of the most important questions which has to be taken into con-

sideration in making a standard is: how much is the tool going to

cost compared with the kind of tool we are now using? It would
seem that information of this kind is very valuable, and I suggest

that it would be of interest to know if any steps along this line have

been taken. If not, I think that it should be done.

Mr. Holt:—There have been no steps taken in regard to getting

prices on the manufacture of this shovel according to these specifica-

tions. However, the specifications have been submitted to several

manufacturers and they report that there is no very great change

in their present practice in making shovels, so I doubt very much if

there would be any increase in the ordinary market price of the

shovels.

(The motion to adopt the matter as recommended practice was
approved.)

Chairman Stimson:—The next subject is entitled, "Size of Stone

for Stone Ballast," which appears in Appendix C. In the absence

of Mr. Bloecher, Chairman of the Sub-Committee, who is not present,

I will present the matter.

(Chairman Stimson then read the matter under Appendix C")
Chairman Stimson:—It is the wish of the Committee to present

this matter as information and carry the subject over to next year.
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The President:—If there is no objection, the matter will be re-

ceived as information for publication in the Proceedings.

Chairman Stimson:—The next subject is entitled, "Mechanical Tie

Tampers With Special Reference to Care and Handling of Machines."

This will be presented by Mr. George H. Harris, Chairman of the

Sub-Committtee.

(Mr. Harris then read the matter under "Appendix D.")

Chairman Stimson:—I move that the rules applying to the care

of mechanical tampers as given in Appendix D be adopted for in-

clusion in the Manual as recommended practice.

Mr. W. C. Barrett (Lehigh Valley):—As Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Rules and Organization, I want to call attention to this

fact, that there was considerable discussion in our Committee, which

was very friendly, as to the overlapping of the work of other com-

mittees with the work of our Committee, and what I desire to say is

that it seems to me that perhaps our Committee was on the ground

first, so far as the mechanical appliance work is concerned. The
Committee on Rules and Organization considered last year me-
chanical tools, and we have some additional information, and while

some of the matter we present this year is not identical, yet it is

similar to what this Committee on Ballast has presented here, and the

question, as I understood it, has already been before the Board of

Direction, and more or less discussed by them and will be taken care

of by them, but at the same time it would hardly seem proper to

have this report approved at this time for printing in the Manual

until the matter has been settled by the Board of Direction, and it is

decided whether or not the Committee on Rules and Organization is

the committee to make rules, or whether every committee which

touches any part of this work is to make its own rules. That is

a question which is before the Board and should be decided before

we approve this report.

Chairman Stimson:— I think that Mr. Barrett is somewhat wrong
in his conclusion that his committee was first on the ground in

handling this mechanical tie tamper. It is not less than four years

ago that the Ballast Committee first mentioned the use of mechanical

tie tampers, and last year had this same subject under consideration.

The progress report which is presented this year does put the

matter in more definite shape than before in answer to the subject

that was assigned, which was "mechanical tie tampers, with special

reference to care and handling of the machines." I think there is

no inconsistency in this Committee handling a matter of this kind.

It does not come under the head, in my judgment, of Rules and
Organization; it is more in the nature of specification, and while I

have no particular choice in the matter, as the subject was assigned

to the Committee, we would like to see it disposed of by having it

adopted.

A
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Mr. Barrett:—We are not at all disposed to question the authority

of the Committee, but inasmuch as the matter has been referred to the

Board of Direction along the lines I have tried to indicate, it is my
thought that perhaps it would be better not to act on this report

until the Board had an opportunity to, assign to each committee

its separate and distinct work.

The President:—The Committee has merely been following out

its assignment of work proposed by the Board of Direction this

year. The question raised is an important one, but I do not believe

we need spend any more time on that here.

(The motion was then put and carried.)

Chairman Stimson:—The balance of Appendix D is presented

as information only and need not be read. The next topic is Appen-

dix E, "Revision of Roadbed Section for Gravel Ballast." Mr. Hamil-

ton will present that section.

(Mr. Hamilton presented the section.)

Chairman Stimson:—I move that Appendix E be approved and

printed in the Manual.

Mr. J. B. Jenkins (Baltimore & Ohio):—I inquire why the Com-
mittee should not have altered the dimensions of the section slightly

so as to give an even number of feet from the center line to the

shoulder or 13 feet, instead of 12 feet 10 inches.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis):

—

I do not know whether the Committee intended to present a standard

which the railroads in this country could generally follow. When
I tried to fit one of these spreaders to the system with which I

am connected, I found I had to design it to suit the widths of

roadbed that generally prevailed over the system. One spreader is

sufficient for our line, about 1,250 miles, but if we undertook to

use a spreader designed to make the roadbed section that this

standard calls for, we would hardly be able to use it over more than

twenty per cent of our system. I assume that this section was

probably adopted having in mind its use largely on the prairies

where the width of roadbed might possibly be unlimited. We have

gone now from an original roadbed section of 20 feet between

shoulders to 24 feet, and if it is intended to use a spreader to form

the section, my impression is that wider cuts will be required over

the majority of the railroads.

. Mr. Maurice Coburn (Pennsylvania System) :—I think this cross-

section is a move in the right direction, although it looks like

somewhat of an extravagance for some of the roads. On our road

we have felt for many years it was necessary to have ballast on

hand at all times so we could make a general surface without having

to wait for new ballast. On some of the divisions we want to do that

every year, and in order to do that we built a shoulder and sod line which

is at least six inches higher than this top of sub-ballast, practically as if

set on top of this section. We think that this much enlarged section
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is not yet right for our conditions, although it is a move in the right

direction. We found with the shoulder when made of clay it is not

difficult to put a drain through it. Of course, the sub-ballast is much

better as shown here.

Chairman Stimson :—I want to call attention to what seems to be a

misstatement in the Committee's report : "The Association having adopted

24 inches as a minimum depth of ballast for 'Class A' track, the cross-

section has been worked out on that basis." The rule provides for a

depth of 24 inches of top ballast and sub-ballast, or where the roadbed

is of a material which approaches the quality of top ballast, that there be

12 inches of top ballast which may be considered as equaling 24 inches

"of ballast.

(The motion that the section be approved and printed in the Manual

was duly put and carried.)

The President :—The Committee is excused with our thanks for its

good work.

DISCUSSION ON SIGNS, FENCES AND CROSSINGS
(For Report, see pp. 121-131)

(Mr. Maro Johnson, chairman (Illinois Central), outlined the subjects

referred to the Committee, and Mr. S. C. Jump, chairman of the Sub-

Committee, read Appendix A, containing specifications for highway grade

crossings.)

Chairman Johnson :—I move the adoption of these specifications for

publication in the Manual.

Mr. P. C. Newbegin (Bangor & Aroostook) :—It seems to me that

No. 2 of the specification does not allow grade enough out from the track

to the limits of the right-of-way. In many territories, especially in a hilly

country, it would be decidedly expensive to live up to these specifications,

and if we have any specifications for highway crossings in the Manual

and do not live up to them, it might result in trouble for some of us.

Mr. J. B. Jenkins (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Do these specifications carry

with them the suggested method of relocating highway crossings in

Fig. 2?

Chairman Johnson :—It is intended that should go with the specifica-

tions, but as a suggestion only.

Mr. Jenkins :—I would think that the suggestion should be revised by

making a crossing immediately opposite one intersection of the road with

the right-of-way line, thus avoiding one curve and considerable central

angle in the revised location. Furthermore, it is generally cheaper to

deal with one property owner than with two, and in dealing with one only

you can deal with the one who is the more reasonable when you require

getting additional land, thus save considerable money and get the better

location for the crossing.
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Chairman Johnson :—It seems to me in that case the radius of the

curve on the approach side would be very short, would it not?

Mr. Jenkins :—I think it is an advantage to have a short radius im-

mediately at the crossing to slow down the automobiles and make them
cross cautiously.

Mr. W. R. Armstrong (Union Pacific) :—I wonder if the Committee

has discussed this question with the highway commissions? We have a

great deal of trouble with our highway commissions in the West trying

to get them to agree with these things.

Mr. S. C. Jump :—It was the intention of the Committee to make these

specifications sufficiently elastic to allow their being worked out on the

ground. We have given this simply as a suggested method of taking care

of crossings which are at an angle sharper than a right angle.

Mr. G. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway Commission) :—We have run

up against highway commissions which objected to having their provincial

roads diverted in this manner. There have been cases of diagonal cross-

ings of these provincial, or state highways, as you call them, where motors

cross at a speed of fifty miles an hour, resulting in numerous accidents.

We have diverted quite a number of protests on the part of the highway

commissions of the different provinces and we have notified them that

unless they agree to these diversions, they will have to protect the cross-

ing by bells and wigwags.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I happen to know of some cases

on our line where the highway commissioners themselves have initiated

this type of crossing, so it is probable that in the long run you will find

the matter worked out about the way it is suggested. I think it is a

good suggestion.

Mr. Jenkins :—I move that in the paragraph numbered 2 the words
"where the topography is favorable" be introduced at the beginning of

the sentence.

The President :—Do you make that as an amendment to the Commit-
tee's motion?

Mr. Jenkins :—Yes.

(Amendment carried.)

Mr. Jenkins :—I move further that the motion be amended by strik-

ing out Fig. 2.

Mr. A. B. Griggs (Santa Fe) :—I think, as suggested by the chairman

of the Sub-Committee, the provisions as drawn in these specifications are

sufficiently elastic to meet the objections of the gentleman on that question

about which he has spoken and he can put all the curve on one side if he

wants to. It is not given here as an ironclad proposition, and if he sees

fit he can put it that way or leave the specification as it stands.

Mr. Jenkins:—My objection is that we do not consider Fig. 2 to be

good practice. At least, I do not consider it to be good practice, inasmuch

as it is more expensive than if the crossings were opposite one of the

intersections of the road with the right-of-way line. Furthermore, it is a

poorer location and introduces one more curve and considerably more
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central angle than if the crossing were as I suggested. I do not think

that the suggested location in Fig. 2 is good practice, and I do not

think it should be included.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—I re-

gret that I have to differ with Mr. Jenkins on that subject. I think the

Committee has presented a very valuable matter and one which I have

known to have been in practice and to have been put in practice a number

of times. The tendency to-day is to cross highways with automobiles

without stopping to look or listen at all and the smoother we make that

approach the more we may expect the law of self-preservation to be

violated. If we can introduce into the highway a device of this character

or a device similar to what has been published as having been installed

by the Chicago & Northwestern Railway somewhere in Kansas—an island

in the center of the highway with curves on each side going around the

island—automobiles in approaching that crossing must slow down in order

to traverse this sharp curve.

Mr. W. E. Hawley (Duluth, Missabe & Northern) :—I want to call

attention that in our section of the country, in the northern part of our

state, very often road work is done in the winter time and the roads have

to be plowed out of a drift of snow and we would be very much at a

disadvantage, and I do not think it is quite fair to automobile people. I

am quite sure there is some other solution of this highway crossing problem

than the one that is suggested here.

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—The remarks of the last

speaker about automobiles brings to mind some experiments that the

State of Maryland made of the comparative danger of tangent and curved

highways. They conducted quite a series of observations a year or two

ago, and the result was that they found that the tangent highways were

more dangerous to the automobile traffic and that the curved highways

were less dangerous and they have rather suggested the idea that on a

tangent highway the temptation to speed is somewhat irresistible, whereas

on the curved highway the automobilist has to go slow and look out for

danger. That I think would apply to this location. I am not speaking

against the automobilists now, because I happen to be one myself. How-
ever, automobile owners and drivers do not look out for themselves.

They are continually running across crossings without any regard to

whether there is any danger or not. It seems to me that anything we can

interpose to compel them to look out for themselves is worth while doing.

Mr. Hawley :—I would like to call your attention to the legal question

which might come up in this connection. Suppose the highway was located

first and the railroad wanted to cross the highway. Can the public demand

a reverse curve the same as we are requiring of the highway? There are

some problems introduced in there that I would not like to see the railroads

tackle at the present time.

Mr. McDonald:—The principal problem is getting the concurrence of

the road authorities to aid the railroad people in bringing about the pro-

vision of safety in these crossings, and it is a question of education of the
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public. They have got to be educated to take care of themselves. I do

agree with the gentleman that where the authorities of the corporation

or the town or the state highway are opposed to that, it would probably not

be possible to go ahead and carry it out. But I think that this Association

should go on record as strengthening the argument that we might put up

in order to get this enforced or changed so as to introduce these curves

and in that way aid the men in bringing it about. It does not necessarily

follow that because the Association recommends that method of shifting

crossings that it is to be obligatory, but it is a condition that we should

endeavor to bring about if we can. The first time I had the matter called

to my attention was in Arkansas, where, as I understand, a number of such

crossings have been changed in exactly this way, and they have resulted

in slowing down the highway traffic over them.

Mr. J. A. Stocker (New York Central) :—There is one thought that

has not been brought out to which it seems to me attention should be

called. You propose to introduce elements that require the attention of

the driver so as to cause him to slow down, and at the same time we
are distracting his attention from the railroad. We recently had a case

where we had kinks like these in a road crossing, and the authorities asked

us to straighten them out because the? said a man coming around the

corner was watching the turn so closely that he did not look at the rail-

road. Personally, I think it is a very desirable thing to slow up the

traffic over railroad crossings, but I do not think this is the way it should

be done.

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway Review) :—I hope this Fig. 2 will stand,

and I do not think the most important argument in its favor has as yet

been brought out. At a railroad crossing one driving an automobile

should look both ways along the track before attempting to cross. In

order to do this at a diagonal crossing, he must, in looking one of the two

ways, cast a glance backward. Now, for illustration, suppose that the

angle is as great as it is shown in this figure. In such a case, one can see

that the driver of an automobile would have to turn nearly around in his

seat before he could look back and see the track in one direction. Of
course, in the other direction, the view of the track is in front of him.

With this double curve, or "S" curve here, as soon as he strikes the

railroad right-of-way, the line of which ordinarily is fifty feet from the

track, he has got fifty feet to run, during which distance he can see both

ways, to his right and left, without turning around in his seat.

• .Mr. Mountain has had a great deal to do with this question, for a

number of years past, and I think it would be well if he would relate his

experience a little more in detail.

Mr. Mountain :—We agree entirely with the Committee. We have

had several cases and we have had the same objections as put forth by

the gentleman who spoke previous to Mr. Camp. These automobile people

come along and say, if we want to go fifty miles an hour, we cannot do it

on account of making that turn.
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If the railroad comes along and they decide to divert that highway

the railroad pays for it. If the highway comes after the railroad is there,

we make them put the highway with the diversion in it, and the highway

authorities pay for that. Then, in addition to that, we have what is known

as the Dominion Board Approach Crossing standard railway crossing 300

feet. That gives notice 300 feet in advance of the crossing.

Mr. Jenkins :—I think the discussion has become a little confused.

My intent was that there should be a right angle crossing in all cases. My
objection was simply to the four curves, where three curves would do

just as well. I think the curves are necessary in doing away with the

diagonal crossings in order to slow down the speed of the traffic over the

crossing. One curve will slow down speed just as well as two curves, and

in either case you will be running at right angles to the railroad. Three

curves will do just as well as four.

The President:—If there is no further discussion on the amendment,

we will vote on the question.

(The question was called for and the amendment defeated.)

The President :—The question now is on the original motion.

(Motion carried.)

Chairman Johnson:—The next subject is the substitute for wood

crossing planks. The leport will be presented by Mr. Batchellor..

(Report submitted by Mr. F. D. Batchellor, page 124.)

The President:—If there is no objection, this will be received as in-

formation for publication in the Proceedings.

(Mr. T. E. Rust outlined the report on plans and specifications for

round and square concrete fence posts.)

Chairman Johnson :—I move the adoption of these specifications, as

recommended, for publication in the Manual.

(Motion seconded and carried.)

The President:—The Committee is relieved with our thanks for their

excellent work.

DISCUSSION ON MASONRY
(For Report, see pp. 133-142)

(Mr. C. C. Westfall, chairman (Illinois Central), outlined the report

of the Committee.)

(Mr. J. T. Andrews, chairman of Sub-Committee (Baltimore & Ohio),

outlined the report on "Factors Causing Deterioration of Concrete Struc-

tures.")

The President:—If there is no objection, this report of the Sub-

Committee will be received as information for publication in the Proceed-

ings.

Mr. G. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway Commission) :—I just want

to ask the Committee one question. They state alkali may have an adverse
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effect on the concrete, "acting either through the medium of seepage

water or direct ground contact, but the Committee has not had reported

to it any well-defined cases of this nature."

I might say up in our Northwest Provinces of Canada they have had

a great deal of trouble and the Scientific Industrial Research Council of

Canada delegated men to look into it. I am inclined to think from my
own knowledge it might be direct ground contact, but it is still a subject

worthy of looking into. I presume the Committee could get the informa-

tion from the railroads in that section.

Mr. Andrews :—I want to say, in connection with alkali, that the

Committee was aware of a number of rumored cases, but, as we pointed

out in our report, the Committee did not have reported to it any well-

defined case of this nature and our information regarding it was purely

tentative. Not being able to report any definite information or make any

definite suggestions, we did not want to bring it out any further than sim-

ply to mention it in the report.

The President:—If there are no further remarks, the report will be

received as information for publication in the Proceedings.

(Mr. C. P. Richardson (Rock Island Lines) outlines report of Sub-

Committee on Developments in the Art of Making Concrete.)

Col. Wm. G. Atwood (National Research Council) :—In connection

with the report of the Committee, on "Disintegration of Concrete in Sea

Water," I wish to call attention to the fact that the investigations of the

"Committee on Marine Piling Investigations of the National Research

Council" not only includes the preservation of timber, but the use, service,

life and causes of disintegration of concrete, metal and other substitutes

for timber.

The Committee is now making a study of the literature on the sub-

ject of concrete in sea water and will shortly issue a report based on

this study. It is hoped and expected that the investigation of the his-

tory of structures will indicate certain desirable lines of experimentation

with concrete, which, if the Committee is able to finance them, it will

carry out.

Therefore, the co-operation of the Committee on Masonry is just as

important to the Committee on Marine Piling Investigations as that of

the Wood Preservation Committee. It is hoped that when the time for

experimentation is reached that this Committee will assist in carrying

them out.

The President:—If there are no remarks on the report of this Sub-

Committee, it will be received as information for publication in the Pro-

ceedings.

That completes the report of the Committee on Masonry, and the

Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.
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DISCUSSION ON IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES
(For Report, see pp. 143-202)

(Mr. O. F. Dalstrom, chairman (Chicago & Northwestern), outlined

the report of the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures, and in con-

nection therewith referred to certain changes in Articles 48 and 67 in

Bulletin 252, and Article 69 in the Supplemental Report, recommending
the adoption thereof.)

The President:—If there is no objection to these changes, they will be

accepted. If anyone has anything to say, I would suggest that it be put

in the form of a motion, but we can save some time if there is no objection

to these recommendations by acting upon them in this manner.

Chairman Dalstrom :—I wish to call attention to the fact that under

date of February 12 a Supplemental Report was issued by this Committee,

and this Supplemental Report deals exclusively with the General Specifica-

tions for Steel Railway Bridges.

The next article in Bulletin 252 in the Committee's report is Article

74, which is superseded by Article 74 in the Supplemental Report, which

reads as follows

:

"Abutting joints in compression members faced for bearing shall have

component parts spliced. The gross area of the splice material shall be

not less than 50 per cent of the gross area of the smaller member. In de-

termining the number of rivets in compression splices, the stress in the

splice material shall be taken as 15,000 lb. per sq. in. of gross area.
"

(Chairman Dalstrom then presented the remainder of the Supple-

mental Report, embracing changes in Articles 21, 22, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 38,

43, 49, 109; also 213 in original report, all of which were accepted.)

Chairman Dalstrom:—Referring to subject No. 2 in the report, the

Committee now recommends that the General Specifications for the Erec-

tion of Steel Railway Bridges be adopted and printed in the Manual,

and I so move on behalf of the Committee.

(Motion seconded and carried.)

Chairman Dalstrom:—The next subject is No. 3, "Classification of

Bridges." This is submitted for information.

The President:—If there is no objection, it is so ordered.

Chairman Dalstrom:—The next subject, "Specifications for Turn-

tables and Turntable Pits," is submitted for information.

The President:—If there is no objection, that subject will be re-

ceived as information.

Chairman Dalstrom:—The next subject is No. 5, "Specifications for

Steel Highway Bridges." This is submitted as information.

The President:—If there is no objection, they will be so received

and accepted.

Chairman Dalstrom :—On page 145 reference is made to subjects

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. These are submitted merely as progress reports

with the recommendation that the subjects be continued. The Com-
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mittee was fully occupied with the other subjects, and while it made
oOme progress, particularly on subjects 6, 7, and 9, there was no special

report to make on these subjects.

The President:—If there is no objection, this matter will be re-

ceived as a progress report.

I suggest during the coming year that the membership study these

specifications carefully.

In excusing the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures, I want

to convey to it the sincere thanks of the Association for the very valuable

work it has done and is doing for the Association.

DISCUSSION ON WATER SERVICE

(For Report, see pp. 203-233)

(Air. A. F. Dorley, chairman (Missouri Pacific), outlined the subjects

assigned to the Committee.)

The first subject, "Revision of the Manual," is covered by report

appearing on page 205. These changes involve merely changes in diction

of definitions—no change in principle or recommended practice being

involved.

The second subject, "Drinking Water Supply on Trains and Premises

of Railways," has been in the hands of the Committee for a number

of years with instructions from the Board of Direction to keep in touch

with regulations of Federal health authorities as well as health authori-

ties of the various states, and keep this Association fully informed.

The subject has been in the hands of a sub-committee of which Dr. S. C.

Beach is chairman. Dr. Beach will present the report.

Dr. S. C. Beach (Illinois Central) :—I will call your attention to

the printed matter on page 206, which very briefly and pointedly calls

attention to the progress made in the past two years to the matter of

regulations, federal, state and municipal, on drinking water as used on

railway lines and in the stations of the railways.

(Dr. Beach then read the matter under "Appendix B.")

The President:—If there is no objection, this Appendix B will be

received as information.

The next section of the report is Appendix C, "Specifications for

Contracting Water Service Work." This report has been in the hands

of Mr. E. H. Olson.

Mr. E. H. Olson (Santa Fe) :—Our idea in getting up the specifica-

tions is somewhat in this order : First, general specifications governing

all the facilities, such as buildings, pipe lines, tanks, etc., and then fol-

lowing with detail specifications for each one of these facilities. It

will be noted that in many sub-headings reference has only been made
to the Manual, principally because there were existing specifications in
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the Manual which would answer the purpose. I will not read them but

suggest that they be received as information.

Chairman Dorley:—It is the intention to have this subject referred

back to the Committee with the view to having all these specifications in

a form acceptable to the Association for insertion in the Manual.

The next subject is No. 4, "Pitting and corrosion of boiler tubes

and sheets." This subject has been in the hands of a Sub-Committee,

of which Dr. M. E. McDonnell, of the Pennsylvania, is chairman. Dr.

McDonnell, I believe, is not present. The progress report will be found

on page 219. Investigations have been made for the purpose of finding

some corrective measures to overcome the troublesome condition of

pitting and corrosion in locomotive boilers. The problem is difficult, as

it is hard to determine with definiteness what actually takes place on the

inside of a boiler in operation, but the Committee is making progress

and recommends that this matter be reported back for additional study

and later report.

Before this subject can be closed out, it will be necessary to secure

the co-operation of the Mechanical Division of the American Railway

Association, as the Board of Direction was notified some time ago, for

the reason that, the further along we get in this study, the more we
are convinced that matters of design and shop practice enter largely

into this question of corrosion and pitting. Appendix D is offered as

information and as a progress report on this subject.

The President:—In the absence of objection, it is so received.

Chairman Dorley:—Subject No. 5, ''Use of oil engines in railway

pumping stations," is considered timely and valuable on account of the

advent of the oil engine into very general use on American railways,

and I will ask Mr. E. M'. Grime, chairman of the Sub-Committee on this

subject, to present the report.

(Mr. Grime presented a general abstract of Appendix E.)

The President :—This report in Appendix E will be received as

information.

Chairman Dorley :—The next item is No. 6, "Value of water treat-

ment," and a progress report will be found on page 222. One of the

problems which confront the water engineer is to justify water treatment

on the basis that the returns are large on the money invested in plant,

operation and chemicals. Dr. C. H. Koyl, chairman of the Sub-Com-

mittee, will present this part of the report.

Mr." C. H. Koyl (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :—The term

"water treatment," as understood by this Sub-Committee, refers to the

treatment of water for locomotive boilers. It does not include treatment

of water for drinking purposes.

The object of water treatment for boilers is to take out of the water

various ingredients which make it unsuitable for boiler use; and it is

evident that the value of water treatment in any particular case will

depend on the character and amount of the injurious materials in the

water, and which are taken out. If in one district the water is twice
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as harmful as in another, then in the first district the value -of water

treatment will be twice as great as in the second.

It is apparent also that on any engine district the value of water

treatment depends on the amount of water used, on the number of

different engines using it, and on other conditions; so that a deter-

mination of the value of water treatment is really a determination of

the damage done by the water untreated.

It will require some time to gather from different parts of the

country authentic data of the cost in boiler repairs, in extra coal, in

time lost by the engine, and in delays to the transportation service, from

the enforced use of unsuitable boiler water of various degrees and kinds

of impurity ; but we know now that the damage increases very much faster

than in arithmetical ratio with the amount of impurity, and that heretofore

the money value of the delays to service have been much underestimated.

In the end, we hope to be able to present a statement of the damage
due to bad water, and therefore of the value of water treatment, in terms

of the harmful ingredients, in grains per gallon, and with such demon-

stration of the different kinds of damage as will enable us to reduce

it to a basis of ton-mile traffic.

Chairman Dorley :—The next subject is "Standard methods of water

analyses and interpretation of results," which will be found in Appendix

G. Mr. R. C. Bardwell is the chairman of the Sub-Committee and will

present the report.

Mr. R. C. Bardwell (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—The progress report of

the Sub-Committee on "Standard Methods of Water Analyses and In-

terpretation of Results," is given in Appendix G, pages 223 to 226 in-

clusive, Bulletin No. 252.

The purpose of a boiler water analysis is to enable the person in

charge to visualize the relative amounts of harmful ingredients and

to be able to determine the length of time which will elapse before the

effects become serious in locomotive boiler operation. With this in mind,

the economical aspects can be calculated. By standardization of the

method for reporting the constituents as found in line with the normal

and long accepted practice, it is expected that results will at least be

comparable and a satisfactory understanding will be more readily

attained.

You will note that a recommended practice is given for hypothetical

combinations and also for reporting in grains per gallon and pounds per

1,000 gallons.

Of the three classes of analyses, recommendations are given for the

rapid laboratory methods and for the complete and full laboratory

analysis, but the Committee could not agree on the best practice for field

survey and tests. It is hoped during the coming year, if the Board of

Direction sees fit to reassign this subject to the Committee, that definite

and final recommendations can be made for inclusion in the Manual of

Recommended Practice.

The President :—This report will be received as information.
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Chairman Dorley:—The next subject is found in Appendix H,

"Relative merits of cast iron, steel, wood and other materials for pipe

lines." This will be presented by Mr. C. R. Knowles.

Mr. C. R. Knowles ((Illinois Central):—In preparing this report,

the Committee has given consideration to the various materials entering

into the construction of pipe lines and particularly those commonly used

in boiler water service.

(Mr. Knowles then abstracted the matter beginning on page 226,

and added)

:

The Committee realizes that there are other classes and kinds of

pipe used for certain services that will undoubtedly continue to be used

to a greater or lesser extent in the future, but it is impossible to classify

all of the different kinds of pipe and service. The recommendations as

given are representative of the best of current practice. The prices of

pipe as given are not intended to represent the present cost of pipe but

are merely given to show the comparative cost of the various kinds and

classes of pipe.

The President:—This portion of the report will be received as in-

formation.

Chairman Dorley:—I wish to return for a moment to Appendix A,

revision of the Manual, and I move that changes in the diction of the

definitions shown on page 205 be adopted.

(Motion duly seconded and carried.)

The President :—In excusing the Committee, I wish to extend to it

the hearty thanks of the members for the very fine report which has

been presented.

DISCUSSION ON TIES

(For Report, see pp. 235-257)

Mr. W. A. Clark (Duluth & Iron Range) :—The Tie Committee

wishes to make use of the opportunity to express its gratification at the

increasing use of the American Railway Engineering Association Tie

Specification, and to urge the members of the Association to use their

influence to still further extend its use.

The report on Substitute Ties is in two parts, found in Appendix A
and Appendix B. I will ask Mr. Riegler, chairman of the Sub-Committee,

to present the report.

(Mr. L. J. Riegler, chairman (Pennsylvania), outlined the report

relating to revision of the Manual in Appendices A and B, pages 236

and 248.)

Chairman Clark :—I move that this Appendix be approved for inser-

tion in the Manual.

(Motion duly seconded and carried.)
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Chairman Clark :—The report of the Sub-Committee on care of ties

after distribution will be presented by Mr. Foley, chairman of the Sub-

Committee.

(Mr. John Foley (Pennsylvania) then submitted the report of the

Sub-Committee.)

Chairman Clark :— 1 move that the recommendation contained in Ap-

pendix C, relating to care of ties, be approved for publication in the

Manual.

(Motion duly seconded and carried.)

Chairman Clark:—Subject No. 4, "Installing and keeping record

of test sections," will be covered by Mr. G. P. Palmer, chairman of that

Sub-Committee.

(The report on "Installing and keeping records of test sections with

reference to service life on ties," was presented by Mr. G. P. Palmer, of

the Baltimore & Ohio).

Chairman Clark :— I move that the conclusions contained in Ap-
pendix D relative to test sections be approved for publication in the

Manual.

(Motion duly seconded and carried).

The President :—That completes the report of the Committee on Ties,

and it is excused with the thanks of the Association.

D'T, ! :

DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
LOCATION

(For Report, see pp. 259-262)

(The report of the Committee on Railway Location was outlined

by Prof. Edward C. Schmidt, chairman.)

Chairman Schmidt (University of Illinois) :—The report of the Sub-

Committee on Revision of the Manual will be outlined by Mr. Willard

Beahan (New York Central.)

(The report of the Sub-Committee on Revision of the Manual was

submitted by Mr. Willard Beahan, chairman.)

The President:—If there are no objections, the changes and addi-

tions contained in report of this Sub-Committee will be accepted.

This completes the report of the Committee on Economics of Rail-

way Location, and the Committee is excused with the thanks of the As-

sociation.
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DISCUSSION ON THE ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
LABOR

(For Report, see pp. 263-293.)

(Mr. Charles S. Churchill, Past-President, in the Chair.)

(In the absence of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman, the report of the

Committee on Economics of Railway Labor was presented by Mr. C. C.

Cook, Acting Chairman.)

Acting Chairman Cook (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The Committee this

year was requested to continue the subjects outlined in the report. I sup-

pose the members have all had an opportunity to go through this report,

and I will not attempt to quote from it. You will observe that on the

first subject, which is covered in Appendix A, we state that the conclu-

sions that were reached last year still stand and that there has nothing

developed during the year that would require making any change in those

conclusions. The only distinct suggestion we had to add this year is repre-

sented in the second paragraph of Appendix A on page 264, which refers

to the advancement in the industrial and manufacturing fields in the

development of methods for obtaining, caring for and retaining labor.

I want to say that within the Committee there has been some dissen-

sion as to just how we should proceed on that point. Some of the mem-
bers feel that we have covered the subject of obtaining and retaining rail-

way labor by the general recommendations that were made last year. Other

members are of the opinion that by investigation of some of the outside

industries which have adopted definite plans for obtaining and holding

their labor, we might be able to present something that would be of value

to the railroads. On that subject we would be very glad to hear from any

one on the floor of the convention ; in fact, we rather invite discussion on

the subject in an effort to clear up the point for the Committee.

Past-President Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—The Committee

would be very glad to have a discussion of this subject in the hope that a

number of the members present will have some good suggestions to make.

The point the Committee makes is whether they shall go outside to obtain

information—a question on which they differ among themselves. What is

the suggestion of the members here? Shall they go out and make some

investigation as to how other industries retain their labor or are there

some methods that the members present have to suggest on the subject?

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Baltimore & Ohio) -.—This is such an important

subject that it seems to me the Committee should leave nothing undone to

obtain all the possible information and place it at the disposal of the rail-

roads. Personally, I believe that the Committee should obtain information

from outside sources where it is available.

Mr. E. R. Lewis (Michigan Central) :—As for myself, I think there

is nowhere to go but outside. We know how the railroads get their labor

and we know they get it just as they can. I do not see how we can go

any farther with the subject or do any good for the Association unless we
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go outside and see how other people secure and retain their labor. I am
sure there are some very good points to be gained from such an investiga-

tion, and I think we ought to take all steps necessary with that in view.

Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—The Committee has been

by no means unanimous as to the methods of investigation, some feeling

that because of the restrictive conditions imposed upon the national

transportation agency as a whole, railroads must necessarily occupy a

special and peculiar field in maintenance and upkeep, and, consequently,

no useful purpose will be obtained in making investigations and report?

which are beyond the possibility of application ; others feel that the

manufacture and sale of transportation is in nowise different in principle

from the manufacture and sale of any other commodity, and that there

must be a direct relation between the essential factors contained in their

production and those of other lines of industry.

For example, some feel that because of restrictive regulations and

imperfect knowledge on the part of lawmakers, which apparently can not

be corrected, and because railroads cannot earn but little in excess of

enough to enable them to meet their obligations— actual and imposed

—

and in addition provide for operating reserves against which they can

draw in lean periods, they are in no position to take advantage of off-

season or other favorable situations which would permit them to perform

work requiring labor and the materials incident thereto at times when the

demands are low in agriculture and other forms of industry, and further

that because the law requires that the results of their operations be

stated in certain ways which the public does not easily understand and
in a manner not readily comparable with statements of a similar char-

acter which are issued by industries, they cannot hope to compete with

these industries on the same terms of efficiency and progress.

On the other hand, there are some who feel that it is the duty of

the Committee on Economics of Railway Labor to develop and report

to the convention any facts that would permit these comparisons to be

known and easily understood, with perhaps the reasons therefor, and
that such information would be of value to the Association.

This is stated merely in order that the convention may know these

differences of opinion exist and that it would be quite helpful to the

Committee if members of the convention would give their views on the

subject.

Mr. J. A. Stocker (New York Central) :—I think we sometimes fail

to realize the importance of the work of this Committee. Of all of our
present committees, this one Committee deals with matters that affect about
fifty per cent of our expenditures. We are now talking about obtaining

and retaining labor. Then we discharge all of the labor and wonder why
we do not retain it. I think this question of economics of railway labor

is indeed a very weighty one, and I think the Committee ought to go into

it thoroughly from every angle and get everybody's views, and I believe

every member of this Association ought to give this subject considerably

more thought than we have been giving it. I think we have been lax in
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our treatment of this subject. We have all sidestepped it more or less all

the time and the time has come when we have got to take some real

definite step forward.

Mr. Maurice Coburn (Pennsylvania System) :—It seems to me that

the whole work of the Committee for next year is one of the most

important things in this year's report. I have been interested in the work

of this Committee for a good while and have watched it very closely. I

have been interested in some of the things that some of the other industries

are doing. I have had the privilege of talking with some of the officers

of some of the companies who are conspicuously successful with the

handling of their men and I feel there is a need on most railroads of a

different attitude and an enlarged viewpoint in this connection. If this

Committee can find out some of the things these other industries are

doing, some of which I happen to know about, I feel the information

obtained would be of wonderful value to all of us. If we have the right

understanding of the fundamentals of handling men and are raising good

men, a great many of our other troubles are going to disappear.

Past-President Churchill :—Mr. Campbell, have you anything to say

on the subject?

Mr. J. L. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—We do not have

very much of a labor problem on our railroad. As you perhaps all know,

it is Mexican labor that we deal with chiefly. Our road lies along the

Mexican border for a good part of the way and we have there what we
call the native Mexican, a citizen of the United States, who lives north of

the Rio Grande and the international line. Then we have a reservoir of

labor in Mexico from which we draw very easily and we can secure all

the labor that we require. We have, in recent years, begun to provide

good quarters, good buildings for our common railway labor, and we have

taken very good care of them. As a rule, they appear to be well satisfied

and we are getting along, altogether, very comfortably as far as common
railway labor is concerned.

As to the other types of labor, we are having no special trouble with

that. We provide good buildings for them all along the line. We do not

have a large organization devoted to the procuring of labor, as that is not

necessary. The means which I have indicated seem to hold our labor

very well.

Mr. Willard Beahan (New York Central) :—I want to make this an

experience meeting, in connection with my work on the New York Central

System west of Buffalo. The second year of the great war, before we got

into it, the Chief Engineer sent for me and said, "I have this problem

confronting me. We are now 500 men short on our lines on the work

east of Cleveland only and I have been told that we must remain short

all the season. You know, that won't do. We have got sections where

we only have the foreman and a trackwalker, and yet we have trains run-

ning over those tracks at the rate of 100 miles an hour every day. I want

you to drop your other work—as I am a staff officer—and answer for me

as soon as you can these two questions : First, why can't I get 500 men
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on the track this year as in other years? Second, what must I do to get

those men at once? Let me know as soon as you can what you think

about it."

In a few days I went back and said, "In answer to your first question,

the reason you can't get those 500 men is because they do not exist on this

continent. A lot of them went back to fight last year, a great many of

them because they had to and some of them because they wanted to. These

men do not exist and you are running your head up against a stone wall

in attempting to locate them."

He said, "That is illuminating but it is not encouraging." Of course,

we had been working Italians, Roumanians, and everybody we could get.

I said to him, "In answer to the second question as to what you

must do to get 500 men at once, in order to get 500 men immediately

you must go where there is a surplus of men. You have been bucking

the industries here. You have raised the pay of the men and the

industries have raised their pay and they are taking men away from

you to manufacture goods for you to haul. You are in the trans-

portation business. You are fighting these people here, and the men
are not here anyway. It is your job to bring men in, as you are in the

transportation business."

That seemed to strike a responsive chord in Mr. Cleveland, our

Chief Engineer. I continued : "Men are surplus today in this country

in two sections, one on the Pacific Coast—times were bad out there, if

you remember, and there are plenty of men there, white men, but it

is so far away and five days' travel is necessary in order to bring them
here and by the time you get back to Cleveland there will be no men
left. They would all have dribbled out on the way. You can't get

them from that source. It is impracticable on account of the distance.

In the second place, men are surplus at and below the Ohio river, in

the cotton belt, but these men who work on public works in the South
are negroes and you never had a black man on your force. You have

got to have men who know how to handle the black men. That is as

important as securing the labor itself."

In a few days he sent for me and he said : "We will take the

negroes. You go and get them." Well, I had been in the South, as

he had, and was conversant with conditions there. I selected a man who
had been in the South a good deal and who had handled negroes a

good deal and we went down to Cairo and Louisville. I hand picked a

coach load of negroes and brought them to Cleveland, having told our

people in advance—and this is the lesson I want some of you to get

—

"A negro is not an Italian with a black skin on him. Your Supervisors

and foremen must know that. You can't pay the negro and let him
board himself as you do the Italian. With the negro, you must put men
over him who talk 'United States.' They may have a Southern accent

but they must talk English, without any foreign accent or the negroes

will not work."
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To make my story short, we brought them up. Of course, I got a

lot of advice on the subject from various men, the same as you would
get from your men. "You want to bring up some good 'crap shooters'

with them and bring some black women with them, lock the doors of

your coach," and that sort of thing. Of course, that is perfectly idiotic.

That is just the thing not to do.

In advance of our coming, the Supervisors were told to provide a

good meal for these men so that when they arrived they could sit right

down and eat a good hearty meal, after which the Supervisors could

take them out right after dinner and put them to work. One of our

Supervisors was an Irishman and he did not love the negroes. I am
not casting any rocks at the Irish, because I am an Irishman myself.

I had expected him to come in most any time and complain about the

negroes and he finally did come in and I knew he was going to make
some complaint or other, and I waited for him to start the ball rolling.

He said, "Mr. Beahan, those are real good boys you brought." "George,

I am glad they suit you." "Yes, I did just as you said. I took them
out to give them a good big dinner and said for them to now sit down
at the table and eat a good dinner and then we would go out and
start some work. I noticed that none of them commenced to eat and

finally one of the younger fellows leaned over to an older negro and
asked him to say the blessing, and I knew right then they were good men."

Before the close of the season we brought up 1,500 in all. We
added to our forces from time to time and were accused by various

parties of colonizing negroes. It was asserted that the Republicans were

colonizing negroes in Cleveland, that the matter should be investigated and

that legal steps should be taken to prevent such a thing coming to pass.

Of course, it so happened that I am a Democrat and have been for three

generations, and I wanted them to investigate.

After the close of the season I went to the Chief Engineer, Mr.

Cleveland, and said, "What do you think about the negro help?" "Well,

I have several thoughts, but. I don't know what in hell we would have

ever done without them."

This is the thought I want to leave with you gentlemen : You
have got to take the help that you have got. That is your job and

mine. You may not like Mexicans. You may not like negroes. They
are here, and we cannot choose. If you work Mexicans, you must work
them like Mexicans are working, and you, have got to work negroes in

the same way. You have got to study the problem confronting you. The
labor problem is one of the principal questions before us today and it is

up to the engineers to solve it or fall down.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Baltimore & Ohio) :—There is one thought in con-

nection with this problem which I wish to bring out, and that is this. When
we go through a period of stagnation in industry into a period of

activity in industry, as labor becomes scarce, efficiency falls off. We
all know that in the latter part of 1920, this was brought forcibly to our

attention. I was told that a big industry, an automobile industry, was
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getting out around 4,000 machines with a big lot of men. About a year

later, they were getting out more machines with less than two-thirds of

the number of men employed.

This is a problem that has to be coped with in this labor situation.

We must try to keep the efficiency up so that we can do with a given

number of men the work they ought to perform. Unfortunately, when the

industries start to bid against each other, efficiency drops. You pay more

and you get less.

There is no question that there are times when we have to lay off

labor. We have to get rid of men because we no longer have the money
to pay them. That is a situation that is not peculiar to the railroads. It

applies to all industries, and the fact that we have trouble with our

labor is not caused by having to lay them off from time to time. The
situation is exactly parallel and is to be met with in other industries, as

well as in the railroad problem and in that respect the railroad is no
different from the other industries.

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride (Southern Pacific) :—I came in a little late

and did not hear the discussion. Possibly our problem in the West may
be easier, during the past two years at least, than the problems of the

Eastern roads. We draw on the Mexican labor, and we have no particular

trouble in getting an adequate supply. That condition is gradually chang-

ing a little bit. As we move the Mexicans to the northern part of Cali-

fornia and to the central part of California, we find that other industries

begin to take him. That is a problem that the railroad engineer has to

face. The moment you Americanize men, so-called, you make them for

the other industries and these other industries will pay these men what-
ever wage they feel justified in paying.

The evolution of labor on the Pacific Coast, as I recall it, has

passed through the Irishman, the Italian, the Japanese, and in the early

days the Chinaman. We never had very much to do with the Hindu, as

we never found him a satisfactory laborer. The Jap has left us. I

should have said we stood strongly for or depended strongly on the Greek
for a number of years, but he has gone into the coffee-house business and
engaged in other pursuits. We have a few old faithful Chinamen left,

and we have a few Japanese, but our main standby is Mexican labor,

which we look upon as being very satisfactory.

It is remarkable to see and note the evolution which takes place in

these Mexicans when they are brought across the border, particularly

on the part of the children. They are dirty and unkempt when they

come across and very shortly after we take hold of them the improvement

in the children is remarkable. The Southern Pacific Company tries to

educate them. We maintain schools. We maintain the best living

facilities that we can and we put up our very best bunk houses for the

Mexicans, namely, concrete or tile buildings, that are fireproof. In a

good many locations, frame structures are used.

I think that is the keynote of the labor situation, to provide com-
fortable living quarters and try to educate these people to a better plane
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of living. We look upon them with a good deal of hope as a source from

which to get section foremen.

The Italian, with us, is a good workman. In our tunnel work we

depend entirely on the Italian and the Austrian, and we have no difficulty

in securing and retaining men for that purpose.

In Oregon we have a situation at the present time which is quite

remarkable. We depend on white labor and we are able to secure white

labor. The boys from the farms and other laborers come to us in certain

seasons of the year, and we try to regulate our work so as to take

advantage of that labor. The Northwestern territory provides a good

supply of labor, represented by woodsmen, men who work in the lumber

camps and, strange to say, while there is a great demand in the lumber

business for labor, we are able to supply our wants to a large extent

from that source.

The situation as to the attitude of railroad .officials to their laborers

is important. There are a good many of the old-time men, straw bosses,

who are possessed with the idea of bossing labor with a pick handle,

knocking them out. That does not seem to go any more. Even the

Mexicans very shortly get so they dislike that. It may be a custom to

treat them rough across the border, but the moment a Mexican realizes

he is in America, he expects different treatment and I feel in the long

run that the railroad men must realize that the old attitude has passed

away and should be a thing of the past.

This subject, the economics of railroad labor, is a very important

one, and we certainly must give it the attention that it deserves. I

might pass on to the question of better class of labor for bridge-building

and construction gangs. I think there is going to be a shortage of that

kind of labor in connection with the immense building activities in the

United States, particularly, as far as I know, on the Pacific Coast. It

means the payment of enormous wages to any kind of a mechanic and

the railroads will not be able to meet those wages. However, the rail-

roads do have something to offer that kind of a mechanic other than high

wages, such as permanent employment, the benefit of hospital treat-

ment, passes, and favors of that kind. I think that should be borne in

mind in connection with the consideration of this problem that you can

get men, intelligent men, you can get white men, you can get expert

mechanics to work for a railroad at a less wage than they would expect

from a private industry and, right in connection with that, there is this

problem, that, while a mechanic, such as a brick mason or a plasterer,

for instance, might be able to get fifteen or seventeen dollars a day, he

is constantly going from one job to another, and when you add up the

idle days in the period of a year, his seventeen dollars a day wage
undoubtedly is greatly reduced. I have discussed that matter with a

number of men and have developed a personal attitude in connection

with it. I think it would be well to encourage those lines of action, offering

favors, passes, and so forth, so as to get men to stay with you, once they

have been taken into the service of your road.
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Mr. A. S. Buttervvorth (Muscle Shoals, Birmingham & Pensacola) :—

I

feel that the Committee should by all means go outside for their informa-

tion with reference to obtaining and retaining railway labor. In the section

of the country from which I come, the rate of pay in other industries

is less than the wage we pay on the railroads. Even though we give

laborers better places to live in and even though we pay them higher

wages the conditions under which they can hold those men are in a great

many cases absolutely at variance with the practice which we have

recommended as railway men. I believe that the Committee can get

many good ideas if they will handle the situation somewhat similar

to the way it is done in the logging and lumber industries in the country.

Acting Chairman Cook :—The Chairman has turned over to the cubs

of this Committee the job of presenting this report. I am glad to know
that we are imbued with the spirit of the convention as expressed here,

in that we too feel that the Committee should find out just what definite

features are being used by outside industries in their solution of this

subject. We have learned of certain methods used by various companies

as given in reports made by those connected with their work, and if there

is any virtue in the personnel work, hospitalization, housing, welfare,

endowment insurance, profit sharing, stock acquirement and features of

that character, we want to know definitely where they apply and just

what the results are ; we are glad to know that the convention agrees

with us.

In this first subject we have made abstracts from the book of Mr.

Loree, recently published, in which many of these features that we have

been discussing are referred to, and treated in the most admirable way;

they are presented here as a matter of information ; I move that they

be accepted as information.

The President :—You have heard the motion that this book referred

to be received as information. Is there any discussion? Those in favor

please say aye. Contrary no. The motion is carried.

Acting Chairman Cook:—Subject No. 2, refers to standard methods

for performing maintenance of way work for purpose of establishing units

of measure of work performed. The Committee last year made a report

and a final report on a method of definitely following up this study.

The conclusions of that report last year, I would like to read. It is all

plainly therein outlined.

(Mr. Cook quoted from the report, page 290.)

Acting Chairman Cook :—The Committee thoroughly believes in the

statement and every word of it, artd it believes that it is the solution

of this problem. The discussion on railway labor economics generally

veers around to the fact that what we want is efficiency from the gang;

the discussion is usually very general and does not get down to the

fundamentals. Last year this report brought out the theory, outlined

the forms and established the methods of getting to the fundamentals

of this problem, which was by studying what each man or each gang

could do and did do, and in putting that information in available form
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for the benefit of the Supervisor or Division Engineer, or any other

officer of the railroad who wanted to look at it. If they are interested

in th° efficiency of their gangs, they will want to look at it. There

is a well defined method of accompanying such results in last year's

report. So that this year the Committee simply refers again to that

report.

I would like to ask Mr. Ford to supplement the statement on that

subject.

Mr. R. H. Ford :—This has been considered by the Committee for

several years, and the differences of opinion, views, etc., among the

members had to be developed and ultimately reconciled, but this was

finally accomplished, and the Committee unanimously agreed upon its

report. However, on account of the far-reaching importance of the sub-

ject, it was believed that it would be better to report it as information,

thus getting it before the Association in order that the subject-matter

might lay over for a year and give the membership opportunity to de-

velop anything concerning practical application, because it is essentially

scientific in irs application for economies in railway maintenance. Noth-

ing was developed, and the report was recommended by the Committee

and adopted by the convention the following year, and is now in the

Manual as recommended practice, but as far as the Committee has been

able to learn, very little application has thus far been made, and noth-

ing of moment will be gained by going over it again unless some of the

roads will undertake during the year to put the methods into practice,

or, if not possible in its entirety, at least for some of the essential

features, on one division or section or other part of their lines, in which

case the Committee would be glad to be advised of the results of their

conclusions in order that they may be given to the Association.

Past-President Churchill:—Mr. Ford has referred to a question

that was presented yesterday. You adopted that; sell it; make use of it.

You adopted it last year. Will you make use of it during this coming

year? That is the question that is up to you. I sincerely hope and I am
sure the Directors hope that you will take this report and make use of

it through the coming year.

Acting Chairman Cook :—Now, those studies are really minor parts

of the plans adopted last year, which Mr. Ford has just discussed.

This work would really follow the application of the plan adopted last

year. We asked for reports on the two operations, renewing rail and

renewing cross-ties, in a letter sent to the chief maintenance or engin-

eering officers, under date of February 20, 1923, which letter is a copy

of the matter appearing on pages 290, 291 and 292.

The purpose of getting that information is to see what the different

methods are on the various railroads, that is, the best methods on the

various railroads. The Committee felt if they had this information

they might sit down and make a comparison of the best methods and

probably come in with a recommendation as to one or more best methods

of doing these particular items of work, but it will be quite evident
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that this is a very intricate job and the only way they could possibly do

it would be to have the information come in on a uniform form ; we
have therefore specified the exact form in which we would like to have

that information. Now, if you sent it in as cost data, lumping it as one

item, for instance, cost of ballasting so much per foot, that might be

interesting, but it will not be very useful. You have got to describe the

exact kind of ballast you are handling and definitely follow the descriptions

given by this report and by this letter. We hope you will co-operate on

that, because the Committee is rather willing to work and we will need

the help of the Association. As stated before, these studies are supple-

mentary to the main object which is to have you apply the report of last

year, as Mr. Ford has requested.

I move you, Mr. Chairman, that the Subject No. 2 be accepted and

printed in the Proceedings.

The President:—The motion is made that Subject No. 2 be accepted

for printing in the Proceedings. Those in favor signify by saying aye,

contrary no. The motion is carried.

If there is nothing further, the Committee is excused with the thanks

of the convention for its very good work.

DISCUSSION ON STRESSES IN RAILROAD TRACK
(For Report, see pp. 295-450)

(The Chairman, Professor Talbot, outlined parts of the report of the

Committee, called attention to various statements and conclusions, and

read extracts to bring out the meaning of the results. He stated that

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe System had recently provided strem-

matographs for its own use and had been making tests to find the effect

of varying the flanging of the drivers, and thus had secured information

of value to the railroad. He cited the use of the stremmatographs by

a railroad as representing a practice which it is hoped many railroads

will take up in the future.)

Mr. B. R. Le'ffler (New York Central) :—On page 356 and at the bot-

tom of page 357 the Committee reports that it finds a lateral bending

moment as high as 14 per cent of the vertical bending moments. It seems

to me that this is important in considering the distribution of the pressure

between the base of the rail and the top of the tie. In other words, 14 per

cent I would interpret as a measure of lateral force applied at the top

of the rail. This lateral force, combined with the vertical wheel load,

must give a diagonal resultant force, and I think that therein lies the

explanation of why trackmen have found for years that on a straight

piece of track the outer edge of the rail cuts into the tie. Now, when

it is considered that the inner two-thirds of the rail head receives the
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vertical load you can easily see that the rail is eccentrically loaded, as far

as the vertical load is concerned, and that this lateral force is of such

importance as to overcome that eccentricity, and cause the cutting to

occur on the outer edge of the rail. I think that is one important

practical consideration to be drawn from these experiments.

I would like to ask a question to bring out some points. Was the

greater stress always found— I am referring now to a straight track

—

en the outer edge of the rail, or was it found there in the majority of

cases ?

Prof. A. N. Talbot (Univ. of Illinois) :—Sometimes the greater stress

was found at. the inside edge, but more generally it occurred at the outside

edge. It may be due partly to a condition of the track, but for the same

spot it evidently varies according to the condition of the wheel and the

way the locomotive strikes the particular point in the track.

Reference was made on pages 352 to 357 to the ratio between the

stress at the outside edge of the rail and the mean stress in base of rail,

a ratio which does measure or indicate the lateral bending. So far as I

can see, it is proper to use this ratio of stresses as an indication of the

lateral pressure that Mr. Leffler refers to, although, of course, we do

not know what the lateral supports are, but assuming that they act the

same as the vertical supports and that the elasticity is the same laterally

as vertically, we could compare the lateral and vertical pressures by com-

paring the stresses or ratios, at the same time taking into account the

section moduli of the rail in the two directions. By this method a fair

estimate of the lateral pressures may be expected.

In all of these tests named the average for all the wheels, and all the

observations gave a ratio of stress at outer edge to mean stress with a

value of 1.06.

The rato 1.06 is an average of all the observations of all the wheels

of most of the locomotives in the tests of straight track. The average

ratio for the different drivers varied from 0.93 to 1.33, and the variation

from this average was something like 0.40 on either side, so that the

wheel that averaged 0.93 would vary from 0.53 to 1.33 and the one with

1.33 would vary from 0.93 to 1.73. These figures are given as a rough

illustration. It seems to follow, then, that although generally this lateral

pressure is outward, so that the tendency of the rail is to tip out, as has

been experienced by trackmen for years with upright rails, yet there is

the inward tendency, and there is a great variation in the pressures.

Mr. O. E. Selby (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis).—It

occurs to me there are some conclusions that might be drawn from these

results with reference to the question of canting the rail. That has been

quite actively discussed recently, and there are advocates of canting the

rail various amounts from 1 in 20 and 1 in 40. If it is a fact there is a
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lateral component of 14 per cent on the rail, that means a departure from

the vertical of 1 in 7 for the resultant of the vertical and Jateral forces,

and if the rail were canted to the amount of 1 in 7, this resultant would

be normal to the base of the rail, and presumably the stresses in the

inner and outer edges of the rail base would be the same.

Prof. Talbot says that the general average of all stresses in the

outer edge of the base of the rail is from 6 to 10 per cent greater than

the average stress in the center. Of course, I am not advocating canting

the rail 1 in 7, or anything like that, but it occurs to me that the purpose

would be served of getting the stresses in the base of the rail equal and

getting the base of the rail normal to the resultant stress by canting the

rail some amount less than 1 in 7.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

have been very much interested in the remarks of Mr. LefBer about lateral

pressure in rails. I have no doubt that a number of the members present

have encountered the phenomenon of locomotives nosing on tangents.

My experience has been that such is the case and I am inclined to believe

that many of the roads have encountered it, through the fact they tie

plate their tangents as we do. When the tendency of the rail to spread is

confined by means of tie plates on the tangents, then the stresses which are

produced by this nosing tend to move the cross-ties and the force acting

against this tendency is, of course, the friction of the ballast on the

bottom and the sides, and the amount of ballast that is put at the ends of

the cross-ties. I think when engines run at very high speed, and

especially when the lateral play in the hubs has been permitted to go to

the limits that are permitted by the Interstate Commerce regulations, this

nosing is more and more observable, and the effects on the track are very

much greater.

We have had instances where track has been knocked out of line on

tangents, which was fully shouldered and tie-plated, and I wonder whether

the Committee feels that the report of the stresses per square inch in the

base of the rail was a sufficient measure of the tendency to move the

track out of line in the manner that I have described.

It has occurred to me that perhaps some lessons of value might be

obtained by a study somewhat along the lines of those that were instituted

some years ago by Mr. Gibbs of the Pennsylvania Railroad, where he

was endeavoring to determine the relative lateral effect of electric locomo-

tives of different design having their centers of gravity at different

heights. He equipped a series of cross-ties with clamps, which were

fastened to the ties, and supported the outside of the rail at the head,

interposing copper strips between the head of the rail and the clamps.

Steel balls were inserted between the head of the rail and the copper

strips, and by the depth of the indentation produced by the lateral force
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in the copper strips the intensity of the extreme forces was calculated.

I have not the exact data at hand, but it has appeared to me that a study

along those lines would be illuminating, and furthermore, if it would be

possible to carry the study of the lateral forces further to the point of

measuring the resistance of various kinds of ballast, which is dependent

upon the bottom and side friction, and, if shouldered, the quantity above

the ends of the ties.

Mr. J. R. Leighty (Presidents' Conference Committee) :—The limit

to the lateral pressure is the resistance of the opposite wheel to slip over

on the rail enough to let the lifted wheel drop back onto its rail.

There is no question but that rails do have that lateral pressure out-

ward more than inward, because our common experience is that the ties

are worn more under the outer edge of the rail base than under the

inner. Thin tie plates curl up and break off under the outer edge, proving

that there is more pressure on the outer edge than the inner.

I would like to suggest as cause of this lateral pressure is the shape of

the wheel flange. We all know that wheels are not inclined to run in

the direction parallel to the rail. The shape of the wheel flange is such

that any tendency to run in a direction other than parallel to the rail

causes the wheel to lift off the rail and that results in a wedging

action between the flange and the rail that has a pressure outward just

exactly the same as if you had the wheel fixed in a lateral position and

drove a wedge in between flange and rail sufficiently hard to lift the

wheel up, and the resistance to that wedging action, which results in the

lifting, is lateral resistance of the rail.

Prof. Talbot :—Replying to Mr. McDonald's suggestion, I would say

that so far as stresses in rail are concerned, it has seemed to me at least

that the lateral stresses do measure the lateral effect of the engine and

cars upon the rail, and that this is the first method to use in taking

up and studying the effect. Of course, there is more than one reason for

the side thrust. In the first place, the outward action of the wheel (as

coned or worn) is constant, and if the wheel is running with the flange

away from the rail, there is a spreading action of the track, a tendency

to push outward on the rails. The second activity is the lateral vibration

of the locomotive or truck, due to variations in track, or to the way in

which the locomotive or car is acting at the time, and that also may be

considerable. And third, we may have some nosing effect, which Mr.

McDonald has referred to, either through the action of the locomotive,

or the way the trucks are placed with reference to the frame of the car.

Now the lateral stresses measured may be the effect of all three of

these things, and the great variation indicates that sometimes one of these

causes is acting by itself, sometimes in combination with another, or

sometimes opposing another, so that great variations occur. It is, of
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course, possible that under some conditions of track and rolling stock

the lateral stresses and the corresponding lateral pressures are greater

than those measured in these tests.

We are now studying the ratios that I have referred to for different

wheels, to see if it can be found whether a locomotive is likely to be

nosing to the left side or to the right side, and whether the trouble is

more on the right side than on the left side.

I should expect that tests such as those described would give better

information for this general purpose than tests trying to determine

the pressures directly. In a test to determine the pressures directly, as

was done by the Pennsylvania Railroad, we get away from the natural

conditions of the track. We have to settle in advance how much play,

lateral motion, there may be to the rail, for the rail not only deflects down-
wardly but also laterally. If full lateral deflection is prevented, the arti-

ficial conditions prevailing will prevent securing results which would exist

under natural conditions.

Mr. John V. Hanna (Kansas City Terminal) :—I would like to ask

Prof. Talbot if the Committee made any investigation of the effect on

the rail itself of some of these very high stresses. On page 433, one of

the diagrams shows very close to 60,000 pounds.

Prof. Talbot :—In answer to Mr. Selby, the value of 1.14 was given

perhaps as a suggestive limit in getting at the proper relation of the

properties of the rail section vertically and horizontally. It was not an

average at all, but rather an extreme. As the average ratio is much less

than th!s, a canting which would correspond to the average ratio would be

small, and with canted rail we should still expect the variations in lateral

pressure, inwardly and outwardly. If the purpose in canting the rail is

to reduce the lateral bending of the rail, before we could determine just

what amount of canting should be put in, we should need to know what
the condition of the rolling stock will be.

It is a much more complicated question than has been thought.

All we did was to see if the track was severely injured. We know
what does happen on a 10 degree curve when locomotives of the kinds used

run around it. It is quite evident that in some cases the yield point of

the metal at the edge of the base of the rail as exceeded ; there is no
question about that.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the Committee is

excused with the thanks of the Association.
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DISCUSSION ON TRACK
(For Report, see pp. 451-502)

M'r. W. P. Wiltsee (Norfolk & Western) :—The report of the Com-
mittee on Track will be found in Bulletin 253, page 451. There were thir-

teen subjects assigned to the Committee on Track this year. We have

reported conclusions on several of them and progress on others. The
action recommended in each case is contained in the appendix on that

subject.

On the first subject, revision of Manual, we have two items to recom-

mend. The first one is recommended by the Sub-Committee on Frogs and

Switches, which is to insert in the Manual, the following paragraph hav-

ing reference to frog and switch plans, which is found on page 453

:

"The designs for split switches and split switch fixtures, plans Nps.

101 to 108, inclusive, and plans Nos. 201 to 204, inclusive, and also the

designs for spring rail frogs, plans Nos. 401 to 403, inclusive, should

apply in all details only to rails below 6^4 in. in height."

There are some little difficulties experienced in rails of 6 in. in height

and over, particularly in the height of holes, etc., and the Committee has

not had time to take care of those heights of rails, so they ask that this

note be inserted in the Manual in connection with frogs and switches. I,

therefore, move its adoption.

The President :—It is moved and seconded that this recommendation,

item No. 1, be inserted in the Manual. Are you ready for the question?

All in favor say "aye." Contrary, "no." The motion is carried.

Chairman Wiltsee :—In item No. 2, the Committee recommends that

plan No. 253, dated November, 1922, and entitled "Detail of Switch Stand

Target Shapes," be adopted and that Section II of Requisites for Switch

Stands, Including Rods, adopted March, 1921, be revised to refer to this

plan, to read

:

"11. Shapes and sizes of targets shall conform to plan No. 253."

There are at present in service switch stand targets of a great va-

riety of dimensions of the same shape or style, the dimensions varying

in some instances by only a small fraction of an inch, each set of dimen-

sions requiring expensive individual dies for manufacture. Plan No. 253

should result in standardizing the dimensions of styles in most common
use. This plan shows a sufficient variety of shapes and sizes to meet

various operating requirements. This plan, presented as information last

year, is now offered with some slight revisions for adoption as recom-

mended practice.

(The motion was carried.)
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Chairman Wiltsee :—The second subject is, "Resume the study and
make recommendations on classification of track." The Committee has

made some investigation of this subject, but has nothing to report this

3 ear -

_
I
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The third subject, "Make final report, if practicable, on typical plans

of turnouts, crossovers, slip switches, double crossovers and railroad cross-

ings, and prepare detail plans for such work, conferring with Committee
on Signals and Interlocking," is shown on page 454. Mr. Neubert, Chair-

man of the Sub-Committee, will give the report.

Mr. J. V. Neubert (New York Central) :—We had issued in previous

Bulletins plans for No. 8 double slip switches, and we have now conferred

with the Committee on Signals and Interlocking, and the Committee has

completed these plans. We, therefore, present these plans, Nos. 801, 802,

851 and 852, for adoption. I so move you.

Mr. John V. Hanna (Kansas City Terminal) :—Referring to Plan

No. 801, No. 8 Double Slip Switch, I would like to ask the Committee if,

in getting out these plans, they give consideration to putting in braces

along the central part of the circle rail? In the plan there does not appear

to be room to set those braces in. In our experience on the Kansas City

Terminal we found that to be a very desirable feature, and I believe I

sent the Committee a set of our plans. No doubt they have considered

that feature thoroughly, but as we found that to be a desirable and im-

portant feature, I would suggest that it be incorporated in the standard

plan, at least as an alternative. We recommend that by using a clip on the

points, that takes up but very little room, and I believe the clip adopted

by the Committee is practically the same as ours. Now by using that very

short clip we were able to make the distance between points longer to pro-

duce the curvature and give room to insert the braces.

Mr. Neubert :—I assume you mean to try to put in braces on the mov-
able point for the knuckle frog. We have provided a place to take care of

the standard switch in the slipover or the end of the point.

Mr. Hanna :—I did not refer to the movable points of the frog, but

the circle rail just inside. It gives additional support to that rail and

we found it practical.

Mr. Neubert :—We will have to work up a detailed brace for it, on

account of the spacing between the knuckle, to take care of that.

Mr. Hanna :—No two of your tie plates are alike.

Chairman Wiltsee:—As I understand Mr. Hanna, he refers to the

circle rail ; if so, we have taken that into consideration, as you will see

by the note, adjustable braces, approved design, might be used for ties on

12, 15 and 16.

Mr. Hanna :—That was the point. They are not shown on the plan

and I believe if the design were carefully analyzed, you would not have

room to get them in.

Chairman Wiltsee :—The Committee took that under consideration.

However, we will look it up.
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The President:—Is there any further discussion; if not, all in favor

of the motion will say "aye." Contrary, "no." The motion is carried.

Mr. Neubert :—We have been asked to get up a drawing to show a

simplified method of ordering crossings, and in doing that we have pre-

pared Plan 700-A, showing the data and record sheets for ordering

crossing frogs. We have shown also on Plan 700-A, Example No. 1, the

way crossing frogs would be ordered, according to the A.R.E.A. design.

We have shown Example No. 2, using this same plan, whereby a crossing

frog could be ordered of a particular railroad or manufacturer on the

A.R.E.A. design. I move that this be adopted.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Neubert :—The Committee was asked to make up plans for spring

rail frogs other than angles of eight, ten and eleven, which have been

adopted by this Association, so we have prepared a plan or a table as

referred to in Plan 420, covering the detail of laying out of spring frogs

of angles seven, nine and twelve. We submit this for adoption.

Chairman Wiltsee :—I move their adoption for printing in the Manual.

(The motion was carried.)

The President:—If there is no objection, this report will be received

as information.

Chairman Wiltsee :—The next subject is Plans and Specifications for

Track Tools. The Sub-Committee prepared quite a number of suggestions

for this and when submitted to the Committee as a whole they were again

referred to the Sub-Committee, and therefore this year there is nothing

to report.

The next subject is specifications for performing maintenance work

and laying new track. Mr. E. T. Howson is chairman of this Sub-Com-

mittee and will present the report.

(Report of Sub-Committee presented by Mr. Howson.)

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—'In the specifications on page 457,

paragraph 9, reference is made to ties being laid in each 33-foot panel in

main tracks. It would seem to me it would be better to omit the length

of rail and use an expression which would indicate that the ties should

be laid in panels according to the length of the rail.

I also notice on page 459, Articles 28, 29, 30 and 31, are instructions

for surfacing and ballasting track. These instructions are virtually repeti-

tions of what is already in the Manual as a result of the Ballast Com-

mittee's report of one or two years ago.

Mr. E. T. Howson (Railway Age) :—It would seem to me that Mr.

Baldridge's last point in reference to the duplication of certain paragraphs

which were included in the report of the Ballast Committee is not well

taken in this respect. These specifications as they are submitted to a

contractor should include all requirements for work to be done under

that contract, including ballasting. In the preparation of these specifica-

tions we have endeavored to be consistent with the earlier work of the

Association.
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Mr. Baldridge:—What I have to say is not as a criticism of these

specifications, but it seems to me that we could conserve space in the

Manual by referring to the other specifications as printed. That was

the idea I had.

Mr. Z. M. Briggs (Pennsylvania System) :—I want to call attention

to paragraph 11 at the top of page 458, "Ties must be adzed carefully,

giving full bearing with the least possible cutting of ties." I wonder

if we might better say they should not be adzed, in consideration of the

increasing use of treated ties.

(Motion to adopt seconded and carried.)

Chairman Wiltsee :—The next subject is plans for switch stand

targets and switch locks. The first two items of this report have been

completed and the Sub-Committee now reports on switch locks. Mr.

C. B. Breed is chairman of the Sub-Committee and will present the

report. i

Mr. C. B. Breed (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—The Committee

presents Plan No. 255 and recommends that it be adopted as standard

practice. '

!
I

(The motion was carried.)

Chairman Wiltsee:—The next subject is tests of tie plates subject to

brine drippings and on the effect of brine drippings on track appliances.

Mr. E. D. Swift, chairman of the Sub-Committee, will present this report.

Mr. E. D. Swift (Chicago & Western Indiana) :—The report of the

Sub-Committee appears on page 462, and is intended to be nothing

more than a brief chronological statement of the steps that have been

taken so far in carrying out the experiment to determine the effect of

brine drippings on tie plates. The report is presented purely as informa-

tion, and I move we accept it as such.

The President:—If there is no objection this report will be received

as information for publication in the Proceedings.

Chairman Wiltsee:—The next subject is the report on taper of

tread of wheel and on canting the rail inwardly. This is a subject

which has been before the Committee on Track for a good many years.

This past year there have been several meetings of a Sub-Committee

appointed to investigate the subject and they have held joint meetings with

a Sub-Committee from the Committee on Rail. They have asked for a

Sub-Commitee from the Committee on Stresses in Track to work with

them. There are certain questions of stresses in the rail that may or may
not occur when it is canted, that the Committee felt they wanted some

investigation made by the Committee on Stresses in Track, and that Sub-

Committee, I understand, will be appointed very shortly.

The next subject is the report of a Sub-Committee on study and report

on curving of rails, recommending limits of curvature within which

various weights of rail may be laid in track without having been previously

curved to required radius. Mr. J. B. Myers is chairman of that Sub-

Committee and will present the report.
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(Mr. J. B. Myers (Baltimore & Ohio), chairman of Subcommittee,

outlined his report.)

The President:—If there is no objection, the report will be received

as information and the Committee will have further time to continue

the study of it.

Chairman Wiltsee :—The next subject is "Report on'the use of guard

rails on curves, including specifications to cover the conditions of degree

of curvature, speed, traffic and grade." Mr. L. B. Allen is chairman of

this Sub-Committee, and they ask that it be received as information. We
do not ask that it be printed in the Manual.

The President:—If there is no objection, it will be so received.

Chairman Wiltsee:—Subject No. 12, "Results obtained from oiling

track fixtures and most economical method of applying the oil," Appendix

I, on page 480, contains the report with conclusions and recommendations

for adoption and publication in the Manual. Mr. H. G. Clark is

chairman of the Sub-Committee and will present his report.

(The report of the Committee was outlined by Mr. Clark and motion

made, seconded and carried, that the report be published in the Manual.)

The President :—Before releasing the Committee, I wish to call your

attention to the large amount of very valuable work that is contained in

this report and to compliment the Committee upon the work that it has

done and is doing. It occupies a very important part in our work. The
Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
OPERATION

(For report, see pp. 1043-1094)

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The report of this Com-
mittee is found on page 1043 of Bulletin 255. The Committee has done

considerable work during the past year along the lines of its previous

work. It has not yet brought any of its subjects to the point where the

Committee felt justified in submitting recommendations for publication

in the Manual. Nevertheless, the Committee feels that there is infor-

mation of considerable value embraced in the reports, both those that

have preceded this one and in the present report. In order to bring the

several subjects before the convention, the Sub-Committee chairmen will

be asked to present the various reports. This Committee has no

subject-matter in the Manual, so there are no revisions to make.

The second subject assigned was "Effect of speed upon the cost of

operation." Last year the Committee submitted a report of some length

on this subject, particularly on the effect of speed on the cost of trans-

portation. It had hoped to gather further information on that subject

this year, but found it impracticable on account of railroad conditions

during the latter part of the year. It has found that information which

will enable it to reach definite conclusions as to the effect of speed on
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the cost of maintenance, other than it has reported, is not available, and
in the outline of work for the ensuing year, it has recommended that

the study of the subject be confined solely to the effect of speed on the

cost of transportation.

During the latter part of the year some experiments which had
been made in previous years were called to the attention of the Conv
mittee, and it is hoped that during the ensuing year further experiments

will be made which will enable the Committee to develop the subject

further.

The next subject is "Methods of increasing the traffic capacity of

a railway." That is found in Appendix C, page 1046. Mr. Rose, Sub-

Committee chairman, will present the report.

Mr. L. S. Rose (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—Last

year this Sub-Committee presented a report showing result of its study

on single-track line railroad. This year, in order to confirm our formula,

the Committee took for its study part of a railroad, 140 miles in length,

and made a complete analysis of the train operation for twenty-one

days. The results of this study developed variables that the Com-
mittee could not include in the formula at this time. It presents the

results of this study as a progress report. In order to acquaint the

convention more fully with the report, we have some lantern slides

;

Mr. Kimball, who did most of the work on this subject, will present

these to the convention.

(The lantern slides were shown and explained by Mr. E. E. Kim-
ball (General Electric Company.)

Mr. E. E. Kimball (General Electric Company) :—Data for making
a comparison between train operations on single and double track was
obtained from an engine division having both single and double track

sections, as shown in Fig. 2 of the report. Some of the data was not

worked up in time to be included in the Bulletin, and for this reason the

report is incomplete without the cuts- and tables which have s
:nce been

prepared. It will take only a short time to describe the lantern slides

which have been prepared from these cuts and explain the application

of the mathematical formulas derived last year to this problem.

By reference to the cut on page 1171, it will be seen that the

sections E-SA, F-A and A-L are double-track sections and SA-F and
L-B are single-track sections. If this engine division were a uniform

grade throughout its entire length, the sections all the same length, trains

all the same weight and ran at the same speed, and there were the same

number of trains per day over each section, then it could be assumed that

the operation over the double-track sections F-A and A-L would be the

same as over the double-track section E-SA. Likewise, the operation

over the single-track section L-B would be the same as over the single-

track section SA-F. However, the sections are not all identical. They
are different lengths, the grades are different, and there are more trains

over some sections than over others. It was for the purpose of correcting

for some of these conditions that mathematical formulas were derived
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last year and the following is briefly the way the formulas are intended

to be used

:

First—Assume the double-track section E-SA to be a base section.

Then for this section we construct an actual train-hour diagram for a

period of 21 days, showing road time and time running for all freight

trains which were operated during this period. (See Fig. 2 of Report.)

From this data the constants N, to and n are determined for the theoretical

train-hour diagrams as described in last year's report.

Second—From these constants and knowing the lengths of the sec-

tions E-SA, F-A and A-L, we determine values for t'o and n, which will

apply to theoretical train-hour diagrams for sections F-A and A-L, if the

operation over these sections is as good as over the base section E-SA.

Assume A/"i= length of Section E-SA,

and M2= length of Section F-A (or A-L),

to = minimum time over Section E-SA,

t'o= minimum time over Section F-A (or A-L),

n= exponent of equation for Section E-SA,

Mi= exponent of equation for Section F-A (or A-L),

Mi Mi
Then t = jr t and m = -jr n.

The above formulas correct for differences in the length of sections.

Third—The following formulas correct for the differences in the num-

ber of trains which are operated over the various sections

:

Assume N= number of trains operated over Section E-SA,

and Ni= number of trains operated over Section F-A (or A-L),

Then t'o remains t'o

A - N
and m2 — tt th.

Fourth—The following formulas correct for the differences in the

speed of trains. In this case it will be noted that the eastbound trains on

the section E-SA are operated against a slight up grade, while on the

section F-A the effective grade (indicated by the dotted line) is slightly

down grade. Likewise with the section A-L. We have no means of

estimating what the correction factor for speed should be and consequently

take t the same as found later. If there were any way of determining

the speeds over these sections from the tractive effort curves of the

c

locomotives and train weights, then t" = -?r t'a where S and Si are the

speeds over the sections E-SA and F-A (or A-L), respectively.

Fifth—This procedure would be followed as long as we had formulas

to correct for variations in conditions which would affect train operations

on one division more than on another, and finally we would compare the

constants thus derived from the base section E-SA with the constants

derived for each of the other sections from their actual train-hour dia-

grams obtained from the train sheets.

Table I shows a comparison of the constants derived from the base
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section E-SA with the constants derived from the train sheets for the

double-track sections F-A, F-L and A-L, and also for the single-track

section L-B, using SA-F as a base section. This comparison has been
worked up for both the time running and the road time.

Owing to the fact that the grade on the base section E-SA is against

the eastbound trains and favors the westbound trains, while on the other

sections it is just the opposite, it is well to note how closely the constants

will agree if the westbound columns are compared with the eastbound.

and the eastbound columns with the westbound. In the case of the sin-

gle-track section L-B, the profile is so ragged it is necessary to reduce

tonnage at A eastbound and also operate double headers. It, therefore,

cannot be expected that the agreement in this case will be as close as for

the other sections.

We have assumed that this test of the mathematical formulas justifies

considerable confidence in their accuracy, considering the irregularities in

the profiles and other operating conditions. If this is so, then we can

use section E-SA as a base section to determine what the operation of

the single-track section SA-F will be after double-tracking.

Table II shows the derivation of the constants for the theoretical

train-hour diagram for the section SA-F after double-tracking, assuming
that the operation over this section, after it is double-tracked, will be as

good as over the section E-SA. The grades on both of these sections are

against the eastbound trains, but slightly heavier on the section SA-F
than on the section E-SA, so that the operation on the section SA-F, after

double-tracking, may not actually be as good as anticipated by these

formulas.
j

| : i|jjv|4|

The data given in Table II also enables us to plot diagrams showing
the average road time (or running time) for any number of trains per

dav (see Fig. 5 above and Fig. 1 of report). These diagrams show how
the average road time increases as the density of traffic increases, as well

as the saving in time by double-tracking. For example : if there are no
opposing trains the average road time which can be made on single track

is as good as can be made on double track, but the improvement in average

road time by double-tracking is very pronounced with the increase in

number of trains. For twelve trains per day the saving in road time will

average roughly 40 minutes, whereas for sixteen trains per day the saving

will average over 50 minutes per train.

The calculations for plotting the curves in Fig. 5 are conveniently

arranged as follows

:

Item
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Table II

—

Showing Comparison of Train Hour Constants for Single

Track and Double Track

Road Time
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For zero number of trains we plot the value of t" in Item 3 and for

iV2 = 11.05 trains we plot values of T, Item 5. These values give two

points on the dotted lines in Fig. 5, corresponding to double-track opera-

tion. To obtain the corresponding values for single-track operation sub-

stitute values of t" , n2 and T from columns headed "Derived from train

sheets." (Table II.)

Mr. Rose:—Mr. Kimball has not told all the good there is in these

diagrams. They are useful for making comparisons. We have used

this method for comparing operation on a division before automatic sig-

nals were installed and after the installation of automatic signals ; we
have used the method for comparing the economies effected by double

track; in these cases we found the diagrams quite useful. It is the wish

of the Committee that these may be included in the Proceedings as

information. We hope to have more next year.

The President:—If there is no objection, this report will be in-

cluded in the Proceedings as information.

Chairman Brooke:—Passing on to the next subject—or before we do

that, perhaps some questions might be asked by the floor, if anybody

desires any more information as to the diagrams or on this part of the

work. I might say the Committee is feeling its way on this subject.

We believe we are on the right track. It will take some time to develop

it, but we are trying to make every step sure and safe and we hope

ultimately to have something of great value to railway engineers in

planning improvements and also to operating men in studying their

operating performance.

The next subject is "Methods of analyzing costs for the solution of

special problems." That is found in Appendix D, page 1055. Mr. Teal,

Sub-Committee chairman, will present this phase of the report.

Mr. J. E. Teal (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Members of the Association

who had considerable experience working out problems in which operating

and traffic matters are involved will appreciate the value of knowing how
to determine the cost of transportation. It is with this thought in mind
that the Committee has taken the assignment and made the report of

methods of analyzing costs for the solution of special problems, which
the Committee is concerned with, with the view of being able to develop

some of these cost problems.

The Committee presents the formula for tabulated cost of moving
freight between two points on a railroad, or comparing various routes,

and it is designed to include maintenance of way, maintenance of equip-

ment, transportation, traffic and general expenses and fixed charges.

Also, we will include the charges that should be applied for handling

freight through special facilities, such as grain elevators and things of

that sort. The formula, of course, cannot be applied with a view of

getting one hundred per cent correct solution. I think it will determine

a very close approximation. This is presented as a matter of information.

The President:—If there is no objection, this part of the report will

be received as information.
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Chairman Brooke:—The next subject is, "Feasibility and economy of

through routing of solid trains and its effect upon the capacity of

terminals." That is found in Appendix E, page 1077. Mr. Howson, the

chairman of the Sub-Committee, will present the report.

(The outline of the Sub-Committee's report was explained by Mr.

Howson, who asked that it be received as a progress report.)

The President :—The report will be so received, and the Committee

will have further time to consider this subject.

Chairman Brooke:—The other subject is, "Method for the determi-

nation of proper allowances for maintenance of way expenses due to in-

creased use and increased investment." That is presented in Appendix F on

page 1084. Mr. Yager, chairman of the Sub-Committee, will speak on

this subject.

Mr. Louis Yager (Northern Pacific) :—The question of determining

allowances to be made for maintenance of way expenses due to varia-

tions in use is an old one. It is as much involved perhaps as any other

phase of the transportation business. It probably never will be reduced

to an exact science. The best we can hope for is a gradual increase in

the accuracy of the determinations made by confirming our previous judg-

ments and co-ordinating the agency of accounting and engineering ex-

perience to a better understanding of the question.

The Sub-Committee in its work collaborated with a similar Sub-

Committee of the Records and Accounts Committee, realizing that the

ultimate use of any suggestions we might have would involve account-

ing records. We made a rather extensive review of what had been done

in this field in the past. As I said before, certain phases of this prob-

lem originated early in the transportation industry. Some of the earlier

solutions were very approximate. They used units which have been

refined in later experience through a more extended accounting knowledge.

It is our object to make a brief summary of what had been accomplished

in this line in the past, with the suggestion that the subject be followed to

a definite conclusion later. We have outlined in some detail a recent

method that promised to give convincing results. With that in view we
will sketch rather briefly here some of the considerations which are

involved in this subject.

In the first place it is necessary to determine a unit of use and we
have very briefly indicated what we mean by the use unit, putting that

in terms of railroad units ; in other words, the unit of transportation

production. Then we show the influence of that selected unit upon the

physical property in terms of maintenance separation. In turn it must

follow that the physical property must have a maintenance unit, and

after we discussed these we indicated very briefly the general application

of this method. Briefly the use unit is one that has become to some
extent recognized as the equated unit to relate the two classes of trans-

portation service. That suggestion, we feel, will cover a majority of

transportation production, and we suggest here that there are particular
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instances in which we recognize that the equated unit will not be ade-

quate, but it is sufficiently fundamental to make it possible to solve

satisfactorily problems with known peculiarities.

The total influence of the use unit on maintenance accounts is based on

the idea of segregating separately the influences of use on individual

maintenance accounts which divides matters of judgment in detail, so

that errors in judgment are not as detrimental in this connection, in

case they are wrong, as though the judgment were applied as a unit

to the whole maintenance subject. That method also makes it possible to

give a special treatment to unusual cases. There is maintenance sim-

ilarity on all railroads, yet in certain details they are quite different.

For the unit of physical property we selected the track unit, for

the reason that the analysis shows the large percentage which these track

items absorb of the whole Maintenance of Way and Structures expenses.

Means for introducing refinements that may be necessary are suggested.

Then follows the use that is made of the data developed from com-

parisons of the use unit and its influence on the property.

The amount for increased investment is treated in a somewhat

similar manner. We divided the investment into three general groups,

investments relating to roadbed and track items; their relation to the

preceding is indicated by the fact that the larger percentages of invest-

ments are in terms of these track units and by far the largest items in

the consumption of maintenance expenses. The next is investments in

the general grouping of structures whereby on each property a relation

between the primary investment accounts and the corresponding main-

tenance accounts is established. The troublesome item is the last one

which relates to investments in betterments. We have not been able to

work out anything very satisfactory in that, and about the only thing

we can suggest is that after they are segregated their influence on main-

tenance be handled in about the same manner we now ordinarily estimate

when these investments are considered for economic purposes.

The work of the two Sub-Committees is offered as information with

the suggestion that certain details be further developed.

The President :—This report will be received as information and the

Committee will have further time.

Mr. R. H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—I would like to ask Mr.

Yager if to his knowledge any practical application has been made of

the methods developed by the Committee, similar to what has been done

by Mr. Kimball in reference to double track?

Mr. Yager :—The method outlined is the one that has been very

generally followed. Years ago in the absence of an analysis of this

kind it was assumed maintenance varied directly with the business.

Since it became evident that the relation is not in direct proportion to

the variation in traffic, studies such as we have referred to were de-

veloped. I have been told that several representative properties have
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been examined for a period of twenty-five or thirty years and with due

allowances for price fluctuations and additions to the property units, it

was found that an increase or decrease in traffic reflected a corresponding

change of about one-third in maintenance costs.

The difficulty lies in the fact that we have to develop

some correct method of determining the units of business, in operating

units, that are quickly available, and that is the function of the Committee

on Records and Accounts assisting us. We hope to be able to work

out a satisfactory plan whereby in order to make the whole method

valuable in current labor allowances and for the allocation of mainte-

nance expenditures by distances or properties as a whole.

Mr. C. C. Cook (Baltimore & Ohio) :—During the negotiations with

the Government, there was a committee doing work for the corporate

engineers that came to a conclusion that supported the conclusions of

this Committee, i. e., that one-third of the maintenance expenses are

affected by change in use. I think there was some difference as to the

details which have been outlined by this Committee. There was how-

ever very much work done by the corporate committee, and I noticed

Mr. Leighty (rising as I was recognized by the Chair), who was re-

sponsible for most of that corporate work, and I think he ought to

outline to this Committee and to this convention just what was done.

Mr. John R. Leighty (Presidents' Conference Committee) :—Mr.

Cook has suggested the thing I wanted to say. I want first to answer

my good friend Ford, if I understand his question correctly, that is,

whether or not any check or application of this proposed formula has

been made, which would serve to determine its accuracy or usefulness.

I think that is what you had in mind, Mr. Ford.

As Mr. Cook has said, I had something to do with the development

of this subject, in service on a committee which made investigations

along this line. We found about 33 per cent of maintenance costs

being influenced by use and 66 per cent not. I think this was first

arrived at by Wellington.

Now, manifestly, there is no fixed percentage that will apply under

all circumstances. That one-third-two-thirds division seems to be very

close to the truth under average conditions, yet the fact that no one

per cent is applicable under all conditions is probably the reason the

Committee had to break down these expenses and go into more details.

In order to check the general accuracy of the one-third-two-thirds division

I took a group of 14 railroads, which I considered to be fairly repre-

sentative, so that the composite would represent an average experience.

I took the maintenance of way and structure expenses for five years as a

basis, assuming that the five years' experience of 14 railroads would

represent fairly well a proper expenditure. Then I made an adjustment

for difference in the amount of use on this one-third-two-thirds basis

using approximately the unit of use which the Committee has sug-
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gested; adjusting for a difference in amount of property on a basis

somewhat in line with that. which the Committee has used, except that

it was a little more subdivided, but the whole check was made along

the same general lines that the Committee is using. Taking into account

those changes, I estimated what the expenditures of this same group

of roads should have been in the succeeding five years, using the first

five years' expenditure as a basis, and when I checked the estimate

arrived at in that way against the actual expenditures for the five-year

period, the expenditures were 98.5 per cent of the estimate figured

according to the formula, which was substantially the same as this

Committee is using. It was so close it was uncanny.

I think the Committee is on the right track. Now, as to how much

detail and how much elaboration it is necessary for them to get into

the formula, to take into account the differences which would be found

between one division and another, or one road and another, or one

period of time and another, is a big question, and I agree with Mr.

Yager as to its being doubtful whether or not a formula can ever be

developed which will take into account all of the elements which in-

fluence cost.

I want to suggest to the convention that its work is not

done when we come here and through the committees find out what is

the best thing to do and recommend that it be done. The tightening

of the regulations of the railroads in the country has brought the rail-

road operation into somewhat more searching scrutiny than has heretofore

been the case. The provisions of the Transportation Act are somewhat

drastic as to "economical and efficiency" of operation. Very much money

belongs to the carrier or belongs to the Government, depending on your

being able to show that your operation, through which the money was

earned, was efficient and was economical, or whether or not a sufficient

amount of money has been charged for a year's operation to cover the

actual expenses of the year.

Take the year 1921 and 1922, for instance, when railroads were all

deferring expenditures. The charges on the books of the carriers did

not represent the cost to the carriers for producing transportation. As
a matter of fact, the carriers were giving to the public a considerable

amount of their property that was not being charged for.

Now, the work of this Committee is going to be very important

when those questions come up for consideration, as we are certain they

will, when more than a few railroads earn above the allowed return.

We can see here some almighty good ammunition for investigating com-

mittees, to show that the carriers have not been efficiently and econom-

ically operating their property. Unless the carriers pretty generally adopt

the findings of this Association, or are able to prove that the findings are

not what they should be, we are going to be up against that. I don't

know if that thought has occurred to you gentlemen, but to my mind it

is very important. We meet here and we resolute that such and such

a thing is good practice, and if it is good practice it is economy. Then
we go home and we don't do it.
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Now, we are going to have an investigation some of these days as

to the economy and efficiency of railroad operation. The work of this

Association is going to be presented to the investigation committee by

somebody, and they are going to point out that here are the things that

should have been done, according to the findings of their own experts,

and they have not been done.

It seems to me it is up to the railroads to adopt these things if they

are good, and if they are not good, bust them and say they can't be

done, and are not practical.

Chairman Brooke :—The Committee welcomes this discussion of its

report and will be very glad to have any further discussion on the floor of

the convention or by a letter sent to it at a later date. The entire

report is submitted as information for acceptance. A proposed outline

of recommendations for future work is found on page 1044.

Mr. Rose:—May I say a word? A couple of my friends in the

front row have made some remarks about the railroads, and I want to

suggest to these two gentlemen that they make a trip around the country.

I am quite sure they will find the railroads in better shape than they

indicated by their remarks. Many of the railroads are carrying on

experiments and endeavoring to operate economically and maintain their

property in some kind of order. I do not think the railroads

are so bad as they might be and any Congressional Committee will not

find much to alarm the managements.

Mr. Leighty :—I do not like to let that go unchallenged. I might

explain to you that for four years I ate at the same table with Mr.

Rose and I know just how he bucks on everything.

Now, I did not mean to say, and I do not think I said, as Mr. Rose

has put in my mouth, that the railroads are in bad shape. What I meant

to say, and I am going to say it again so even Mr. Rose will understand

it, we make recommendations as to what carriers ought to do to operate

their property economically and efficiently and then the carriers do not

do it that way. Now, we have convicted the carriers as a whole before

any investigating committee who can take the reports of this Association

and say that the carriers of the country have the expert advice of their

own employes as to methods and they have not followed them.

Now, that is the situation I want to avoid, and I think it can be

avoided if you go home and sell these recommendations to your man-

agements to the extent that you try them out, and if they are not good

come back and say so, and we will take them out of the Manual, and

if they are good, you have protected yourself against the criticism which

I can very clearly see you will have to face.

The President:—This report of the Committee on Economics of

Railway Operation is a fine example of the high class work being done

by this Association and of the very excellent reports that are being

submitted for your consideration this year.

The Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.
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DISCUSSION ON RULES AND ORGANIZATION

(For Report, see pp. S33-S63)

Mr. W. C. Barrett (Lehigh Valley) :—The report of the Committee

on Rules and Organization will be found in Bulletin 253, beginning on

page 533. The first subject assigned to this Committee was "Revision of

the Manual." On that subject the Committee has no recommendation to

make this year.

The second subject was "Continue work on preparation of 'Manual of

Rules for the Guidance of Employes of the Maintenance of Way Depart-

ment'." On that subject the Committee reports progress and asks for

further time for consideration of this subject. I think it is only fair to

the Committee to make a little explanation as to why we did no work

this year on what is considered by the Committee as its real job, that is,

the preparation of this Manual. As is very apparent, the preparation of

such a Manual touches the work of almost every other committee besides

this one. When we presented our reports last year some questions were

immediately raised by other committees as to just what we had in mind

and how far we intended to go with the preparation of this Manual, and

in order to get the matter cleared up this Committee thought it proper

it refer that question to the Board of Direction, and we did that and

deferred any further action on preparation of this Manual until the Board

could tell us just what to do. That, I believe, they are going to do,

so we expect to do some real work next year.

The third subject is, "Use of mechanical appliances and tools." The

report will be found in Appendix A, on page 534. The chairman of the

Sub-Committee, Mr. J. M. Fair, will present this report.

Mr. J. M. Fair (Pennsylvania System) :—The report found on page

534 is a review, first, of an organization we believe to be an efficient

organization for handling of these special devices; second, a motor car

report which we believe to be important as a matter of record in order to

obtain efficient operation of motor cars, and then follows a list of a number

of special devices which are used by common labor on many railroads,

ethers not so prominent; but the Committee feels we have listed here a

description of the most important of these devices together with the

organization for the proper handling of them and in some cases a state-

ment of the amount of work that can be expected from them. We expect

to continue this next year, giving you more in detail as to the saving that

can be accomplished. Special attention is called to the frog and switch

shop rail saw outfit shown on page 553, a very interesting and economical

proposition as regards the cropping of rails.

The last two paragraphs on page 558 deal with a possible solution of

ballast cleaning by a vacuum process, that is, to arrive at some way of

doing this laborious work on a wholesale plan. If I may, I will read the

last two or three paragraphs.

(Mr. Fair read the first three paragraphs at the top of page 558.)
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Mr. Fair:—The Committee requests this report be accepted as infor-

mation.

The President :—It will be so received.

Mr. W. H. Woodbury (Duluth, M'issabe & Northern) :—I would like

to ask the Committee if the method of unloading rails, described on page

549, is recommended as an economical method of unloading rails.

Mr. Fair:—We consider it a very interesting method of unloading rails

and we thought it worth while to put it in the report, because in this

method the man on the ground has solved the problem which he is liable

to meet if he gets all his rails in stock cars. Certainly rails cannot

be unloaded from stock cars nearly as easy as they can be from open

top flat cars, but if a man gets his rail in stock cars, his problem is to

unload it. I believe it is the proper way to do.

Mr. Woodbury:— I had occasion a few years ago to handle a great

many rails in box cars and found we could unload them at a much less

cost by transferring to flat cars. I can not see how the method here

suggested can be used economically on lines where there is much traffic.

Chairman Barrett :—I am sorry Mr. Priest, who used this on the Santa

Fe, is not here. He could tell you all about it. It was put in here

because we wanted to put in all the various kinks which railroads had

used. The Committee does not recommend it, but put it in the report

because it is one way to get rails out of stock cars.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I happen to know a little about

handling rails in this manner. The method consists of using a hook

that is attached to the end of the chain, a chain probably 40 feet long

The other end of the chain is attached to a bar. One man handles the

bar, setting it behind the tie. That gives him sufficient leverage to pull

the rail from the car as the train is moved ahead. On the other hand,

if the rail catches in the car, all the man has to do is to let go. It does

no harm.

The slanting roof on this push car is for the purpose of causing the

rail to drop outside of the track.

Now, there is one feature to be observed in using a car of this kind,

which is not shown in the picture. The push car should be connected

at a fixed distance back of your stock car by using a timber or other rigid

coupler.

Mr. C. C. Cunningham (Rock Island Lines) :—In the last six months I

probably have unloaded about 200 carloads of rails from stock cars. Last

year I probably unloaded 100 cars and I experimented on Mr. Woodbury's

scheme of transferring them to flat cars, because I thought it might pos-

sibly be that we could get more work done and get it done cheaper, and

the railroad I was doing it for was a pretty busy road, had pretty heavy

traffic—about eight freight tra ;ns and about s ; x or eight passenger trains,

during working hours—and I developed that the only way to unload these

stock cars was to take them out and unload them in the manner shown

here. It costs more money to take them out on sidetracks and unload
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them. We have unloaded as high as 600 to 800 rails in eight hours by

pulling them out of the end of the stock cars.

Mr. R. E. Warden (Missouri Pacific) :— I would like to learn from the

gentleman how he transfers these rails from box cars to open top cars.

Mr. Woodbury :—Well, in handling the rails I am speaking about, I

would spot a flat at the end of each box car and then the work train would

go on about its other work. We transferred those rails to the flats.

Then we took ten or twelve cars out at a time and unloaded from the

whole train length at the same time. We determined how many rails

were required in a train length by counting the rails under the train. We
unloaded in an hour so many more rails than we could in several hours by

any other method that I have ever seen that I thought it was well worth

your consideration.

Mr. Warden :—Did you take them out of the end or side door of the

box car?

Mr. Woodbury:—Not opposite the center. The cars were set end

to end.

Mr. Warden:—In your experience, would you consider that method

a more economical one than shown in the photograph on page 549, or

have you tried that plan?

Mr. Woodbury :—Why, yes ;
you have got a work train out on the

track and you are unloading only one car at a time.

Mr. Warden :—By your method you would have to resort to a side

track or tracks and transfer the rails from the box car to a flat car or

handle them twice, whereas the method shown in the photograph the

rails are unloaded and distributed by one operation only.

Mr. Woodbury:—Yes.

Mr. Baldridge:—What length of rail are you handling?

Mr. Woodbury:—Eighty-five-pound 33-ft. rails.

Chairman Barrett:—The Committee feels that the subject of mechan-

ical appliances and tools is really very profitable and a very important

one at this time because of the labor situation.

The next subject is the study and report on names, terms and defini-

tions covering material, work and accounting involved in the operations of

the maintenance of way department, with a view to adoption of uniform

nomenclature. That report will be presented by Mr. R. E. Warden, vice-

chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. Warden :—The Committee's report is found in Appendix B. This

is a new subject and no definite conclusions are submitted for printing in

the Manual at this time. The report is intended for information only,

and is printed on pages 558 to 563, inclusive. The Committee would be

glad to receive any suggestions from any members of the Association

on work of this kind. We have merely made an attempt at some sort of

definitions as to railroad organization and any written suggestions that

any member might want to suggest or give will be gladly received by the

Committee.
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The President :—The Chair would like to make a suggestion. I would

suggest that those who have suggestions to make, communicate them to

the Committee early in the year. If you will do that in writing, they will

be given consideration.

That completes the report of the Committee, and it is discharged, with

the thanks of the Association, for the good work it has done.

DISCUSSION ON ROADWAY
(For Report, see pp. 565-577)

Mr. C. M. McVay (New York Central) :—The Committee found no

revision of the Manual necessary and presents in Appendix D the report

as to chemical killing of weeds. Mr. H. E. Tyrrell is chairman of the Sub-

Committee and will present that report.

Mr. H. E. Tyrrell (Southern) :—The instructions to this Sub-Committee

were to make a final report, if possible, on the chemical killing of weeds.

We sent out a questionnaire to various railroads, who had used chemicals

for killing weeds for a number of years. In making a study of the results

of this questionnaire, we came to the conclusion we could not at this time

make a final report on the chemical killing of weeds. You will note a

report of this on page 567 ; it is not necessary -to read that. We have

prepared a chart which gives the result of the experiments in chemical

weed killing on various railroads which have used it to any extent. I

think the chart is clear enough and does not need any explanation.

Practically our whole report is pretty well summed up by No. 1 of the

conclusions, which reads

:

"While experiments with chemical weed killers have not been en-

tirely satisfactory in some cases, the opinion of this Committee is that

where the application has been made properly, the results are generally

satisfactory.

"There is no damage to the metal portions of the railroad structure

or to the track in the application."

In other words, we want to leave with this convention the idea that

chemical killing of weeds has just progressed to a point where we should

follow it up and find out really what it means. We have not enough

information now to make a definite report.

The President :—This report will be received as information.

Chairman McVay :—In Appendix E the Committee presents a short

report on "Excess cost of maintenance during the period of operation."

Mr. C. C. Cunningham, the chairman of the Sub-Committee, will present

the report.

Mr. C. C. Cunningham (Rock Island Lines) :—Our report is sub-

mitted as information, but next year it will have a different title; it

will mean the same thing, but with the title we give it next year it

will not step on anybody's toes. Next year this report will be headed
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"Deferred construction costs chargeable to tracklaying and surfacing."

You get rid of the use of the word "excess." We have been keeping

in pretty close touch with the Valuation Committee of the President's

Conference Committee, and they recently have offered us some extremely

interesting data. Their study is not finished and we have not had op-

portunity yet to fully digest all the matter which they have developed,

but in the coming year's work we are going to continue to keep in close

touch with them. I believe by the occasion of next year's meeting we
will have some extremely valuable and pertinent information to submit.

So our report is merely a report of progress and we wish to give you

all the hope that you will get some worth-while things out of us next

year.

The President :—This report will be received as information.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Consulting Engineer) :—Last year I sug-

gested to the Board and the Committee, if I remember correctly, that

the use of the word "excess" should be discontinued, and I note by the

chairman's remarks that this will be done. He says, they propose to

substitute the word "deferred" in connection with construction cost. May
I suggest to the Committee that some other term be used? I think if

you will read the various discussions that have been printed, or if you

will read the testimony that has been given in valuation cases, you will

appreciate the very great importance of the use of the proper word in

this connection. I do not agree with the proposition that construction

work which is done after you begin to run trains on a new railroad

is "deferred cost."

The use of that word has caused great confusion in the minds of

many people, so without going into the merits or fundamentals of the

question, which involves economics, I would like to suggest that the

Committee consider the use of some other term, because we can foresee

that the use of the new term which the Committee now suggests is going

to result in considerable confusion.

The President:—That is a subject that the chairman of the Com-
mittee will take up with the Committee on Outline of Work and that

will be settled there.

Chairman McVay :—Appendix F contains the report of the Sub-

Committee on the use of corrugated metal culverts in railway work,

which will be found on page 570. Mr. W. H. Penfield, who is the chair-

man of this Sub-Committee, is not here today, and I do not presume

it is necessary to go into this report, as it is submitted merely for infor-

mation. However, some very good points were brought out in the use

of this class of culvert in this report.

Mr. Maurice Coburn (Pennsylvania System) :—I doubt whether it is

worth while to go on with this subj-ect. It is of a temporary nature

and for a temporary purpose ; it seems to me it has no great value.

The President :—I suggest that that be left for the consideration of

the Committee on Outline of Work, whether they shall recommend it to

the Board of Direction, and the Board of Direction will dispose of that

matter. This report will be received as information.

The Committee is relieved with our thanks for its good work.
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DISCUSSION ON UNIFORM GENERAL
CONTRACT FORMS
(For Report, see pp. 503-532)

Mr. W. D. Faucette (Seaboard Air Line) :—You will please refer to

page 503 of Bulletin 253, January, 1923. Before I present this report, I

wish to say that after you have looked over our Committee, you can

determine by inspection that they are not "lawyers," although the text of

this contract report indicates that they may have a legal turn of mind, but

I wish to say that with one exception we are "not guilty."

We have given careful study to this report and attempted as far as

possible to eliminate unnecessary verbiage. We realize on account of the

nature of the report we are dealing with a subject which invariably is re-

viewed by the legal departments of the several roads, and as I have sug-

gested before at annual conventions, we also realize that these reports are

not adopted always verbatim. I can only hope as far as may be possible

that these suggestions and conclusions contained in this report, which are

put in for standard recommended practice, will serve as mileposts in

the suggested data for inclusion in these several documents.

I am confident you have all read these reports and I am confident you

have approved them, because we have received no adverse criticism by mail

or otherwise.

I wish you would look at page 503, and inasmuch as we are unable to

illustrate this report, as we could not find out just what kind of cuts to

use, we have explained it as carefully and as fully as we could. We have

found out since this report was printed that a few. slight corrections were

necessary and in order that your Bulletin may be correctly shown in your

files, please turn to page 518 and at the right-hand column on the lower

side of page 518, please omit a comma, in the third line, just after the word
"industry." I am very sure the careful readers have seen this mistake

already.

On the top of page 519, in the right column at the top of the page, omit

these words, "or loss of or damage to property." These two corrections

were found necessary in order to meet some objections that were put forth

by members of this Committee, as well as people outside in other associa-

tions, not members of this Association.

Turning now to the report, please see page 503 of Bulletin, the list

of subjects that were assigned to the Committee being set forth at the top

of the page.

Without going through the details, I wish to call your attention next

to the conclusions on page 505. We will shortly have these reports sub-

mitted by the chairmen of the various sub-divisions of this Committee.

You will note we are asking for a few things. First, we want to revise

the "Lease agreement for industrial site." We also ask your approval of

that revision. Secondly, we are asking a revision of the "industry track

agreement" and shall ask your approval of that revision. The form of
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agreement for trackage rights will be reported on by Mr. Irwin and the

others by Mr. Dillenbeck.

In connection with the last or third conclusion on page 505, the adop-

tion of the form of license for private road crossing, we have finished the

study of that particular agreement and we shall ask you for it to be

approved.

Before the chairmen of the various Sub-Committees take up the ques-

tion of separate reports for your approval, I wish to say that this Com-

mittee represents your Association in connection with conferences with

the Associated General Contractors of America in the Joint National Con-

tract Conference, which has been going on in Washington for about two

years. I have referred to that particular conference in this Bulletin, and

we have now reached a period in these conferences and negotiations where

we will have to have from this Association some very definite policy as to

what our attitude shall be. This matter has been referred to a Sub-Com-

mittee of our Board of Direction, of which Mr. Morse is chairman. We
hope, at the next meeting next year, to come to you with something very

definite, as we expect in just a little while to get some instructions as to

our policy.

I might say that the very vital and fundamental issue in this national

conference is the question of the decision of the Chief Engineer. I am

positive many of you gentlemen here are rather clear in your minds that

the decision of the Chief Engineer is the thing that binds and holds and

is the final word in the administration of these contracts. If you would

go with me to these meetings at Washington you would find that those

present rather tell you we are voting in the minority, because many of

the gentlemen representing other associations are rather sold to the policy

that certain matters must be arbitrated. You can readily understand that

this is a very vital question.

This Association has gone on record for about 23 years, more or less,

that the Chief Engineer shall be the arbiter or umpire and that is stated in

that construction contract and I believe universally adopted in this coun-

try. With a few exceptions, you will find that the Chief Engineer is the

man who decides questions at issue between the general contractor and

his railroad principals. You can readily understand, therefore, that your

representatives—Mr. Irwin and I represented this Committee of this Asso-

ciation at Washington—did not feel that we could take the responsibility

for committing this Association towards any such final and overt policy

as changing the existing plan, as in the present contract.

I mention all this history to you because there has been much said in

the technical press in regard to this subject. At these national conferences

there is represented the American Institute of Architects, the Associated

General Contractors of America, the American Water Works Association,

the Western Society of Engineers, the Federated American Engineering

Society, the National Association of Builders' Exchanges, and I think they

have also called in at times the inter-departmental representatives of the

Federal Government. There is also a representative on that body of the

National Highway Department of the Federal Government. There is a
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feeling, I think, on the part of those gentlemen in these conferences that

if this should be adopted by the national associations of this character, it

would have some effect upon our Congress with respect to an arbitration

in the Army and Navy contracts.

It may be interesting to know that in these conferences there has been

generally spoken a sentiment towards some form of arbitration. The first

adoption of the tentative contracts arbitrated every question and there was
nothing left except the mere interpretation of the blueprints and the tech-

nical interpretation of what they were intended to mean. Towards the

last of these conferences, after we pointed out the history of our Asso-

ciation, and laid before those gentlemen the question of how different the

industry of railroading was from the industry of an architectural adviser,

or water works or public highways, they rather saw that we had some
argument on our side and in the last tentative edition of the contract that

has just been put out for criticism, I might say that the engineer's decision

is embraced briefly in the following few lines. (This is the universal gen-

eral condition as applied to railroad construction issued by the General

Conference of Standard Construction Contracts, second tentative contract,

November 27, 1922.)

"Article 1. Engineer's Decision.—The Engineer shall, within a reason-
able time, make decisions on all claims of the contractor and on all other
matters relating to the execution and progress of the work or the inter-

pretation of contract documents. All such decisions of the Engineer
shall be final except as to the element of time and the financial considera-
tions involved, which, if no agreement in regard thereto is reached,
shall be subject to arbitration."

That may or may not mean very much. Finally, measured in terms of

what is of interest to the contractor, the question of financial considera-

tion involved, of course, becomes at times the paramount issue. Therefore,

if you can merge into the question of "financial consideration" the ele-

ments that are not decided, you can readly appreciate that at the end of

your contract work, you may have many things to be arbitrated. It is

that particular paragraph that shall hold our attention at the next Wash-
ington conference.

I might say Mr. Hoover has been present at one or two of these

conferences and has taken, apparently, a very great interest in this

matter and at the last meeting at which I was present he asked me why
the railroads could not see fit to go into the arbitration and accept that,

and I told him at that time we had not felt that arbitration for the

railroad industry was yet an essential matter but we were not prepared

at that meeting to give a full and complete reply. I have tried in these

conferences not to commit you either for or against in this matter

until it was thoroughly digested. I have also tried to handle it in such

a way as to keep you sufficiently informed.

We have sub-divided the work of this Committee and these Sub-

Committees have carried on, I am glad to say, well and actively, the

work assigned to them. The revision of the Manual is under Mr. Dillen-

beck, and Mr. Dillenbeck will present the report of his Sub-Committee.
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(Report of Sub-Committee on Revision of Manual, Appendix A,

was then outlined by Mr. Clark Dillenbeck.)

The President :— It is moved and seconded that this proposed revised

form as has been read by sub-title be substituted for the form of this

agreement which is now in the Manual. If there is no discussion, that

will be adopted.

Chairman Faucette :—We now present the Form of Industry Track

Agreement, page 515, at the bottom of the page.

(The text of the pages was outlined by Mr. Dillenbeck, and motion

made and seconded for the adoption of the revised form.)

The President :—Is there any discussion on that motion?

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :— I notice in the agreement which

was just adopted, the omission of a provision which is usually found in

these agreements, part of which is found in Article X on page 509, in the

matter of cancellations. This agreement reads:

"This agreement shall be terminated upon days' written

notice from either party to the other." I notice that usually that provi-

sion carries the words "at any time" ; it seems to me to make it a little

more perfect to have those words in it.

I don't know whether it is proper to make a motion to that effect;

however, I move an amendment to Article X, "This agreement shall be

terminable at any time upon days' notice by either party to the

other."

Mr. Clark Dillenbeck (Philadelphia & Reading) :—That question was

given very careful consideration. The reason for the change is this

:

a great many leases are now made for industrial sites where the lessee

will build expensive improvements ; sometimes a warehouse. It would be

practically impossible to make a lease where a man is going to spend a

large sum of money for buildings or other improvements and to put in

that lease that it could be terminated at any time by the railway company.

These leases are generally drawn for a certain number of years so that

the lessee will realize that he can have the property for at last a certain

time. It may be five years or ten years or three years. Then it follows

with the usual shorter term of cancellation, 30 days, 60 days, etc., so

that it can be cancelled at those times. This matter received a great deal

of attention in our Committee, and the other committee working with us

from the American Railway Development Association was completely in

accord with us on this question.

The President:—Did the motion receive a second?

Mr. G. A. Mountain (Canadian Pacific) :—Mr. President, with refer-

ence to those agreements, I would say that that matter comes up with the

Canadian Railway Board very frequently. They are the arbitrators if there

is a question of moving an industrial spur, or anything of that sort. The

matter has to be referred to the Board, and they are the final arbitrator

on the question.

(The motion was carried.)
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Mr. Faucette:—Appendix B, page 521, "Forms of agreement for

trackage rights," will be handled by Mr. J. C. Irwin, of Boston.

(The report was presented by Mr. Irwin, stating that the tentative

form was now submitted for first printing and for discussion.)

The President :—This report is received as information and the Com-
mittee invites suggestions during the coming year in connection with it.

Mr. Faucette :—In the absence of Mr. H. A. Palmer, chairman of the

Sub-Committee, I will present the report in Appendix C, "Form of license

for private road crossing."

(The report was presented by the Chairman.)

Mr. Faucette:—Before I close this report, there is one thing I want

to say in behalf of this Committee. You appreciate the fact that this

report is not exactly engineering work and if the phraseology of these

documents docs not always meet with your approval, or the approval of

your Legal Department, you will appreciate it was not done by lawyers.

We are doing the best we can for you. In some of our conferences, and

in reading some of the other reports, there is a tendency (and a natural

one) to insert in your committee specifications some matter which is

part of the contractual obligations between the owner and the railroad.

If we are going to be the committee on uniform contract practice, we
want to be that committee, and we want to have you refer those matters

to us. This subject has come up from time to time and we would be

very glad if you will give us a chance to see whether or not those things

are in our previous contract documents or whether we wish to have

anything to say about it, before you adopt it.

The legal departments, we find out, generally use these documents as

a reminder of what should go in, and the phraseology we use is that of the

layman and we have presented it as concisely as we know how.

I move this be adopted as part of the report and approved for

recommended practice.

(The motion as seconded.)

Mr. G. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway Commission) :—I would like

to ask for information from the Committee. We have never been able

to find but two crossings that are legal with us, a farm crossing and a high-

way crossing. We have made several attempts in Canada to endeavor to

use private crossings, which means a crossing that other parties cannot

use except the farmer. The farmer has no right to allow anybody else

to use that farm crossing. It is exclusively for the use of the farm and

if it is not used in that way, it is liable to be closed, but there are cases

where I th :nk private crossings would be very advantaeeons to all parties.

I would l'ke to sret the views of how they do it in this country.

Cha'rmpn Faucette:—Mr. Mountain, I would like to ask, on the part

of the Committee, do you wish to bring out that you would prohib't

others from usmp the crossings?

Mr. Mountain :—No : I imagine that a lawyer would upset that in

court. We can only have two, farm crossings and highway crossings.
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Now, a farm crossing is exclusively for the use of a man going from

one side of his farm to the other, providing the railroad cuts into it. It

cannot be used for any other purpose. If it is, it would be closed up.

Chairman Faucette :—The Committee realizes the difficulty. We
thought if an agreement of this kind could be workable, we would

present such an agreement. There are cases coming under our observation

where a person has been operating across the main line of a carrier, not

necessarily to the land owned by him, because in that case we could

not prevent him, but he might have lumber operations or mining opera-

tions where he might want to go across exclusively, and he might be using

it almost as a personal matter, and the public would not have a chance

to use it because it would be isolated.

The Committee knows that a great many of the states make it almost

impossible to pry loose a public crossing once it is established, but if we

can do anything to diminish the number of grade crossings in this country,

we should put that lever in, and we want to go on record that we are

trying to protect the traffic and the man himself.

Mr. Mountain :—I am heartily in sympathy with it, but I fear it is

impossible to work it out.

Mr. Baldridge :—In regard to protecting public crossings from becom-

ing public property, I believe in most states in the United States that

can be done by erecting a sign, specifying that it is the private property of

this carrier.

(The motion was put and carried.)

Chairman Faucette:—On page 530 we have presented, "Proposed ten-

tative form of agreement for the purchase of electricity." This is pre-

sented in behalf of the Sub-Committee and put in here for information

only.

We have spent a great deal of time on these tentative forms and we
hope that the convention will see fit to criticize the work we have done in

this way. I wish to state very emphatically that we do not wish a rubber-

stamp approval of this report. We do want destructive and constructive

criticism, if these things are not right. When we go along for a year, and

the thing is approved, we appreciate it very deeply, but we would like to

have your criticism of these tentative forms and also the forms which are

now in the Manual, which are always before us for revision.

The President :—This report on the proposed tentative form is received

as information. The Committee is excused, with the thanks of the Associa-

tion, for the very good work it is doing.
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DISCUSSION ON ELECTRICITY

(For Report, see pp. 579-687)

. Mr. Edwin B. Katte (New York Central) :—Twelve subjects were

assigned to the Committee on Electricity this year and five are reported

merely as progress reports. Three revised specifications are submitted

for adoption and printing in the Manual. Three reports are submitted as

information.

In the absence of Mr. G. W. Kittredge, the chairman of the Sub-

Committee on "Revision of Manual," I would say that the specifications

will be presented later, so I will not ask you to consider them now.

Appendix B, "Electrical Interference," in the absence of Mr. W. M.
Vandersluis, chairman, the report will be presented by Mr. J. V. B. Duer.

(The report was presented by Mr. Duer, and the recommendation

was that the subject be continued next year.)

The President :—The suggestion of the Committee that the subject be

continued to next year is accepted.

Mr. Katte:—The report on "Water Power," Appendix C, in the

absence of Mr. W. L. Morse, chairman, will be presented by Mr. J. C.

Davidson.

(The report was presented by Mr. Davidson, and the report was

received as information.)

Chairman Katte:—Appendix D, "Electrolysis," in the absence of Mr.

Martin Schreiber, chairman of the Sub-Committee, I will present the

report.

(The report was presented and explained by the chairman, with

recommendations that representation on the American Committee on

Electrolysis be continued without committing the Association to any

definite subscription or dues, and also that further reports on the effect of

electrolysis on reinforced concrete be discontinued, at least for the

present; which recommendations were adopted.)

Chairman Katte:—Appendix E, "Co-operation with the U. S. Bureau

of Standards," will be presented by Mr. Sidney Withington, chairman of

that Sub-Committee.

(The report was presented by Mr. Withington, with the recommenda-

tion that it be received as information, which recommendation was

adopted.)

Chairman Katte :—Appendix F, "Overhead transmission line con-

struction," will be presented by Mr. F. D. Hall, in the absence of the

chairman.

(The report was presented by Mr. Hall, with the recommendation of

the Committee that the subject be continued to next year, which recom-

mendation was adopted.)

Chairman Katte:—Appendix G, "Collaboration with Committee XVI

—

Economics of Railway Location," will be presented by Mr. D. J. Brum-
ley, chairman of the Sub-Committee.
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(The report was presented by Mr. Brumley, with' the recommendation

that the subject be continued with a view of collaborating with said Com-
mittee, which recommendation was adopted.

Chairman Katte:—Appendix H, "Wire crossing specifications," I

will ask Mr. Withington to present the report.

(The report was presented by Mr. Withington with recommendations.)

Chairman Katte:—In moving the adoption of these specifications as

a substitute for the one that now appears in the Manual, I should explain

to you that this revised specification is the result of two years of

very conscientious work on the part of the Committee and we think

it is a distinct improvement over the existing specification. I therefore

move its adoption: as recommended practice and printing in the Manual.

(The motion was carried.)

Chairman Katte:—In connection with this subject, I would like to call

your attention to a development during the past year; namely, the

appointment of representatives and their alternates, of the Committee

on Electricity in the various states for the purpose of bringing to the

attention of the Committee problems in connection with overhead or

underground crossings of power lines. The list of the representatives

and their alternates is given in the Bulletin.

Chairman Katte:—I move that the Specification for Adhesive Tape

for General Use for Electrical Purposes be adopted as recommended

practice and printed in the Manual.

(The motion was carried.)

Chairman Katte :—I move that the Specification for Rubber Insulating

Tape be adopted as recommended practice and printed in the Manual.

(The motion was carried.)

Chairman Katte :—Appendix K, clearance for third rail and overhead

working conductors, is but a progress report.

The President :—The recommendation contained in the progress

report is accepted.

Chairman Katte:—Appendix J, Standardization of Insulators, Knife

and Snap Switches, is a progress report which Mr. Hall will present.

(Sub-Committee report outlined by Mr. F. D. Hall.)

The President :—The recommendation contained in this report is

accepted.

Chairman Katte:—Appendix L, "Protection of Oil Sidings from

Danger Due to Stray Currents," will be submitted by Mr. Withington.

(Sub-Committee report submitted by Mr. Sidney Withington, with

the recommendation that the report be approved as recommended practice

and printed in the Manual.)

(The motion was carried.)

Chairman Katte:—This completes the report and since all of the

recommendations have now been acted on, I move that the report of the

Committee on Electricity be accepted as a whole.

(The motion was carried.)
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The President :—The work of the Committee on Electricity is always

outstanding in this Association, and I desire to extend to the Committee

the appreciation of the Association for the masterly way in which it

always handles this most important subject. The Committee is excused

with the thanks of the Association.

DISCUSSION ON BUILDINGS

(For Report, see pp. 6S9-750)

(The report on Buildings was then outlined by W. T. Dorrance,

Chairman.)

Chairman Dorrance:—The Committee has not this year any re-

visions of the Manual to propose. It has devoted a considerable part

of its time to three subjects. The first, Freight House Design, has in-

cluded the study of multiple level freight houses. I will ask Mr. Filippi,

chairman of the Sub-Committee covering this subject, to present our

report on this.

Mr. Hugo Fillipi (Illinois Central) :—This report is given as Ap-

pendix A, page 691. (Mr. Fillipi outlined report of the Sub-Committee.)

The President:—This report is received as a progress report.

Chairman Dorrance:—The next subject considered by the Com-

mittee in its work during the past year was the continuation of the prepa-

rat :on of Specifications for Buildings for Railway Purposes. Mr. Orrock,

Chairman of the Sub-Committee covering this subject, is not able to be

here today and I will ask Mr. Judd of the Illinois Central to discuss this

work.

Mr. F. R. Judd (Illinois Central) :—These specifications are offered

for consideration with the hope that the various railroads will use

them, as the test of a specification is its use. The Committee does not

feel that these specifications have been out long enough to offer them for

the Manual, they are therefore tendered for information of the members

of the Association, so that their use may bring out any omissions or

discrepancies.

The President :—This report is received accordingly.

Chairman Dorrance :—During the past year the Association pub-

lished in Bulletin 248 the specifications which the Committee had

previously prepared and the Committee desires particularly to call that

to the attention of the members of the Association, hoping that the

reprint will be found useful, and also hoping that we will receive criti-

cisms on these specifications. We have received a number of very help-

ful criticisms since the publication of that Bulletin, but want still more

so that we may feel sure that the different subjects are all properly cov-

ered. The specifications presented today are additional and during the

coming year we hope to round out the subject.
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The third subject is Numbering of Railway Buildings. This sub-

ject is covered in Appendix C of this report and we offer this as infor-

mation.

The President :— It is so received.

Chairman Dorrance:—The other subjects assigned to the Com-
mittee have had consideration during the past year, but the Committee

has nothing to offer to the Convention at this time beyond the state-

ment that we are making progress on the work as outlined.

The President :—The general recommendation of the Committee is

found on the bottom of page 690, which is that the report as a whole be

received as information and, unless there is objection, it is so received,

and I want to urge upon the membership during the coming year to assist

the work of this Committee by any suggestions that you may have. In

a study of the report that they have submitted, you will find a vast amount
of very valuable information, going in the right direction, and I wish

to express the appreciation of the Association, for the excellent work
that this Committee is doing, with the hope that we will soon arrive at a

point where we can take action on standard specifications covering this

subject. The Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

DISCUSSION ON WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES

(For Report, see pp. 7S1-7SS)

Mr. A. O. Ridgway ('Denver & Rio Grande Western) :—The report

of the Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles will be found be-

ginning at page 751, Bulletin 254. The Committee has no changes to

recommend this year for the Manual.

The second subject on which work has been undertaken during the

past year is, "Study and report on the useful strength of new, old and
treated timber when used in railway trestles, including a critical examina-
tion of the present theories of stresses when applied to timber under
railway load conditions." This is a subject which has often been before
us. It comes up quite periodically, due to the developments in methods
of treating timber. I will ask Mr. W. E. Hawley, chairman of the

Sub-Committee, to present to you the report of this year.

Mr. W. E. Hawley (Duluth, Missabe & Northern) :—The report of

the Sub-Committee on this subject is found on pages 752 to 755, inclusive.

The report as presented here is a progress report outlining some of the

matter in connection with the work of the Committee. The subject of

wood is one connected with a structure which is complex as to variety of

material, sources, variations and age and other conditions, and naturally

cannot be brought into a thorough exact science. A great deal of

work has been done and is to be done on the subject of timber.
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The Forest Products Laboratory at Madison has completed the half-

millionth test and are starting on a great deal more work. The good

part of the work that has been done, a good part of the experiments made,

has not been put in shape that it is available yet for outside use. The
work has not been digested, so even on tests that were made the work

is not available for public use. A great deal of valuable work has been

carried out by private individuals and associations and railroads.

During this last year through the co-operation of the West Coast

Lumbermen's Association some material has been gathered. Full-sized

columns, 12 inches by 12 inches by 24 feet long, were put to actual test.

These columns were broken by a machine at Madison and the results

will give us, when they are out, the full strength of columns the size we
are using in frame trestles and structures of that character. The tests

have not been published yet and are not available.

The lumber associations have also carried on at Columbia University.

New York, some comparative tests on both fir and pine. The work is not

yet available for publication. There has been some other work done by

railroads investigating timber taken out of old structures. The work is in

progress and we hope to have the results during the coming year.

The necessity of investigation of timber is still with us. Timber costs

more and is brought greater distances than it used to be carried and it is

necessary that we have more knowledge of its use so we can use it more
economically. The Committee realizes the importance of the subject

assigned to it and will continue to work on it this year.

I would also ask that you show appreciation, whenever there is a

chance, of the work that is being done by private individuals and associa-

tions. Timber testing is expensive work, and I am sure that this work
being done by outside associations merits all the help we can give it.

The Committee will continue the work as has been outlined and

planned for the coming year.

Chairman Ridgway :—Two years ago this Association approved com-

prehensive grading rules for timber and lumber for railway usage. After

that had been published in the Manual, there arose the question from

some of the purchasing and stores departments of the railways as to the

classifications of uses of timber and lumber under those grading rules

and specifications, hence the Committee had this year subject No. 3,

"Report on classification of the uses of timber and lumber under

American Railway Engineering Association specifications." Mr. Hoyt,

the chairman of the Sub-Committee to which was assigned this work, is

absent. I would like to say just a word in explanation of the progress

report of the Sub-Committee appearing in Appendix B, on page 756.

The Sub-Committee has not been able thus far to return definite con-

clusions; that is because of the fact that there is a concerted national

movement to simplify the grading rules and specifications in a number of

industries throughout the entire United States. This perhaps had its

inception in the Department of Commerce. It may suffice to say briefly
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that there has been appointed a Central Committee on Lumber Standards.

Mr. W. E. Hawley, a member of this Committee, is the representative

of the American Railway Association on that Central Committee on

Lumber Standards. The Central Committee on Lumber Standards has

tentatively issued a portion of its proposed grading rules. Our Com-

mittee this year thought it would be inadvisable for us to return definite

conclusions in view of the apparently chaotic state of the lumber industry

just now as regards specifications and grading rules. They did think,

however, that you should be advised as to the tentative grading rules

thus far issued by the Central Committee on Lumber Standards, and

you will find those in Appendix B.

Both this Committee and the Central Committee on Lumber Standards

not only invite but urge criticism and suggestions on those grading rules

as far as they have been issued. It seems to me we cannot get very

far on the very complex situation that exists in the lumber industry

unless we all help and give the Committee the benefit of any criticisms

which may occur to us.

Subject No. 4 has been before you at previous times. Our charge

from the Committee on Outline of Work and instructions from the

Board of Direction reads thus : "Make detailed study of various types of

wooden trestles with a view to recommending two or three standards

adaptable for general railway use."

The report of the Sub-Committee on this subject will be found

beginning at the middle of page 773, Appendix C. Before asking the

chairman to present to you that report, I want to take the liberty of

calling your attention to a few things in anticipation of some of the

inquiries you may have regarding these plans. Do not forget on page

302 of the new Manual there is a statement of permissible stresses,

permissible unit stresses in timber. May I also refer to the action

of this Association in the matter of the use of lag screws for fastening

guard timbers. I assume you have all read this Appendix C and studied

the plans, but I want to call your attention to the statement which is

inserted, giving a comparison of the unit stresses in proposed types of

standard trestles. I am sure that will explain in a large measure why
the Committee has specified certain sizes in the plans. With your

permission, Mr. Chairman, I will ask Mr. Maddock to present this report.

Mr. J. B. Maddock (Central of Georgia) :—Last year the Committee

submitted plans for open deck and ballast deck trestles, also multiple story

trestles. The Association did not approve plans for open deck trestles,

but they did approve the plans of ballast deck and multiple story trestles.

This year the Committee submits new designs for open deck frame trestles

for two loadings, a light loading, E-45, and a heavy loading, E-60, for

three lengths of panels, 12, 14 and 16 feet. Last year only two panel

lengths were submitted, 12 and 16 feet. The Committee thought that

a panel 14 feet long would be useful in many places where the others

would not, and accordingly made plans for them.
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In ballast deck trestles the Committee recommend a change in the

size of the stringers and the number of stringers used in order to have a

uniform size of stringer in the open deck and ballast deck trestles. The
only material change in the plan for multiple story trestle is in connection

with the bracing to the piles and posts which has been strengthened.

Seven by sixteen stringers were used in the open deck trestle for the

12-foot panels, and the ballast deck trestle plans as submitted last year

provided for 8 by 16. In order to make these uniform and have but one

size of stringer, the Committee recommends that the ballast deck plans

be modified as shown by these plans to include twelve 7 by 16 stringers

instead of eleven 8 by 16.

The Committee took note of the criticisms made on the open deck

plans of last year and addressed a letter to the Chief Engineers of sixty-

nine of the most important railroads of the country, asking them if

they did not approve the plans as submitted last year, to give the Com-
mittee the benefit of their opinions. Of these sixty-nine letters about

thirty odd replies were received, of which one-third were unqualified

approval of the plans and the others contained criticisms of nearly every

feature of the trestles. Some defended themselves by saying they pre-

ferred their own plans. The Committee gave careful consideration to the

criticisms that were made and they found that some of them were in

violation of previously adopted standards of the Association, such as

recommended stresses, clearance and method of fastening floor. They
recommend these plans after careful consideration of all these objections.

On the open deck trestle the principal change, as I said, was in

providing for a panel of 14 feet as well as 12 and 16, the adoption of

one size of cap 12 by 14 inches for both pile trestles and frame trestles,

and the strengthening of the connection of the longitudinal side bracing by

the use of two %-inch bolts and one ^-inch boat spike instead of one

24-inch bolt and two 5^-inch boat spikes. They also have added to the

plans, plans for bulkheads of wood and concrete.

It was not the expectation of the Committee that any one railroad

would use more than one of these panel lengths. There seemed to be the

impression on the part of some members that a railroad would adopt a

panel length best suited to its conditions and use that.

The Committee, in fixing the size of stringers and other members,

was governed, as Mr. Ridgway said, by previously adopted stresses of

the Association and they designed them so as to come within six per cent

of those limits.

In recommending these plans for adoption as recommended practice,

the Committee does not undertake to say they are the best in every

respect that can be produced for the varying conditions in all sections

of the country, but they do say that they conform with good eng-neering

and in all essentials are in accord with the best practice of the leading

railroads of the country.

Chairman Ridgway :—I move the adoption as recommended practice of

these six plans, as follows

:
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Open Deck Pile Trestle, Light Design, E-45 loading, with panels

12, 14 and 16 ft. long.

Open Deck Pile Trestle, Heavy Design, E-60 loading, with panels

12, 14 and 16 ft. long.

Open Deck Frame Trestle, Light Design, E-45 loading, with panels

12, 14 and 16 ft. long.

Open Deck Frame Trestle, Heavy Design, E-60 loading, with panels

12, 14 and 16 ft. long.

Multiple Story Trestle, E-60 loading, with panels 12, 14 and 16 ft.

long.

Ballast Deck Pile and Frame Trestles, Heavy Design, E-60 loading.

Mr. L. J. F. Hughes (Rock Island Lines) :—I note that on these plans

a fundamental dimension has been left off, namely, the distance from the

base of rail to cut-off. I presume that has been omitted because these

plans are for three different panel lengths and for two different depths of

stringers. Nevertheless, I think that should be shown. It may be shown

as base of rail to cut-off for 16-inch stringers and also for 18-inch string-

ers. The distance of base of rail to cut-off is a dimension that must be

known in the field, and it should be shown on the plan and not left to be

figured out by the man who does the work.

M'r. Hawley :—May I answer that by calling attention to a paragraph

in the report which says : "In preparing these drawings it was not the

intention to make them so complete in every detail that they could,

without being amplified, be issued to construction forces, as there are

many unessential details the practice in regard to which varies with

different conditions, and the Committee felt that railroads should be

at liberty to use their own practice to meet their own particular conditions

in unessential features."

It was felt better to leave that detail out and leave the engineers in

charge of the construction work on each road to decide what practice

they wanted to follow in the detail which was not essential to the general

strength of the structure.

Mr. O. E. Selby (Big Four) :—I notice on these plans the absence

of our old familiar friend, the 8 by 16 stringer. That is a size that has

been standard in the practice which I have been familiar with for many
years, and a size that is common and standard for the sawmills. The
7 by 16 and 9 by 16, shown on these plans, are rather odd sizes, not so

common, and I am curious to know what led the Committee to omit the

8 by 16 size.

Mr. Hawley :—The Committee very carefully considered the question

of using the 8 by 16 size and in. the outline of stresses involved we show

that the 8 by 16 size would have a stress of 1,204 pounds per square

inch in one case, in another 1,192 pounds, and we felt that if the Com-

mittee recommended a size using stresses as low as that, there might be

some opposition on the ground of economy. We found by careful check-
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ing the smaller size was ample in strength and was, therefore, more
economical. There are a great many roads using the 7 by 16 size stringer;

so we were not proposing anything novel in choosing that and we chose

it on account of economy.

The President:—Is there any further discussion? If not, all in favor

of the motion will say "aye." Contrary, "no." The motion is carried.

This completes the report of the Committee on Wooden Bridges and

Trestles, and it is excused with the thanks of the Association for the

excellent work it has done.

DISCUSSION ON RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS
(For Report, see pp. 777-807)

Mr. H. M. Stout (Northern Pacific) :—Last year the Committee on

Outline of Work assigned this Committee nine subjects to consider. The
first one is, revision of the Manual. It is considered no changes are neces-

sary at the present time.

The second subject assigned is, "Cost keeping methods and statistical

records." This is a subject which has been under consideration for some
little time and is still under consideration. The Committee have not arrived

at conclusions which are ready to be presented to the Association this year.

Subject No. 3, "Plans, methods and forms for gathering and record-

ing data for keeping up-to-date the physical and valuation records of

the property of railways." That, likewise, is still under study and not

ready for presentation.

The fourth subject, "Feasibility of reporting engineering data in

graphic form and submit recommended diagrams," is a new one. This

subject was handled by a Sub-Committee under the chairmanship of

Mr. W. D. Wiggins. Mr. Wiggins, on account of illness in his faimly, is

unable to be present today, and Mr. W. A. Van Hook, a member of the

Sub-Committee, will present the report.

(Mr. Van Hook outlined the principal features of the report, recom-

mending that it be received as information.)

The President:—This is received as information.

Chairman Stout:—Subject No. 5, "Feasibility of reducing the number
of forms used in the engineering and maintenance of way departments,

combining forms and simplifying those retained." Progress is reported

on this subject.

Subject No. 6 is a subject which is being handled jointly with Com-
mittee No. XXI—Economics of Railway Operation, and the status of

the work was presented yesterday by that Committee.
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Subject No. 7, "Conventional signs for architectural details." A
report on this subject was presented last year which was not offered as a

final report, but as a progress report only. This year we have prac-

tically the same signs, and, after the report is presented by the chair-

man of the Sub-Committee, Mr. Blanchard, we propose to ask for its

publication in the Manual to conform with the other conventional signs

which are there now as this Committee's work.

Mr. A. M'. Blanchard (Grand Trunk) :—The report will be found on

page 799, together with Exhibit A on page 800 to 807, inclusive. The
work on conventional signs for architectural details has been in progress

for the past two years. Last year we presented a progress report and

asked that the subject be continued. During the past year it was desired

to ascertain as to whether there was any list of architectural details in

current circulation and in order to determine that a questionnaire was

issued to twelve architectural firms and twenty-three schools teaching

architecture. These firms and schools were so chosen as to be international

in scope. Their replies indicate that it would be very desirable to have

such a list published at some one point. With that in view, the Com-
mittee redrafted the architectural symbols and regrouped them into their

various branches, such as masonry, carpentry, heating, piping, plumbing,

sheet iron and metal work.

It was also found a number of railways were doing their own archi-

tectural work. In doing this work a number of architectural signs were

used that were not standard, and the Committee has brought these signs

together and believe these signs are of as much use to the architectural

draftsman as the topographical signs are of use to the topographical

draftsman. It also believes that they are very much needed, and with this

in mind, the Committee recommends that these signs be adopted for pub-

lication in the Manual.

Chairman Stout :—I move that the conventional signs for architectural

details as published in this Bulletin be accepted and published in the Manual.

The President :—These signs are given beginning on page 800 and

running to page 807, inclusive. The question is before you for discussion.

Mr. W. T. Dorrance (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—The
Committee on Buildings feel that this is a subject they are interested in

as well as the Committee that presents this report. We hope the motion

made will pass.

The President :—The motion is that these conventional signs be

adopted for publication in the Manual. If there is no discussion, all in

favor of the motion will say "aye." Contrary, "no." The motion is

carried.

Chairman Stout :—Subject No. 8, "Methods and forms for keeping

seniority records," was withdrawn by the Board of Direction.

Subject No. 9, "Outline of work for the ensuing year," is given

below with the recommendation for future work.

The President:—In addition to its regular report the Committee has

prepared a supplemental report covering the subject of "Classification of
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Accounts, Interstate Commerce Commission." On the suggestion of this

Committee, the Board of Direction revived contact with the Interstate

Commerce Commission and suggested that our Committee on Records

and Accounts be permitted to collaborate with the Bureau of Accounts of

the Commission on this revision and classification. The chairman of the

Committee will not present this supplemental report.

Chairman Stout :—The supplemental report of the Committee will be

found in a separate pamphlet, which was distributed to you. It is very

desirable that each member of the Association have a copy of this

pamphlet, the supplemental report.

There have been many very important subjects discussed at this con-

vention, but it is our belief that few of them, if any, are of more im-

portance to the engineers than this subject which was given to us late in the

season by the Board of Direction. The presentation of this subject, I wish

to say, not in the way of an apology but as a fact, is not a complete

presentation. The work done was under pressure of time in order to get

it before the convention. It seemed to us highly important that the matter

should be presented to the convention and thoroughly discussed here.

Before we could attempt to go before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and present the engineers' point of view on this subject we felt we
ought to be certain that we had the consensus of opinion of the railroad

engineers.

This Bulletin of twenty-three pages is divided for convenience into

sections. The first section is merely a statement of the new assignment

of the subject which came to us in January. The President has already

outlined to you the circumstances.

The second section, "Steps taken to carry out instructions," is merely

a recital of how we proceeded.

The third section, on page 3, details the beginning and the historical

steps in the development of the classification of operating expenses of

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

On page 5, the fourth paragraph recites the work already done and

now being done in the revision of the classification. I should say here

that our whole effort, in the brief time given us before the convention,

was limited to the discussion of principles and revisions of the operating

expense classification ; no .effort was made to study the classification for

investment or other classifications of the series of classifications of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. This was for the reason, as explained

in this report, that the Interstate Commerce Commission is already

engaged in the revision of this classification as the first one of the series.

Perhaps I may take the time to read at least the greater part of that

section of the report, as 1 observe from the number of applications for

these pamphlets this morning a considerable number of you have not seen

the report previously.

(Mr. Stout read page 5 of the supplemental report down to the end

of the first sentence in the last paragraph on that page, where he made
the following interpolation.)
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Chairman Stout :— Perhaps I should say that the special committee of

the Railway Accounting Officers' Association was a sub-committee ap-

pointed by the Committee on General Accounts, so that the Committee on
General Accounts really probably supervise the work to a certain degree,

although the reports will be made to the President of that association.

(Mr. Stout read the remainder of page 5, and the first paragraph

on page 6.)

Chairman Stout:—Now I have taken the time to read this in order

that you might understand the present situation. The R. A. O. A. through

the invitation of the Bureau of Accounts is thus closely associated with

the work of the Bureau of Accounts, and by this arrangement the latter

will necessarily receive very intimate views and suggestions from the

accounting officers. Unless prompt action is taken the same thing will

follow as has heretofore happened when the classification has been revised,

the engineers will receive the classification, put it in use, and then for

months and years afterwards indulge in futile kicking on account of its

not meeting their requirements. It seems appropriate, therefore, that the

engineers' views should be presented to and considered by the Commission
previous to the adoption, or even the publication of the tentative draft of

the classification.

Earlier in the report in this pamphlet there is a statement of the

progress that has been made and the program that has been laid out by

the Bureau of Accounts relative to the other classifications. As soon

as the operating expense classification is completed, the classification of

investment will be taken up and the others will follow in sequence.

I should advise you that the operating expense classification, in

tentative form, is expected to be out the first or the middle of April.

And it is proposed that all of the classifications will be in the hands of

the carriers some time in November of this year and will be made effec-

tive January 1, 1924. It is, therefore, very clear that whatever sugges-

tions we have to offer will have to be made very promptly. These were

the reasons for our wishing to have this important matter given con-

sideration at this time by the whole convention.

On pages 6 and 7 there are recorded some of the proposed changes

which have been offered. These are largely taken from the proposals

of the Accounting Officers' Association. There are interspersed among

them, however, suggestions from others, from the railroads and individ-

uals, and one or two coming from the engineers.

Beginning on page 7 and continuing through pages 8 and 9, are listed

some of the suggestions the Committee has to offer as the result of

their meeting here in Chicago on February 20, 21 and 22. I think I

will take time to read the general outline of the reasons we believe the

classification of operating expenses should be revised, and some of the

guiding principles.

(Mr. Stout read page 7, beginning with "The Committee's Sugges-

tions," and on page 8 to the first paragraph.)
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Chairman Stout :—There are three principles we have to offer, and

the following pages give specifically the revisions which are proposed.

I think, Mr. President, that perhaps outlines the matter sufficiently.

The President:—The Committee is very desirous of having your

suggestions at this time, as far as you are prepared to give them. It

was necessary for the Committee to work rapidly. We would be glad

to hear from any of you that have suggestions.

Mr. J. R. Leighty (Presidents' Conference Committee) :—I am not

on the Committee. I am simply talking as an individual. They were

kind enough to invite me to sit in with them, for destructive criticism,

I think. I do want to ask the membership of this Association to lend

this Committee every possible bit of assistance which it can, and I am
going to ask you further not to wait until they approach you, but con-

structive criticism and advice will be welcome, I am sure.

My work in the last three or four years has been such that I prob-

ably had to recognize the inadequacy of the present accounting system

more than the average member of the Association. I am going to make

a statement now that perhaps many of you will not agree with.

You can not go on any railroad in the United States that keeps its

accounts in accordance with the Interstate Commerce Commission's in-

structions, and has nothing in addition to their requirements, and tell

what any item of maintenance costs. Now, from the standpoint of an

engineer, a maintenance engineer, that is serious, and also I want to say

that under the provisions of the Transportation Act it is going to be

very much more serious than it has been.

To illustrate what I mean, about two years ago the practice of hav-

ing equipment repaired under contracts in outside shops was going on.

The labor organizations resisted this, resisted it to the extent that it

was a matter investigated by the Senate Comm'ttee of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission. There was no railroad that could tell that investigat-

ing body accurately as to how much more or less the cost of having repair

work done under contract in outside shops was than if done by the road

itself. Now, that is a bad defence against a serious charge of extrava-

gance.

It is important and it is absolutely necessary that we know more

about what our money goes for than we can tell from the accounts kept

under the present classification only. You cannot get the cost of any

item of maintenance on any railroad in the country that keeps only

accounts in accordance with the Interstate Commerce Commission require-

ments.

On behalf of the Committee, I want to ask every member to go

home and think upon the subject of getting these accounts in shape so

they can be used by the maintenance engineer when he has to help carry

the responsibility of defending his company's operations.

Mr. Maurice Coburn (Pennsylvania System) :—I think this is about

the most important subject we have this year. Anybody who tries, 'as

MY. Leighty has said, to find unit costs knows what he is up against.
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If we are going to do good work and we are going to train our men and
develop engineering judgment, we have got to have unit costs, we have
to know what our work costs in detail, not only for the management
but for the rank and file; we do not merely want the lump sum but the

detail.

Now, when we are trying to find out what it costs to handle traffic,

we have got to separate line and terminal, and you can not do it with

our present classification. The accountants naturally feel that they have
acquired or accomplished something when they have cut down the num-
ber of classifications and cut down their work. It is very easy for them
to forget what the accounting is for. There are so many chances for

increased efficiency if we knew what the work costs, that it seems to me
we should use every effort to bring before the Commission our funda-

mental needs. We want to train engineering judgment and you can

only do it by a very different system of accounting than we have now.

Mr. E. H. Lee (Chicago & Western Indiana) :—I quite agree with

the speakers who have preceded me and with the thought of the Com-
mittee, that this question is a fundamentally important one.

We all appreciate the very valuable work that has been done by

the Accounting Association. We constantly need their help and we con-

stantly receive it. But on the other hand its members are not on the

firing line, and when we analyze the situation we realize that it is our-

selves that must furnish the fundamental information.

Here is the situation. We engineers are going to be responsible to

our companies for the revenue they are permitted to receive in certain

cases. If we fail to secure such a segregation of these primary accounts

—and when I say primary accounts I mean going right back to the basic

accounts along the road, the time book, the material account on the section,

etc.—if we fail to institute such a process that we cannot get right back

to bedrock, we have simply adopted a process which will not stand the

final test.

Many of you gentlemen have paid more attention to valuation mat-

ters than I have, but one of the things that I believe has been demon-

strated is that nothing in the way of the valuation of our railroads is

apt to receive consideration unless it is supported by valid legal evidence.

The more I hear about present-day results, the more I believe that to

be true.

Now, that same condition, as I see it, will pertain to any analysis

which will come up as to what is a proper expense chargeable to opera-

tion and what is a proper expense to be borne by the railroad company,

and how much expenditure is not a proper charge to operation and

should be set over on the other side. All of this evidence depends

largely on comparison. How are we going to secure comparisons in our

accounts without carrying them back to the primary accounts? Unless

we do that, we have nothing but estimates, and some of our friends in

Washington seem to care little about estimates, as such. They want
facts. If we can give them facts based on original accounts, they can-
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not get away. They have got to come to our viewpoint if we are cor^

rect. I feel that this is fundamental : The proper segregation of these

accounts and the setting up of such instrumentalities that we can trace

the facts right back to the time book and material account is going to

put us in such shape that our facts cannot be disputed, and make us sure

that in so far as maintenance and construction are concerned, our com-
panies are going to be able to get all the net revenue in the future to

which they are entitled.

Mr. E. F. Wendt (Consulting Engineer) :—I was chairman of the

Committee on Records and Accounts in 1906 and 1907 and for some
previous years. The Hepburn Act had been passed in 1906, and in ac-

cordance with the law the Interstate Commerce Commission was pre-

paring a classification of accounts, which would have the full force and
effect of law. At that time this Committee recommended to the Board
of Direction that there be some cooperation with other associations, but

it was impracticable at that time to get the cooperation which has now
been secured by this Committee. Subsequently, in 1913, Congress again

amended the Interstate Commerce Act by the passage of the Valuation

Act. The Interstate Commerce Commission promptly revised these

classifications. There was no cooperation at that time between the en-

gineers, the accountants and the operating officers and others who had to

do with this matter of preparation of classifications. The Valuation

Law required the Commission to classify the property of common car-

riers in accordance with the classification of investment, and a revised

classification was made before the valuation work began. Then in 1920

the Transportation Act was passed. That Act, as you know, requires

many things to be done which were never done before, one of which is

the determination of depreciation. You all know that some engineers

became nervous when you talked about depreciation. There was no

cooperation in 1920-22 between this Association and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission on this question of the determination of what you
might call maintenance accrual. I note that while we did not cooperate

two years ago, we are now obliged, by virtue of circumstances, to go in-

to this question of depreciation, otherwise called maintenance accrual.

We did not look far enough ahead in the year 1920. If we had looked

ahead, we would have had a committee working in the last two years

on this question which now comes before this convention. It is necessary

to have new classifications for other reasons, which I need not mention,

but they all grow out of the passage of the Transportation Act.

Now, I want to suggest to the Board of Direction and to this Com-
mittee, that it will be necessary, in my judgment, to send a small com-
mittee to Washington and have that committee practically live in Wash-
ington until this work has been finished. The work has been in progress

for two years. So much preliminary work has been done that it may
be impossible for this Association to accomplish its full purposes at this

time. There are many agencies cooperating at present with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission on this very question. You probably all
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know that Congress two years ago passed the Federal Water Power
Act, and that Act had incorporated in it by reference the classification

of investment of steam roads. So all the work of the Federal Water
Power Commission is predicated, by law, upon the classification of in-

vestment.

Revision of some of these classifications is not as simple a question

as it may appear at first. There are so many agencies to be consulted.

Gas associations and water associations and men engaged in all forms

of public utilities are interested in these questions, because whatever

principles are laid down in connection with the railroads will also be laid

down in connection with other public utilites.

May I also suggest to the Committee that when they consider the re-

vision of this classification they give most careful consideration to the

classification of telephone accounts, because the telephone classification

was the latest one issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission and

it represented one of the most exhaustive studies which has been given

to certain economic principles which underlie all classifications.

I would like to say further, that, in my judgment, a proper order

of procedure would be to first determine a proper classification of in^

vestment for steam roads and then to determine a proper classification

of operating expenses.

There is a fundamental economic principle which must be followed

if a proper classification is provided for investment and a proper classifi-

cation for operating expenses. The fundamental question is this : What
constitutes capital? There are some errors in the present classification

of investment. These errors are based upon different conceptions of

what constitutes capital as distinguished from operating expenses.

I want to repeat what I said before, that if we are to accomplish

anything, prompt action will have to be taken, and I think that a small

committee will have to devote a large part of its time to this work for

several months to come. It seems to me that the question is one of such

great importance, not alone to accounting officers, but to engineers,

operating officers, and all persons connected with public utilities, that

there should be the most active co-operation by engineers, and particu-

larly by this Association, with the Bureau of Accounts of the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

Just one thing more, Mr. President. It is the policy of the Interstate

Commerce Commission to seek the cooperation of all agencies and indi-

viduals who are actively interested in questions which are to be de-

termined in accordance with law, and any cooperation given by this

Association will be, I am sure, not only welcomed, but the suggestions of

this Association will receive most careful consideration.

Mr. Leighty:—At the risk of boring you, I want to emphasize what

Mr. Wendt has said, or at least the suggestion that a working committee

be put in contact with the committees now handling this subject. I really

think we are confronted with an emergency, and it is not a question of

deliberation, but it is a question of self-defence, and the thing has gone
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along so far that we must take quick action, and I would like to suggest

again to everybody here that we spread the propaganda by talking to our

own executives and accounting officers.

Mr. C. C. Cook (Baltimore & Ohio) :—As I understand the situation,

the accounting officers are in favor of the reduction in the number of

accounts, and if, as Mr. Leighty suggests, we get in touch with the ac-

counting officers of our railroads, we will find ourselves in conflict with

them. The engineer does not want the combination of accounts. He
wants at least as much of a segregation as we have now, or even finer

segregation.

I would like to know if the Committee knows whether the Interstate

Commerce Commission, Bureau of Accounts, does favor the reduction in

the number of accounts proposed by the Railway Accounting Officers'

Association.

Chairman Stout:—Mr. Chairman, I think I can answer that question

in the negative. At the presentation of the Disbursement Committee's

scheme to the association at Cleveland, Mr. Wylie was present and on

the floor refuted some of the things that they set up as proposals, and

among them was the question that you have raised, the number of accounts.

He didn't agree at all with the wholesale reduction in accounts as proposed

by that committee. He brought out, I think, at the time the point that

while the committee was proposing to reduce the number of accounts from

197 to 69, at the same time they wished to have it left optional with the

roads to carry side accounts, which amounted to the same thing as having

separate accounts. So in reality there would be no reduction.

One of the chief sources of reduction in number of accounts was in

continuing the depreciation accounts. As stated in this pamphlet (the

supplementary report of the Committee), the depreciation accounts were

reduced from 45, the number carried now, to 2, one depreciation account

for general account I, and one depreciation account for general account II.

Referring to Mr. Wendt's suggestion as to the proper sequence or

order in which the revision of the classification should be taken up. The

Committee is heartily in accord with Mr. Wendt's idea that the proper

method of taking up the revisions of the classifications is first investment

and second operation, but the Committee, as pointed out before, has no

choice in the matter. We are working; what work we have done and

can do must be done under pressure. The lead has been set and we have

to follow the program which has been laid down by the Bureau of

Accounts of taking up the operating expense classification first if we

propose to be heard at all.

One other point which was mentioned in the discussion was that of

depreciation. On page 10 of this supplementary report we have treated

that in a brief may, and I would like to call attention specifically to the

recommendation so that if we are not sound on that, or if any criticisms

are forthcoming we may receive them now.

(Mr. Stout read the first paragraph on page 10 of the supplementary

report.)
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Chairman Stout:—There is one other point to which I would like

to call specific attention while il am on my feet. I passed over it in

speaking before. On page 6 in the list of suggested changes in the present

classification, No. 4 is a very vital and fundamental proposed change
which, it seems to me, and has seemed to the Committee and to others

with whom we have discussed this matter, is striking at the very root of

the things which the engineers are bound to give the management in

order that they may be properly directed in their work.

(Mr. Stout read suggested change No. 4 and the following note on
page 6 of the supplementary report.)

The reason given for that is that the cost accounting which is kept

now is adequate and incomplete and impossible. Therefore, why make
any attempt along that line, but arrange the classification according to

functions or group them according to departments?

Mr. Coburn:—I would move that the Board of the Association com-
municate with the American Railway Association, with a view of securing

representation of this Association at Washington, while the revision of

the accounts is in progress.

(Motion seconded and carried.)

Mr. Wendt :—May I take one minute more in which to endorse what
Mr. Stout has said. There is, in my judgment, no probability of any

material reduction in the number of accounts. There are many reasons

for that opinion on my part. You all know that the 250,000 miles of rail-

road in this country have been measured and computed and classified in

accordance with the classifications of 1914. It does not seem reasonable

to think that in view of the present status of the valuation work that any

great reduction will be made in the number of accounts.

Now, what this Association should do is to aim to improve these

classifications of investment and operating expenses, so that in the future

information will be available which engineers need in order to carry out

the provisions of law.

The President:—The Committee is relieved with the thanks of the

Association for its excellent work.

DISCUSSION ON YARDS AND TERMINALS

(For Report, See pp. 809-942)

Mr. A. Montzheimer (Elgin, Joliet & Eastern):—The report of the

Committee on Yards and Terminals will be found in Bulletin 255, page

209. Of the seven subjects assigned to this Committee, reports are pre-

sented on three subjects.

On the first subject, "Revision of the Manual," no revision of the

Manual is recommended at this time.
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On the second subject, "Make final report, if practicable, on unit oper-

ation of railway terminals in large cities, including a revision of the cate-

chism of unit operation of terminals as a statement of principles," you will

probably remember we presented quite a lengthy report on this subject in

1920. Since that time on account of a change from Federal management
to corporate management we have not been able to present this matter in a

tangible form. We hope next year to report something on this subject,

and would like to have it carried along another year.

The third subject, "Make final report, if practicable, on passenger-

station, freight-house and grain-weighing scales, collaborating with Com-
mittee on Buildings as to freight house and baggage scales," is reported in

Appendix A, on page 811. I will ask Mr. Baldwin, chairman of the Sub-
Committee on this subject, to present the matter.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

Before presenting these specifications to you, I will say in collaboration

with your Committee were engineers of the Scale and Balance Manu-
facturers' Association at all times, and they were taken completely into our

confidence and worked as members of the Committee. Naturally

there was some difference of opinion about some of the essential provisions

of these specifications, but when we finished, completed the draft of the

specifications, last November, we felt and those who worked with us from

the Manufacturers' Association seemed to think that we had worked out

a very rational and good specification.

I was a good deal disturbed on Monday of this week by receiving a

letter from the Secretary of the Scale Manufacturers' Association, which

by the way it was worded led me to think the Manufacturers' Association

was not going to subscribe their approval to these specifications officially,

and I immediately got into communication with the Secretary and told

him we were not prepared for such a proposition. Opportunity for raising

questions had been given during the time the specifications were under con-

sideration and preparation, which was over a period of two years. But

today, within the last half hour, a representative of that Association called

on me and explained that the letter I had received did not convey the intent

of the attitude of the Scale Manufacturers' Association, but was written

for the purpose of emphasizing the fact which, of course, ought to be

emphasized in this Association in considering these specifications, that a

scale of nominal rating built on these specifications will cost more than

scales that manufacturers are now putting out at the same nominal rating;

that we will get by the use of these specifications the increased value that

is represented by the difference of cost. If you adopt these specifications

and buy scales according to them, you will pay more for a scale of a given

capacity than you have been paying for a scale of that alleged capacity as

produced by the manufacturers.

I have read the digest of the information we obtained through our

questionnaire, and the situation is one that urgently demands specifications.

I think there can be no doubt about that. I feel safe in saying there will
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be no question raised about them by anybody in view of our having adopted

track scale specifications in which the miscellaneous provisions are similar

in their scope to the provisions here.

There is just one thing that affects the cost of scales, that is the factor

of corner loading on which we based the capacity of the scale and the

allowable stresses for the cast iron members which we have changed.

The Scale Manufacturers' Association have aimed their expressions as

to the increased cost of scales under these specifications wholly at the dor-

mant scales. They are heartily in favor, without reservation of any kind,

of our specification for motor-truck scales and built-in scales.

With these remarks I wish to say the Committee has no hesitation

—

the same Committee almost identical that prepared the Track Scale Speci-

fications which have been adopted and which are giving very general

satisfaction—in urging the adoption of these specifications at this time.

Section 1 of the specifications, "Types of Scales" : These definitions

were prepared by the Committee. It considered there was a necessity of

dividing the scales absolutely into certain classes, and the nomenclatures

are new, although I think not different from the old nomenclatures except

(c), which ordinarily was called a dormant type.

(b) Built-in Scale.

(c) Self-Contained Scale.

(d) Portable Scale.

In Section II, Capacities and Sizes, there is an error in printing. What
appears as Paragraph 4, "Corner and End Loading," has been inserted

under capacities; that really ought to be paragraph 2. In other words,

paragraph 4 as it stands ought to be paragraph 2, and paragraph 2 and 3

should be paragraphs 3 and 4, respectively, so I will refer to them in that

order. *

1. Capacity defined.

2. Corner and ending loading.

3. Size defined.

4. Capacities and sizes standardized.

Those are the different sizes and capacities of scales recommended for

standardization.

Section III—Plans.

1. General.
2. Iron and steel, working stresses in pounds per

square inch.

We have the tabulation of iron and steel working stresses in pounds

per square inch in which you will note we have a sliding scale on allow-

able stresses for cast iron, in which the allowable stresses increase as the

size of the part is decreased.

3. Knife ed?e bearing stresses.

4. Concrete bearing stresses.

5. Loops, formula for stresses.

6. Projecting pivots, formula for stresses.

7. Tests.
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The manufacturers objected a little to that subject (7, Tests), but not

persistently. (Mr. Baldwin read the remainder of the specifications by title

to the bottom of page 835.)

Mr. Baldwin :—I move the adoption of the specifications.

(The motion was carried.)

Chairman Montzheimer :—The fourth subject, "Make a final report, if

practicable, on handling freight on two-track level freight houses and team

tracks, also multiple-story freight houses and handling freight by mechani-

cal means, including the relative advantages and disadvantages of the use

of freight houses as warehouses in connection with L.C.L. freight houses."

This report is shown in Appendix B, page 836. I will ask Mr. Wishart,

Chairman, to present the report.

Mr. J. G. Wishart (Rock Island Lines) :—The report of this Sub-

Committee is shown on page 836. Pages 836 and 845 show copies of two
questionnaires sent out to about fifty of the leading railroads of the

country.

On the first questionnaire, "Arrangement and Economic Width of

L.C.L. Freight House Platforms/' we received less than fifty per cent

replies to the questionnaire sent out. The tabulation of those replies is

shown on pages 840 to 843, inclusive. Replies to this questionnaire are

still coming in and it is hoped we will be able to complete the work on this

subject this year.

The second questionnaire on "Cost of Various Elements of Freight

Handling in One-Level and Two-Level L.C.L. Freight Houses," was sent

out to over fifty railroads. We received less than a dozen replies. The
number of replies received to these two questionnaires was insufficient on

which to base an intelligent report. Therefore the reproductions of the

two questionnaires and tabulation of answers to the first one are presented

as a progress report.

The President:—If there is no objection it will be so received.

(Chairman Montzheimer read the five paragraphs under "Action

Recommended," on page 810.)

Chairman Montzheimer :—These recommendations were included in

the Proceedings last year and we feel they are of enough importance that

they should be incorporated in the Manual for reference and study. I

move that the five recommendations I just read be adopted for publication

in the Manual.

(The motion was carried.)

Chairman Montzheimer:—The next subject assigned to Committee was

No. 5, "Continue the study and report on classification yards, including

methods of switching from classification yards to advance yards."

The Committee made a report as information on this subject last year.

The Sub-Committee has been unable to formulate an additional report this

year on account of disturbed conditions. New subject is recommended for

next year.
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Subject No. 6, "Study and report on the best ways of arranging termi-
nals to reduce preparatory leaving time and terminal arriving of trains,

including the matter of main line track capacity approaching important
terminals." The Committee feels that is a very important subject and one
that should be fully reported on to be of great value to this Association.
This year we are unable to present a report but we would like to have this

subject continued and hope to have something to report next year.

Subject No. 7, "Study and report on the proper relations of passenger
station facilities which should exist between business handled and the size

and arrangement of such facilities." This report will be found in Appen-
dix C, page 849, and I will ask Mr. C. H. Mottier, chairman of the Sub-
Committee, to present the report.

Mr. C. H. Mottier (Illinois Central) :—The subject of this report as

stated at the top of page 849 is "The proper relation of passenger station

facilities which should exist between business handled and the size and
arrangement of such facilities." This subject was suggested primarily for

two reasons, which briefly stated are : First, there is practically no infor-

mation available on the subject; and, Second, there is a need for the

information. There probably has never been a time when there were more
large terminal projects in contemplation than at present.

I stated that there is very little information available on the subject.

Some architects and engineers, also some railroad companies, have collected

considerable information on the size of facilities in existing stations. So

far as I know, however, none of those statements or tables have given con-

sideration to the adequacy of the station facilities. In a few cases an effort

has been made to reduce the information on the various stations to a com-
mon basis ; for example, the size of the waiting rooms have been divided

by the number of passengers accommodated which gives the number of

square feet per passenger, etc. But such information, without some idea

as to the adequacy of the facilities, is of very little value. This can be

better understood when it is realized that it is almost the universal practice

in constructing new stations to make them larger than necessary for the

present needs in order to accommodate future growth; on the other hand,

an old station is almost always used after it has been outgrown.

I would like to invite your attention to the questionnaire which appears

as Exhibit A, page 931. You will notice that the questionnaire is accom-

panied by a letter of instruction. This letter was prepared in order that

all the answers might as far as possible be on the same basis. Near the

bottom of page 933 you will observe that information on the volume of

business handled in the various stations was requested. The statistical sec-

tion of the questionnaire appears on page 934. I invite your attention to

the last two columns of the statistical section. You will observe that the

heading for the first of these two columns is, "What per cent of increase

of present normal traffic can present facilities accommodate without con-

gestion? In this column the traffic is the variable, and present facilities are
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constant. You will note that similar information was requested in the

last column by making the size of the facilities the variable, and the traffic

constant. The question reads, "What size or number of facilities would

you recommend as being adequate for your present normal business with-

out provision for future growth?" This was done in order to check the

replies to see that the questions were understood.

The questionnaire was answered by forty-four railroads, covering

forty-six terminals as indicated by Exhibit B, page 935.

This report covers only through passenger requirements. No con-

sideration has been given to the requirements of suburban or commuter

service. The portion of the report which deals with the size of facilities

is based entirely upon the experience of the various stations reported upon,

no efforts being made to develop a theoretical consideration of the subject.

You might be somewhat confused by looking over the report to see

certain information given in tables and other information in graphical

form. The information on existing facilities is shown entirely in tables,

of which there are twenty-four. The recommended practice is indicated by

the thirty graphs. In order to economize on printing we have not repeated

in graphical form any information shown in tables, nor does any informa-

tion presented in tabular form appear as graphs. There is, therefore, no

relation between the tables and graphs in the report with the exception of

Table A, which summarizes the graphs.

The Committee, before we collected information, was somewhat in

doubt as to whether we could obtain a sufficient number of related points

to establish a curve. The report mentions several reasons for this uncer-

tainty. I wish to refer to three of these very briefly.

The first is the effect of local conditions, which I will not discuss. An-

other very important factor is the variable of traffic. The studies were

based primarily on the normal rush-hour business. Normal business as

here referred to is defined near the bottom of page 851, but it is practically

impossible to get two or three operating officials to estimate within ten or

fifteen per cent of what the normal rush hour business is in a particular

terminal. Perhaps another variable that affected the question even more

than these two was the different ideas of what constituted adequate service.

An official accustomed to the conditions met in a new modern terminal

probably two or three times as large as required has an idea of what

constitutes adequate service, but it is probably very different from the

idea of an official accustomed to an old station very much outgrown. If

you appreciate these variables, you will understand the difficulties that we

faced in establishing a uniform relation between the information obtained

from the various terminals. An effort was made, however, to eliminate as

far as possible the effect of local conditions.

If you analyze the subject as read, you will note that there are two

major factors to be considered, namely, the size and the arrangement of

facilities.
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On page 852 begins a discussion of the arrangement of the major sta-

tion facilities. In considering this phase of the question we found it

desirable to define some of the general type of stations, and to illustrate

these types by nine track plans.

I will now pass hurriedly over the report and refer to only a few of

the major points. Table No. 1, on page 857, gives some general informa-
tion on the various stations covered by the report. The table is quite com-
plete and covers most of the large modern passenger stations in this coun-
try and Canada. On page 862 is presented a large amount of information
on the traffic accommodated in these terminals.

On page 867 begins a discussion of various specific facilities, such as

the number of throat tracks required, length of station tracks, station

platforms and baggage facilities. On page 873 begins a discussion of the

station building proper. Next follows a general discussion of factors of

passenger station design, in which we found it desirable to illustrate our

points by including sixteen floor plans of stations covered in the report.

On page 890 is begun a discussion of specific major station facilities

such as passenger concourse, train concourse, waiting rooms, etc.

I would like to call your attention to columns five and six of Table

10, page 892. In the beginning I called attention to the effort made by

some engineers and architects to reduce the facilities in various stations

to a common basis, and for that reason I am calling your attention to

this table. You will observe that the concourse area has been reduced to

square feet per rush hour through passenger, under both normal and
maximum traffic conditions.

The variation in column No. 5 is from 47.3 to 1.7. The latter unit is

for the Cincinnati Union Station. This station was selected intentionally

to show the large amount of business than can be accommodated in a lim-

ited space if it has to be done. This range of values is enormous, and

if you have no idea as to whether 1.7 or 47.3 is adequate, you are hope-

lessly lost.

I have called your attention to this large variation in values to illus-

trate the point made at the beginning that it is absolutely necessary to base

a report of this character on the adequacy of the facilities.

Time will not permit of discussing all of the points that have been

raised, but I would like to call your attention to a difficulty that we encoun-

tered in studying some of the general station facilities, particularly those

covered by graphs 3 to 11. Very few stations of the smaller type have con-

courses. Lobbies are not provided in all stations. Other stations have

large main waiting rooms and no separate exclusive waiting rooms for

men and women. Others have a relatively small general waiting rooms
and large separate waiting rooms for the men and women. It is evident

that these areas had to be reduced to some common basis. A station

might have a very large main waiting room and small men's and women's
rooms, or conversely might have a small main waiting room and large

men's and women's rooms, and in both cases the facilities would be ade-
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quate. To meet this situation, graph No. 11 was developed which covers

the total area of lobby, concourse and all waiting rooms. You will notice

that these points closely follow the curve. You will also observe that we
have shown on graph No. 10 the total number of seats in the waiting

areas. Some stations might have seats in the concourse, others seats in

the lobby, etc. A study of seats in the waiting rooms alone, would, there-

fore, not be a correct indication of the requirements. This explains why
graph No. 10 is necessary.

Graph No. 9 gives the total area required for waiting purposes. We
determined the total area used for waiting purposes regardless of whether

in the waiting rooms, concourse or lobby. These were added together and

graph No. 9 established. These graphs, you will recall, are the recommen-

dations of the various roads. They recommend the total number of seats,

total areas, etc., that are required to handle the business.

Before having some of the graphs shown on the screen I wish to

call your attention to the bibliography which appears as Appendix C, page

936. This bibilography represents the efforts of Mr. E. E. R. Tratman,

a member of this Committee. You will notice that the bibliography cov-

ers not only magazine articles but also the reports of the Yards and Ter-

minals Committee.

We will now have the lantern slides.

Slide No. 1 (Graph No. 12) : I want to make it perfectly clear that

these graphs do not show existing facilities. This graph shows the area

of men's toilet rooms. Each road was requested to advise the area that

would be required to handle their present normal business. They might

have 3,000 square feet, but if they thought 1,500 was adequate we spotted

their station on 1,500. You will notice that in all of the graphs the traffic

is shown on the horizontal axis and the variable facilities are shown on the

vertical axis.

There are four graphs showing men's toilet facilities, and I wish you

to observe that the same general relation between traffic and facilities exists

in all of the four graphs.

Slide No. 2 (Graph No. 13) : This graph covers the number of men's

water closets. The points fall remarkably close to the graph. You will

notice that this curve is of the same type as on the one on area of men's

toilet rooms. It is evident that there should be a close relation between

these graphs.

Slide No. 3 (Graph No. 14) : You see that this curve is of the same

type as the other two.

Slide No. 4 (Graph No. 15) : This graph is a little flatter than the

others.

Slide No. 5 (Graphs Nos. 19 and 20) : To further illustrate this point,

I wish to call your attention to the two graphs which appear on this slide,

which cover area of ticket offices and number of ticket windows. You will

note that the graphs are closely related. I will not take the time to explain

how we accomplished this ; it would take too long and would be difficult
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to follow. In general, however, it was accomplished by first establishing a

master curve. This master curve was then used to assist in establishing the

graphs where the points were scattered. Take these two graphs for ex-

ample. The points on graph No. 19 are prettty well scattered. We used

the points on graph No. 20 to help us in establishing graph No. 19. If you

were to study these two curves you would find that their equations are very

nearly the same. The ratios between the number of ticket windows is sub-

stantially the same as between the area of ticket offices for various number
of rush-hour passengers;

While the graphs are on the screen I wish to call your attention to the

fact that they are not straight lines. There are thirty graphs. In dining

room facilities the equation is probably one of the first degree, but it is the

only straight line variation in all of the graphs. I have no explanation to

offer as to why it follows a straight line, but am inclined to think that if

we had a larger number of points it would not show the straight line

tendency.

By referring to Graph No. 20 you will notice that a station with 1,000

rush-hour passengers will require about seven or eight ticket windows. If

the graph were a straight line, a station with 5,000 passengers would require

forty windows. As a matter of fact, the graph shows that but twenty are

required. You will note that in these graphs we have established the rela-

tion which should exist between business handled and the size of facilities.

Please note that if you take short stretches of the graph, say from

1,000 to 1,500, that it can be considered as practically a straight line between

these points. Please remember this as you look at the next table.

Slide No. 6 (Table A) : This table appears on page 930. Our purpose

in preparing this table was to get all the information collected in the report

in a compact form so that it could be included in the Manual. We thought

it might not be considered desirable to include the thirty graphs. The first

twenty-three facilities vary with the number of rush-hour passengers han-

dled ; and the baggage, of course, varies with the number of pieces of bag-

gage handled ; the parcel check room with the number of parcels handled,

etc.

No. 1 is area of main waiting room. The unit is shown as 100 square

feet. For a station with 250 rush-hour passengers you would have 3,000

square feet, and for a station with 5,000 passengers you would need 20,000

square feet. In the first seven facilities listed you would have to use

judgment in the application of the figures, as I have previously indicated.

For example, you might have a station without a lobby, concourse, etc., but

after these points have been decided an intelligent use of the graphs should

indicate very closely the facilities that will be required under normal con-

ditions.

We have prepared twenty-five conclusions, which we suggest be printed

in the Manual. These conclusions cover most of the points developed in

the report. I understand the practice is to read the conclusions before the

convention, which I will now do very hurriedly.
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(Mr. Mottier read the conclusions of the Committee, starting on page

927.)

Mr. Mottier: In behalf of the Committee, Mr. Chairman, I move that

these conclusions be adopted for publication in the Manual.

Mr. L. S. Rose (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—

I

would like to ask the Committee why it has taken the rush-hour passenger

period rather than the normal passenger period for the basis of designing

facilities.

Mr. Mottier :

—"That question might be partially answered by referring

to our definition of 'normal rush hour business.' The recommendations of

the operating officials as to the size of the facilities were based on their

normal rush-hour business. It does not make much difference as to which

volume of traffic is used so long as the recommendations are based on that

volume of business. In the case of a few stations we used the volume of

traffic given as maximum. This was true in the case of the New Orleans

station, where the maximum traffic given was that which occurred during

the winter season. The Committee used its judgment in some cases in

establishing the volume of business against which the recommended size of

the station was plotted. In these cases, however, the matter was referred

to the operating officials of the station in question for their criticism and

approval.

Mr. Rose :—It is quite possible that a person designing a new station

could not foresee and estimate the number of suburban passengers the

station is to handle but could, from past experience, make a fair estimate

of the number of through passengers and the number of passengers trans-

ferring.

With reference to Conclusion No. 6, it recommends a high platform,

but the Committee in its report does not say anything about the interfer-

ence with switching. In many large stations it is necessary to take cars

off and add cars on through trains, especially where these large stations

are located at junctions; the high platform would be a nuisance for train-

men switching cars at such places. The recommendation, as I recollect it,

recommends a high platform, calling attention to certain difficulties, but

does not say anything about switching.

Mr. Mottier :—There are quite a number of points which I did not

mention in my presentation of the report. Perhaps it would be well to

answer one point which has been raised. None of the information shown

on the graphs refer to suburban service. The question might also be asked

why it is that we have 44 stations reported upon, and in the case of some

of the graphs there are only between 25 and 30 points indicated. Unusual

local conditions eliminated quite a number of the stations and in the case

of several of the large terminals there was such a preponderance of sub-

urban service that they had to be eliminated on account of the operating

officials being unable to make a recommendation as to the size of facilities

which would be adequate to handle only the through passenger business.

There is some justification for the criticism raised in regard to con-

clusion No. 6. We had this objection in mind when we inserted the last
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sentence in the conclusions, "It should be stated, however, that the high

platforms interfere with the inspection of equipment." In giving weight

to this objection we should, however, bear in mind that the inspection of

equipment and the coupling of cars can generally be done on the side of

the track opposite from the platform. We have two possible platform

arrangements, one with a platform on both sides of each track, in which

case the platform on one side of the track is used for passengers and the

one on the other side is used for trucking. The trucking platform in

practically all cases would be built approximately level with the top of

rail and in these cases the inspection of equipment and coupling of cars

can be done from the low platform. In the other arrangement, in which

we have combination trucking and passenger platforms between each pair

of tracks, the inspection of equipment and switching of cars can be handled

from the space between the tracks.

Mr. Rose :—In that case the switchmen will have to dodge the trucks.

They will not like to switch in such places. I think this is very important.

The recommendation calls attention to the difficulty of inspecting cars

where high platforms are installed. This is quite true but it is worse for

tke switchmen.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I want to endorse what Mr.

Rose has said, because I think that is an extremely important feature.

Switching is certainly a most important matter in expediting the move-

ment of trains through a station.

I would like to speak about the last sentence in recommendation No. 7,

in which the position is taken that with the same area of platform there, a

capacity equal to that which may be termed the usual platform arrange-

ment can be gained by separate platforms for trucking and for passengers.

That would entail a layout of a platform, a track, a platform, and so on.

That would come pretty close to reducing the number of tracks by one-

half. Now the table on page 866 gives one example of the type of station

which is referred to in this conclusion, which seems to be that at Denver.

I note that the performance at this station of the tracks used for through

trains is very low as compared with a number of other stations, being 2.1

trains per station track per hour as against 3.6, 4.5 and 5 for other sta-

tions. I agree with the first sentence of that conclusion very thoroughly,

but it does not seem to me that that of the last one is borne out, and I

believe when we adopt something for recommended practice in the Manual

it should not be a recommendation based on probability.

Mr. Rose:—The recommendation calls for all tracks of maximum
length. It seems to me with two or three short tracks, depending upon the

character of the business, much switching can be eliminated. These short

tracks in such cases will be more economical of operation than having all

the tracks of the same length.

Mr. J. V. Hanna (Kansas City Terminal):—I think there is some

force in the last remark about making all of the tracks of maximum
length. I don't believe there is a condition anywhere where you would

make use of that number of long tracks. I would think that a careful
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consideration of the time card and the consist of the trains would indicate

how many long tracks there ought to be.

Mr. J. R. W. Ambrose (Toronto Terminals):—In regard to the loss of

station tracks by reason of using separate platforms, I have found in my
studies that the maximum loss would be 1 in 10. In the report on page 868,

you will see what the officials of the Denver Union Station have to say in

regard to the loss of trackage. Now, regarding the length of tracks, the

recommendation is that we have a sufficient number of long tracks to han-

dle the longest trains. I don't see any objection to that.

I would like to know, Mr. President, if a motion to amend the motion

is in order.

The President:— It is.

Mr. Ambrose :—I would like to move, sir, that conclusion No. 25 be

deleted and substitute therefor all of the graphs, which I think are of the

greatest importance in connection with the designing of a new station.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe):— I hardly see how these graphs are

going to be of much value in the Manual unless there is considerable

explanatory matter which goes with them, and unless the explanation goes

with them I would be opposed to putting them in the Manual.

Mr. Ambrose :— It is natural to assume that the necessary information

would accompany the graphs in order that they may be used properly.

Mr. Baldridge:—There is still another factor entering into the matter

of putting those graphs into the Manual. There is a complete index, of all

matter in the Proceedings, prepared from time to time, and it would be

about as valuable, it seems to me, to leave these graphs and their explana-

tion in full detail in the Proceedings, and leave it to anyone wishing to

use them to utilize his index and find them in the Proceedings. They will

not be used very much in the Manual, 1 believe.

The President:—Any further discussion of the amendment?
(Motion on the amendment was voted on and lost.)

The President :—The original motion is before you. Is there any fur-

ther discussion upon it?

Mr. C. A. Wilson (Consulting Engineer) :—I move that instead of the

conclusions being printed in the Manual, that they be left in the Proceed-

ings and not put in the Manual.

Chairman Montzheimer :—I feel that these 25 paragraphs contain the

meat of this Appendix C and it seems to me that it puts that information

in a very concise and definite form and that it would be of great advan-

tage to have it for future reference. If it comes to the point where this

motion should be lost, I should be willing to have the objectionable para-

graphs that have been referred to eliminated from these conclusions, and I

would like to get an expression of opinion on the motion and then if neces-

sary I would like a vote on eliminating paragraphs 5, 6 and 7.

Mr. Rose:—I do not object to the paragraph if the Committee will

modify it and call attention to the switching feature.

Chairman Montzheimer:—That is acceptable to the Committee and we
will be glad to make the change suggested.
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Mr. Wilson :—I would like to withdraw my motion and make another

one, then, and that is, after this discussion, instead of passing on the

present motion to print it in the Manual, that the matter be referred back

to the Committee.

Mr. E. A. Frink (Seaboard Air Line) :—For a long while it seems to

me there has been a necessity for just the matter that is contained in this

report. I have had occasion a number of times and I know of others

who have had the same occasion to look up information that is given in

these conclusions and to try to find out what is the proper relation between

station facilities and passenger traffic. Now, we have got it worked out in

what I consider a very admirable form. It is information that is avail-

able that many of us will undoubtedly have occasion to use very frequently

and it seems to me it is a great deal more worthy of being put in our

Manual than perhaps some of the matter that is in there now. I think it

would be a mistake to leave it out of the Manual and that it would be almost

as big a mistake to refer it back to the Committee, and I sincerely hope

the convention will vote to put it in the Manual.

Mr. Baldridge :—It seems to me that the conclusions belong in the

Manual. We want something in the Manual to show that we have con-

sidered this matter. After finding the conclusions in the Manual, if any

one wants the details he can look them up in the Proceedings. That is the

reason why I object to putting a lot of unnecessary detail in the Manual,

but I would like something to show that the matter has been considered,

and I am in favor of putting the conclusions in the Manual.

The President :—The only question before the house is the adoption of

these conclusions for publication in the Manual as recommended practice.

Mr. E. H. Lee (Chicago & Western Indiana) :—It seems to me that

this is a very admirable report. It is in the nature of a pioneer report and

involves an enormous amount of labor and brings to this Association con-

clusions which have never been formulated before on matters that have

needed very badly to be brought into a concrete form. I would suggest,

however, that in pioneering of this sort there are always details that have to

be considered. I believe that the Association is ready to vote in the

affirmative on every one of these recommendations. Perhaps the Com-
mittee will agree to modify its recommendation by some sort of a note

added which will cover the specific objections that some of the members

have made.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—Before

a decisive vote is taken on the question of these entire conclusions going

into the Manual, I would like to know whether conclusion No. 6, which I

understand practically recommends a preference for high platforms, is

intended to apply to all conditions, both where trains run into large termi-

nals and also do local work along the line. Does it mean that if a high

platform was adopted in the terminal that they would also have to be used

at every local station where those trains stopped? If it does, it would

certainly work a revolutionary change in the operation of many miles of

our railroads.
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Chairman Montzheimer :—You have high platforms in the Pennsyl-

vania station and the New York Central station in New York. Those same

trains are able to operate from lower platforms at outlying stations by

means of the steps below the platforms on the cars.

(The question was called for and the motion carried.)

Chairman Montzheimer:—I would like to make a motion that the defi-

nitions of Stub Station, Through Station and Loop Station, as shown on

page 852 in Appendix C be approved for publication in the Manual.

(Motion duly seconded and carried.)

The President :—This completes the report of this Committee, and I

am sure the Association will be pleased to have me say that this is a re-

markably good report and that its thanks are very sincerely extended to

the Committee for the fine work that it has done. The Committee is

excused with the thanks of the Association.

DISCUSSION ON WOOD PRESERVATION
(For Report, see pp. 943-1041)

Mr. C. M. Taylor (Central Railroad of New Jersey) :—The report of

the Committee on Wood Preservation is covered in Bulletin 255, and has

considerable of general interest on the subject of wood preservation

throughout the country.

There is practically no change in the Manual, except a slight change

as to the amount of oil which shall be left in fir piling. This is covered on

page 944, and it is moved that the present recommended practice for treat-

ment of piling for land construction have added to it the sentence as

shown in the center of page 944, which reads : "Except in the case of

Douglas Fir, ten pounds per cubic foot shall be the minimum."

The President:—If there is no objection, this addition will be made.

Chairman Taylor:—The next is the report on service test records,

shown in Appendix B, page 944, of which Mr. Howard is chairman. In

his absence, Dr. von Schrenk will handle this report.

Dr. H. von Schrenk (Consulting Timber Engineer) :—The report of the

Sub-Committee on Service Test Records is simply a continuation of the

report which was made last year, bringing the data of test sections up to

date. This is shown on pages 947 to 952, inclusive, and requires no further

explanation. It is the hope of the Committee to continue with these

reports from year to year. This includes a record on ties. The Commit-

tee this year sent out a questionnaire with reference to service records of

ties. The amount of information available was not sufficient to give in any

form except the tabulated form shown on the page referred to. The

Committee proposes next year to continue the investigation and study of

actual field records. The Committee itself has no further recommenda-

tions to make.

The President :—It will be received as a progress report.
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Mr. C. C. Cook (Baltimore & Ohio):—There was a suggestion that

they make reports only on completed test records. I believe sufficient

information is at hand on the various railroads of this country with respect

to tests conducted over ten or twenty years which would be very valuable

information if presented by this Committee or the Tie Committee to the

convention. If we wait for completed test records we are going to wait

a long time to get information that I believe is now available. In fact, I

have seen recently by chance reports from two railroads with very warm
comment as to the value of various timber and various treatments which

are not based on completed tests, but are based on the experience of

records that have continued over a rather long period of years and give

very valuable information.

Chairman Taylor :—In reply to that, I would say that if we attempted

each year to give you the progress reports on service tests now in process

of being carried out on the various railroads, we would probably have a

rather bulky volume. It is too expensive a proposition. The Forest Prod-

ucts Laboratory, who handle the test records, have that data and by closer

co-operation with them and by getting access to their records, you can

develop any type of timber, any type of preservative and any number of

different types of service, so that Mr. Cook's point brings out a point I

intended to make later, that the Forest Service in this work is carrying on

something we do not appreciate, and if Mr. Cook by accident happened to

come across these records he could by design come across practically the

same records if he consulted the Forest Products Laboratory, which labora-

tory has practically every experimental record on the railroads in the

United States. They are not all up to the minute, but that isn't the fault

of the railroads. That data is available and it is entirely too expensive to

expect the Association to print each year a progress report. It is for that

reason only those that are completed are published.

Mr. Cook :—I understand the Forest Products Laboratory was collect-

ing this information on completed test records. In the reports I refer to

I appreciated particularly the comments of the parties who made the

reports who had apparently made a study of these test records over a

period of years. I thought possibly that this Committee or my Committee,

which is also investigating test records, could assemble those reports in

some way and formulate a conclusion and give them the information with-

out waiting for the reports that may in later years come from the Forest

Products Laboratory.

Chairman Taylor:—The next subject is the question of Douglas Fir

treatment, particularly as to ties. Mr. R. S. Belcher will handle this.

Mr. R. S. Belcher (Santa Fe) :—Douglas Fir is thoroughly satisfactory

if properly treated and given proper handling after treatment. In this

report your Committee has described the methods which in their opinion

are the best and most satisfactory for the treatment of Douglas Fir in

common use. The report is presented as information.

I would like to call attention to one error that crept into the report in

some way, and read the second paragraph on page 957 as it should be

:
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"If empty cell treatment is desired after the completion of the condi-

tioning processes described as above, depending on whether the material is

seasoned or green, the preservative shall then be introduced until the

cylinder is filled. The pressure shall be gradually raised to at least 150

pounds per square inch and maintained until the largest volume ejection

that is practicable has been obtained. The temperature of the preserva-

tive during the pressure period shall not be less than 170 degrees F., nor

more than 200 degrees F."

Chairman Taylor :—I move the substitution be made in the second

paragraph of page 957.

The President:—If there is no objection the substitution will be

accepted.

Chairman Taylor:—The next is the report of a Committee of which

Mr. A. B. Ilsley, of the Southern Railway, is chairman.

You remember four or five years ago this Committee entered upon

the subject of the question of marine piling rather definitely, and as a

result of that investigation Mr. Ilsley has developed certain specifications

for the treatment of marine piling for Atlantic and Gulf Coast territories.

The proposed additions to the Manual are shown on pages 962 and 963.

This specification, with the consent of the Wooden Bridges Committee,

carries specifications for piles, also for timbers. The specifications for oil

are the recommended practice of the A. R. E. A. The treatment is given

on page 963.

Mr. Chairman, I move that this be added to the Manual.

The President :—It is moved and seconded that these specifications be

approved for publication in the Manual. The question is now open for dis-

cussion.

Mr. W. D. Faucette (Seaboard Air Line) :—The Committee can prob-

ably answer the question I have, and inasmuch as this particularly touches

my territory, under the head of treatment on page 963, I note that the

wood or timber is to be boiled or under pressure higher than boiling at

200 degrees F. for eight hours. I would like to know if the Committee is

satisfied that this will not structurally affect the timber or piling. Is there

anything about it that will leave the wood when you get through adversely

affected by this temperature for so long a time?

Chairman Taylor :—I have absolute faith that these specifications will

not have any affect on the structure of the timber.

Mr. Faucette :—Is there any record of any timber having been put at

that pressure and temperature so long a time?

Chairman Taylor:—Thousands of piles are on the Gulf Coast today

so treated.

Mr. Faucette :—In paragraph 18 it says, "Unless the oil has been

injected to refusal, at least 22 pounds per cubic foot shall be retained in

the piles." If I correctly understand the sentence, it means the Commit-

tee would accept 22 pounds. We have in one of our structures at Tampa
actually 24 pounds put in under specifications, and unfortunately we have

had to protect those foundations recently at considerable expense. We put
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in 24 pounds, as much as we could get. I mention that because if you

could have gotten 24 or 28 you should have done it. It was 24 in the first

place.

Chairman Taylor:—The next subject is the question of Douglas Fir

minimum for the amount of oil to be injected in marine piling. If Mr.

Faucette or any Chief Engineer figures they can afford and'as added pro-

tection want to put in 26 or 28, that is their prerogative. The Committee

figures not less than 22 pounds should be put in.

The President:—Is there any further discussion? If not, all in favor

of the approval of these specifications for inclusion in the Manual say

"aye." Contrary, "no." The motion is carried.

Chairman Taylor:—Next is Appendix E, on page 965, entitled

"Pacific Coast Marine Piling Investigation." We have M'r. W. H. Kirk-

bride, chairman, with us.

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride (Southern Pacific) :—The work of this Commit-

tee started on the Pacific Coast. We did not appreciate and did not know

of any evidence of treatment of piles there until the war period.

In the upper region of San Francisco Bay, what we call the straits,

where the fresh waters of the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers unite

with the salt waters of the bay, forty or fifty structures have been main-

tained in there of treated piling. They were damaged by Teredo, and

when this attack occurred it was a very serious matter because the ware-

houses began to tumble down. I want to call attention to the fact that

the attack was very quick after the Teredo got in there.

In a very few months the larvae attack the piles in countless numbers,

and a characteristic of the Teredo navalis is that it multiplies in such

countless numbers, and more or less naturally they enter the piles in try-

ing to find homes for themselves. In a few months the piles were gone.

This led to the Committee's work. There was really a vigorous action

taken and we should call attention to the fact that the Teredo has been

reduced. In the years 1922 and 1923, in my judgment, it was not very

serious. The old piling was removed. The insects, or pests as we should

call them, were removed.

It might be interesting to know the government wharves built there

with piles were completely destroyed. There were about fifty piles cov-

ered with bark, and I know from personal inspection that that bark really

protected the piles and they were in much better condition than the piles

that did not have the bark.

It may be interesting to look at the picture shown on page 967; that

is the Xylotrya. The test piles were removed and we split the wood open

and found the larvae had penetrated the wood, going longitudinally. When

they found they were getting into salt water they immediately turned back.

It so happens the Southern Pacific Company started in 1889, to be

exact, to treat piles in San Francisco Bay for the attacks of Xylotrya and

Limnoria. At the end of two years these creosoted piles were removed in

perfect condition. We started a series of seven tests where we selected

three of these old creosote piles that were in perfect condition after
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twenty-nine years. We also selected other piles that were in perfect condi-

tion. Then we freshened the creosote in a few other piles. We sent these

around to various roads for experiment. The results are shown in the

tables on page 968 and 969. It was interesting to know the only attack on

the old piles as shown in Table 1-A was in San Diego Harbor; the loss

is explained. I was sorry I was unable to personally examine the piles.

I feel as though this coming year we may be able to explain why there was

an attack.

Table 1-B represents tests made of creosoted fir piles, and there was

no attack other than in San Diego Harbor.

Table 1-C shows results of tests of freshly creosoted fir piles, and

there was no attack.

In Table 1-D 1 the piles were attacked.

There are other experiments being carried on as shown. The results

of our committee work thus far is that creosote is the solution of the

problem as far as we are concerned. We are going into the matter very

carefully. We know nothing better at this time than good creosote.

The President :—This will be received as a progress report.

Chairman Taylor :—As you know, and you have had a chance to

observe, there is considerable going on in the matter of marine piling

research. That is covered in Appendix F, page 971, and will be handled

by Dr. von Schrenk.

Dr. von Schrenk:—Our Committee started investigations with refer-

ence to marine piling conditions, and a survey very quickly indicated

there was a large gap as to our knowledge of the distribution and

behavior of borers.

As a result of the organization some years ago of a Marine Piling

Committee, National Research Council, a series of investigations was

undertaken in co-operation with the various bureaus of the Federal Gov-

ernment, largely financed by the various railroads having marine terminals.

These investigations took concrete form last year shortly after the

annual meeting of this organization, and resulted in the appointment of

the Director of Research.

In view of the very intense interest in this particular phase of

investigation work, we had prepared a brief summarized statement which

you will find on page 971, extending to page 1022. I would like to point

out one or two specific factors in connection with this. A great deal

of emphasis has been placed on this work. Up to the present time we have

practically no knowledge of what particular creatures were on harbor struc-

tures, practically nothing as to breeding, practically nothing as to direc-

tion of movement from one point to another, and very little of their life

history. In order to ascertain some of these questions, a number

of tests were made at various points on the coasts. On the map which we

place in this report you will find some of the larger stations on the coasts

of the United States. A list of the stations which have reported, together

with some photographic illustrations showing progress of the work, is

included in the report.
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We would like to call particular attention to the report on service

records and tests beginning on page 988. The Committee wishes to

acknowledge the very valuable assistance of Mr. A. K. Armstrong, of the

Forest Products Laboratory. The reason for includ :ng that in the

report was that there is a large amount of material submitted giving indi-

cations of what to do under emergency protection but there was no

valuable material in the report to show what not to do. In other words, a

great many schemes were proposed from time to time and found to be

absolutely valueless and a waste of money, and they kept cropping up in

these days. Everyone is, therefore, cautioned before actually applying

methods to go over this report rather carefully.

In the final pages of this report, beginning on page 1011, the data of

examinations and tests have be^n summarized. The Committee, further-

more, has brought out in the hall, most of you have seen it, a slight por-

tion of the enormous mass of material it has collected in the past year

from all coasts, through the co-operative agencies already referred to,

and we want to call attention to the significance and desirability of that

type of work. It is one of those cases where you are absolutely unable

to proceed with definite preventive measures or definite preventive schemes

until we have a very much more fundamental knowledge of the creatures

we are called upon to fight.

I would like to ask your indulgence for a few minutes while Colonel

Atwood says a few words to us as to recent development and plans which

he has particularly in reference to co-operative work.

Col. W. G. Atwood (National Research Council) :—Dr. von Schrenk

has covered the salient points of our report. We have succeeded in

doing a large amount of work with the co-operation of the railroad

officials and the government departments. It is one of the functions of

the Research Council, which is a civilian organization, to co-ordinate the

scientific activities of the government departments and we have been

very successful in getting the help of everyone owning or maintaining

water front structures. Recently we were able to succeed in getting the

Chemical Warfare Service started on a study of the various preventives.

The Chemical Warfare Service during the war collected an enormous
amount of data as to the effect of poisons on tissues of all kinds. They
have a better starting point probably than any organization in the country.

With the assistance of the Secretary of Commerce, I was able to get

the other departments interested and to persuade them to finance the work.

Recent developments, since the printing of the supplemental record,

which begins on page 1011, have only consisted of an increase in the

knowledge of distribution and also of the breeding season. On page 1014

there is a table showing the latest date at which we have found larvae.

More recent reports indicate that this does not necessarily mean the

larvae have effect in these periods. In the spring we will be able to

determine the beginning of the attack, so that any one doing temporary
work, or having falsework in salt water, will have an idea as to the best
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safety periods when such structures built of unprotected timber will be

free from attack.

A large amount of work has been contributed by the railroads and

the government bureaus, together with some cities and industries. The

Council itself has spent very little money for research. It has encouraged

other people to spend it, as in the case of the Chemical Warfare Service.

The majority of the money received for the investigation, principally from

the railroads, has been expended in co-ordinating the activities of other

organizations and reporting the results, and we hope to continue in the

same way.

Another phase of our problem, which does not come under the juris-

diction of this Committee, is the matter of concrete. We consider that of

equal importance, perhaps the more important of the two, and negotiations

are now under way for starting some basic work on that subject. The

difficulty with both timber and concrete has been that generally the

research work has not gone to the bottom of the problem. Various

expedients have been tried with more or less success, but in general they

had no scientific basis and no one knew whether they would succeed or fail.

We are trying to find the scientific facts which govern and to base our

work on these.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—Before

we proceed, I have a resolution which I have been requested to read, and

I believe this is the appropriate place. In doing so, I hope I will not

be criticized, as I have no salt water terminals to be bothered with,

but my interest in the general welfare of the nation prompts me to

endorse this request:

"The Engineering Division wishes to call the attention of the Amer-

ican Railway Association to the very valuable work done by the Com-
mittee on Marine Piling Investigations, as shown in the report of the

Committee on Wood Preservation presented to the March, 1923, convention.

"The National Research Council has secured very valuable co-opera-

tion and assistance from the Federal Government, and has arranged for

a very promising investigation by the Chemical Warfare Service at the

expense of the Government of about $20,000.

"The Committee is also arranging for a thorough investigation as to

the causes and remedies for the deterioration of concrete in sea water

and sea air. This deterioration is practically universal and the solution

of the problem of prevention will result in large savings in maintenance

and construction costs.

"The Engineering Division requests that the American Railway Asso-

ciation recommend to its members having salt water terminals that they

continue their assistance and financial support to the Committee on Marine

Piling Investigations, National Research Council."

The President:—This is offered in the form of a resolution?

Mr. McDonald :—I offer that in the form of a resolution.

The President :—All in favor say "aye." Contrary, "no." It is

approved.
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Chairman Taylor:—Next is the question of preservative treatment of

white oak ties, Appendix G, page 1023. Mr O. C. Steinmayer has this

subject in hand.

Mr. O. C. Steinmayer (St. Louis-San Francisco) :—Preservative

treatment of white oak ties has been talked over for quite a number of

years ; in fact, it has been practiced on some railroads for a considerable

length of time. In order to assist the Committee in their work, some

letters were directed to members of the Association who we knew were

familiar with the work, and the replies received by the Committee are

embodied in the report.

The Committee in undertaking the study of treating white oak ties

considered the structure of the white oak ties to determine what it was

about the white oak tie that makes it a wood difficult to treat. We have

gone into experiment work on the treatment of white oak ties and we have

investigated to what extent the experiment work has been duplicated.

We have investigated the depth of penetration we expected in white oak

ties under treatment by the ordinary treating process, and how this

definite penetration compared with other woods treated for the same period

of time.

The Committee thought it advisable to offer some conclusions to

their report. The Association some years ago adopted or recommended

for practice that all sap ties be given preservative treatment. The Com-

mittte in their report desire to emphasize at this time the necessity for

doing this in order to obtain economy from their use. The Committee

is of the opinion they can be treated efficiently. The question of whether

or not they should be treated is all dependent on the conditions which

surround their use. This is presented as information.

The President:—If there is no objection, it is so received.

Chairman Taylor:—Next is Appendix H, page 1030. Mr. W. L. R.

Haines will handle this.

Mr. W. L. R. Haines (Pennsylvania):—The Committee handling this

subject did not feel that any definite recommendation was required and

submits the report as information only. It reached certain conclusions, to

which your attention should be especially called. I will not take time

to read these. They are found on page 1040 of the Bulletin. I do feel,

however, particular attention should be called to the note on page 1030,

"Necessity for Mechanical Preparation." It is of the utmost importance

that the cutting of timber after treatment be avoided as much as possible.

(Mr. Haines read the paragraph entitled, "Necessity for Mechanical

Preparation," on page 1030.)

Mr. Haines :—That paragraph is of special importance as calling

attention to the damage that may be done to treated wood by adzing or

other cutting after treatment has been given.

The President :—This report is received as information.

Chairman Taylor :—The final Appendix is given on page 1041,

Appendix I, covering "Directions for Determining the Penetration of

Sodium Fluoride in Wood." This is a chemical problem and the details
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are explained here. It is offered as information. Mr. Chairman, that

completes our report.

The President :—In excusing this Committee, I wish to extend to it

the very hearty thanks of the Association for the very interesting and

very valuable report it has rendered this year. The Committee is excused

with the thanks of the Association.
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—the conduct of the tests and
the reduction of the data.... 309

—the locomotives 301

—the track 299

—type of locomotive 442

Switch stand targets and switch
locks, plans for • 460

T

Tape, specifications for adhesive. 595

Tellers, report of 54

Through routing of solid trains

and its effect upon the ca-
pacity of terminals, feasi-

bility and economy of 1076

Ties, report 235

—care of ties after distribution... 251

—fundamentals to be con-
sidered in designs of substi-
tute ties 249

—installing and keeping records
of test sections 255

— tests of substitute ties 236

Tie plates subject to brine drip-

pings, tests of 462

Timber and lumber, classifica-

tion of use of 756
—strength of new, old and

treated 752

—for treatment, mechanical
preparation of 1030

Track, report 451

—curving of rails 463

—oiling of track fixtures 480

—plans for switch stand targets
and switch locks 460

—revision of Manual 453

—specifications for the laying of

new track 457

—tests of tie plates subject to

brine drippings 462

—typical plans for double slip

switches, crossings, etc 454
Track bolts, specifications for

quenched carbon steel and
alloy steel 87

Traffic capacity of a railway,

methods of increasing the... 1046
Transverse fissures 75

Trackage rights, form of agree-
ment 521

Treasurer, report of 41

U

Uniform General Contract
Forms, report 503

—form of agreement for private

road crossings 528

—form of agreement of track-

age rights 521

—form of industry track agree-
ment 515

—form of lease agreement for

industrial site >.. 508

—tentative form of agreement
for the purchase of elec-

tricity 530

W

203

205

Water Service, report

—definitions

—drinking water supplies on
trains and railway premises. 206
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—pitting and corrosion of boiler

tubes and sheets 219

—relative merits of cast iron,

steel, wood and other ma-
terials for pipe lines 226

—specifications for contracting
railway water service facili-

ties 207

—specifications for drilled wells. 212

—specifications for dug wells. . . 210

—specifications for the erection

of steel tanks for storing

water 215

—specifications for pipe lines and
fittings 213

—specifications for treating ma-
chinery 217

—specifications for underground
oil and gasoline tanks used

for engine supply 217

—specifications for wooden tanks 216

—standard methods of water an-
alyses and interpretation of

results 223

—use of oil engines in railway
pumping stations 220

—value of water treatment to

railroads 222

Washers, specifications for coiled

spring 90

Weeds, chemical killing of 567

Wire crossings specifications... 591

Wooden Bridges and Trestles,

report 751

—classification of uses of timber
and lumber 756

—strength of new, old and
treated timber 752

—study of various types of

wooden trestles with a view

to recommending two or

three standards adaptable for

general railway use 773

Wooden crossing plank, substi-

. tutes for 124

Wood Preservation, report 943

—directions for determining the

penetration of sodium fluor-

ide in wood 1041

—Douglas fir treatment 954

—marine piling—Atlantic and
Gulf coasts 959

—marine piling research 971

—mechanical preparation of

timber for treatment, includ-

ing adzing and boring of ties. 1030

—Pacific Coast marine piling in-

vestigation 965

—preservative treatment of

white oak ties 1023

—report on service records and
ties 988

—research section 1011

—service test records 944

Wooden tanks, specifications for 216

Y

Yards and Terminals, reporl ... 809

—bibliography—railway passen-
ger stations 936

—capacities and sizes of scales. 816

—handling freight in two-track-
level freight houses and team
tracks, multiple story freight

houses and by mechanical
means 836

—passenger station, freight

house, and grain weighing
scales 811

—proper relation of passenger
station facilities which
should exist between busi-

ness handled and the size

and arrangement of such
facilities ' 849

—specifications for the manufac-
ture and installation of

motor truck, built-in, self-

contained and portable scales

for railroad service 815

—tolerances S29

—types of scales 816












